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Dedication to Dr. Sue A. Ferguson

This book is dedicated to Dr. Sue A. Ferguson, atmospheric scientist,
friend and colleague, visionary, and enthusiastic participant in life. We
lost Sue to breast cancer on December 18, 2005, on a beautiful, crisp,
blue-sky Seattle day. Her memory and inspiration continue to live on,
however, in the legacy she founded in the atmospheric science
community: ﬁrst in her 13-year career in Avalanche Forecasting, then
in her 13-year career as a Research Meteorologist with the USDA Forest
Service.
Sue thought big, never hesitating to tackle difﬁcult problems or
situations. She saw the potential of what could be accomplished by
bringing together brilliant and dedicated people to push the boundaries of
science and the imagination. As an Avalanche Forecaster, she started the
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Avalanche Review, now a premier publication in the ﬁeld. As a Research
Meteorologist with the Forest Service she was a member of the Fire and
Environmental Research Applications (FERA) Team and then went on
to found the Atmosphere and Fire Interactions Research and Engineering
(AirFIRE) Team. Her vision led to the development of the BlueSky
Smoke Prediction System—a system on the forefront of technology and
innovation that provides real-time predictions of smoke concentrations
from prescribed ﬁres, wildﬁres, and agricultural ﬁres. Sue helped form the
Northwest Regional Modeling Center (NWRMC) that provides daily
scientiﬁc products for the ﬁre weather, meteorological, and air quality
communities and serves as a template for other regional modeling
consortiums nationally. In addition to all these accomplishments, Sue still
loved to encourage and participate in hands-on science, leading ﬁeld
campaigns (with a tethersonde affectionately known as ‘‘Wally’’) to
measure smoke and meteorological parameters during ﬁres and mentoring young high school future-scientists-of-the-world. Sue touched many
lives, and we are all the better for knowing her and her pioneering spirit.
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Agronomic Studies (1993), and a degree in Forest Engineering from the
Technical University of Lisbon (1990). He has worked as a researcher on
GIS and Remote Sensing applications at the Agronomic Research
Institute, Zaragoza, Spain (1991–1993) at the Space Applications Institute
of the EC Joint Research Centre (1994–1999) and at the National Centre
for Geographic Information (CNIG) Lisbon, Portugal (1999–2000). He has
been responsible for the development and implementation of the European
Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS). He is currently at the Institute
for Prospective Technological Studies of the EC Joint Research Centre.
Tina Bell, Ph.D., is a Senior Research Fellow in the School of Forest and
Ecosystem Science at the University of Melbourne. Prior to this Tina
completed a Research and Teaching Fellowship at the University of
Western Australia and a Post Doctoral Fellowship at the University of
Cape Town in South Africa. Her research is in the broad area of ecology
and physiology of plants with particular interest in plants from ﬁre-prone
ecosystems. Her current project leadership has taken her into the ﬁelds of
emissions in smoke from wildﬁres and the effects of smoke on human
health and the environment.
Randall P. Benson received his B.F.A. from Texas Christian University,
majoring in Communications Graphics. He did graduate work in the
Meteorology Department at the University of Utah, earning an M.S. in
1996. He completed his Ph.D. from the Atmospheric and Environmental
Sciences program at South Dakota School of Mines & Technology in 2006
by developing a statistical model to predict wildﬁre occurrence. In addition
to serving as the State Fire Meteorologist, he also teaches atmospheric
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science and ﬁre science. Dr. Benson has worked previously in private
industry as a research climatologist and a forecasting meteorologist.
Oleg O. Bondarenko, Ph.D., is currently the Director of the Chernobyl
Radioecological Centre, State Specialized Scientiﬁc and Industrial
Enterprise in Chernobyl, Kiev Region, Ukraine.
Timothy Brown, Ph.D., is the founder and director of the Program for
Climate, Ecosystem and Fire Applications (CEFA) at the Desert
Research Institute (DRI), and Associate Research Professor at DRI in
Reno. His primary academic interests include applied research in
climatology and meteorology in relation to wildland ﬁre; the application
of scientiﬁc information for decision-making, strategic planning and
policy; statistical data analysis; and scientiﬁc visualization. Dr. Brown
actively serves in a liaison role between scientiﬁc and decision-maker/
stakeholder communities as a key mission of CEFA.
Andrzej Bytnerowicz is a Senior Scientist with the US Forest Service,
Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station in Riverside, CA. He is also a Visiting
Professor at the Department of Environmental Sciences, University of
California in Riverside. He earned M.Sc. in Food Chemistry from the
Warsaw Agricultural University, Poland, in 1972, and Ph.D. in Natural
Sciences from the Silesian University in Katowice, Poland. His main
research interests are atmospheric deposition to natural ecosystems and
effects of air pollution and climatic change on forest ecosystems. He is a
Deputy Coordinator of Research Group 7.01 ‘‘Impacts of Air Pollution
and Climate Change on Forest Ecosystems’’ of the International Union
of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO).
Andrea Camia holds Ph.D. in Forestry and is a Research Scientist at the
Institute of Environment and Sustainability of the European Commission
Joint Research Centre since 2004. He has been actively involved in the
international wildland ﬁre research arena for the last 20 years. His main
interests in the wildland ﬁre domain are focused on meteorological ﬁre
danger assessment methods, ﬁre risk assessment and mapping, fuel
modelling and mapping, historical ﬁre data management and analysis. He
is currently responsible for the operation of the European Forest Fire
Information System (EFFIS) of the European Commission.
Deborah J. Chavez received a B.Sc. in Sociology from the University of
California at Riverside in 1980, and a Ph.D. in Sociology from University
of California at Riverside in 1986. She is currently a research social
scientist at the Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station, USDA Forest Service,
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in Riverside, CA. She specializes in outdoor recreation research and
research on law enforcement.
Nataly Y. Chubarova, Ph.D., is a leading scientist at the Lomonosov
Moscow State University (MSU). Since 1985 she has worked at the
Meteorological Observatory, Faculty of Geography of MSU. Her
scientiﬁc interests are in the ﬁeld of atmospheric physics and mainly are
devoted to the analysis of ultraviolet irradiance at the Earth’s surface. She
is responsible of UVB monitoring program and aerosol program (within
the AERONET network) at the MSU.
Susan G. Conard is a National Program Leader for Fire Ecology
Research and a Wildland Fire Research and Development Strategic
Program Area Lead person in Washington Ofﬁce of the US Forest
Service. She got her Ph.D. and M.S. in Plant Ecology from the University
of California, Davis, and B.A. in Environmental Studies from the
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, OH. She is a Deputy Coordinator of
Division 8 of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations.
She is a member of the Steering Group of the International Boreal Forest
Research Association and on the Editorial Advisory Committee for the
International Journal of Wildland Fire.
Roland R. Draxler has been a research meteorologist with NOAA’s Air
Resources Laboratory (ARL) since 1975. Currently he leads the
headquarter division’s ‘‘Transport Modeling and Assessment Group’’.
His research interests are focused on long-range transport modeling,
designing response systems for atmospheric emergencies, and air quality
forecasting. Most of his recent development efforts have been related to
improving the HYSPLIT atmospheric transport and dispersion model.
Prior to working at ARL, Mr. Draxler received an M.Sc. at the
Pennsylvania State University (1975), worked as a Research Associate at
TRC of New England (1972–1973), and received a B.S. from the State
University of New York Maritime College (1972).
Alexander Dunn received a B.S. in Environmental Studies from the
University of Oregon in 1998, and an M.Sc. in Environmental Studies from
the University of Montana in 2004. He is currently Program Manager
for the Western Forestry Leadership Coalition, US Forest Service, Rocky
Mountain Region, State and Private Forestry in Lakewood, CO. He
specializes in landscape scale policy, planning, and implementation with an
emphasis on wildﬁre management and sustainable forestry.
Annie Esperanza is an air resources specialist with the National Park
Service, based in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks in
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California. A graduate of Humboldt State University, she has worked on
air-related research and monitoring efforts in the Sierra Nevada for over
25 years. Other professional pursuits involve educational outreach as it
relates to air quality and global climate change.
Mark E. Fenn is a Research Plant Pathologist with the US Forest Service,
Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station in Riverside, CA. He earned a B.S.
degree in plant pathology from the University of Arizona in 1981 and a
Ph.D. in plant pathology from the University of California, Riverside in
1986. His main research interests include the development of methods for
measuring nitrogen deposition in remote sites with the aim of determining
atmospheric input thresholds at which ecosystem components are
impacted, using empirical and ecosystem modeling approaches. He is
also a member of the Mexican Academy of Sciences.
Sue A. Ferguson was a meteorologist and scientist whose career spanned
both avalanche forecasting and ﬁre weather and smoke research. As a
mountain weather forecaster at the National Weather Service, she
founded the now-preeminent Avalanche Review journal, and helped
advance the science of avalanche forecasting. As a meteorologist with the
US Forest Service, she was the creator and leader of the AirFire Team,
which focused on weather, climate, and air quality issues surrounding
wildland ﬁre, and was a founding member of the Northwest Regional
Modeling Center (NWRMC), which provides daily scientiﬁc products for
the ﬁre weather, meteorological, air quality, energy, and other communities. The success of the NWRMC led to the development of the national
Fire Consortia for the Advanced Modeling of Meteorology and Smoke
(FCAMMS), and to the development of the BlueSky Smoke Modeling
Framework. Sue received her B.S. in Physics in 1976 from the University
of Massachusetts and her Ph.D. in Geophysics/Atmospheric Science in
1984 from the University of Washington.
Marco Ferretti studied Forest Sciences at the University of Florence
(Italy) and obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Siena (Italy). Since
1987 his interest is monitoring environmental (air pollution) effects on
forests. In particular, his interest is to ensure that monitoring design and
implementation are scientiﬁcally sound and quality assured. He has
served at the International Union of Forest Research Organizations as a
coordinator of a Working Group on Detection Monitoring and
Evaluation and as a chairman of the UN/ECE ICP-Forests Quality
Assurance Committee. He is lecturer at the University of Siena and coordinator of the Italian Task Force on Integrated Evaluation of Forest
Monitoring.
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Douglas G. Fox, Ph.D., QEP is a senior research scientist, emeritus at the
Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere (CIRA) at
Colorado State University in Fort Collins. Prior to joining CIRA he
was director of the Terrestrial Ecosystems Regional Research and
Analysis (TERRA) Laboratory, and scientist and program manager for
global change research at the Rocky Mountain Research Station. He
currently resides on the Isle of Man.
Ernesto Franco-Vizcaı́no obtained the Ph.D. in Soil Science in 1986 at the
University of California, Riverside. Since then he has worked on coastal,
desert, and mountain ecosystems in Baja California. He is currently
adjunct faculty at both the Centro de Investigación Cientı̈ﬁca y de
Educación Superior de Ensenada (CICESE) and California State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB). His research interests include soil
ecology, water relations of native plants, and management and
conservation of ecosystems. Ernesto’s activities have been focused on
improving public understanding of Baja California’s natural beauty and
promoting the conservation of its wildlands.
Francis M. Fujioka is a research meteorologist for the US Forest Service,
Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station in Riverside, CA. He earned a B.S. in
Geoscience and M.S. in Meteorology from the University of Hawaii, an
M.A. in Statistics from the University of California, Berkeley, and a
Ph.D. in Earth Science from the University of California, Riverside. He
currently leads the Fire Management Research Unit at the Riverside Fire
Lab in California.
A. Malcolm Gill, Ph.D., has been a full-time research ﬁre ecologist since
1971. During most of this time he has been employed by CSIRO Plant
Industry in Canberra, Australia. His interests include the effects of ﬁre on
organisms, water quality and the urban interface, ﬁre behaviour, and ﬁre
weather. Currently he is an Honorary Research Fellow at CSIRO Plant
Industry and a Visiting Fellow at the Australian National University in
Canberra; he is also a contributor to Australia’s Bushﬁre Cooperative
Research Centre based in Melbourne.
Benjamin S. Gimeno is a Research Ecologist with the Ecotoxicology of
Air Pollution laboratory of the Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas
Medioambientales y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT) in Madrid, Spain. He
earned his degree in Biology in 1984 and his Ph.D. in Biology in 1997
from the Madrid Complutense University. His main research interest is
the determination of critical loads and levels of air pollutants. He is a
specialist in tropospheric ozone phytotoxicity and more recently he has
been involved in research related with the adverse effects of nitrogen
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deposition in Mediterranean ecosystems. He is the coordinator of the
Spanish activities related with the United Nations—Economic Commission for Europe International Cooperative (UN-ECE) Working Group
on Effects of the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air
Pollution (CLRTAP). He is a also a member of the steering committees
of the UN-ECE Panel on Effects of Air Pollution on Natural Vegetation
and Crops (ICP-Vegetation) and the European Science Foundation
Programme, Nitrogen in Europe (NinE).
Johann G. Goldammer, Ph.D., is a head of the Fire Ecology and Biomass
Burning Research Group, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, and
Director of the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC), Germany, an
Associate Institute of the United Nations University (UNU) and
Freiburg University, where he is serving as professor for ﬁre ecology.
He is coordinator the UNISDR Wildland Fire Advisory Group and the
UNISDR Global Wildland Fire Network and co-authored and co-edited
the Health Guidelines for Vegetation Fire Events on behalf of the UN.
Nancy E. Grulke received a B.Sc. in Botany from Duke University in
1978, and a Ph.D. in Botany from University of Washington in 1983. She
is currently a research plant physiologist at the Paciﬁc Southwest
Research Station, US Forest Service, in Riverside, CA. She specializes
in whole tree responses to atmospheric pollution (O3, CO2, N deposition)
and drought stress in mixed conifer forests of California.
Wei Min Hao, Ph.D., is a senior scientist and team leader for ﬁre
chemistry research in the Fire, Fuel, and Smoke Science Program at the
US Forest Service’s Rocky Mountain Research Station. Dr. Hao leads an
interdisciplinary team to study the impacts of ﬁres on air quality,
atmospheric chemistry, and climate at regional and global scales. He
received a B.S. degree in chemistry from Fu Jen Catholic University in
Taiwan in 1976, two M.S. degrees in geochemistry and toxicology from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1979 and 1981, and a Ph.D.
degree in atmospheric chemistry from Harvard University in 1986.
Xianjun Hao, Ph.D., is a research scientist at EastFIRE Lab, College
of Science, George Mason University. His major research areas are
satellite remote sensing, geosciences, ﬁre sciences, and high performance
computing.
Jeanne Hoadley is an Air and Water Quality Specialist with the US Forest
Service serving the ﬁve national forests in New Mexico. Previously, she
served as a Meteorologist on the Atmosphere and Fire Interaction
Research and Engineering (AirFIRE) team doing technology transfer and
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applied studies related to the BlueSky modeling framework. She also
completed research related to applications of the MM5 mesoscale
meteorological model to Fire Weather forecasting. Jeanne has 18 years
experience with the National Weather Service working as an Incident
Meteorologist, Fire Weather Forecaster, Fire Weather Program Manager,
and Senior Forecaster. She holds B.S. and M.A. degrees in Geography.
Carolyn F. Hunsaker, Ph.D., is a research ecologist with the US Forest
Service’s Sierra Nevada Research Center, Fresno, CA. Prior to joining
the Forest Service in 1998, Carolyn was a scientist at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee for 16 years. Dr. Hunsaker is the lead scientist
for the Kings River Experimental Watershed, which she started in 2000.
Her research interests are understanding stream ecosystems and their
associated watersheds, landscape ecology, remote sensing of forest
structure, and environmental monitoring and assessment. She is an
adjunct faculty member at California State University Fresno.
Diane Hutton is the Fire Management Ofﬁcer at Wisdom and Wise River
Ranger Districts of the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest, US
Forest Service in Wisdom, Montana. She coordinates and directs the ﬁre
management activities for two ranger districts. The responsibility includes
ﬁre suppression, prevention, detection, and prescribed ﬁre on approximately 400,000 ha. She received a B.S. degree in Forestry from
Washington State University in 1978 and an M.S. degree in silviculture
and forest ecology from University of Montana in 1984. She is also
currently serving as the Incident Commander for the Northern Rockies
Fire Use Management Team.
Dale W. Johnson is a Professor of Soils in the Department of
Environmental and Resource Sciences, College of Agriculture, University
of Nevada, Reno (UNR). He received his Ph.D. in forest soils from the
University of Washington in 1975, and held positions at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory from 1977 to 1989 and jointly at the Desert
Research Institute and UNR between 1989 and 2001 before becoming
full-time professor at UNR in 2001. His research interests are in soil
chemistry and nutrient cycling and include studies on acid deposition,
fertilization, harvesting, CO2 enrichment, nitrogen ﬁxation, and ﬁre.
Julide Kahyaoglu-Koracin is an atmospheric modeler in the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District. She earned her Ph.D. in Atmospheric
Sciences in 2004 from the University of Nevada, Reno, and her M.S. in
Physics in 2000 from the University of Marmara, Istanbul, Turkey. Her
research interests include numerical simulations and transport and
dispersion studies of atmospheric pollutants, emissions inventory
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development and emissions modeling of air pollutants, numerical weather
predictions, data assimilation and forecasting, climate change, and its
interactions with air quality.
Jan Kucera works as a junior researcher at Joint Research Centre (JRC)
of European Commission on the ﬁeld of forest ﬁres and natural disaster
monitoring. He received his Ph.D. on Remote Sensing and GIS from the
University of Tokyo (2002) and M.Eng. from the Czech Technical
University on Land Surveying and Geodesy (1999). He worked as a
researcher (2002–2003) at the University of Tokyo. He joined Institute of
Environment and Sustainability of the European Union Joint Research
Center in 2004.
Narasimhan (Sim) K. Larkin is a Research Physical Climatologist with the
US Forest Service’s (USFS) Atmosphere and Fire Interaction Research
and Engineering (AirFIRE) Team in Seattle, Washington. He works on
climate change and air quality issues connected with wildland ﬁre, as well
as issues of climate variability. He is the co-author of the ﬁrst papers to
detail the statistically signiﬁcant patterns and impacts of El Niño and La
Nina. Currently he leads the USFS BlueSky smoke modeling project. Sim
received a B.A. from the University of California, Berkeley studying
physics and Ph.D. from the University of Washington, Seattle studying
climate diagnostics.
Giorgio Libertà works as a GIS expert at the Institute of Environment and
Sustainability – Land Management & Natural Hazards Unit of the EC
Joint Research Centre since the end of 1997. For about 20 years he has
been developing GIS applications related to data acquisition tools,
mapping production, agricultural statistics, geological and environment
monitoring systems, forest ﬁre simulation, forest ﬁre risks index, planning
and management of metro area transport system, remote sensing data, Web
GIS applications, GIS analysis with integration of vector and raster data.
Jeremy J. Littell is a research scientist at the JISAO CSES Climate
Impacts Group, University of Washington. His research focuses on the
relationships between climate and forest ecosystems, including ﬁre, tree
growth, species distributions, and adaptation to climate change. His ﬁeld
work spans montane and treeline forests in a dozen national forests and
ﬁve National Parks. He holds a Ph.D. from the College of Forest
Resources at the University of Washington, and an M.S. in Land
Resources and Environmental Science from Montana State University.
Yongqiang Liu, Ph.D., is a research meteorologist at the Center for Forest
Disturbance Science, US Forest Service. He received his Ph.D. degree in
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atmospheric dynamics from the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China in 1990. His current research interests
include wildland ﬁre and their environmental effects, land–atmosphere
interactions, regional climate modeling, and climate change.
Enrico Marchi works at the Department of Environmental Science and
Technology in Forestry, University of Florence, Italy. He is an Associate
Professor of Wood Technology & Forest Operations at the University of
Florence (Italy), Faculty of Agriculture. He holds Ph.D. in Wood
Sciences from the University of Florence.
His research interests are forest ﬁre prevention and suppression, forest
operations planning and management (thinning and ﬁnal harvesting),
cable-extraction systems, multi-functional forest roads planning, ergonomy, health and safety in ﬁreﬁghting, and forest operations. He is also
interested in technical–professional information and training activities for
ﬁreﬁghters and forest operators.
Lachlan McCaw, Ph.D., is a Principal Research Scientist with the
Department of Environment and Conservation Western Australia and is
an active participant in the Bushﬁre Cooperative Research Centre. Since
1981 he has investigated the behaviour and ecological effects of ﬁres in
forests, woodlands, and shrublands of south-western Australia. Current
research interests include ﬁre behaviour prediction, fuel moisture
modeling, combustion of coarse woody fuels in eucalypt forest ﬁres, and
ﬁre history. He devotes substantial time to knowledge transfer with ﬁre
practitioners.
Donald McKenzie, Ph.D., is a research ecologist with the US Forest
Service, Paciﬁc Wildland Fire Sciences Laboratory. His current research
interests include the landscape ecology of ﬁre, particularly in mountain
ecosystems, the effects of wildﬁre on regional air quality and the global
carbon cycle, the effects of global warming on forest species distributions,
and modeling of the spatial patterns of historical ﬁres.
Thomas Meixner is an associate Professor of Hydrochemistry in the
Department of Hydrology and Water Resources at the University of
Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. He received a B.S. in Soil and Water
Conservation and BA in the History of Science from the University of
Maryland in 1992 and a Ph.D. in Hydrology in 1999 from the University
of Arizona. From 1999–2005 he was an Assistant Professor at the
University of California, Riverside. His research interests focus on how
hydrologic processes such as hydrologic ﬂowpath, hydrologic residence
time and precipitation intermittency and seasonality inﬂuence and control
biogeochemical ﬂuxes from the plot to landscape scale.
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Millán M. Millán, M.Sc., Ph.D., designed the COSPEC for the remote
sensing of SO2. He joined Environment Canada in 1972 to study
dispersion from tall stacks and developed methodologies that have been
used in more than 40 countries. He returned to Spain in 1981 and has
participated in more than 19 European Commission projects on air
pollution, meteorology, and climate in the Mediterranean Basin.
Watkins W. Miller, Ph.D., is currently Associate Director of Research for
the University of Nevada, Reno, Academy for the Environment, and a
Professor of Soils & Hydrology in the Department of Natural Resources
& Environmental Science, College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, &
Natural Resources. His current research considers the effects of wildﬁre
and various biomass management strategies in the Lake Tahoe Basin and
eastern Sierras on ecosystem response and discharge water quality. Of
speciﬁc interest are the effects of ﬁre suppression, controlled burning, and
mechanical harvest on changes in soil compaction, water repellency,
preferential ﬂow, overland/litter interﬂow, plot condition, and vegetative
cover.
Graham Mills has undergraduate science degrees from the University of
Adelaide, and postgraduate degrees from Flinders University of South
Australia and Monash University. He has worked for the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology for more than 40 years, and in its research
branches since 1975. Initial priorities were the development of operational
limited area NWP systems, with particular emphasis on data assimilation.
These have evolved to the application of mesoscale NWP to high-impact
weather events, including intense subtropical and extratropical cyclones,
severe convective weather, and ﬁre weather. He manages the Bushﬁre
Cooperative Research Centre ﬁre weather research projects.
Richard A. Minnich received a B.A. in Geography in 1968, an M.A. in
Geography in 1970, both from University of California, Riverside, and
Ph.D. in Geography in 1978 from the University of California, Los
Angeles. He is a Professor in the Department of Earth Sciences,
University of California, Riverside. His research focuses on the ﬁre
ecology of Mediterranean ecosystems of California and northern Baja
California. Studies operate at the landscape-scale to establish ﬁre regime
properties of ecosystems, including ﬁre size, frequency and return
intervals, denudation of vegetation, post-ﬁre successions, and how ﬁre
disturbances exert selection in the distribution of plant communities.
Documentation and quantiﬁcation of these properties requires the use of
remote sensing and geographic information systems, complimented by
ﬁeld sampling. Studies compare ﬁre regimes under different management
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systems in southern California and Mexico, emphasizing Californian
chaparral and conifer forest.
Ana Isabel Miranda is an Environmental Engineer, graduated by the
University of Aveiro in 1989. Since then, she is doing research at the
Department of Environment and Planning from this University. Her
Ph.D. thesis focused on the effects of forest ﬁre on air quality. She
collaborated in several European and national research projects related to
forest ﬁres, namely MINERVE I and II, INFLAME, ACRE, SPREAD,
ERAS, and EUFIRELAB. Her research interests include air quality,
forest ﬁres, and climate change. Currently she is an Associate Professor at
the University of Aveiro and she coordinates the research group
‘‘Emissions, Modelling and Climate Change’’.
Susan M. O’Neill is an Air Quality Scientist with the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Air Quality and Atmospheric
Change (AQAC) Team, focusing on particulate matter and ozone
formation issues as they relate to agriculture. Previously, Susan was a
Research Air Quality Engineer with the USDA Forest Service, Atmosphere and Fire Interaction Research and Engineering (AirFIRE) Team.
With the AirFIRE Team she was the Development Team Leader for the
BlueSkyRAINS Smoke Prediction System, a system designed to forecast
PM2.5 concentrations from prescribed ﬁres and wildﬁres. Susan has a B.S
in Mechanical Engineering, an M.S. in Environmental Engineering, and a
Ph.D. in Civil Engineering.
Roger D. Ottmar is a Research Forester with the Fire and Environmental
Research Applications Team, Paciﬁc Northwest Research Station, US
Forest Service in Seattle, Washington. He has been involved with fuels,
ﬁre, and smoke-related research for over 30 years and is leading efforts to
continue the development of (1) a natural fuels photo series; (2) fuel
consumption and emission production models by combustion phase and
fuelbed layer for forested and non-forested fuel types across North
America; and (3) a system to characterize and classify fuelbeds.
Timothy D. Paine received a B.S. in Entomology and a B.A. in History
from the University of California, Davis in 1973 and a Ph.D. in
Entomology from UC Davis in 1981. He is currently a professor and
entomologist in the Entomology Department at the University of
California, Riverside. His research is focused on the impact of environmental stress on insect/plant/microorganism interactions in managed and
unmanaged forests, chemical ecology, and biological control.
Ilaria Palumbo has studied Environmental Science at the University of
Milano. In 2007 she got her Ph.D. in Forest Ecology at the University of
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Tuscia (Viterbo). Since 2002 she analyzed the ecological impacts of ﬁres
in the African and Mediterranean ecosystems. During her Ph.D. work she
improved a RS-based method for the quantiﬁcation of ﬁre emissions in
the Mediterranean ecosystem. She is currently employed as a research
associate at the University of Leicester and her work contributes to the
CARBOAFRICA Project. Her current research focuses on the burned
areas mapping methods and the estimation of savannas ﬁre emissions.
David L. Peterson, Ph.D., is a Research Biologist with the US Forest
Service Paciﬁc Northwest Research Station in Seattle and Professor in the
College of Forest Resources, University of Washington. He has
conducted research on ﬁre ecology and climate change in mountain
ecosystems throughout the western United States. He is a principal
investigator for the Western Mountain Initiative and a contributing
author for Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports. He
currently works on hazardous fuel treatment issues in the West and on
adaptation options for managing natural resources in a warmer climate.
Haiganoush K. Preisler is a research statistician with US Forest Service,
Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station. She earned her Ph.D. in Statistics in
1977 from the University of California, Berkeley and her M.Sc. in 1972
from the American University of Beirut, Lebanon. Her current work
focuses on statistical modeling and analysis of environmental data in
particular as it relates to forecasting forest threats.
Nickolay G. Prilepsky, Ph.D., is an Assistant Professor at the Geobotany
Department of Biological Faculty, Lomonosov Moscow State University.
After postgraduate studies since 1990 he works at Geobotany Department, Biological Faculty, Moscow State University. Area of current
expertise: phenology and ecology of plants, ﬂoristics.
Trent Procter is currently the Air Quality Program Manager for the Paciﬁc
Southwest Region of the US Forest Service. He provides program and
technical guidance to the Region’s 18 national forests. He has 30 years of
experience with the Forest Service and has served in his present position
since 2004. He holds a B.S. in Natural Resource Management from Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo. His experience includes tracking the status and
change of forest resource values that can be impacted by air pollution as
well as air quality regulatory consultation and policy development.
Xianlin Qin, Ph.D., is an associate professor of the Institute of Forest
Resources Information Techniques, Chinese Academy of Forestry
(CAF), Beijing, China. He has pursued the research on forest ﬁre remote
sensing since 1996. He has worked on several projects relative to forest
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ﬁre research by using Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques such as
‘‘National Forecast System of Forest Fire Danger’’, ‘‘Satellite Remote
Sensing Monitoring Technique and its Demonstration on Vegetation
Change and Vegetation Combustion’’, ‘‘Forest Fire Monitoring Demonstration by Satellite Remote Sensing in China’’, and ‘‘Tropical Forest Fire
Monitoring and Management System Based on Satellite Remote Sensing
Data in China’’, etc. More than 10 papers about forest ﬁre have been
published in recent years.
John J. Qu, Ph.D., is an associate professor at Department of Earth
Systems and Geoinformation Sciences, College of Science, and is CoDirector and founder of EastFIRE Lab at George Mason University. His
major research areas are satellite remote sensing, Earth systems sciences,
ﬁre sciences, and GIS applications.
Allen R. Riebau, is currently working as a principal air quality scientist and
consultant in Western Australia. He worked for the United States
government for 32 years in various capacities with his last assignment, in
which he severed for almost 10 years as Chief Atmospheric Scientist for US
Forest Service Research and Development in Washington, D.C. He holds
AAS, B.S., M.S. degrees in environmental sciences, ecology, and biology
and a Ph.D. in Earth Resources Management (air quality and ecosystems
focus area) from Colorado State University. His areas of expertise include
minerals management and air quality, wildland ﬁre and wildland ﬁre
smoke, air quality impacts to ecosystems, and climate variability.
Philip J. Riggan is an ecologist with the US Forest Service, Paciﬁc Southwest
Research Station, stationed at the Riverside Fire Laboratory, Riverside,
California. He holds Ph.D. from the College of Forest Resources at the
University of Washington (1979) and B.Sc. in chemistry from San Diego
State University. Dr. Riggan has conducted research on remote measurement of wildﬁre properties; the ecology and effects of ﬁre in Mediterraneantype ecosystems of California; and the global consequences of wildland ﬁre
in tropical ecosystems. He has been Principal Investigator and leader of the
Forest Service/IBAMA Working Group on Fire and Environmental Change in
Tropical Ecosystems and led eight airborne campaigns in Brazil that
made the ﬁrst high-resolution, synoptic, and quantitative remote sensing
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Preface
Environment pollution has played a critical role in human lives since the
early history of the nomadic tribes. During the last millennium industrial
revolution, increased population growth and urbanization have been the
major determinants in shaping our environmental quality.
Initially primary air pollutants such as sulfur dioxide and particulate
matter were of concern. For example, the killer fog of London in 1952
resulted in signiﬁcant numbers of human fatality leading to major air
pollution-control measures. During the 1950s, scientists also began to
understand the cause and atmospheric mechanisms for the formation of
the Los Angeles photochemical smog. We now know that surface level
ozone and photochemical smog are a worldwide problem at regional and
continental scales, with speciﬁc geographic areas of agriculture, forestry
and natural resources, including their biological diversity at risk. As
studies continue on the atmospheric photochemical processes, air
pollutant transport, their atmospheric transformation and removal
mechanisms, so is the effort to control the emissions of primary
pollutants (sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide), mainly produced by fossil fuel combustion.
During the mid-1970s environmental concerns regarding the occurrence of ‘‘acidic precipitation’’ began to emerge to the forefront. Since
then, our knowledge of the adverse effects of air pollutants on human
health and welfare (terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and materials) has
begun to rise substantially. Similarly, studies have been directed to
improve our understanding of the accumulation of persistent inorganic
(heavy metals) and organic (polyaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated
biphenyls) chemicals in the environment and their impacts on sensitive
receptors, including human beings. Use of fertilizers (excess nutrient
loading) and herbicides and pesticides in both agriculture and forestry
and the related aspects of their atmospheric transport, fate and
deposition; their direct runoff through the soil impacts on ground and
surface water quality and environmental toxicology have become issues
of much concern.
In the recent times environmental literacy has become an increasingly
important factor in our lives, particularly in the so-called developed
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nations. Currently the scientiﬁc, public and political communities are
much concerned with the increasing global scale air pollution and the
consequent global climate change. There are efforts being made to totally
ban the use of chloro-fuorocarbon and organo-bromine compounds at
the global scale. However, during this millennium many developing
nations will become major forces governing environmental health as their
populations and industrialization grow at a rapid pace. There is an ongoing international debate regarding policies and the mitigation strategies
to be adopted to address the critical issue of climate change. Human
health and environmental impacts and risk assessment and the associated
cost-beneﬁt analyses, including global economy are germane to this
controversy.
An approach to understanding environmental issues in general and in
most cases, mitigation of the related problems requires a systems analysis
and a multi- and interdisciplinary philosophy. There is an increasing
scientiﬁc awareness to integrate environmental processes and their
products in evaluating the overall impacts on various receptors. As
momentum is gained, this approach constitutes a challenging future
direction for our scientiﬁc and technical efforts.
The objective of the book series Developments in Environmental Science
is to facilitate the publication of scholarly works that address any of the
described topics, as well as those that are related. In addition to edited or
single and multi-authored books, the series also considers conference
proceedings and paperback computer-software packages of publication.
The emphasis of the series is on the importance of the subject topic, the
scientiﬁc and technical quality of the content and timeliness of the work.
Sagar V Krupa
Editor-in-Chief, Book Series
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Introduction
Wildland ﬁres are one of the most devastating and terrifying forces of
nature. They are unpredictable and most of the time uncontrollable. They
draw strength from the wind, and are particularly devastating in areas
prone to drought. Old growth forest stands can be consumed in minutes
leaving nothing but skeletal remains. Or the ﬁre may leave the tree
canopies untouched, but scour the forest ﬂoor consuming understory
vegetation. Fires ﬁll the sky with heat and gloom, raining ashes and
brands of ﬁre for miles. In a matter of hours wildland ﬁres can change
entire landscapes. While their effects are mostly destructive they also help
with regeneration of forests and other ecosystems. Low-intensity ﬁre can
clear dangerously accumulating underbrush and duff preventing catastrophic crown ﬁres, and allowing seeds of the sun-loving trees to
germinate. Health and survival of such ecosystems as mixed conifer forest
with giant sequoia and ponderosa pine or chaparral with various
Ceanothus species depend on the re-occurrence of ﬁres.
In North America the area and intensity of wildland ﬁre has been
growing alarmingly during the past decade. Our choice of the word
‘‘alarmingly’’ is deliberate. During the past 10 years almost every year has
seen an increase in total numbers of wildﬁres and the surface area burned
over the previous year. Correspondingly, each year has cost the United
States federal, state and local governments more than during the previous
one. This experience is also true for Australia, Europe and Asia.
Increasingly scientists and land managers are viewing this as a global
change in wildland ﬁre. It is not only that ﬁres are increasing in number.
It is rather that the nature of wildland ﬁre is changing. Over 90% of the
area burned in North American in the past ﬁve ﬁre seasons has been
consumed by only 1% of the ﬁres. This data demonstrates that a few large
ﬁres are burning over larger areas. Additionally, the intensity and spread
rates of these ﬁres are often beyond the accepted ﬁre indices used by forest
managers to describe ﬁre danger and intensity. These huge ﬁres that burn
for weeks over whole landscapes have been given a new name – they are
called MegaFires, a name that has frightening implications for managing
forests in decades to come.
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It is the role of the International Union of Forest Research
Organizations (IUFRO) to be the champion of forests, squaring off
against even the most difﬁcult problems, using scientiﬁc exchange and
cooperative research as its main tools. In September of 2006 the IUFRO
Research Group 7.01 ‘‘Impacts of Air Pollution and Climate Change on
Forest Ecosystems’’ held a meeting in Riverside, California, to discuss
wildland ﬁre and its role in the atmospheric environment. At the meeting
a select group of distinguished scientists and resource managers was
called together to share information and research concerning wildland
ﬁre. A challenging theme of the meeting was the feedback between
wildﬁre and the Earth’s climate system. This theme was additionally
explored while considering the effects of air pollution on forest ﬁre fuels
and the effects of wildland ﬁre smoke on air quality. Several ideas arose
that are of note. First, that MegaFires are a result of primarily short-term
climate ﬂuctuations, often termed climate variability. This variability,
combined with the effects of past management practices which tend to
increase fuel loading in forest systems, has made these dramatically large
and intense ﬁres possible. Secondly, air pollution in the form of elevated
ground-level ozone and atmospheric nitrogen deposition has been a
contributing factor to MegaFires in areas of North America. Finally,
wildland ﬁre smoke is becoming an increasingly signiﬁcant health hazard.
Managing and regulating smoke, however, has only been successfully
applied to small prescribed ﬁres. At present there are neither techniques
nor regulations to manage smoke hazards from MegaFires. These ﬁres
have potential to adversely affect the health of millions of people through
smoke exposure at concentrations far beyond air quality regulatory
standards.
The purpose of this book is to provide a deeper understanding of
wildland ﬁres and air quality by exploring their unknowns, paradoxes and
challenges. In the book the reader will ﬁnd the knowledge offered at that
unique international conference. The book is purposed as a practical walk
along a scientiﬁc path to new comprehension, leading from facts to
reasoning, understanding, and ﬁnally, it is hoped – to action. In the ﬁrst
section of the book the basics of wildland ﬁres and resulting emissions are
presented from the perspective of changing global climate, air quality
impairment and effects on environment and human health and security.
In the second section, effects of wildland ﬁres on air quality, visibility and
human health in various regions of the Earth are discussed. The third
section of the book deals with complex issues of the ecological impacts of
ﬁres and air pollution in forests and chaparral in North America. The
fourth section discusses various management issues facing land and ﬁre
managers which are related to wildﬁres, use of prescribed ﬁres and air
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quality. This section also presents various models and modeling systems
used for describing ﬁre dangers and behavior as well as smoke and air
pollution predictions applied in the risk assessment analysis. Finally, the
book concludes with a series of expert recommendations for wildland ﬁre
and atmospheric research both in North America and internationally.
The ancients viewed ﬁre as one of the four elements or elementals of
which all things, animate and inanimate, were composed. It was in the
balance of the four elementals of earth, air, water and ﬁre that life was
possible. As you read this written record of the important IUFRO
meeting it encapsulates, the authors hope that you will ﬁnd both a
balance of essential elements and a sure guide to their understanding.
Through science modern man has increased his understanding from four
ancient elementals to modern physics, from an Earth-centric cosmos to a
new understanding of the Universe as a Multiverse. Now as we face a new
era in wildland ﬁre, the era of the MegaFire, we apply our best science as
a world-embracing partnership under the banner of the IUFRO. By such
humble yet hopeful steps we try to unravel various wildland ﬁre enigmas
and paradoxes strand by strand.

Andrzej Bytnerowicz, Michael Arbaugh,
Christian Andersen, and Allen Riebau
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Chapter 1
Impacts of Vegetation Fire Emissions on the Environment,
Human Health, and Security: A Global Perspective
Johann G. Goldammer, Milt Statheropoulos and Meinrat O. Andreae
Abstract
Air pollution generated by vegetation ﬁre smoke (VFS) is a
phenomenon that has inﬂuenced the global environment in
prehistoric and historic time scales. Although historic evidence of
the impacts of VFS on societies is scarce, there are indications that
VFS has been a factor that inﬂuenced society signiﬁcantly since the
Middle Ages. In recent decades, increasing application of ﬁre as a
tool for land-use change has resulted in more frequent occurrence of
extended ﬁre and smoke episodes with consequences on human
health and security. Some of these events have been associated with
droughts that are attributed to inter-annual climate variability or
possible consequences of regional climate change. In metropolitan or
industrial areas, the impacts of VFS may be coupled with the
emission burden from fossil fuel burning and other technogenic
sources, resulting in increasing adverse affects on the human
population. We review the character, magnitude, and role of
pyrogenic gaseous and particle emissions on the composition and
functioning of the global atmosphere, human health, and security.
Special emphasis is given on radioactive emissions generated by ﬁres
burning in peatlands and on terrain contaminated by radionuclides.
The transboundary effects of VFS pollution are a driving argument
for developing international policies to address the underlying causes
for avoiding excessive ﬁre application, and to establish sound ﬁre
and smoke management practices and protocols of cooperation in
wildland ﬁre management at an international level.
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1.1. Introduction
1.1.1. Vegetation ﬁre–smoke pollution: Prehistoric and historic evidence

Prehistoric occurrence of ﬁre smoke emissions and the deposition of
ﬁre–smoke aerosol in lakes and on ice have been documented by a large
number of sediment and ice core studies, which provide important
sources for reconstruction of ﬁre activities (Clark et al., 1997). In addition
to biogenic, marine, and soil-dust particles, the smoke from vegetation
ﬁres has determined the composition and functioning of the natural
global atmosphere before the expansion of human populations and the
industrial age (Fig. 1.1; Andreae, 2007).
In the history of land-use phenomena and problems, vegetation ﬁre
smoke (VFS) has been documented in a few cases. One example is the
smoke pollution generated by land-use ﬁres and land-use change in
northern Germany since the 16th century. At that time, large uncultivated
bogs and swamps dominated the region. With population growth, people
were forced to enlarge the area under production and started to cultivate
these areas by burning the bogs (Goldammer, 1998).

Figure 1.1. Sources of aerosol particles to the natural atmosphere: Primary particles—such
as sea spray, soil dust, smoke from wildﬁres, and biological particles including pollen,
microbes, and plant debris—are emitted directly into the atmosphere. Secondary particles
are formed in the atmosphere from gaseous precursors; for example, sulfates are formed
from biogenic dimethyl sulﬁde and volcanic sulfur dioxide (SO2), as well as, secondary
organic aerosol from biogenic volatile organic compounds. (Reprinted with the permission
of Andreae 2007 and the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).
Copyright: AAAS, 2007.)
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Burning of bogs began usually in mid-May and ended in June. The
drying of the organic material and the heat caused the break up of the
normally barely accessible plant nutrients of the bog, enabling cultivation
of oats and buckwheat on the freshly burned ﬁelds without fertilization.
The burning of bogs was ﬁrst noted in the year 1583. Smoke pollution
from bog burning (Fig. 1.2) seemed to have an oppressive effect in
northwestern Germany, even in areas far away. This effect, the ‘‘smell of
burning’’ was known under the term ‘‘High Smoke’’. First historic
evidence of an extended regional European ﬁre–smoke episode dates back
to the end of the 17th century. In 1657, the bog burnings began on May 6
in Northern Friesland, carried by strong easterly winds. On the next day,
the smoke reached Utrecht (Netherlands), and a little bit later had
changed direction, passing Leeuwarden towards Den Helder, and
reaching the sea on May 15. There, the wind changed northwest and
drove the bog smoke back, so that on May 16 it had reached Utrecht
and Nijmwegen again. At the same time, the smoke was also noticed in
Hanover, Münster, Köln, Bonn, and Frankfurt. On May 17, 1657, the
smoke reached Vienna, on May 18 Dresden, and on May 19 Kraków
(Poland).

Figure 1.2. Moor burning in Friesland (Frisia) around 1900. Sometimes smoke from these
land-use ﬁres covered large areas of Europe. (Source: Archive, Fire Ecology Research
Group/Global Fire Monitoring Center.)
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Other historic evidence is provided by the description of a large-scale
ﬁre–smoke pollution in Russia in 1915 (Shostakovich, 1925). Reports
indicate the effects of a 50-day ﬁre episode between June and August
1915, during which more than 140,000 km2 of forest lands were affected
by ﬁre between Angara River and Nijnya Tunguska. Smoke pollution was reported on a total land area of about 6 million km2 with
extreme pollution, resulting in visibility of less than 20 m on more than
1.8 million km2.
1.1.2. Contemporary trends in vegetation ﬁre–smoke pollution

As a consequence of demographic developments and increasing pressure
on vegetation resources in many developing countries, the application
of ﬁre as a land-clearing tool in large-scale land-use change projects,
increased rapidly over the past three to four decades. In addition to
traditional land clearing by small landholders shifting cultivation (slashand-burn agriculture), the establishment of pastures and sugar cane
plantations in Brazil, forest clearing for the establishment of palm oil
plantations, or other cash crops in Southeast Asia, and other tropical
regions involves massive burning of vegetation. During droughts, such
as the dry spells associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
phenomenon, land-use ﬁres also escape to large uncontrolled wildﬁres,
reinforcing the ﬁre–smoke burden at regional scales.
Other regions that are undergoing urbanization are experiencing an
abandonment of the rural space. The rural exodus often results in an
increase of wildﬁre hazard, due to decreasing land cultivation and
utilization of vegetation resources. Increased fuel loads (combustible
materials) are resulting in more severe and often uncontrollable ﬁres.
Portugal is one of the most impressive examples where land abandonment—coupled with the establishment of highly ﬂammable eucalypt and
pine plantations—has resulted in extended ﬁre and smoke pollution
episodes (Varela, 2006).
Other regions of the world are suffering an unhealthy combination of
socioeconomic, political, and environmental drivers of ecosystem impoverishment and land degradation. In countries undergoing political and
economic transition in Eurasia the institutional and political capabilities to
practice efﬁcient forest ﬁre management have declined to an extent that ﬁres
are becoming almost uncontrollable. This is especially the case in the central
Asian region (Goldammer, 2006a), where regional droughts associated with
illegal forestry activities, arson, and negligence have resulted to extended
severe ﬁre episodes with smoke pollution affecting neighboring countries
and long-range smoke transport in the Northern Hemisphere.
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1.2. Fundamentals
1.2.1. VFS formation

Generally, vegetation ﬁre can be considered as a four-phase process
consisting of the pre-ignition, ﬂaming, smoldering, and glowing phases.
In the ﬁrst phase (pre-ignition), heat from an ignition source or the
ﬂaming front evaporates water and the low molecular weight volatiles
from the fuel and the process of pyrolysis begins. In the second phase
(ﬂaming), combustion of the pyrolysis products (gases and vapors) with
air takes place. Flaming occurs if these products are heated to the ignition
point (325–3501C) (US NWCG, 2001). The heat from the ﬂaming
reaction speeds the rate of pyrolysis and produces greater quantities of
combustible gases, which also oxidize, causing increased ﬂaming. The
third phase (smoldering) is a very smoky process occurring after the
active ﬂaming front has passed. Combustible gases are still produced by
the process of pyrolysis, but the rate of release and the temperatures are
not high enough to maintain ﬂaming combustion. Smoldering generally
occurs in fuelbeds with ﬁne packed fuels and limited oxygen ﬂow. In the
fourth phase (glowing), most of the volatile gases have been burned, and
oxygen comes into direct contact with the surface of the charred fuel. As
the fuel oxidizes, it burns with a characteristic glow, until the temperature
is reduced so much that combustion cannot be continued, or until all
combustible material is consumed (Johnson, 1999).
A vegetation ﬁre is the result of interaction of three components—fuel,
oxygen, and heat of combustion (ﬁre triangle). The fuel is in principle the
forest, or more generally, the vegetation. However, other types of fuels
and/or materials may contribute to the VFS formation and composition
during the ﬂame-front expansion (Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007).
Vegetation fuels have speciﬁc characteristics, such as fuel moisture and
fuel temperature, which contribute to the combustion process (see this
volume, for a full discussion of weather and climatic inﬂuences on ﬁre and
combustion). Generally, vegetation fuel with high moisture content, such
as big branches or tree trunks, produces water vapor that lowers the
temperature of combustion and hence favors smoldering. The speciﬁc
characteristics of the fuel, such as the amount and size burned, contribute
mainly to the quantity of the smoke produced.
The oxygen-(O2)-to-fuel ratio can be affected by wind speed and
direction and also vegetation characteristics, such as vegetation density
(packing ratio), shape, and arrangement (structure). The O2-to-fuel ratio
mainly contributes to the type of components in the VFS. For example,
evolution of carbon monoxide (CO) and ﬁne particles dominates in
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incomplete combustion (limited oxygen ﬂow, smoldering phase), whereas
in complete combustion (oxygen ﬂow, ﬂaming phase) the emission of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and H2O is favored. However, O2 ﬂow also affects
the amounts of smoke produced: the amount of particulate emissions
generated per mass of fuel consumed during the smoldering phase is more
than double that of the ﬂaming phase (US NWCG, 2001).
The heat component of the ﬁre triangle can contribute to the smoke
components produced. An indicative example is that organic degradation
of pine needles has been found to commence at 200–2501C, while
maximum evolution rate of organic volatiles was found to occur in the
temperature range 350–4501C (Statheropoulos et al., 1997); according to
another source, peak production of combustible products was found to
occur when the fuels were heated in the range of 3001C (Johnson, 1999).
Recently, airborne measurement of sensible heat and carbon ﬂuxes in ﬁre
plumes were combined with remote measurements of ﬂame properties to
provide consistent remote-sensing-based estimators of these ﬂuxes. These
estimators provide a mean to determine rates of fuel consumption and
carbon emission to the atmosphere by wildland ﬁres as required for
assessments of ﬁre impacts on regional air pollution or global emissions
of greenhouse gases (Riggan et al., 2004).
1.2.2. VFS chemical composition

Generally, VFS is considered an aerosol, which is deﬁned as a colloidal
system in which the dispersed phase is composed of either solid or liquid
particles in gas, usually air (Johnson, 1999).
VFS, basically, consists of water vapor, permanent gases, volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs),
and particles (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). Permanent gases include CO2,
CO, nitrogen oxides (NOx) (Muraleedharan et al., 2000; Radojevic, 2003).
Sulfur oxides (SOx) and ammonia (NH3) have also been reported. SOx are
usually produced in small quantities, because in general vegetation fuel
sulfur content is low (Ward & Smith, 2001). Concentrations of SO2
identiﬁed in Brunei Darussalam during the 1998 smoke-haze episode were
below World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines levels of 100–
150 m gm3 (Radojevic, 2003). However, high amounts of sulfur-based
compounds are created when sulfur-rich vegetation or soil are burned; for
instance, signiﬁcant quantities of SO2 and hydrogen sulﬁde (H2S) were
produced by forest ﬁres burning in Yellowstone National Park (Reh &
Deitchman, 1992). NH3 has been measured in forest and savannah ﬁres
(Hegg et al., 1988, 1990; Lacaux et al., 1995; Koppmann et al., 2005).
However, the emission ratio of NH3 relative to CO2 has generally been
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found low; NH3 is primarily emitted during the smoldering rather than
during the ﬂaming phase of combustion (Koppmann et al., 2005).
Methane (CH4) and various VOCs have been found in VFS (Heil &
Goldammer, 2001; Miranda, 2004; Ward, 1999). Hydrocarbons identiﬁed
were aliphatic, such as alkanes, alkenes, and alkynes. Representative
compounds included ethane, heptane, decane, propene, 1-nonene,
1-undecene, and acetylene (McDonald et al., 2000; Shauer et al., 2001;
Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007; Ward & Smith, 2001). Additionally,
aromatic hydrocarbons, such as benzene and alkylbenzenes have been
found; for example, toluene, xylene, and ethyl-benzene (Muraleedharan
et al., 2000; Reh & Deitchman, 1992; Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007).
Moreover, VOC mixtures included the following oxygenated compounds:
alcohols (phenol, m-cresol, p-cresol, guaiacol) (McDonald et al., 2000;
Shauer et al., 2001; Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007; Ward & Smith,
2001), aldehydes (formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, furfural, acrolein, crotonaldehyde, benzaldehyde) (Kelly, 1992; Reh & Deitchman, 1992;
Reinhardt & Ottmar, 2004; Shauer et al., 2001; Statheropoulos &
Karma, 2007), ketones (acetone, 2-butanone) (McDonald et al., 2000;
Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007), furans (benzofuran), carboxylic
acids (acetic acid), and esters (benzoic acid, methyl ester) (McDonald
et al., 2000; Muraleedharan et al., 2000; Reh & Deitchman 1992;
Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007; Ward & Smith, 2001). Also, it has been
shown that during ﬁreplace pine wood combustion experiments and in
a pine forest ﬁre incident, chloro-methane was detected in the smoke
produced (McDonald et al., 2000; Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007).
Chloro-methane has been identiﬁed as the most abundant halogenated
hydrocarbon emitted during biomass burning, mainly consisting of dead
and living vegetation (e.g., savannahs, fuel wood, agricultural residues;
(Andreae et al., 1996; Koppmann et al., 2005; Urbanski et al., this
volume). SVOCs found in the VFS were polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), such as benzo (a) pyrene (Booze et al., 2004; Kelly, 1992;
Muraleedharan et al., 2000; Reh & Deitchman, 1992; Ward, 1999) (also
see Urbanski et al., this volume).
Generally, VFS contains particulate matter (PM) (Reid et al., 2005).
Particles can be coarse, with diameter up to 10 mm (PM10), ﬁne with
diameter up to 2.5 mm (PM2.5), or ultraﬁne with diameter smaller than
0.1 mm (Sandström et al., 2005). The PM can be primarily released to the
atmosphere due to combustion or can be formed through physical or
chemical transformations (molecular agglomeration of supersaturated
vapors, nucleation). Primary particles can be elemental carbon or organic
carbon particles. Inorganic or elemental carbon, also known as graphitic
or black carbon (soot), is a product of the incomplete combustion of
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carbon-based materials and fuels (CEPA, 1999). Organic carbon can also
be produced via secondary gas-to-particle conversion processes. Condensation of hot vapors (VOCs, SVOCs) during combustion processes
(tars) and also nucleation of atmospheric species result in formation of
new particles, usually below 0.1 mm in diameter. Generally, low-volatility
products either nucleate or condense on the surfaces of pre-existing
particles, yielding particles in the size range 0.1–1.0 mm (CEPA, 1999).
Trace elements can also be contained in particles produced from forest
ﬁres, such as sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg), aluminum (Al), silicon (Si),
phosphorus (P), sulfur (S), chlorine (Cl), potassium (K), calcium (Ca),
titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), vanadium (V), lead
(Pb), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), bromine (Br), and chromium (Cr)
(Muraleedharan et al., 2000; Radojevic, 2003; Reh & Deitchman, 1992;
Ward & Smith, 2001). These species are usually absorbed on the surface
of ﬁne particles.
Particles, as PM10 and PM2.5 have been measured in different forest
ﬁres, such as during the Gestosa experimental ﬁres in Portugal (Miranda
et al., 2005), during the 1997 haze episode in Southeast Asia
(Muraleedharan et al., 2000; Ward, 1999), in the U.S. state of Montana
2000 wildﬁre season (Ward & Smith, 2001), in Korea during May 2003
(aerosol impact due to forest ﬁres in the Russian Federation) (Lee et al.,
2005), and in a forest ﬁre in Greece (Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007).
However, VFS can exist as a more complicated mixture depending on
the ﬂame-front pathway. If a vegetation ﬁre is in the interface of an urban
area, it is possible the ﬂame-front will co-burn fuels other than vegetation,
such as wastes. In this case, synthesis of VFS can be the additive or
synergistic result of all the possible emission products due to the pyrolysis
and combustion of the vegetation and the wastes; signiﬁcant quantities of
hazardous components, such as dioxines (polychlorinated dibenzo-pdioxines/polychlorinated dibenzo-furans PCDDs/PCDFs), can also be
contained in the resultant VFS. Additionally, when vegetation ﬁres pass
over rural ﬁelds or rural/urban constructions, then wood, plastics, or
fertilizers can also be burned and materials, such as pulverized glass,
cement, dust, asbestos, plaster, or other chemical compounds can be
contained in the smoke produced. Various scenarios of forest ﬂame-front
pathways and the possible related VFS chemical composition have been
integrated in a road map for air-quality assessment (Statheropoulos &
Karma, 2007).
It has to be noted that radioactive species can, occasionally be found in
VFS. Their origin can be from vegetation fuel radioactively contaminated, such as a forest in the site of the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant
Exclusion Zone (Dusha-Gudym, 2005; Poyarkov, 2006). It has been
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reported that in 1992, severe wildﬁres that burned in the Gomel Region
(Belarus) spread into the 30 km radius zone of the Chernobyl Power Plant
and the level of radioactive cesium in aerosols was increased 10 times
within the 30 km zone (Dusha-Gudym, 2005; WHO/UNEP/WMO, 1999)
(see Section 1.4.1 of this chapter and Hao et al., this volume).
1.2.3. VFS components concentration and exposure limits

During vegetation ﬁres, high peak concentrations of VFS components
can be observed, especially near the ﬂame-front. Table 1.1 presents mean
concentrations of VFS components measured in ‘‘smoky’’ conditions in
the ﬁeld (sampling duration 20–30 min) that have been reported in the
literature (Miranda et al., 2005; Pinto & Grant, 1999; Reinhardt et al.,
2000; Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007), together with the short-term limits
recommended by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). In general, exposure limits given by various health
organizations that are presented in this chapter for comparison should be
considered as indicative and not as references because they refer to indoor
occupational exposure.
Concentrations of PM10 as high as 47,600 mg m3 have been found
(Reh & Deitchman, 1992), whereas the exposure limit for 24 h given
by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH) is 150 mg m3. Moreover, PM2.5 levels measured in the ﬁeld,
Table 1.1. Mean concentrations measured in smoky conditions in the ﬁeld and short-term
occupational exposure limits (STELs)
Compound
COa
CO2b
Benzeneb
Tolueneb
Xyleneb
Acroleinea
Formaldehydea
BenzoPyrene (BaP)c
PM2.5a,d
a

Concentration

54 ppm
350 ppm
0.22 ppm
0.12 ppm
0.08 ppm
0.071 ppm
0.468 ppm
7.1 n gm3
a,b
7000 m gm3, d2300 m gm3

Short-term exposure limits
(NIOSH, 1997)
200 ppm
30,000 ppm
1 ppm
150 ppm
150 ppm
0.3 ppm
0.1 ppm
—
e
65 m gm3 (24 h)

Reinhardt et al. (2000).
Statheropoulos and Karma (2007).
c
Pinto and Grant (1999).
d
Miranda et al. (2005).
e
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH).
b
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at a distance of approximately 70 m from the ﬂame-front, were estimated
to be 49,500 mg m3 (Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007); the respective
ACGHI 24 h limit is 65 mg m3.
Airborne measurements of ﬁre emissions at a distance of 200–1000 m
above the ﬂame-front have shown that CO concentration ranged between
100–600 ppb with an average and standard deviation of 310710 ppb
(Yokelson et al., 2007).

1.3. VFS emissions from various vegetation types

National statistical databases on the spatiotemporal extent of wildland
ﬁres—numbers and size of ﬁres occurring in forests, other wooded lands,
and other lands—are not only important for ﬁre management planning
but also for environmental, economic, and humanitarian impact assessments. In the majority of the countries of the world, the data collected by
agencies on the ground or by aerial monitoring do not reﬂect the full
extent of wildland ﬁres. In most countries the forestry agencies or other
services are collecting data only for the protected forests and other
protected vegetation under their respective jurisdiction. Only in a few
countries, data of grassland, steppe, and peat bog ﬁres are entering the
statistical databases. The ﬁre statistical data provided by the recent survey
in the regions of the Global Wildland Fire Network within the Global
Forest Resources Assessment 2005 reﬂect this general situation and
therefore do not provide a complete picture (FAO, 2007).
Other data sets on spatial and temporal occurrence of vegetation ﬁres
have been produced, based on various spaceborne sensors, such as the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (NOAA AVHRR), Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Medium-Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS), Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reﬂection Radiometer (ASTER), and Satellite Pour l’Observation de la
Terre or Earth-observing Satellite (SPOT) Vegetation instruments. These
data sets include all vegetation types affected by ﬁre. Active ﬁres and area
burned recorded from space include both the ecologically benign ﬁres
burning in ﬁre-dependent or adapted ecosystems and the economically
and environmentally detrimental ﬁres burning in ﬁre-sensitive systems.
Thus, these satellite-derived data cannot be compared directly with the
conventionally collected data of the forest agencies, which are generally
restricted to wildﬁres occurring in production or protected forests.
One of the global satellite-derived assessments of land areas affected
by ﬁre in the year 2000 was conducted by the Global Vegetation
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Monitoring (GVM) unit of the Joint Research Center (JRC), in
partnership with other six institutions, using the medium-resolution
(1 km) satellite imagery provided by the SPOT-Vegetation system (JRC,
2002). According to the data set, the global vegetated area affected by ﬁre
in the year 2000 was 350 million ha (details on the area burned by country
can be downloaded at the JRC Web site (JRC, 2002)).
Based on such global satellite-derived data sets and/or published
statistics and models, a number of studies have been conducted to
estimate total global gaseous and aerosol emissions from vegetation ﬁres,
such as the most recent Global Wildland Fire Emission Model (GWEM)
(Hoelzemann et al., 2004).
Table 1.2 provides an overview of global emission of selected species
annually emitted from vegetation ﬁres in the late 1990s, based on
emission factors as summarized by Andreae (2004) (for more information
on chemical emissions from different fuel types, see Ottmar et al., this
volume).
1.4. Smoke dispersion

VFS produced by large vegetation ﬁres is usually transported many
kilometres away from the ﬂame-front. Usually, ﬁne particles can be
transported to long distances (cross border transfer). Table 1.3 presents
some of the VFS pollutants and their transfer through the environment
are presented (Brauer, 1999). According to Nakajima et al. (1999), during
the 1997 episode in Southeast Asia, the smoke-haze layer covered an area
up to 10 million km2. Moreover, during 2002, the Canadian forest ﬁres in
a province of Quebec affected the PM levels of the city of Baltimore in the
United States, which is located hundreds of kilometres from the source
(Sapkota et al., 2005). Fires in Canada were also found to cause high
concentrations of CO and O3 over a period of 2 weeks in the southeastern
and eastern coastal United States during the summer of 1995 (Wotawa &
Trainer, 2000).
1.4.1. Transport of radionuclides in VFS

As a result of the failure of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, a total
of 6 million ha of forest lands were polluted by radionuclides. The most
polluted forest area covers over 2 million ha in the Gomel and Mogilev
regions of Belarus, the Kiev region of Ukraine, and the Bryansk region
of the Russian Federation. The main contaminator is caesium-137
(137Cs); in the core zones of contamination, strontium-90 (90Sr) and
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Table 1.2. Global annual emission of selected chemical species in the late 1990s (in mass of species per year; Tg a1)
Savanna and
grassland

Tg dm
burnedb
CO2
CO
CH4
NMHC
Methanol
Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Formic acid
Acetic acid
NOx (as NO)
N2O
NH3
SO2

3160

1330

5096
206
7.4
10.7
3.8
1.1
1.6
1.4
0.33
2.1
4.2
12.2
0.67
3.4
1.1

2101
139
9.0
10.8
2.6
1.8
0.86
0.83
0.24
1.4
2.8
2.2
0.27
1.7
0.76

Tropical
forest

Extra-tropical
forests
640
1004
68
3.0
3.6
1.3
1.4
0.32
0.35
0.12
1.8
2.5
1.9
0.17
0.88
0.64

Biofuel
burning

Charcoal making and
burning

Agricultural
residues

Total
pyrogenic
9200

2663

196

1190

4128
206
16.2
19.3
3.9
0.4
0.36
0.06
0.48
0.35
2.4
2.9
0.16
3.5
0.73

169
19
1.9
0.4
0.16
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.11
0.30
0.16
0.01
0.06
0.015

1802
110
3.2
7.6
2.1
1.4
0.68
0.65
0.21
0.3
1.0
3.0
0.08
1.5
0.48

14,300
750
41
53
13.8
6.3
3.9
3.3
1.4
6.0
13.1
22.3
1.4
11.0
3.7

Fossil fuel
burning
—
23,100
650
110
200
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
45
2.0
0.4
228
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Compounda

Author's personal copy
0.05
0.24
0.006
16.1
26.2
11.7
10.6
1.5
1.09
1.1Eþ28
6.3Eþ27
3.7Eþ27

0.05
0.10
0.010
12.0
11.3
8.7
7.0
0.88
0.39
4.5Eþ27
2.7Eþ27
1.3Eþ27

0.02
0.03
0.002
8.3
11.3
5.3
5.8
0.36
0.16
2.2Eþ27
1.7Eþ27
6.4Eþ26

0.11
0.14
0.008
19.1
25.1
13.8
10.5
1.6
0.14
9.1Eþ27
5.3Eþ27
2.7Eþ27

0.01
0.0005
0.00011
0.34
1.1
0.24
0.18
0.06
0.02
1.3Eþ26
7.6Eþ25
3.8Eþ25

0.07
0.28
0.004
4.6
15.5
4.8
3.9
0.82
0.33
4.0Eþ27
2.4Eþ27
1.2Eþ27

0.31
0.80
0.031
60
91
45
38
5.2
2.1
3.1Eþ28
1.8Eþ28
9.6Eþ27

—
—
—
—
—
27
20
6.6
—
—
—
—

diameter)
a

Abbreviations: NMHC, non-methane hydrocarbons; N2O, nitrous oxide; COS, carbonyl sulﬁde; CH3Cl, methyl chloride; CH3Br, methyl bromide;
PM2.5, particulate mattero2.5 mm diameter; TPM, total particulate matter; TC, total carbon; OC, organic carbon; BC, black carbon; CN,
condensation nuclei; CCN, cloud condensation nuclei at 1% supersaturation; N(W0.12 mm diameter): particles W 0.12 mm diameter; E ¼ 1020.
b
1 Tg, 1 million metric tons; dm, dry matter.
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COS
CH3Cl
CH3Br
PM2.5
TPM
TC
OC
BC
K
CN
CCN (1% SS)
N(W0.12 mm

15
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Table 1.3. Indicative VFS compounds and how they are transported from the source
(Brauer, 1999)
Compound
Permanent gases

Hydrocarbons
Particles

Example
CO, CO2
O3
NO2
Benzene
PM10
PM2.5

Notes
Transported over distancesa
Only present downwind of ﬁre-transported over
distances
Reactive concentrations decrease with distance from ﬁre
Some transport, and react to form organic aerosols
Coarse particles are not transported and contain mostly
soil and ash
Fine particles transported over long distances

a

CO measured in the smoke plume of a tropical forest ﬁre was transported to a distance
greater than 500 km (Yokelson et al., 2007).

plutonium-239 (239Pu) are found in high concentrations. This region
constitutes the largest area in the world with the highest contamination by
radionuclides and is located in a ﬁre-prone forest environment in the
center of Europe.
Every year, hundreds of wildﬁres are occurring in the contaminated
forests, peatlands, and former agricultural sites. Between 1993 and 2001 a
total of 770 wildﬁres in the closed zone of Ukraine affected 2482 ha.
In the period 1993–2000, 186 wildﬁres occurred in the closed zone of
Belarus and affected an area of 3136 ha including 1458 ha of forest. In
Ukraine in 2002 alone, a total area of 98,000 ha of wildland was burned in
the contaminated region of Polissya.
Under average dry conditions, the surface fuels contaminated by
radionuclides—the grass layer and the surface layer of peatlands—are
consumed by ﬁre. Most critical is the situation in peat layers, where the
radionuclides are deposited. The long-range transport of radionuclides
lifted in the smoke plumes of wildﬁres and their fallout on large areas
were investigated in detail in 1992. Radioactive smoke plumes, containing
caesium-137, were monitored several hundred kilometres downwind from
the sites where ﬁres occurred in May and August 1992 (Dusha-Gudym,
2005).
This risk of radioactive contamination has not decreased substantially
and is particularly threatening the population living in the immediate
environment of the accident site (4.5 million people). Radioactive emissions are also a high risk for ﬁreﬁghters. In addition, populations are
affected by radioactive smoke particles transported over long distances
(Dusha-Gudym, 2005; Poyarkov, 2006).
A similar situation is found in Kazakhstan. At the Semipalatinsk
Nuclear Weapons Test Site, more than 450 nuclear tests, including about
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100 atmospheric tests, were conducted for a period of 40 years between
1949 and 1989. Radioactive contamination is highest in Eastern
Kazakhstan, including the ﬁre-prone pine forests along the Irtysh River
at the border to the Russian Federation (Gorno-Altay). A recent report
reveals that radioactive emissions from ﬁres burning in central Asia in
2003 were recorded in Canada (Wotawa et al., 2006).
1.4.2. Remote-sensing methods to monitor VFS

There are satellite systems with aerosol detection capability. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrationolar Operational Environmental Satellite (NOAA POES) AVHRR and the NASA MODIS are such
examples (Fig. 1.3a and b). The NASA Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Figure 1.3. (a) Active ﬁres in the Transbaikal Region (Russian Provinces Chita and
Buryatia) depicted by the MODIS instrument on Terra, May 8, 2003 (courtesy: NASA).
(b) Smoke plume from ﬁres burning in the Transbaikal Region on May 8, 2003, stretching to
Sakhalin and northern Japan (MODIS). (c) Smoke plume from ﬁres burning in the
Transbaikal Region stretching to Sakhalin and northern Japan (MODIS) on May 7, 2003 as
depicted by NASA TOMS. (d) May 3–8, 2003, carbon monoxide concentration originated
by VFS in the Transbaikal Region depicted by the MOPITT instrument on the Terra
satellite (courtesy: NASA).
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Experiment (SAGE) provides vertical resolution. The Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) depicts aerosols at coarse resolution
(Fig. 1.3c). A relationship between MODIS Aerosol Optical Thickness
(AOT) and ground-based hourly ﬁne particulate (PM2.5) has been shown
(Hutchison, 2003; Wang & Christopher, 2003). The Measurement of
Pollution in The Troposphere (MOPITT) instrument aboard the NASA
Earth-Observing System (EOS) Terra satellite is a thermal and near
infrared (IR) gas correlation radiometer, designed speciﬁcally to measure
CO proﬁles and total column CH4 (Figs. 1.3d and 1.4). The CO pollutant
can also be used as a tracer for other pollutants, such as ozone at or near
ground level (Edwards et al., 2003).
1.5. Environmental impacts

VFS can have impacts on the air, water, and soil. The long-term effects
of vegetation ﬁre emissions on atmospheric composition and global
processes have been presented and discussed (Houghton et al., 1992).
Short-term effects of forest ﬁres include elevated trace gases, aerosol, and
CO2 levels, nitrogen deposition, acid precipitation, and local climatic
changes (Bazzaz, 1990; Fan et al., 1990; Vitousek et al., 1997).
Environmental impacts of VFS include the increase of the ground-level
ozone, due to photochemical reactions of VFS components in the

Figure 1.4. Global carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations in the Northern Hemispheric
summer of 2004 depicted by the MOPITT sensor. A record ﬁre season in Alaska in 2004
spread smoke across the Northern Hemisphere and elevated CO levels across North
America and Europe. Red indicates high concentrations, while yellow indicates low
concentrations. The high levels over China are caused by industrial and urban pollution. The
high CO concentrations in sub-Saharan Africa are generated by savanna ﬁres. The Alaskan
ﬁres released approximately 30 Tg (teragrams: 1 Tg ¼ 1 million metric tons) of CO (NASA
Earth Observatory, 2006).
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presence of NO2, CO, and VOCs, the ground-level O3 precursors (Hogue,
2005). It has been reported that the big wildﬁres in Alaska and the
Canadian Yukon during the summer of 2004 generated huge plumes of
CO and other pollutants and affected large areas of the Northern
Hemisphere by increasing ground-level O3 (Barry, 2005). Moreover,
according to another study, there was evidence that Canadian forest ﬁres
in 1995 changed the photochemical properties of air masses over
Tennessee on days during the ﬁre period (USDA, 2002). During the
1997–1998 SE Asia ﬁre–smoke episode, enhanced concentrations of CO2,
and CH4 were observed throughout the troposphere from eastern Java to
the South China Sea (Heil & Goldammer, 2001). Additionally, it has been
reported that photosynthesis of three tree species was reduced by the
smoke-haze of 1997 in Indonesia, due to elevated aerosol and atmospheric pollutant levels (Davies & Unam, 1999). VFS particles can pollute
surface water directly, by deposition, or can become part of the soil. In
this case and after a rainfall, suspended soil particles, as well as dissolved
inorganic nutrients and other materials, can be transferred into adjacent
streams and lakes, reducing water quality and disturbing aquatic
ecosystems balance. In sandy soils, leaching may also move minerals
through the soil layer into the ground water (USDA, 1989) (also see
Section III of this volume).
Recent research reveals that, as a consequence of climate change,
mercury deposits once protected in cold northern forests and wetlands
will increasingly become exposed to burning. Mercury is released to the
atmosphere with ﬁre smoke. Turetsky et al. (2006) quantiﬁed organic soil
mercury stocks and burned areas across western boreal Canada; it was
assumed that, based on ongoing and projected increases in boreal wildﬁre
activity due to climate change, atmospheric mercury emissions will increase
and contribute to the anthropogenic alteration of the global mercury cycle
and to the exacerbating mercury toxicities for northern food chains.

1.6. Peatland ﬁres

The recurring regional VFS pollution in Southeast Asia, a phenomenon
largely resulting from application of ﬁre in land-use change and extended
wildﬁres, has been observed since the 1980s. Despite the 2001 Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Agreement on Transboundary
Haze Pollution that aimed at reducing regional smoke-haze caused by
VFS, the inappropriate and illegal use of ﬁre land vegetation conversion,
especially on drained peatlands, is still practiced (Goldammer, 2006b).
Recent public interest on emissions from peatland conversion ﬁres is
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based on the controversial debate about the increasing conversion of
peatlands to establish oil palm plantations as a source of ‘‘bioenergy’’.
While much public attention has been given to regional VFS pollution
in Southeast Asia, there is limited scientiﬁc and public coverage on the
transboundary transport and impacts of peat ﬁre smoke on human health
and security in the Northern Hemisphere.
The fact of the matter is that ﬁres burning in drained or desiccated
peatlands are an important source of extended ﬁre smoke pollution in
formerly cultivated and currently abandoned regions of northern Eurasia.
In the western Russian Federation, peatlands have been drained and used
for agricultural purposes since the early 19th century. The fen peatlands
were used as agricultural ﬁelds but are out of use now. According to the
Wetlands International Russia Program, peatland ﬁres are a common
phenomenon in the Russian Federation (Minaeva, 2002) and may
contribute to about 10% of the total area burned (Shvidenko & Nilsson,
2000). In most cases, the ﬁres are started outside the peatlands, caused by
forest visitors, hunters, tourists, or by agricultural burning and burning
activities along roads. In Fig. 1.5a, a satellite image of the western Russian
Federation with heat signatures of peat and forest ﬁres in 2002 is presented.
In September 2002, the VFS from peat and forest ﬁres in the Moscow
region reduced the visibility to less than 100 m in Moscow, where the
concentration of CO exceeded the permissible values by more than three

Figure 1.5. (a) Satellite scene of the western Russian Federation on September 4, 2002. The
heat signatures of the peat and forest ﬁres are given in red. The smoke plumes (light blue
haze) stretch from the Western Russian Federation to Belarus, Poland, and the Baltic Sea.
(b) Smoke transport from ﬁres (marked in red) in northern China (top left) and the southeast
of the Russian Federation (right) on October 15, 2004. (Source: True color image by
Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), resolution 2 km.)
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times (European Water Management News, 2002). The smoke pollution
did not only cause a dramatic reduction of visibility but also had
detrimental impacts on the health of the population and resulted in an
increase of hospital admissions (also see Chubarova et al., this volume).
In spring 2006, smoke from peat and forest ﬁres in the western Russian
Federation was noted in the United Kingdom. In summer 2006, VFS
from ﬁres burning in the Russian Federation persisted over Finland for
weeks (GFMC, 2006). In Fig. 1.5b, transboundary transport of smoke
due to ﬁres in the northern China and the southeast of the Russian
Federation during October 2004 is shown.
Short- to long-distance transport of smoke has also been noted within
central and east Asia during the last 10 years. The ﬁre episodes of 1998
(Far East), 2003 (Transbaikal region), and 2004 (Northeast China, Jewish
Autonomous Region) caused severe smoke pollution in the Far East of
the Russian Federation. The consequences of regional smoke pollution
in 2004 were recorded in Khabarovsk and revealed that both aerosol and
carbon monoxide concentrations exceeded the maximum permissible
concentrations (Goldammer et al., 2004).

1.7. Impacts of VFS on visibility

Reduced visibility is the main impact of VFS on critical infrastructures.
For instance, in 1994, VFS from ﬁres in Sumatra (Indonesia) initially
reduced the average daily minimum horizontal visibility over Singapore
to less than 2 km. Later, the visibility in Singapore dropped to 500 m.
At the same period, the visibility in Malaysia dropped to 1 km in
some parts of the country (WHO/UNEP/WMO, 1999). Other impacts
on infrastructures included the irregularities in operation of airports
(reduced or cancelled ﬂights), highways and hospitals, and even army
camps. For example the regional airports in Indonesia were closed during
the haze period of 1997. In 1982–1983, 1991, 1994, and 1997–1998, the
smog episodes in Southeast Asia resulted in closing of airports and
marine trafﬁc. In addition, accidents in the highways or possible airplane
crash and human losses can be the result of reduced visibility. Several
smoke-related marine and aircraft accidents occurred during late 1997
(WHO/UNEP/WMO, 1999). From 1979 to 1988, 28 fatalities and more
than 60 serious injuries were attributed to smoke that drifted across
roadways in the southern United States (Mobley, 1990). According to a
study concerning the 1998 smoke episode in Brunei Darussalam, it was
found that the haze impact on areas where a school and a hospital were
situated was signiﬁcant (Muraleedharan et al., 2000). In Fig. 1.6, people
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Figure 1.6. People exposed to VFS in East Kalimantan, Indonesia, during the 1997–1998
ﬁre–smoke episode. (Source: A. Hoffmann, GFMC.)

exposed to VFS in East Kalimantan, Indonesia, during the 1997–1998
ﬁre-smoke episode are presented.
Generally, limited data and case studies exist regarding VFS impacts
on critical infrastructures for risk management (Dokas et al., 2007).
In Fig. 1.7, reduced visibility in an urban area of Russian Federation due
to transboundary smoke-haze transfer is shown.

1.8. Human health impacts of Vegetation Fire Smoke
1.8.1. Toxicity of VFS

Generally, toxicity is deﬁned as the deleterious or adverse biological
effects caused by a chemical, physical, or biological agent. Toxicity can be
acute, deﬁned as any poisonous effect produced within a short period of
time, or chronic, deﬁned as the capacity of a substance to cause adverse
human health effects as a result of chronic exposure. To assess the risks
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Figure 1.7. VFS pollution in Khabarovsk in the Far East of the Russian Federation caused
by forest and peat ﬁres in northeast China/Far East of the Russian Federation (March 11,
2008). (Source: L. Kondrashov, Paciﬁc Forest Forum.)

from toxic substances, toxicity indicators can be used, such as the LC50
(concentration of a substance in the air at which 50% of the tested
population is killed) or the EC50 (concentration of a substance in the air
at which 50% of the tested population are affected (ContamSites, 2007).
For evaluating chronic toxicity, the lowest observable effect concentration (LOEC) can be used. Although by themselves LC50 values are of
limited signiﬁcance, acute lethality studies are essential for characterizing
the toxic effects of chemicals and their hazard to humans. The most
meaningful scientiﬁc information derived from acute lethality tests comes
from clinical observations and postmortem examination of animals rather
than from the speciﬁc LD50 value (Eaton & Klaassen, 2001).
The toxic effects due to chemicals are also related to the duration of the
exposure. Generally, exposure is deﬁned as the contact made between a
chemical, physical, or biological agent and an organism. Acute exposure
is deﬁned as exposure to the oral, dermal, or inhalation route for 24 h or
less. Chronic exposure is the repeated exposure to the oral, dermal, or
inhalation route for more than approximately 10% of the human life
span. Risk assessment under speciﬁc exposure conditions is deﬁned as the
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identiﬁcation and evaluation of the human population exposed to a toxic
agent, describing its composition and size, as well as the type, magnitude,
frequency, route, and duration of exposure (EPA IRIS, 2007).
Toxicity of the VFS mixture can be the additive or the synergistic result
of all the possible hazardous smoke components, depending on the
fuel types burned and the possible materials contained in the VFS.
Additive toxicity is deﬁned as the toxicity of a mixture of contaminants
that is equal to the summation of the toxicities of the individual
components. Synergistic toxicity is deﬁned as the toxicity of a mixture
of contaminants that may result in a total toxicity greater than the
summation of the toxicities of the individual components (ContamSites,
2007).
VFS may contain toxic compounds such as:
 Respiratory irritants: Irritants can cause inﬂammation of mucous
membranes. Ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are
indicative examples. Irritants can also cause changes in respiration
and lung function, such as sulfur dioxide, formaldehyde, and acrolein
(MSU, 2005). According to speciﬁc studies, formaldehyde and
acroleine were suspected of causing respiratory problems to the
exposed ﬁreﬁghters (Reinhardt & Ottmar, 2004; Reinhardt et al., 2000).
 Asphyxiants: Asphyxiants prevent or interfere with the uptake and
transport of oxygen. An example is carbon monoxide, which in high
concentrations can result in immediate collapse and death (MSU,
2005). Methane and carbon dioxide are also considered asphyxiants.
Even beneﬁcial gases can be asphyxiants: a 17% inhaled oxygen
content is the safe limit for prolonged exposure. A 5% oxygen content
is the minimum compatible with life. Concentrations of 1% produce
stupor and memory loss (Stefanidou-Loutsidou, 2005).
 Carcinogens: A carcinogen is a chemical, known or believed to cause
cancer in humans. The number of proven carcinogens is comparatively
small, but many more chemicals are suspected to be carcinogenic
(PTCL, 2007). Weight-of-evidence (WOE) for carcinogenicity is a
system (U.S. EPA) for characterizing the extent to which the available
data (human or animal data) support the hypothesis that an agent can
cause cancer to humans. WOE descriptors are classiﬁed from A to E:
group A are known human carcinogens, whereas group B are probable
human carcinogens, group C possible human carcinogens, group D
are not classiﬁable as human carcinogens, and E are compounds
with evidence of non-carcinogenicity (EPA IRIS, 2007). Carcinogens
can be of three categories: Category 1 are substances known to be
carcinogenic to humans, for which there is sufﬁcient evidence to cause
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cancer development; Category 2 are substances for which there is
sufﬁcient evidence of causing cancer to humans, based on long-term
animal studies and other relevant information; Category 3 are
substances that can possibly have carcinogenic effects but for which
available information is not adequate to make satisfactory assessments
(UB, 2007). According to the above, benzene is considered as A,
formaldehyde as B1, acetaldehyde as B2, crotonaldehyde as C, toluene
and phenol as D (EPA IRIS, 2007).
 Mutagens: A mutagen is an agent that changes the hereditary genetic
material. Such a mutation is probably an early step to the development
of cancer, for example, formaldehyde, acroleine (PTCL, 2007).
Teratogens may cause non-heritable genetic mutations or malformations in the developing fetus, for example, toluene (PTCL, 2007).
 Systemic Toxins: These are chemicals, which can cause toxic effects, as
a result of their absorption and distribution to a site distant from their
entry point (EPA IRIS, 2007). Examples are heavy metals, such as lead,
mercury, and cadmium (Stefanidou-Loutsidou, 2005), which may be
contained in the VFS particles, especially when the ﬂame-front expands
to waste disposals (landﬁlls) (Statheropoulos & Karma, 2007).

1.8.2. Exposure

Exposure to VFS can be quantiﬁed as the concentration of the smoke
components in the subject in contact integrated over the time duration
of that contact. In order to have a more representative assessment of
VFS health impacts, it should be considered that exposure to VFS is
simultaneous exposure to multiple substances, such as gases, liquids,
solids (mixed exposure). A potential synergism may exist among various
VFS components.
Exposure can be characterized as point, area/surface or network; such
exposure characteristics should be taken into account for addressing
exposure limits. Temporal/averaged, discrete/sporadic or continuous/
cumulative exposures have to be taken into account in order to calculate
an averaged, sporadic, or cumulative exposure, respectively (Seyenaeve,
2006).
Fireﬁghters’ exposure to VFS is characterized mostly by a standard
periodicity (every summer) and high frequency (e.g., long-lasting ﬁres).
Hence, the ability to measure online their exposure is considered critical.
Exposure of the ﬁreﬁghters to CO and formaldehyde can exceed legal and
short-term exposure limits, occasionally, in smoky conditions; CO level
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has been noted as exceeding the 200 ppm ceiling set by the NIOSH
(Reinhardt et al., 2000).
Exposure of general populations to VFS is not a continuous situation.
However, susceptibility of the receptors should also be taken into
consideration during exposure assessment, as sensitive groups, such as
children, pregnant women, people with respiratory problems, and the
elderly are considered more vulnerable (USEPA, 2001).
Different organizations have evaluated compounds that are considered
hazardous for the exposed populations. The WHO, European Union
(EU), United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), and
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) are some of
those organizations. In that scope, terms such as standards, guidelines,
and limit values are used. EU limit values are mandatory, while guide
values give only guidance. Standards (or EU Directives) can contain both
limit and guide values (Colls, 2002). Additionally, the ACGIH has
established Threshold Limit Values (TLVs), the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration has addressed Permissible Exposure Limits
(PELs), and the NIOSH has addressed Recommended Exposure Limits
(RELs). These limits are referred to as the occupational exposure of 8 h or
24 h, and for some compounds the Short-Term Exposure Limits (STELs)
of 15 min exposure are also given.
However, these Occupational Exposure Limits (OELs) need further
investigation. For example, TLVs are based on a young and healthy
worker, which might not be representative for the entire exposed population. Moreover, inhalation is considered the main route of exposure
and the exposure pattern is 8 h/day/5 days/week (Seyenaeve, 2006). In
emergency situations work-shifts of the ﬁreﬁghters are often extended.
For unusual schedules, adjustments of these limits to the extended
work-shifts need to take place (Kelly, 1992; Reh & Deitchman, 1992).
Threshold limits for the ﬁreﬁghters’ exposure to VFS is an issue that
needs further study. The time duration of the shifts varies, depending
on the extension of the ﬁre. In addition, the distance of the shift
camping from the ﬁre-front is usually not far enough for the ﬁreﬁghter
to recover from smoke inhalation. Camping some distance from the
ﬁre and smoke front is a problem, especially in the case of forest ﬁres
in small islands, where dispatching means and personnel is difﬁcult
(Statheropoulos, 2005).
Especially for the exposure to particles, during a vegetation ﬁre very
high concentrations of particles at short-time duration may be observed;
these short-term peaks may cause some of the most signiﬁcant health
implications. Fine particles, known as respirable, are not stopped by the
cells of the respiratory tracts and can penetrate the lungs more easily than
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coarse particles. In this way, hazardous compounds absorbed by the ﬁne
particles can reach the air cells (Cesti, 2006; Dawud, 1999; Fowler, 2003;
Malilay, 1998). Toxic effect of particles is related to the quantity of toxic
substances that may be absorbed and the afﬁnity for site of action
(enzyme, membrane). In general, biological absorption of particles by the
human body can take place by ﬁltration through pores of membranes,
simple diffusion, facilitated diffusion, active transport (against concentration gradient), or endocytose (pinocytose-phagocytose). Biological
absorption can be oral, pulmonary, cutaneous, ocular, etc. Some of the
health effects due to particles can be acute toxicity, skin corrosion/
irritation, serious eye damage/eye irritation, sensitization (allergy),
carcinogenicity, speciﬁc target organ systemic toxicity (TOST), respiratory irritation, and so forth (Seyenaeve, 2006). Hence, the 24 h
assumption of particles for OELs might not be efﬁcient for short-term
risk assessment in a vegetation ﬁre. It should be emphasized that ofﬁcial
exposure limits for particles near the ﬂame-front do not exist. However,
there was an effort to provide some criteria, in order to assess the severity
of the situation in a forest ﬁre (USEPA, 2001). Adjustment of the existing
exposure limits to the hostile conditions of vegetation ﬁres has to be taken
into consideration not only for the exposed population and its sensitive
groups, but also for the ﬁreﬁghters of the front-line. In addition, exposure
limits to VFS components should be addressed in the framework of ﬁeld
exposure, compared to occupational indoor exposure.
1.9. Conclusions and recommendations

VFS has serious impacts on the environment and human health, as well as
the national economy (Rittmaster et al., 2006). Strategies and tactics exist
to cope with its impacts. However, a number of issues are still open for
further elaboration and decision making. Therefore, the Health Guidelines for Vegetation Fire Events (WHO/UNEP/WMO, 2000), dealing
with potential risks to public health of emissions from vegetation ﬁres,
recommend that additional research be conducted to address:
 Quantiﬁcation of resulting concentrations of ambient air pollutants in
populated areas.
 Evaluation of likely exposure scenarios for affected populations (both
indoors and outdoors).
 Assessment of consequent health risks posed by such human exposures.
 Special attention to ﬁre-generated radioactive emissions.
 Physical/chemical factors contributing to the changes that occur over
time and space during VFS transport.
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 Compilation of information pertaining to levels of exposure and ﬁre
activity, in conjunction with past ﬁre and smoke episodes.
 Mitigation approaches.
 Health impacts ofVFS.
In addition, a ‘‘catalogue of ideas’’ was prepared in the framework of
a teleconference entitled ‘‘Short- and long-term health impacts of forest
ﬁre smoke on the ﬁreﬁghters and the exposed population’’ (FFNet, 2005),
which was organized in 2005 by the European Center for Forest Fires
(ECFF), a center that operates in the framework of the European Open
Partial Agreement (EUROPA) on the prevention, protection against, and
organization of relief in major natural and technological disasters. Some
of these ideas are:
 Forest ﬁre smoke is a complex mixture of chemical compounds
produced from combustion of forest fuel. However, as ﬁre expands, it
may burn constructions, landﬁlls, or crops. Asbestos, glass cement, and
combustion products of plastics, pesticides, insecticides can potentially
be found in forest ﬁre smoke. Data need to be collected regarding this
concept.
 Exposure limits for the ﬁreﬁghters need to be established, taking into
consideration the complexity of smoke, the dynamic phenomena which
occur during a forest ﬁre, the nature of ﬁremen’s work, the duration of
work-shifts, and the site of the shift camping. Research and studies,
with strong operational components, might be the way for providing
solutions.
 Exposure limits for the population and especially for the sensitive
groups, such as infants, elderly people, pregnant women, and people
with pre-existing cardiovascular and respiratory diseases have to be set
and criteria of evacuation need to be considered. Evaluation of existing
or similar studies needs to be carried out.
 Existing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) needs to be benchmarked with careful experimentation.

1.10. Challenges ahead: Public policies addressing wildland ﬁre smoke

The primary aim of this chapter was to provide a state-of-the-art report
on the nature of VFS emissions. Exposure and vulnerability of humans
to ﬁre emissions, however, is a subject that needs more information
on options for limiting smoke impacts on human health and security.
A number of recent VFS pollution episodes have caused public concerns
and alerted policy makers. Some responses, such as calls or laws for
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eliminating the use of ﬁre in land management, have resulted in conﬂicts,
contradicting effects, or are difﬁcult — if not impossible — to enforce.
Examples include the ﬁre-use ban in Indonesia, which has been in force
since the mid-1990s and has been proven to be ineffective. As discussed
above, the ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution, signed
by the ASEAN member states in 2001 and aimed at reducing regional
smoke-haze caused by VFS, has proven to be inefﬁcient—largely because
Indonesia was not willing and able to reduce inappropriate and illegal use
of ﬁre in land-use change, especially on drained peatlands (Goldammer,
2006b).
An example of contradicting effects is the reduction of prescribed
burning in the U.S. due to limitations imposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency standards. These limitations have resulted in
a reduction of application of prescribed ﬁre for various land management
objectives in the 1980s and 1990s. Clearly, smoke products from
prescribed ﬁre are basically identical with those emitted from uncontrolled wildﬁres, even if differences have been revealed, such as ratios of
oxidized/reduced compounds, for example, NOx/NH3 (Ward et al., 1993).
The application of prescribed ﬁre includes smoke management options,
which will reduce smoke impacts on humans. The reduction of prescribed
burning, however, results in the build-up of fuels, which in turn
contributes to the risk of large, high-intensity and high-severity ﬁres that
are difﬁcult to control, including uncontrollable and comparatively more
severe impacts of smoke.
Besides the implications of ﬁre bans on potentially uncontrolled ﬁres
and smoke production, it must be reminded that ﬁre exclusion from ﬁreadapted or ﬁre-dependent ecosystems, which require a regular inﬂuence
of ﬁre, can also result in dramatic changes of structure, biodiversity,
stability, and productivity of such ecosystems. Therefore, a complete
exclusion of ﬁre from land-use systems would affect livelihoods of
hundreds of millions of people worldwide.
However, the transboundary transport of VFS from one country to
another country is increasingly the subject of public and political debates.
Three recent cases may highlight this issue. In May 2006 western Europe
including the United Kingdom was affected by ﬁre smoke pollution
generated and transported from vegetation burning in the western
Russian Federation. As a consequence of the high concentration of PM10
monitored in the United Kingdom, the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) announced that the UK
government was going to submit revisions to the United Nations
Convention on long-range transboundary air pollution to prevent similar
occurrences in the future (GFMC, 2006).
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In August 2006, the VFS emissions from the western Russian
Federation, Ukraine, and Belarus were transported to the Nordic
countries. Smoke exposure was particularly severe in Finland where the
air pollution exceeded the limits of the maximum permissible amount of
airborne dust in city air of 50 micrograms per cubic meter of air for
almost 2 weeks. In order to deal with this transboundary process, a joint
Russian-Finnish wildland ﬁre exercise was held in Karelia (Finland) soon
after these events (GFMC, 2006).
In March–April 2007 the ﬁre smoke generated by numerous land-use
ﬁres in northern Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, China, and Cambodia caused
extremely severe regional smoke pollution. The situation was aggravated
by a very strong inversion event, which trapped the smoke close to the
ground. This resulted in a situation similar to the close-to-ground pollution
in southern Malaysia and Singapore as a consequence of Indonesia’s landuse ﬁres. Tensions and international discussions on deﬁning common
solutions were reported from the region (GFMC, 2007a).
The consequences of ﬁre burning on radioactively contaminated lands
and its consequences on redistribution of radioactive particles lifted by
ﬁre smoke is another serious issue that needs to be addressed. In the case
of the Chernobyl nuclear accident of 1986 and its implications on the
redistribution of radioactivity by wildﬁres, a new initiative has been
launched in 2007 by the Agricultural University of Kiev, Ukraine, to
address the problem to reduce the contamination locally, nationally, and
transnationally (GFMC, 2007b).
These examples reveal the transboundary and international nature of
VFS emissions that can cause many problems, in an increasingly vulnerable
global society. These problems have to be addressed cooperatively and
collectively. Consequently, bilateral and multilateral agreements are
necessary to address these issues. An international agreement—legally
binding or voluntary—could be helpful to set standards for prevention and
response to VFS pollution. The use of the WHO/UNEP/WMO Health
Guidelines for Vegetation Fire Events (WHO/UNEP/WMO, 1999), the
Voluntary Fire Management Guidelines (FAO, 2006), the Global Fire
Monitoring Center (GFMC), and the mechanism of the UNISDR Global
Wildland Fire Network (UNISDR, 2007) are available and could be
applied to facilitate such an international approach.
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Chapter 2
Climatic and Weather Factors Affecting Fire Occurrence and
Behavior
Randall P. Benson, John O. Roads and David R. Weise
Abstract
Weather and climate have a profound inﬂuence on wildland ﬁre
ignition potential, ﬁre behavior, and ﬁre severity. Local weather and
climate are affected by large-scale patterns of winds over the
hemispheres that predispose wildland fuels to ﬁre. The characteristics
of wildland fuels, especially the moisture content, ultimately
determine ﬁre behavior and the impact of ﬁre on the landscape.
The physical processes related to combustion, ﬁre, and plume
behavior are largely affected by both daily weather and long-term
climate.

2.1. Introduction

Both human-caused and lightning-caused ﬁres result from changing
climate and weather factors. After ignition, ﬁre behavior is largely
affected by ambient atmospheric factors including wind, atmospheric
stability, fuel moisture, and topographic inﬂuences. In this chapter we will
discuss the differences between climate and weather, how climate and
weather affects ﬁre, what the future implications may be for ﬁre and
climate change, and how the important atmospheric factors interact with
fuel properties to determine ﬁre behavior. In Section 2.2 we will discuss
the impact of climate (climate anomalies, teleconnections and climate
change) on ﬁre and in Section 2.3 we will demonstrate the importance of
weather (temperature, lightning, moisture and wind) on ﬁre occurrence
and ﬁre behavior.
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2.2. Climate

This section provides an overview of climate and its effects on ﬁre.
Climate is deﬁned by the variability in weather and results from
numerous non-linear processes and interactions between the atmosphere,
the hydrosphere, the biosphere, and the geosphere. Any change in one of
these spheres affects the other realms and these linked changes eventually
result in changes to ﬁre behavior. It is unclear how future ﬁre behavior
will be affected with anticipated changes in climate but it is clear that
extreme weather conditions occurring over sufﬁcient time periods will
affect the moisture content of wildland fuels and thus ﬁre regime
characteristics. Most research indicates that future global temperatures
will be warmer than current levels and that drought areas will increase
making wildﬁre activity more likely (IPCC, 2007).

2.2.1. Deﬁning climate

The climate we associate with a particular area involves the entire range
of weather conditions that together combine to produce what is
considered normal or average for that location. Climate may be deﬁned
as the statistical properties of the atmosphere that include both the
frequency and variability of weather events. Climate zones, such as those
found in the Koeppen system (McKnight & Hess, 2000), link the world
distribution of vegetation types to various combinations of monthly mean
temperature and precipitation. Each climate zone is distinguished across
Earth’s surface relative to latitude, degree of continentality, and location
relative to major topographic features. Wildland fuel type characteristics
such as fuel loading, fuel volume, continuity, moisture content, and
size and shape are intimately associated with various climate zones.
Accordingly, ﬁre regime characteristics such as ﬁre frequency, ﬁre
intensity, and season of occurrence are largely deﬁned by climate.
Possible changes in climate will affect the characteristics of wildland fuels
and ﬁre regimes.
The ranges in climate, along with variations in vegetative conditions,
produce differences in climate from one region to the next. In both the
Northern and Southern Hemisphere, ﬁre seasons commence in lower
latitude regions and progress poleward as the warm season develops and
as Earth continues its orbit about the sun. Annual changes in climatic
features of a region, such as snowpack and spring snowmelt or the lengths
of growing seasons, are all important considerations to the start and the
length of ﬁre seasons (Westerling et al., 2006).
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2.2.2. Climate anomalies

The ﬁre climate is a synthesis of daily ﬁre weather conditions averaged
over a long period of time. The range of weather conditions over time
helps determine ﬁre season characteristics along with the normal or
expected conditions. Daily extremes in the climate record profoundly
affect ﬁre occurrence and ﬁre behavior. It is widely regarded that large
wildﬁres requiring signiﬁcant suppression resources are associated with
weather anomalies that act to shape the climate record. The majority of
the area burned by wildﬁres, which may be underestimated in some
regions (Soja et al., 2002), is frequently associated with a very small
number of the observed ﬁres each year and has been attributed to
changing climate and increasing fuel hazards (Stephens, 2005).
Anomalies of temperature are experienced over days and may persist
for seasons and are observed over large regions of continents.
Precipitation deﬁcits may be observed over similar time periods but
often display more complex patterns due to the factors that contribute to
the development of rain and snow. The near random distribution of warm
season convective precipitation often leads to irregularities in spatial
patterns of precipitation on short time scales. Over longer time scales,
precipitation patterns may become more evident as reﬂected in areas
of ﬂooding and drought. Geographic nonuniformity in precipitation
patterns frequently occurs over continents, which allows for a region to
be dry adjacent to a region experiencing above-normal precipitation.
At middle and high latitudes, the geographic nonuniformity is linked to
the direction of the prevailing upper-atmospheric winds that govern the
strength and direction of travel of storms.
Lack of moisture over an extended period of time may lead to drought.
Droughts are associated with persistent departures of the large-scale
weather pattern from its normal pattern. It is believed that ocean surface
temperatures contribute to the persistent weather patterns that are
associated with drought (Cayan et al., 1998; Herweijer et al., 2007; Seager
et al., 2005; Ting & Wang, 1997). Droughts are also commonly linked
to increased wildﬁre occurrence (Girardin et al., 2006; Swetnam &
Betancourt, 1998) and to increased ﬁre size (Maingi & Henry, 2007).
Westerling et al. (2003) found that seasonal ﬁre severity may be predicted
with some skill based on moisture anomalies from antecedent seasons.
2.2.3. Teleconnections

Teleconnection is a term used to describe the tendency for atmospheric
circulation patterns from one location on the globe to be related either
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directly or indirectly to another that spans a signiﬁcantly large area.
Teleconnections play a vital role in the study of air–sea interactions and
global climate processes. They often prove useful in understanding
climate patterns that occur across the world.
Probably the most well-known teleconnection is the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO). It is a phenomenon with global teleconnections and
is observed in the tropical Paciﬁc Ocean in which there is either a cooling
or warming from the average sea surface temperature (Bridgman &
Oliver, 2006). The relationship between ENSO and climate include
drought frequency in Africa (Bekele, 1997), upper-atmospheric height
anomalies over western Canada and the eastern United States (Horel &
Wallace, 1981), summer precipitation in the Northern Plains of the
United States (Bunkers et al., 1996), and temperature and precipitation
patterns observed across Canada (Shabbar et al., 1997). Simard et al.
(1985) studied the relationship between ENSO and ﬁre occurrence in the
United States. Their results indicate a strong correlation between El Niño
(the warm phase of ENSO) and decreased ﬁre occurrence in the southern
United States. However, the results from other areas of the United States
were less robust and indicated that ENSO effects are probably best
characterized as regional in scale. Hotter and drier conditions favoring
increases in wildﬁre occurrence and behavior typically occur in Australia
during El Niño years than occur in La Nina years (Power et al., 2006).
An important intraseasonal variation, known as the Madden Julian
Oscillation, has a 30–60 day oscillation period and is dominant in the
western Paciﬁc. However, like the ENSO phenomenon, this oscillation is
sometimes thought to have far-reaching global teleconnections and
has been linked to adversely affecting the forecast skill of numerical
models used to predict weather not only in the Tropics but also in the
extratropics of the Northern Hemisphere (Hendon et al., 2000).
The northern and tropical Paciﬁc Ocean likely contributes to weather
patterns that affect ﬁre occurrence and behavior. The North Paciﬁc
Oscillation (NPO) or Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is a long-lived
phenomenon of cyclical changes in ocean temperatures that have a great
inﬂuence on climate anomalies in North America. In fact, research
indicates that there is a correlation between North Paciﬁc sea surface
temperatures and El Niño events (Deser & Blackmon, 1995; Reynolds &
Rasmussen, 1983; Trenberth, 1990). Flannigan et al. (2000) showed that
signiﬁcant correlations exist between the winter season sea surface
temperature and provincial seasonal area burned (May–August) in
Canada by separating the analysis by NPO phase.
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2.2.4. Climate change

There is a consensus in the scientiﬁc community that global warming is
occurring and that human activities are responsible for at least some of
the increase in temperatures. Whether the warming is originating from
anthropogenic or natural causes, it appears that radiatively-active gases
in the atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide and methane, are contributing
to a warmer global climate. General Circulation Models (GCMs) are used
by scientists to simulate the future climate. These models are threedimensional characterizations of the atmosphere, land, and ocean
surfaces that incorporate the uncertainties in the effects of clouds and
their radiative effects, the hydrologic balance over land, and ocean heat
ﬂux rates. Most model projections indicate that the greatest observed
warming will occur at high latitudes in winter. Most models also indicate
greater moisture deﬁcits, particularly in the center of continents, during
summer. Notaro et al. (2007) have found that future climates will be
warmer due mainly to the elevated levels of carbon dioxide. However,
these researchers suggest a positive feedback on the climate system that
involves disruptions in the hydrologic cycle due to decreased rates of
evapotranspiration. The physiological effect from plants’ lower evapotranspiration rates will produce drying in tropical climates but increased
precipitation in high latitudes due to warming from the combined
physiological (less evapotranspiration) and radiative effects. A poleward
shift in the boreal forest is expected as both the radiative and
physiological effects enhance vegetation growth in the northern tundra
and the radiative effect induces drying and summertime heat stress on the
central and southern boreal forest. Vegetation feedbacks substantially
impact local temperature trends through changes in albedo and
evapotranspiration. The physiological effect increases net biomass across
most land areas, while the radiative effect results in an increase over the
tundra and decrease over tropical forests and portions of the boreal
forest.
Some studies indicate universal increases in ﬁre frequency with climatic
warming with perhaps signiﬁcant regional changes in ﬁre activity and
area burned (Flannigan et al., 2005; IPCC, 1996; Overpeck et al., 1990;
Tymstra et al., 2007). Other studies indicate uncertainty regarding future
ﬁre occurrence and behavior associated with the effects of future climate
change. Beer and Williams (1994) found that ﬁre activity in Australia is
expected to increase but that models may be underpredicting relative
humidity, which, in turn, may overestimate ﬁre activity.
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2.3. Weather

The meteorological variables relevant to affecting ﬁre behavior result
from synoptic scale forcing of weather occurring at the microscale where
ﬁre, weather, fuels, and topography interact. Diurnal changes in relative
humidity, temperature, and wind speed and direction may dramatically
inﬂuence ﬁre behavior (Flannigan & Harrington, 1987; Hirsch &
Flannigan, 1990). Atmospheric instability, normally computed daily
by the Haines Index (Haines, 1988), extended dry spells, and cold front
passages are other examples of weather conditions important to
managing wildﬁres and maintaining safety for ﬁreﬁghters (Brotak &
Reifsnyder, 1977; Johnson & Miyanishi, 2001). In addition, the electrical
properties of clouds cause lightning that affects the ignition of forest ﬁres
(Latham & Williams, 2001; MacGorman & Rust, 1998).
2.3.1. Deﬁning weather

Weather is deﬁned as the state of the atmosphere at some place and time,
described in terms of such quantitative variables as temperature,
humidity, cloudiness, precipitation, and wind speed and direction.
Weather is dynamic and differs from the climate of a location, since
observed weather over a time period constitutes climate. Fire weather,
collectively, is the weather variables, especially wind, temperature,
relative humidity, and precipitation that inﬂuence ﬁre starts, ﬁre
behavior, or ﬁre suppression (Pyne et al., 1996). Kasischke et al. (2002)
used geographic analyses to show that the most relevant weather factors
affecting ﬁre occurrence in Alaska were growing season temperature,
precipitation, and lightning frequency. Short-term local weather,
particularly unusual dry spells, low relative humidities, and windy
weather generally associated with cold fronts, predispose wildland fuels to
ﬁre (Johnson & Miyanishi, 2001).
2.3.2. Temperature

The fraction of the incoming solar radiation that is not reﬂected from
Earth’s surface is absorbed and converted to heat. Temperature is the
average kinetic energy or energy of motion exhibited by the atoms and
molecules composing a substance and is important in determining the
ease of combustion of wildland fuels. Heat, an important aspect of the
ﬁre triangle, is the energy transferred between an object of greater
temperature to an object of lower temperature. It is this heat energy that
is crucial in beginning the evaporative or preheating phase of combustion
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(Johnson & Miyanishi, 2001). Therefore, higher temperatures heat forest
fuels and predispose them to ignition provided that an adequate ignition
source becomes readily available (lightning or some anthropogenic
source). Ambient temperature undergoes a daily or diurnal cycle that
allows for increased ﬁre behavior during the warmest part of the day and
less ﬁre activity during the coolest part of the day.
Temperature inversions typically occur during nighttime and usually
lead to a decrease in ﬁre activity. Warmer air at some small distance
above Earth’s surface creates a stable environment such that the smokeﬁlled air is more dense than the surrounding air and thus spreads
horizontally. Temperature inversions may, however, lead to the development of thermal belts whereby sloped valleys in contact with the warm
stable layer of air burn more actively than do the cooler slopes either
above or below the stable inversion layer.
An important aspect of temperature that relates to ﬁre behavior is the
horizontal and vertical distribution of temperature. Vertical temperature
contrasts in the atmosphere are described by the degree of atmospheric
stability. An unstable atmosphere is one that cools to some degree with
increasing height from Earth’s surface and can lead to thunderstorm or
cloud development as air is allowed to move upward from the surface.
Unstable air leads to increased ﬁre behavior in two ways: ﬁrst, it allows
for a well-deﬁned convective plume or column that may produce ﬁre
whirls and/or spotting; second, unstable air allows for stronger winds
to mix down to the surface, which can lead to higher ﬁre spread rates,
and horizontal roll vortices (Haines, 1982). A Lower Atmospheric
Stability Index (LASI) was developed (Haines, 1988) and then modiﬁed
(Potter, 1995) to help determine the potential for wildﬁres to become
large and/or erratic.
2.3.3. Lightning

Lightning contributes to wildﬁres worldwide but only leads to ignition
when fuel type and fuel moisture are favorable. There is some debate as to
whether the positive cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning strikes produce
more ignitions than do their negatively charged counterpart. It is believed
that most lightning-caused wildﬁres are caused by more energetic
lightning strokes. Approximately 90% of CG lightning ﬂashes worldwide
transfer negative electric charge to the ground. These negative ﬂashes
tend to be multi-stroked compared to the 10% of CG ﬂashes that transfer
positive charge to the ground in single-stroke ﬂashes. It is thought that
single-stroke ﬂashes allow for a longer continuing current and thus are
more apt to cause ﬁre initiation. Only approximately half of the negative
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ﬂashes contain continuing currents (Uman, 1969). This commonly
regarded method of ﬁre initiation has been questioned, however, by
Flannigan and Wotton (1991), who found large numbers of negative CG
ﬂashes with continuing currents.
Fuel type and fuel state are also important to the occurrence of
wildﬁres. Latham and Williams (2001) found that some fuel types are
more efﬁcient in lightning-caused ignition, based on a 7-year study
utilizing geographic information system (GIS) layers of fuel type with
lightning occurrence. The study indicates that trees including both
coniferous and deciduous (0.03–0.05 ﬁres/ﬂash) are more apt to
ignite compared to grass, shrubs, and croplands (0.003–0.02 ﬁres/ﬂash).
Lightning ﬁre efﬁciency rates are dependent upon a multitude of factors
that include synoptic weather conditions, fuel types, thunderstorm
characteristics including rainfall and lightning rates, lightning characteristics, and fuel state that primarily describes the moisture content of fuels
(Johnson & Miyanishi, 2001).
2.3.4. Moisture

Atmospheric moisture in the form of water vapor and precipitation plays
a signiﬁcant limiting factor on ﬁre occurrence and ﬁre behavior by
affecting fuel moisture in both dead and living plants. Evidence suggests
that increasing amounts of fuel moisture act to retard the rate of
combustion, preheating of fuels, and ease of ignition. When the air is
saturated, there exists an equilibrium between evaporation and condensation. Much of the time in areas that are prone to ﬁre, evaporation
is greater than condensation, and wildland fuels lose their moisture to
the ambient air through the process of evapotranspiration. Ambient
air evaporation rates are known to change based on the difference
between the vapor pressure between the adjacent air and a water surface
(Johnson & Miyanishi, 2001). Relative humidity refers to the amount of
water vapor in the air at one time relative to the maximum amount of
water vapor the air could hold at the same temperature. It undergoes a
diurnal cycle linked to the normal rising and falling of the ambient
temperature and dew point temperature.
Indirectly, existing moisture on Earth’s surface that is in contact with
the air is related to the ease of temperature changes. During times of
moisture pooling or ponding, available energy from incoming solar
radiation is used in evaporation. Otherwise, when surface moisture is
scarce, the energy from incoming solar radiation is converted to heat.
Precipitation varies widely in time and space in both hemispheres, and
these patterns also exhibit seasonal shifts depending upon factors such as
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proximity to large bodies of water, prevailing upper-atmospheric wind
patterns, and storm tracks.
2.3.5. Wind

Air moves in response to pressure differences in Earth’s atmosphere
and as a result of frictional effects near Earth’s surface. Wind affects
ﬁre occurence and especially ﬁre behavior at the synoptic, regional, and
microclimate scales. Fast-moving air at high altitudes or the jet stream
level has been observed to enhance wildland ﬁre behavior by allowing
drier and warmer stratospheric air to penetrate to the lower part of the
troposphere (Carlson, 1980; Danielsen, 1968; Keyser & Shapiro, 1986).
Regionally, both warm and cold surface fronts are linked to jet stream
behavior and both create challenges for wildland ﬁre management.
Weather changes that occur on a daily basis from air mass changes can
have a considerable impact on ﬁre occurrence and ﬁre size. Brotak and
Reifsnyder (1977), studying the relationship between major ﬁres in
the eastern United States, found that nearly 80% of large ﬁres were
associated with a cold front, and were predominantly associated with the
passage of dry cold fronts. Winds associated with cold fronts are also
important to smoke dispersal from large ﬁres (Freitas et al., 2005).
There are also a number of important local wind circulations that are
observed on the microclimate scale. Sea breezes and land breezes,
occurring both during the day and night respectively, result from pressure
differences induced by the heating and cooling rate of the land compared
to the ocean. Mountain and valley winds are also related to the relative
diurnal heating of the valley and mountaintops.
Mountain winds can sometimes have devastating effects when air
is forced to descend through narrow mountain passes. Not only does
the wind speed become excessive, the descending air tends to warm
adiabatically, resulting in warm, dry, and ﬁre-prone conditions. Examples
of such föhn winds include the Santa Ana in southern California, the
Chinook in the lee of the U.S. Rocky Mountains, the Bergwind in South
Africa, the Terral in Spain, and the Nor’wester in New Zealand (see
Whiteman, 2000).
2.4. Fire, climate, and weather

Many scientiﬁc studies of wildland ﬁre have been conducted that describe
the interactions between climate, weather, and wildland ﬁre (Chandler
et al., 1983; Cheney & Sullivan, 1997; Davis, 1959; Johnson & Miyanishi,
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2001; Pyne et al., 1996; Schroeder & Buck, 1970). This section presents a
brief glimpse at the rich knowledge of wildland ﬁre and its interactions
with weather and climate that have been described over the past century.

2.4.1. Wildland ﬁre

Weather and climate inﬂuence a ﬁre’s ignition, the fuels that burn, and
the environment in which the ﬁre burns. Climate is one of the principal
determinants of vegetation distribution and productivity (Fig. 2.1).
Vegetation in similar climates has adapted similar characteristics that
inﬂuence ﬁre. For example, in Mediterranean areas, vegetation growth
occurs in the spring, and plants have developed mechanisms to conserve
moisture during the long drought (Naveh, 1975). Similarly, coniferous
forests have developed in the boreal regions of the world in response to
the long winters with subfreezing temperatures and short summer
growing seasons typical of the subarctic and cold continental climate.
The boreal forest is located in the northern regions of North America in
Canada and Alaska, and in Eurasia in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Russia,
Kazakhstan, and Siberia. Precipitation is low but exceeds evaporation.
As in the Mediterranean regions of the world, naturally occurring ﬁre
often results in the combustion and consumption of the aboveground
vegetation.

Figure 2.1. Global distribution of tree, shrub, and herbaceous vegetation, which is a result
of climate. Herbaceous vegetation indicated by yellow, shrub by orange, broadleaved trees
by light green, needle-leaved trees by dark green, and mixed trees by olive. Sparse vegetation
is indicated by tan. (Modiﬁed from source map (European Commission Joint Research
Centre, 2003)).
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Globally, humans have used ﬁre as a tool that has largely shaped the
current status of the world’s forests. This has been accomplished by
both the introduction of ﬁre into areas previously immune to it and the
suppression of ﬁre in large areas where ﬁre has burned naturally on a
regular basis. Humans and ﬁre have a long history whereby prescribed
ﬁres are designed and used as a management tool to accomplish speciﬁc
objectives. Wildland ﬁres, however, are caused primarily by human
carelessness and may be a destructive force to forest ecosystems (Pyne
et al., 1996).
Lightning is a major cause of ignition throughout the world. In
Christian et al. (2003), lightning occurrence ranged from 1 to 50 ﬂashes
km1 yr1; however, all ﬂashes did not result in a ﬁre. The relative
importance of lightning versus human-caused ignition varies around the
world and is linked to human-population density. Lightning-caused ﬁres
often occur in mountainous areas. One of the important factors that
determine the success of lightning ignition (as well as all other types of
ignition) is the moisture content of the fuel where the ignition occurs
(Latham & Williams, 2001).
2.4.2. Fuel moisture

Fuel moisture content is deﬁned as the mass of water present in a fuel and
is typically expressed as a fraction of the oven-dry mass of the fuel.
Because of the importance of moisture in determining the ability of
wildland fuels to burn, fuel moisture content is used in most ﬁre hazard
assessment and prediction systems (Fujioka et al., this volume; Roads
et al., 2005) and has been correlated with area burned by wildﬁre in
many countries (Flannigan & Harrington, 1988; for an in-depth
discussion of fuel moisture and water relations in live and dead fuels,
Nelson, 2001).
The cellular structure of plants contains void spaces that can contain
water. In addition to playing an important role in photosynthesis and
cellular metabolism, water also provides structural support to living
plants. The cellular structure is maintained in the castoff foliage and
branches that comprise dead wildland fuels until the dead material has
decomposed. As a result, dead fuels are porous so that water is absorbed
and desorbed much like a sponge; diffusion is the primary process
governing the adsorption and desorption. Three weather factors strongly
inﬂuence the amount of water contained within a dead fuel: temperature,
relative humidity, and precipitation. A fourth factor, incident solar
radiation, is important when considering the effects of ambient heating
on the dead fuel (Chandler et al., 1983). Under constant temperature and
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relative humidity, a dead fuel particle will eventually reach an equilibrium
moisture content (EMC) that is a function of the immediate environmental conditions surrounding the fuel particle. The time required for a
cylindrical fuel particle to reach equilibrium with its surroundings
increases as the diameter increases. EMC is seldom achieved in most
wildland situations, as temperature and relative humidity are constantly
changing; however, EMC is a useful concept when developing models to
predict fuel moisture content (Catchpole et al., 2001; Viegas et al., 1992).
Wildland fuels that are less than 0.63 cm in diameter are referred to as
ﬁne fuels and respond quickly to changes in relative humidity and
temperature. Fuels of this size are often the primary carriers of wildland
ﬁre. Of the two weather variables, relative humidity is more important in
determination of fuel moisture content, as it determines the moisture
gradient between the air and the fuel particle. As air temperature
increases, fuel moisture of dead fuels will decrease. Precipitation increases
fuel moisture content; however, some dead cellulosic fuels such as grass
may more readily absorb slight amounts of precipitation than similarsized woody fuels (Weise et al., 2005a, 2005b). Reservoirs of accumulated
precipitation in the form of snowpack and soil moisture also affect fuel
moisture content of surface fuels (Hatton et al., 1988; McCammon, 1976).
Living plants have developed processes and mechanisms that regulate
the intake of water from the soil and air and the release of water into
the atmosphere. Many of these mechanisms are designed speciﬁcally to
conserve water. Climatic conditions, notably relative humidity and
temperature, have inﬂuenced the degree to which a plant needs to
conserve water. In climates where water is deﬁcit, plants have adapted
mechanisms designed to conserve water. Among these adaptations are
thick cutin (waxy coating) and hairs on leaf surfaces, sunken stomata,
and the ability to store water (succulent plants). Many plants enter a form
of dormancy to minimize water usage during drought periods. During
this drought period, the moisture content of the plants decreases,
increasing the likelihood that the vegetation will burn. Fire occurrence
has been linked with drought throughout the world. In addition to the
increased hazard presented by dry living vegetation, drought also causes
plant mortality, increasing the amount of dead wildland fuels.
2.4.3. Types of wildland ﬁre

Two types of combustion occur in wildland ﬁres: ﬂaming and smoldering
(Pyne et al., 1996). Flaming combustion results when the gases released
by the heating of a fuel come in contact with oxygen and ignite to produce
the familiar ﬂame of a ﬁre. Due to the temperature of the gases and
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particulate matter (800–1000 1C), the gases and particles emit energy
radiantly in the visible wavelengths. The ﬂame is buoyant and forms
a plume of hot gases that rise, expand, entrain ambient air, and eventually cool.
Wildland ﬁres can be classiﬁed based on the location of the fuel that is
burning. Perhaps the most common type of ﬁre burns in live and dead
vegetation that is in close proximity to the soil surface. This type of ﬁre is
known as a surface ﬁre; oxygen is typically not a limiting factor. Some
ﬁres spread through layers of decomposing organic material and organic
soils. This type of ﬁre is called a ground ﬁre; conduction and radiation
from glowing fuel particles play a signiﬁcant role in spread. Because
oxygen is often limiting in this situation, smoldering combustion is often
the dominant mode in these ground ﬁres. Flames are not present. The
third class of ﬁre is called a crown ﬁre because the ﬁre spreads through the
crowns and canopies of the shrubs or trees. In this situation, the fuels
are elevated and the ﬂame zone may or may not extend completely to the
ground. Due to the depth of the fuels in shrub and tree crowns, crown
ﬁre typically has the greatest ﬂame lengths compared to the other types
of ﬁre (also see Ottmar et al., this volume).
2.4.4. Wind and ﬁre

Wind is arguably the most important weather and climate factor that
inﬂuences the behavior of a ﬁre (Albini, 1982; Beer, 1991; Taylor et al.,
2004). There are three types of wind that are associated with wildland ﬁre:
general winds resulting from atmospheric activity, local winds resulting
from unequal heating of land and sea surfaces, and winds resulting from a
ﬁre’s buoyancy (also called entrainment). Most wildland ﬁres move in one
or more directions depending on the availability of fuels, wind direction,
and topography. If fuels are discontinuous (e.g., as in deserts), then a ﬁre
may not spread successfully unless wind velocity and direction are
sufﬁcient to cause a ﬁre to ‘‘leap’’ the gap between fuels.
Much research has been devoted to wind ﬂow in urban and vegetated
environments. A recent book compiles much of the material on the ﬂow
characteristics through these porous environments (Gayev & Hunt,
2007). Meroney (2007) discusses the effects of these porous environments
on ﬁre spread in both the urban and forested environments. These ﬂow
regimes also inﬂuence the distribution and transport of pollutants and
smoke within urban and wildland–urban interface settings.
Wildland ﬁres are often described by the direction the ﬁre is spreading
relative to the direction of the wind. A ﬁre that spreads in the direction
that the wind is blowing is called a heading ﬁre, a ﬁre that spreads in the
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direction the wind is blowing from is called a backing ﬁre, and a ﬁre that
spreads perpendicular to the wind direction is called a ﬂanking ﬁre.
The rates and completeness of combustion often differ as a function of
ﬁre spread, which in turn inﬂuences the production of smoke.
In addition to inﬂuencing the size of ﬂames, wind and slope also
inﬂuence the rate at which a ﬁre will spread. It is generally agreed that the
spread rate of a backing ﬁre is relatively constant in surface fuels. Rates
of spread of heading ﬁres are several orders of magnitude greater than
backing ﬁre spread rates in litter (0.02–0.04 km h1). Under the inﬂuence
of high-velocity winds or steep slopes, head ﬁre spread rates can be
0.5 km h1 for logging residue fuels, 5–15 km h1 for brush fuels, and
22 km h1 for grass fuels (Pyne et al., 1996). Noble (1991) reported that
the highest observed spread rates in grasslands in southeastern Australia
were 23 km h1. Under high wind speeds and in deep fuels, ﬂame lengths
of 20–30 m are not uncommon.
Potter (2002) developed a conceptual model of plume and ﬁre
dynamics. This model describes dynamics in three layers: surface, mixing,
and stable. The interaction of a ﬁre and its plume varies in these layers,
and inﬂuential atmospheric variables may change between layers. The
interaction between the energy and mass released by a ﬁre and the ﬁre
environment results in a highly turbulent region of complex ﬂuid ﬂows.
The presence of wind further complicates these ﬂuid ﬂows. Various
phenomena that are collectively termed ‘‘extreme’’ ﬁre behavior result
from this interaction. Extreme ﬁre behavior includes long-range transport
of ﬂying embers (spotting), crown ﬁres (Albini & Stocks, 1986; Grishin &
Gruzin, 1990), ﬁre whirls (Graham, 1957), horizontal roll vortices (Haines
& Smith, 1987), blowup ﬁres (Potter, 2002), and mass ﬁre (Countryman,
1964). Mass ﬁres result when a large area experiences multiple ignitions.
McArthur (1967) reported that transport of burning embers of eucalyptus
bark 8–10 km is commonplace in eucalyptus forests and that there are
well-documented cases of spot ﬁres occurring 19–24 km in advance of the
main ﬁre. Transport of partially combusted forest fuels has been recently
reported from a crown ﬁre in Switzerland; however, no subsequent ﬁre
was ignited, suggesting that the ﬁrebrands were extinguished before
landing (Tinner et al., 2006).
While radiation and conduction are important modes of heat transfer,
convection plays a signiﬁcant role in transitions in ﬁre behavior (Finney
et al., 2006; Weise et al., 2005a, 2005b; ). High wind speeds are linked
with severe ﬁre behavior in many regions of the world (Bureau of
Meteorology, 1984; Kutiel & Kutiel, 1991; Moravec, 1990; Thomas, 1971;
van Wilgen et al., 1985; Wilson, 1962). As wildland ﬁres grow in size and
energy release, their interaction with the ﬁre environment modiﬁes local
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wind ﬂows and other components of the local environment. Under certain
conditions, the water vapor that is released in combustion will condense,
form a cumulus-type cloud at the top of the ﬁre plume, and rain. If the
plume collapses, downdrafts may result that cause the ﬁre to spread in
several different directions. Recent modeling and reconstruction of
signiﬁcant wildﬁres suggest that dry air introduced from high in the
atmosphere can cause erratic ﬁre behavior (Mills, 2005; Zimet et al., 2007).
Byram (1959) presented a model of the interaction between a ﬁre and
the atmosphere based on plume theory. The derivation of this model
(Nelson, 1993), which assumed a neutrally stable atmosphere and no
entrainment, was extended to an unstable atmosphere with entrainment
(Nelson, 2003). The model essentially looked at the balance between
the ‘‘the rate of conversion of thermal energy to kinetic energy in the
convection column’’ (‘‘power of the ﬁre’’) and the ‘‘the rate of ﬂow of
kinetic energy in the atmosphere due to the wind ﬁeld’’ (‘‘power of the
wind’’). When the rate of energy release by the ﬁre into the convection
column above the ﬁre dominates the atmospheric winds (power of the ﬁre
is greater than the power of the wind), the ﬁre is called a ‘‘plumedominated ﬁre’’ (Ingalsbee, 2005). A plume-dominated ﬁre can behave
erratically, and the entrainment winds caused by the buoyancy of the
convection column can be very strong and occur from many directions.
The energy release and ﬂuid ﬂows associated with wildland ﬁre are
complex. Topography further complicates the ﬂuid ﬂows (Viegas, 2005).
Until fairly recently, scientists who studied and modeled these phenomenon had to simplify the problems so that they could be analytically or
empirically solved. Today, complex computer codes in computational
ﬂuid dynamics and radiative energy transport enable many of the
complex ﬁre behavior phenomena to be modeled and compared with
experimental data. Instruments such as lidar and radar can be used to
describe characteristics of ﬁre plumes, including the ﬂuid ﬂows within the
plume (Banta et al., 1992). Crown ﬁre spread (Albini, 1996), ﬁre spread in
the solid and gas phases (Porterie et al., 2000), ﬁre whirls (Battaglia et al.,
2000), transition from surface to crown ﬁre (Cruz et al., 2006), transition
from no-spread to spread (Zhou et al., 2005), and ﬁrebrand generation
and transport (Sardoy et al., 2007) are just some of the complex problems
now being studied by ﬁre scientists throughout the world. One of the
current frontiers in ﬁre behavior modeling is modeling the coupling
between a ﬁre and the atmosphere (Coen, 2005; Linn et al., 2002).
Interaction between a ﬁre and the local weather determines the transport
of the combustion products. Wildﬁre smoke is buoyant because it is
released from the combustion zone at a temperature that is much greater
than the ambient air temperature. Because of this buoyancy, smoke in the
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buoyant plume will rise, disperse, and cool until it reaches a height in the
atmosphere at an equivalent temperature. The presence of temperature
inversions in the lower atmosphere will restrict smoke dispersion.
Temperature inversions result when cooler air becomes trapped under
warmer air; this phenomenon often occurs in mountainous terrain. As a
result of the temperature inversion, smoke can become trapped under the
inversion resulting in unhealthful conditions. A ﬁre of sufﬁcient size and
energy release rate has the ability to ‘‘break through’’ an inversion layer,
which results in increased venting, smoke dispersion, and ﬁre behavior.
Nocturnal smoke transport resulting from low-intensity ﬁres in
relatively ﬂat terrain is strongly inﬂuenced by micrometeorological
conditions and topography. Smoke can ﬂow signiﬁcant distances along
small drainage channels, ending up in areas such as highways, creating
local visibility hazards (Achtemeier, 2005; Achtemeier & Paul, 1994).
In the southern United States, clear skies and light winds are critical to
the movement of smoke in this manner.
The transport of smoke from wildﬁres can be long range, occurring at
global scales (Bertschi & Jaffe, 2005; Damoah et al., 2004). In this
instance, smoke from ﬁres becomes mixed into the lower atmosphere
at heights up to 6 km. In some instances, ﬁres have been energetic enough
to inject smoke into the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere but this
has generally been considered a rare occurrence (Fromm & Servranckx,
2003). The long-range transport of smoke from wildﬁres may have
political implications, as the world becomes a global community. The
large-scale deforestation and ﬁres associated with land clearing in the
tropics have been implicated in climate change (Hao & Liu, 1994; Levine,
1991), and biomass burning has been shown to impact atmospheric
chemistry and dynamics (also see Goldammer et al., this volume).

2.5. Conclusion

At the global scale, climate, vegetation, and ﬁre interact to produce a
complex pattern of ﬁre occurrence. While we have had an understanding
locally of weather and ﬁre occurrence at the scale of individual countries,
we have only recently been able to view ﬁre occurrence globally (Fig. 2.2).
Satellite imagery has greatly improved our ability to look at largescale connections between wildﬁre occurrence, vegetation, and climate.
The planned use of ﬁre at smaller scales may not be as readily
detected by these sensors, suggesting that ﬁre is a complex phenomenon
globally. As Pyne so eloquently stated, Earth is a ﬁre planet (Pyne et al.,
1996).
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Figure 2.2. Global seasonal ﬁre activity estimated using data from the space-based AVHRR sensor for the period 1982–1999. (From CarmonaMoreno et al., 2005.)
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Chapter 3
Characterizing Sources of Emissions from Wildland Fires
Roger D. Ottmar, Ana Isabel Miranda and David V. Sandberg
Abstract
Smoke emissions from wildland ﬁre can be harmful to human health
and welfare, impair visibility, and contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions. The generation of emissions and heat release need to
be characterized to estimate the potential impacts of wildland ﬁre
smoke. This requires explicit knowledge of the source, including size
of the area burned, burn period, characteristics and condition of the
fuels, amount of fuel consumed, and emission factors for speciﬁc
pollutants. Although errors and uncertainties arise in the process of
estimating emissions, the largest errors are related to the characteristics of the fuels and amount of fuel consumed during the combustion phase. We describe the process of characterizing emissions and
review the knowledge and predictive models currently available
for performing the calculations. The information can be used by
scientists, regulators, and land managers to improve the approach
needed to deﬁne the emissions source strength for improved air
quality and impact assessments.

3.1. Introduction

All wildland ﬁres release various amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2),
carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), nitrogen oxides (NOX),
ammonia (NH3), particulate matter (PM), nonmethane hydrocarbons
(NMHC), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and other chemical species into the
atmosphere (Crutzen & Andreae, 1990; Holzinger et al., 1999; Yokelson
et al., 1996). These particulates and gaseous compounds can be hazardous
to human health, threaten human welfare and ecosystems, degrade
Corresponding author: E-mail: rottmar@fs.fed.us
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visibility, affect biogeochemical cycles, and contribute to greenhouse
gas emissions (Battye & Battye, 2002; Bertschi et al., 2003; Hardy et al.,
2001; Miranda et al., 1993, 2005a; Miranda & Borrego, 2002; Sandberg &
Dost, 1990; Sandberg et al., 1999, 2002). The impacts are related to
chemical reactions, and to transport and deposition processes, and can
occur at both global and local scales (Borrego et al., 1999; Crutzen &
Andreae, 1990; Crutzen & Carmichael, 1993; Miranda, 1998; Miranda
et al., 1994; Reinhardt et al., 2001; Valente et al., 2005; Ward & Radke,
1993).
To acquire a better understanding of the potential impacts of these
combustion by-products, the heat release rate and emissions generated by
the ﬁre must be characterized (Pouliot et al., 2005). This requires explicit
knowledge of the source, including area burned, burning period, fuel
characteristics, ﬁre behavior, fuel consumption, and pollutant-speciﬁc
emission factors (Battye & Battye, 2002; Hardy et al., 2001; Peterson,
1987; Peterson & Sandberg, 1988; Sandberg et al., 2002). Although errors
and uncertainties arise during each step of the process of estimating
emissions, the largest errors are related to the characteristics of the
fuels and fuel consumption (Fig. 3.1) (Hardy et al., 2001; Peterson, 1987;
Peterson & Sandberg, 1988), providing the area burned reported is area
actually blackened and not total area within the perimeter of the ﬁre.
Area Burned

Fuel Loading

Error (CV= 83)

Fuel Consumption

Emission Factor

Error (CV=30)

Error (CV=16)

Emission Production

Dispersion / Concentration

Figure 3.1. Information required for estimating emission production. The largest errors are
associated with fuel loading and fuel consumption inputs (Peterson, 1987) unless the area
burned is total acres within the perimeter of the ﬁre. (CV ¼ coefﬁcients of variation.)
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If this is the case, the area burned input value could have the largest
uncertainty (Peterson, 1987). This chapter presents the process of
characterizing emissions, source strength, and heat release from wildland
ﬁres and discusses several of the current models and approaches available
to calculate these data.
3.2. Area burned

The area burned by a wildland ﬁre is one of the more difﬁcult parameters
to accurately obtain when calculating ﬁre emissions (Battye & Battye,
2002). At ﬁrst glance, the amount of area burned seems relatively easy to
determine. However, large systematic errors may exist depending on the
quality of the reporting system (Peterson, 1987). Individual estimates of
ﬁre size tend to be exaggerated and ﬁres are frequently double-counted in
inventories (Sandberg et al., 2002). For example, the entire landscape
within a ﬁre perimeter is often reported burned although nonuniform
fuels, geographic barriers, or changes in the weather can cause a ﬁre to
burn in a mosaic pattern with unburned patches. In other instances, poor
reporting systems may miss a large number of ﬁres, thus underestimating
the number of acres burned. Although large-scale inventories of area
burned are often derived from remotely sensed data, the technique has
limited precision and is inadequate in landscapes with variable slope and
fuel characteristics (Crutzen & Andreae, 1990; French et al., 2004; Levine,
1994; Sandberg et al., 2002).
Burned area measurements can be obtained from three sources: wildﬁre
reports, prescribed ﬁre or smoke management reports, and aerial or
satellite imagery data (Battye & Battye, 2002). All three procedures have
problems associated with the information. For example, wildﬁre reports
are often difﬁcult to obtain, ﬁre location and vegetation data associated
with the ﬁre may be incorrect, and the daily perimeter growth is rarely
included. Prescribed ﬁre and smoke management reports often provide
correct project size; however, the fuel loading and actual area burned
may be incorrect. Aerial and satellite imagery are expected to provide
improved temporal and spatial resolution in the near future, but
procedures need further reﬁnement and the imagery often lacks the
ability to detect ﬁre under canopies.
3.3. Burning period

The burn period (minute) is the length of time combustion is occurring
for a particular area and is required for calculating emission source
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strength (g min1) and heat release rate (J t1). Source strength and heat
release rate are critical inputs to dispersion models for assessing air
quality impacts (Hardy et al., 2001; Sandberg et al., 2002).
The burn period for a wildland ﬁre event may extend for several
minutes or several months. It will often include periods of large, high
intensity ﬁre growth interspersed with periods of low intensity, slow
growth. The periods may be marked with well-developed convection
columns that entrain emissions and heat from large areas interspersed
with periods with low, buoyant smoke with little or no spatial organization. The burn area is seldom all combusting at one time, but rather
is an ever-changing perimeter that experiences successive ignitions,
ﬂaming spread, and smoldering/residual smoldering combustion periods.
Although it is often convenient to characterize a wildland ﬁre as a
uniform event having a constant ﬁre behavior and source strength for
the entire period, such characterization overlooks the extreme spatial and
temporal variation that normally exists over a burn area.
Burn period is not directly entered into wildﬁre or prescribed ﬁre
reports, but can be estimated based on known ignition time and information that indicates when consumption ceased. Satellite or aerial imagery
over time could be assessed and used to estimate burning period.

3.4. Fuel characteristics

Fuel characteristics can vary widely across regions (Fig. 3.2). For instance,
fuel loads can range from less than 0.6 t ha1 for a perennial grassland in
the central part of the United States with no rotten woody material or duff
(organic material that includes Oe horizon and Oa horizon), to 35 t ha1 in
a cerrado denso woodland in central Brazil with a grass and shrub
understory and a litter layer, to 195 t ha1 in a mixed-conifer forest with
insect and disease mortality in the U.S. Rocky Mountains that has dead
and down sound and rotten woody material, snags, litter and duff, and to
381 t ha1 in a black spruce (Picea mariana) forest of northern Canada
with a deep moss and organic forest ﬂoor layer (Hardy et al., 2001; Ottmar
& Vihnanek, 1998, 1999; Ottmar et al., 1998a, 2001, 2007; Sandberg et al.,
2002). Human activities have also created an impressive mosaic of forest,
shrublands, and grasslands across Occidental Europe also. Fuel loads can
range from 2 t ha1 within a Mediterranean community of Rosmarinus
ofﬁcinalis garrigue to 160 t ha1 within a temperate beech forest of Fagus
silvatica (Trabaud et al., 1993). The large variation in fuel loading across
regions can contribute up to 80% of the error associated with estimating
emissions (Peterson, 1987; Peterson & Sandberg, 1988).
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Figure 3.2. Fuelbed types and fuel loads can vary widely ranging from (a) grasslands in
the midwestern United States (0.6 t ha1), (b) cerrado denso (woodland) in Brazil (35 t ha1),
(c) mixed-conifer forest with insect mortality in the Rocky Mountain region of the United
States (195 t ha1), and (d) black spruce forest with a deep organic layer in Canada
(381 t ha1).

It would be prohibitively difﬁcult to inventory loadings for all fuelbeds
every time an assessment of emissions or management decision was
necessary (Ottmar et al., 2004; Sandberg et al., 2001). Attempts have been
made during the past 30 years to develop systems to construct and classify
fuelbeds for loading in several countries with various degrees of success.
These include the original and standard Fire Behavior Fuel Models (U.S.)
(Anderson, 1982; Andrews & Chase, 1989; Scott & Burgan, 2005),
National Fire Danger Rating System Fuel Models (U.S.) (Deeming et al.,
1977), Fuel Condition Class System fuelbeds (U.S.) (Ottmar et al., 1998b;
Schaaf, 1996), First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM) fuelbeds (U.S.)
(Reinhardt et al., 1997; Reinhardt & Crookston, 2003), Canadian
Fire Danger Rating System (Canada) (Hirsch, 1996), Australian Fire
Danger Rating System fuel models (Australia) (Cheney & Sullivan, 1997;
Cheney et al., 1990); Photo Series (U.S.) (Ottmar et al., 2004), the Fuel
Load Models (U.S.) (Keane, 2005, Landscape Fire and Resource
Management Planning Tools Project (LANDFIRE), 2005), and the
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European Fire Management Information System (PROMETHEUS)
(PROMETHEUS, 1999). Many of these systems were designed for speciﬁc
software applications and therefore include only the fuelbed components
required by the program they were designed to support. Consequently, the
systems did not capture all fuel components required to estimate air
pollutants (Ottmar et al., 2007; Sandberg et al., 2001). Although progress
has been made in assessing fuel characteristics using Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) and other remote sensing techniques, large errors are
evident when fuel loading is inferred from vegetation type when deriving
biomass emissions from remotely sensed data (Crutzen & Andreae, 1990;
Levine, 1994; Molina et al., 2006).
The Fuel Characteristic Classiﬁcation System (FCCS) is a tool that is
applicable worldwide, although the current fuelbed database contained
in the system is robust only for the United States. The tool enables users to
create and catalogue fuelbeds. Fuelbed characteristics from this tool will
provide inputs to current and future wildland ﬁre emission production
models. The FCCS contains a set of fuelbeds representing the United
States that were compiled from scientiﬁc literature, fuels photo series, fuels
data sets, and expert opinion. The system enables modiﬁcation and
enhancement of these fuelbeds to represent a particular scale of interest.
The FCCS then reports assigned and calculated fuel characteristics for each
existing fuelbed stratum including the canopy, shrubs, nonwoody, woody,
litter/lichen/moss, and duff (Fig. 3.3; Riccardi et al., 2007). FCCS outputs
have been used to generate a fuelbed map for the United States, and these
data are being used in a national wildland ﬁre emissions inventory (Fig.
3.4; McKenzie et al., 2007) and in the development of fuelbed, ﬁre hazard,
and treatment effectiveness maps on several national forests.
The LANDFIRE Project (Rollins & Frame, 2006) will develop
digital maps of wildland fuel loadings to be applied across the entire
United States at a 30 m spatial resolution. The project will also map
FCCS fuelbeds, thus allowing additional fuelbed characteristics to be
available for improved estimation of emissions from wildland ﬁres.
In addition, the Euro-Mediterranean Wildland Fire Laboratory
European Commission Project (www.euﬁrelab.org) compiled and listed
(Allgower et al., 2006) the different systems used to estimate and map
fuelbeds across Europe.

3.5. Fire behavior

Fire behavior is deﬁned as the reaction of ﬁne fuels available for burning
(Debano et al., 1998) and is dependent on fuelbed type, condition and
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Category

Canopy

Trees, snags, ladder fuels

Shrubs

Primary and secondary layers

Nonwoody vegetation

Primary and secondary layers

Woody fuels

All wood, sound wood, rotten
wood, stumps, and woody fuel
accumulations

Litter-lichen-moss

Litter, lichen, and moss layers

Ground fuels

Duff, basal accumulations, and
squirrel middens

Figure 3.3. Horizontal stratiﬁcation of an FCCS fuelbed by strata and categories in the
United States.

arrangement of the fuels, local weather conditions, topography, and in
the case of prescribed ﬁre, ignition period and pattern. Important aspects
of ﬁre related to the production of emissions include ﬁre intensity (J m2),
rate of spread (m min1), and residence time (minute) in the ﬂaming,
smoldering, and residual stages of combustion (Sandberg et al., 2002).
These aspects of ﬁre behavior inﬂuence the combustion efﬁciency of
burning fuels and the resulting pollutant chemistry and emission strength.
The Fire Emissions Production Simulator (FEPS) (Fire and Environmental Research Applications Team, 2006) and a ﬁre growth simulator
called FARSITE (Finney, 1998) take into account ﬁre behavior and
ignition period and pattern to estimate emission production rates. Both
tools model the ﬂaming and smoldering combustion and duration in
down woody fuels and duff, although FEPS is better parameterized to
predict ﬂaming versus smoldering (Sandberg et al., 2004).
3.6. Fuel consumption

Fuel consumption (t ha1) is the amount of biomass consumed during a
ﬁre and is another critical component for estimating the amount and
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Figure 3.4. A 1 km resolution map of FCCS fuelbeds for the contiguous 48 states in the
United States.
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source strength of emissions and the rate of heat release generated from
wildland ﬁre. Fuels are consumed in a complex combustion process that
varies widely among ﬁres and is dependent on fuel type, arrangement of
the fuel, condition of the fuel, and in the case of prescribed ﬁres, the way
the ﬁre is applied. As with fuel loading, extreme variations associated
with fuel consumption and the data can contribute errors of 30% or
more when emissions are estimated for wildland ﬁres (Peterson, 1987;
Peterson & Sandberg, 1988).
Equations for predicting consumption by combustion phase are widely
available in two major software packages, Consume 3.0 (Ottmar et al.,
2005) and the FOFEM (Reinhardt, 2003; Reinhardt et al., 1997). Consume
3.0 uses a set of theoretical models based on empirical data to predict the
amount of fuel consumption from all material that can potentially burn in
a fuelbed, including tree crowns, shrubs, grasses, woody fuels, moss, lichen,
litter, and duff. The model also separates the consumption into ﬂaming,
smoldering, and residual phases. Input variables include the amount of
fuel, moisture content of woody fuel and duff, length of ignition, and
meteorological data. The system incorporates the FCCS for assigning
default fuel loadings. FOFEM 5.0 relies on Burnup, a theoretical model of
fuel consumption (Reinhardt et al., 1997). The software computes duff and
woody fuel consumption for many forests and rangeland systems of the
United States. Both Consume 3.0 and FOFEM 5.0 are updated on a
regular basis as new consumption models are developed.

3.7. Emission factors

An emission factor (g kg1) for a particular pollutant of interest is deﬁned
as the mass of pollutant produced per mass of fuel consumed. Emission
factors vary depending on type of pollutant, type and arrangement of fuel,
and combustion efﬁciency (combustion phase). The average emission
factors for the ﬂaming and smoldering period of a ﬁre have a relatively
small range and contribute to about 16% of the total error associated with
predicting emissions (Peterson, 1987; Peterson & Sandberg, 1988). The
important distinction between ﬁres is the ratio of ﬂaming to smoldering/
residual consumption. This is governed by the fuel characteristics in the
burn area and the fuel condition during the burn period. Fires that burn
primarily in smoldering combustion can produce several times the mass of
pollutants (not including carbon dioxide) as compared to a ﬁre in which a
majority of the fuel is consumed during the ﬂaming phase.
Emissions from wildland ﬁres have been measured extensively by
researchers since about 1970. The result is a relatively complete set of
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emission factors for criteria pollutants and many hazardous air
pollutants for most important fuel types in the United States (Andreae
& Merlot, 2001; Battye & Battye, 2002; Environmental Protection
Agency, 1996; Hardy et al., 2001; Ward et al., 1989). Miranda (2004) and
Miranda et al. (2005a) present a selection of emission factors to be
applied to south-European forest conditions. Less complete compilations
of emission factors are available for PM size class distribution, elemental
and organic carbon fractions, particulate hazardous air pollutants,
methane, ammonia, aldehydes, compounds of nitrogen, volatile organic
compounds, and volatile hazardous air pollutants (Battye & Battye, 2002;
Goode et al., 1999, 2000; Lobert et al., 1991; McKenzie et al., 1994;
Sandberg et al., 2002; Yokelson et al., 1996).
3.8. Total emissions, source strength, and heat release

Total emissions from wildland ﬁres can be calculated by the equation
Total emissions ðgÞ ¼ fuel consumed ðkg ha1 Þ  emission factor ðg kg1 Þ
 area burned ðhaÞ
However, much better estimates of emissions can be made if the amount
of fuel consumption in the ﬂaming and smoldering/residual combustion
periods is known. The fuels consumed during the ﬂaming and smoldering
stages are multiplied by the appropriate ﬂaming and smoldering emission
factor for an average fuelbed. Consume 3.0 (Ottmar et al., 2005) and
FOFEM 5.0 (Reinhardt, 2003; Reinhardt et al., 1997) use this approach to
improve the estimates of total emissions produced from wildland ﬁre, as
compared with using a ﬁre average fuel consumption and emission factor.
Currently, both fuel consumption models provide fuel consumption by
fuelbed component, although emission factors by fuelbed component are
not available at this time. Emission factor research is ongoing to ﬁll in this
gap (Hao, 1998; Ottmar, 2003).
Source strength is the rate of air pollutant emissions in mass per unit of
time or in mass per unit of time per unit area and is the product of rate of
biomass consumption and emission factor for the pollutant of interest.
Source strength can be calculated by the equation
Source strength ðg min1 Þ ¼ fuel consumption ðkg ha1 Þ
 emission factor ðg kg1 Þ
 rate of area burned ðha min1 Þ
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The consumption of biomass produces thermal energy, and this energy
creates buoyancy to lift smoke particles and other pollutants above
the ﬁre. Heat release rate is the amount of thermal energy generated per
unit of time or per unit of time per unit area. It can be calculated by the
equation
Heat release rate ðJ min1 Þ ¼ fuel consumption ðt ha1 Þ
 heat output ðJ t1 Þ
 rate of area burned ðha min1 Þ
Both source strength and heat release rate are required by most
sophisticated smoke dispersion models (Breyfogle & Ferguson, 1996;
Miranda, 2004).
FEPS (Fire and Environmental Research Applications Team, 2006)
predicts hourly emissions, heat release, and plume rise values for wildland
ﬁres. The program requires area burned, ignition period, fuel characteristics, and fuel moisture conditions as input variables. Fuel consumption
may be added as an input or calculated internally. Although the system
provides default input values for fuel characteristics, fuel condition, and
ignition period to calculate source strength, heat release rate, and plume
rise, FEPS can also import consumption and emissions data from
Consume 3.0 and FOFEM. FEPS can be used for any forest, shrub, and
grassland or piled-fuel types throughout the world.

3.9. Implementation

Several large-scale wildland ﬁre emissions inventories and assessments
have been conducted over the past several years using variations of the
protocols discussed in this chapter. Peterson and Ward (1993) addressed
historic emissions in 1989 for the United States using ﬁre reports and
expert opinion to determine burned area, fuelbed type, and fuel consumption. Fire average emissions factors were assigned to the fuelbeds and
emissions calculated. In 1995, the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport
Commission began a more comprehensive emission inventory for 10 states
in the western United States. Reports were used to determine area
burned; however, the FCC fuelbeds and Consume were used to determine
fuel characteristics, fuel consumption, and emissions (Grand Canyon
Visibility Transport Commission, 1996). During the Interior Columbia
Basin Ecosystem Management Project (Quigley & Arbelbide, 1997)
modeled smoke production was compared for recent historical and
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current time periods based on vegetative attributes determined from
aerial photographs (Ottmar et al., 1998b). The vegetation type was
assigned an FCC fuelbed, and Consume was used to calculate the
emissions for each time period.
The European Commission Project called SPREAD estimated forest
ﬁre emissions for the year 2001 in southern Europe. Two approaches were
used. The ﬁrst approach acquired ﬁre reports to determine area burned
and used a European variation of the National Fire Danger Rating
System to estimate emissions. The second approach also used ﬁre reports
to determine area burned but applied the model called EMISPREAD
(Miranda et al., 2005b) to calculate emissions. The study found that of
the southern European countries, Portugal was the major contributor
of wildland ﬁre emissions in 2001 (Miranda, 2005a, 2005b). It was also
determined that the emissions from each approach were in reasonable
agreement.
The approach to emissions calculations has improved over the years as
new research and better models have made been created. Considering
current available knowledge and models, a relatively accurate estimate
of emissions can be generated (Fig. 3.5). Additional improvements
Area Burned

Fuel Characteristics

Fire Behavior

Reports/remote
sensed data

FCCS/LANDFIRE

FARSITE

Fuel Consumed by
combustion stage

Environmental variables

Consume/FOFEM
Emission factors
Total Emissions
Consume/FOFEM
Burning period

Source
Strength/heat
release rate
FEPS/FARSITE

Figure 3.5. Flow diagram of one approach to estimating emissions.
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in estimating smoke emissions will require better ﬁre reporting or remote
sensing of ﬁre perimeters and period of burning; improved ability
to assign fuelbed characteristics to the landscape, and development of
more robust fuel consumption models that account individually for all
combustion phases and all fuelbed components that have a potential to
burn. Unless there are important hazardous compounds that do not have
emission factors associated with them, additional emission factor research
is not the most important science effort to pursue (Hardy et al., 2001;
Peterson, 1987). There are well-accepted emission factor numbers (Hardy
et al., 2001) available at this time, and the values do not vary greatly
by fuelbed type (Sandberg et al., 2002), but rather primarily by the
combustion efﬁciency and the fuel consumption by combustion stage.
The uncertainity associated with the approach described in this chapter
to estimate emissions from wildland ﬁre may change in the future.
New and improved reporting and sensing methodologies will provide
improved burned area data reducing the uncertainty associated with this
estimation. Climate change may also cause fuelbed components to be
more or less complex and consume differently, increasing or decreasing
the associated uncertainty. For example, an increasing temperature and
drought climatic pattern for a region may result in a less complex fuelbed,
reducing uncertainty. However, the fuelbed will be drier, increasing the
amount of fuel available to consume and changing the ratio of ﬂaming
and smoldering combustion by fuelbed component. This may result in an
increase in uncertainty of this variable.
Although research characterizing fuels and modeling fuel consumption
has progressed over the past 20 years (Brown et al., 1991; Ottmar et al.,
2005), more studies are needed, especially as climate changes. Future
emission production research would be best served by concentrating
efforts in the area of burn area assessment, fuelbed characterization, and
fuel consumption modeling.
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Chapter 4
Chemical Composition of Wildland Fire Emissions
Shawn P. Urbanski, Wei Min Hao and Stephen Baker
Abstract
Wildland ﬁres are major sources of trace gases and aerosol, and these
emissions are believed to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the chemical
composition of the atmosphere and the earth’s climate system. The
wide variety of pollutants released by wildland ﬁre include greenhouse gases, photochemically reactive compounds, and ﬁne and
coarse particulate matter. Through direct emissions and secondary
chemical and physical processes, wildland ﬁre can have a signiﬁcant
impact on tropospheric chemistry and serve as a major source of air
pollution. We provide a synthesis of emission factor data from the
literature and previously unpublished research for use in global,
continental and regional scale studies investigating the role of
wildland ﬁre emissions in atmospheric chemistry and climate. The
emission factor data is presented by geographic zones (boreal,
temperate, and tropical) and vegetation group (forest and savanna/
rangeland), allowing researchers to account for the different emission
characteristics exhibited by biomass burning in these disparate
regions. A brief overview of the wildland fuel combustion process as
related to emissions production is also provided. The atmospheric
fate of wildland ﬁre emissions is brieﬂy discussed and related to the
production of secondary air pollutants. Previously unpublished
results from a series of ﬁre emission studies in the United States and
Canada are presented in an appendix.
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4.1. Introduction

Wildland ﬁres emit large amounts of trace gases and particles (Ito &
Penner, 2004; Michel et al., 2005; van der Werf et al., 2006; Wiedinmyer
et al., 2006), and these emissions are believed to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
chemical composition of the atmosphere (Lapina et al., 2006; Simpson
et al., 2006) and the earth’s climate system. The wide variety of pollutants
released by wildland ﬁre include greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O)), photochemically reactive
compounds (e.g., carbon monoxide (CO), nonmethane volatile organic
carbon (NMVOC), nitrogen oxides (NOx)), and ﬁne and coarse
particulate matter (PM). Wildland ﬁres inﬂuence climate both directly,
through the emission of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and indirectly, via
secondary effects on atmospheric chemistry (e.g., ozone (O3) formation)
and aerosol and cloud microphysical properties and processes (e.g., the
‘‘Twomey’’ cloud albedo effect; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005; Naik et al.,
2007). Wildland ﬁre emissions contribute to air pollution by increasing
the atmospheric levels of pollutants that are detrimental to human health
and ecosystems and degrade visibility, leading to hazardous or general
nuisance conditions. The air quality impacts occur through the emission of primary pollutants (e.g., PM, CO, NOx) and the production of
secondary pollutants (e.g., O3, secondary organic aerosol (SOA)) when
NMVOC and NOx released by ﬁres undergo photochemical processing.
Air quality can be degraded through local (Muhle et al., 2007; Phuleria
et al., 2005), regional (DeBell et al., 2004; Sapakota et al., 2005), and
continental (Morris et al., 2006) scale transport and transformation of ﬁre
emissions.
The air quality impact of wildland ﬁres depends on meteorology, ﬁre
plume dynamics, the amount and chemical composition of the emissions,
and the atmosphere into which the emissions are dispersed. Fresh smoke
from burning wildland fuel is a complex mixture of gases and aerosols.
The amount and composition of ﬁre emissions depends on a wide range
of variables related to fuel characteristics (type, structure, loading,
chemistry, moisture) and ﬁre behavior (Christian et al., 2003). Fuel
characteristics are ecosystem-speciﬁc properties that are heavily inﬂuenced by land use history and environmental conditions (e.g., seasonal
weather patterns that drive fuel moisture or anthropogenic nitrogen and
sulfur deposition that impact fuel chemistry). It is fuel characteristics in
conjunction with meteorology and topography that control ﬁre behavior
(Albini, 1976; Anderson, 1983; Rothermel, 1972).
This chapter provides an overview of the wildland fuel combustion
process as related to emissions production and provides a synthesis of
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emissions data from the literature and previously unpublished research
for global and continental scale studies of atmospheric chemistry and
climate. We also brieﬂy discuss the atmospheric fate of wildland ﬁre
emissions and how it is related to the production of secondary air
pollutants. Last, we include an appendix of previously unpublished
results from a series of ﬁre emission studies in the United States and
Canada.

4.2. Wildland fuel combustion process and emissions

Given an ignition, wildland ﬁre propagates through heat transfer from
the open ﬂame and burning region of a fuelbed to the unburned
components of the fuelbed. Heat transfer can occur through direct ﬂame
contact, convective heating, radiative heating, and ﬁrebrand contact
(Morvan & Dupuy, 2001). The unburned material is thermally degraded
producing volatile gases that mix with air to form a combustible mixture
ahead of the ﬂaming front. Ignition of the combustible mixture by the
ﬂame spreads the ﬂaming front (Benkoussas et al., 2007; Morvan &
Dupuy, 2001). In the wake of the ﬂaming front, combustion continues in
the fuelbed, with regions of intermittent open ﬂame. The combustion of
wildland fuels may be divided into several phases: distillation/drying,
pyrolysis, char oxidation, and ﬂaming combustion (Benkoussas et al.,
2007).
Laboratory studies investigating the combustion of wildland fuels and
biomass provide valuable insight into the relationship between the
character of ﬁre emissions and the combustion process. Distillation
involves volatilization of compounds stored in liquid pools as the
vegetation is heated. Distillation of freshly harvested live foliage has
been observed to emit a variety of volatile organic compounds (VOC;
Greenberg et al., 2006). Greenberg et al. (2006) measured emission rates
of terpenes, methanol, acetaldehyde, acetic acid, and methyl acetate from
ﬁve different vegetation species when heated from 601C to 2001C.
Minimal thermal decomposition of lignocelluosic biomass occurs
prior to about 2001C, where pyrolysis begins (B250 1C for whole wood;
Rowell & LeVan–Green, 2005). Below 300 1C, pyrolysis mainly leads to
the production of volatile gases and the formation of reactive char
(Rowell & LeVan–Green, 2005). Low temperature pyrolysis (200–300 1C)
of freshly harvested live foliage and woody tissue produces CO, CO2, and
a host of oxygenated-VOC (OVOC), including methanol, acetic acid,
acetone, 1,3-butadione, furan, and 2-furyladehyde (Greenberg et al.,
2006). Oxidation of the reactive char leads to smoldering or glowing
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combustion. Pyrolysis and char oxidation create ﬂammable gas mixtures
that form the ﬂame. The ﬂaming combustion process produces gas-phase
emissions that are dominated by highly oxidized compounds (CO2, NOx,
sulfur dioxide (SO2)) (Lobert et al., 1991; Yokelson et al., 1997) and
aerosol with a signiﬁcant, but highly variable fraction of elemental carbon
(Chen et al., 2007; Radke et al., 1991; Reid et al., 2005).
After ﬂaming combustion has ceased, oxidation of residual char results
in glowing combustion. As the heat intensity decreases and the levels of
combustible gases decrease, char oxidation initiates smoldering combustion (Rowell & LeVan–Green, 2005). Large scale, open ﬁres in laboratory
combustion chambers have identiﬁed several products of pyrolysis and
char oxidation occurring following the cessation of open ﬂame; these
incomplete combustion products include CO, CH4, ammonia (NH3),
C2–C3 hydrocarbons, methanol, formic and acetic acids, and formaldehyde (Bertschi et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 1996, 1997).
During a wildland ﬁre event, the complex thermal degradation
processes (distillation, pyrolysis, char oxidation, and the oxidation of
the resultant gas products in ﬂaming combustion) occur simultaneously
and often in close proximity. Thermal degradation of fuels occurs ahead
and along the ﬁreline, while pockets of intermittent open ﬂame often
persist well behind the ﬂaming front. However, for purposes of
characterizing emissions, wildland ﬁre behavior is usually described
based on the presence or absence of an open ﬂame: ‘‘ﬂaming’’ or
‘‘smoldering’’ combustion. While this taxonomy is imperfect, it does
provide a basis for objectively describing the ﬁre behavior associated with
emission measurements. The relative amount of ﬂaming and smoldering
combustion in a wildland ﬁre may be described using the combustion
efﬁciency (CE) or modiﬁed combustion efﬁciency (MCE) indices (see
Section 4.3). Numerous laboratory studies demonstrate ﬂaming combustion is characterized by high CE and MCE (Chen et al., 2007; Goode
et al., 1999; Yokelson et al., 1996). These studies demonstrate that values
of CE and MCE approach 1 when ﬂaming combustion dominates—for a
bed of ﬁne fuels (grass or conifer needles) completely engulfed in ﬂame,
MCE is about 0.99 (Chen et al., 2007; Yokelson et al., 1996).
The presence of open ﬂame—ﬂaming combustion—has a signiﬁcant
impact on the chemical composition of emissions and the plume dynamics
of the ﬁre. Volatile gases created by thermal degradation of the fuels
are oxidized in the ﬂame, generating more highly oxidized emissions
(Lobert et al., 1991; Yokelson et al., 1997). Flaming combustion is a
highly exothermic process that produces high-temperature gases and
subsequent convective lofting of emissions. Consumption of the fuel leads
to a reduced rate of pyrolysis and eventual cessation of the open ﬂame.
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The continued thermal degradation of fuels in the postfrontal fuelbed is
the phase of ﬁre commonly labeled ‘‘smoldering combustion.’’ During the
smoldering phase, the reduced rate of pyrolysis results in lower heat
production and fuel consumption rates (Freeborn et al., 2007; Lobert &
Warnatz, 1993; Ottmar, 2002; Rowell & LeVan–Green, 2005). The energy
available to drive convective lofting of emissions is greatly diminished,
and the smoke often remains close to the ground (Ottmar, 2002; Ottmar
et al., 2002).
The convective updraft of a ﬁre’s ﬂaming front often entrains emissions from smoldering combustion along the ﬁre front and in the
postfrontal fuelbed, resulting in a smoke plume that is a mixture of
emissions created by ﬂaming and smoldering combustion. It is these
convectively lofted emissions that have the greatest potential for
impacting air pollution beyond the local vicinity of a ﬁre. Most ﬁeld
studies of ﬁre emissions have employed aircraft or towers as sampling
platforms and have measured the fresh smoke plumes of ﬁre convective
updrafts. Smoldering combustion that is not entrained in the convective
updraft or is sustained without open ﬂame is referred to as residual
smoldering combustion (RSC; Bertschi et al., 2003; Wade & Lunsford,
1989). RSC generally involves the combustion of large diameter fuels
and belowground biomass (e.g., peat, duff, and roots) and may persist
for days or weeks after ﬂaming combustion has ceased (Ward et al.,
1992). Emissions from RSC can be quite signiﬁcant; in boreal and
temperate forests RSC may comprise 50% or more of the biomass
consumed in some ﬁre events (Kasischke et al., 2000; Reinhardt et al.,
1991).
4.3. Emission data

The standard metric employed in the measurement of ﬁre emissions is the
excess mixing ratio, DX, deﬁned as
DX ¼ X plume  X bkgd

(4.1)

where Xplume and Xbkgd are the mixing ratio of compound X in the
fresh smoke plume and the background air, respectively (Ward &
Radke, 1993). Emission data is typically reported as emission ratios
(ERX/Y) or emission factors (EFX). The ERX/Y is the excess mixing ratio
of species X normalized to the excess ratio of a reference species Y,
typically CO or CO2:
ERX=Y ¼

DX
DY

(4.2)
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This chapter presents emission data as emission factors, calculated
using the carbon mass balance method (Ward & Radke, 1993), and
deﬁned as the mass of a compound released per mass of dry fuel
consumed, in units of g kg1. The emission factor for compound X, EFX,
may be estimated using
EFX ¼ F C  1000 

CT ¼

n
X

MMX DX

12
CT

N j  DC j

(4.3)

(4.4)

j¼1

where DX is the excess molar mixing ratio of compound X (Eq. (4.1)),
CT the total excess molar mixing ratio of carbon emitted, MMX the
molecular mass of compound X (g mole1), 12 the molar mass of carbon
(g mole1), FC the mass fraction of carbon in the dry fuel, and 1000
(g kg1) a unit conversion factor (Yokelson et al., 1999). Elemental
analysis of wildland fuels from a wide range of vegetation types and
ecosystems shows FC falls between 0.45 and 0.55 (Chen et al., 2007;
Lobert et al., 1991; Susott et al., 1991, 1996). A detailed discussion on
the elemental analysis of wildland fuels is provided by Susott et al. (1996).
CT may be calculated using Eq. (4.4), where n is the number of emitted
species measured, N the number of moles of carbon in species j, and DCj
is the excess mixing ratio measured for species j.
The creation of wildland ﬁre source terms for chemical transport or air
quality modeling generally requires a mass emission estimate, which EFX
provides. Emission data reported as ERX/Y can be converted to EFX
using
EFX ¼ ERX=Y 

MMX
 EFY
MMY

(4.5)

where ERX/Y is the molar emission ratio of compound X to a reference
compound Y (as deﬁned in Eq. (4.2), MMX and MMY are the molecular
mass of compounds X and Y (g mole1), and EFY is the emission factor
for reference compound Y (Eq. (4.3)).
The ﬁre behavior associated with emissions is often characterized using
the CE or the MCE, indices that describe the relative amount of ﬂaming
and smoldering combustion in a biomass ﬁre (Ward & Radke, 1993). The
CE is the molar ratio of CO2 emitted to the total moles of carbon emitted.
CE may be expressed as the ratio of excess moles of carbon emitted
as CO2 to the molar sum of carbon (C) emitted, CT (Eq. (4.6)). MCE is
deﬁned as the ratio of CO2 emitted to the sum of emitted CO and CO2
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(Eq. (4.7); Ward & Radke, 1993).
CE ¼

MCE ¼

DCO2
CT

DCO2
DCO2 þ DCO

(4.6)

(4.7)

4.4. Emissions factors for global and continental scale modeling
4.4.1. Introduction

In this section, we provide a synthesis of emissions data from the literature
and previously unpublished research for use in global to continental scale
studies investigating the role of wildland ﬁre emissions in atmospheric
chemistry and climate. Since the research of Andreae and Merlet (2001),
knowledge of emissions from wildland ﬁres in tropical regions has
increased greatly through extensive ﬁeld campaigns in southern Africa
(SAFARI-2000) (Swap et al., 2003) and Brazil (e.g., The Tropical Forest
and Fire Emissions Experiment; Yokelson et al., 2007). The synthesis
presented here includes previously unpublished emissions data from ﬁeld
studies of 56 ﬁres covering a broad range North American ecosystems. The
emission data is presented by geographic zones (boreal, temperate, and
tropical) and vegetation group (forest and savanna/rangeland), allowing
modelers to account for the different emission characteristics exhibited by
biomass burning in these disparate regions.
Numerous global to continental scale studies using global chemical
transport models have sought to elucidate the role of biomass burning in
atmospheric chemistry and climate. Recent studies include the role of
African biomass burning on tropical O3 in the Atlantic (Jourdain et al.,
2007), the global impacts of aerosol emitted from major source regions
(Koch et al., 2007), and the inﬂuence of biomass burning on radiative
forcing via aerosol and O3 production (Naik et al., 2007). These studies
consider the large-scale inﬂuence of widespread, seasonal, regional
burning. The coarse grids (11  11 to 61  61) of global chemical transport
models used in such studies integrate ﬁre activity across a heterogeneous
mix of ecosystems (e.g. grasslands, shrublands, and open woodlands;
Hely et al., 2003; Sinha et al., 2003). Emission factors for generalized
vegetation types (e.g., tropical savanna), which synthesize data from
studies encompassing a broad range of geographic regions (e.g., western
and southern Africa, Brazil, Australia), ecosystems, and land use modes,
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are appropriate for global to continental scale investigations using global
chemical transport models.
Biomass burning in the tropics is dominated by anthropogenic
activities associated with agriculture (Fearnside, 1990; Hao & Liu,
1994; Kauffman et al., 2003, Roberts & Wooster, 2007). In the tropics,
ﬁre activity occurs largely within a region’s ‘‘burning season’’ (e.g., June
through November in the southern Africa; Giglio et al., 2006). The
tropical savanna vegetation group represents grassland, shrubland, and
woodland savanna ecosystems found in South America, Africa, India,
Mainland Southeast Asia, and Australia. The tropical savanna and
tropical forest emission data synthesizes an extensive collection of studies
conducted in Brazil, Africa, and Australia.
The wildland ﬁre activity in temperate zones includes wildﬁre and
prescribed burning (see Section 4.4.2). Prescribed ﬁres are deﬁned as
ﬁres ignited by management actions to meet speciﬁc, nonagricultural
objectives, such as fuel reduction and ecosystem management and
restoration (Finney et al., 2005; Hardy et al., 2002). Wildﬁres are
unplanned wildland ﬁres. The temperate zone emission data has been
grouped as forest or rangeland (grassland/shrubland). Temperate zone
wildﬁres often occur during a region’s wildﬁre season when meteorological and fuel conditions favor high intensity, rapidly spreading ﬁres (e.g.,
July through September in the interior mountain west of the United
States and Canada). Conversely, prescribed ﬁre is typically employed
under meteorological and fuel conditions favorable for low-intensity ﬁres
and selective fuel reduction (Fernandes & Botelho, 2004; Finney et al.,
2005; Hardy et al., 2002; Price et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2004). Published
emission studies for wildland ﬁre in Europe and Central Asia are
extremely sparse. As a result, the temperate zone emission data draws
mostly from ﬁeld studies of wildﬁres and prescribed ﬁres in the United
States and southwestern Canada.
Wildﬁres occurring in the boreal regions of Russia, Canada, and
Alaska are estimated to comprise about 20% of annual global biomass
burning emissions (van der Werf et al., 2006). Due to the lack of
published emission studies, boreal zone emission data is given only for
forests, and relies largely on data collected in Canada and Alaska.
Despite the signiﬁcance of boreal ﬁres in Russia, published emission
studies for ﬁres in this region are extremely limited.
4.4.2. Methods

The emission data is presented here as emission factors (see Section 4.3).
Emission factors deﬁned following Eq. (4.3) were used unchanged.
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Emission factors given as the fraction of carbon burned were adjusted
using the fuel carbon content (FC) provided by the authors. In the absence
of an author provided FC, a value of 0.50 was used. The FC value of 0.50
is consistent with FC measurements for a wide range of vegetation types
and ecosystems and is likely accurate to within 710% (Chen et al., 2007;
Lobert et al., 1991; Susott et al., 1991, 1996). When emission data was
provided as ERX/Y, the data was converted to EFX using Eq. (4.5). When
EFY was not supplied by the authors, it was either calculated from the
reported data if possible (using Eqs. (4.1–4.4)) or estimated based on EFY
data for the appropriate vegetation cover group.
Most of the available emission data was obtained from near source,
airborne sampling that measures an integrated mixture of emissions from
ﬂaming and smoldering combustion. Because the different ﬁre phases
often occur simultaneously and in close proximity, differentiating
emissions by phase is problematic, even for ground-based measurements.
Therefore, we have not attempted to tabulate emission factors by ﬁre
phase. When emission data was reported by ﬂaming and smoldering
phases, average emission factors were calculated by weighting the phases
to achieve an MCE equal to the average MCE of the appropriate
vegetation cover group.
The combination of data from wildﬁres and prescribed ﬁres for
temperate zone EFs may seem inappropriate given their different ﬁre
behavior characteristics. Temperate zone wildﬁres are generally more
intense than prescribed ﬁres, exhibiting higher rates of spread, greater
ﬂame lengths and ﬁre line intensities, and sometimes crown ﬁre
(Fernandes & Botelho, 2004; Finney et al., 2005). The greater intensity
of wildﬁres might be expected to result in greater CE compared to lower
intensity for prescribed burns. However, during the temperate zone
wildﬁre season, the combination of low fuel moistures (in particular for
large diameter woody surface fuels and duff) and high-intensity ﬁre fronts
facilitates postfrontal consumption of large woody surface fuels and duff
(Albini & Reinhardt, 1995). While pockets of intermittent open ﬂame do
persists in postfrontal combustion, low-efﬁciency, smoldering combustion
dominates fuel consumption (Albini & Reinhardt, 1995; Ottmar, 2002;
Ottmar et al., 2002). Postfrontal combustion of woody fuels and duff may
comprise a signiﬁcant portion of the total fuel consumed in a ﬁre event
(Reinhardt et al., 1991). Conversely, prescribed burning in temperate
zones of North America and Europe is generally typiﬁed by low-intensity
ﬁre occurring under conditions when large woody surface fuels and duff
moistures are moderate (Fernandes & Botelho, 2004; Finney et al., 2005;
Hardy et al., 2002). These conditions minimize consumption of the large
woody fuels and duff, which limits the detrimental ﬁre effects on the
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ecosystem (Reinhardt et al., 2001), a key management objective of
prescribed ﬁre.
In a wildﬁre event, the convective plume integration of emissions from
the high-intensity ﬂaming front and a portion of the emissions from
postfrontal smoldering combustion result in ﬁre average combustion
efﬁciencies similar to those of prescribed ﬁres, where ﬂaming combustion
comprises a larger fraction of the total fuel consumption. For example,
airborne measurements of conifer forest wildﬁre smoke plumes in the
western United States observed MCE of 0.89–0.94 (Babbit et al., 1994;
Friedli et al., 2001) compared with an average MCE of 0.92 from studies
of 21 prescribed ﬁres in western conifer forests (see Appendix A).
Numerous laboratory and ﬁeld studies (both ground-based and airborne)
have shown EFs for a wide range of compounds are linearly correlated
with MCE, particularly within vegetation types (Hao et al., 1996;
Korontzi et al., 2003; Sinha et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2003). Therefore,
the similar MCE of wildﬁres and prescribed ﬁres suggests the aggregation
of emissions data from these ﬁre events is appropriate for estimating EFs
for use in global to continental scale modeling.
4.4.3. Results and discussion

Emission factor data has been compiled in Table 4.1 according to ﬁve
generalized vegetation cover groups: temperate forest, temperate rangelands, tropical savanna, tropical forest, and boreal forest. In most
instances, the values listed in Table 4.1 are the average of the values
obtained from the cited literature and previously unpublished data
presented in Appendix A. The scope of Table 4.1 has been limited to
compounds that dominate wildland ﬁre emissions or that have a
signiﬁcant potential to impact atmospheric chemistry. Table 4.1 is not
an all inclusive list of species that have been observed in wildland ﬁre
emissions (e.g., halocarbons are known to be minor products of wildland
ﬁre; Andreae & Merlet, 2001 but are not included). For the species
considered in our synthesis, the data coverage is thorough for temperate
and tropical forests and tropical savannas. The boreal forest data lacks
measurements of nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) and heavy OVOC.
The temperate rangeland data does not include emission factors for
formic acid, acetic acid, and formaldehyde. These three compounds,
along with methanol, comprise a large fraction of both OVOC emissions
and total NMVOC emissions in the other vegetation cover groups. We
report emissions factors for PM2.5; however, a detailed discussion of
the complex topic of aerosol properties (size distributions, chemistry,
thermodynamics) is beyond the scope of this chapter. Reid et al. (2005)
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Table 4.1. Emission factors data from wildland ﬁres according to ﬁve generalized vegetation cover groups
Temperate
forest

Temperate
rangeland

Boreal
forest

Referencesa

0.93570.019
1661766
75720
2.771.1
0.4270.20
1.2570.49
0.3870.28
0.2070.28
0.4170.15

0.89770.017
1604750
117719
6.771.1
0.7570.23
1.2070.40
0.21–0.28
0.15–0.99
0.9770.60

0.90670.044
16047119
105745
4.572.3
0.9770.69
2.5271.02
0.3870.23
0.3170.20
1.0570.69

0.04070.032
0.00870.002

0.04
0.02

0.07570.024
0.06270.012
0.02670.009
0.02070.008
0.06570.069
0.01570.013
0.07570.084
0.020
0.02770.006
0.003
0.006–0.029
0.005–0.010
0.005

0.02–0.13
0.11
0.02–0.05
0.02–0.04

0.011–0.042

0.02–0.37

1–6,8–13,29–33
1–6,8–13,29–33
1–6,8–13,14–27,28,29–33
1–7,8–13,14–27,29–33
1–3,5,7,8,13,14,16–21,23,24,29–33
1–4,7,8,13,14–21,23,24,29,32,33
1–3,5,7,8,13,14–20,22–24,29,32
1–3,5,7,8,13,14,16–21,23,24,29,33
1–3,5,7,8,13,14,16–21,24,29,32,33
1–3,13
1,7,14,16,19,22,23
1,7,14,16,19,23
1,7
14,16,17,19,32
16,17,19
1,7,14,16,17,23,32
1,7,14,16,17,23,32
1,7,14,17,23
1,7,14,16,23
1,16,17,22,23
7,17,23,28
1,14
1
14,17,28
1,14,28
1,14
1
1,7,14,16,17,32

EF (g kg1)b
MCEc
Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Methane (CH4)
Ethane (C2H6)
Ethene (C2H4)
Ethyne (C2H2)
Propane (C3H8)
Propene (C3H6)
Propyne (C3H4)
n-butane (n-C4H10)
i-butane (i-C4H10)
1þi-butene (C4H8)
1-butene (C4H8)
i-butene (C4H8)
t-2-butene (C4H8)
c-2-butene (C4H8)
1,3 butadiene (C4H6)
n-pentane (n-C5H12)
i-pentane (i-C5H12)
1-pentene (C5H10)
cis-2-pentene (C5H10)
trans-2-pentene (C5H10)
2-methyl-1-butene (C5H10)
2-methyl-2-butene (C5H10)
3-methyl-1-butene (C5H10)
Cyclopentene (C5H8)
Isoprene (C5H8)

0.91970.017
16197112
89.6713.2
3.4170.90
0.4970.24
1.1170.13
0.2970.05
0.1970.10
0.4870.14
0.0670.02
0.019–0.104
0.006–0.027
0.115–0.270

0.93970.015
1684745
69717
2.3171.08
0.2770.13
1.1170.44
0.3870.15
0.0970.06
0.4070.25
0.0670.02
0.03
0.008
0.06

0.018–0.051
0.014–0.131
0.059–0.065
0.009–0.051
0.026
0.068
0.010
0.019

0.02
0.04
0.037
0.011
0.006
0.02
0.003

0.033
0.019
0.019
0.044–0.114

0.027
0.01
0.005
0.03

0.014
0.007
0.059

0.031
0.046
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savannas
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Temperate
forest

Temperate
rangeland

Tropical
savannas

Tropical
forest

Boreal
forest

Referencesa
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Species

EF (g kg1)b
0.028
0.025
0.005–0.033
0.006
0.102
0.014
0.004
0.009
0.004–0.032
0.017
0.018
0.019
0.027
0.250–0.440
0.150–0.510
0.171
0.051

0.005
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.22
0.13
0.039
0.009

0.2970.10
0.1570.04
0.04
0.009–0.012

0.020–0.051
0.31–2.03

0.02
0.14

0.009–0.024
1.17

1.17
3.11
2.25
0.24
0.035
0.123
0.206
0.015

0.01
0.03
0.006

0.010–0.013

0.067

0.03

0.030–0.046

0.042

0.25
0.01
0.08

0.004
0.007

0.013
0.012

0.009

0.62
2.42
0.24–1.10
0.53–0.97

0.3870.08
0.2370.04
0.050
0.014–0.017
0.13
0.0470.03
2.57
0.01–0.37
0.59
3.43
1.66
1.38
0.09
0.58
0.01–0.16

1.23–1.57
0.71–1.57
1.61–3.38
1.50–2.38

1
1
1,7,14,23,28
1
1,23,28
1
1
1
1,7,14,28
1,28
1,14
1
1
1,7,14,16,20–23,28,32
1,7,14,16,20,23,28,32
1,16,23
1,16,28
32
1,7,16,28,32
1,4,15,29,32
32
4,15,29,32
4,15,29,32
4,15,21,29,32
1,21,22,32
1,32
1,32
1,32
1
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1,3-pentadiene (C5H8)
1,3-cyclopentadiene (C5H6)
Hexane (C6H14)
Methylcyclopentane (C6H12)
1-hexene (C6H12)
trans-2-hexene (C6H12)
cis-2-hexene (C6H12)
2-methylpentene (C6H12)
Heptane (C7H16)
Octane (C8H18)
1-octene (C8H16)
1-nonene (C9H18)
Decane (C10H22)
Benzene (C6H6)
Toluene (C7H8)
mþp-xylene (C8H10)
o-xylene (C8H10)
Xylenes (C8H10)
Ethylbenzene (C8H10)
Methanol (CH4O)
Phenol
Formic acid (CH2O2)
Acetic acid (CH4O2)
Formaldehyde (CH2O)
Acetaldehyde (C2H4O)
Propanal (C3H6O)
Propenal (C3H4O)
2-methylpropanal (C4H8O)
2-methylbutanal (C5H10O)

Author's personal copy
0.347
0.40
1.5
0.079
0.014
0.445
0.521
0.052
0.006
0.053
0.013
0.038
1.7

0.25
0.26

0.57
0.66
0.07

0.01
0.1

0.16
0.56–1.13

0.32

0.03
11.775.0

0.01
9.774.3

0.36
0.051–0.24
0.012
0.001

0.27–0.33
0.1170.07
0.03–0.28
0.004

0.015
2.371.0
1.1
0.12–0.18
0.26–1.77
0.03–0.53
0.03–0.13
0.43

0.016
1.77
0.74–1.8

4.4

1.08
0.68
0.37
0.02
8.5

1.1–3.3
1.5–2.3
0.14–0.41
0.10–0.49

1.5–7.2

1,32
1
1,32
1,32
1
1,20,32
1,20,28,32
1,28,32
1,28
1
1
1,28
5,15,21,22,27,32
25,29,32
5,10,22,26,30,33
4,5,15,21,22,29,32
15,21,22,32
21,22,32
14
1,32
2,3,6,13,24,25,31

Notes: m7s (mean7one standard deviation).
References: a. temperate forest, b. temperate rangeland, c. tropical savanna, d. tropical forest, e. boreal forest; 1. Friedli et al. (2001) (a, b); 2.
Appendix A, western U.S. conifer forests (a); 3. Appendix A, southeastern U.S. conifer forests (a); 4. Yokelson et al. (1999) (a); 5. Nance et al. (1993)
(a,b,e); 6. Babbit et al. (1994) (a); 7. Lee et al. (2005) (a); 8. Radke et al. (1991) (a, b, e); 9. Cofer et al. (1998) (e); 10. Cofer et al. (1990) (b); 11. Hardy
et al. (1996) (b); 12. Ward and Hardy 1989 (b); 13. Appendix A, U.S. grassland and shrublands (b); 14. Sinha et al. (2003) (c); 15. Yokelson et al.
(2003) (c); 16. Ferek et al. (1998) (c,d); 17. Bonsang et al. (1991) (c); 18. Rudolph et al. (1995) (c); 19. Bonsang et al. (1995) (c); 20. Greenberg et al.
(1984) (c,d); 21. Hurst et al. (1994A) (c); 22. Hurst et al. (1994B) (c); 23. Hao et al. (1996) (c); 24. Ward et al. (1996) (c); 25. Ward et al. (1992) (c,d);
26. Cofer et al. (1996) (c); 27. Lacaux et al. (1996) (c); 28. Koppmann et al. (1996) (c,d); 29. Goode et al. (2000) (e); 30. Cofer et al. (1998) (e); 31.
Appendix A, Alaska boreal forest (e); 32. Yokelson et al. (2007) (d); 33. Cofer et al. (1990) (b).
b
Emission factors are in units of gram of compound emitted per kilogram of dry fuel consumed.
c
MCE (modiﬁed combustion efﬁciency) ¼ DCO2/(DCOþDCO2).
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Acetone (C3H6O)
2-butanone (C4H8O)
2,3-butanedione (C4H6O2)
2-pentanone (C5H10O)
Cyclopentanone (C5H8O)
Furan (C4H4O)
2-methyl-furan (C5H6O)
3-methyl-furan (C5H6O)
2-ethylfuran (C6H8O)
2,5-dimethyl-furan (C6H8O)
2-vinyl-furan (C6H6O)
Benzofuran (C8H6O)
Nitrogen oxides (as NO)
Nitric oxide (NO)
Nitrous oxide (N2O)
Ammonia (NH3)
Hydrogen cyanide (HCN)
Aectonitrile (CH3CN)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Carbonyl sulﬁde (OCS)
PM2.5
a
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provide a thorough review of biomass burning aerosol. Due to the lack
of published data for coarse aerosol (e.g., diametero10 mm or total
particulate matter) emissions from wildland ﬁre, we have not included EF
for coarse aerosol.
Emissions are dominated by CO2 and CO, which comprise 92–95%
(87–92% of C burned) and 4–7% (6–10% of C burned) of total emissions,
respectively. As discussed in Section 4.2, the MCE provides a measure of
the relative amount of ﬂaming and smoldering combustion in a wildland
ﬁre. The MCE is highest for tropical savannas and temperate rangelands
and lowest for tropical forests. The high MCE of the savanna and
rangeland vegetation cover groups reﬂects the dominance of ﬂaming
combustion in the burning of herbaceous fuels. The heat required for
ignition of a fuel element depends on the fuel element’s surface area-tovolume ratio (a larger surface area-to-volume ratio requires less heat for
ignition) and the moisture content of the fuel (Rothermel, 1972). The
large surface area-to-volume ratio of grasses makes these fuels prone to
ignition and favors rapid and thorough consumption in open ﬂames.
Low-fuel moistures also favor ﬂaming combustion in herbaceous fuels.
During a region’s dry season, herbaceous vegetation, especially annual
grasses, typically have very low moisture content.
Boreal forests exhibited the greatest variability in MCE (0.78–0.95)
(Cofer et al., 1998; Nance et al., 1993). The lower end of this range reﬂects
the contribution of smoldering duff in the postfrontal fuelbed, which
burns with a low MCE (Bertschi et al., 2003; Goode et al., 1999;
Yokelson et al., 1997) and can be a signiﬁcant component of fuel loading
in boreal ecosystems (French et al., 2004). The strong convective updrafts
often accompanying boreal crown ﬁres can effectively entrain emissions
from postfrontal combustion (Trentmann et al., 2006). The low MCE
observed for some boreal ﬁres may reﬂect signiﬁcant entrainment of
postfrontal duff combustion into the convective plumes sampled
in airborne studies. Based on their observations of high CO emissions
from extremely intense (overall ﬁre intensity of 38,400 kW m1) ﬂaming
crown ﬁres, Cofer et al. (1998) have suggested that intense crown ﬁres
may behave as a fuel-rich combustion system with an associated low
combustion efﬁciency.
After CO2 and CO, the species accounting for the next largest share
of emissions is PM2.5, followed by CH4. The EFPM2.5 in Table 4.1 is based
on tower measurements obtained in the convective updrafts of ﬁres
at 3–15 m above the surface (see Appendix A). Numerous airborne
studies provide aerosol emission data for a wide range of ecosystems
(Reid et al., 2005). However, the EFs measured in these studies
encompass aerosol with diameters up to 3.5 or 4 mm. Because these
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measurements include aerosol with diameters outside the traditional
deﬁnition of ﬁne aerosol (diametero2.5 mm), these studies are not
included in Table 4.1.
Emissions of CH4 from wildland ﬁres appear to have a signiﬁcant
impact on the global levels of this important greenhouse gas (Simpson
et al., 2006). Tropical forests have the highest EFCH4 and the highest
CH4:CO EF ratio (0.056 vs. 0.033–0.043). The high CH4 emissions for
tropical forests may reﬂect the nature of deforestation burns, which
typically involve slashed and dried vegetation with large woody fuels
being a signiﬁcant portion of the vegetation consumed (Fearnside, 1990;
Kauffmann et al., 2003). Boreal ﬁres involving similar, intentionally
arranged fuelbeds, such as slash/tramp or chained fuels (Cofer et al.,
1998; Nance et al., 1993; Radke et al., 1991), exhibit similar CH4:CO EF
ratios. Unlike burning in tropical forests, ﬁres in intentionally arranged
fuels is not a signiﬁcant fraction of boreal ﬁre activity (French et al.,
2004).
Total emissions of NMVOC exceed that of PM2.5 and CH4 combined
and account for 1–2% of fuel C burned (excluding temperate rangelands
for which the lack of OVOC measurements prohibits a meaningful
assessment). OVOC account for B60–70% of NMVOC emission and
exceed NMHC emissions even on a carbon mass basis. Methanol, acetic
acid, formic acid, and formaldehyde dominate OVOC; emissions of
these four compounds alone equals or surpasses emissions of NMHC.
Figure 4.1 gives the emissions of NMVOC functional classes as a percent
of total NMVOC emissions on a carbon basis.
NMVOC of importance in tropospheric chemistry may be grouped
into four major classes: alkanes, alkenes, aromatic hydrocarbons, and
oxygenated compounds. Oxygenated compounds encompass a diverse
range of chemical species that include aldehydes, ketones, alcohols,
furans, and acids. In the atmosphere, NMVOC are subjected to a number
of physical and chemical processes that lead to their transformation or
removal. Wet and dry deposition remove NMVOC from the atmosphere
(Seinfeld & Pandis, 1998). Transformation of NMVOC occurs through
photochemical processing, initiated by photolysis or reaction with OH
radical, NO3 radical, or O3 (Atkinson & Arey, 2003). The atmospheric
oxidation of NMVOC is an extremely complex process that is closely
coupled with the formation of both O3 and SOA (Ito et al., 2007;
Tsigaridis & Kanakidou, 2003; reviews of tropospheric VOC chemistry
and SOA can be found in Atkinson & Arey, 2003 and Kanakidou et al.,
2005, respectively).
The NMVOC emitted by wildland ﬁres is dominated by oxygenated
compounds and unsaturated hydrocarbons (Fig. 4.1). This mix of
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Figure 4.1. Wildland ﬁre emissions aggregated by compound class and given as a percent of
total emissions on a carbon basis. Based on an average of temperate and tropical forests and
tropical savanna data from Table 4.1. Boreal forest and temperate rangeland data was not
included due to insufﬁcient data coverage. Compound classes listed on the x-axis are deﬁned
as follows: alka, alkanes; alke, alkenes; alky, alkynes; aro, aromatic hydrocarbons; ald,
aldehydes; ket, ketones; alc, methanol; acid, formic and acetic acids; and fur, furans.

emissions is highly reactive, as demonstrated by the relatively short
atmospheric lifetimes of many of these compounds with respect to gas
phase reaction or photolysis (Table 4.2). The highly reactive nature of
wildland ﬁre emissions gives wildland ﬁres a signiﬁcant potential to
inﬂuence tropospheric chemistry and degrade air quality. Through VOC–
NOx photochemistry, wildland ﬁre emissions lead to O3 formation on
time scales of hours to days and over local to intercontinental distances
(Real et al., 2007; Sudo & Akimoto, 2007; Trentmann et al., 2005). In
addition to O3 formation, the gas-phase oxidation of NMVOC can
generate semivolatile oxygenated compounds. These semivolatile oxygenated compounds contribute to atmospheric aerosol loading through the
formation of new aerosol via gas-to-particle conversion and by
condensation on preexisting aerosol (de Gouw et al., 2005; Heald et al.,
2005; Tsigaridis & Kanakidou, 2003). SOA formation resulting from the
photochemical processing of wildland ﬁre emissions can be quite
signiﬁcant relative to other sources (Heald et al., 2006). The formation
of SOA can be quite rapid: wildland ﬁre aerosol mass has been observed
to increase by a factor of 1.5–2 over a period of a few days (Reid et al.,
1998, 2005).
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Table 4.2. Estimated lifetimes of dominant emissions from wildﬁrea
Lifetime due to reaction or photolysisb
OHc
Ethene
Formaldehyde
Methanolg
Acetic acidh,i
Ethane
Propene
Ethyne
Acetadehyde
Propane
2,3-butadione
Formic acidh,i
Benzene

1.4 days
1.2 days
12 days
14.5 days
46.7 days
5.3 hours
13.2 days
8.8 hours
10 days
49 days
25.7 days
9.4 days

NO3d

O3e

225 days
80 days
1 year

10 days
W4.5 years

4.9 days

1.6 days

17 days
B7 years

W4.5 years
W4500 years

Photolysisf

4 hours

6 days
1 hour

W4 years

W4.5 years

Notes: The compounds listed comprise B80% of the total emissions on a molar basis.
Wildland ﬁre emissions are an average of temperate and tropical forest and tropical
savanna data from Table 4.1, following conversion to moles.
b
All lifetime data from Atkinson (2000), or estimated based on rate coefﬁcients from
Atkinson and Ayer (2003), unless otherwise noted.
c
For a 12-hour daytime average OH concentration of 2.0  106 molec cm3.
d
For a 12-hour daytime average NO3 concentration of 5.0  108 molec cm3.
e
For a 24-hour daytime average O3 concentration of 7.0  1011 molec cm3g.
f
For overhead sun.
g
In a study of the global budget of methanol, Jacob et al. (2005) estimate the atmospheric
lifetime of methanol is 7 days with removal processes being: 63% reaction with OH, 26% dry
deposition, 6% wet deposition, 5% ocean deposition.
h
Rate coefﬁcient data from Atkinson et al. (2001).
i
Dry and wet deposition is believed to be an important removal process for formic and acetic
acids. Sanhueza et al. (1996) report similar atmospheric lifetimes for formic and acetic acids:
B5 days for dry deposition and B5 days for wet deposition.
a

4.5. Conclusions

Wildland ﬁre emissions data from the literature and an extensive series of
previously unpublished ﬁeld experiments has been synthesized according
to generalized vegetation cover groups, providing a dataset for use in
global to continental scale studies of atmospheric chemistry and climate.
Emissions from wildland ﬁres are a rich and complex mixture of
gases and aerosols. Primary pollutants emitted from wildland ﬁres
include greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4), NMVOC, NOx, and aerosol. The
NMVOC mixture produced by wildland ﬁres is highly reactive.
Participation of NMVOC ﬁre emissions in VOC–NOx photochemistry
leads to the formation of O3 and SOA. Through direct emissions and
secondary chemical and physical processes, wildland ﬁre can have a
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signiﬁcant impact on tropospheric chemistry and serve as a major source
of air pollution.
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Appendix A. Emission factors for North America ecosystems

This appendix presents previously unpublished results from emission
studies of prescribed ﬁres in the southeastern, mid-western, and western
United States, western Canada, and Alaska. The prescribed ﬁre emissions
data may be used to estimate emissions of several key primary pollutants
from ﬁres in a broad range of North American ecosystems for which
prescribed ﬁre is an essential land management tool. The prescribed ﬁre
studies indicate emission factors for many pollutants exhibit signiﬁcant
variability across vegetation types. These ﬁndings suggest modeling
studies to assess the air quality impact of wildland ﬁre at the local to
regional scales may beneﬁt from data that captures interecosystem
variations in EFs. This may be particularly important for quantifying the
incremental contribution of wildland ﬁre emissions to air pollution in
urban areas.
The coarsely grouped EFs in Table 4.1 will often be adequate for
continental and global scales studies of atmospheric chemistry,
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biogeochemical cycling, and climate. However, the generalized nature of
the data synthesis may not provide the differentiation among ecosystems
that is necessary to accurately assess and predict the impact of wildand
ﬁre on air quality at the local to regional scale. The ecosystem speciﬁc
emissions data presented in this section is representative of the
information land management agencies and air quality managers may
ﬁnd necessary to successfully address the air quality issues presented by
wildland ﬁre.

A.1. Field sites and methods

Emission data was obtained for 56 prescribed ﬁres in 9 states and 1
province (Table A1). The emission studies cover a wide range of
ecosystems types, but may be aggregated as southeastern conifer forest
(mostly pine, a few pine-hardwood mix), interior mountain west conifer
forest (ponderosa pine and Douglas-ﬁr), grassland (mostly wetland
grasses) shrubland (southeastern), and boreal forest vegetation groups.
The prescribed burns in southeastern and interior mountain west were
low- to moderate-intensity understory burns. The two boreal forest ﬁres
sampled in Alaska were high-intensity burn-out ﬁres employed as a ﬁre
suppression tactic during the intense Alaska ﬁre season of 2004. The
burn-out ﬁres involved surface and canopy fuels. These high-intensity
crown ﬁres were representative of the ﬁre activity during June and July of
2004 when 6 million acres were burned in Alaska.
The emission studies used the Fire Atmosphere Sampling System
(FASS) (Hao et al., 1996). Brieﬂy, the FASS instrument uses a 3–15 m
tower to obtain in situ measurements of gases, particulate matter, vertical
velocity, and air temperature. The FASS collects integrated PM2.5 ﬁlter
and gas canister samples for background air, primarily ﬂaming
combustion, the transition from ﬂaming to smoldering combustion, and
mostly smoldering combustion. The PM2.5 ﬁlter samples are analyzed for
total mass, organic and elemental carbon. The canister samples are
analyzed for CO2, CO, CH4, and C2–C3 alkanes, alkenes, and alkynes.
The FASS also provides continuous measurements of CO, CO2, vertical
velocity, and air temperature, which gives a unique, useful time-series of
the ﬁre from a point ‘‘within’’ the burn.
Two to six FASS instrument towers were deployed within the burn
perimeter for each prescribed ﬁre. The carbon mass balance method
(Ward & Radke, 1993) was used for calculating EFs with an assumed fuel
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Table A1. Fire weighted average emission factors (g of compound emitted per kg of dry fuel consumed)
Fire ID

EB1
EB2
FL5
NC3
SC9
EP1
EP2A
EP2B
MI1
MN1
MN2
MN3
MN4
FS1
ICI3

FL2
FL4

Sandhill shrub
Palmetto, turkey
oak
Palmetto
Pacosin
Pacosin
Sawgrass
Sawgrass
Muley grass
Sawgrass
Freshwater grass
Freshwater grass
Freshwater grass
Freshwater grass
Wiregrass
Wiregrass

Longleaf pine,
palmetto
Longleaf pine,
palmetto
Longleaf pine,
palmetto

Locationa

MCEb

C2H2

C3H8

C3H6

C3H4

PM2.5

Grasslands and shrublands of southeastern and mid-western United States
Eglin AFB, FL
0.921 1652
89.7 2.62 0.32
1.01
0.23
Eglin AFB, FL
0.938 1695
71.1 1.65 0.18
1.13
0.49

0.11
0.02

0.47
0.31

0.03
0.05

11.9
6.9

Okefenokee NWR, FL
Camp Lejune, NC
Savannah River Site, SC
Panther WR, FL
Big Cypress NWP, FL
Big Cypress NWP, FL
Merrit Island NWR, FL
Bluestern Prarie, MN
Bluestern Prarie, MN
Sherburne NWP, MN
Camp Ripley, MN
Fort Stewart, GA
Ichuway, GA
Mean
Standard deviation
Osceola NF, FL

0.933
0.943
0.935
0.914
0.936
0.961
0.97
0.948
0.933
0.95
0.962
0.936
0.912
0.939
0.017

CO2

1665
1683
1682
1635
1689
1743
1752
1716
1652
1705
1750
1681
1626
1688
40

CO

76.4
64.2
75.0
98.3
73.5
45.5
34.7
59.7
75.6
57.1
44.4
73.5
99.5
69.2
18.9

CH4

2.13
1.84
2.66
4.12
2.27
1.54
0.90
1.50
2.68
1.53
1.07
2.16
3.34
2.13
0.86

C2H6

C2H4

0.23
0.22
0.30
0.59
0.25
0.19
0.07
0.21
0.44
0.15
0.12
0.21
0.44
0.26
0.14

1.12
1.35
0.98
1.60
1.61
0.95
0.52
1.16
2.07
1.22
0.55
1.42
1.15
1.19
0.40

0.35
0.36
0.34
0.49
0.63
0.36
0.21
0.39
0.60
0.46
0.20
0.64
0.25
0.40
0.15

0.08
0.11
0.10
0.23
0.09
0.08
0.02
0.05
0.14
0.07
0.02
0.06
0.20
0.09
0.06

0.45
0.46
0.39
0.79
0.40
0.30
0.10
0.37
1.03
0.23
0.04
0.42
0.64
0.43
0.35

0.05
0.06
0.05
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.07
0.10

0.07
0.05
0.06
0.02

15.7
16.7
8.9
9.1
5.9
3.7
9.9
5.3
18.8
11.8
3.6
9.7
15.3
10.2
4.8

Conifer forests of southeastern United States
0.952 1712
55.3 1.41 0.18

1.34

0.74

0.01

0.37

0.09

10.0

0.01

0.35

0.00

11.3

0.37

0.04

11.1

Osceola NF, FL

0.94

1690

68.5

1.26

0.14

0.94

0.40

Osceola NF, FL

0.934

1681

75.2

1.45

0.13

0.97

0.45
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FL1

Vegetation type
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AZ1
AZ2
AZ3
AZ4
AZ5
AZ6
AZ7
AZ8
AZ9
AZ10

Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa
Ponderosa

ICI2
NC1
SC1
SC12a
SC12b
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7

pine
pine
pine
pine
pine
pine
pine
pine
pine
pine

Conifer forests of southeastern United States (continued)
Ichuway, GA
0.942 1687
66.5 1.78 0.26
1.27

0.42

0.10

0.45

0.05

13.2

Ichuway, GA

0.928

1657

81.5

2.31

0.28

1.19

0.33

0.11

0.46

0.07

15.6

Camp Lejune, NC

0.904

1621

109.4

3.00

0.23

0.83

0.28

0.06

0.38

0.04

10.4

Piedmont WR, SC
Piedmont WR, SC
Piedmont WR, SC
Camp Lejune, NC

0.921
0.942
0.923
0.936

1647
1688
1651
1682

90.2
65.9
87.5
73.1

2.15
1.75
2.26
1.99

0.25
0.21
0.28
0.22

1.17
0.97
1.01
0.86

0.36
0.32
0.28
0.23

0.09
0.08
0.10
0.09

0.49
0.40
0.46
0.37

0.06
0.05
0.05
0.09

14.1
14.4
14.5
11.4

Savannah River Site, SC
Savannah River Site, SC
Savannah River Site, SC
Sumter NF, SC

0.936
0.941
0.932
0.915

1679
1683
1651
1630

73.3
66.9
77.2
96.4

1.64
1.59
2.04
2.89

0.21
0.14
0.26
0.37

1.13
0.74
1.12
1.13

0.41
0.24
0.29
0.24

0.05
0.05
0.08
0.14

0.42
0.28
0.47
0.59

0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05

12.2
15.4
21.9
16.2

Savannah River Site, SC
Mean
Standard Deviation

0.918
0.931
0.013

1653
1667
25

94.0
78.7
14.4

3.39
2.06
0.62

0.39
0.24
0.08

0.95
1.04
0.17

0.30
0.35
0.13

0.11
0.08
0.04

0.50
0.42
0.08

0.05
0.05
0.02

11.5
13.5
3.07

0.02
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.11
0.07

6.1
21.4
11.9
13.4
20.9
14.5
13.0
15.4
14.4
14.8

Interior west mountain conifer forests of United States and
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.941 1698
67.7 3.20
Limestone Flats, AZ
0.890 1605
126.7 4.86
Mormon Lake RD, AZ
0.924 1658
86.8 2.26
Limestone Flats, AZ
0.932 1668
77.9 2.29
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.910 1607
100.6 4.37
Peaks RD, AZ
0.924 1648
86.6 3.12
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.918 1640
93.1 3.53
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.926 1650
84.2 3.32
Peaks RD, AZ
0.919 1639
92.3 3.53
Limestone Flats, AZ
0.938 1678
70.1 2.49

southwestern Canada

0.33
0.31
0.55
0.49
0.55
0.49
0.45
0.34

0.92
0.99
1.27
1.03
1.07
1.06
1.09
0.87

0.27
0.28
0.34
0.30
0.32
0.25
0.31
0.26

0.07
0.12
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.11
0.07

0.48
0.49
0.69
0.57
0.60
0.57
0.56
0.41
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SC8

Loblolly pine,
wiregrass
Loblolly pine,
wiregrass
Mixed pine, wax
myrtle
Oak, pine, grass
Oak, pine, grass
Oak, pine, grass
Mixed pine,
wiregrass
Loblolly pine
Longleaf pine
Loblolly pine
Mixed pine,
hardwood
Longleaf pine
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Table A1. (Continued )
Fire ID

AZ11
AZ12
BC1
BC2
MT1
MT2
MT3
MT4
OR1
OR2
OR3

Vegetation type

Locationa

MCEb

CO

C3H4

PM2.5

southwestern Canada (continued)
1.62 0.22
0.87
0.29
3.22 0.43
1.19
0.34
0.14
5.71 0.92
2.13
0.51
0.33
6.47 1.19
1.62
0.30
0.55
4.02 0.60
1.10
0.24
0.24
3.26 0.48
1.04
0.24
0.22
4.38 0.64
1.19
0.20
0.16
4.44 0.63
1.23
0.31
0.12

0.34
0.56
1.11
1.27
0.66
0.58
0.45
0.44

0.03
0.17
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.05

6.2
20.8
29.0
16.0
12.7
15.3
11.7
19.5

3.85

0.57

1.33

0.41

0.24

0.70

0.14

20.3

5.23

0.63

1.16

0.33

0.23

0.67

0.08

14.5

4.01
3.77
1.18

0.61
0.55
0.22

1.35
1.19
0.29

0.45
0.31
0.08

0.22
0.21
0.11

0.69
0.62
0.23

0.12
0.07
0.04

15.7
15.6
5.2

Boreal forest of southeastern Alaska
0.91
1616
105.0 4.39
0.92
1671
86.0 9.43

1.12
2.00

1.74
3.61

0.26
0.66

0.34
0.58

1.04
2.05

0.03
0.10

mid-western United States
1716.6
54.0 1.50 0.20
1684.3
72.8 2.28 0.31
1692.9
65.9 2.07 0.26

0.89
0.93
0.87

0.23
0.22
0.23

0.03
0.09
0.08

0.37
0.43
0.41

0.02
0.04
0.04

Interior west mountain conifer forests of United States and
Ponderosa pine
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.948 1717
59.4
Ponderosa pine
Chimney Springs, AZ
0.916 1622
94.2
Ponderosa pine
Clearwater, BC, Canada 0.894 1542
116.9
Ponderosa pine
Clearwater, BC, Canada 0.889 1568
125.1
Ponderosa pine
Bitteroot NF, MT
0.914 1632
97.4
Ponderosa pine
Bitteroot NF, MT
0.904 1584
107.1
Ponderosa pine
Bitteroot NF, MT
0.918 1640
92.9
Ponderosa pine
Bitteroot NF, MT
0.910 1610
101.4
Ponderosa pine
Douglas-ﬁr, white ﬁr Hepner RD, OR
0.906 1601
106.0
Ponderosa pine
Douglasﬁr, white ﬁr Hepner RD, OR
0.900 1603
113.6
Ponderosa pine
Douglasﬁr, white ﬁr Hepner RD, OR
0.916 1609
93.7
Mean
0.916 1629
94.9
Standard deviation
0.016
42
17.7
Black spruce
Black spruce

Chicken, AK
Tetlin Junction, AK

MN4
MN5
MN6

Oak savanna
Oak
Redpine

Pine-oak forests of
Camp Ripley, MN
0.953
Chippewa NF, MN
0.936
Chippewa NF, MN
0.942

CH4

C2H6

C2H4

C2H2

C3H8

7.23
2.97
10.1
10.0
11.5

AFB, air force base; NWR, National Wildlife Refuge; NWP, national wildlife preserve; NF, national forest; WR, wildlife refuge; RD, ranger district.
MCE (modiﬁed combustion efﬁciency) ¼ DCO2/(DCOþDCO2).
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AK1
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carbon content of 50%. The FC value of 0.50 is consistent with in situ
FC measurements for a wide range of vegetation types and is likely
accurate to within 710% (Lobert et al., 1991; Susott et al., 1991, 1996).
Particulate matter was assumed to be 60% carbon by weight. The
simultaneous measurements of plume vertical velocity, ﬂux of emissions,
and carbon were used to determine the rate of fuel consumption,
which provides the weighting factors applied to the integrated PM2.5
ﬁlter and canister samples to obtain ﬁre average EFs for each FASS
tower. The mean of the EFs produced from each FASS tower deployed
during the ﬁre were averaged to obtain an EF value for the ﬁre as a
whole.
A.2. Results

Emission factors were measured for PM2.5, CO2, CO, CH4, and C2–C3
hydrocarbons. MCE and EFs for each ﬁre are given in Table A1.
Following CO2 and CO, PM2.5 is the dominant species emitted
from prescribed ﬁres, consistent with previous ﬁndings for a wide range
of ecosystems, ﬁre types, and measurement techniques (see references
from Table 4.1). Fire weighted average EFPM2.5 exhibits signiﬁcant
variability within vegetation groups. The EFPM2.5 for the grassland and
shrub cover group is lowest (10.2 g kg1) and differs signiﬁcantly from the
average values of the forest cover groups (po0.001 or better for Welch
two sample t-test and Wilcoxon rank sum test). Emissions of C2 and C3
hydrocarbons equal 78–114% of CH4 emissions. Alkene emissions
exceed emissions of their respective alkanes for all individual ﬁres, which
appears to be a common characteristic of biomass burning (see Table 4.1
and related references). These light hydrocarbons (C2–C3) typically
comprise about half of the total NMHC emissions from wildland ﬁre (see
Table 4.1).
The CH4, C2H6, C3H6, and C3H8 emissions for the interior mountain
west conifer forests are signiﬁcantly higher than those for the
southeastern conifer forests and the grassland/shrubland vegetation
groups (po0.05 or better for Welch two sample t-test and Wilcoxon
rank sum test). The lower MCE of the interior mountain west conifer ﬁres
suggests this difference may be a function of ﬁre behavior. Emission
factors for CH4 and many hydrocarbons often exhibit a strong
linear relationship with MCE (Sinha et al., 2003; Yokelson et al.,
2003). The EFs for C2H2, C2H4, and C3H4 are not statistically different
across the vegetation groups.
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Chapter 5
Effects of Wildland Fire on Regional and Global Carbon
Stocks in a Changing Environment
Susan G. Conard and Allen M. Solomon
Abstract
Every year tens of millions of hectares of forests, woodlands, and
grasslands burn globally. Some are burned intentionally for land
conversion, pasture renewal or hazard reduction, or wildlife habitat
improvement, but most are burned by uncontrolled wildﬁre.
Estimates of burned area available in the literature vary widely, but
satellite-based remote sensing data are increasing the accuracy of
monitoring active ﬁre and estimating burned areas. Recent data
suggest that global wildﬁre emissions vary substantially from year to
year. Nonetheless, average annual carbon emissions from wildﬁre are
20–40% of those from fossil fuel combustion and cement production. Results of ﬁeld studies and modelling efforts indicate that
changing climate is likely to increase the extent and frequency of
wildﬁres, highlighting the importance of accurately quantifying the
regional and global effects of wildﬁre on carbon stocks and on
atmospheric carbon compounds. The nature and strength of
feedbacks between ﬁre and climate will depend not only on changes
in the area that is burned annually, but perhaps more importantly,
on how those ﬁres burn and how ecosystems respond and recover.
Changes in burn severity can result in large differences in the amount
of fuel consumed, emissions to the atmosphere, and the capacity of
ecosystems to recover carbon after a ﬁre. Recent work also indicates
that even low-severity surface ﬁre may cause signiﬁcant changes in
soil respiration, and these changes may either increase or decrease
the net effects of ﬁre on atmospheric carbon. Postﬁre recovery to a
different vegetation type—which may occur in response to changing
climate, unusually high burn severities, or other factors—also has the
Corresponding author: E-mail: sconard@fs.fed.us
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potential to affect the amount and rate of carbon storage on the
landscape. Past and future vegetation and ﬁre management activities
also play a role in ecosystem condition and carbon storage, although
the nature and magnitude of these impacts vary greatly among
regions and ecosystems. Improved understanding of the extent and
severity of ﬁre, the feedbacks between ﬁre and climate, and the
effects of changing ﬁre regimes on all aspects of the carbon cycle is
needed before we can fully predict the magnitude, or perhaps even
the direction, of the effect of changing ﬁre regimes on global carbon
balance and atmospheric chemistry.

5.1. Introduction

Global carbon (C) stores in vegetation and the top meter of soil are
about 2500 gigatons (Gt), with 81% of this in soils and the balance
in aboveground vegetation (Bolin & Sukumar, 2000). This terrestrial
carbon storage is slightly over three times the amount of carbon in the
atmosphere (760 Gt C). About 1146 Gt (46%) of this global terrestrial
carbon storage is in tropical, temperate, and boreal forests (Bolin &
Sukumar, 2000; Dixon et al., 1994); with 34% in grasslands and
savannahs, and the balance in tundra (5%), wetlands (10%), and
croplands (5%) (Bolin & Sukumar, 2000). In many of these systems, ﬁre
has long been a common disturbance event, whether started by lightning
or intentionally or accidentally by humans. Fires in forests, savannahs,
and grasslands release large amounts of carbon to the atmosphere
annually, primarily as carbon dioxide (CO2) but also in the form of other
gases (such as carbon monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4)) and aerosols,
such as soot particles (Crutzen et al., 1979).
The recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, 2007) documents that climate has warmed over much of the earth
in recent years. This warming, which is generally strongest in the boreal
and temperate zones of the Northern Hemisphere, is expected to continue
to accelerate over the next century, leading to more severe droughts and
likely to more frequent and more severe ﬁres in many parts of the world
(IPCC, 2007). Such changes in ﬁre patterns can be expected to lead
to changes in atmospheric chemistry and in terrestrial carbon storage.
This makes accurate estimates of effects of ﬁre on carbon cycle and
atmospheric chemistry increasingly critical.
As data sources and models improve, estimates of global and regional
burned areas and of biomass emissions are changing and undoubtedly
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becoming more accurate. In a seminal paper, Crutzen et al. (1979)
brought to the attention of the scientiﬁc community the potential
importance on atmospheric chemistry of the impacts of global emissions
from biomass burning. Seiler and Crutzen (1980) estimated global
biomass emissions of 2.2–4.0 Gt C per year, with about 5% coming from
forest ﬁres. These estimates have been revised and reﬁned as data and
analysis techniques improve. A recent paper that integrated satellite data
with ecosystem models estimated an average annual global emission from
biomass burning of about 2.5 Gt C per year between 1997 and 2004,
with a third to half of that from forest ﬁres (van der Werf et al., 2006).
Other recent estimates (generally for single years) have ranged from about
1.3 to 3.4 Gt C per year (Arellano et al., 2004; Hoelzemann et al., 2004;
Ito & Penner, 2004; see Table 5.1 for additional examples). There is
considerable research underway to validate and improve the accuracy of
satellite-based estimates of burned areas (Barbosa et al., 1998; Fraser
et al., 2000; Giglio et al., 2006; Roy et al., 2002, 2005).
It is reassuring that a number of recent global and regional ﬁre
emission[s] estimates are similar, given the great variability in earlier
estimates (Conard and Ivanova, 1997; French et al., 2004; Ito and Penner,
2004; Soja et al., 2004a, 2004b). Considerable improvement is still needed
before estimates of biomass emissions will reach the level of accuracy
required for local or regional carbon accounting or estimating impacts of
ﬁre on atmospheric chemistry. Furthermore, emission components other
than CO2, such as CH4, black carbon, and other aerosols, while emitted
in smaller amounts, can have much stronger climate forcing coefﬁcients
per unit mass (IPCC, 2007). These other compounds are also not taken
up through photosynthesis as vegetation regrows, although net uptake or
release of methane by soils can be signiﬁcant in some ecosystems
(Conrad, 1996). Bousquet et al. (2006) concluded that interannual
variability in atmospheric methane levels is inﬂuenced strongly by
methane emissions from wetlands and less strongly by direct methane
emissions from ﬁres.
Recent estimates suggest that current average annual emissions from
biomass burning are in the range 20–40% of the global annual average
of about 7.3 Gt C emitted from fossil fuel combustion and cement
production between 2000 and 2004 (Marland et al., 2007). Interest in the
role of ﬁre and changing ﬁre regimes on the global carbon cycle has
grown considerably in recent years as a result of evidence that unusually
severe ﬁre seasons in 1997 and 1998 in Indonesia (Page et al., 2002;
Schimel and Baker, 2002), the tropics (Cochrane, 2003), and Russia
(Dlugokencky et al., 2001; Kasischke et al., 2005) produced pulses of
carbon into the atmosphere equivalent to close to half of annual fossil
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Table 5.1. Sample estimates of ﬁre emissions and burned areas from the literature for various years and regions. Note the wide variation in
estimates from similar regions and among years and sources
Region

Indonesia
Indonesia, New
Guinea,
Malaysia

Year(s)

1997
1997

Burn area
106 ha per
year

810–2570
1090

2.4–6.8
16.7

20–30

1.3

Emissions
t C/ha

320–378
65.6

Boreal zone
Boreal zone

1998
1998

212–422
530

29.0
24.7

7.3–14.5
21.5

Russia

Average

194

12

16.2

Russia

1998

135–190

13.3

10.2–14.3

Siberia

1998–2002

153–413

9.1

16.8–45.4

Eastern Russia

1998–2002

107–205

9.6

11.2–21.4

US and Canada
US and Canada

2002–2004
2002–2004

92–173
65–100

NA
3.8–5.2

NA
17.1

Comment

Source

Ground sampling; ﬁre scar analysis
Remote sensing; ecosystem-speciﬁc
fuel consumption estimates

Page et al. (2002)
van der Werf et al. (2006)

Very limited data available on
burned area at that time

Seiler and Crutzen (1980)
Kasischke et al. (2005)
van der Werf et al. (2006)

Based on ﬁre return intervals and
estimated consumption of
available fuels
Based on remote sensing and fuel
consumption estimates
Annual. Average (low to high
consumption)
Annual. Average (low to high
consumption)

Conard and Ivanova (1997)

Low to high years
Low to high years

Wiedinmyer et al. (2006)
van der Werf et al. (2006)

Conard et al. (2002)
Soja et al. (2004a, 2004b)
Kasischke et al. (2005)
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Boreal zone

Emissions Tg
C per year

Author's personal copy
2000

Tropics

179–210

7.0–7.7

Means from two slightly different
models; C emissions estimated
assuming that 8% derived from
CO

1800–4700

Tropics

1970s

2245

Tropics

1997–2004

1944

Global

Hoelzemann et al. (2004)

Includes deforestation, agricultural Crutzen and Andreae (1990)
burning, savanna ﬁre, and
fuelwood
Includes tropical and subtropical
Hao and Liu (1994)
regions; deforestation, shifting
cultivation, and savanna ﬁres
Includes South America, Africa,
van der Werf et al. (2006)
Australia, SE and equatorial
Asia, Central America

1250–2565

630–690

Global
Global

2000
2000

1300
1741

170

10.2

Global

2000

2038

358

5.6

Global

2000

3400

600 million ha of this in savannas
and brushlands; not including
agricultural waste and fuelwood
Satellite burned areas
Satellite burned areas; excludes 0.3
million ha agricultural land
Satellite burned areas, regional
emission factors and modelling
Satellite CO measurements and
atmospheric modeling

Seiler and Crutzen (1980)

Ito and Penner (2004)
Hoelzemann et al. (2004)
van der Werf et al. (2006)
Arellano et al. (2004)
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fuel emissions. It is becoming increasingly clear, that these large pulses
of biomass emissions are not rare or isolated instances, as the advent of
improved satellite sensors has made ﬁres easier to document and
quantify.
Smoke from wildﬁres can move long distances, both at upper and lower
levels in the atmosphere, and may affect air quality in areas thousands of
miles from the source (Damoah et al., 2004; Fishman, 1991; Fromm et al.,
2000; Kajii et al. 2002; Park et al., 2003; Wotawa and Trainer, 2000). This
can have important implications for the effects of ﬁres on local or
regional weather and for atmospheric proﬁles of carbon monoxide,
ozone, and other compounds. For example, Wotawa and Trainer (2000)
estimated that smoke transport from Canadian ﬁres into the United
States in 1995 led to substantial increases in tropospheric CO and ozone
levels across much of the eastern United States. Damoah et al. (2004)
reported that smoke from 2003 ﬁres in eastern Russia traveled completely
around the Northern Hemisphere and back to Russia over a period of
17 days. While important, these effects are generally outside the scope of
this chapter, which will focus on the interactions of ﬁre with global and
landscape-scale balance of carbon.
In the absence of natural or human disturbance, all forest and
grassland systems would be carbon sinks, as indeed they were during
Paleozoic and Mesozoic time, when much of today’s fossil fuels were
sequestered. As forests establish and grow, annual carbon (C) sequestration reaches a maximum rate some 30–100 or more years of age, and then
the rate begins to decline. Even mature forests continue to store carbon
in vegetation, litter, and soils, although the rate of sequestration may
decrease greatly in older forests (Dixon & Krankina, 1993; Dixon et al.,
1994; Kasischke et al., 1995; Kurz & Apps, 1999). Of course disturbance
by ﬁre, insects, or severe weather events is ubiquitous. For most forests
and other ecosystems, ﬁres have occurred for millennia, although the
typical frequency and severity of ﬁres have changed over time and vary
greatly from one vegetation type to another. In a stable environment, the
cycle of disturbance and regrowth can be expected to result in relatively
constant levels of carbon storage in vegetation and soils, as vegetation
regrowth at landscape and regional scales balances carbon losses through
ﬁre emissions, decomposition, and other processes.
General estimates of long-term trends in vegetation carbon stocks may
be made from national inventories. Because such data are not available
for all countries, and the intensity, frequency, and methods of data
collection vary widely, inventories are not sufﬁcient for developing global
estimates. Where these data exist, they can provide an excellent overall
picture of long-term trends in disturbance regimes and carbon storage,
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but they are less useful for determining mechanisms, evaluating changes
within a landscape, determining interannual variability, or developing
projections of future impacts. Furthermore, most inventory systems have
also focused until quite recently on inventory of timber species, rather
than on changes in soil carbon, understory plants, grassland vegetation,
or other factors necessary for determining effects of ﬁre regimes (see
Birdsey & Lewis, 2003; Burrows et al., 2002; Heath et al., 2003; Kurz &
Apps, 1999; Shvidenko & Nilsson, 2000, 2003, for examples of use of
inventory data for analysis of long-term trends in carbon storage and
impacts of disturbance on forested systems).
In this chapter we focus on the long- and short-term effects of ﬁre on
carbon ﬂuxes revealed through remote sensing and in situ measurements
that can provide sufﬁcient detail to detect interannual differences in
carbon storage at local to global scales. We also address the potential
effects of direct ﬁre emissions and indirect ﬁre-related emissions on
atmospheric chemistry and climate. Our primary objective is to discuss
the kinds of information that are needed to develop reasonably accurate
estimates of the impacts of wildland ﬁre on carbon stocks and emissions
in a changing environment. This will require a creative combination of
outputs of climate models with models of vegetation dynamics that
incorporate the effects of ﬁre and with data from laboratory and ﬁeld
experiments that will enable researchers to accurately parameterize and
evaluate their models. Some of the major areas of investigation that are
needed include: improved understanding of variability in ﬁre regimes; the
drivers of and effects of variability in ﬁre behavior; quantiﬁcation of fuel
consumption and emissions under a range of ecosystem and environmental conditions; and better data and models concerning processes such
as soil respiration, decomposition and forest regrowth under changing
environments. We will discuss a number of these issues and then provide
some synthesis.

5.2. The importance of ﬁre regime for carbon dynamics

The role of wildﬁre in the storage and release of carbon is largely a
function of the ﬁre regime (frequency, size, seasonality, and severity of
ﬁres, as well as the variability in these parameters) typical of a given
ecosystem (see Brown et al., 2000 and Ryan, 2002 for excellent
discussions of ﬁre regime types and classiﬁcation). The characteristics
of individual ﬁres may vary widely within a given ecosystem as a function
of weather, fuel structure, fuel moisture, and terrain characteristics. These
differences in ﬁre regimes are a function of the combination of weather,
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topography, stand structure (fuels), and occurrence of ignitions that
characterize speciﬁc ecosystems (Pyne et al., 1996). For example, many
prairies and grasslands historically burned every few years, or even
annually; dry pine forests in areas as diverse as the western United States
and central Siberia burned, primarily in low-intensity surface ﬁres, every
10–30 (or even 50) years; while cool moist conifer forests, such as coastal
Douglas-ﬁr in the Paciﬁc Northwest of the United States burned in highintensity stand-replacement ﬁres only every few hundred years (Agee,
1993; Heinselman, 1978; Leenhouts, 1998; Schmidt et al., 2002).
Because vegetation that burns eventually grows back, the overall effects
on carbon cycle need to be understood for individual stands over time,
but ultimately integrated to a landscape level. Net effects on C storage
come primarily from changes in ﬁre regimes over time. In general ﬁres
that cause the most severe ecosystem effects release the most C and lead
to the longest delays in recovery of ecosystem C (Fig. 5.1). These ﬁres also
tend to occur in ecosystems with the highest potential for net C storage.
In forest systems, the highest severity ﬁres are termed stand-replacing ﬁres,
which typically kill all or most of the living vegetation, and burn deeply into
surface litter and duff layers. These ﬁres may release a great deal of carbon
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Figure 5.1. Carbon source/sink relationships in ﬁres of varying severity as might occur in
pine forest of the western United States or central Siberia (FRI, ﬁre return interval).
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and other compounds to the atmosphere, and ecosystem recovery, including
return to preﬁre levels of carbon storage and fuel loading, is generally slow
(100–300 years) (Kasischke et al., 1995; Kurz et al., 1995; Schmidt et al.,
2002; Wirth et al., 2002a). Therefore, forest and shrubland systems that
experience primarily stand-replacing ﬁres tend to have relatively long
intervals between ﬁres. In some forest and shrub systems, as well as in
perennial grasslands and savannas, ﬁres may top-kill most of the aboveground biomass, but local species are adapted to recover rapidly through
regrowth from live roots, basal sprouting, or other means. Such systems
recover biomass (and therefore stored carbon) much more rapidly—and
typically undergo a shorter interval between ﬁres, although emissions over
multiple ﬁre cycles may be similar to those from longer interval systems.
Low-severity ﬁres in forest systems may burn only surface fuels and
low-growing vegetation, and have little impact on overstory trees beyond
sometimes a brief reduction in growth rates. Such surface ﬁres release
relatively small amounts of carbon, but they are likely to occur more
frequently, with the result that cumulative carbon release over time may
be similar to that where ﬁres are less frequent. These systems tend to have
a lower potential for carbon storage than systems with less frequent, but
higher-severity ﬁres. Recent analyses and ﬁeld studies have shown,
however, that there can be a large range in fuel consumption and carbon
emissions from even these relatively low-severity ﬁres as a function of
preﬁre weather conditions and details of fuel structure and consumption
(Conard & Ivanova, 1997; McRae et al., 2006; Ottmar et al., 1993;
Reinhardt et al., 1997; Sparks et al., 2002).
In mixed-severity ﬁre regimes, relatively frequent surface ﬁres may be
interspersed with less frequent stand-replacement ﬁres, or with patches of
high-severity ﬁre that are a function of either unusually severe weather or
reduced ﬁre frequency that leads to greater than normal fuel accumulation. This appears to be the pattern in many conifer forests in the western
United States (Agee, 1998; Heinselman, 1981; Schmidt et al., 2002;
Schoennagel et al., 2004), as well as the extensive Scots pine forests of
northern Eurasia (Sannikov & Goldammer, 1996). In Scots pine forests in
central Siberia, for example, the typical interval between low-severity
surface ﬁres is 35–50 years, with widespread stand-replacement ﬁres
occurring every 120–150 years (McRae et al., 2006).

5.3. Fire dynamics

Our understanding of the nature of ﬁre and its effects on forests and
other ecosystems comes from a combination of experimental studies
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(often using prescribed ﬁre) and observations before, during, and after
wildﬁres. These observations can occur at a range of scales using
techniques such as satellite remote sensing of ﬁres and burned areas,
aircraft-based remote sensing or smoke sampling, and measurements of
ﬂuxes or changes in ecosystem properties made on the ground.
Fire effects on carbon storage and release are highly variable
within and among wildﬁres as a function of fuel structure, fuel condition
(e.g., moisture), weather at the time of burning, terrain effects, and
internal ﬁre dynamics (Pyne et al., 1996). Some of the most important
differences involve the intensity (energy release) and speed of burning,
which depend on the weather conditions before and during the ﬁre, the
structural properties of the vegetation, and the physical environment in
which the ﬁre occurs (Baeza et al., 2002; Brown et al., 2000; Ryan, 2002;
Sandberg et al., 2002). The rate of ﬁre spread can range over several
orders of magnitude (Ryan, 2002), with the slowest spread rates in
smoldering ground ﬁres and low-intensity surface ﬁres (e.g., less than
0.3 m min1), and the fastest in crown ﬁres (up to around 200 m min1).
Fires with more rapid spread rates also tend to exhibit higher energy
release (intensity) and to have deeper (wider) actively burning zones
(McRae et al., 2005; Ryan, 2002). The overall result, in the absence of
extensive residual combustion behind the ﬁre front, is higher fuel
consumption per unit area. Residual or smoldering combustion can
change this picture, particularly in areas of deep organic soils, thick
humus layers, or peats—where smoldering may continue for days or even
months, depending on weather conditions. Fuel consumption is more
directly related to the total energy release per unit area during a ﬁre than
to other parameters, since the energy released per unit of dry biomass
consumed is relatively constant. While these relationships have been
evaluated in laboratory settings and from some aircraft measurements
(Riggan et al., 2004; Wooster, 2002; Wooster et al., 2003), quantiﬁcation
of energy release from ﬁres over large areas is just beginning to be
feasible with remote sensing. Most estimates of fuel consumption in
the literature are based on experimental data involving the difference
between preﬁre and postﬁre fuel loading. These data show a high
variability from site to site as a function of available fuels and the
conditions of burning.

5.4. Fire effects on carbon dynamics

There are several components to and stages of ecosystem carbon release
and uptake related to ﬁre (Fig. 5.2). The intensity and timing of these
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Figure 5.2. Change in net carbon emissions and storage relative to the atmosphere over
time through a single ﬁre cycle. The time scale may range from a few years to many decades
depending on the ecosystem type and the severity of the ﬁre.

ﬂuxes is a function of the preﬁre fuel loading and vegetation structure,
environmental conditions, and other factors that control the type of ﬁre
and the burn severity, as well as the speciﬁc ecosystem characteristics
(such as adaptations to rapid recovery following ﬁre) and the biophysical
setting. The general climate and weather patterns in the months and
years following the burn can strongly inﬂuence both rate and patterns of
recovery.
The four major processes that drive these postﬁre dynamics are:
(1) direct ﬁre emissions, (2) postﬁre changes in soil respiration,
(3) decomposition of material killed in or following the ﬁre, and
(4) postﬁre vegetation recovery (Fig. 5.2). Depending on the type and
severity of the ﬁre, and the ecosystem conditions before and after ﬁre,
these phases may be relatively discrete or may overlap considerably in
time. Regardless, as the system recovers, at some point within months
to several years the system becomes a carbon sink as carbon uptake by
growing vegetation begins to dominate over carbon release from
decomposition and soil respiration.
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5.4.1. Direct ﬁre emissions

The initial impact of ﬁre on carbon ﬂux is from the direct emissions that
derive from consumption of live and dead fuels by a ﬁre. Large ﬁres may
burn over many days or weeks. At any given point on the landscape most
emissions occur during a relatively brief period of ﬂaming combustion
as the ﬁre front passes, although there may be considerable residual
combustion. Despite the common misconception that wildﬁres consume
large amounts of tree branches and boles, most of the fuels consumed in
ﬁres are ﬁne fuels primarily in the duff and litter layers, with additional
contributions from consumption of foliage and ﬁne twigs of living
vegetation. There is typically little consumption of coarse fuels in tree
canopies, even in a crown ﬁre. This pattern is reﬂected in commonly used
models for estimating fuel consumption (Ottmar et al., 1993; Reinhardt
et al., 1997). Depending on spatial variability in fuels, terrain and other
factors, and in temporal variability in winds, the severity of a ﬁre can vary
considerably across the landscape (Cochrane & Schulze, 1999; Conard &
Ivanova, 1997; Key, 2006; Morgan et al., 2001), with resultant high
variability in the emissions per unit area. Similar variation can occur
from one ﬁre to another. For example, Hoffa et al. (1999), working on
experimental ﬁres in woodland and grassland vegetation in Zambia,
reported ranges in combustion factors (percent of fuel consumed)
depending on season of burning from 1% to 47% for woodland and
from 44% to 98% for grassland as fuel moisture decreased. McRae et al.
(2006) reported threefold variation in fuel consumption from six
experimental surface ﬁres burned under different conditions in a relatively
homogeneous stand of Scots pine in Siberia, with estimated range in
emissions from 4.8 to 15.4 t C ha1. Based on allometric analysis of tree
canopies, a crown ﬁre on the same site might be expected to produce an
additional 3–7.1 t C ha1; so within the Scots pine/lichen vegetation types
common across central Siberia, the emissions from a given ﬁre may range
from as low as 4.8 to as high as 22.5 t C ha1.
Unfortunately, similar published data are available for few vegetation
types around the world. Furthermore, we are just beginning to develop
accurate global and regional databases to quantify burned areas, and
information on ﬁre severity is available only for a small percentage of
the forest area burned every year. As a result, most regional to global
emission estimates assume an average emission factor, either for each
major vegetation or fuel type, or over the entire burned area. Several
recent papers have attempted to address this problem by combining low,
medium, and high surface fuel consumption estimates with estimated
seasonal trends in proportions of crown ﬁre versus surface ﬁre (boreal
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zone: Kasischke et al., 2005); modelling fuel consumption based on
expected seasonal trends in ﬁre severity combined with a process-based
model of ecosystem carbon stocks (global and regional: van der Werf
et al., 2006); using literature-based estimates of fuel loadings
and combustion factors for individual fuel types (North America:
Wiedinmyer et al., 2006); or extrapolating from limited ground-based
sampling to satellite-observed burned areas or hot spots (Indonesia: Page
et al., 2002; some of these and other estimates are summarized in
Table 5.1). There is a clear need for better data and models on which to
base emission estimates from wildland ﬁres.
5.4.2. Soil processes

It is often assumed that soil respiration will increase following ﬁre
because microbial activity would be encouraged by the increased
insolation and soil moisture available after moderate to high-severity
ﬁres, along with increased availability of minerals and organic materials
from dead roots (Amiro et al., 2003; Dixon & Krankina, 1993).
It appears, however, that the net effect of ﬁre on soil respiration varies
widely among ecosystems. Several recent studies have reported signiﬁcant
decreases in soil respiration following ﬁre in North American boreal
aspen, spruce, and pine forests (Amiro et al., 2003; O’Neill et al., 2002),
Siberian Scots pine forests (Baker & Bogorodskaya, 2007), and larch
forests (46% decrease on year-old mild burn and 64% decrease on severe
burn 5 years after ﬁre; Sawamoto et al., 2000). Amiro et al. (2003) suggest
this is a consistent pattern in many boreal forests. The magnitude of
reported effects varies greatly from study to study and apparently among
ecosystems. This variability likely represents real ecosystem differences as
well as differences in study design, interannual variability in climate and
soil moisture, and timing of sampling after ﬁre.
In boreal forests, a number of studies have shown that depressed soil
respiration may persist for several years after ﬁre (Amiro et al., 2003). In
Scots pine and larch forests of Siberia, the greatest decreases and longest
periods of recovery seem to occur following higher-severity ﬁres (Conard
et al., 2004; Sawamoto et al., 2000). Several studies have suggested that
decreased postﬁre respiration is mainly due to changes in root respiration
following severe ﬁres rather than decreases in soil microbial activity.
However, a number of studies have shown substantial decreases in soil
microorganism activity following even low-severity ﬁres (Amiro et al.,
2003). This is not necessarily caused by direct effects of soil heating, as the
immediate postﬁre soil respiration in forested systems may be just about
the same as the preﬁre respiration.
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In prairie grasslands of the central United Sates, however, spring
burning increased soil respiration by 38–51% relative to unburned sites
(Knapp et al., 1998). Postﬁre increases in both soil microorganisms and
soil respiration were small but signiﬁcant in African savanna, although
the effects of soil moisture and added organic matter were larger than
those of the ﬁre alone (Andersson et al., 2004). In ponderosa pine forests
of the southwestern United States, Kaye and Hart (1998) found that
restoration thinning decreased soil respiration relative to controls, while
thinning along with prescribed burning increased respiration slightly, but
only in the late summer. Soil respiration was the same on a burned site as
on the control following surface ﬁres in a chestnut forest in Switzerland,
but increased 100–150% where surface fuel loads were artiﬁcially doubled
before the ﬁre (Wuthrich et al., 2002).
Thus, observed postﬁre changes in soil respiration have ranged from
strong decreases in respiration on many boreal forest sites to insigniﬁcant
changes or increases in respiration-related CO2 emissions after ﬁres
in certain grassland, woodland, or dry pine ecosystems. Unfortunately,
there are few studies of postﬁre respiration where data on fuel
consumption are available. Two examples illustrate the range of potential
impacts. On annually burned tallgrass prairie sites in the United States,
Knapp et al. (1998) estimated that total yearly soil CO2 emissions were
equivalent to 1.3–1.4 kg C m2 higher than for unburned prairie. On these
same sites, aboveground fuel loads (Abrams et al., 1986) suggest potential
direct ﬁre emissions of about 0.2 kg C m2, a mere 15% of the increase in
soil respiration resulting from the burning. On Scots pine sites in Siberia,
on the other hand, total C emissions from three experimental surface ﬁres
conducted in 2001 ranged from 0.44 to 0.57 kg C m2 (McRae et al.,
2006). Soil respiration on these sites a year after the ﬁres was an estimated
0.2–0.3 kg C m2yr1 lower than that on unburned control plots (Conard
et al., 2004). Such a reduction in soil respiration would effectively cancel
out about half of the ﬁre emissions in just one year. Due to the potential
magnitude of changes in soil respiration after ﬁre, and the uncertainty in
the direction of these changes in different systems, this is an area that
clearly needs further study. In particular, assessments of impacts of ﬁre
on carbon balance require better data on how respiration changes
compare with ﬁre emissions.
Release or uptake of methane by soils and wetlands may also
substantially affect the inﬂuence of ﬁres on atmospheric emissions.
Methane uptake appears highly variable as a function of ecosystem type,
degree of soil moisture saturation, and other conditions (Brumme &
Borken, 1999). Fiedler et al. (2005) reported methane ﬂuxes ranging from
annual emissions of 248–318 kg C ha1 (68–87 mg C m2 day1) to CH4
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uptake of 0.1–5 kg C ha1 (0.03–1.4 mg C m2 day1) along a black spruce
hydrosequence in Germany. They concluded that the magnitude of
landscape-scale uptake of methane may often be underestimated because
of exclusion of wetlands and water bodies (which emit methane) in studies
of forest uptake. Gulledge and Schimel (2000) reported uptake of
0–0.5 mg C m2 day1 for spruce sites in Alaska. For deciduous forests in
Michigan, Suwanwaree and Robertson (2005) reported average CH4
oxidation rates of about 30 mg C m2 hr1 (0.7 mg C m2 day1). Singh
et al. (1997) reported methane uptake rates of 0.36–0.57 mg m2 hr1
(6.5–10.3 mg C m2 day1) for dry tropical forests and savannas in India,
with the lowest uptake in the wet season. In one of the few papers on
effects of ﬁre on methane uptake, Burke et al. (1997) found that carbon
uptake as methane on burned upland boreal forest sites in Canada was
about three orders of magnitude less than C release from soil respiration.
Additional research is needed to determine the importance of soil
methane ﬂuxes to the overall impacts of ﬁre on carbon and atmospheric
chemistry.
5.4.3. Postﬁre carbon dynamics

Because consumption of aboveground litter, dead wood, and living
biomass is seldom complete, ﬁres leave behind varying amounts of
dead organic matter, which gradually decomposes over time or may
be consumed in subsequent ﬁres. The remaining biomass is minimal
following grassland ﬁres or low-severity surface ﬁre in forests. As forest
ﬁres increase in severity, larger trees or shrubs are killed. However, even
in very intense ﬁres, most standing woody material over 1 cm diameter is
not consumed, although occasional dead trees will continue to smolder
for many days. Large woody material on the ground, or that falls during
the ﬁre, may also be consumed by residual smoldering combustion. Dead
trees that remain standing after a ﬁre often decompose very little until
they fall to the ground, which may take many years. Thus, the bulk of the
dead material remaining after a severe ﬁre can take a few years to
centuries to decompose, as new vegetation grows to replace it. The exact
time trajectory of transition from carbon source to sink following ﬁre will
be speciﬁc to the ecosystem characteristics and a function of ﬁre severity.
Kashian et al. (2006) provide an excellent overview of the process of
shifting from dominance by carbon emission to dominance by carbon
sequestration and storage following stand-replacement ﬁres in lodgepole
pine forests of the western United States (Fig. 5.3). In this system
standing dead trees slowly deteriorate, collapse, and then rot on the
ground from 5 to 15 years after the ﬁre. Hence, the ﬁrst one or two
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Figure 5.3. Predicted total net ecosystem production (NEP; solid line) and cumulative
carbon (C) storage (dashed line) for lodgepole pine forests on the entire 525,000-hectare
Yellowstone landscape following the 1988 ﬁres. The landscape is expected to recover all C
lost during and after the 1988 ﬁres over the course of the ﬁre interval. (Source: Kashian et al.,
2006, Copyright, American Institute of Biological Sciences)

decades after ﬁre are dominated by carbon release. While decomposition
of dead tissue continues, annual and perennial herb and shrub species
soon cover the landscape, ﬁxing a small amount of new carbon. Tree
seedlings from ﬁre-adapted species may appear the growing season
following ﬁre or may take several growing seasons to germinate and
establish. The saplings eventually outgrow the shade of the initial
perennial herbs and shrubs, and at that point, the annual increment of
photosynthetic tissue increases almost geometrically (Turner et al., 2004).
Only after saplings are large enough to carry a leaf area index of 4 or
5 m m2 or reach a height of 3 or 4 m (three to ﬁve decades) will ﬁxation
of new carbon ﬁnally predominate over emission of carbon derived
from the burn. While the rate of carbon ﬁxation (sequestration) is at a
maximum at 30–50 years, the amount of carbon stored may reach its
minimum at 20–30 years (Fig. 5.3). In lodgepole pine forests subjected to
stand-replacement ﬁres, carbon storage may not reach preﬁre levels for
one to several centuries under stable climate (Kashian et al., 2006).
Both the timing and the magnitude of changes in ecosystem carbon
ﬂuxes may vary greatly for different ecosystems, as illustrated by
Campbell et al. (2004) in a comparison of time trajectories in net
ecosystem production (NEP) of western hemlock, Douglas-ﬁr, and
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ponderosa pine forests in Oregon following stand-replacement disturbances. Working in Scots pine forests of central Siberia, Wirth et al.
(2002b) concluded that the net postﬁre carbon ﬂux was a function both of
the initial amounts of coarse woody debris and the site conditions as
represented by understory vegetation. Moister stands with Vaccinium
species in the understory became net carbon sinks within 12 years after
stand-replacing ﬁre, while stands on drier sites with lichen understory
took 24 years to recover to a net carbon accumulation. Fires of lower
severity, or those in grassland and shrubland ecosystems, follow a similar
but generally shorter chronology. Chronic climate change, especially as it
reduces tree establishment and growth, or leads to changes in vegetation
composition and structure, may increase the time span needed to replace
emitted carbon, or may keep landscapes from ever storing as much
carbon as did preﬁre landscapes.

5.5. Role of weather and climate on wildﬁre occurrence and effects
5.5.1. Interactions between ocean circulation patterns, regional climate, and ﬁre

In mountainous areas of the western United States one of the key factors
associated with severe ﬁre seasons is the timing of snowmelt in the spring,
with earlier snowmelt often being a precursor to longer summer drought
periods (Westerling et al., 2006). High temperatures and low rainfall
(or longer dry seasons) together produce increases in area burned and in
numbers of large, intense ﬁres (ibid.). Annual and multiyear weather
patterns (such as those resulting from changes in El Niño/La Niña or
other ocean circulation patterns) are highly correlated to the severity of
ﬁre seasons in different parts of North America, Brazil, Australia, and
Eurasia.
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), for example, provides the
southwestern United States with abundant winter rains every 3–7 years,
supporting luxuriant growth of grasses and forbs the following growing
season. If this pattern is followed by drought, the abundant surface
fuels support development of stand-replacing ﬁres in open woodlands,
parklands, and dry pine (ponderosa) forests (Swetnam & Baisan, 1996;
Swetnam & Betancourt, 1990, 1998). Recent research shows that the
warm phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) has
coincided with 40–60 year periods of increased ﬁre frequencies throughout the western United States, and that the region appears to be entering
such a period now (Kitzberger et al., 2007). These multiyear cycle effects
may well amplify greenhouse gas-induced impacts of changing seasonal
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precipitation and temperature patterns that drive both fuel development
(e.g., growth of shrubs and herbaceous species) and the severity of
drought (which leads to increased ﬁre hazard as fuel moisture decreases).
In addition, the prediction of drought conditions resembling those that
led to the 1930s Dust Bowl for much of the 21st century in the Southwest
(Seager et al., 2007) suggests cause for serious concern regarding
impending releases of carbon from these temperate zone forests and
woodlands.
Similar relationships have been observed among ocean circulation
patterns, drought, and ﬁre in other regions of the world, including
interactions of ENSO patterns and drought-related ﬁre hazard in the
Amazon (Nepstad et al., 2004), Arctic Oscillation patterns and ﬁre
occurrence in Siberia (Balzter et al., 2005), and the relation of ENSO to
the unusually extensive ﬁres in Indonesia in 1997–1998 (Page et al., 2002).
Van der Werf et al. (2004) reported that a large anomaly in atmospheric
CO, CO2, and other compounds from August 1997 to September 1998
could be attributed largely to increased ﬁre activity. This increase was
associated with extensive droughts related to a strong El Niño, which
caused unusually severe ﬁre seasons in Southeast Asia, Central and South
America, and boreal Eurasia and North America. Van der Werf et al.
(2004) estimated that global ﬁre emissions for 1997–1998 were about 1.17
(to 2.1) Gt above the 1997–2002 average of 3.53 Gt per year and
accounted for as much as two-thirds of the global CO2 anomaly for that
period. The average emissions reported by van der Werf et al. (2004) for
1997–2002 are over half the 6.3 Gt C in global annual emissions from
fossil fuel combustion and cement production cited earlier (Bolin &
Sukumar, 2000). Although there are considerable uncertainties in the
accuracy of various emission estimates, it is clear that biomass burning
makes a signiﬁcant contribution to global atmospheric chemistry as well
as to interannual variability in global atmospheric carbon.
Drought and high temperatures interact to increase the moisture stress
on vegetation. Initially this increased stress will lead to a decrease in fuel
moisture that increases ﬁre hazard and the probability of high-severity
ﬁres. As drought stress increases, trees and shrubs may lose their
foliage or die. Drought stress also increases susceptibility of shrub and
tree species to a number of insects (most notably bark beetles) and some
pathogens. Furthermore, warmer temperatures increase the reproductive
rates of some insect populations (Logan et al., 2003), permitting more
intense infestations. Dried or drying foliage on trees subjected to insect
attack and/or drought can increase ﬁre hazard.
Many of the effects discussed above have occurred periodically
over hundreds and even thousands of years (Kitzberger et al., 2007;
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Swetnam & Baisan, 1996). However, regional climate models now project
an increased frequency and intensity of ﬁres, particularly in the boreal
and temperate zones of the northern hemisphere (Bachelet et al., 2005;
Brown et al., 2004; Stocks et al., 1998; Tchebakova et al., 2007; Wotton &
Flannigan, 1993). Flannigan et al. (1998) point out that these effects will
vary over wide regions in the boreal zone, with some areas (such as
eastern Canada) expected to experience decreased ﬁre hazard and others
(such as central Canada) substantial increases in ﬁre frequency and
intensity. The recent report by IPCC (2007) projects global increases
in surface temperatures particularly at high latitudes. It predicts longer
growing seasons, increased heat waves, and greater high temperature
extremes. Expectations for moisture pattern changes include increased
heavy precipitation events, greater intensity and lengths of droughts in
subtropical and lower latitude temperate regions, increased rainfall and
ﬂooding in higher latitude temperate and boreal regions, and reduced
snow cover and increasing thaw of permafrost. The implications of these
projections are obvious for increased boreal and temperate wildﬁre.

5.5.2. Potential interactions between ﬁre and surface albedo

A more indirect effect of weather and climate involves the role of changes
in surface albedo (reﬂectivity) from regional changes in ﬁre regimes.
Bonan et al. (1992) modelled the potential role of decreasing tree cover in
boreal regions, as would occur if wildﬁre became more prevalent. The
difference in a surface made dark by conifers masking snow, and a surface
made light by snow covering the vegetation was large enough to lower
temperatures in both winter and summer. Precise measurements and
more intensive modelling by Randerson et al. (2006) in Alaska suggest
that warming effects by release of carbon there by extensive wildﬁre
would be entirely neutralized by cooling effects of increased albedo, at
least until trees regrew.
A modelling exercise by Bala et al. (2007) projected that a temperate
zone warming from carbon released by clearing all trees and forests
would also be neutralized by the increased albedo of resulting grass and
shrublands, although their climate model was incapable of correctly
simulating the differences in evaporation that control the outcome of
such an action (Thompson et al., 2004). While these studies on albedo
effects are at best only somewhat indicative of potential system
sensitivities, they make it clear that change in surface reﬂectance is an
important factor to consider in determining the effects of changing ﬁre
regimes and associated changes in vegetation and land cover on climate.
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5.5.3. Interactions between climate, ﬁre regimes, and carbon

Climate change enters the ﬁre cycle of carbon emission and carbon
sequestration recovery at several points, but is particularly important in
determining the ﬁre regime and the nature of the recovery. Fire regime
deﬁnes the frequency and intensity of ﬁre across the spectrum from very
frequent and moderate intensity ﬁres that burn off accumulations of duff
and kill seedlings through very infrequent but intense stand-replacing
ﬁres. Fire regime therefore determines the nature of the resulting forest
ecosystem (savanna and open park-like forests to dense mesic forest) and
its carbon-storage capacity. For example, Dezzeo and Chacon (2005)
studied a gradient of increasing ﬁre frequency in Venezuela that led to
conversion of dense tropical forest to savanna. Along this gradient,
ecosystem carbon storage decreased from 493 mg C ha1 in undisturbed
tall forest to 94 mg C ha1 in sites that had been converted to savanna
through frequent ﬁre.
Although a mixed ﬁre regime of 150–250 years between crown ﬁres and
5–50 years between surface ﬁres, such as that in Scots pine or ponderosa
pine, might be expected to maintain a neutral carbon balance at the
landscape scale, any change in frequency or severity of ﬁres will alter this
balance. A decline in ﬁre return interval for crown ﬁres can produce a
severe decline in carbon carrying capacity, as time is shortened for
regrowth by forests at the same time that forests may grow increasingly
slowly under a climate that is chronically more stressful. An increase in
surface ﬁre severity or frequency also can generate a decline in carbon
stocks, though perhaps not as great as that for crown ﬁres (Wirth et al.,
2002a).
Although we cannot predict with precision how ﬁre regimes will be
affected as climate changes, increasing frequency of drought, earlier
snowmelt, decreases in permafrost, and longer ﬁre seasons can
all be expected to lead to increased ﬁre hazard as the climate warms.
A number of authors have suggested that a warming climate will cause
increases in the annual area burned as well as in the severity of the ﬁres
that do occur (Fosberg et al., 1996; Stocks et al., 1998). Brown et al.
(2004) used climate model projections of regional meteorology to predict
a substantial increase in ﬁre hazard by 2089 in areas of the northern
Rockies, Great Basin, and the Southwest under a business as usual
emissions scenario, which assumes no changes in energy policies or
practices. Future changes in ﬁre regimes can be expected to both facilitate
and force changes in the structure and composition of ecosystems in a
changing environment, with feedbacks that are largely unknown (Lavorel
et al., 2007). Both burn severity and area burned can be expected to
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signiﬁcantly increase, leading to higher levels of emissions from wildland
ﬁres (Overpeck et al., 1990), as well as to decreases in the amount of
carbon stored in terrestrial ecosystems. In some systems in North America
(such as many ponderosa pine forests) fuels have been accumulating for
many years due to reduced ﬁre frequency in the late 19th and 20th centuries
(Schmidt et al., 2002). This stored carbon increases ﬁre hazards and large,
intense crown ﬁres, a condition exacerbated by warming climate and longer
ﬁre seasons (Westerling et al., 2006).

5.6. Conclusions

Wildﬁre is increasingly recognized as a potentially important factor in
regional and global carbon balance as well as radiative forcing in the
atmosphere. Fire-related feedbacks to climate change can also be
expected to occur through climate-induced impacts on vegetation
structure and distribution and on ﬁre regimes. While uncertainties remain
in estimates of the level of emissions from wildﬁre, it is clear that global
wildﬁre emissions are in the same order of magnitude as those from
burning fossil fuels or clearing forests for agriculture. Therefore,
interannual variability in burned area or changes over time in the
average annual burned area or in ﬁre severity can be expected to
signiﬁcantly impact overall global emissions of carbon to the atmosphere.
While most of the emissions from ﬁre are in the form of CO2, ﬁres also
produce substantial amounts of CO, methane, carbon particulates, and
other compounds that have stronger radiative forcing effects than CO2.
It is critical to consider these effects in evaluating the feedbacks between
ﬁre and changing ﬁre regimes and climate.
The processes we must quantify to predict how wildﬁre will affect
terrestrial carbon stocks are complex: fuel (carbon) consumption and ﬁre
emissions, composition of smoke, decomposition processes, soil respiration, rates of vegetation recovery, and the respective interactions of all
these factors. The outcome is not as predictable as a simple increase in
burning with warming that translates into more wildﬁre and carbon
emissions. Instead, the local nature of wildﬁre and of ecological responses
by vegetation must be understood, quantiﬁed, and modelled through
research carried out at a range of scales and using a range of methods.
To predict outcomes will require good ﬁeld data on the range and
variability of ﬁre processes, ﬁre effects, and ﬁre/climate interactions in
different ecosystems. The accuracy and value of modelling the climateﬁre-carbon (interactions) system can be greatly improved with better
understanding of ecosystem-speciﬁc responses, comprehensive data for
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parameterizing models, and site-speciﬁc data for evaluating their
predictions.
The estimates of burned area available in the literature vary widely
(Table 5.1), but accuracy is increasing as interpretations from satellite
data are improved and validated. Accurate data on burned areas, their
location, and the burn severity or fuel consumption for different ﬁres are
essential to improving these estimates.
Changes in burn severity can result in large differences in the amount of
fuel consumed and in the capacity of the ecosystem to recover carbon
rapidly after a ﬁre. Recent work also indicates that even surface ﬁre may
cause signiﬁcant changes in soil respiration—these changes can either
increase or decrease the net effects of ﬁre on atmospheric carbon. Postﬁre
recovery to a different vegetation type—which may occur in response to
changing climate, invasive species, unusually high burn severities, or
other factors—also has the potential to affect the amount of carbon
storage on the landscape. Past and future vegetation management and ﬁre
management activities also play a role in ecosystem condition and carbon
storage, although the nature and magnitude of these impacts is a source
of considerable debate.
In some years and in some regions, the carbon emissions from wildﬁre
can exceed those from all fossil fuel sources combined. General
circulation models predict that climate will get warmer and
as a result, ﬁre hazard and severity will increase over much of the
globe. Studies and modelling efforts published over the past several
years indicate that, especially in the boreal zone and some tropical
areas, changing climate is likely to increase the extent and frequency of
wildﬁres. As ﬁre regimes change, we can expect that ﬁres will be more
resistant to suppression, that burned areas will increase, and that
emissions per unit area will go up. As ﬁres become more frequent, we
can expect that carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems will decrease
over time.
All of this is important information to consider in evaluating the
regional and global effects of wildﬁre on carbon stocks and on
atmospheric carbon compounds. Most importantly, the intensity of
feedbacks between ﬁre and climate will depend not only on changes in the
area that is burned annually, but on how those ﬁres burn and on how the
ecosystems respond and recover after the ﬁres.
Improved understanding of the effects of changing ﬁre regimes on all
aspects of the carbon cycle is needed before we can fully predict the
magnitude, or even the direction, of the effect of changing ﬁre regimes on
global carbon balance.
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As a result of the uncertainties in these processes, we can deﬁne certain
key research needs relative to interactions between wildﬁre and carbon as:
 Better historical and current data on burned area and on ﬁre severity to
help researchers analyze patterns in the past and to better project how
ﬁre regimes may change in the future.
 Improved regional projections of potential changes in climate from
which to calculate changes in ﬁre regime and in expected fuel loadings.
 Continued development of remote sensing methods to the point that
they accurately measure wildﬁre energy release from ﬂaming fronts and
residual or smoldering combustion under the broad range of burning
conditions that occur in many ecosystems.
 Increased understanding of the balance between carbon uptake and
carbon emission through soil respiration over the ﬁre cycle.
 Much greater understanding of the overall impacts of ﬁre on radiative
forcing so that the effects on the global climate of even very accurate
predictions of future wildﬁre distributions and intensities can be assessed.
 Continued improvement of wildﬁre-vegetation models to validate
model outputs and burned area algorithms, especially those based on
analysis of remote sensing data.
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Chapter 6
Airborne Remote Sensing of Wildland Fires
Philip J. Riggan and Robert G. Tissell
Abstract
In wildland ﬁre management, reliable ﬁre intelligence is needed to
direct suppression resources, maintain ﬁreﬁghter safety, predict ﬁre
behavior, mitigate ﬁre effects in the environment, and justify and
evaluate the effectiveness of fuel management. Fire intelligence needs
to be synoptic, quantitative, consistent, and timely. Airborne remote
sensing with specialized infrared radiometers is now providing an
unprecedented level of information on ﬁre behavior and effects. The
temperature, radiant intensity, carbon and sensible heat ﬂuxes, and
fuel consumption associated with the ﬂaming front of a wildland ﬁre
have been estimated by remotely measuring its radiance at short- and
mid-wave infrared wavelengths. Measurements of upwelling longwave or thermal-infrared radiation provide estimates primarily of
ground-surface temperatures, even beneath ﬂaming fronts, that
reﬂect a local time course of energy release and fuel consumption.
Characteristics of ﬂames and hot ground can be discriminated from
radiances measured at wavelengths near 1.6, 3.9, and 11.9 mm. Fire
radiance at 3.9 mm appears to be a good estimator of radiant-ﬂux
density, which integrates across wavelengths. There are strong
temperature gradients along and within ﬂaming fronts, and although
their temperatures are high—commonly exceeding 10001C along the
line of a savanna ﬁre, for instance—ﬂames may not be bright when
compared with a blackbody radiator. The combination of that low
bulk emissivity and uncertainty as to the composition and radiance
of nonﬁre background within the sensor’s instantaneous ﬁeld of view
dictates that ﬁre properties are best estimated from measurements of
high spatial resolution in comparison with the scale of a ﬁre front.
The USDA Forest Service is now applying a FireMappert thermalimaging radiometer for ﬁre research and support of incident
Corresponding author: E-mail: priggan@fs.fed.us
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command teams over high-priority wildland ﬁres, especially those
threatening cities and communities in southern California. Resulting
data are providing insight into ﬁre behavior in complex and changing
fuels, ﬁre interactions with the atmosphere and a changing climate,
and large-scale ﬁre processes.

6.1. Introduction

Large wildland ﬁres burning under high winds in highly ﬂammable fuels
and with high values at risk—such as during the October 2007 ﬁre
emergency in southern California—demand sophisticated monitoring and
communication of ﬁre activity and spread. For tactical ﬁreﬁghting in such
situations, reliable ﬁre intelligence and an ability to understand and
predict ﬁre behavior are needed to effectively deploy resources—engines,
personnel, and aircraft; to keep ﬁreﬁghters safe; and to tailor the
allocation of resources to the ﬁre, reducing the need to commit more
resources than necessary and reducing costs of suppression. After the
emergency, data on ﬁre severity are needed to mitigate ﬁre effects in the
environment. On a strategic level, an ability to accurately predict
ﬁre behavior is requisite to design, justify, and evaluate approaches for
ﬁre management, including landscape-scale fuel treatments.
Modern remote sensing can supply the intelligence needed for ﬁre
management and the data required for understanding and modeling ﬁre
behavior and effects in the environment. Frequent, high-resolution
remote sensing at infrared wavelengths can track ﬁre-line rate of spread
and acceleration, the location and rates of spotting ahead of a ﬁre front,
and structure ignition in residential communities. Together with global
positioning system (GPS)-based asset tracking, remote sensing could
improve ﬁreﬁghter safety by showing incident commanders the spatial
relation of ﬁreﬁghters and equipment to the ﬁre, and especially to regions
of high ﬁre intensity or activity. High-resolution imaging also has the
potential to accurately quantify large-ﬁre energy release or intensity,
residence time, fuel consumption rate, carbon emissions, and soil heating
(Riggan & Hoffman, 2003; Riggan et al., 2004). The challenge is to
deduce meaningful and useful ﬁre properties based on measurements of
upwelling infrared radiation, which will penetrate smoke, with some
attenuation depending on wavelength, but not condensed-water clouds.
At present in the United States, national airborne infrared mapping
operations collect ﬁre imagery at night with ﬁre-perimeter maps made
available for early morning brieﬁngs of the incident-management team.
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Fire locations during active burning periods in daylight hours are
generally known from ﬂights by helicopter along a ﬁre’s perimeter and ad
hoc ground-based observations and verbal descriptions obtained from
low-level aircraft ﬂights, both of which are hindered by obscuring smoke
and terrain and a limited ﬁeld of view. Perimeter maps have the
disadvantage of showing where the ﬁre has been, but not necessarily
where it is active, intense, or spreading, especially if not provided in real
time.
To realize the promise of infrared ﬁre imaging, one must make the
proper measurements, and infrared imagers and imaging spectrometers
traditionally used for earth remote sensing typically are saturated by—
and incapable of measuring—the very bright infrared light that radiates
from large wildland ﬁres (Fig. 6.1). Thus, they provide a limited or even

Figure 6.1. Color-composite infrared image of the 1985 Wheeler Fire, Los Padres National
Forest, as viewed by the NASA Thematic Mapper Simulator aboard a high-altitude ER-2
aircraft (image courtesy of J.A. Brass, NASA Ames Research Center). In this depiction,
using infrared channels nominally at 1.65-, 2.0-, and 8–12.5-mm wavelength, the ﬁre line is
comprised of an 8-km-long segment on the north, which generated a large plume reaching to
over 19,000 ft altitude (top); burning in a riparian area (lower left); an inactive line (on the
west); and a recent backﬁre north of Ojai, CA (lower right). Saturation of the preampliﬁers
in the Daedalus ADD 1268 line scanner at relatively low radiances caused a distorted view of
ﬁre activity, such as on the north where ﬁre fronts appear to be over 1 km wide yet are likely
much less than one-tenth that width. Even though the imager can map the ﬁre through heavy
smoke and show its location in terrain, it grossly distorts the magnitude of the ﬁre activity
and allows no estimates of ﬁre intensity or impact (Riggan & Hoffman, 2003).
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distorted view of ﬁre activity. Furthermore, infrared line scanners, as
currently used in ﬁre operations in the United States, are expensive to
procure and maintain, and require strong engineering support. They are
typically deployed nationally, and thus may be infrequently available or
unavailable to a given ﬁre incident. Forward-looking infrared imagers
designed for surveillance at common earth temperatures have also been
used locally to map ﬁre lines, but these also typically saturate at relatively
low brightness values and may be even incapable of discriminating ﬁre
from warm ground or ash.
The USDA Forest Service’s Paciﬁc Southwest Research Station (PSW)
and its partners, NASA Ames Research Center and Space Instruments,
Inc., have developed and applied remote-sensing systems for airborne,
high-resolution ﬁre mapping and measurement. These have included an
extended-dynamic-range imaging spectrometer, a line scanner operating
in three regions of the infrared spectrum with channels centered at
wavelengths of 1.63, 3.9, and 11.9 mm (Riggan et al., 1993, 2004), and the
FireMappert thermal-imaging radiometer, which uses a modern microbolometer focal-plane array to image and measure thermal-infrared
radiation at wavelengths from 8 to 12.5 mm (Riggan & Hoffman, 2003;
Riggan et al., 2003).
In this chapter we will review the basis for quantifying large-ﬁre
properties by remote sensing and provide examples from airborne
measurement with these instruments of ﬁres in Mediterranean-type
ecosystems in southern California and savanna and tropical forests of
Brazil.

6.2. Estimating ﬁre properties by remote sensing
6.2.1. Fire front temperatures and the emissivity-fractional area

Wildland ﬁres present a complex remote-sensing target comprised of
ﬂaming fronts, ash, residual ﬂaming combustion, smoldering of larger
biomass elements, and unburned vegetation (Riggan et al., 2004), arrayed
in a scene of complex spatial temperature gradients. Observations at highresolution provide an opportunity of resolving these components and
gradients. Low-resolution observations, as with some satellite-based
sensors, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MODIS) or Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR),
will necessarily encompass radiation from a variety of these elements.
In either case, atmospheric windows in the infrared, where radiation is
not strongly absorbed by water vapor, dictate that observations may
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generally be made at wavelengths near 1.6, 2, and 4 mm in the short- and
mid-wave infrared region and from 8 to 14 mm in the long-wave or
thermal infrared.
To estimate ﬁre properties by remote sensing it has been assumed that
the radiant emissions from ﬂames are primarily from entrained, glowing
soot particles and that hot soot and ash approximate classic and highly
efﬁcient (or emissive) gray-body radiators whose properties are described
by the Planck function (as given, e.g., by Liou (1980)). With these
assumptions, the temperature, T, of a hot target within a ﬂaming zone
can be estimated by an iterative solution (Eq. 6.1) of two instances of the
Planck function (referred to herein as the two-channel method), using the
radiance, B, measured at each of two infrared wavelengths, l1 and l2
(Matson & Dozier, 1981; Riggan et al., 2004)
"

T¼
kl1 ln

B2
B1



l52
l51

!

hc



hc
exp
kl2 T





#

(6.1)

1 þ1

where h is the Planck constant, 6.63  1034 (J.s); c is the speed of light,
3.00  108 (m s1); k is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38  1023 (J K1); T is
speciﬁed in Kelvin; l is in meters, Bl has units of J m2 s1 sr1 mm1, and
radiances are corrected for atmospheric transmittance and path radiance.
Note that an iterative solution is required since T is found on each side of
Eq. (6.1); the solution can begin with a temperature estimate (Eq. 6.2)
derived from a simpliﬁcation of Eq. (6.1)


hc 1=l2  1=l1


(6.2)
T¼
k ln ðB1 l51 =B2 l52 Þ
A solution that converges to a temperature within 0.1 K is obtained
within six iterations when wavelengths near 1.6 and 3.9 mm are used.
These wavelengths are optimal for estimating ﬂame temperatures since
they fall on either side of the expected maximum in ﬂame radiance.
The temperature and radiance at one wavelength can be used to estimate
the product of the unitless emissivity, e, and the fractional area, Af, of the
hot target within the instantaneous ﬁeld of view of the sensor (Eq. 6.3)


Bi l5i expðhc=kli TÞ  1
(6.3)
Af ¼
2  106 hc2
The latter parameter will be meaningful where the observations are of
sufﬁcient resolution that the radiance of the hot target is predominant in
relation to unburned or cooled ground.
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The ﬁre’s wavelength-integrated radiant-ﬂux density, Fd (J m2 s1), a
measure of radiant ﬁre intensity, can be estimated from the combined
emissivity-fractional area and ﬂame temperature as
F d ¼ Af sT 4

(6.4)
8

2 1

4

where s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, 5.67  10 J m s K .
Riggan et al. (2004) mapped the apparent ﬂame temperatures and
radiant-ﬂux density of large ﬁres in Brazil by using this two-channel
method and high-spatial-resolution remote-sensing observations with an
extended-dynamic-range spectrometer at short- and mid-wave infrared
wavelengths of 1.63 and 3.9 mm. Flame radiances at these wavelengths
were sufﬁciently high so that contributions to the signal from reﬂected
solar radiation could be ignored.
Among the most extensive measurements made were those of the
Tapera prescribed ﬁre on September 21, 1992, at the Reserva Ecológica of
the Instituto Brasileiro de Geographia e Estatı́stica (the Ecological
Reserve of the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) in the
Brazilian Federal District (Riggan et al., 2004). This ﬁre burned within
a watershed of low relief with vegetation comprised of three phases of
the Cerrado ecosystem—campo cerrado, campo sujo, and campo limpo—
which represent a gradient of tropical-savanna plant communities in
which evergreen shrubs comprise a declining proportion of the plant
cover in a grassland matrix. Biomass structure in these communities has
been described by Ottmar et al. (2001).
Remote-sensing observations showed that 90% of the Tapera ﬁre’s
radiant-ﬂux density was associated with temperatures between 7311C and
10421C with the 50th percentile for those radiant emissions associated
with a temperature of 8791C. There were strong temperature gradients
across and along ﬁre lines, with temperatures at actively spreading ﬁre
fronts occasionally exceeding 13001C (Fig. 6.2). The mean of peak
temperatures observed along a ﬁre front in one instance of the Tapera
ﬁre was 10501C (SD ¼ 1081C) with an associated emissivity-fractional
area of 0.045 (SD ¼ 0.021). Over a 40-minute course of burning, which
encompassed most of the active spread by the ﬁre, the mean radiometric
ﬁre temperature varied only from 824 to 8521C; thus a whole-ﬁre
temperature estimate, as might be obtained from low-spatial-resolution
observations by satellite, would not provide much information regarding
changes in ﬁre activity. Temperature estimates from remote sensing of the
ﬁre compared favorably with temperatures measured with thermocouples
in ﬂames near the ground (Riggan et al., 2004).
Fire temperatures and radiant-ﬂux densities associated with a ﬁre
burning in partially harvested and slashed tropical forest near Marabá,
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Radiometric temperature of a fire in Cerrado vegetation
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Figure 6.2. Radiometric temperatures (Kelvin) of a portion of the Tapera ﬁre spreading in
Cerrado vegetation, a form of tropical savanna, in central Brazil. Temperatures are
estimated from radiances observed at 1.63- and 3.9-mm wavelengths by an extendeddynamic-range imaging spectrometer (Riggan et al., 2004). Here, ﬁre is spreading with the
wind from northeast to southwest. Temperatures are generally elevated along the leading
edge of the two ﬁre lobes and reduced behind the front and along the ﬁre’s ﬂanks. Fire
location is shown in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates.

Brazil, reﬂected a high-intensity front with extensive reaches of residual
combustion of woody debris (Fig. 6.3a) (Riggan et al., 2004). The residual
combustion was especially important to the overall radiant-ﬂux density of
the ﬁre: only 17% of that measure for the slash ﬁre was associated with
temperatures greater than 8001C; 17% of the ﬂux density from the Tapera
ﬁre was associated with temperatures below that value (Fig. 6.4). Peak
temperatures, sampled at a 3.5-m interval along a 250-m ﬂaming front
spreading with low winds, had a mean value of 10211C (SD ¼ 2841C,
n ¼ 250), which was remarkably similar to that observed in the Tapera
ﬁre, which primarily burned grass.
Even though ﬂames of Cerrado ﬁres appeared quite hot, they were not
especially bright when compared with a solid blackbody radiator.
Observations from across the ﬂaming front of the Tapera ﬁre, for
instance, showed that ﬂames were optically thin: the mean value of the
combined emissivity-fractional area was 0.091, so the radiant-ﬂux density
was on average less than one-tenth as great as that expected from a
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Figure 6.3. (a) Radiometric temperatures of a ﬁre in partially slashed tropical forest and
pasture in Brazil as estimated from radiances measured at 1.63- and 3.9-mm wavelengths
with an extended-dynamic-range imaging spectrometer. The forest burning, which
apparently consumed downed woody debris, was notable for its high-temperature front
and extensive reach of cooler residual combustion. Temperatures along the ﬁre line there
were greatest where the ﬁre spread with the northeast wind than where it generally spread to
the north, unaided by the ambient wind. Tropical vegetation is shown here as imaged by the
Landsat Thematic Mapper. (b) Values of the product of emissivity and fractional area for a
ﬁre as described in Fig. 6.3a. The forest burning was notable for relatively high values of the
product behind the actively spreading, high-temperature, ﬁre front. Pasture burning, west of
an easting of approximately 730,600, showed moderate levels of the product at and near the
ﬁre front and very low values in residual burning in the interior of the ﬁre area.
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Distribution of radiant flux density by class of the
fractional area-emissivity parameter
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Figure 6.4. Distribution of radiant-ﬂux density by class of the combined emissivityfractional area for ﬁres burning in slashed tropical forest (shown in purple) and Cerrado or
tropical savanna vegetation (in yellow) in central Brazil (Riggan et al., 2004). A relatively
large proportion of the emitted energy from burning in slash, which included a high-intensity
ﬁre front, was associated with large values of the emissivity-fractional area. Stippled areas in
the graphic show overlap between the two histograms.

blackbody at comparable temperatures. Such a low value is suggestive
that hot ash beneath a ﬂaming front, which is expected to have an
emissivity near 1.0 and is typically cooler than the peak ﬂaming-front
temperatures estimated from 1.63- and 3.9-mm radiances, may provide a
substantial portion of the upwelling radiation from that front depending
on the wavelength of the observation. The emissivity-fractional area
observed in the Marabá slash ﬁre obtained high values, approaching one,
across a wide reach of ground behind the ﬁre front (Fig. 6.3b).
Peak blackbody temperatures (median ¼ 4601C, SD ¼ 361C) along
ﬂaming fronts in a September 19, 2000, Cerrado ﬁre at the Reserva
Ecológica, as estimated from radiances measured with the FireMapper at
a long-wave infrared wavelength of 11.9 mm, were substantially less than
those obtained from wavelengths of 1.63 and 3.9 mm at the nearby Tapera
ﬁre, which had burned in similar fuel. The long-wave radiometric
temperatures were more consistent with temperatures obtained at the
soil surface beneath ﬂaming combustion in Cerrado vegetation (Miranda
et al., 1996).
From these combined observations it appears that ﬂames obtain
maximum radiance in the short-wave infrared—temperatures observed
in Cerrado ﬁres correspond to a radiance peak at a wavelength of
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approximately 2.2 mm, and radiation from a high-emissivity, hot-ash
surface, whose temperatures correspond with a peak radiance near 4 mm,
dominates that from optically thin ﬂames at long infrared wavelengths.
To demonstrate these points we modeled radiances for a Cerrado ﬁre as
follows: radiance of ﬂames was assumed to be that of a gray-body
radiator with a temperature of 10951C and an emissivity-fractional area
of 0.046, corresponding to an instance of peak ﬁre-line temperatures
estimated using measured radiances at 1.63- and 3.9-mm wavelength; the
combined emissivity-fractional area of ﬂames and subtending hot ground
or ash was assumed to be 1.0; and an assumed temperature of the ash
surface beneath the ﬂames was adjusted to obtain the average peak
radiometric blackbody temperature along ﬁre lines as estimated under
similar circumstances using FireMapper observations at 11.9-mm
radiance in the long-wave infrared. An estimated temperature of the
ground-surface beneath ﬂames of 4261C results.
The model predicts for observations near the leading edge of a ﬁre
front in Cerrado that hot ground and ash contribute approximately 4%
of the radiance at 1.63 mm; three-ﬁfths of the radiance at 3.9 mm, and
nearly nine-tenths of the radiance at 11.9 mm (Fig. 6.5). Since the 3.9-mm
radiance is strongly inﬂuenced by both ﬂames and the hot-ash surface
beneath, ﬁre temperature estimates obtained from the two-channel
method of Eq. (6.1) and wavelengths of 1.63 and 3.9 mm must be
inﬂuenced by both of these components as well; bulk temperature
estimated by that method, 8321C, was intermediate to that of the two
included model components. Radiant-ﬂux density, 1.83  104 J m2 s1,
obtained from the bulk temperature, emissivity-fractional area, and an
integration of radiance from 1 to 14 mm in this instance, was
approximately nine-tenths of that obtained by integration of radiance
from the two modeled components, ﬂame, and hot ash. Thus, the twochannel method provided a modest underestimate of the radiant-ﬂux
density from the modeled system.
Because the 3.9-mm radiance of a wildland ﬁre has substantial
components from both ﬂames and hot ash, we investigated the utility
of that radiance alone in predicting the radiant-ﬂux density of the bulk
system. Whereas the 1.63-mm radiance provided only a poor predictor,
the 3.9-mm radiance (B3.9) showed a high and similar correlation with
radiant-ﬂux density (Fd) for both the Tapera and Marabá ﬁres (Fig. 6.6).
For one remote-sensing observation of the Tapera ﬁre, linear regression
with a no-intercept model gave the function Fd ¼ 17.87(B3.9), with
r2 ¼ 0.994, n ¼ 712, and the 95% conﬁdence limit for the slope ¼ {17.81,
17.93}, where n is the number of ﬁre-associated pixels within the image.
For the Marabá Fire, linear regression gave the function Fd ¼ 16.99(B3.9),
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Figure 6.5. Modeled radiances (J m2 mm1 sr1s1) of a ﬁre in Cerrado or tropical
savanna. Contributions from ﬂames and hot ash are shown along with a ‘‘bulk’’ temperature
computed from a two-channel estimator and measurements at wavelengths of 1.63 and
3.9 mm. The wavelength-integrated radiant-ﬂux density (J m2s1) for the bulk-temperature
estimate is 0.89 of that obtained from the total of ﬂame and ash radiances. The very low
emitted radiance of vegetation is shown by comparison. Vertical blue bars indicate the
wavelengths discussed in the text: 1.63 and 3.9 mm as measured with the NASA/Forest
Service extended-dynamic-range imaging spectrometer and 8.6 and 11.9 mm as measured
with the Forest Service FireMapper.

with r2 ¼ 0.998, n ¼ 33,333, and the 95% conﬁdence limit for the
slope ¼ {16.986, 16.998}. The small difference between the ﬁres may be
due to uncorrected differences in atmospheric transmittance involving the
two channels.
6.2.1.1. A three-wavelength method

Our model of the radiances from the Tapera ﬁre points to an
improvement in the two-channel method of Eq. (6.1) in which component
temperatures of ﬂames and hot ash, emissivity-fractional area for ﬂames,
and their contributions to the upwelling radiation are estimated based
on radiances measured at three wavelengths and a model where the
emissivity-fractional areas of the two components sum to one (Riggan
et al., 2000). The three-wavelength algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Iteratively calculate approximate ﬂame temperature and emissivityfractional area using the two-channel method and observed radiances
near 1.6 and 3.9 mm.
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Figure 6.6. Radiant-ﬂux density (J m2 s1) as a function of single-channel radiances for
the Tapera ﬁre in Cerrado vegetation. The 3.9-mm radiance alone provides a good predictor
of the ﬂux density as determined by a two-channel solution for ﬁre temperature (top). The
1.63-mm radiance (bottom) does not. The predictor based on the 3.9-mm radiance varies little
with the ﬁre situation as shown by the similarity of the two regression equations for the
Cerrado and tropical forest ﬁres (top).
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2. Calculate the hot-ash or background contribution to the 11.9-mm
radiance as the difference between the observed radiance and the ﬂame
radiance at that wavelength as estimated in step 1.
3. Estimate the background blackbody temperature and subtract the
background contribution to radiances at 1.6 and 3.9 mm from the
observed values at those wavelengths.
4. Iterate steps 1– 4 using successive estimates of ﬂame and background
radiance until stable estimates of ﬂame temperature and emissivityfractional area are achieved.
From the modeled two-component system above, the three-wavelength
method achieves stable temperature estimates of ﬂame and hot-ash to
within 11C within 10 iterations.
We applied the three-wavelength algorithm to a selection of data from
across a ﬁre front in Cerrado in Central Brazil (Riggan et al., 2000). In this
case the measurement at 11.9 mm had a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, so
we estimated likely values for individual high-resolution point measurements
based on a regression of radiance at 11.9 mm to that at 3.9 mm. The result was
that estimated ﬂame temperatures rose by an average of approximately 601C
over that estimated by two channels alone, and the mean background
temperature from across the ﬁre was estimated to be 1701C.
We conclude that high-resolution ﬁre-radiance measurements at shortand mid-wave-infrared wavelengths describe the bulk properties of a
combination of ﬂame and hot ash, with the greatest contribution to the
1.6-mm radiance arising from ﬂames and substantial contributions to the
3.9-mm radiance from both sources, and that partitioning the 3.9-mm
radiance would be useful to account for hot background in the ﬁre signal
(Riggan et al., 2000). Measurements in the long-wave infrared, as with the
FireMapper, primarily reﬂect the temperature of hot ash and ground
beneath a ﬂaming front.
These estimates provide useful and readily interpretable measures of
ﬁre activity that may be applied in ﬁre management (Riggan et al., 2004;
Riggan et al., 2003). Radiant-ﬂux density from ﬂames provides the
intensity of the ﬁre front and a measure of fuel consumption at the instant
of observation, as described below. Integration with time of the radiantﬂux density from the hot ground surface is expected to provide a
correlative measure of fuel consumption during ﬁre front passage.
6.2.2. Estimating fuel consumption and carbon ﬂux to the atmosphere

Flame radiance and ﬁre areal growth rate measured by remote sensing
have provided a provisional but promising estimator for fuel consumption
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rate and the rates of carbon and sensible heat ﬂux to the atmosphere
(Riggan et al., 2004).
Sensible-heat and carbon ﬂuxes from three large ﬁres in central Brazil
were estimated from in situ aircraft-based measurements of smoke-plume
cross-sectional area and the vertical components of wind velocity, air
temperature, and CO2 mixing ratio within those plumes. Carbon and
energy ﬂux per unit area burned were estimated for one ﬁre in Cerrado
from the ratio of these whole-ﬁre rates and the associated areal
progression of the ﬁre over time (m2 s1). The plume-based fuel
consumption estimate so derived, 1.1 kg m2, compared well with nearby
ground-based estimates of biomass loss during burning in somewhat
lighter fuels (0.8–1.0 kg m2) (Miranda et al., 1996).
Whole-plume carbon and sensible heat ﬂuxes were then related to
remotely sensed ﬂame properties by a simple model. The model set the
sensible heat ﬂux (Qs) equal to the product of the density (rair) and
speciﬁc heat (Cp) of moist air, the eddy diffusivity of heat (KH)—which
was assumed proportional to ﬂame temperature (Tf)—and the nearground potential temperature gradient (qy/qz), which was taken as
proportional to the difference between ﬂame temperature and that of the
overlying ambient air (Tamb). Thus,
Qs ¼ rair C p kT T f ðT f  T amb Þ

(6.5)

With Qs given in J m2 s1, rair in g m3, Cp in J g1 K1, and T in K,
application of the model to remote sensing observations of hightemperature, ﬂaming combustion (Tf W 1100 K) of the Tapera ﬁre in
Cerrado vegetation yielded a value of the proportionality constant
kT ¼ 0.0026. When applied to observations of a free-burning ﬁre in
Cerrado vegetation at the Serra do Maranhão in the Brazilian Federal
District and of the tropical-forest slash ﬁre measured at Marabá, this
remote-sensing-based model produced estimates of sensible heat ﬂux
that were consistent with in situ plume measurements from the two ﬁres
(Table 6.1). Furthermore, whole-plume carbon ﬂux was strongly correlated
with the ﬂux of sensible heat (Riggan et al., 2004). Thus, the rate of fuel
consumption by ﬂaming fronts of entire large ﬁres could be estimated from
ﬁre radiance at short- and mid-wave infrared wavelengths.
6.2.3. Satellite-based measurements of ﬁre properties

Observations from sensors aboard the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) polar orbiting and geostationary environmental
satellites and more recently from the NASA MODIS show that radiant
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Table 6.1. Estimates of sensible-heat ﬂux as derived from remotely sensed ﬁre properties
and from cross-plume airborne measurements for three wildland ﬁres in Brazil (modiﬁed
from Riggan et al., 2004)
Cerrado

From remote sensing
Radiant ﬂux density (J s1) for
T W1100 K
Modeled from remote sensing
Sensible H ﬂux (J s1) from ﬁre
radiance
From plume measurements
Sensible H ﬂux (J s1)

Tropical forest

Tapera ﬁre

Serra do
Maranhão ﬁre

Marabá slash ﬁre

4.1  107

6.4  107

2.8  108

8.7  108

1.4  109

6.4  109

8.7  108

1.4  109

6.7  109

Note: Radiant-ﬂux density is shown for comparison. A proportionality constant,
kT ¼ 0.0026, from Eq. (6.5) was determined by setting the remote-sensing-based estimate
for the Tapera ﬁre equal to that from airborne measurements; the resultant model was
applied to high-temperature remote-sensing data, with T W 1100 K (8271C), from the Serra
do Maranhão and Marabá ﬁres (see values in italic and bold.)

emissions of ﬁres may be readily detected from space. These have usefully
shown regions in which wildﬁres are common; provided a means of
detecting and localizing ﬁres; and for very large ﬁres, identiﬁed general ﬁre
shape and reaches of active burning (Menzel & Prins, 1996; Morisette et
al., 2005; Setzer & Malingreau, 1996). Quantitative measures of ﬁre
properties from these sensors may be more limited because of sensor
saturation, the low resolution of the sensor, or uncertainty about the
radiance of the surface outside of the ﬁre front that contributes to a
measurement. Low resolution furthermore limits understanding of ﬁre
behavior that is readily apparent in high-resolution airborne measurements (Fig. 6.7).
Riggan et al. (2000) considered the effect of observation scale by
simulating the radiant properties of a reach of complex ﬁre line, in the
Brazilian Cerrado, as measured with an airborne extended-dynamic-range
imaging spectrometer. The simulation considered the ﬁre as viewed in
isolation with differing amounts of background at temperatures typical of
unburned Cerrado vegetation (at 301C) or black ash warmed by solar
heating (at 701C). The question asked was: what scale of measurement is
required to estimate a useful ﬁre property such as the total ﬁre radiant-ﬂux
density? The answer depends on the wavelengths chosen for observation.
The hot-pixel data from within a 50- by 50-m reach of the Serra do
Maranhão ﬁre (Riggan et al., 2004) were considered ﬁrst in isolation: the
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Figure 6.7. Esperanza Fire, Riverside County, CA, October 26, 2006. Color-coded surface
temperatures (in Celsius), which reﬂect ﬁre intensity, are presented as imaged at 14:12 Paciﬁc
Standard Time (PST) by the FireMapper at 11.9-mm wavelength in the thermal infrared
(top) and compared with radiances at wavelengths of 2.1 mm (mapped in red), 0.85 mm (in
green), and 0.65 mm (in blue) as measured at 14:05 PST by the NASA Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer, MODIS (bottom). The MODIS 2.1-mm channel has a nominal
resolution of 500 m. The MODIS band-21 ﬁre channel at 3.96 mm, with nominal resolution
of 1 km, is shown as a color-coded brightness temperature (inset at left). Here, a moderate
Santa Ana wind is driving the ﬁre to the southwest through light fuels and chaparral. By
comparison to high-resolution FireMapper data, the MODIS provides approximate ﬁre
location and only a general sense of ﬁre activity with little quantitative information
regarding ﬁre properties.

radiant-ﬂux density, 3629 J m2 s1, estimated with the two-channel
method from the summed radiances at wavelengths of 1.63 and 3.9 mm
was a close approximation to that obtained by summing the radiant-ﬂux
density values from incorporated high-resolution pixels, 3638 J m2 s1.
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A somewhat less successful estimate of 3537 J m2 s1 resulted from use
of the summed radiances at 3.9 and 11.9 mm. Thus, considering ﬁreassociated areas alone, a coarse-resolution measurement of radiances
might produce a reasonable estimate of radiant-energy release given the
diversity of incorporated temperatures and values of emissivity-fractional
area.
As increasing amounts of relatively low-temperature background of
either unburned vegetation or ash were included in the observation, the
radiance was quickly elevated at wavelengths longer than 6 mm, but
radiances at shorter wavelengths were little affected. Thus, use of
radiances at 1.63 and 3.9 mm to estimate temperature, emissivityfractional area, and radiant-ﬂux density produced good estimates for
pixels with a dimension less than approximately 100 m (Riggan et al.,
2000). Daytime observations at scales greater than that dimension could
incorporate substantial amounts of reﬂected solar radiation at 1.63 mm
and require a correction for the background radiance. Composition of the
background is not critical at scales less than 100 m; uncertainty therein
produced only an additional 2% error in the estimated radiant-ﬂux
density.
Estimates of high-temperature properties from radiance of a lowresolution pixel using two wavelengths including the long-wave infrared
will largely fail without some correction for the background. For a 75-m
pixel, use of the 3.9 and 11.9 mm wavelengths produced an estimated bulk
temperature, 4351C, that described neither the hot elements at 8341C nor
the background at 301C (Riggan et al., 2000). A background correction
to the long-wave radiance is problematic since ﬁres generate an ash
layer that under solar heating may be at least 721C (Riggan et al., 1994),
40–451C warmer than unburned vegetation, and there is no way to know
a priori the proportion of these differing targets within a low-resolution
pixel. Since the background may be all ash or all unburned vegetation,
and the magnitude of this uncertainty amounts to half of the simulated
ﬁre signal in a 125-m pixel and over twice the ﬁre signal at 250-m
resolution, this approach must fail when pixel sizes greater than about
50 m are used to view the ﬁre. At that scale the uncertainty is only 3% of
the ﬁre signal.
6.2.4. High-resolution ﬁre measurement with long-wave-infrared remote sensing

Whereas ﬂame radiance provides an observation of the immediate
character of a ﬁre front, measurements at long-wave infrared wavelengths
provide a longer-lived, integrating signal of heat absorbed and reradiated
by the ground surface over the period from ﬁre-front passage to the time
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of observation. This is readily apparent in successive FireMapper
observations at 11.9 mm wavelength over the 2005 Woodhouse Fire in
Riverside County, CA (Fig. 6.8). The Woodhouse Fire burned in the
afternoon and evening of October 25, 2005, under moderate offshore
winds, in a Mediterranean-type ecosystem with plant communities
composed of chaparral and coastal sage scrub. Over the period of
successive ﬁre-line observations from 17:10 to 19:15 Paciﬁc Daylight
Time, the head of the ﬁre spread with the wind to the west-southwest at a
rate of 0.25 m s1; the northern ﬂank of the ﬁre spread lateral to the
ambient wind at 0.14 m s1. Wind speed at nearby Beaumont, CA, 16 km
east of the ﬁre, averaged 5 m s1 with gusts to 14 m s1. Observed
radiometric temperatures at and behind the ﬁre front were affected by
both the time since ﬁre passage and the local ﬁre intensity, which
apparently reﬂected local fuel consumption. Based on the rate of spread,
temperatures for 1–1.5 h remained elevated above those of black ash,
which attained 601C when heated only by insolation. Thermal data alone
qualitatively reproduced the landscape vegetation patterns visible in
preﬁre color-infrared photography, which depicts heavier fuel loadings
in chaparral on north-facing aspects and along stream courses, and
relatively low fuel loading in coastal sage and grass on ridgelines and
south-facing aspects (Fig. 6.9).

6.3. FireMapper applications

The Forest Service’s PSW Research Station is developing synoptic-scale
ﬁre and environmental data to understand and model the behavior and
effects of large wildland ﬁres, including the effects thereon of landscapescale fuel patterns and treatment. The project supports a Forest Service
initiative in which advances in our fundamental understanding of the
behavior and immediate impacts of wildland ﬁres are required to provide
a ﬁrmer basis for ﬁre and fuel management and to enhance public safety,
ecosystem sustainability, and environmental quality. While conducting
fundamental ﬁre research, we are also developing means for rapid
communication, dissemination, and application of the ﬁre intelligence
data, and applications of ﬁre imaging in airborne ﬁre operations.
The FireMapper thermal-imaging radiometer has been deployed
aboard the PSW Airborne Sciences Aircraft, N70Z, a twin-engine Piper
Navajo, since 2000. PSW acquired ﬁre intelligence and provided data to
the California interagency Southern Operations Coordination Center
during the October 2003 ﬁre emergency in southern California. Data
from the FireMapper documented during critical periods the progress
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Figure 6.8. Ground temperatures behind the front of the October 5, 2005, Woodhouse
Fire, Riverside County, CA, as estimated from radiances measured, at a wavelength of
11.9 mm, with the FireMapper thermal-imaging radiometer. The ﬁre progression is shown
from overﬂights at approximately 17:11 (top) and 19:15 Paciﬁc Daylight Time (bottom).
Such color-coded ﬁre information is readily interpretable as to ﬁre location, direction and
rate of spread, and activity. Data are shown on shaded topographic relief as posted in nearreal time to the Internet at http://www.ﬁreimaging.com/.
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Figure 6.9. Ground-surface temperatures (top) behind the front of the October 5, 2005,
Woodhouse Fire, Riverside County, CA, as estimated from radiances measured at 11.9 mm
with the FireMapper thermal-imaging radiometer, shown with preﬁre color-composite
photography (bottom) from a U.S. Geological Survey digital orthorectiﬁed quarter
quadrangle. Images are oriented with north at the top. Residual heat from passage of the
ﬁre front, which is located to the west and south of the image, reﬂects local fuel loading and
time since local ignition. Thermal patterns at the top appear to be dominated by fuel
loading: bright, high-temperature areas correspond primarily to more north-facing aspects
and riparian areas, both of which have relatively contiguous chaparral and woodland and
higher fuel loading; dark, cool areas correspond to south-facing aspects with light
vegetation, which is primarily annual grasses and coastal sage scrub.
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and intensity of the 112,000-ha Cedar Fire and the Old, Grand Prix,
Cedar, and Paradise ﬁres, which collectively destroyed thousands of
homes in San Bernardino and San Diego counties (Figs. 6.10a and 6.10b).
Imagery from the Old and Cedar ﬁres documented ﬁre behavior in
chaparral and forest fuels including effects of extensive forest mortality
caused by drought and bark beetles. In conjunction with the Forest
Service’s Missoula Fire Sciences Laboratory, the PSW FireMapper
system was deployed for wildﬁre measurements and intelligence gathering
for the Multi-Agency Coordination Group in Missoula, Montana, during
the Montana ﬁre emergency in August 2003. Image mosaics depicting

Figure 6.10a. Old Fire, San Bernardino County, CA, as viewed from the southwest at 11:14
Paciﬁc Daylight Time, October 25, 2003, by the PSW FireMapper thermal-imaging
radiometer. Color-coded surface temperatures, which reﬂect ﬁre intensity, are presented
as measured in the thermal infrared and posted as an off-nadir overlay on a preﬁre,
multispectral image (with red, near-infrared, and thermal-infrared light shown in red, green,
and blue) at http://www.ﬁreimaging.com. Here, a moderate Santa Ana wind is driving the
ﬁre to the south and southeast through chaparral and light fuels on hillsides into urban
vegetation and structures in the City of San Bernardino. Note the lack of ﬁre activity where
the Old Fire encountered the perimeter of the June 1–7, 2002, Arrowhead Fire (yellow
vegetation at right of center). Fire at the lower right is burning on a spreading ground, which
is used to recharge groundwater. At the time of this image there was little ﬁre activity in the
urban area below the burned foothills at lower center.
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Figure 6.10b. Old Fire, Del Rosa neighborhood, City of San Bernardino, as viewed from
the southwest at 13:56 PDT, October 25, 2003, by the PSW FireMapper. Color-coded
surface temperatures are presented as an off-nadir overlay in Google Earth as shown as a
standard product in near real time at http://www.ﬁreimaging.com/. Here the ﬁre has
progressed into the urban area partly by wind-blown ﬁre brands, a large portion of which
apparently originated from eucalypts, palms, or other urban vegetation. A long ﬁre
incursion is visible along a ﬂood-control facility at lower left-center. Fire-involved structures
are readily identiﬁed in this image; rapid communication of such imagery could aid
ﬁreﬁghters in showing the extent of the ﬁre’s incursion into the city and the location of newly
involved structures.

ﬁre activity of both small and large-scale incidents were created and
disseminated via the Internet for use in strategic planning and operations
by incident command teams. FireMapper data were incorporated into
a geographic information system (GIS) database by a quick-response
team from the Missoula Fire Laboratory and the University of Montana,
and data were used to initialize and calibrate FARSITE simulations of
behavior of active ﬁres.
FireMapper data are typically acquired from a series of parallel,
overlapping passes over a wildland ﬁre. An absolute, through-the-lens
calibration with a blackbody of known temperature is performed prior
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to each pass. Images are examined in ﬂight and ﬁre data are extracted,
compressed with JPEG 2000 wavelet-compression software, and transmitted by File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to a dedicated FTP server via a
Qualcomm, Inc., Medium Data Rate Satellite Communications System
using the Globalstar network. Aircraft location and attitude data are
provided at 20 Hz by a Northrop-Grumman LN-100GT inertial navigation
system; these data are associated with imagery in postcollection processing
aboard the aircraft. After transmission, ﬁre imagery is decompressed and
extracted by a ground-based analyst and orthorectiﬁed and associated into
large-area mosaics using a Leica Fire Rectiﬁcation Engine running the
Leica Photogrammetry Suite Core software. The rectiﬁed thermal imagery
is color coded by temperature and posted to the Internet at http://
www.ﬁreimaging.com. Products include ﬁre visualizations on shaded relief
in a Zoomify viewer based on Adobe Flash technology, in Google Earth, in
Google Maps, and as downloadable Geo-TIFF imagery or shape ﬁles. The
Zoomify viewer allows one to extract the precise location of spot ﬁres or
quickly map a ﬁre perimeter over the Internet. Processed imagery from
small ﬁres has been posted to the Internet with a best delivery time of
10 min. This rate is sufﬁcient to allow an incident command to use the data
to take informed tactical actions, such as backﬁring, that could affect the
course of a fast-moving ﬁre front. Imagery from large ﬁres, such as the
16,000-ha Esperanza Fire in southern California (Fig. 6.7), has been
processed and posted to the Internet within 45 min.
The FireMapper 2.0, a compact second-generation ﬁre remote-imaging
radiometer, has been developed by PSW and Space Instruments, Inc.,
as a commercially available product for routine use in ﬁre research and
management. The FireMapper 2.0 incorporates an uncooled BAE
Systems, Inc., microbolometer focal-plane array; provides a broad-band
thermal-infrared channel encompassing wavelengths from 8 to 12.5 mm
and narrow-band channels at 8.8–9.1 mm and 11.3–12.4 mm that each
provide unsaturated data over large wildland ﬁres; and implements two
levels of quantitative onboard thermal calibration that correct anomalies
in image pattern and drift. A FireMapper 2.0 was ﬁrst deployed in ﬁre
operations during the 2004 ﬁre season aboard a ﬁreﬁghting aircraft
employed as an aerial supervision module by the USDI Bureau of Land
Management. The instrument’s small size and weight, compared with the
prototype FireMapper, allows it to be operated in a forward-looking,
tactical mode to provide images of ﬁre locations and retardant drops
during lead-plane operations as well as in a nadir-looking, strategic
mode for ﬁre area and intensity mapping. Fire mapping data have been
collected in the southwest United States and in Alaska.
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6.4. Future missions

PSW is targeting FireMapper to address elements of the Forest Service
strategic plan for ﬁre research including (1) transitions and thresholds in
ﬁre behavior, (2) ﬁre behavior in complex fuels including live vegetation,
(3) physical interactions of ﬁre with the atmosphere, (4) effects of fuel
distribution and treatment on subsequent ﬁre behavior, (5) landscapescale ﬁre processes, and (6) the role of wildland ﬁre in global climate
change.
6.4.1. Fire behavior transitions and thresholds

Potentially dangerous and unpredicted transitions in ﬁre behavior, such
as from ground-surface ﬁre to crown ﬁre, can compromise ﬁreﬁghter and
public safety, tactical ﬁre control, and the protection of communities
and natural resources. Small and seemingly ‘‘well-behaved’’ ﬁres may
respond to changes in atmospheric conditions or encountered fuel loading
and structure, and with little or no warning, become fast moving and
highly energetic with catastrophic consequences. Operational ﬁre
behavior models are not now capable of successfully predicting these
critical transitions in behavior. Transitions to extreme ﬂammability—and
potentially severe ﬁre behavior and effects—could also result from
prolonged drought stress in forests, woodlands, and chaparral. Qualitative changes in forest ﬂammability are now a critical problem across
several regions in the western United States, and especially in southern
California, where the ﬁre potential involves interactions of climate
variability, forest stand density and structure, pathogens, air pollution,
and population growth that place resources and communities at greater
risk. Investigation of explosive ﬁre growth requires synoptic ﬁre
measurements to document the rates of growth and effects of fuel
condition in dynamic and altered ecosystems.
6.4.2. Fire in complex fuels

Fire and fuel management decisions are currently based in part on
predictions from semi-empirical and computationally simple models of
quasi-steady-state ﬁre spread (Albini, 1976; Finney, 1998; Rothermel,
1972) that have been derived largely from observations of combustion in
a laboratory with narrow, homogeneous fuel arrays and ﬂame lengths
on the order of 1 m. These models cannot be applied with conﬁdence to
simulate burning with high rates of energy release and conditions
producing ﬂames tens of meters in length in typically complex terrain and
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heavy forest or chaparral fuel, which are vertically stratiﬁed, spatially
heterogeneous, and comprise a mixture of live and dead biomass.
Observations of ﬁre behavior under ﬁeld conditions are required to
validate or invalidate existing models and develop statistical models that
describe ﬁre behavior in macroscopic assemblages of fuels.
6.4.3. Interactions of ﬁre with the atmosphere

Fire behavior at scales from a meter to several kilometers may be strongly
inﬂuenced by the interaction of ﬁre with atmospheric motions, speciﬁcally
ﬁre-generated winds and winds in complex terrain. At scales of one to tens
of meters, ﬁre spread is subject to wake effects (Rodman Linn, personal
communication) and is a non-linear function of the length of the
combustion zone perpendicular to the direction of spread (Fendell et al.,
1990; Jean-Luc Dupuy, personal communication), possibly due to
development of horizontal vortices above that zone. At larger scales, ﬁremodiﬁed winds and larger circulations in the atmospheric boundary layer,
such as the waves that develop downstream of mountains, may locally
accelerate or deform the ﬁre front (Janice Coen, personal communication).
Very long ﬁre lines will develop multiple plumes and ﬁre runs. Vorticity on
the edges of large plumes can unexpectedly develop destructive ﬁre whorls
with strengths approaching those of tornados. Fireﬁghters reportedly faced
such extreme ﬁre behavior during the 2003 ﬁre emergency in southern
California. Operational ﬁre models do not account for such interactions
of ﬁre and the atmosphere, although there are general guidelines for
anticipating dangerous ﬁre behavior. More complex research models, such
as the Firetec model developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Linn,
1997), numerically solve equations describing transport of mass, momentum, and energy in a ﬁre environment. These explicitly describe interactions
of ﬁre with the atmosphere—including ﬁre-generated winds—and provide
a means to simulate ﬁre behavior in nonhomogeneous fuels and terrain
and rapidly changing weather. Direct and synoptic observation of
wildland ﬁres is needed to ascertain the importance of macroscale effects
in ﬁre behavior—above those of local conditions—such as the effects
of long-range spotting in different fuel types or the inﬂuence of a ﬁre
plume on ﬁre-line shape and to parameterize and validate the new class of
ﬁre–atmosphere models.
6.4.4. Fuel treatment inﬂuences on ﬁre behavior

Land managers are often tasked to design and implement fuel treatments
to mitigate or alter the consequences of wildland ﬁre, yet evidence to
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document the effectiveness of treatments has been infrequent and
largely anecdotal. We have been unable to objectively characterize
changes in subsequent ﬁre environments caused by such management
practices as forest thinning, pruning, or harvesting or by prescribed
burning in chaparral. Treatments should be designed with consideration of microclimate, fuel structure, and heterogeneity on the landscape,
and the subsequent development of fuels, but such effects are not
well known. Synoptic-scale, remote measurements of active ﬁres give
a means to test the ultimate efﬁcacy of fuel treatments, but the
remote sensing will have to largely provide a characterization of the
fuels as well.
6.4.5. Landscape and large-scale ﬁre processes

Landscape-scale mapping, assessment, and simulation of wildland ﬁres is
needed in order to predict and monitor the cumulative and interactive
inﬂuences on wildland ﬁre regimes of weather and climate, terrain,
ecosystem and fuel development, and ﬁre management. Current strategic
planning is largely derived from simulation of ﬁre behavior in static fuels
conceptually removed from the landscape, vegetation patch dynamics,
climate extremes, persistent fuel boundaries, or dynamic system
considerations. This severely limits our ability to predict the resource or
societal outcomes of different levels of intervention by fuel or ﬁre
management and thereby to defend such a program to the public or
regulatory agencies. Large-scale direct impacts of ﬁres are also important
in issues of ecosystem response to environmental change, ecosystem
restoration to a ﬁre-resilient state, and management of regional air
quality and carbon sequestration. Our present knowledge of large-scale
dynamics is limited to such measures as decadal trends in cumulative
burned area and historical or anecdotal observations of vegetation
change. An improved understanding of these processes will require largescale ﬁre measurements of a large number of ﬁres over time.
6.4.6. Wildland ﬁres in global climate change

Wildland ﬁres may now be contributing to climate change depending on
their extent and the strength of their emissions. Best available estimates
have considerable uncertainty but do show that biomass combustion is
likely a globally important source of atmospheric aerosols, methane,
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methyl bromide, and
nitrous oxide (Crutzen & Andreae, 1990; Radke et al., 1991).
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Fires may contribute to global warming to the extent that they reduce
the amount of carbon accumulated in standing biomass or soils, as occurs
during burning of slashed forest for shifting agriculture or permanent
conversion to pasture in the tropics or accelerated burning rates in
Mediterranean or temperate climates. A substantial net carbon loss may
also occur during dry-season burning of wetlands or due to progressive
ﬁre-associated loss of plant nutrients and productivity in ecosystems
subject to frequent ﬁres. Fires may also contribute to warming to the
degree that they emit higher proportions of methane than would
alternative pathways of organic matter decomposition since methane
absorbs radiation more strongly than does carbon dioxide. Furthermore,
combustion is a copious source of carbon monoxide; microbial
decomposition is not. Carbon monoxide (CO) affects the atmospheric
concentration of hydroxyl radical (Crutzen & Andreae, 1990), and
thereby the residence time of methane and other radiatively important
tropospheric species. Thus, increased carbon mineralization by ﬁre yields
CO emissions that also contribute to global warming.
High-resolution, remote measurement of wildland ﬁres will be
important in ascertaining the importance of global burning in climate
change. Existing satellite-based remote sensing can track areas burned
over large regions, but high-resolution monitoring will be required to
estimate rates of carbon ﬂux to the atmosphere and the degree of residual
combustion that is related to emissions of carbon monoxide and other
radiatively important trace gases.

6.5. Conclusions

A timely and synoptic view of wildland ﬁre behavior is needed in ﬁre
management to efﬁciently allocate resources during ﬁre-suppression
operations; protect ﬁreﬁghters, the public, and our communities; reduce
losses of natural resources; and develop our ability to predict the outcome
of catastrophic ﬁres. Modern airborne remote-sensing can provide needed
quantitative mapping of ﬁre properties including ﬁre-front location,
spread, and acceleration; ﬂame temperature, emissivity, and areas; longdistance spotting; radiant-energy emissions; soil heating; residual
combustion; and by inference, sensible heat and carbon ﬂuxes to the
atmosphere. Low-resolution ﬁre observations at kilometer scale by
satellite-based remote sensors readily detect ﬁre radiant emissions and
have been usefully applied to detect and localize ﬁres, identify general ﬁre
shape and regions of active burning, and map the areas of large ﬁres from
changes in surface reﬂectance. High-resolution measurements at a scale of
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one to a few meters, as provided by specialized airborne sensors
designed to accommodate the high radiance of wildland ﬁres, are
required to quantitatively measure thermal properties associated with
active combustion.
Useful ﬁre measurements can be made in high-transmittance atmospheric windows at wavelengths longer than 1.6 mm. Peak radiance from
ﬂames occurs at a wavelength of approximately 2.2 mm. Observations of
wildland ﬁres in Brazilian Cerrado or savanna vegetation suggest that hot
ground and ash within ﬂaming fronts contributes approximately 4% of
the radiance at 1.63 mm, three-ﬁfths of the radiance at 3.9 mm, and nearly
nine-tenths of the radiance at 11.9 mm. Relative contributions of ﬂames
and hot ash to observed ﬁre radiances can be resolved by an iterative
method employing the solution of two Planck functions describing
radiances at 1.6 and 3.9 mm (the two-channel method) with corrections
derived from the long-wave or thermal infrared radiance at 11.9 mm.
Single-channel radiance measurements using a wavelength of 11.9 mm
have been usefully applied to map approximate ground-surface temperatures associated with burning; a highly resolved time course of this
measurement provides a measure of soil heating and ﬁre radiant-energy
ﬂux. Measurements of ﬁre radiance at 1.6 and 3.9 mm alone have provided
provisional but promising measures of whole-ﬁre sensible energy ﬂux and
carbon ﬂux to the atmosphere. Fire radiance at 3.9 mm alone was shown
to provide a good estimator of the radiant-ﬂux density estimated from the
two-channel method.
PSW is applying synoptic measurements and mapping with its
FireMapper thermal-imaging radiometer to characterize the behavior of
wildland ﬁres in California and the western United States. FireMapper
data have provided the ﬁrst quantitative and readily interpretable ﬁre
intelligence in near real time to interagency incident command teams and
the public on major ﬁres in the United States.
Measurements with the FireMapper are being applied to provide
substantial new knowledge of wildland ﬁre behavior, especially regarding
ﬁre behavior transitions and thresholds, ﬁre in complex fuels, interactions
of ﬁre with the atmosphere, fuel treatment inﬂuences on ﬁre behavior,
landscape and large-scale ﬁre processes, and the role of wildland ﬁre in
global climate change.
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Chapter 7
Effects of Forest Fires on Visibility and Air Quality
Douglas G. Fox and Allen R. Riebau
Abstract
The U.S. Clean Air Act establishes the goal of preventing future
and remedying existing visibility impairment in 156 Class I areas
(national parks, wilderness areas, and wildlife refuges). A key
element in implementing this goal is the Regional Haze Regulation
(RHR). RHR is based on relating impaired visibility, using metrics
of extinction (inverse megameters and/or ‘‘deciviews’’), to concentration of ambient particulate matter (PM), especially the chemical
components of particulates smaller than 2.5 mm in diameter,
collectively known as PM2.5. PM2.5 itself is also subject to national
ambient air quality standards. Forest, rangeland, and agricultural
ﬁres, both natural and human caused emit both primary and
secondary (formed in the atmosphere from gaseous organic carbon
(OC) emissions) PM2.5. This chapter will review the RHR and what
we know about relationships between ﬁre emissions, their fate in the
atmosphere, and their contribution to regional haze and PM2.5.

7.1. Introduction

Since the implementation of the Clean Air Act in 1977, the United States
has been using visibility in selected special federally managed rural
areas—national parks, wilderness and wildlife reserves, designated as
Class I areas—as a measure of air quality. In fact, the Act establishes a
national goal of the ‘‘y prevention of any future, and the remedying of
any existing, impairment of visibility in mandatory Class I federal areas
in which impairment results from manmade air pollution.’’ This goal,
while simply stated, has proven difﬁcult to quantify and to accomplish.
Corresponding author: E-mail: Fox@cira.colostate.edu
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(For further explanation see: http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/
Overview/hazeRegsOverview_ﬁles/frame.htm.)
In response, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
promulgated a Regional Haze Program, providing States the responsibility to develop plans to reduce visibility impairment at federal Class I
areas in their state. (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/fact_sheets/
rh_girhp_fs.pdf). The Regional Haze Program has established a Regional
Haze Regulation (RHR) stating that the appropriate measure of visibility
is the haze index: a measure of visibility derived from calculated light
extinction measurements that is designed so that uniform changes in the
haze index correspond to uniform incremental changes in visual
perception, across the entire range of conditions from pristine to highly
impaired. The haze index (HI) is calculated in units of deciviews (dv)
directly from the total light extinction (bext expressed in inverse megameters (Mm1)] as follows (http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/IMPROVE):
HI ¼ 10 ln ðbext =10Þ
In turn light extinction, bext, is caused by light being absorbed and
scattered by both gases and aerosol particles. Atmospheric scattering by
the gases and particles present in clean air is called Rayleigh scattering
and is been assumed to have a constant value of 10 Mm1 by the RHP.
Atmospheric gases absorb light, primarily by nitrogen dioxide, which is
negligible in rural settings. Most atmospheric absorption is done by
aerosols, primarily by their ‘‘elemental’’ carbon (EC or also called black
carbon) component. Atmospheric scattering done by aerosols is complex.
In the RHP, aerosol scattering is approximated by relating it to the
concentrations of aerosol particles smaller than 2.5 mm in diameter
(PM2.5) because these particles are most effective in scattering visible
light. PM2.5 mostly consists of ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate,
organic carbon (OC), EC, soil, and the total mass of ‘‘coarse’’ particles
(those between 2.5 and 10 mm, PM2.510). There are also effects of
ambient humidity that must be included in this relationship because many
of the aerosols, especially sulfates, are hygroscopic and scatter more light
at higher humidity.
In the next section of this chapter, we will discuss the Clean Air Act and
the Regional Haze Program. The third section will discuss how pollution
is related to visibility degradation including how it is monitored by
the IMPROVE network (Interagency Monitoring of PROtected Visual
Environments). The fourth section will address the current understanding
of contributions from various ﬁre sources to U.S. regional visibility and
speciﬁcally to PM2.5 aerosol concentrations, especially the OC component
of those aerosols. Developing an emissions inventory (EI) and some of
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the modeling steps needed to utilize the EI in a regional modeling context
are discussed. The ﬁfth section addresses the state of knowledge in
assessing ﬁre impacts on regional visibility and brieﬂy reviews results to
date from a variety of modeling efforts, including both source apportionment modeling and simulation modeling. The ﬁnal section brieﬂy reviews
ongoing research needed in this area recommending next steps.
7.2. The U.S. Clean Air Act and regional haze regulations

The Clean Air Act authorizes regulations to protect visibility in Class I
areas, speciﬁcally 156 federal wilderness and national park locations. The
law and regulations require that all States and tribes:
 Develop implementation plans to achieve RHR goals by limiting
emissions of visibility degrading aerosols (and their chemical precursors) from sources that contribute to impaired visibility at each of
the 156 designated Class I areas.
 Formalize for each area where open burning is anticipated to make
a signiﬁcant contribution to air quality, a formal Smoke Management
Program.
The regulations are based on data taken from the IMPROVE
monitoring network. Since forest ﬁre smoke is recognized as a signiﬁcant
contributor to regional haze but one that is different from other pollution
sources (e.g., industrial and transportation activities), the States are
also mandated in the regulations to implement Smoke Management
Programs. The regulations speciﬁcally require States to identify for each
Class I area the natural background for visibility and the mean of the
20% haziest and 20% cleanest days (based on a 5-year average), and to
establish a program of emissions limitations to reduce the haziest days to
natural background conditions (whilst not reducing the cleanest days)
over the next half century, measuring progress in 10-year increments.
Natural background is a complex determination, but it is speciﬁcally
identiﬁed in the regulations to be reﬂective of contemporary conditions and
land use patterns (not historical or pre-European conditions); a long-term
average condition analogous to the 5-year average best-and worst-day
conditions that are tracked under the regional haze program; and estimated
for each Class I area in the absence of human-caused impairment.
Speciﬁcally, the RHR require that natural background be developed as
follows:
derive regional estimates of natural visibility conditions by using estimates of
natural levels of visibility-impairing pollutants in conjunction with the IMPROVE
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methodology for calculating light extinction from measurements of the ﬁve main
components of ﬁne particle mass (sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, elemental carbon,
and crustal material). (EPA Regional Haze Regulations 40 CFR 51.300-309.)

Default values of each of these components have already been
established for the eastern and the western United States in the literature
(Trijonis et al., 1990).
The EPA recommends natural background be determined by using
default values for each of the aerosol components in the IMPROVE
equation. The recommendation for OC mass (in micrograms per cubic
meter) is 1.4 in the east and 0.47 in the west. Higher values in the east
reﬂect hydrocarbon emissions from trees that can generate secondary
organic aerosol (SOA).
EPA guidance also allows States to develop a reﬁned approach
essentially allowing different aerosol component values that the state can
show more appropriately represent natural conditions. For example, this
might include adding OC contributions from such an infrequent natural
event as a wildﬁre, as long as the state can appropriately document the
frequency and magnitude of its visibility impact (i.e., its contribution to
OC and other aerosol components).

7.3. Relating pollution to visibility

The IMPROVE equation has been developed over a period of years based
on radiation theory and empirical measurements from the IMPROVE
network. The relationship that has been applied until 2006 is:
bext ¼ ðesf Þf s ðRHÞ½ðNH4 Þ2 SO4  þ ðenf Þf n ðRHÞ½NH4 NO3 
þ ðeocmf Þf ocm ðRHÞ½OMC þ ðesoilf Þ½SOIL
ðec Þ½Coarse Mass þ ðelacf Þ½lacf
where: bext is the extinction coefﬁcient, e the extinction efﬁciencies,
f(RH) a relative humidity enhancement factor (bwet(RH)/bdry), [- - - -]
the concentrations of species (24-hr averages), OMC the 1.4  measured
carbon mass, and lacf the light absorbing fraction of the aerosol or black
carbon.
The IMPROVE network monitoring program measures mass concentrations of major aerosol species using ﬁlter-based measurement
technologies. Estimates of extinction are made using this IMROVE
equation. Dry mass scattering efﬁciencies are based on Trijonis et al.
(1990). The f (RH) function represents the ability of the chemical aerosol
in question to take up water, thus increasing its ability to scatter light.
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Recently, Hand and Malm (2005) have reviewed and suggested slight
alterations to the IMPROVE equation. The revised equation is:
bext ¼ 2:2  f S ðRHÞ  ½small sulfate þ 4:8  f L ðRHÞ  ½large sulfate
þ 2:4  f S ðRHÞ  ½small nitrate þ 5:1  f L ðRHÞ  ½large nitrate
þ 2:8  ½small organic mass þ 6:1  ½large organic mass
þ 10  ½elemental carbon þ ½fine soil þ 1:7  f SS ðRHÞ  ½sea salt
þ 0:6  ½coarse mass þ Rayleigh scattering ðsite-specificÞ
þ 0:33  ½NO2 ðppbÞ
where,
½large sulfate ¼ ð½total sulfate=20 mg m3 Þ  ½total sulfate;
for ½total sulfateo20 m gm3 :
½large sulfate ¼ ½total sulfate; for ½total sulfate  20 mg m3
½small sulfate ¼ ½total sulfate  ½large sulfate
Currently, there are 165 sites around the U.S. where parameters for the
IMPROVE equation are measured. At some of these sites there are also
direct measurement of extinction and scattering to assure the validity of
the aerosol component values and their relationship to visibility.
Figure 7.1 presents IMPROVE monitoring network results for the
western United States, based on the original IMPROVE equation being
used to estimate the worst 20% visibility days measured between 2000
and 2004, the baseline period for the RHRs.
7.4. How does ﬁre contribute to regional visibility and aerosol loading?

Fire contributes to visibility in two fundamental ways: through direct
emission of ﬁne organic particles (PM2.5 emissions) and through gaseous
emissions of organic hydrocarbons which in turn form SOA in the
atmosphere.
In order to quantify the contributions of forest ﬁre to regional air
quality, the ﬁrst step is to develop a ﬁre EI. For retrospective analyses,
since it varies much from year to year, the EI must be generated for a
speciﬁed period of time (e.g., for 2002.) For real-time analyses or
forecasts, the EI requires continuing input or a model forecast of ﬁre
activity and resulting emissions. Fire EIs are not trivial to develop; they
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Figure 7.1. IMPROVE results for the Regional Haze Rule baseline period, 2000–2004.
(http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/TSS/LinkBrowser/LinkBrowser.aspx?action ¼ baseline)

require large data sets and complex analysis. Quality assurance of such
large efforts is always a concern as well.
To create either type of ﬁre EI, three fundamental types of data are
needed: ﬁre activity (location, start and end time, and area burned), fuel
loadings (the nature of and amounts of fuels involved), and ﬁre type
(i.e., wildﬁre, different types of prescribed burning, agricultural burning.).
Fire activity and fuel loadings then can be converted into a numerical
estimate of emissions of the various chemical species that affect visibility,
as follows:
Emissionsi ¼ A  B  CE  ei
where emissionsi is the emission of chemical species i (in mass units),
A the area burned, B the fuel loading (biomass per area), CE the
combustion efﬁciency, or fraction of biomass fuel burned, and ei is an
emission factor for species i (mass of species per mass of biomass burned.)
In practice there is great uncertainty associated with all the data
used for this calculation. A, B, and CE are variables associated with
ﬁre activity. Fire activity is subject to signiﬁcant uncertainty. In the
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United States, there are different agencies involved in monitoring and
recording ﬁre activity, including federal land managers, state forestry
agencies, and local ﬁreﬁghting resources. There are no standards for
reporting ﬁre activity: some agencies report total blackened acres and
others report ﬁre perimeters each using their own deﬁnitions. In addition,
A depends on determining the actual area combusted, B depends upon
quantifying the actual biomass complex engaged in the ﬁre, a daunting
task, and CE is likely a function of weather, fuel moisture, and a host
of other ﬁre dependent variables.
7.4.1. Area burned, A

Determining A, the area of the burn, is complicated by the fact that
natural forest ﬁres do not burn uniformly across the fuel bed. There are
two different ways to determine the area burned: by ground observations
from ﬁre management personnel and from remote sensing, especially by
satellite. Inaccuracies of the ground-based approach result from human
errors and the priority of this data compared to other responsibilities.
Satellite observations have the capability of indicating the actual ﬁre
boundaries if the ﬁre is large enough to be resolved by the satellite A
recent paper suggests that ﬁres larger than on the order of 6 km2 can be
reliably detected by satellite sensors (about 92%), while those below this
size cannot reasonably be detected accurately (Soja et al., 2006). A recent
west wide demonstration project of the BlueSky smoke management tool
suggested that there were signiﬁcant errors in the ground-based reporting
data associated with wildﬁres, the IS 209 reports (AirFire, 2006; BlueSky,
2006).
7.4.2. Fuel loading, B

The fuel loading or biomass is neither easily nor accurately estimated.
In the United States, the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDR)
fuel models are often utilized to estimate fuel loading because they
have been mapped based on data from satellite observation and a large
ground-truth measurement program for the U.S. (Burgan et al., 1998;
Cohen and Deeming, 1985).
Recently, USDA Forest Service researchers at the Paciﬁc Northwest
Research Station have reﬁned the NFDR fuel models by developing a
nationally mapped Fuel Characteristics Classiﬁcation System (FCCS)
(McKenzie et al., 2006; Sandberg et al., 2001), which is generated using
a rule-based fuzzy classiﬁcation system that is effectively a landscape fuel
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succession model allowing a default fuel loading to be approximated
anywhere in the U.S.

7.4.3. Combustion efﬁciency, CE

Determining the speciﬁc amount of available fuel actually combusted is
difﬁcult. To date, most ﬁre EIs have used the Emissions Production
Model (EPM) (Ottmar et al., 1993; Sandberg & Peterson, 1984) which is
an empirical relationship based on data collected from prescribed ﬁre
activities in the 1970s and 1980s as well as weather and fuel moisture.
It has recently been updated with a more user-friendly system known as
the Fire Emissions Production System (FEPS) (Sandberg et al., 2004).

7.4.4. Emission factor, ei

An emission factor is a ratio of the mass of a chemical species released
and the total mass of fuel consumed in a combustion process. It can be
different for each chemical species and may also depend on the nature of
the combustion process.
Table 7.1 summarizes the latest estimates of emissions factors for forest
ﬁres (Battye & Battye, 2002; U.S. EPA, 2003b). It is based largely on the
research of the ﬁre chemistry research group at the Forest Service’s Fire
laboratory in Missoula, Montana. Of course, there are added emission
factors that are not included in this table, especially for primary and SOA
emissions.
Table 7.1. Estimates of emission factors for forest ﬁres in Montana, 2006
CO2
CO
CH4
PM2.5
PM10
EC
OC
NOx
NH4
VOC

1833CE
961—(984CE)
42.7—(43.2CE)
67.4—(66.8CE)
1.18PM2.5
0.072PM2.5
0.54PM2.5
16.8MCE—13.1
0.012CE
0.085CO

Notes: Combustion Efﬁciency (CE) is deﬁned as the difference of (CO2) in the plume—[CO2]
outside the plume divided by the sum of the differences (between in and outside the plume)
of COþCO2þCH4þother organics. Modiﬁed Combustion Efﬁciency (MCE) is deﬁned by
the following equation: MCE ¼ 0.15þ0.86 CE.
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7.5. Modeling ﬁre emissions

The Community Smoke Emissions Model (CSEM) was developed to
convert ﬁre activity anywhere in the contiguous U.S. into emissions
(Sestak et al., 2002; http://www.wrapair.org/forums/fejf/documents/
emissions/JFEFWRAP_CSEM.ppt). Since its initial development, CSEM
has been reﬁned and improved by the BlueSky development team and
others. The BlueSky emissions generator has been further developed to
incorporate alternative fuel models, improved fuel consumption modeling
(BlueSky, 2006).
7.5.1. Generating ﬁre emissions inventories

Fire contributes to the PM2.5 load in the atmosphere as well as to the
speciﬁc burden of the various chemical species that make up regional air
quality. In order to quantify the speciﬁc contribution that ﬁre makes to
regional visibility as well as other regional air pollution, it is necessary to
use the tools described above to generate speciﬁc emissions inventories
that can be used in an air quality simulation model. This activity is
generally conducted by air quality regulators and managers seeking to
estimate relative contributions from various pollution sources. For this
purpose, it is helpful to recognize the differences between what, for lack
of a better term, might be called natural and human caused ﬁre emissions.
Natural ﬁre emissions are, of course, wildﬁre and prescribed ﬁre done
for the purpose of maintaining natural ecological conditions. Prescribed
ﬁre conducted to increase production or alter natural landscapes and
agricultural burning clearly represents an example of human activities.
Although the distinctions can become rather muddled when management
practices have suppressed natural ﬁre for decades, for the purpose here,
inventories have been constructed based on distinguishing wildﬁre,
wildland ﬁre use (a conceptual category where a wildﬁre is not suppressed
while accomplishing certain management objectives), prescribed ﬁre, and
agricultural burning.
A few recent projects have applied these concepts and the modeling
approaches and other tools to develop speciﬁc ﬁre emissions inventories.
The most comprehensive ﬁre EIs have been constructed for the Regional
Haze Program’s Regional Planning Organizations (RPOs) (http://
www.epa.gov/oar/visibility/regional.html).
A national wildﬁre EI for 2002 for the entire United States has been
developed by the RPOs. It is the best and the most comprehensive wildﬁre
EI yet developed from a quality control standpoint. (The RPO inventory
is available for download from the Western Regional Air Partnership
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Web site at Inter-RPO National 2002 Wildﬁre Emissions Inventory, Final
Work Plan, and the data can be found at http://www.wrapair.org/
forums/fejf/tasks/FEJFtask7InterRPO.html.)
In addition to the national RPO wildﬁre EI, the Western Regional Air
Partnership (WRAP) has generated more detailed ﬁre emissions
inventories for different types of ﬁre (wildﬁre, wildland ﬁre use ﬁre,
prescribed ﬁre, and agricultural burning) for the western United States
for the year 2002. WRAP has also generated hypothetical ‘‘baseline’’ or
average-year ﬁre emissions inventories and future average year ﬁre
emissions projections for the year 2018, assuming differing levels of
prescribed ﬁre and smoke management activities. (All of these ﬁre
emissions inventories are available from the WRAP Web site at http://
www.wrapair.org/forums/fejf/tasks/FEJFtask7PhaseII.html for the 2002
inventory, and at http://www.wrapair.org/forums/fejf/tasks/FEJFtask
7Phase3-4.html for the baseline and 2018 projection data.)
There have also been a few efforts to develop emissions inventories
using satellite observations (Soja et al., 2004, 2006; Wiedinmyer et al.,
2006). Alternative estimates of emissions such as these are useful in
helping to bound EI uncertainties and improve the conﬁdence one might
wish to take in ﬁre emissions estimates. These and related efforts have
indicated that satellites are increasing in their ability to identify ﬁre
location and area burned. As new sensors are ﬂown on satellites, more
accurate determinations of smaller and smaller areas are possible.
Some of the results from these emissions inventories are informative.
Figure 7.2a summarizes the emissions from all sources, including the
contribution made by ﬁre, to the total PM2.5 emissions in the western
United States. Clearly ﬁre is a signiﬁcant source in this region.
Figure 7.2b provides an illustration of the relative contribution made
by ﬁre (estimated from the 2002 inter-RPO ﬁreEI) to the total PM2.5
emissions in the United States from fuel combustion, transportation, and
industrial process. Again, it is apparent that on a national basis, ﬁre
represents a major contribution to the total PM2.5 loading in the U.S.
atmosphere.
7.5.2. Processing the ﬁre emissions inventories for use in air quality simulation
models

The University of North Carolina’s Environmental Program group has
adapted the BlueSky emissions model to generate inputs for regional air
quality models based on the SMOKE emissions processor (Pouliot et al.,
2005). This code is available for anyone to use from the UNC Web site
(http://www.cep.unc.edu/empd/products/smoke/bluesky/).
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Figure 7.2a. WRAP emissions inventory developed as an annual average for the period from
2000 to 2004. (The inventory does not include out-of-region sources.) (http://wrapair.org/
WRAP/meetings/060913m/Board_Tech_Talk_9_14_06_ﬁnal.ppt)

The inventories have all been processed using the SMOKE model to
generate model-ready emissions inventories. Details are available at the
WRAP Web site (http://www.wrapair.org/forums/fejf/).
Model-ready ﬁre EI results are detailed in two reports developed by Air
Sciences, Inc. (Air Sciences, 2004; Air Sciences, 2005).

7.6. Assessing ﬁre impacts on visibility
7.6.1. Using ﬁre emissions inventory in air quality modeling

The Community Multiscale Air Quality model (CMAQ) is a standard for
regional air quality simulation (U.S. EPA, 1999). For this reason, the
RPOs have funded its development and application to simulate regional
air quality and to realistically portray ﬁre contributions.
Working under contract to the WRAP, the WRAP Regional Modeling
Center (RMC) at the University of California, Riverside, conducted a set
of simulations that were designed to illustrate the difference between the
CMAQ-modeled visibility impacts with and without ﬁre emissions. These
model simulations isolate the effects of ﬁre emissions on visibility from
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Direct PM2.5 Emissions, 1992-2001
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Figure 7.2b. EPA estimate of PM2.5 national emissions inventory with the national RPO ﬁre
EI added for comparison. (http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/aqtrnd03/images/ﬁg-2-45.gif and
http://wrapair.org/WRAP/meetings/060913m/Board_Tech_Talk_9_14_06_ﬁnal.ppt)

the effect of all other emissions sources in the model. It is important
to realize that these ﬁgures only look at the isolated impact of ﬁres on
visibility. There are very large and signiﬁcant anthropogenic emissions
from industrial, mobile, and area sources that make a relatively larger
contribution to visibility impact than does ﬁre. However, for our purpose
here we have isolated only the various forms of ﬁre and look individually
at their impacts. The WRAP RMC conducted three model sensitivity
runs considering ﬁre impacts on the WRAP region (Regional Modeling
Center (RMC) 2005). These runs used 2002 ﬁre emissions that included
prescribed, agricultural and wildﬁre emissions in the region. The WRAP
considers that wildﬁres, wildland-ﬁre use ﬁres, and prescribed burning
used for resource management are natural, while agricultural burning and
some prescribed burning are anthropogenic. (For more information
regarding the deﬁnitions of speciﬁc ﬁre activities see http://wrapair.org/
forums/fejf/meetings/041208m/FEJF_N-A_EI_Approach_20040903.pdf
and http://wrapair.org/forums/fejf/documents/nbtt/FirePolicy.pdf; and
for results see http://wrapair.org/forums/aoh/ars1/report.html.)
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Figure 7.3a presents the 2002 modeled annual average contribution to
light extinction by the full set of emissions, including all ﬁre emissions.
However, the extinction values plotted for each grid cell represent
modeled extinction due to ﬁre activity only because the extinction due
to other species has been subtracted out. Visibility impacts due to
all ﬁres are shown to have been generally less than 10 Mm1 across
WRAP, although some locations were impacted by as much as 25, 50,
or W100 Mm1. Geographically, the largest impacts due to ﬁre occur in
southern Oregon, much of California, and isolated locations in Utah,
Arizona, and Colorado. Figure 7.3b presents the modeled annual average
contribution to light extinction by all natural ﬁres for 2002. This map is
not signiﬁcantly different from Fig. 7.3a, indicating that natural ﬁres
contribute a large percentage of the impact of both ﬁre categories
combined. Figure 7.3c presents the modeled annual average contribution
to light extinction by all anthropogenic ﬁres for 2002. This map indicates
that the most signiﬁcant contributions by anthropogenic ﬁres during 2002
occurred in the region around the panhandle of Idaho and California’s
Central Valley. The maximum modeled impact of anthropogenic ﬁres is
less than 5 Mm1 (http://wrapair.org/forums/aoh/ars1/report.html and
http://wrapair.org/forums/aoh/ars1/report.html).

Figure 7.3a. CMAQ model results from a 36 km simulation of all 2002 emissions. However,
only the light extinction attributed to ﬁre emissions (all ﬁre emissions, wildﬁre, wildland ﬁre
use ﬁre, prescribed ﬁre and agricultural burning) is presented. (http://www.wrapair.org/
forums/aoh/ars1/documents/reports/Section_4.pdf)
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Figure 7.3b. CMAQ model results from a 36 km simulation of all 2002 emissions. However,
only the light extinction attributed to ‘‘natural’’ ﬁre emissions (wildﬁre, wildland ﬁre use ﬁre,
and prescribed ﬁre for ecosystem management purposes) is presented. Note this ﬁgure is
nearly identical to Fig. 7.3a showing results of all ﬁre emissions. (http://www.wrapair.org/
forums/aoh/ars1/documents/reports/Section_4.pdf)

Figure 7.3c. CMAQ model results from a 36 km simulation of all 2002 emissions. However,
only the light extinction attributed to ‘‘anthropogenic’’ ﬁre emissions (some prescribed ﬁre
and agricultural burning) is presented. Note this ﬁgure illustrates that in the western United
States, the contribution of this anthropogenic ﬁre to regional haze appears to be quite
limited. (http://www.wrapair.org/forums/aoh/ars1/documents/reports/Section_4.pdf)
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7.6.2. Use of IMPROVE monitoring with modeling to quantify impacts of ﬁre on
regional visibility

In support of the RHR, two key Web sites have been developed: VIEWS
presents details of regional air quality data and TSS provides a technical
reference to help ascribe causes to impaired visibility in the western U.S.
TSS also provides an array of tools that can help to quantify ﬁre’s
contributions to regional visibility. However, none of these is completely
satisfying by itself. Figure 7.1 illustrates the average results from the
IMPROVE monitoring from 2000–2004, showing the relative contribution that each of the IMPROVE aerosol species makes to visibility on the
20% worst visibility days in the western United States. Figure 7.4 shows
the same information for the entire United States in 2002. Note that
the locations where the pie charts are predominantly green are locations
where one might expect ﬁre to be a signiﬁcant contributor to regional
visibility degradation.
7.6.3. Statistically apportioning visibility impacts to ﬁre

Among the inferential ways to consider ﬁre’s impact are statistical
analyses of the IMPROVE and other aerosol data. If there were a unique
tracer of ﬁre’s contribution, then simply measuring the amount of that
unique tracer would be possible. However, there is no such unique tracer,
although this is the subject of ongoing research activities.
One approach that has been followed is to look at the ratio of OC to
black (or elemental) carbon in the measurements (Malm et al., 2004).
Ames et al. (2004) present results of this and an alternative approach
aimed at bracketing the inﬂuence of ﬁre. The ratio of organic carbon to
elemental carbon (OC/EC) can be associated with signiﬁcantly different
forms of combustion. Combustion of fossil fuels (gasoline, diesel, etc.) is
generally associated with an internal combustion engine characterized by
a relatively efﬁcient combustion. This combustion is enriched in EC such
that the OC/EC ratio is on the order of 3. Urban organic ﬁne particulate
measurements often display ratios on this order. Open combustion is
often less efﬁcient, emitting a higher amount of OC relative to EC. Fine
particulate measurements that can otherwise be related to wildland ﬁre
display OC/EC ratios on the order of 10 or more. Ames used this ratio to
distinguish ﬁre from urban sources in the IMPROVE measurements.
However, there are sources of OC not associated with EC at all, namely
atmospheric chemical reactions of natural hydrocarbon emissions from
vegetation, termed biogenic emissions that generate SOAs. Wherever
there is signiﬁcant vegetative cover, there will be SOA formed. Since this
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Figure 7.4. IMPROVE monitoring results from 2002 for the 20% worst visibility days. The pie charts illustrate the contribution that each of the
IMPROVE aerosol components makes to the extinction. Note the distribution of values of OC (green) suggests locations where ﬁre may have a
potentially signiﬁcant impact on regional visibility. (Unpublished graphic prepared by S. Copeland, CIRA, 2004 based on IMPROVE data from
http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/Publications/Reports/2006/PDF/Chapter3.SeasonalPatternsRegionalConcentrations.pdf)
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source of OC is not considered in the analysis, the OC/EC ratio will
be highly biased by the presence of this added OC; thus, this ratio is
likely to overestimate the inﬂuence of ﬁre on visibility. To bracket this,
Ames considered a second apportionment method, namely using a ﬁre
occurrence database (Brown et al., 2002) and then looking at back
trajectories (Heffter, 1980) from each IMPROVE monitor for a period of
time leading up to and through the measurement and apportioning the
ﬁre inﬂuence based on the amount of time the air spent over ﬁre locations.
This approach has many potential errors, so many in fact, that the Joint
Fire Sciences Program (JFSP) recently funded the National Park Service
to investigate this and related methodologies further. Due to the facts
that the ﬁre activity database used does not include all ﬁre and the
inadequacies of trajectories, this method is likely to underestimate the
inﬂuence of ﬁre on visibility.
OC concentrations at IMPROVE monitoring sites (2000–2002 OC/EC
analysis) are approximately 1.0 mg/m3 in the western U.S. and 1.7 mg/m3
in the east. Over the same time period and monitoring sites, OC
apportioned to ﬁre and SOA using the OC/EC ratio approach is about
0.6 mg/m3 in the west, and 0.9 mg/m3 in the east, or approximately 60% of
observed OC in the west and 55% in the east. OC apportionments to U.S.
wildland ﬁres from the ﬁre activity and trajectory method averaged about
0.3 mg/m3 in the west and 0.4 mg/m3 in the east, or approximately 30% of
observed OC in the west and 20% in the east.
For reference, the RHRs assume that natural visibility in the U.S. is
characterized by an OC concentration of approximately 1.1 mg/m3 in the
eastern U.S. and 0.4 mg/m3 in the west (U.S. EPA, 2003a).
Recently, using a global air quality model, Park et al. (2003) have
estimated OC values of approximately 0.7–1.1 mg m3 may be representative of natural conditions in the west, and OC concentrations of
approximately 0.9 mg m3 to be characteristic of natural conditions in the
eastern United States.

7.6.4. Compare model results to IMPROVE monitoring

Figures 7.5a–c present WRAP 2002 ﬁre simulations and IMPROVE data
developed from the TSS. Here, we present results at three of the more
obviously ﬁre-inﬂuenced sites in the western U.S.: the Flathead Lake
IMPROVE site in Montana (Fig. 7.5a); Hells Canyon IMPROVE site in
Oregon (Fig. 7.5b), and the Sequoia National Park IMPROVE site
in California (Fig. 7.5c). The IMPROVE monitoring result is presented in
the top panel, the second panel presents WRAP CMAQ modeling results
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Figure 7.5a. Fire monitoring and modeling compared for the IMPROVE site at Flathead
Lake, Montana, for 2002. Top panel represents the IMPROVE observations, the second
panel the WRAP full emissions inventory modeling results and the third panel the WRAP
ﬁre emissions inventory modeling only. (http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/TSS/Results/
HazePlanning.aspx)
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Figure 7.5b. Fire monitoring and modeling compared for the IMPROVE site at Hells
Canyon, Oregon, for 2002. Top panel represents the IMPROVE observations, the second
panel the WRAP full emissions inventory modeling results and the third panel the WRAP
ﬁre emissions inventory modeling only. (http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/TSS/Results/
HazePlanning.aspx)
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Figure 7.5c. Fire monitoring and modeling compared for the IMPROVE site at
Sequoia National Park, California, for 2002. Top panel represents the IMPROVE
observations, the second panel the WRAP full emissions inventory modeling results and
the third panel the WRAP ﬁre emissions inventory modeling only. (http://vista.cira.
colostate.edu/TSS/Results/HazePlanning.aspx)
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based on the full WRAP EI, and the third panel represents the ﬁre only
contribution to the extinction as calculated by the simulations.
It is clear from the results that the modeling appears to exhibit at least
qualitative skill in simulating the impacts of ﬁre on visibility. However,
it is also clear that this represents only the beginning of what will be a
continuing investigation into the inﬂuences of ﬁre on regional haze
(Rodriguez et al., 2006).
In July 2007 the WRAP engaged in an attribution of haze analysis
utilizing the capabilities of the TSS (http://wrapair.org/forums/aoh/
index.html). This project is scheduled for completion by the end of
2007. Figure 7.6 presents preliminary results illustrating the inﬂuences of
different emissions types on visibility at the Hells Canyon Class I area.
Speciﬁcally looking only at the impact of OC aerosol, this analysis
involves combining source regions and the trajectories of air ﬂows during
the worst visibility conditions experienced in the 2000–2004 5-year
baseline period as well as the simulated contributions from these sources
in future inventories based on both planned and possible emissions
reductions. Details of the analysis are found on the TSS web site (http://
vista.cira.colostate.edu/tss). The results show that ‘‘anthropogenic ﬁre’’
has a signiﬁcant potential impact on this site.
7.7. Conclusions and next steps

By way of a preliminary conclusion, research to date suggests that
somewhere between 25% and 60% of the OCM measured in ambient air
is a result of smoke from wildﬁre. In relation to estimated natural
background values, this suggests that the vast majority of the natural
background of OC aerosol in the western U.S. results from ﬁre and nearly
50% of it in the east may be due to ﬁre. A signiﬁcant portion of the
remainder in the east is likely attributable to secondary aerosol formation
from vegetation emissions of reactive hydrocarbons. These results are
confounded by the presence of ﬁne mass transported long distances, from
Asia and Africa, which occasionally impact the United States. As regional
air quality simulation modeling progresses, we should be better able to
quantify these impacts.
We feel that the following six activities are among the most signiﬁcant
missing elements in any ongoing attempt to assess ﬁre’s contribution to
regional air pollution and speciﬁcally to visibility degradation:
 Develop a national ﬁre activity database system as a single, all-agency,
all-area source of quality-assured information about the location,
timing, and size of ﬁres. This is the necessary ﬁrst step in developing an
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Figure 7.6. TSS results illustrating the inﬂuences of different emissions types on visibility at one IMPROVE site. Looking at only organic carbon
aerosol, this analysis involves combining source regions and the trajectories of air ﬂows during the worst visibility conditions experienced in the
2000–2004 5-year baseline period as well as planning inventories for future years. (http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/TSS/Results/HazePlanning.aspx)
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accurate and continuing EI of ﬁre emissions for not only air pollution
but for climate change and CO2 emissions issues as well.
Develop chemical tracers to distinguish carbon from different types of
ﬁre and other sources in the measured regional aerosol mixture.
Improve emissions factors and secondary aerosol formation mechanisms
for primary and SOA resulting from different types of ﬁres.
Continue apportionment studies using multiple years of speciated PM
data.
Apply improved regional scale simulation modeling including ﬁre
emissions.
Apply satellite remote sensing for ﬁre impacts on Class I areas.
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Chapter 8
Assessment of Forest Fire Impacts and Emissions in the
European Union Based on the European Forest Fire
Information System
Paulo Barbosa, Andrea Camia, Jan Kucera, Giorgio Libertà, Ilaria
Palumbo, Jesus San-Miguel-Ayanz and Guido Schmuck
Abstract
An analysis on the number of forest ﬁres and burned area
distribution as retrieved by the European Forest Fire Information
System (EFFIS) database is presented. On average, from 2000 to
2005 about 95,000 ﬁres occurred annually in 23 European countries,
burning almost 600,000 ha of forest land every year. Of these about
two-thirds or 65,000 ﬁres occurred in 5 European Union (EU)
Mediterranean countries (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and
Spain) where on average half a million hectares of forest land were
burned every year. In addition, out of the 23 European countries, the
total burned area was 86% within those 5 countries alone during the
6-year study period, and out of the 19 EU countries the total for
the 5 countries was 96%. Estimates of atmospheric emissions
of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other trace gases were done for the
2000–2005 period in which burned area maps were retrieved using
remote sensing imagery, and then combined with fuel load and
burning efﬁciency ﬁgures, to estimate the quantity of burned
biomass. Emission factors were further used to estimate trace gas
and aerosol emissions produced by vegetation ﬁres. Fuel load was
estimated based on values found in the literature and from existing
land cover maps of Europe. Average burning efﬁciency and emission
factors were retrieved from the literature. The results obtained
show that the forest ﬁres atmospheric emissions of the 23 European
countries considered in this study ranged from 8.4 to 20.4 Tg of
CO2/year.
Corresponding author: E-mail: Paulo.BARBOSA@ec.europa.eu
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8.1. Forest ﬁres in Europe

Wildﬁres, often referred to as forest ﬁres in Europe, have coexisted with
human activities and have shaped the Mediterranean landscapes.
Although ﬁre has always existed as a natural phenomenon—inducing
species regeneration and landscaped biodiversity—the use of ﬁre for a
number of activities such as grazing, agriculture, and hunting has
signiﬁcantly modiﬁed ﬁre regimes, primarily in the Mediterranean region.
More recently the increase of population density in Europe and the
extensive use of natural and forest regions for recreation has increased
the number of human-caused ﬁres. In addition, the decrease of rural
population and the abandonment of agricultural regions mainly in
southern Europe have led to the build up of ﬁre fuels on these areas and
the consequent increase in ﬁre risk. Nevertheless, although the number of
ﬁres has steadily increased in the last decades, on average the total area
consumed has not increased. This is mostly due to the active ﬁre
suppression policy and the large economic investment in ﬁreﬁghting
techniques of the European countries as well as the ﬁre prevention
measures. Lately, however, extreme ﬁre danger meteorological conditions
in 2003, 2005, and 2007 have contributed to an increased number of ﬁres
and burned area in Europe.
The European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC) started a
research activity in 1999 aimed at the development and implementation of
advanced methods for the evaluation of forest ﬁre risk and mapping
of burnt areas at the European scale. The outcome was the development
of the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS). In addition to
producing daily meteorological ﬁre danger forecast maps, and coordinating the harmonization of a European ﬁre database, EFFIS has produced
a number of burned area maps for the 2000–2005 period in ﬁve European
Union (EU) Mediterranean countries: France, Greece, Italy, Portugal,
and Spain (European Commission, 2001; European Commission, 2002;
European Commission, 2003; European Commission, 2004; European
Commission, 2005; European Commission, 2006). Since 2006 the burned
areas of other European countries such as Croatia, Cyprus, and Turkey
have also been mapped, and in 2007 due to the extreme ﬁre season in the
Balkans, the burned areas of the following additional countries were also
mapped: Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia.
Although estimates of biomass burning emissions exist at the global
and regional scales, no studies have ever been performed to speciﬁcally
estimate the contribution of forest ﬁres in the EU. This chapter presents
the most current statistics for number of forest ﬁres and burned area in
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the EU as well as estimates of biomass burning emissions for the 2000–
2005 period. The burned area maps for each year were combined with fuel
loads and burning efﬁciency ﬁgures, to estimate the quantity of burned
biomass. Emission factors were further used to estimate the trace gas and
aerosol emissions produced by vegetation ﬁres.

8.2. Data sets

The burned area maps were produced using two different remote sensing
images: the Indian Remote Sensing (IRS)–Satellite Wide Field Sensor
(WiFS) for the 2000–2003 period and the TERRA/AQUA–MODerateresolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images for the 2003–
2005 period. A map of fuel types was used in order to obtain the fuel load
information. The EU ﬁre database managed by the JRC has also been
used to further enhance the forest ﬁre emissions and burned biomass
estimates.

8.2.1. The EU ﬁre database

The European Economic Community (EEC) regulation No. 804/94
(now expired) established a community system of information on forest
ﬁres for which a systematic collection of a minimum set of data on each
ﬁre, the ‘‘common core’’, had to be carried out by the member states
participating in the system.
According to the current regulation (Forest Focus [EEC] No. 2152/
2003) about monitoring forests and environment interactions in the
community, the forest ﬁre common core data should continue to be
recorded and provided to the EC in order to collect comparable
information on forest ﬁres at community level. Within this new framework the database is being reﬁned and an enhanced version is under
development, with the support of the relevant forest services and civil
protection services of the EU member states, to consolidate and implement the EU ﬁre database in EFFIS (efﬁs.jrc.it/EU_Fire_Database).
The forest ﬁre data for the EU Fire Database are provided each year by
individual member states, with the following primary data items recorded
for each ﬁre event
– Date and time of ﬁrst alert, ﬁrst intervention, and ﬁre extinction.
– Fire location in terms of administrative units (local area units) and of
geographical coordinates.
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– Burned area detailed into the following four land cover categories:
forest, other wooded land, other non-wooded natural land, agriculture,
and other artiﬁcial vegetated land.
– Presumed ﬁre cause as outlined in both the general EU ﬁre causes
category and the individual countries category.
At present the database covers 23 countries with information for 2000–
2005 although some countries have information on a longer time period,
such as Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Croatia, Switzerland,
Turkey, and Norway.
The information from the EU ﬁre database has been used to improve
the estimations of forest ﬁre emissions and burned biomass computed
with the burned area maps for the ﬁve EU Mediterranean countries as
well as to extend the estimations to the 23 countries currently included in
the database.
8.2.2. Burned area maps

The burned area maps were obtained through the classiﬁcation of two
different types of satellite imagery, IRS–WiFS and MODIS. In both cases
the minimum mapping unit used was set to 50 ha, meaning that only ﬁres
equal to or larger than 50 ha were mapped.
The WiFS camera is a multispectral-WiFS, whose spectral channels are
optimized to determine vegetation indices. WiFS collects data in two bands
that correspond to red and near infrared. The ground swath is around
810 km, and the spatial resolution is 180 m. The time of overpass is around
10:30 a.m. local time. The potential revisiting time is ﬁve days. Images were
acquired at the end of the ﬁre season, typically between middle of
September to end of October, in order to map all the burned areas of the
year. The burned areas were mapped using a multitemporal changedetection technique (Barbosa et al., 2002). Although no speciﬁc validation
was done for the burned area maps, the maps were sent to the
national Forest Services for quality assessment, which reported positive
feedback.
MODIS instrument is carried both on the TERRA (morning pass) and
AQUA (afternoon pass) satellites. MODIS data has two bands with
spatial resolutions of 250 m (red and near-infrared bands) and ﬁve bands
with spatial resolution of 500 m (blue, green, and three short-wave
infrared bands). The time of overpass of TERRA is in the early morning,
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while AQUA overpass is in early afternoon, allowing for two images per
day. Images are acquired every day, providing continuous monitoring
of ﬁres and mapping of burned areas. Although mainly the 250-meter
bands were used to map the burned areas, the MODIS bands at 500 m
resolution were sometimes used for conﬁrmation. Mapping of the burned
areas was done through visual classiﬁcation, and the comparison of
the estimated total burned area with the ofﬁcial statistics from the ﬁve
countries analyzed showed high correlation (Barbosa et al., 2006).
8.2.3. Fuel map

Fuel types were classiﬁed using two databases: the COoRdinate Information on the Environment (CORINE) Land Cover 2000 (CLC2000;
European Environment Agency, 2002) and the Map of Natural Vegetation
of Europe (MNVE; Bohn & Neuhäusl, 2003). CLC2000 is an update for
the reference year 2000 of the ﬁrst CORINE Land Cover database that was
ﬁnalized in the early 1990s as part of the European Commission CORINE
program (European Commission, 1994). CLC2000 is based on the photointerpretation of Landsat satellite images and has a fairly good spatial
resolution, with a mapping scale of 1:100,000 and minimum mapping unit
of 25 ha. However, thematically the CLC can be considered relatively poor,
since only 44 classes are distinguished. On the other hand, the MNVE has a
lower spatial resolution (mapping scale of 1:3,000,000) but depicts more
than 100 vegetation associations. The CLC classes were stratiﬁed into
subregions according to phytosociological criteria, which accounted for the
ﬂoristic composition and other factors governing the distribution of the
vegetation. These subregions were then linked to the U.S. National Fire
Danger Rating System (NFDRS) fuel model map (Burgan, 1988; Sebastian
et al., 2002) in order to assign a fuel type to each of the subregions. The
NFDRS fuel load corresponding to each of the fuel model classes was then
assigned to the European Fuel Model Map (Table 8.1).
8.3. Computation of burned biomass and atmospheric emissions

The NFDRS model divides each of the fuel classes into dead fuel (ﬁne,
small, and large) and live fuel (woody and herbaceous). Each of the
components of the fuel classes are attributed a speciﬁc burning efﬁciency
and emission factor for gas-phase or aerosol compounds, depending on if
the ﬁre is ﬂaming or smoldering, which is related with the diameter of the
fuel type (Leenhouts, 1998). The general equation for computing emission
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Table 8.1. NFDRS fuel model corresponding to the fuel model classes assigned to the
European fuel model map
NFDRS
model
A
C
D
F
H
L
N
O
P
R
S
T
X

European fuel model model description

Grassland vegetated by annual grasses and forbs
Open pine stands with perennial grasses and forbs
Shrubland understory and pine overstory
Sclerophylous oakwood vegetation
Short-needled conifers with sparse undergrowth and thin layer of ground fuels
Grassland vegetated by perennial grasses
Inland and coastland marshes
Broadleaved forests of Quercus ilex, rotundifolia, and suber
Coniferous forest with Iberian-Atlantic oak-ash woods and Cantabrian
beechwoods
Broadleaved forest
Sparsely vegetated areas
Transitional woodland shrub
Non forest class

(e.g., CO2) from forest ﬁres is the following:
X
A f  Bf  C  E f
CO2 ¼
f

Af
Bf
C
Ef
f

burned area (m2)
fuel load (g m2)
burning efﬁciency (g g1)
emission coefﬁcient for CO2
fuel class

8.4. Results and discussion

According to the EU Fire Database, during the 2000–2005 period on
average about 95,000 ﬁres occurred annually in the 23 European
countries (Fig. 8.1), burning almost 600,000 ha of forest land every year
(Fig. 8.2).
Of these ﬁres about two-thirds or 65,000 occurred in ﬁve EU
Mediterranean countries (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain)
where on average half a million hectares of forest land were burned every
year. In addition, out of the 23 European countries, the total burned area
was 86% within those 5 countries alone during the 6-year study period,
and out of the 19 EU countries the total for the 5 countries was 96%.
Figure 8.3 shows the average burned area per year in the 23 European
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Figure 8.1. Number of ﬁres in the 5 EU Mediterranean countries (EU Med: France,
Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain) compared with the 19 countries for which data is
currently available in the database of EU (Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden) and with EUþ (19 EU countries þ
Croatia, Switzerland, Turkey, and Norway).

countries covered by the EU Fire Database for the period 2002–2005.
(Note that possible discrepancies between the values in this
chapter and in Szczygie" et al. (2009) in this book are due to the
fact that the EU Fire Database does not include ﬁres outside forest
or shrubland (e.g., agriculture ﬁres) except if these areas are part of
a forest ﬁre.)
The total area burned mapped from 2000 to 2005 for ﬁres larger than
50 ha in the ﬁve EU Mediterranean countries was 1,828,663 ha. However,
the burned area retrieved from the EU Fire Database, that includes also
the ﬁres smaller than 50 ha, was 2,942,924 ha. This means only 62% of the
burned areas were mapped which is due to the fact that only ﬁres larger
than 50 ha can be detected with the satellite imagery used.
Taking into account this information and assuming that the relative
distribution of fuel types remains the same in the burned areas that were
not mapped, the total biomass burned annually for these ﬁve countries
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Figure 8.2. Burned area in the 5 EU Mediterranean countries (EU Med: France, Greece,
Italy, Portugal, and Spain) compared with the 19 countries for which data is currently
available in the database of EU (Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden) and with EUþ (19 EU countriesþCroatia, Switzerland,
Turkey, and Norway).

was estimated between 4.0 and 10.5 Tg, while the CO2 emitted was
estimated between 6.6 and 17.5 Tg (Table 8.2).
Assuming that the relative distribution of fuel types remains invariable
when including the remaining EU countries that did not have the burned
area mapped, and considering that the total area burned increases to
3,023,293 ha, then the annual burned biomass for this 6-year period
varied between 4.2 and 11.0 Tg, and the CO2 between 7.1 and 18.4 Tg
(Table 8.3). If all 23 countries covered by the EU Fire Database are
included, further increases are found in the burned biomass values: from
a minimum of 5.1 to a maximum of 12.2 Tg and from a minimum of 8.4
to a maximum of 20.4 Tg for CO2 (Table 8.4).
Comparison of these results with average estimations for wildland ﬁres
in the conterminous United States (U.S.) show that although European
forest ﬁre emissions are normally smaller than those in the U.S., they can
in some cases be larger than the average minimum in the U.S. (Table 8.5).
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Figure 8.3. Average burned area per year in the European countries for the period 2000–
2005, derived from the EU Fire Database.

Table 8.2. Burned biomass and emission estimates from forest ﬁres in the ﬁve EU
Mediterranean countries between 2000 and 2005. Values are given in Tg

Burned biomass
CO2
CO
CH4
PM2.5
PM10
NMHC
VOC
NOX
OC
EC

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Average

6.4
10.7
0.434
0.023
0.043
0.051
0.071
0.019
0.022
0.030
0.026

4.4
7.4
0.292
0.015
0.029
0.035
0.049
0.013
0.015
0.020
0.017

4.0
6.6
0.266
0.014
0.027
0.031
0.044
0.011
0.014
0.019
0.016

10.5
17.5
0.680
0.036
0.069
0.081
0.114
0.030
0.036
0.047
0.041

4.8
8.0
0.319
0.017
0.032
0.038
0.053
0.014
0.017
0.022
0.019

7.9
13.2
0.541
0.028
0.054
0.063
0.089
0.023
0.028
0.038
0.032

6.3
10.6
0.422
0.022
0.042
0.050
0.070
0.018
0.022
0.029
0.025
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Table 8.3. Burned biomass and emission estimates from forest ﬁres in the 19 countries for
which data is currently available in the database of EU (Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden) between 2000 and 2005. Values
are given in Tg

Burned biomass
CO2
CO
CH4
PM2.5
PM10
NMHC
VOC
NOX
OC
EC

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Average

6.6
11.1
0.448
0.023
0.045
0.053
0.074
0.019
0.023
0.031
0.027

4.6
7.6
0.302
0.016
0.030
0.036
0.050
0.013
0.016
0.021
0.018

4.2
7.1
0.286
0.015
0.028
0.034
0.047
0.012
0.015
0.020
0.017

11.0
18.4
0.717
0.037
0.072
0.085
0.120
0.031
0.038
0.050
0.043

5.0
8.3
0.329
0.017
0.033
0.039
0.055
0.014
0.017
0.023
0.020

8.1
13.5
0.555
0.029
0.055
0.065
0.091
0.024
0.029
0.039
0.033

6.6
11.0
0.439
0.023
0.044
0.052
0.073
0.019
0.023
0.031
0.026

Table 8.4. Burned biomass and emission estimates from forest ﬁres in EUþ (19 EU
countriesþCroatia, Switzerland, Turkey, and Norway) between 2000 and 2005. Values are
given in Tg

Burned Biomass
CO2
CO
CH4
PM2.5
PM10
NMHC
VOC
NOX
OC
EC

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Average

8.2
13.7
0.555
0.029
0.055
0.065
0.091
0.024
0.029
0.039
0.033

5.1
8.4
0.333
0.017
0.033
0.039
0.055
0.014
0.017
0.023
0.020

5.3
8.8
0.358
0.019
0.036
0.042
0.059
0.015
0.019
0.025
0.021

12.2
20.4
0.795
0.041
0.080
0.095
0.133
0.034
0.042
0.055
0.048

5.2
8.6
0.342
0.018
0.034
0.040
0.057
0.015
0.018
0.024
0.020

8.5
14.1
0.577
0.030
0.057
0.068
0.094
0.025
0.030
0.040
0.034

7.4
12.3
0.493
0.026
0.049
0.058
0.082
0.021
0.026
0.034
0.029

Table 8.5. Burned biomass (Tg) comparison between European union countries and USA
with estimated maximum and minimum values in brackets
Regions
EUþ
EU 19 countries (2000–2005)
EU Med (2000–2005)
USA

Tg
[5.1, 12.2]
[4.2, 11.0]
[4.0, 10.5]
[9, 59]
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Analyzing forest ﬁre emissions from the European countries in a wider
context shows only a small contribution to the estimated emissions found
in the literature. Estimates from Levine (1994) for burned biomass for
savannas (3690 Tg/year), temperate and boreal forest (280 Tg/year), and
tropical forest (1260 Tg/year) are in fact much higher than the results
presented in this chapter. This is conﬁrmed by more recent ﬁgures that
estimate a total of 8903 Tg of CO2/year at a global level (van der Werf
et al., 2006).
8.5. Conclusions

The results of our study present an initial comprehensive and comparative
picture of forest ﬁre emissions in most of the EU countries. We found that
the vast majority of the current emissions come from ﬁve EU Mediterranean countries (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain). The relative
importance of European forest ﬁre emissions in a global context show that
although their contribution is relatively small at the global scale, these
emissions can have important implications for international commitments,
such as the Kyoto protocol that has the objective of reducing greenhouse
gases that cause climate change.
The most important uncertainties are mainly related to fuel load,
since no speciﬁc fuel load or biomass maps exist at the European level.
Burning efﬁciency is another factor that has to be studied in order to
reduce uncertainties about forest ﬁre emissions. Since the fuel map used
was built using surface ﬁre fuel models of the U.S. NFDRS model
(Burgan, 1988), the estimates should be regarded as conservative because
they do not include the emission contribution from tree-crown consumption in the case of crown-ﬁre. In order to have more precise values of area
burned, mainly for the ﬁres smaller than 50 ha, higher spatial resolution
satellite images should be used, depending on their availability. Efforts
should also be made to develop a speciﬁc fuel map model for Europe, and
speciﬁc studies should be conducted to quantify burning efﬁciency in
different fuel types and in different ﬁre-severity conditions.
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Chapter 9
Forest Fires and Air Quality Issues in Southern Europe
Ana Isabel Miranda, Enrico Marchi, Marco Ferretti and Millán M. Millán
Abstract
Each summer forest ﬁres in southern Europe emit large quantities of
pollutants to the atmosphere. These ﬁres can generate a number
of air pollution episodes as measured by air quality monitoring
networks. We analyzed the impact of forest ﬁres on air quality of
speciﬁc regions of southern Europe. Data from several summer
seasons were studied with the aim of identifying air pollution
episodes related to the occurrence of forest ﬁres. Emissions from
forest ﬁres were estimated on the basis of vegetation burned and ﬁre
characteristics. Emissions from aircrafts used to ﬁght forest ﬁres
were also calculated. It was possible to identify and quantify several
particulate and photochemical air pollution episodes caused or
enhanced by smoke from forest ﬁres. A case study is described and a
mesoscale air quality modelling system, speciﬁcally adapted to forest
ﬁres, was applied to simulate the ﬁre impact on air quality. Results
from the modeling exercise were considered to be reasonable when
compared to air concentration values from monitoring networks,
taking into account all the uncertainties inherent to this kind of
simulation.

9.1. Introduction

Due to frequency of occurrence and the magnitude of effects on the
environment, health, economy, and security, forest ﬁres have increasingly
become a major subject of concern for decision makers, ﬁreﬁghters,
researchers, and citizens in general. According to the European
Commission (2005), more than 12 million ha of forest have burned in
Corresponding author: E-mail: miranda@ua.pt
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the past 25 years in the ﬁve southern European Union (EU) member
states alone, with an average value of nearly 500,000 ha/year. Moreover,
approximately 60 million ha of forest, representing more than 50% of the
former 15 EU member states forests, have been classiﬁed as high or
medium ﬁre risk areas (European Commission, 2004).
One of the consequences of forest ﬁres is the atmospheric emissions of
various environmentally signiﬁcant gases and solid particulates that
contribute to local, regional, and global phenomena in the biosphere.
Pollutants emitted include atmospheric particulate matter (PM) and
gaseous compounds, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide
(CO), methane (CH4), nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC), nitrogen
oxides, (NOX), and nitrous oxide (N2O). Smoke pollution due to forest
ﬁre events can represent an important public health issue to the
community, particularly for personnel involved in ﬁreﬁghting operations
(Brustet et al., 1991; Miranda et al., 1994a, 2005a; Reinhardt et al., 2001;
Valente et al., 2007; Ward et al., 1993). In addition, high levels of
tropospheric ozone can occur at great distances from emission sources
(Crutzen & Andreae, 1990; Crutzen & Carmichael, 1993). The environmental effects of these emissions are related to the transport and
deposition processes involved.
Severe air pollution episodes caused by ﬁres in Amazonia (Brazil),
Indonesia, and Philippines in 1997–1998 and, more recently, in Australia
and Russia have drawn worldwide attention to the problem of air quality
due to forest ﬁres. Increasingly, smoke pollution caused by wildland ﬁres
is considered an important health issue with major risks for the
population and the environment. The World Health Organization
(WHO) has even provided guidelines for forest ﬁre episodic events to
protect the public from adverse health effects (World Health Organization, 1999). This concern also applies to prescribed ﬁres, especially in
Australia and North America where this land management technique is
frequently used.
The main purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the
effects of forest ﬁres on the air quality in southern European through two
main approaches: the cross-analysis of air quality and forest ﬁre behavior
data, and the application of an air quality modelling system to a speciﬁc
case study.

9.2. Forest ﬁres and air quality in Europe

The link between forest ﬁres and air quality is not commonly made. From
the point of view of the community dealing with the ﬁre, the main
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concerns are the direct effects of ﬁre, such as human fatalities and
property damage. In addition, air quality problems are usually analyzed
in terms of the main anthropogenic sources, particularly the classic
industrial and road transport sectors. However, forest ﬁres can be a
signiﬁcant source of air pollutants, and air quality management strategies
should consider these effects.
The extreme ﬁre events that occurred in the summer 2003 in southern
Europe highlighted the need to better analyze this phenomenon. In
Portugal, for example, the ﬁremen involved in these episodes regarded the
summer of 2003 as the most important operational challenge of the past
30 years (Liga Bombeiros Portugueses, 2003). The decrease in the number
of reported ﬁres compared to the 1993–2002 period was not accompanied
by a decrease in the area burned. On the contrary, ﬁre area in 2003 was
approximately four times higher than the annual average for the same
period (Direcc- ão Geral das Florestas, 2003). As a consequence, unusual
air pollutant concentrations were registered at several monitoring stations
in the national air quality network during 2003, most of them located
inside urban areas (Monteiro et al., 2005). Moreover, increases in the
number of hospital admissions and deaths due to respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases were also reported either as a direct consequence
of the ﬁres or in association with the concomitant high air temperatures
(Direcc- ão Geral das Florestas, 2003). In Spain during the same year,
deaths related to forest ﬁres were caused not by the ﬁre itself, but by
smoke inhalation (Caballero, 2003).
9.2.1. Forest ﬁres in southern Europe

Fire is the most important natural threat to forests and wooded areas of
southern Europe. This area can be deﬁned to include Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Greece, and Mediterranean France (Corse, Provence–Alpes–Cote
d’Azur, Languedoc–Roussillon, Rhone–Alpes). In the past decade (1996–
2005), the average annual number of forest ﬁres throughout southern
Europe exceeded 61,000, which is 34% more than recorded during the
previous decade (1986–1995) (Table 9.1). In particular, there has been an
increase in the average number of annual ﬁres in Portugal (94%), Spain
(49%), and Greece (22%). Only in Italy was there a reduction (26%) in
the number of forest ﬁres. On average, there were about 54 ﬁres/100 km2,
with a maximum in Portugal (308 ﬁres/100 km2) and a minimum in
Greece (14 ﬁres/100 km2). The average area burnt annually during the
period 1996–2005 was approximately 423,000 ha, which was 19% less
than in the previous decade (1986–1995) (Table 9.2). The mean total area
burnt decreased in Spain (by 45%), Italy (by 35%), Mediterranean
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Table 9.1. Number of forest ﬁres in southern Europe (1996–2005)
Year

Forest ﬁre (number)
Med. France

Greece

Italy

Portugal

1789
2784
2586
2995
2430
2788
1677
3490
2028
1871

1508
2273
1842
1486
2581
2535
1141
1452
1748
1544

9093
11,612
9540
6932
8595
7134
4601
9697
6428
7951

28,626
23,497
34,676
25,477
34,109
26,533
26,488
26,195
21,870
35,697

Total (1996–2005)
%

24,438
4.0

18,110
2.9

81,583
13.2

283,168
45.9

209,203
33.9

616,502
100.0

Total (1986–1995)
Difference
%

23,880
558
2.3

14,817
3293
22.2

109,690
28,107
25.6

145,958
137,210
94.0

140,481
68,722
48.9

460,569
155,933
33.9

301,333

92,040

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Total national
area km2 b
No. ﬁre/100 km2

113,249
21.6

131,957
13.7

27.1

308.1

Spain
16,771
22,320
22,448
18,237
24,118
19,099
19,929
18,616
21,396
26,269a

505,960
41.4

Total
57,787
62,486
71,092
55,127
71,833
58,089
53,836
59,450
53,470
73,332

1,144,539
53.9

Sources: Promethee Database, France; Corpo Forestale dello Stato, Italy; Direcc- ao Geral
dos Recursos Florestais, Portugal; Dirección General para la Biodiversidad, Ministerio de
Medio Ambiente, Spain; Greece, European Commission (2006).
a
Provisional data—lacking some data from Andalucia and Extremadura.
b
Only Mediterranean area of France (Corse, Provence–Alpes–Cote d’Azur, Languedoc–
Roussillon, Rhone–Alpes).

France (by 28%), and Greece (by 24%). Only Portugal experienced an
increase of about 66% during the same period, mainly due to the 2003
and 2005 forest ﬁre seasons.
9.2.2. Emissions

Air pollutant and precursor emissions in Europe are mainly due to
combustion and energy transformation industries (SOX), road transport
(CO, NOX, NMHC), solvents and other similar products (NMHC), and
agriculture (NH3) (Ritters, 1998). The major air pollutants emitted in
southern Europe (France, Greece, Italy, Spain, and Portugal) over the
period 1990–2003 are reported in Fig. 9.1. These data are based on a
compilation of National Emission Inventories carried out according to
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Table 9.2. Burnt area (ha) in southern Europe (1996–2005)
Year

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Burnt area (ha)
Med. France

Greece

Italy

Portugal

Spain

Total

3119
12,250
11,243
12,782
18,860
17,965
6298
61,507
10,596
17,356

25,310
52,373
92,901
8289
145,033
18,221
6013
3517
10,267
6437

57,988
111,230
155,553
71,117
114,648
76,427
40,791
91,805
60,176
47,575

88,867
30,535
158,369
70,613
159,605
111,850
124,411
425,716
129,539
338,262

59,814
98,503
133,643
82,217
188,586
92,386
107,464
148,173
134,193
179,851a

235,098
304,891
551,709
245,018
626,731
316,849
284,977
730,718
344,771
589,481

Total (1996–2005)
%

171,976
4.1

368,361
8.7

827,310
19.6

1,637,767
38.7

1,224,829
29.0

4,230,242
100.0

Total (1986–1995)
Difference
%

237,681
65,705
27.6

485,902
117,541
24.2

1,278,521
451,211
35.3

988,107
649,659
65.8

2,214,973
990,144
44.7

5,205,184
974,942
18.7

11,325

13,196

30,133

9204

50,596

114,454

Total national
area (ha ‘000)b
Total (1996–2005)
burnt area/Total
national area (%)

1.5

2.8

2.7

17.8

2.4

3.7

Sources: Promethee Database, France; Corpo Forestale dello Stato, Italy; Direcc- ao Geral
dos Recursos Florestais, Portugal; Dirección General para la Biodiversidad, Ministerio de
Medio Ambiente, Spain; Greece, European Commission (2006).
a
Provisional data—lacking some data from Andalucia and Extremadura.
b
Only Mediterranean area of France (Corse, Provence–Alpes–Cote d’Azur, Languedoc–
Roussillon, Rhone–Alpes).

the Coordination of Information on Air Emissions (CORINAIR)
methodology (European Environmental Agency, 2005a). In the year
2003, emissions amounted to 14,518 Gg (CO), 4614 Gg (NOx), 4406 Gg
(NMHC), and 3098 Gg (SOX). Due to incomplete datasets, no estimate
was available for NH3 in 2003; in 2002, the estimate was 1786 Gg. There
is clearly a decreasing trend in the emissions of NMHC, SOX, and CO
(Fig. 9.1). The trend is less pronounced for NOX, while NH3 emissions
have remained fairly unchanged. Figure 9.2 shows the relative contribution of southern European emissions to the total emissions in the EU 15
member states.
It is worth noting that, despite the decreasing trend in emissions
overall, the contribution from southern European countries has increased
over the period 1990–2003. On average, this increase has been 1176.5%,
and driven primarily by SOX in particular, a class of pollutant that has
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Figure 9.1. Emissions of CO (left y axis), NOX, NMHC, SOX, and NH3 (right y axis) in
southern Europe (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain) for the period 1990–2003
(European Environmental Agency, 2005a).

had particularly effective reductions in countries that experienced very
high emission rates in the past. For example, SOX emissions in Germany
were three times higher than in Italy in 1990.
Notwithstanding this trend, it is important to understand the contribution by forest ﬁres to these total values. Of the pollutants analyzed, forest
ﬁres are major contributors of CO, NOx, NMHC, and NH3. In the
European context and according to data from the European emission
inventory CORINAIR (European Environmental Agency, 2004), forest
ﬁre emissions represent 0.2% of NO2, 0.5% of NMHC, 1.9% of CO, and
0.1% of NH3. For Portugal the contribution of forest ﬁre emissions in 2003
to the total value (for the 1994 base year) equates to 14.1% CO, 5.2%
NO2, 2.7% NMHC, 2.2% CH4, 1.3% NH3, and 0.6% SO2. These
emissions were estimated using the national emission inventory for nonforest ﬁre emissions and a model (EMISPREAD; Miranda et al., 2005b),
which takes into account type of fuel and combustion phase, to estimate
forest ﬁre emissions from southern Europe.
Globally, ﬁres are a signiﬁcant contributor of CO2 and other
greenhouse gases (GHG) to the atmosphere. Fires account for
approximately one-ﬁfth of the total global emission of CO2 (Sandberg
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Figure 9.2. The ratio between the emissions in southern Europe and the EU 15 member
states (European Environmental Agency, 2005a).

et al., 2002). Even taking into account the notion that ﬁres in temperate
ecosystems are minor contributors compared to biomass burning in
savannas, boreal, and tropical forests, the contribution to total CO2
equivalent emissions produced during forest ﬁres can reach 7% if the
annual area burned and exceeds 100,000 ha (Miranda et al., 1994b).
When assessing forest ﬁre emissions, pollutants emitted during ground
and air-ﬁghting activities should also be evaluated. As with many
vehicles, ﬁreﬁghting aircraft engines produce water vapor, unburned or
partially combusted hydrocarbons, CO2, CO, NOX, SOX, particulates
(sulfur- and carbon-based), and other trace compounds. These emissions
concentrate in the lower troposphere, as ﬁreﬁghting aircrafts do not
exceed 3000 m.
Aircraft emissions are characterized in terms of emission index (EI;
units of gram of emissions per kilogram of fuel burned), which is
representative of a particular engine state, along with the time spent in
that state performing the various operative modes (e.g., idling, taking off,
climbing out, approaching, reverse thrust). The time that ﬁreﬁghting
aircraft operates in each mode depends on a variety of factors including
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distance from airport to ﬁre, distance from ﬁre to water supply point and
terrain morphology; however, no data are currently available to
determine the time spent in the different operative modes.
Emission levels of H2O, CO2, and SO2 are determined by the fraction
of hydrogen (H), carbon (C), and sulfur (S) compounds contained in the
fuel. In contrast, emissions of NOX, CO, and HC vary according to the
combustor conditions (Sutkus et al., 2003). It is likely that aircraft
emissions are also modiﬁed by the presence of other atmospheric
pollutants, including those from forest ﬁres.
A preliminary analysis of the ﬁreﬁghting aircraft emission during the
period 2000–2003 was carried out in Italy. Flight data were collected by
the National Uniﬁed Aerial Operational Center (COAU) and included
take off, in zone, off zone, and take on times. Travel (time to go and back
from aircraft base to forest ﬁre) and operative (time spent in active
ﬁreﬁghting activities) times were then calculated. Since speciﬁc EIs for the
engines used in the ﬁreﬁghting aircraft were not available, the average EI
for the main pollutants were used according to Schumann (2002) and
Penner et al. (1999). These EIs included (g kg1) 3150 for CO2, 1260 for
H2O, 14 for NOX, 4 for CO, 1 for SO2, and 0.6 for HC. For NOx, the
emission index (EI(NOx)) is given as gram equivalent NO2.
On the basis of average fuel consumption, ﬂight time, and EI, emissions
from Italian ﬁreﬁghting aircrafts over the period 2000–2003 were
calculated according to Draper et al. (1997).
The average annual emission was about 61 t NOX, 3 t HC, 4 t SO2, 18 t
CO, 14,000 t CO2, and 6000 t H2O. According to the ﬂight time
distribution, over 60% of the emissions were concentrated close to the
ﬁre areas. In addition, forest ﬁre emissions were estimated using the
EMISPREAD model for Italy in 2001. Emissions from ﬁreﬁghting
aircraft were compared with these values (Table 9.3), and it is obvious

Table 9.3. Forest ﬁre and aircraft emissions in Italy in 2001
Source

Emissions (t)

Forest ﬁres
Aircraft

In zone
Travel
Total

Total
Aircraft/forest ﬁres

%

CO2

CO

950,769
7906
5536
13,442

46,417
10
7
17

5861
2
1
3

2632
35
25
60

964,211

46,434

5864

2692

1.41

0.04

HC

0.05

NOX

2.28
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that aircraft emissions for some pollutants such as CO2 and NOX have to
be considered when total emission values associated with forest ﬁres are
analyzed.
9.2.3. Air quality

The contribution of forest ﬁres to total atmospheric emissions makes it
clear that some relationship between forest ﬁres and air quality is to be
expected. However, it is not always easy to identify air pollution episodes
caused or exacerbated by forest ﬁres. Pollutants emitted from forest ﬁres
are transported and dispersed in the atmosphere, and their effects on air
quality can occur far from the emitting source. Although major wildﬁres
are limited to some hundreds of hectares, their impacts, with no natural
or political boundaries, can be felt and reported far beyond the physical
limits of the ﬁre spread. Depending on meteorological conditions, smoke
plumes and haze layers can persist in the atmosphere for long periods of
time, and prevailing conditions will inﬂuence the chemical and optical
characteristics of the plume. There is emerging evidence that smoke from
widespread wildﬁres in Portugal in summer 2003 contributed to the high
ozone levels measured at the air quality monitoring stations in Paris,
France (Hodzic et al., 2006).
Air quality issues have changed with time in Europe. Early concern
about sulfur compounds and acidiﬁcation of ecosystems (freshwaters and
forests) was particularly relevant in the 1970s and 1980s in central
Europe. Today, concerns mostly include tropospheric ozone and PM10
(particles with mean aerodynamic diameter smaller than 10 mm) levels
impinging on populations in urban environments (European Environmental Agency, 2005b; Lövblad et al., 2004; Percy & Ferretti, 2004).
According to a recent report (European Environmental Agency, 2005b),
the proportion of the population exposed to values exceeding EU
protection values for PM10, SO2, and NO2 or target values for O3 is
25–55% (PM10), 30% (O3 and NO2), and o1% (SO2). These data have
some limitations because the spatial coverage varies from year to year,
and only populations in urban areas equipped with monitoring networks
are considered. However, they are useful for making a qualitative
estimate of the potential impact of the different air pollutants. In
southern Europe, ozone and PM10 have been claimed as the most
important air pollution problems.
Ozone, in particular, shows distinctly higher levels in southern Europe,
which is also identiﬁed as the most critical area in terms of burnt area and
forest ﬁre risk, than in other regions of Europe (Beck et al., 1999). Ozone
is a secondary photochemical pollutant, and its production depends on
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Figure 9.3. Average number of ozone exceedances per station for three European regions
observed during each year for the period 1995–2005. The summer average maximum daily
temperature in selected cities are also presented (European Environmental Agency, 2006).

levels of solar radiation and high temperatures. Figure 9.3 (European
Environmental Agency, 2006) illustrates this relation between meteorological conditions and number of exceedances of permissible ozone
levels in different regions of Europe—northwestern, central and eastern,
and southern Europe. Daily maximum temperatures observed in three
capital cities in these regions (Paris—northwestern region; Prague—
central and eastern region; and Rome—southern region) averaged for the
period April–September of a particular year are shown in Fig. 9.3. The
ozone number of exceedances is based on data from the monitoring
networks in Europe. Frequent occurrence of ozone exceedance was quite
common in southern Europe, where the highest temperature values were
also reported (city of Rome), compared to other temperature values
measured in cities from northwestern, central, and eastern Europe.
Emissions from forest ﬁres are also very dependent on weather
conditions. An analysis of ﬁre occurrence and burnt area per month in
Italy, Greece, Mediterranean France, and Portugal can be used to
evaluate the yearly distribution of forest ﬁre emissions to the atmosphere.
Two peaks are usually recorded: in spring (March/April) and in summer
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Figure 9.4. Fire number and burnt area per month (Portugal—average values 1997–2001).
(Source: Direcc- ão Geral dos Recursos Florestais, Portugal.)

(July, August, and September). The second peak is higher, with about
50–70% of the ﬁres occurring annually, depending on year and country,
and covering 70–90% of the annual area burnt. As an example, Fig. 9.4
shows the situation in Portugal.
The presence of ozone precursors emitted by forest ﬁres, namely NOX
and NMHC, is also important. Southern European countries have good
conditions for photochemical production (European Commission, 1999)
and forest ﬁre occurrence, namely very hot, dry, and sunny summers, and
forested areas, both of which contribute to higher emissions of ozone
precursors.
Weather conditions are also another possible link between forest ﬁres
and episodes of particulate air pollution in southern Europe, particularly
where PM10 is a critical pollutant. During summer, low humidity and
high wind speed values increase the risk of occurrence of large forest ﬁres,
while being related to high values of PM with the transport and
resuspension of dust and pollen (Coutinho et al., 2005).

9.3. Air quality management and forest ﬁres

Air quality is one of the areas in which Europe has been most active in
recent years, namely focusing on the deﬁnition and implementation of air
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quality strategies, the improvement of air quality monitoring networks,
and the development of scientiﬁc knowledge to better characterize and
understand European air quality. The European Commission (EC) has
aimed to develop an overall strategy through setting long-term air quality
objectives. A series of directives has been introduced to control levels of
certain pollutants and to monitor their concentration in air. In 1996, the
Environmental Council adopted the Air Quality Framework Directive
96/62/EC (AQFD) on ambient air quality assessment and management.
This Framework Directive, followed by its subsequent directives,
presented several innovative aspects and concepts regarding air quality
management strategies, such as the need to establish plans and programs
for zones and urban agglomerations where the air quality thresholds are
not met and the possibility of using simulation models as a tool to
evaluate air quality. These two new aspects of the AQFD can be directly
applied to forest ﬁres, which are responsible for air pollution episodes.
9.3.1. Plans and programs

The AQFD establishes that if certain air quality standards are surpassed,
member states have the obligation to prepare plans and programs (PPs)
that must indicate measures to improve air quality and to comply with
speciﬁed limit values.
Several member states have already delivered their plans and programs
to the European Commission regarding air quality exceedances in 2001–
2003, and stating how they intend to improve the air quality in a near
future. These plans and programs mainly concern urban agglomerations,
densely populated areas, and PM10 and NO2 pollution.
In Portugal, Porto and Lisbon agglomerations are the only ones that
submitted plans and programs to implement measures to reduce PM10 air
pollution. According to EU Framework Directive PM10, daily averaged
values should not exceed 50 mg m3 more than 35 times/year (as of
January 2005). The number of PM10 exceedances for the monitoring
stations in the Porto agglomeration air quality monitoring network was
analyzed (Coutinho et al., 2005). For the 3 years under study (2001–
2003), all stations registered some exceedance of the annual average PM10
threshold value, and many stations did so more times than the 35 daily
exceedances allowed by the directive.
The identiﬁcation of PM10 sources was fundamental for the deﬁnition
of plans and programs for the Porto agglomeration that has to ensure
reaching the threshold value in 2005. Moreover, according to the
European Commission, plans and programs should focus on anthropogenic sources, but forest ﬁres are considered natural ones. For the
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analysis of the need to develop plans and programs, PM10 exceeding days
due to natural sources (e.g., forest ﬁres) can be deducted from the total
exceeding days. However, due to the number of sources involved, the
relation between forest ﬁre emissions and PM10 values measured is not
clear-cut. Therefore, a speciﬁc approach was developed to identify
episodes of particulate pollution in the Porto agglomeration related to
forest ﬁres. To do this, days for which values were higher than the daily
limit value for PM10 (50 mg m3) at three or more monitoring stations
simultaneously, plus a margin of tolerance for the speciﬁc year under
analysis, were considered to be episodic days that could potentially be
inﬂuenced by a forest ﬁre smoke plume. For these days, the hybrid singleparticle Lagrangian integrated trajectory model (HYSPLIT) was applied
to estimate backward trajectories from the forest ﬁres to the Porto
agglomeration.
In very simple models, the trajectory and dispersion of the smoke
plume can be simulated through straight-line trajectories. Other models
assume that the atmosphere is neutrally buoyant to compute trajectories
of air parcels that are transported by a tridimensional wind ﬁeld, which is
calculated by a numerical weather prediction model. This so-called
‘‘trajectory technique’’ is considered to be simple in its concept and only
requires modest computer resources (Borrego et al., 2004). Trajectories
can be run forward in time to determine receptor areas or backward in
order to determine the pollutant source areas. In general, multiple
trajectories are required due to instability of the atmospheric ﬂow.
The HYSPLIT model, developed by the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, is a system that can estimate trajectories
and dispersion and deposition ﬁelds of gaseous and particulate pollutants
(Draxler et al., 2005). It uses meteorological grid data from re-analysis of
weather forecasting models. Figure 9.5 shows the estimated trajectories
for August 3–4, 2003, when several forest ﬁres were spreading through the
center of Portugal. HYSPLIT was applied for air mass altitudes of 250,
500, and 750 m and for a period 1–2 days. Satellite photos for these days
are also shown in Fig. 9.5.
This methodology, which was used for all the ﬁres with a burned area
larger than 100 ha, was applied for 3 years of air quality monitoring in the
Porto agglomeration (Borrego et al., 2005). In this way, it was possible to
calculate the contribution of forest ﬁres to PM10 pollution episodes as
35%, 8%, and 18%, for 2001, 2002, and 2003, respectively. This
information was used to differentiate between anthropogenic and forest
ﬁre contributions to particulate matter pollution episodes. After
subtracting episodic days due to forest ﬁres from the total exceeding
days, the need to develop PPs still persisted.
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Figure 9.5. Backward trajectories (a, b) and satellite images (c, d) for August 3 (a, c) and
August 4 (b, d), 2003, in Portugal. Blue areas correspond to burned areas, stars indicate the
Porto agglomeration, and different colored lines indicate trajectories at different heights.
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9.3.2. Modeling smoke plume impact on urban air quality in Lisbon

Smoke from forest ﬁres can be a serious problem in cities and urban
areas. In Portugal, forest ﬁres in summer 2003 were considered the most
devastating, and this is clearly reﬂected in the values measured by the air
quality monitoring networks (Miranda et al., 2005c). Several air quality
stations registered extremely high pollutant concentrations due to ﬁre
emissions and transport from surrounding areas. Ash from nearby ﬁres
reached many urban areas, reducing visibility, and depositing in urban
areas.
Lisbon suffered the effects of smoke from forest ﬁres north of its urban
area in September 2003. This situation represents a very interesting case
study for smoke dispersion and air pollutant concentration estimation
because of the high population density involved and hence higher risk of
human exposure to smoke. The Lisbon airshed, with a population of
3.5 million inhabitants, is the most important urban center in Portugal.
It was built in a very complex topographic region, dominated by a large
estuary and multiple hills and surrounded by small mountain ranges with
elevations over 400 m above sea level.
The urban area of Lisbon has an air quality monitoring networking
that includes several stations with different typologies (urban background
or urban trafﬁc), according to location and environmental criteria. Air
quality data analysis enabled the identiﬁcation of September 13, 2003 as
the most critical day for high CO and PM10 concentration values in the
Lisbon urban area. On this day, 33 ﬁres were active in the Lisbon district,
burning an area of about 400 ha of forest stands and shrubs. Figure 9.6
shows the location of the ﬁres and the air quality monitoring stations
in the Lisbon airshed. Figure 9.7 presents the hourly averaged PM10
(Fig. 9.7a) and CO (Fig. 9.7b) concentrations measured on September 13
at the monitoring stations indicated.
A dramatic increase in the concentration of PM10 measured at the end
of the day was evident. The day was very warm, with temperatures
reaching 351C in Lisbon airport. Winds mainly blew from the east
quadrant, changing towards southeast at the end of the afternoon, when
the highest concentration values were measured. PM10 concentration
values were generally high, but due to the ﬁres, the average 50 mg m3
value was breached at all measuring stations except two (Quinta do
Marquês and Mem-Martins), which are located west of Lisbon and were
not affected by the smoke plumes. Avenida da Liberdade registered the
highest daily averaged value of 150 mg m3.
The European Directive has established 10,000 mg m3 CO as the
maximum eight-hour average allowable in a day. Even with a large
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Figure 9.6. Location of the September 13, 2003, main forest ﬁres and air quality
monitoring stations in the Lisbon airshed (circles represent urban background stations,
squares are urban trafﬁc stations, and ﬂame symbol represents forest ﬁres).

increase in CO values at the end of the day (Fig. 9.7b), the values
measured were not signiﬁcant in terms of air pollution.
Numerical modeling of smoke dispersion allows us to understand how
pollutants emitted by a forest ﬁre are transported and dispersed in the
atmosphere by estimating the resulting air pollutant concentration ﬁelds.
AIRFIRE (Miranda, 2004) was developed to take into account the
possible impact of forest ﬁres on photochemical production. It integrates
a modiﬁed version of the non-hydrostatic meteorological model (MEMO)
(Moussiopoulos et al., 1993), the Rothermel ﬁre progression model
(Rothermel, 1972), and the atmospheric dispersion model for reactive
species (MARS; Moussiopoulos et al., 1995). Using data available for
September 13, 2003, AIRFIRE was applied to a modeling domain of
200 km  200 km with a horizontal resolution of 4 km  4 km. This
domain was chosen in order to consider mesoscale circulations, such as
sea breezes in the Lisbon area.
Carbon monoxide and PM10 emissions from forest ﬁres were estimated
using data relating to the area burnt and the type of vegetation. Average
emission factors for the two main types of fuel, shrub, and forest were
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Figure 9.7. Measured PM10 (a) and CO (b) concentration values (mg m3) for September
13, 2003, at the different monitoring stations in Lisbon.

used, but these did not take into account differences in emissions due
to smouldering and ﬂaming combustion. These emission factors came
from a selection of values for southern European forest ﬁres (Miranda,
2004). The system was also applied considering only anthropogenic
emissions from the national emission inventory (Instituto do Ambiente,
2006).
For meteorological conditions, MEMO used upper air data from the
Lisbon airport as initial and boundary conditions. Aerological data,
including temperature and wind speed and direction, obtained at 00.00,
12.00, and 24.00 LST (local standard time) were used as input data.
Twenty vertical layers above the topography were considered, the ﬁrst
one (the surface layer) at a depth of 20 m. The top layer of the model was
set at 6000 m.
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The temporal evolution of the hourly averaged PM10 concentration
ﬁelds during September 13 was estimated. Figure 9.8 shows the surface
hourly averaged PM10 concentration patterns for 18.00 (Fig. 9.8a and b)
and 22.00 LST (Fig. 9.8c and d) as estimated by AIRFIRE, considering
all the sources in the simulation domain (Fig. 9.8b and d), which include
forest ﬁre emissions, and only considering the anthropogenic ones (Fig.
9.8a and c). Surface patterns of wind as estimated by AIRFIRE are also
presented in Fig. 9.8. There is an obvious contribution by forest ﬁres to
the particularly high levels of PM10 measured in the urban area of Lisbon

Figure 9.8. Hourly averaged surface PM10 concentration (mg m3) and wind values at 18.00
(a, b) and 22.00 (c, d) LST, both excluding forest ﬁre emissions (a, c) and including forest ﬁre
emissions (b, d) in Lisbon.
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Figure 9.9. Qualitative comparison between measured and simulated hourly averaged
concentration values of PM10 (mg m3) at Loures (a) and Entrecampos (b).

at night. More details regarding this Lisbon case study simulation can be
found in Miranda et al. (2005c).
The accuracy of the modelling system was evaluated by directly
comparing the simulated results with hourly averaged PM10 measurements from the Lisbon air quality monitoring network with Loures
(Fig. 9.9a) and Entrecampos (Fig. 9.9b). There was reasonable agreement
between simulated and observed values for most of the air quality
monitoring stations (Miranda et al., 2005c). Taking into account the
errors associated with this type of simulation, including those related to
fuel load or fuel consumption, the simulation results can be considered an
important source of information for managers of air quality. Currently, it
is not a common procedure in Europe to model air quality by including
forest ﬁre emissions, but the use of this modelling tool can be extended to
other European study cases.
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9.4. Conclusions and future directions

The effect of forest ﬁres on air quality is an issue of concern in many regions
of the world, including the southern European countries. While pollution
emissions are generally decreasing, the role of forest ﬁres is becoming
increasingly important. Emissions from forest ﬁres may cause substantial
exceedances of the air quality threshold, particularly in agglomerations with
the high population densities. There is a strong need to take into account the
role of forest ﬁres when determining management strategies for air quality.
To protect people, environmental policies must integrate the traditional
pollution-oriented and land management issues into a unique system that
can integrate both problems. Better land management can help to reduce
both the number of air pollution episodes and the risk of unwanted ﬁres.
This chapter illustrates how forest ﬁres and air quality issues can be
linked as we have shown by describing two case studies within different
scopes and purposes. The quantiﬁcation of forest ﬁres’ contribution to air
pollution episodes is a fundamental stage of the development of plans and
programs, particularly in southern European member states.
The application of numerical air quality modeling systems is also an
added value when evaluating and assessing air quality levels in areas
affected by forest ﬁres. Fortunately, European researchers and managers
are realizing the importance of forest ﬁres to the degradation of air
quality, and some modelling research has been developed and applied
(e.g., Hodzic et al., 2007; Miranda et al., 2007). These studies are
simulating larger areas—Europe and a European country—and longer
periods (at least 1 month) than the one presented here. This different
modelling scale implies the simulation of a larger number of ﬁres and the
use of a coarser grid resolution. It is a broader approach instead of the
more speciﬁc approach presented in our case study. Both modelling
approaches can be useful. The speciﬁc approach can be applied to
simulate air pollution episodes related to the occurrence of forest ﬁres. In
this case the information from the numerical system, which can be
applied almost in real time, can help to identify critical areas where people
are exposed to high levels of air pollutants. The general approach is quite
useful for the characterization and evaluation of air quality by each
European member state or, at a higher level, by the EC.
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Chapter 10
Spatial and Temporal Trends in Distribution of Forest
Fires in Central and Eastern Europe
Ryszard Szczygie!, Barbara Ubysz and Tomasz Zawi!a-Niedz´wiecki
Abstract
Forest in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) covers 56,285,000 ha
(5% of European total forested area). Forest cover in CEE makes
30% of land use. Almost 50% of the forest under study is formed by
coniferous species and only 30% by deciduous ones. Forest younger
than 60 years old grows on 57% of that area. These factors, together
with climate conditions cause that on the main part of CEE middle
forest ﬁre risk is noted. Between 1991 and 2001 some 387,680 ﬁres
burning 757,000 ha were noted in CEE. The most hazardous
situation is observed in Poland where over 60% of ﬁres and burns
happen. Forest Research Institute in Warsaw has prepared a method
of emission calculation based on the Polish experience. As the type of
forest and environmental condition in the described area are similar,
some calculations on emissions from neighbor countries, based on
FAO’s forest ﬁre statistics were elaborated.

10.1. Characteristics of Central and Eastern European forests

For the purpose of this chapter the central and eastern European (CEE)
countries are Austria, Belarus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Germany,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Ukraine (Fig. 10.1).
Forests in CEE cover 56,285,000 ha (UNEP/FAO, 2000), which is about
5% of Europe’s forested areas. Forestation of this part of the continent
reaches 30% (it is about 46% on average throughout Europe).
Three types of temperate forest are the most common in the CEE
countries: oceanic, continental, and mountain (UNEP/FAO, 2000).
Corresponding author: E-mail: szczygiel@ibles.waw.pl
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Figure 10.1. Central and eastern European countries.

Temperate oceanic forest is dominant in Germany (with the exception of
a main part of the Land of Brandenburg) and northwestern Poland.
Various types of European beech forests (Fagus silvatica) and its mixture
are common here. However, large areas have been reforested with
Norway spruce (Picea abies) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.). Apart
from the mentioned species, the oak-ash (Quercus sp., Fraxinus excelsior)
and oak-hornbeam (Quercus sp., Carpinus betulus) forests are also
dominating locally. Temperate continental forests in CEE countries
consist of Scots pine, Norway spruce, as well as oak-hornbeam and limeoak (Quercus sp., Tilia cordata), while on permanently wet sites, black
alder (Alnus glutinosa), and common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) appear.
Temperate mountain forests formed by common beech, silver ﬁr (Abies
alba), and Norway spruce are not very sensitive to ﬁre due to their speciﬁc
climatic conditions (high precipitation and low temperature). In the CEE
area the share of predominantly coniferous forest has been increasing
over the past two centuries as a result of management practices oriented
toward maximization of lumber production. Recently, this trend has
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slowed down; however, only in Hungary, Slovakia, and the Ukraine
broad-leaved species predominate (UNEP/FAO, 2000).
In Austria 88% of the forest area is coniferous or mixed coniferous/
broad-leaved; in Germany 50% of the forest area is coniferous and 20%
is mixed coniferous/broad-leaved; while in Poland and Belarus these
values are respectively 30%, 20%, and 40%. In the Czech Republic more
than 50% of forest area is covered by mixed coniferous/broad-leaved,
but as much as 80% of growing stock is coniferous (UNEP/FAO, 2000).
Forest expansion is observed in Germany, Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine,
and Belarus as a result of afforestation and conversion of other land to
forest, as well as due to preservation of soil against erosion. The highest
rate of forestation is over 45% and found in the CEE countries of
Estonia, Latvia, Austria, Belarus, and Slovakia, and the lowest is less
than 20% and found in Ukraine and Hungary (Table 10.1). The pattern
of forest ownership varies from country to country as a result of
historical, political, and social inﬂuences. Countries where the state
owns the major share of forests are Baltic countries and Poland (81%),
the Czech Republic (71%), Hungary (63%), Slovakia (43%), and
Germany (33%).
10.2. Presence of forest ﬁres in CEE

The forests in CEE should be classiﬁed as exposed to medium ﬁre danger,
with the exception of certain parts of Poland and eastern Germany,
which are characterized by a potentially high risk of ﬁre outbreaks.
Table 10.1. Forest area and volume in CEE countries (UNEP/FAO, 2000)
Country

Country area

Forested area

k ha
Austria
Belarus
Czech Republic
Estonia
Germany
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovakia
Ukraine
a

8273
20,748
7728
4227
34,927
9234
6205
6258
30,442
4808
57,935

3886
9402
2632
2060
10,740
1840
2923
1994
9047
2177
9584

Volume and biomass

%

m3 ha1

t ha1

47.0
45.3
34.1
48.7
30.1
19.9
47.1
31.9
29.7
45.3
16.5

286
153
260
156
268
174
174
183
213
253
179

250
80
125
85
134
112
93
99
94
142
87a

Assumed as mean value calculated from forest areas of Belarus and Poland.
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Primarily, this risk is caused by the domination of coniferous stands,
representing 57% of the surface area of forests. Contribution of mixed
and broad-leaved forests is 30% and 13%, respectively. Moreover, 65%
of forests are younger than 60 years, which causes them to be especially
subject to initiating and spreading ﬁres (FAO, 2001; UNEP/FAO, 2000).
Between 1991 and 2001, 387,680 forest ﬁres occurred in CEE (Fig. 10.2,
Table 10.2). As a result of these ﬁres 757,071 ha forests and barren land
burned down (Fig. 10.3, Table 10.3) (FAO, 2001), which comprised 37%
of the total number of ﬁres in Europe and 13% of the burned area.
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Figure 10.2. Number of forest and wildland ﬁres in CEE countries in 1991–2001 (FAO,
2001, Forestry, 1991–2001, UNEP/FAO, 2002).
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Table 10.2. Numbers of forest and wildland ﬁres for Europe and only the CEE countries in
1991–2001 (FAO, 2001; Forestry, 1991–2001; UNEP/FAO, 2002)
Area

Years
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

CEE
12,821 35,069 29,512 41,293 35,353 39,161 34,396 31,887 48,808 43,787 35,593
countries
Europe
56,490 79,058 69,588 77,771 85,107 87,580 92,526 120,742 118,263 140,316 106,692

1990–2001
387,680
1,034,133

220000
200000
180000

Burned area [ha]

160000
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

Year

1991

1992

1993

1994

Ukraine

1781

4252

3214

10,040

Slovakia

233

233

518

96

Poland*

2567

75321

8290

1995

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

3995 127,061 1835

4706

6494

1905

3860

32

96
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78

85

1996

220

35

46,379 44,681 68,039 60,967 36,814 48,687 35,956 37,386
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8366
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Germany
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Estonia
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965
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6261
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* In 1991 and 1993 without wildland fires. In 1992 with peat burns (31,566 ha).

Figure 10.3. Forest and wildland burned areas in CEE countries in 1991–2001 (FAO, 2001,
Forestry, 1991–2001, UNEP/FAO, 2002).
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Table 10.3. Forest and wildland burned area ha in entire Europe and in CEE countries
in 1991–2001 (FAO, 2001; Forestry, 1991–2001; UNEP/FAO, 2002)
Area

Years
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

1991–2001

CEE
10,506 122,311 18,842 63,055 55,932 210,913 70,907 45,368 66,812 44,612 47,813
757,071
countries
Europe
585,774 462,100 488,236 804,814 435,517 296,510 364,824 707,920 362,704 928,416 463,186 5,900,001

Majority of ﬁres (over 60% of all ﬁres registered in CEE) were in Poland,
where 240,518 ﬁres burned 465,087 ha ( FAO, 2001; Forestry, 1991–2001;
UNEP/FAO, 2002). Other countries highly threatened by ﬁres were
Ukraine (46,895 ﬁres on the area of 169,143 ha in the analyzed period),
Belarus (32,917 ﬁres, 52,848 ha), Czech Republic (18,987 ﬁres, 11,691 ha),
and Germany (17,152 ﬁres, 11,691 ha) (FAO, 2001; UNEP/FAO, 2002).
Austria and Estonia were much less affected by forest ﬁres (FAO, 2001;
UNEP/FAO, 2002).
The largest number of ﬁres in all countries occurred in 1999 (48,808
ﬁres), in 2000 (43,787), and in 1994 (41,293) (FAO, 2001; Forestry,
1991–2001; UNEP/FAO, 2002). However, the largest burned area was in
1996, when 210,913 ha were affected by ﬁres (with the main contribution
of burned area in Ukraine) and in 1992 (122,311 ha) when a disastrous
ﬁre situation occurred in Poland (FAO, 2001; Forestry, 1991–2001;
UNEP/FAO, 2002). Mean annual number of forest ﬁres and the area
burned by ﬁres between 1991 and 2001 normalized to 10,000 ha of forest
area is presented in Fig. 10.4. This objective index of ﬁre and burned area
density supports results of the ﬁre occurrence statistics, showing that in
Poland that index reached the highest values (24.17 ﬁres and 46.73 ha of
burned area). Other countries had much lower values of the ﬁre density
index, and among them the highest were Czech Republic (6.56), Ukraine
(4.45), Belarus (2.18), and Latvia (3.16). However, while considering
the burned area index, the sequence is slightly different and Poland is
followed by Ukraine (16.04 ha), Hungary (7.33 ha), Latvia (5.69 ha), and
Belarus (5.11 ha).
Every year the forest ﬁres cause enormous economic losses, but their
ecological damages are even more severe. Emission of gases and particles
transported with smoke to the atmosphere, which contribute to the
greenhouse effect, is one of the main impacts of ﬁres on the natural
environment. Emissions from burning biomass of boreal forests reach
3–5% of the total annual world value (Goldammer & Furayev, 1996).
These emissions do not only contribute to the greenhouse effect and acid
rain but also produce smoke aerosols, increasing the reﬂection of sun
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Figure 10.4. Mean annual number of ﬁres and burned areas normalized by 10,000 ha of
forest in CEE countries in 1991–2001.

radiation. During burning of vegetation, biomass carbon is released
mainly as carbon dioxide (CO2) and carbon oxide (CO), as these gases
contribute to about 45% of the dry matter loss. When ground ﬁres take
place (and those are characterized by long-term processes of smoldering),
methane (CH4) as well as other hydrocarbons and organic acids are
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released (Goldammer et al., 1997). Currently, an awareness that emissions
from forest ﬁres have a strong impact on global and regional air
pollution, which has deleterious effects on ecosystems and people, has
increased.

10.3. Methods of determining amounts of ﬁre emissions

In order to determine the amounts of substances emitted during forest
ﬁres and ﬁres on barren land, the data on ﬁres from 1991 to 2001 were
analyzed. Data concerning ﬁres and burned area were obtained from the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) reports
(FAO, 2001; UNEP/FAO, 2002), and for Poland these were additionally
veriﬁed on the basis of updated statistical data (Forest ﬁres in Europe,
2004, 2005, 2006; Forestry, 1991–2001; Perlińska, 2000, Reports on the
state of forests in 2001; Statistical tables for rescue operations for 1994,
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001; Ubysz, 2003; Ubysz and
Szczygie", 2002, 2005; Ubysz et al., 2005) and corrected in terms of the
type of ﬁre and its percentage in the total number of ﬁres. This permitted
a more accurate calculation of gas emissions generated by ﬁres, by
assuming an amount of biomass burnt corresponding to the type of ﬁre.
For Poland complete data concerning barren land since 1994 were
available. For the remaining countries, the most complete data were for
the Ukraine and Lithuania, followed by Latvia, Estonia, and Belarus,
while for Germany and Hungary data were not available. Five types of
emissions were taken into account for calculations, including carbon
dioxide, solid and liquid particles (smoke), hydrocarbons, and nitrogen
oxides (NOx). Magnitudes of emissions were determined on the basis of
amount of green biomass per unit area that was burned in forests and in
barren land. Type of ﬁre was also considered (surface ﬁre, crown ﬁre, and
for Poland, ground ﬁre), as well as the amount of burned green biomass.
For 10 countries (except Poland), ﬁxed percentages of surface ﬁres (85%)
and crown ﬁres (15%) were assumed. For Poland the real annual values
were used (e.g., contribution of ﬁres of soil cover in the analyzed period
varied from 74% in 1999 to 88% in 2001). Amounts of green biomass for
10 countries (except Poland) were used according to the FAO data (Table
10.1) (UNEP/FAO, 2000). For Poland data for analysis were taken from
research on evaluation of amount of biomass predestinated to burning in
local conditions (Fraszewski, 1997). Hence, for forests a value of 82 t ha1
was used for surface ﬁre and ground ﬁre and 94 t ha1 for crown ﬁre.
These values correspond to 55-year-old pine stands located on forest sites
with soil covered with litter. For barren land, 55 t ha1 was assumed as
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the amount of biomass for all countries. Magnitudes of emissions released
as a result of burning of 1 t of forest combustible materials (Fraszewski,
1997; Goldammer, 1993) were assumed as follows: carbon dioxide:
1375.0 kg; carbon oxide: 125.0 kg; solid and liquid particles: 50.0 kg;
hydrocarbons: 12.5 kg; nitrogen oxides: 2.5 kg.
10.4. Emissions from forest ﬁres

Amounts of emissions released as a result of ﬁres of forests and barren
land for CEE countries between 1991 and 2001 are presented in
Table 10.4, and Table 10.5 presents these data separately for Poland.
According to the calculations during this period in the analyzed region of
Europe, the following amounts of emissions were released due to the
forest and barren land ﬁres






46,416,000 t of CO2
4,403,000 t of CO
1,689,000 t of solid and liquid particles
425,000 t of hydrocarbons
87,000 t of NOx.

The maximum emission level of combustion products was recorded in
1996; in total, it amounted to as much as 8,793,000 t (without Poland),
representing 45% of the total gas emissions caused by forest ﬁres from
1991 to 2001. The magnitude of this release in 1996 was affected by the
size of the area burnt in Ukraine, which was as much as 127,061 ha.
Similarly, in Poland, the maximum emission level was recorded in 1996
(5,635,000 t); in addition, a very similar emission level (5,539,000 t) was
recorded in 1992. The lowest levels of combustion products from forest
and wildland ﬁres were released in 1991, both in Poland and the
other CEE countries. The mean annual emission level for Poland was
3,068,000 t, and it was 1,753,000 t for other countries. The speciﬁc
situation in Poland is a result of a large number of arson cases, varying in
different years from 35% to 47%, of all the causes of forest and wildland
ﬁres. Compared with other countries, there is also much burning of
plant remains in the ﬁelds and uncultivated farmland (which is illegal
under the law). This is a very frequent cause of forest ﬁres, representing
as much as a dozen percent of all the causes. After Poland’s accession
to the European Union (EU), the ﬁres breaking out as a result of this
were substantially limited by the threat that assistance grants from the
EU resources would be withdrawn in the event of burning out ﬁelds and
meadows.
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Table 10.4. Emissions released due to forest and wildland ﬁres in 10 CEE countries (except Poland) in 1991–2001
Year

Forests

Wildland

Total—forests and wildland

Amounts of the released emissions (thousands of tons)
CO2

a

495
47
2042
193
656
62
950
90
471
45
7536
713
491
45
498
47
758
72
453
43
587
55
14,937
1412
1357.9 128.4

No data.

Solid and
liquid
aerosols
(smoke)

Hydrocarbons

NOx

18
74
24
35
17
274
18
18
28
16
21
543
49.4

4
19
6
9
4
69
4
5
7
4
5
136
12.4

1
4
1
2
1
14
1
1
1
1
1
28
2.5

CO2

a

CO

a

871
82
60
6
20
2
244
23
156
21
119
11
28
3
345
33
84
8
7
1
1934
190
193.4 19.0

Solid and
liquid
aerosols
(smoke)

Hydrocarbons

NOx

a

a

a

32
2
1
9
8
4
1
13
3

8
1

2

73
8.1

4
2
1
3
1
20
2.9

1

3
1.5

CO2

CO

495
47
2913
275
716
68
970
92
715
68
7692
734
610
56
526
50
1103
105
537
51
594
56
16,871 1602
1533.7 145.6

Solid and
liquid
aerosols
(smoke)

Hydrocarbons

NOx

18
106
26
36
26
282
22
19
41
19
21
616
56.0

4
27
7
9
8
71
5
5
10
5
5
156
14.2

1
6
1
2
1
14
1
1
2
1
1
31
3.8
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1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Total
Mean

CO
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Year

Forests

Wildland

Total—forests and wildland

Amounts of the released emissions (thousands of tons)

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Total
Mean
a

CO2

CO

Solid and
liquid
particles
(smokes)

Hydrocarbons

284
4849
919
1016
574
1547
724
440
939
784
383
12,459
1133

27
461
87
97
55
148
69
42
90
74
36
1186
107.8

10
176
33
37
21
56
26
16
34
28
14
451
41.0

3
44
8
9
5
14
7
4
9
7
3
113
10.3

NOx

CO2

CO

a
a
1
a
a
9
a
a
2
2
1453 137
1
1009
95
3
3387 320
1
3162 299
1
2008 190
2
2078 197
1
1834 173
1
2155 204
24
17,086 1615
2.2
2135.8 201.9

Solid and
liquid
particles
(smokes)

Hydrocarbons

NOx

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

53
37
123
115
73
76
67
78
622
77.8

13
9
31
29
18
19
17
20
156
19.5

3
2
6
6
4
4
3
4
32
4

CO2

CO

284
27
4849
461
919
87
2469
234
1583
150
4934
468
3886
368
2448
232
3017
287
2618
247
2538
240
29,545 2801
2685.9 254.6

Solid and
liquid
particles
(smokes)

Hydrocarbons

NOx

10
176
33
90
58
179
141
89
110
95
92
1073
97.5

3
44
8
22
14
45
36
22
28
24
23
269
24.5

1
9
2
5
3
9
7
5
6
4
5
56
5.1
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Table 10.5. Emissions released due to forest and wildland ﬁres in Poland in 1991–2001

No data.
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10.5. Conclusions

The emission level of combustion products caused by forest and wildland
ﬁres in the CEE countries from 1991 to 2001 amounted to 53,020,000 t.
Almost 64% of the emissions came from Poland; this resulted from
both the particular ﬁre danger posed to its forests (because of the
species composition of stands, poor sites, and young stands) as well as
arson, which were the primary causes of ﬁres. As a result of this, 60% of
all the ﬁres recorded in the period in question in the CEE countries
broke out in Poland. The progressive climate warming causes an increase
in ﬁre danger and the number of forest ﬁre outbreaks. Therefore, it
should be expected that the air pollution caused by emissions due to
forest ﬁres will grow. This situation can be signiﬁcantly improved through
application of preventive measures and education efforts, which should
contribute to the reduction of forest ﬁres. In turn, improvement of the
effectiveness of ﬁreﬁghting, through application of new technical
solutions, provides an opportunity to limit burned area of forests and
volume of ﬁre emissions.
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Chapter 11
A Mega-Fire Event in Central Russia: Fire Weather,
Radiative, and Optical Properties of the Atmosphere, and
Consequences for Subboreal Forest Plants
Nataly Y. Chubarova, Nickolay G. Prilepsky, Alexei N. Rublev and
Allen R. Riebau
Abstract
In 2002, a major drought and prolonged high temperatures occurred
in central Russia that resulted in unprecedented wildland ﬁres. These
ﬁres occurred under extreme ﬁre danger conditions and were
impossible for the Russian authorities to extinguish. It is perhaps
somewhat unique that the ﬁres were ﬁrst burning peat bogs and later
forests, causing very massive smoke. Smoke was transported into
Moscow itself for a period of almost 2 months, sometimes reducing
visibility to below 60 m. Owing to the population size of Moscow and
the duration of the event, these ﬁres resulted in perhaps the most
signiﬁcant exposures of ﬁre smoke to a major population center
in recorded history. Signiﬁcant reductions in solar radiation were
observed during a course of measurements taken at the meteorological observatory at Moscow State University and at Zvenigorod
Biostation located about 50 km west of the observatory. The ﬁre
smoke cloud was characterized by high aerosol optical thickness
(AOT), high values of single scattering albedo in the visible spectral
region (SSAB0.95), and high concentration of optically active
gas species. Surface ozone levels were additionally elevated. At
Zvenigorod Biostation changes in forest herbaceous plant development, ﬂowering, and seeding were also observed. These changes may
be explained as resulting from a combination of extreme weather,
elevated surface ozone, and to a lesser extent changes in solar
radiation.
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11.1. Introduction

During July, August, and September of 2002, Moscow experienced periods
of intense ﬁre smoke. Massive amounts of smoke were generated by forest
and peat bog ﬁres, with the predominance of smoke coming from lowintensity smoldering ﬁres. The ﬁre smoke caused great public concern
about health and well-being, especially for children and the elderly.
Verbal accounts from people often described the situation as ‘‘horrible’’ or
‘‘impossible.’’ Health ofﬁcials advised all residents to remain indoors
whenever they could, with some health ofﬁcials advising to soak bed sheets
in water and nail them over windows to ﬁlter smoke from entering indoors.
The smoke event also soon caused international concern, as the
duration stretched from days to weeks, and the ﬁre smoke reached as far
as Great Britain, causing violations of British air quality standards, and
Moscow’s international and domestic airports were closed several times
due to reduced visibility. The cause for the ﬁres was ofﬁcially cited as a
conﬂuence of hot, dry conditions that went beyond those normally
observed in the climate record, and a paucity of ﬁreﬁghters to extinguish
the ﬁres. Some reports cited an additional potential cause: the draining of
peat bogs on a large scale to develop land for recreational housing may
have also contributed to the peat bogs becoming more ﬁre prone (from a
news release of the World Wildlife Fund, 2002).
During the period of the ﬁres, measurements of atmospheric aerosols
and solar radiation were taken both at the meteorological observatory
of Moscow State University (MOMSU, located on the Lenin Hills in the
city proper) and at the MSU Zvenigorod Biostation (about 50 km west
of MOMSU). From these measurements an assessment of atmospheric
conditions during the ﬁres was made, and several aspects of the observed
ﬁres were examined: the weather conditions in which they occurred, their
direct and indirect inﬂuence on air quality, and speciﬁc features of solar
radiation transmittance and radiative effects during dense ﬁre smoke
conditions. The radiative parameters of the atmosphere observed in 2002
were also compared with those measured during a similar period of
intense Moscow region ﬁres in 1972. Using assumed radiative characteristics of smoke aerosols and atmospheric gas species as input parameters
for a model, smoke impacts on the attenuation of solar irradiance in
different spectral ranges were simulated and compared with measurements. During the same time, a complex program of observations of
forest herbaceous plant phenology and induced plant injury occurred at
Zvenigorod Biostation. Thus, the unique smoke intrusion event and the
region’s extreme weather effects were compared from both an atmospheric and plant ecology consequence viewpoint.
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11.2. Observations, simulation, and analysis
11.2.1. Meteorology, wildland ﬁre danger, and visibility

The forest and peat bog ﬁre events observed in the Moscow region in
summer to fall 2002 were characterized by very high air temperatures and
prolonged drought. During July, the Moscow region received 16 mm
of rainfall, or only 17% of climatic norm (values based on 1960 through
1990 data). Air temperatures reached an absolute monthly mean
maximum of 23.41C in July which was about 51C higher than the
climatic average value (128% of the average). Rainfall for August and
September were 65% and 114% of the regional climatic values,
respectively, with the September rainfall at the end of the month increase
and return to more normal air temperatures (monthly average only
1.4 degrees higher than norm) being the main factors that ultimately
extinguished the wildﬁres. The July, August, and early September extreme
ﬁre weather conditions caused ﬁre danger to be highly elevated over
normal values.
In Russia, the intensity of ﬁre danger is often determined by Nesterov’s
ﬂammability indices.
P Fire indices are calculated according to Nesterov’s
equation: G ¼ (T d); which takes into account the day-to-day
accumulation of the joint effect of maximum temperature at midday
(T) and dew point depression (d ¼ T  Td) in the absence of precipitation
higher than 3 mm. Fire risks are classiﬁed with K ﬁre class values from
0 to 5, where K ¼ 3, 4, and 5 relate to dangerous, highly dangerous,
and extremely dangerous ﬁre conditions, respectively. Figure 11.1 shows
the frequency distribution of these classes in a typical ﬁre season situation
(2001) as well as during 2002 and 1972 ﬁre conditions. In 2002 there were
much higher frequencies of the classes K ¼ 4 and 5 during periods with
ﬁres, with K ¼ 5 indices only occurring during the periods of extreme ﬁre.
It should be noted that these K values are higher and greater in frequency
of occurrence even than those during the extreme Moscow ﬁre event of
1972. Figure 11.2 shows the percent of ﬁre numbers (occurrence) and the
percent of increase in ﬁre area in the Moscow region compared with
values within the Central European Plain (with associated Nesterov’s
indices). An indication of the severity of the event is that approximately
55% ﬁres in the entire Central European Plain occurred in the Moscow
Region. The main forest and peat bog ﬁres during early August of 2002
were located to the east of the city of Moscow. By late August they
were distributed in other regions surrounding Moscow. Although loss of
forest resources was of concern, the press and general public soon voiced
more concerns about smoke than with direct damage from the ﬁres.
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Figure 11.1. Frequency distribution of Nesterov’s ﬁre classes, K, in typical (2001) and in
ﬁre conditions (1972 and 2002, June–September period).

K

Figure 11.2. The percent of ﬁre number (N) and the percent of increase in ﬁre area (S) in
Moscow region compared with totals in the Central European Plain, and Nesterov’s ﬁre
indices (K) 2002.
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Figure 11.3. Views of a Moscow city center region (Taganka) during ﬁre smoke event (left)
and in normal clear sky conditions (right) on August 1, 2002.

In the Moscow region the effects of forest ﬁres led to an extraordinary
decrease in visibility due to a very high aerosol loading from smoke
(at times less than 60 m surrounding Red Square). This low visibility is
shown in Fig. 11.3, which presents photographic evidence of the effects
of ﬁre smoke in the central part of Moscow city itself.
11.2.2. Geographic extent of smoke plumes and aerosols

Figure 11.4 is a high resolution satellite image of the Moscow region
during the ﬁres on July 30, 2002. It also includes 12-h backward
trajectories at different heights for cloudless conditions and high aerosol
optical thickness (AOT500 ¼ 1.6). Most of the ﬁres at this time were
50–100 km to the east of Moscow and produced strong heterogeneity
over eastern regions but with well diffuse plumes over Moscow A high
correlation (r ¼ 0.91) between simultaneous AOT500 records at Zvenigorod Biostation (measured by handheld hazemeters) and in Moscow
(measured by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
AERONET program Cimel sun photometer) demonstrated a homogeneous distribution of the ﬁre smoke cloud 50–100 km to the west of the
main ﬁre locations.
The AOT500 distribution in typical conditions without ﬁres
during the Moscow summer period is characterized by the near
absence of AOT500W0.4 (less than 1% of cases in May–June 2002;
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Figure 11.4. Satellite image of the ﬁres over the eastern part of the Moscow region and 12-h
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA backward trajectories at
approximately 500 m (red), 1000 m (blue), and 1500 m (green) heights.
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Figure 11.5. Frequency distribution of aerosol optical thickness at 500 nm (AOT500) in
Moscow during ﬁres in 2002 (from AERONET Cimel data).

Uliumdzhieva et al., 2005). To identify conditions with the presence of
a ﬁre smoke cloud, the study employed a simple math ﬁlter for AOT500
W0.4 on data collected at MOMSU. The distribution of AOT500 is
presented in Fig. 11.5, which shows the occurrence of the extremely high
AOT values up to 2.5–3 during the ﬁre smoke event. Table 11.1 presents
the statistics of optical parameters and concentration of different gases
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Table 11.1. Statistics of some optical parameters in Moscow. 2002: Aerosol optical
thickness AOT at 500 nm and at 380 nm, Angstrom parameters in two spectral intervals
(n ¼ 513), single scattering albedo and factor asymmetry at 440 nm (only clear sky cases,
n ¼ 36), and ground concentration of different gaseous species (mg m3, n ¼ 36) in ﬁre
conditions

AOT500
AOT380
Angstrom parameter (440–870 nm)
Angstrom parameter (340–380 nm)
SSA at 440 nm
Factor asymmetry at 440 nm
NO2
O3
SO2
HCHO

Mean

Standard Deviation

1.02
1.43
1.65
0.99
0.95
0.68
99.7
62.6
9.5
21.4

0.53
0.66
0.15
0.28
0.01
0.02
49.9
63.8
16.7
16.8

measured during the ﬁres at the meteorological observatory, which
represent characteristics of the regional ﬁre smoke cloud. High concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2), formaldehyde (HCHO), and sulfur
dioxide (SO2) were also observed during the ﬁres at the observatory, with
the maximum surface values of gas concentrations (except SO2) being
1.5–3 times higher than instantaneous maximum concentrations allowable by the Russian Federation air quality standards.
Data on total aerosols were correlated with measured surface atmospheric gas concentrations in order to better understand the effects of the
smoke plumes on Moscow air quality. The calculated correlations of
elevated AOT500 values with high NO2 and HCHO concentrations,
as well as the daily maxima of surface ozone, all exceed correlation
coefﬁcient values of r ¼ 0.5. However, the correlation of AOT500 with
SO2 concentrations was much lower (r ¼ 0.37), indicating the existence
of other anthropogenic sources for SO2. The correlation between the
concentration of optically active gases and aerosols may indicate
additional attenuation of solar irradiance during the ﬁres due to
concurrent inﬂuence of both factors.
Volume aerosol size distributions retrieved by the method described
in Dubovik and King (2000) were characterized by a distinct bimodal
character (Fig. 11.6) with an increase in ﬁne aerosols compared with
typical Moscow conditions (61% and 56%, respectively). Figure 11.7
shows monthly mean values of real and imaginary aerosol refractive
index fractions during typical and the ‘‘ﬁre’’ months (July, August,
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Figure 11.6. Aerosol size distribution in clear conditions (lines) and during ﬁres (dots).
For X axis, mkm ¼ micrometer.

September). From this can be concluded that during ﬁre conditions the
real fraction of the refractive index tends to be higher, and the imaginary
fraction (e.g., theoretical fraction) tends to be lower than those in typical
situations. This leads to higher values of aerosol single scattering albedo
(SSA) during ﬁre events (Table 11.1, Fig. 11.8). These high values of SSA
correlate well with the results obtained in other regions (i.e., ﬁres in North
America, Brazilian ﬁres) where the smoldering phase prevailed over the
ﬂaming ﬁre phase (Dubovik et al., 2002).

11.3. Changes in solar irradiance

The attenuation of surface solar irradiance during the ﬁres (e.g., duration
of the smoke event) had signiﬁcant spectral features, with a dramatic
mean loss of global (Q) irradiance. There was a loss of 23% for shortwave
irradiance (300–4500 nm or QIR), 31% for visible irradiance (QVIS), and
36% for longwave UV irradiance (300–380 spectral range or QUV380).
The most signiﬁcant attenuation was observed in the UV-B region for
erythemally weighted irradiance (Qer), which was measured at 58% of
normal season values. Figure 11.9 presents QIR and QUV380 losses
during the ﬁres in 2002 and in 1972. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, there
were larger attenuations of radiation ﬂuxes in 2002 due to more severe
and extensive ﬁres (as supported by the higher Nesterov’s K values in
2002; Fig. 11.1). Also one can see the same more pronounced attenuation
of UV irradiance compared with shortwave irradiance.
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real part of refractive index, n
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Figure 11.7. Real (a) and imaginary or ideal (b) refractive indices under typical and ﬁre
conditions in Moscow.

In order to understand the causes of more pronounced UV attenuation
we have applied model radiative transfer calculations. Using the input
parameters from aerosol and gaseous measurements and a TUV radiative
transfer model (Madronich & Flocke, 1998) we calculated erythemally
weighted UV irradiance Qer, UV irradiance 300–380 nm QUV380
and visible irradiance QVIS for different smoke and non-smoke cloudless conditions. The results were compared with the corresponding
measurements. In addition to aerosol parameters, the concentrations
of gas species optically active in UV and visible spectral regions were
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Figure 11.8. Aerosol single scattering albedo (SSA) in typical optical conditions in Moscow
and in conditions with forest ﬁres over different regions, 2001–2002. For X axis,
mkm ¼ micrometer.
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Figure 11.9. Attenuation of QUV380 and QIR during ﬁre smoke events in 1972 and 2002
during cloudless conditions.

included in the calculations. The comparison between calculations
and measurements for Qer is presented in Fig. 11.10. It was shown
that for erythemally weighted UV irradiance, the rather high observed
concentrations of SO2 and HCHO do not play a vital role
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Figure 11.10. Relative difference between erythemally weighted irradiance (Qer) calculations, and measurements taking into account for gaseous absorption and without it as a
function of AOT at 380 nm during cloudless conditions.

(o1–2%), while surface ozone can attenuate by up to 2–3%. Extremely
high concentrations of NO2 can attenuate irradiance up to 10–15% in
longwave UV and up to 5–6% in the visible region of the solar spectrum.
Using observed gas species concentrations in the model improved the
agreement with experimental data in all spectral regions, with standard
deviations falling from 0.16 to 0.14 for Qer, from 0.11 to 0.08 for
QUV380, and from 0.037 to 0.032 for QVIS. In the shortwave UV region,
however, even with all gases accounted, the model overestimated,
especially when AOT was high. One of the reasons for this may be the
manner in which the model applied real and imaginary refractive indices
in the visible spectral range (at 440 nm). The model’s systematic
discrepancies at high AOT could be eliminated by setting SSA ¼ 0.92,
QUV380 ¼ 0.89, and a value of 0.9 set for Qer. These values are
noticeably less than SSA retrievals at 440 nm (Table 11.1). The larger
attenuation of UV is thus explained by both the effects of multiple
scattering (especially at longer wave paths) and higher aerosol and gas
species absorption in this spectral range.
While the attenuation of solar irradiance due to the advection of ﬁre
smoke was signiﬁcant, there were not large effects in the total monthly
sum values of solar irradiance reaching the earth’s surface. This is
explained by the almost complete absence of clouds during the drought
period. Clouds naturally create large optical thickness values that
signiﬁcantly decrease the level of total solar irradiance reaching the
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earth’s surface. Clear skies and cloudless days coincided with the absence
of precipitation during the 2002 summer–fall period, which in turn led
to the ﬁre conditions. There was a measurable increase of the solar
irradiance attenuation due to smoke aerosol effects that did reach levels
of reduction from 40% to 70% (with stronger attenuation in the UV
region). At the same time there were some spectral changes in solar
irradiance reaching the ground from the perspective of monthly totals.
For example, during July, August, and September 2002 the level of global
shortwave irradiance was 14%, 7%, and 2% higher than the corresponding average values for 1958–1997, while the changes in UV irradiance
were about þ9%, 3%, and 10%, indicating much more signiﬁcant
loss in this portion of the solar spectrum. Lack of cloud cover thus
compensated for reductions in solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface
due to ﬁre smoke, at least when such radiation is viewed from the
perspective of monthly averages.
11.4. Radiative forcing and radiation budget

To account for the Moscow smoke episode effects of aerosol and gas
species, radiative forcing was calculated to evaluate changes in the shortwave radiation budget. In this case radiative forcing (R) and radiative
forcing efﬁciency were calculated as:
R ¼ Qnetðgas;aerosolÞ  Qnetðno gas;no aerosolÞ

(11.1)

Reff ¼ R=dAOT500

(11.2)

where Reff characterizes relative changes in solar irradiance without and
with gas and aerosol content for dAOT500 ¼ 1.
To analyze the role of different atmospheric components on the
radiation budget, 5 days with a ﬁre smoke cloud situation were chosen,
and the optical properties of atmospheric aerosols were recalculated,
while speciﬁcally accounting for gaseous NO2 absorption (Chubarova &
Dubovik, 2004). Shortwave ﬂux calculations used a Monte-Carlo model
(developed by A. Rublev), which had been carefully validated against
radiation measurements (Chubarova et al., 1999). It should also be noted
that during the ﬁres, surface albedo (A) was low. For example, in August
the monthly mean A was 0.15 in 2002 and 0.17 in 1972, compared with A
of 0.2 in typical nonﬁre smoke conditions. This is of importance because
changes in reﬂectance of the surface during ﬁres (possibly due to soot
sedimentation on the ground and/or blackened patches from burning
of grasses) will also affect estimates of radiative forcing. Applying a
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Table 11.2. Statistics of shortwave radiative forcing in W m2 at the top of the atmosphere
TOA and at the ground for ﬁre smoke conditions in Moscow, July–September 2002.
(Cos yE0.6; A ¼ 0.17)

Rmean(AOT500 ¼ 1.02)
Rmax(AOT500 ¼ 0.4)
Rmin(AOT500 ¼ 2.96)
Average Reff

Ground model/measurements

TOA model

100/82
49/32
210/239
90710/81712

39
12
91
39

computed value for the molecular atmosphere Qnet(no gas,no aerosol),
we calculated measured and model radiative forcing at ground using
Qnet(gas,aerosol), respectively, from measurements and modeling in
ﬁre conditions. Table 11.2 shows mean, minimum, and maximum
radiative forcing at the ground calculated using radiative forcing
efﬁciency from measurements (Reff_meas) with AOT variations as well
as pure model R-values (to avoid Reff nonlinear AOT dependence).
One can see signiﬁcant variation of the ﬁre cloud radiation forcing at
the ground reaching 210/240 W m2. Under typical conditions
(mean AOT500 ¼ 0.16) R at the ground is much smaller (25 W m2),
and the calculated effect of NO2 on R-values at ground levels is about
6/10 W m2; for Reff it is close to 5 W m2.
Radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) can reach
91 W m2 at maximum AOT. Owing to the comparatively small
effective diameters of smoke aerosols, AOT in the longwave (thermal
infrared) region is not very high; therefore, aerosol longwave radiative
forcing is small. Hence, there is a signiﬁcant cooling effect at high smoke
aerosol loading compared with typical conditions when R at TOA is
10/20 W m2.
The absorption in the atmosphere is calculated according to the
following equation:
Z
Qa ¼ S0 cos y  F"l  F#l ð1  Al Þdl
m

k

where S0 is 1367 W m2, y the zenith angle, Fl and Fl the upward and
downward ﬂuxes, and Al ¼ surface albedo.
Figure 11.11 illustrates the sensitivity of absorption in the atmosphere
due to different factors: aerosol loadings, NO2 concentrations, and the
sum of absorption by other gaseous species (H2O, etc.). The calculations
were done for mean, maximum, and minimum AOT in ﬁre conditions.
On average, the solar absorption due to both aerosol and NO2 in the
observed ﬁre smoke cloud was about 28% but can reach almost 35% at
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Figure 11.11. The solar absorption in the atmosphere in ﬁre smoke conditions. MonteCarlo simulations, cosyE0.6. Mean ﬁre conditions are characterized by AOT500 ¼ 1.02,
NO2 ¼ 3.8 matm  cm. 1 matm cm1 ¼ 1 Dobson Unit (D. U.) ¼ 2.69  1016 mols/cm2.

the highest AOT. The mean shortwave absorption by NO2 is about 2%
and can reach 4%.
On the whole, there was a distinct redistribution of radiation budget
and changes in transmission in the atmosphere in the presence of the
ﬁre smoke cloud. Figure 11.12 illustrates the changes in the components
of the radiation budget and transmission in conditions with total absence
of aerosol, with continental aerosol at AOT500 ¼ 0.16, and in the
presence of a mean ﬁre smoke cloud with AOT500 ¼ 1.02 and
NO2 ¼ 3.8 matm cm1. The calculations were made for one month
(August 2002) and reﬂect microclimatic changes in the radiation budget.
These changes in radiation budget as well as the strong attenuation of
radiation reaching the earth’s surface, combined the spectral features of
this radiation, may contribute to some extent to the observed adverse
plant phenology changes at Zvenigorod Biostation. Such effects are
difﬁcult to quantify, however, due to the coincident effects of drought and
high air temperatures on forest plants.

11.5. Wildland ﬁre smoke and forest plant phenophases

The ﬁre smoke and weather conditions of summer 2002 had a great
impact on the city of Moscow itself. Many believed the smoke to be a
signiﬁcant health hazard, with concentrations of regulated air pollutants
exceeding government air quality standards. It is believed that these
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Figure 11.12. The redistribution of radiation budget and changes in transmission in
different conditions in August 2002.

conditions also led to changes in forest herbaceous plant phenology and
induced plant injury. This was mainly due to the drought conditions,
high air temperatures, elevated surface ozone, and possibly to a lesser
extent episodic reductions in available photosynthetic light. Several
bioindicator plant species sensitive to ozone are widely spread throughout
the Moscow region (Manning et al., 2002). During the ﬁre events of 2002,
corresponding high levels of surface ozone may have resulted in impact
to bioindicator plants across the Moscow area. Ozone injury was directly
observed during the smoke event, with measured impacts to Alnus incana,
Physocarpus opulifolia, Sambucus racemosa, and Crataegus sanguinea.
Figure 11.13 presents the traces of ozone injury (bronzing) for Crataegus
sanguinea observed in early September 2002 in Moscow.
In addition to the ozone damage observed, changes in the seasonal
development of central Russian subboreal forest plants were also
observed. These changes are postulated to result from a combination of
the hot, dry weather and to a lesser extent the smoke-impaired solar
radiation regime, resulting in microclimatic drift at observation sites
(at Zvenigorod Biostation), and made worse by possible synergistic direct
ozone damage. Such effects were expressed in missing phenophases
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Figure 11.13. Traces of surface ozone injury (bronzing) in the leaves of Crataegus sanguinea
found at Zvenigorod Biostation during September 2002. (Courtesy of Robert Musselmann,
USDA Forest Service.)

(absence of winter-annual shoots in Carex digitata and Calamagrostis
arundinacea and practically total absence of ﬂowering individuals
in Solidago virgaurea) as well as in modiﬁed phenorhythmotypes
(C. arundinacea, usually summer–winter green, was summer green only
in 2002). Additionally plant mortality (in Luzula pilosa, Galeobdolon
luteum, and Asarum europaeum) accompanied by a changed sequence of
seasonal development phases during the next year after the drought
(in 2003, the ﬂowering stems in C. digitata developed after vegetative
ones, while in normal years the sequence is reversed) was observed.
Figure 11.14 illustrates the 2002 season compared with normal years for
differences in vegetative shoot mortality in one of the species (C. digitata)
under two types of forest at Zvenigorod Biostation. Further work will
need to be done to prove even a minor causal relationship between
reduced solar radiation and the phenophase changes cited above,
especially if elevated ozone levels are also considered as a potentially
additive stress factor. It is likely, however, that when such episodic
reductions in solar radiation occur from wildland ﬁre smoke, there will
also be coincidental drought, high air temperatures, and increased ozone
in the lower atmosphere. Thus, the suite of factors potentially causative
for the observed forest plant phenology changes will naturally occur as an
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Figure 11.14. Percent of vegetative shoot mortality in C. digitata in differing drought
condition years and under the two main forest types at Zvenigorod Biostation.

ensemble, with reductions in solar radiation as only one factor of the suite
of measurable stressors.

11.6. Conclusions

The peat bog ﬁres of 2002 had a signiﬁcant impact on air quality in the
Moscow region, with currently undetermined and undocumented public
health consequences. From observations, the aerosol loading of the
atmosphere combined with increased reﬂectance, lowered surface solar
radiation levels in all spectra. Surface ozone levels were also increased as a
result of the ﬁre episode. Measurements of forest plants at Zvenigorod
Biostation showed adverse growth impacts that were likely caused by a
synergism between drought, temperature, lowered solar radiation, and
surface ozone damage or stress. The ﬁres did not consume all the peat in
bogs in the Moscow region, and under similar climatic and wildland ﬁre
conditions—as expressed in Nesterov’s indices or by other measures—
more such smoke events will occur. Such large-scale extreme ﬁre weather
and smoke events would result in regional plant microsite changes during a
ﬁre season, and if repeated in areas such as boreal or subboreal peat
bog regions with potential for generation of large amounts of smoke,
they could contribute to observable ecological change. Although such
speculations may be risky and should be further investigated through more
observations, the potential for ecological change should be considered if
ﬁre seasons in northern latitudes become extreme under a warming climate.
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Chapter 12
Vegetation Fires, Smoke Emissions, and Dispersion of
Radionuclides in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone
Wei Min Hao, Oleg O. Bondarenko, Sergiy Zibtsev and Diane Hutton
Abstract
The accident of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant (ChNPP) in 1986
was probably the worst environmental disaster in the past 30 years.
The fallout and accumulation of radionuclides in the soil and
vegetation could have long-term impacts on the environment.
Radionuclides released during large, catastrophic vegetation ﬁres
could spread to continental Europe, Scandinavia, and Russia. The
potential for large ﬁres occurring in the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone
(EZ) was assessed based on vegetation conditions. We reviewed
the composition of radionuclides in the soil and vegetation and
in the particulate matter emitted by ﬁres. The highest atmospheric
radionuclide 137Cs levels occurred in early spring and late fall,
corresponding to the most intense periods of burning in the EZ. It is
evident from satellite images that smoke plumes from the EZ and
southern Ukraine dispersed several hundred kilometers from the
active ﬁres and reached a major metropolitan area. We propose to
install a satellite receiving station to detect ﬁres in real time. It is also
essential to develop a smoke dispersion and air quality forecasting
model to predict the radioactivity levels downwind from catastrophic
ﬁres in order to protect public health.

12.1. Introduction

The explosion of the No. 4 reactor of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
(ChNPP) in Pripyat, Ukraine, on April 26, 1986, created the worst
nuclear accident in history. The reactor burned for 10 days and caused
Corresponding author: E-mail: whao@fs.fed.us
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high concentrations of radionuclides over most of Europe, especially in
Ukraine, Belarus, and western Russia. The International Atomic Energy
Agency of the United Nations reported that 56 deaths were directly caused
by the accident and nearly 4000 deaths could be related to the accident.
The Chernobyl Exclusion Zone (EZ) covers an area of 2600 km2. The
EZ has a 154.5 km long international border adjacent to Belarus. About
70% of the territory is boreal forest, which is dominated by Scots pine,
and the other 30% is mostly agricultural land. The forest provides
multiple functions for the ecosystems of the EZ. It stores the radionuclides from the smoke plume fallout during the accident, absorbs the
radionuclides from contaminated soil, and stabilizes the mobility of
radionuclides. The concentrated radionuclides in the vegetation and soil
would be emitted to the atmosphere during vegetation ﬁres, which could
lead to serious environmental damage. However, there was no active
forest and ﬁre management after the accident because the forest was
contaminated by radionuclides and had limited commercial use. Scots
pine stands became overstocked and stressed, predisposing them to attack
by insects and diseases. The lack of ﬁre management allowed the
vegetation to overgrow, creating conditions favorable for ﬁres to ignite
and spread. About 12,000 hectares (ha) were burned in 1992, which led
the Chernobyl State Enterprise to develop a ﬁre surveillance system using
lookout towers and reconnaissance planes. Hence, the region has not
experienced a large ﬁre in the past 15 years due to improved surveillance
and aggressive, efﬁcient ﬁre suppression. During this period, ﬁre activity
has been largely limited to small ﬁres in areas of formal agricultural land
and settlement. The number of ﬁres and total area burned have been
declining since 1995. In 2005, only 36 ha were burned.
Since the nuclear accident, tremendous international efforts have been
made to understand the impacts of radioactivity on ecosystems and
human health. However, there are limited studies evaluating the potential
risks of forest ﬁres, the exposure levels of radionuclides from vegetation
ﬁres in the EZ, and the long-range transport of smoke plumes to large
cities (e.g., Kiev) and across international borders to neighboring
countries (e.g., Belarus, Russia, Poland). In this chapter, we will review
the ﬁre risks and the radioactivity levels in the soil, vegetation, and
atmospheric particulate matter. We will show the satellite observation of
long-range transport of smoke plumes from the EZ.
12.2. Fire risks

Although ﬁre suppression in the Chernobyl EZ has been successful,
budget limitation and the inability to utilize contaminated wood have
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inhibited implementation of an active forest management program to
reduce the amount of fuel in the forest. The dense spacing of trees within
the forest limits the growth of understory vegetation; the forest ﬂoor is
largely litter. This fuel structure causes ﬁres to remain close to the ground
with relatively short ﬂame lengths and without the means of transitioning
to large crown ﬁres except under extreme weather conditions. However,
as mature trees die and more sunlight reaches the forest ﬂoor, small
young trees and some shade-tolerant trees will grow in these spaces. This
forest succession process will result in more ladder fuels on the forest
ﬂoor, increasing the risks of large crown ﬁres.
In the EZ, certain areas are especially vulnerable to ﬁres. For instance,
because of limited forest management, Scots pine stands are overstocked,
stressed, and susceptible to insects and diseases. The gypsy moth
(Lymantria dispar) has prospered causing root rot that has killed a large
portion of trees, including a 400-ha stand. The infected forest is highly
susceptible to ﬁres. Many trees have fallen in areas that burned in 1995,
creating openings in the forest canopy that have allowed sunlight to
reach the forest ﬂoor. This progression has introduced new fuel in the
understory from seedling and shrub establishment. The blend of new
undergrowth vegetation with large, downed trees provides ﬁres an avenue
to reach the crowns of the canopy. Hence, future ﬁres could be more
intense than previous ﬁres in the EZ with higher ﬂame lengths, longer
burning time, and more smoke emissions. Catastrophic ﬁres of this
magnitude are difﬁcult to control and pose safety and health hazards for
ﬁreﬁghters and the general public.
The ﬁre risks found in the EZ are quite common in many parts of the
world. More than 70 million ha of federal land in the United States
are characterized by heavy accumulation of understory vegetation,
downed logs, and regrowth of secondary forest; conditions similar to
the landscape in the EZ. The lack of proper forest management and the
focus on ﬁre suppression in the United States has been the major cause of
many large, uncontrollable catastrophic ﬁres in the western U.S. in the
past eight years. These megaﬁres usually occur under hot, dry, and windy
conditions, burn for several weeks, and spread over thousands of
hectares. Such catastrophic ﬁres could also occur in the Chernobyl EZ if
effective forest management is not implemented in the near future.

12.3. Radioactivity in soil and vegetation

The radioactivity of radionuclides 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, and 239þ240Pu is
concentrated mostly in the top layer of soil in the forests and grasslands
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in Chernobyl (Yoschenko et al., 2006a). The radioactivity of each element
varies considerably among the different components of the vegetation.
The radioactivity of litter is higher than that in live foliage, bark, or live
grasses.
The spatial distribution of 137Cs radioactivity levels on the surface layer
of contaminated soil in December 2002 is shown in Fig. 12.1. The
radioactivity is the highest within a 10 km radius of the ChNPPs.
The spatial distribution of the soil contamination closely follows the
prevailing winds (easterly and southerly) during the accident. Seventy
percent of the radioactivity was blown to Belarus, covering about a
quarter of the area in Belarus and causing a high incidence rate of
children’s thyroid cancer.

12.4. Radioactivity of atmospheric particulate matter

There are two major sources of atmospheric radionuclides 90Sr, 137Cs,
238
Pu, and 239þ240Pu in Chernobyl: smoke particles and mineral dust.
Construction and windy conditions are the major causes of dust from
contaminated soil. Dust particles are usually large (range: 2–100 mm in
diameter, mean: B10 mm) (Brasseur et al., 1999) and redeposit close to
the source. In contrast, forest and grassland ﬁres emit ﬁne particles with a
bimodal size distribution of 0.04–0.07 mm and 0.1–0.3 mm (Chakrabarty
et al., 2006). While large particles are usually repelled by the respiratory
system, ﬁne particles are inhaled into the lungs. Fine particles in smoke
plumes often form large particles in aged plumes through coagulation
with cloud droplets downwind from the ﬁres.
The radioactivity levels of 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, and 239þ240Pu for
atmospheric particulate matter near an experimental forest ﬁre and two
grassland ﬁres in Chernobyl were found to be several orders of magnitude
higher than the ambient levels (Yoschenko et al., 2006a). The estimation
from an atmospheric transport model suggested that a small percentage
of the radionuclides in the litter was emitted to the atmosphere during
forest ﬁres, and less than 1% of the radionuclides in the vegetation was
emitted during grassland ﬁres (Yoschenko et al., 2006b). The emitted
radionuclides were concentrated in ﬁne particles, which would increase
the inhalation dosage to ﬁreﬁghters. The plutonium nuclides were the
dominant radioactive elements of the ﬁne particles.
The Chernobyl Radioecological Centre of the State Specialised
Scientiﬁc and Industrial Enterprise (SSSIE ‘‘Ecocentre’’) has been
operating an automated monitoring network to measure the 137Cs
radioactivity of particulate matter in the atmosphere within the EZ.
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Figure 12.2. Monthly average 137Cs radioactivity of atmospheric particulate matter at two
monitoring stations of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone from 1997 to 2003. P29: Benivka
village; P41: Chernobyl; x-axis: years; y-axis: exposure rate (g, 37Cs since 1997), mP per year.

Figure 12.2 shows the monthly ambient cesium radioactivity measured at
two stations in the SSSIE network: Benivka village (P29) and Chernobyl
(P41). The 137Cs radioactivity levels in Chernobyl are about 20–30%
higher than those at the Benivka village. The radioactivities at both sites
increased several times in the early spring and late fall of each year,
corresponding to the periods of most intense burning. The ambient
radioactivities at both stations remained relatively stable between 1997
and 2003.
12.5. Long-Range transport of smoke plumes

In addition to being inhaled by humans close to the ﬁres, ﬁne particles
emitted from ﬁres can be transported hundreds to thousands of
kilometers from large ﬁres. Smoke plume dispersion depends on the
vegetation type burned, ﬁre intensity, burned areas, duration of the ﬁres,
plume heights, and meteorological conditions. Cropland dominates the
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landscape in Ukraine, accounting for about 80% of the total area
(Fig. 12.3) with mixed forests comprising the other 20%. Vegetation ﬁres
are widespread in Ukraine especially during the spring. These ﬁres
are often caused by human activities, such as clearing of agricultural
residues before plowing the soil in the spring. Figure 12.4 shows the
spatial distribution of ﬁres and smoke in Ukraine and neighboring
countries on April 16, 2006. Smoke plumes originating from active ﬁres
south of Kiev traveled north about 100 km.
The long-range transport of smoke plumes produced by ﬁres in the
Chernobyl EZ was observed by the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite on May 8, 2003 (Fig. 12.5). The satellite
image showed that the smoke plumes of a spring ﬁre in the EZ reached
Kiev, a city with a population of 2.7 million. The accumulation of
understory vegetation and downed trees over the past 20 years has
increased the probability of crown ﬁres. Large, intense crown ﬁres often

Figure 12.3. Land cover map in Ukraine and neighboring countries (The data are
downloaded from NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
MOD12 Land Cover and Land Cover Dynamics Products: www-modis.bu.edu/landcover/
userguidelc/intro.html).
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Figure 12.4. The MODIS satellite image of ﬁre locations (red dots) and smoke in Ukraine
and its neighboring countries, April 16, 2006.

Figure 12.5. The NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite
image (small ﬁgure) of a smoke plume in western Ukraine, May 8, 2003, overlaid on a land
cover map (large picture) (courtesy of the Ukrainian Land and Resource Management
Center).
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create highly buoyant smoke plumes which penetrate the free troposphere
and undergo long-range transport (Fig. 12.5).
The long-range transport of Chernobyl’s smoke plumes not only were
observed by the satellites but also may be detected by the ground
radioisotope monitoring stations in Sweden. During the 1972–1985
period, the monthly 137Cs levels peaked in May, which were caused by the
nuclear test fallout in the stratosphere (Kulan, 2006). However, during
the 1987–2000 period, the 137Cs levels peaked in April and October,
which coincided with the periods of most intense burning in the EZ.
The resuspension of mineral dust in Chernobyl may also have contributed
to the elevated 137Cs levels (Kulan, 2006).
12.6. Conclusion

The uncontrolled growth of understory vegetation, fallen trees, and the
lack of forest management since the accident in 1986 have created
conditions favorable for catastrophic ﬁres in the Chernobyl EZ. These
megaﬁres are likely to occur under extremely dry and windy conditions,
similar to the large ﬁres that occurred in the western U.S. in the past eight
years. Smoke plumes from these ﬁres may spread radionuclides across
continental Europe, Scandinavia, and Russia. To mitigate the impact of
any future catastrophic ﬁres in the EZ, we recommend the following
improvements in ﬁre detection and the development and implementation
of a real-time smoke and radionuclide dispersion forecasting system.
12.6.1. Real-time ﬁre detection

One of the major difﬁculties in monitoring and suppressing multiple
ﬁres over a large area is obtaining updated ﬁre intelligence in real time.
The information is essential for ﬁreﬁghters to locate ﬁres and prioritize
deploying ﬁreﬁghting equipment. We propose installing a Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) direct broadcast
satellite receiving station to monitor the ﬁre locations, burned areas, and
ﬁre intensity. The system will complement the existing ﬁre detection
network.
The satellite receiving station automatically receives, processes, and
archives MODIS data in real time from NASA’s Terra and Aqua
satellites. Data from the daily MODIS overpasses provide two daytime
(13:00 and 14:30 local time) and two nighttime (1:30 and 23:00 local time)
snapshots for each location in most of western Russia, continental
Europe, and Scandinavia. It takes approximately 40 min to retrieve and
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process the original MODIS data and generate ﬁre locations at a
1 km  1 km resolution. The ﬁre products can be posted on the web site
shortly after the satellite overpasses, enabling ﬁre managers to access
the information online. The MODIS instrument on the Terra and Aqua
satellites not only detects ﬁres but also detects smoke plumes with a more
accurate spatial resolution than the NOAA AVHRR satellite.
The MODIS system can be used for monitoring the spatial and
temporal distribution of ﬁres, smoke, vegetation, and ﬂooding not only
in the EZ but also in the entire Ukraine and parts of the neighboring
countries.
12.6.2. Forecasting of smoke-radionuclide dispersion

We recommend developing and installing a smoke dispersion forecasting
system in Kiev. One such forecasting system currently under development
is the Weather Research and Forecasting–Smoke Dispersion model
(WRF–SD). The WRF–SD system forecasts the emission, transport, and
transformation of atmospheric pollutants from vegetation ﬁres. The
WRF–SD modeling system is composed of ﬁre products derived from
real-time MODIS satellite data, a ﬁre growth prediction model, the
First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM) ﬁre emissions model, and
the Weather Research and Forecasting model with photochemistry and
particulate matter modules. MODIS observations will be used to identify
active ﬁre locations and perimeters and measure the growth of burn
areas. The MODIS derived ﬁre products are used in conjunction with
data on fuel characteristics, pollutant emissions factors categorized by
fuel type, and meteorological conditions as input for FOFEM and the
ﬁre growth prediction model. FOFEM simulations provide a history
of estimated smoke emissions for all wildland ﬁres observed by MODIS
in the most recent 24-h period. The ﬁre growth simulations will provide
a 48-h forecast of hourly ﬁre growth and smoke emissions for
large wildland ﬁres. The daily emission inventories and forecasts of
ﬁre behavior and smoke emissions will provide input for WRF–SD.
Nationwide 24- to 36-h forecasts of smoke dispersion and pollutant
concentrations resulting from active large ﬁres will be generated using
WRF–SD.
The accident of the ChNPP has tremendous implications in today’s
world. The rapid expansion of nuclear energy and the proliferation of
nuclear power plants increase the likelihood of future nuclear accidents.
The emissions of radionuclides during the accidents will have immediate,
catastrophic damages to the environment. However, the fallout of the
radionulcides from the accidents, which are deposited on the soil and
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vegetation, will have signiﬁcant long-term environmental impacts.
Subsequent vegetation ﬁres, which may occur many years after the
accidents, will release the radionuclides and potentially disperse the
pollutants over a large area.
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Chapter 13
Remote Sensing Applications of Wildland Fire and
Air Quality in China
John J. Qu, Xianjun Hao, Yongqiang Liu, Allen R. Riebau, Haoruo Yi
and Xianlin Qin
Abstract
As one of the most populous and geographically largest countries,
China faces many problems including industrial growth, economic
sustainability, food security, climate change, and air pollution.
Interwoven with these challenges, wildland ﬁre is one of the natural
hazards facing modern China, especially under a changing climate.
From a national perspective, wildland ﬁre information is a
fundamental and yet challenging prerequisite for understanding
forest ecology and hazards in China. In recent years, China has
begun to use remote sensing (RS) as a tool for monitoring regional
ﬁre hazards, and to a lesser extent, air quality emissions. With the
unique features of global coverage, high-resolution, and continuous
operation, RS is able to obtain detailed information of ﬁre
occurrence, extent, structure, and temporal variation, together with
some related fuel properties. Satellite instruments such as the
Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) have
been used in Chinese ﬁeld experiments and routine monitoring of
wildﬁres and air quality emissions by scientists of the National
Satellite Meteorology Center (NSMC) and Chinese Meteorology
Agency (CMA). MODIS applications of ﬁre monitoring have also
been done by the Chinese Academy of Forestry Sciences. In
addition, Landsat measurements have been used for land cover
mapping by the Geography Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
with land cover being used to determine fuel type and loading and to
estimate ﬁre emissions. All of these measurements can be useful for
Corresponding author: E-mail: jqu@gmu.edu
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both forest management and air quality management in China,
especially as air quality concerns and forest ﬁres increase under a
warming global climate.

13.1. Air quality in China

Air quality in China is illustrative of a set of environmental issues the
country must address as coincident factors. In 2002, China was estimated
as emitting 13% of the world’s carbon dioxide (CO2) from industrial
sources, only 3% less than Western Europe. A report released in 1998
by the World Health Organization (WHO) noted that of the 10 most
polluted cities in the world, seven can be found in China. Sulfur dioxide
(SO2) and particulate emissions caused by coal combustion are China’s
two major air pollutants. These sulfur and nitrogen emissions result in the
formation of acid rain, which now falls on about 30% of China’s total
land area. Industrial boilers and furnaces consume almost half of China’s
coal and are the largest single point sources of urban air pollution (World
Resources Institute, UNEP and World Bank, 1998). Additionally, rapid
growth in the number of privately owned vehicles, especially in the larger
cities, has increased emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx). A 15-year-old
government policy to promote the growth of China’s domestic car
industry has spurred car ownership to staggering levels. China’s roads are
expected to be clogged with 130 million vehicles in 2020, by which time
the country will have surpassed the United States in total car ownership.
Nowhere is this more visible than in the national capital. The number of
vehicles on Beijing roads soared by nearly one thousand a day in 2005 for
a total of nearly 2.6 million (Bezlova, 2006).
China’s national legislature, through its model of ‘‘cleaner production’’
and other attempts to reduce air pollution, has signiﬁcantly altered the
Law on the Prevention and Control of Air Pollution (revised in 2002).
Although there have been reports of progress (e.g., reductions in total
particulate, NOx, and SO2 emissions for the country as a whole during the
1990s according to the State Environmental Protection Administration of
China or SEPA), China’s major cities have been characterized by some of
the highest surface concentration levels of criteria air pollutants in the
world, with their annual mean ambient levels in these cities usually
exceeding the Chinese urban air quality standards for total suspended
particles (TSP), SO2, and NOx (Raufer et al., 2000). Sixty percent of the
cities countrywide exceeded the second-class ambient standard for TSP in
1999, while 28.4% of the cities exceeded the SO2 secondary standard.
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NOx has become a major pollutant in a number of metropolitan areas,
such as Guangzhou, Beijing, and Shanghai, due to vehicular emissions. In
1997, the average annual NOx concentration in Guangzhou was
140 mg m3, the highest value in all large cities of China (Raufer et al.,
2000). Beijing’s annual NOx concentration was 133 mg m3, and Shanghai’s
was 105 mg m3. Acid deposition is mainly a problem in the southwest
parts of China (such as the Sichuan Basin) and in central portions of the
country (i.e., around Changsha, Nanchang, and Ganzhou). The strongest
acidity of rainwater and the highest frequency of acid deposition occur in
these regions. Acid rain is also found in southern China and in the coastal
areas, causing serious environmental damage. Amongst the 106 cities
with acid rain monitoring systems, 43 had rainfall pH values lower than
5.6 in 1999. The total area affected by acid precipitation is estimated to be
approximately 30% of the country’s territory. Changsha had the lowest
pH value of 3.54, while Yibin, Ganzhou, and Xiamen had annually
averaged pH values of rainfall less than 4.5 (Zhang, 1988).
China’s air quality management is more difﬁcult when smoke from
wildland ﬁre enters areas that experience problems from urban air
pollution. In the United States forest ﬁres are a major source of particulate
matter, with most ﬁne particulate matter generated each year from a small
number of large wildﬁres (Riebau & Fox, 2006). These ﬁres are mainly due
to a very active program of ﬁre suppression in the United States, which
extinguishes small- or medium-sized ﬁres. China has also been enacting a
program of very active ﬁre suppression. This program, coupled with the
location and extent of Chinese forests and other management practices,
has ameliorated wildﬁre smoke air quality issues in China to some extent.
As in the United States, Chinese wildland ﬁre suppression activities are
unlikely to reduce the number of large ﬁres, which ignite under severe ﬁre
weather conditions. There is also potential for China, just as in the United
States, to experience signiﬁcant amounts of ﬁre smoke entering populated
areas. Such additions would exacerbate China’s air quality problems, if
only for relatively short periods. Industrial areas close to large expanses of
forest in the northeastern part of the country would be perhaps especially
vulnerable to episodic smoke and air pollution episodes. At the present
time no studies have been completed to assess either the past impacts or
future potential for impacts from wildland ﬁre smoke in China.

13.2. Forests in China

According to an estimate by the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
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(UN FAO), 2005) of the United Nations, China has a forest area of
280,170,000 ha (692,315,143 acres). The percentage of Chinese forest
cover is about 12% of the nation’s area. Altogether, the land assigned to
forestry in China includes 115,280,000 ha of rich forest land (rich forests,
with a crown shadow rate of above 30%, whereas sparse forests have
a crown shadow rate of 10–30%), 17,200,000 ha of sparse forest land,
27,730,000 ha of shrubs, and 119,960,00 ha of desolate mountains
and land ﬁt for planting trees. The geographical distribution of China’s
forests is very uneven, with greatest concentrations in the northeast and
southwest. Additionally, there are some subtropical zone and tropical
zone forests. The northeast, southwest, and combined subtropical and
tropical zones account for 29.9%, 19.6%, and 41%, respectively, of the
national forest area. Meanwhile, very few forests exist on the North
China plain and the Northwest (altogether 9.6%). In the very arid
northwest only 2% of China’s forests can be found. The most notably
forest-rich area close to mainland China is Taiwan (37%), followed by
seven Chinese provinces having coverage above 30%, six provinces above
20%, and thirteen provinces and regions lower than 10%. The provinces
with the lowest percentage of forest cover are the Xinjiang province with
only 0.7% and in Qinghai province with only 0.3%.

13.3. Climate change and China’s natural resources

China faces great threats from a warming and drying climate. It is a
paradox for the country that to achieve a higher quality of life for
Chinese, the country has been involved in industrial development that is
similar to Western nations, which in itself may exacerbate environmental
challenges and adversely impact the Chinese population. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its recent report has voiced
concern over climate change impacts for Asia. They cite potential adverse
changes to biodiversity, water resources, deltas and coastal zones, and a
potential for increases in forest ﬁres (IPCC, 2001). Regional climate
models developed by the UK’s Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and
Research have predicted that as global warming events occur, Chinese
winters will become warmer and there is a greater likelihood of high
summer temperatures and a rise in the number of days of heavy rainfall.
Average yearly temperatures could increase as much as 3–41C. Such
changes in climate would almost certainly increase forest ﬁre events in
China, especially if evapotranspiration rates increase in forested areas
during the wildﬁre season.
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13.4. Fire management in China

The occurrence of forest ﬁres varies from year to year depending on interannual climate variability. Furthermore, the variations of ﬁre occurrence,
ﬁre size, and ﬁre severity are closely related to the accumulation of
combustible material in the forest. The major portion of forest ﬁre
occurrence is concentrated in a small number of Chinese regions called
‘‘High Fire Occurrence Regions.’’ The highest number and largest sizes
of forest ﬁres occur in ﬁve provinces: Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia,
Yunnan, Guangxi, and Guizhou. In these provinces, the number of forest
ﬁres accounted for 42.5% of the whole country, and the damaged area
accounted for 75% of the area affected by ﬁres in the whole country
during the period 1950–1998. Within these provinces and in other forest
zones the forest ﬁre distribution is not even. The highest concentration is
in more than 100 key counties of 16 key regions. This phenomenon results
from the fact that these regions, which have a higher share of forest cover,
are exposed to more climatic extremes, including extreme wind events,
and are remote with limited access and ﬁre management (prevention and
control) facilities. In combination with the complexity of ﬁre origins, the
high combustibility of forests, and the difﬁculty in controlling wildﬁres,
the probability of large forest ﬁre occurrence in these regions is very high.
The number of forest ﬁres is large in forests of the south of China
while the damaged forest area is largest in the northeast and Inner
Mongolia. Because of the gentle regional topography—featuring a broad
geographic trench and with accompanying embankments that link
(ecotones) between grassland and forest—and the inﬂuence of the
monsoon in spring and autumn, forest ﬁres in the northeast and Inner
Mongolia spread quickly and over large areas. Due to the different
characteristics of these varied forest regions, ﬁre prevention methods and
control measures are also different in the South and in the North.
Clearly deﬁned responsibilities of governments at different levels and of
the different units in the forest regions are an important aspect of forest
ﬁre prevention. Through this system, the fundamental and crucial
problems in forest ﬁre prevention have been addressed in recent years,
resulting in strengthening of forest ﬁre prevention and a visible reduction
of forest ﬁre occurrence and damages. In the period 1960–1987, about
16,000 forest ﬁres damaged an area of 950,000 ha in the entire country,
representing a forest damage rate of 8.5%. Compared with these ﬁgures,
the number of forest ﬁres, the damaged forest area, and the forest
damage rate from 1988 to 1998 was reduced by 49%, 98%, and 95.4%,
respectively (Figs. 13.1 and 13.2; IFFN, 2002). These reported reductions were after the occurrence of the large ﬁres of 1987 (discussed in
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Figure 13.1. Number of forest ﬁres in China have been decreasing over time. (Source:
IFFN 2002.)
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Figure 13.2. The yearly surface burned by wildland ﬁres in China has been decreasing
(Source: IFFN 2002.)
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Section 13.6), and perhaps make ﬁre suppression appear unrealistically
successful in China. However, important steps were taken to revise and
improve regulations on the use of ﬁre in the agricultural and forestry
sectors. Several important laws, decrees, regulations, and stipulations
became effective after being passed by the local people’s congress and
promulgated by the governments. Many villages have developed
community regulations and agreements and have strengthened forest
ﬁre management at the local level very successfully. Such measures may
continue to be effective against smaller, low-intensity ﬁres, but may be
much less effective as protective measures during periods of prolonged
drought and extreme ﬁre weather conditions.

13.5. Remote sensing and wildland ﬁre in China

Satellite remote sensing (RS) is a new technique for wildﬁre monitoring
and ﬁre danger assessment. Satellite instruments like the Advanced Very
High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) can be used to create global highresolution products like the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and Surface Temperature (ST) (Qu et al., 2002), which have been
shown to be closely related to fuel moisture status. Thus, RS can
overcome some problems facing the traditional fuels-based ﬁre danger
estimation techniques, including low spatial resolution and unavailability
of meteorological data over parts of forest regions.
RS mapping and characterization of vegetation and ﬁre fuels
parameters and datasets were clearly deﬁned as technology goals in
strategic documents such as the U.S. National Fire Plan. They have also
been required by international ﬁre management and science communities.
Applications of satellite RS have been made during many large wildland
ﬁres, including monitoring ﬁre lines and total ﬁre smoke. The Wildland
Fire Assessment System (WFAS) developed by the USDA Forest Service,
became operational in the mid-1990s, and has been providing useful
information such as a ‘‘greenness’’ map using AVHRR-NDVI (Burgan
et al., 1997).
Satellite RS also has great potential to provide information for
calculating seasonal ﬁre danger. The fuel moisture detected by satellite RS
is mostly the moisture of live fuel, which predominately represents longlag moisture (e.g., 1000 h fuel moisture), a determining factor of seasonal
ﬁre danger. Thus, it is possible to develop a capacity to assess the seasonal
ﬁre danger using RS of fuel moisture and other products. These products
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are limited by spatial resolution of 1 km or more and thus are generally
only representative at meso or synoptic scales (Qu et al., 2003).
The estimation of forest ﬁre danger from satellite RS data is an
important research area, with potential for great practical application.
Fuel moisture is an important index of ﬁre potential. Over the past
decade, research on ﬁre danger estimation from RS data has concentrated
on determining fuel moisture. The accurate estimation of fuel moisture
using RS data is very difﬁcult, as most of the approaches use proxy
variables as indices of fuel moisture. Currently available techniques
can be placed into two categories: methods based on the relationship of
Land Surface Temperature (LSTs) and the NDVI, and methods based on
regression analysis of vegetation indices directly.
As a key research instrument of the NASA Earth Observing System
(EOS) missions, the MODIS instrument was launched onboard the
NASA Terra and Aqua satellites. It has proven itself as a useful tool for
wildland ﬁre and smoke mapping worldwide (Fig. 13.3). Because the
MODIS instrument senses the earth’s entire surface in 36 spectral bands,
it spans from the visible (0.415 mm) to infrared (14.235 mm) spectrum with
spatial resolutions of 1 km, and 500 and 250 m at nadir, respectively. One
strength of MODIS, especially important to fuel property estimation,
is that strong absorbance of water in the middle infrared region
(1.3–2.13 mm) makes this band 7 (2.13 mm) most suitable for the
estimation of forest fuel moisture content. This band 7 is not included
in most satellite systems, suggesting that MODIS should be useful for
improving the capacity of applying satellite RS data to more accurately

Figure 13.3. NOAA advanced very high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) image of the
black dragon ﬁre taken on May 7, 1987.
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estimate fuel moisture content and ﬁre danger indices (Qu et al., 2003;
Xinwen et al., 1998). Figure 13.4 shows the Aqua MODIS true color
(RGB) image of forest ﬁres around the China-Russia border at 04:20
UTC time. The smoke plumes and clouds can be seen clearly. The false
color image shows the burnt areas clearly (Fig. 13.5).
In China, RS of wildland ﬁre has been successfully implemented on a
routine basis. This is especially true for ﬁre detection using MODIS.
Satellite data has been regarded as a primary information source by many

Figure 13.4. Aqua MODIS true color (RGB) image of forest ﬁres around the China–
Russia border (05/30/2006 04:20 UTC time). The smoke plumes and clouds can be seen
clearly.

Figure 13.5. Aqua MODIS false color (Band 7, 2, and 1) image of forest ﬁres around the
China–Russia border (05/30/2006 04:20 UTC time). The burnt areas can be monitored.
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key projects in forestry for the past 20 years; examples of such uses
include comprehensive forest RS inventory, monitoring and assessment
of forest ﬁre, mapping evaluation of the Yunnan provincial tropical forest
in southwestern China, assessing forest ecological impacts, preventing
desertiﬁcation, monitoring insects, and developing innovations over the
current national forest resources survey system.

13.6. The black dragon ﬁre

China is often not considered as a country in which large forest ﬁres
occur, which has been correct in most years in the recent past. However,
this assumption does not hold true for years with extreme climate
conditions. In terms of sheer destruction and ecological damage, the ﬁres
that swept the Hinggan forests of Manchuria and Siberia in May 1987
(Fig. 13.1) rank as one of the worst environmental disasters of the 20th or
any other century (Salisbury, 1989). The ﬁres were more than 10 times the
size of the 1986 ﬁres in Yellowstone National Park. Yet, little is known
about them outside China and ofﬁcial circles in the Soviet Union.
Even among experts, there is only sketchy information on possibly the
world’s largest forest ﬁre in the past 300 years, a conﬂagration that
blackened an area almost the size of New England (3,000,000 acres of
land and killed 220 people).
The Greater Hinggan Forest was the world’s largest stand of
evergreens, stretching like a green velvet sea approximately 500 miles
long and 300 miles wide. It is bisected by the Heilongjiang, or Black
Dragon River (known in the West by its Russian name, the Amur), which
forms the border between Chinese Manchuria and Soviet Siberia. Before
the ﬁres, the Manchurian part of the forest accounted for one-third of
China’s timber reserves. In 1987, there had been a prolonged period
of dry weather, and the danger of ﬁre was high on both sides of the
river in the spring. At that time, Chinese ﬁre prevention and detection
methods and ﬁreﬁghting resources were primitive by American and
Canadian standards. Despite the hazardous conditions, people smoked
in the forest, built campﬁres, and used unsafe logging practices.
From natural and accidental causes, a number of ﬁres broke out about
the same time in Manchuria and Siberia, quickly consolidating into
several large ones.
The Black Dragon Fire had much signiﬁcance for China’s future under
a changing climate. The speciﬁc weather conditions that allowed the ﬁre
to become such a large and intense complex event ﬁt well with climate
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change scenarios depicted by the United Kingdom’s Hadley Climate
Center. Recently, even in areas of southern China where ﬁreﬁghting
resources are considered good, climate variability has overwhelmed
ﬁreﬁghters when ﬁres start. For example, mobilized ﬁreﬁghters were
unable to put out a forest ﬁre that was spreading rapidly through the
parched timberlands of the Chongqing Municipality on August 31, 2006.
More than 4000 people were mobilized to ﬁght the ﬁre that began at
1 pm on a Wednesday in Yakou Village, 40 km northeast of downtown
Chongqing. It soon spread to neighboring areas, ravaging 66 ha of forest.
The cause of the ﬁre was unclear, but the prolonged drought contributed
to its spread. Ofﬁcials cited a change in weather (rainfall) as the reason
the ﬁre was contained at 66 ha. Even with more than 4000 people to ﬁght
this ﬁre, they were unable to extinguish it until ﬁre weather conditions
allowed. Thus, the Black Dragon Fire is perhaps an example that climate
considerations need to be fully integrated into ﬁre management not only
in China but also worldwide.

13.7. Conclusions

China values its forest resources and wishes to increase forest cover.
Although air pollution is a signiﬁcant issue for China, at the present time
Chinese ﬁre suppression policies and available resources meet most
normal ﬁre challenges. By using satellite instruments, effective systems
can detect large ﬁres and assist in ﬁre danger predictions. Climate change
predictions for China suggest that wildland ﬁres will increase in
frequency, size, and intensity. Should this occur, the wildland ﬁre smoke,
especially in the north of China, may become a signiﬁcant issue.
Thus, due to this predicted climate change in China, ﬁre suppression as
a management tool may itself need reassessment. In the United States,
past policies of ﬁre suppression have been postulated to have caused
massive fuels build-up in forests, particularly in the western states. Recent
evidence has shown, however, that due to a period of relative calm from
drought, such suppression strategies were more successful than they
perhaps might have been without the coincidence of this calm period
(Westerling et al., 2006). Currently, China has entered into a ﬁre
suppression policy that parallels the policies employed in the 1950s and
1960s in the U.S. Climate variability and change, interacting with
exclusion of ﬁre from ecosystems, may prove to be as interesting a
challenge for ﬁre and air quality management in China as they are for the
United States.
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Chapter 14
Smoke from Wildﬁres and Prescribed Burning in Australia:
Effects on Human Health and Ecosystems
Tina Bell and Mark Adams
Abstract
Much of Australia is seasonally hot and dry, and fuel beds can
become very ﬂammable. Biomass burning ranges from annual
savanna ﬁres in the north to sporadic but extensive forest ﬁres in
the south. In addition, prescribed burning (the controlled application
of ﬁre) is being used more frequently as a means of reducing fuel
loads, for maintenance of plant and animal biodiversity and in
forestry practices. Despite this and in comparison to the Northern
Hemisphere, there are few Australian studies of the production or
composition of smoke from biomass burning. There is also relatively
minimal Australian literature detailing the effect of wildﬁre smoke
on human health and ﬂora and fauna. Most of the literature dealing
with smoke and human health issues in Australia outline epidemiological studies that document the incidence of hospital visits and
admissions during wildﬁre events. The causal link between smoke
and respiratory illness is yet to be established. The bulk of the
publications dealing with ecological effects of smoke are concerned
with germination of seed, with little information available on the
direct effects of components of smoke on the physiology and
biochemistry of plants, animals, invertebrates, or microorganisms.
We will outline the knowledge of emissions and effects of smoke
from prescribed and wildland ﬁre in Australia on human health and
the environment and will indicate potential areas for future research.
In addition, a large proportion of the vegetation of Australia is
composed of forests dominated by native species of Eucalyptus
and Acacia, while large expanses of plantations are dominated by
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single species of Eucalyptus, and the production of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) by such vegetation is substantial. Thus, we will
also outline an emerging research area in which the links among the
production of VOCs by native Australian species, environmental
conditions, and VOCs found in smoke produced from burning native
vegetation are explored.

14.1. Introduction

Australia is a ﬁre-prone continent primarily because of increased aridity
during the Pleistocene (1.8 million to 10,000 years BP). As Australian
ecosystems became more sclerophyllous, ﬁre became more frequent and
accelerated the change in biota (Barlow, 1981). With the onset of human
occupation 50,000 years BP, a wave of anthropomorphic burning
followed and played a major role in altering the distributions of
sclerophyll forests and assuring the dominance of Eucalyptus and Acacia
in southern Australia (Bowman, 1998). Today, wildﬁres or bushﬁres
have become more frequent and may be started naturally, accidentally, or
intentionally. Controlled burning for fuel-reduction or biodiversity
outcomes has also increased. An average area of 46.8 million hectares
has been burnt annually during the period 1997–2003, and this area
includes both planned and unplanned ﬁres (Ellis et al., 2004). The need
for speciﬁc Australian research into the effect of smoke on human health
and ecosystems from both these types of ﬁres has been recognized with
the recent formation of targeted projects within a federally funded
cooperative research center. Fireﬁghter health and safety is also of
considerable importance in Australia and has been funded under the
same research scheme. Other consequences of smoke such as impairment
of visibility or contribution to regional haze, while important to understand, do not have such a high priority for national study and will only be
brieﬂy commented on in this review.
This chapter reviews the body of knowledge concerning smoke
from vegetation ﬁres in Australia. The current state of knowledge
of the effects of smoke on human health in Australian communities
will be discussed brieﬂy before turning to the effects of smoke on
biota. Particular attention will be given to the production and effect
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in smoke, as this is the current
research interest of our research group. The natural production of
large amounts of VOCs by native Australian vegetation will be
described and used as a basis for tailoring our future studies of smoke
composition.
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14.2. The nature of smoke from vegetation ﬁres

The production of smoke through the combustion of vegetation (also
referred to here as biomass burning) is one of the most common of all
chemical reactions, but it may well be the least understood (Radojevic,
2003). Smoke is a natural by-product of an integral natural process, but it
is more often than not viewed and reported in a negative manner. Smoke,
whether resulting from consumption of wood for energy, slash-and-burn
agricultural practices, prescribed burning activities or wildﬁres, contains
a complex mixture of the visible products of burning (particulates and
water vapor), and primary and secondary gaseous products, many of
which are air pollutants or greenhouse gases (Ward, 1999).
Components of smoke include gaseous aerosols, such as carbon
monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and ammonia
(NH3), oxides of nitrogen (NOX as nitrous oxide [NO] and nitrogen
dioxide [NO2]), sulfur dioxide (SO2), VOCs, and polycyclic aromatic
(or polynuclear) hydrocarbons (PAHs; Crutzen & Andreae, 1990;
McKenzie et al., 1994; Ward, 1999). Smoke also includes aerosols that
are stable solid or liquid suspensions and may vary in concentration,
composition, and size distribution. Aerosols may also be formed from
gaseous precursors by a variety of oxidation pathways (Koutrakis &
Sioutas, 1996). As an indication of the complexity of emissions in biomass
smoke, McKenzie et al. (1994) identiﬁed 26 oxygenated organic
compounds in the condensable fraction of smoke from smouldering
sapwood of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and over 70 different
compounds were listed by Andreae and Merlet (2001) as being produced
by burning of various types of vegetation.
The composition and quantity of smoke produced during vegetation
burning will differ depending on the chemistry and moisture content of
the fuel, the amount and arrangement of fuel layers, and on the behavior
of the ﬁre and weather conditions (Ward, 1990; Ward & Hardy, 1991).
For example, ﬁres of low intensity (low heat and light emissions) tend
to produce more particulate emissions than ﬁres of higher intensities
(high heat and light emissions), while smouldering (ﬂameless) combustion
produces more CO, NH3, and particulates than ﬂaming combustion
(Ward, 1999). Different types and amounts of smoke can even be
produced simultaneously within a single ﬁre; for example, heading ﬁres
generally produce two to three times more emissions than backing ﬁres
(Ward, 1990). Fine fuels with a high moisture content will encourage
smouldering, while drier fuels will produce ﬂaming combustion (Lobert &
Warnatz, 1993). Brushy vegetation with highly dissected leaves and
branches produces more smoke per weight of fuel than non-brushy
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vegetation or dense wood (Lobert & Warnatz, 1993; Ward & Hardy,
1991). Fires in grassy savannah ecosystems may result in most of the
vegetation being consumed in the ﬂaming process, while in ecosystems
with large amounts of peat, rotten logs, and deep duff, the majority of the
biomass is burnt during smouldering combustion when the moisture
content is low (Ward, 1999). Moisture content controls the amount of
fuel consumed in a ﬁre and has been used as a means of managing smoke
production from larger logs and duff (Hardy et al., 2001). Carbon
monoxide, methyl chloride, methyl bromide, and methyl iodide, together
with amines and nitriles are formed predominantly in the smouldering
stage of a ﬁre, while NOX and molecular N2 are released during ﬂaming
combustion (Shirai et al., 2003). Volatile organic hydrocarbons are
vaporized from fuels early in the combustion process and at later stages,
as lignin and cellulose are decomposed through pyrolysis (Ward &
Hardy, 1991). Smouldering combustion produces greater levels of VOCs
than ﬂaming combustion (Miranda et al., 2005). Ward (1990) and Lobert
and Warnatz (1993) both describe the combustion process in relation
to the smoke produced, and Gao et al. (2003) provide an excellent
description of the basic chemistry involved.
Visibility is impaired when particulate matter (PM) and gases in the
atmosphere absorb and scatter incoming radiation and reﬂect light
(Garcia-Nieto, 2002; Malm, 1999). PM less than 2.5 mm in diameter has
the greatest effect on visibility and radiation transfer and can act as
condensation nuclei for fog formation (Ward & Hardy, 1991). Smoke
from wildﬁres and prescribed burns and annual agricultural or forestry
burning can produce a haze that may last for several days or months
(Legg & Laumonier, 1999; Nichol, 1997; Robock, 1991). In much of
Australia, prevailing winds are often unpredictable and capital cities and
larger towns are occasionally covered in a haze of smoke (Packham &
Vines, 1978; Vines et al., 1971). For example, smoke from the extensive
wildﬁres in 1939 was observed in New Zealand several days later as it
was blown eastward (Vines et al., 1971), and this was certainly the case
during bushﬁres in New South Wales and the ACT in 2001–2002 and in
Victoria in 2003.
Much of the early information relating to the general composition
of smoke comes from studies of industrial emissions, tobacco smoke,
residential combustion, and burning of biomass under controlled
laboratory conditions. However, an increasing number of investigations
of smoke emissions from wildﬁres and other types of vegetation ﬁres
have been published in recent years. Much of this research has been
conducted in southern Africa where annual burning of large quantities of
biomass from tropical and savannah ecosystems is common practice
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(Scholes et al., 1996). Many more examples are from the United States
where a great deal of federal funding has been provided for ﬁre research,
particularly in response to a recent increase in the number of wildﬁres and
greater use of prescribed burning. In comparison, investigation of the
smoke from biomass burning in Australia has received only moderate
research attention. Regardless of location, most of the studies relating to
composition of smoke from biomass burning have been concerned with
the measurement of CO2 and CO, as well as NOX, O3, and trace gases.
Much less research attention has been paid to measurement of H2,
sulﬁdes, VOCs, and PAHs. The literature suggests that continued and
more comprehensive analyses of the compounds found in smoke from
biomass burning is needed to advance the predictive capacity of smoke
behavior and to determine the impacts of smoke (Sandberg et al., 2002).
14.3. Estimates of wildﬁre smoke emissions

Estimates of gaseous emissions from vegetation ﬁres are largely constrained to the last 25 years with evidence emerging for long-range
transport of smoke from large-scale slash burning and wildﬁres (Andreae
& Merlet, 2001; Delmas et al., 1995). Severe air pollution caused by ﬁres
in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Brazil in 1997–1998 (bin Abas et al.,
2004; Heil & Goldammer, 2001) and more recently in Australia have
added to this increased proﬁle (Simmonds et al., 2005). The demand for
such information is increasing due to the following:
 Accountability by governments and companies for greenhouse gas
emissions
 Increased capability for modelling of biogeochemistry, atmospheric
processes, and global climate change
 Identiﬁcation by health authorities of sources of air pollution affecting
human health (Global Emissions Inventory Activity, 2002)
 Increased regional haze and impairment of visibility.
A number of large-scale, coordinated biomass burning experiments has
allowed characterization of emissions from a range of vegetation types
around the world (Andreae & Merlet, 2001; Delmas et al., 1995).
Methods adopted in campaigns such as these and in other experimental
work, were reviewed extensively by Ward and Radke (1993) and Delmas
et al. (1995). Models of emissions from biomass burning using remote
sensing data were recently reviewed by Palacios-Orueta et al. (2005).
Radke (1989) estimated that the worldwide total of biomass
consumed by burning each year is 100,000 Tg (Teragram ¼ 1012 g).
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Table 14.1. Total annual worldwide emissions from all sources compared to emissions
from burning biomassa
Species
Gases

Particulates
a

CO
CH4
NO
HCN, CH3CN
H2
CH3Cl
COS
Organic C
Elemental C

Worldwide (Tg)b

Biomass burning (Tg)

600–1300 C
400–600 C
25–60 N
W0.4 N
B36
B2
0.6–1.5 S
B180
20–30

120–510 C
11–53 C
2.1–5.5 N
0.5–1.7 N
5–16
0.5–2
0.04–0.20 S
24–102
6.4–28

Data from Crutzen and Carmichael 1993.
Teragram ¼ 1012 g.

b

Gaseous emissions from burning of this vegetation represent only a small
fraction of total emissions from all sources (Table 14.1). Other estimates
indicate that 3800–4300 Tg of carbon (C) is released annually to the
atmosphere from vegetation ﬁres (Andreae, 1991; Andreae & Merlet,
2001), including 20,000–33,000 Tg of C as CO2 (Seiler & Crutzen, 1980).
In Australia, estimates of gross release of C from vegetation ﬁres range
from 80 to 250 Tg based on estimates of the area burnt that range from
40 to 130  106 ha (Cheney et al., 1980). In a low ﬁre year (1992) in the
Northern Territory, almost 30 Tg of biomass was burnt resulting in
emission of 11.3 Tg of CO2, 1.0 Tg of CO, 5.2  103 Tg of PM, and
26.1  103 Tg of NOX (Beringer et al., 1995). According to the Darwin
Air Emission Inventory (2001), wildﬁres in the same area caused 94% of
annual emissions of PM, and some 83% of that of benzene, 78% of CO,
and 46% of VOCs. In contrast, in southern Western Australia, wildﬁres
caused only 3% of annual emissions of PM, no gaseous benzene, 39% of
CO and only 3% of VOCs (Department of Environmental Protection,
2003). Differences among topography, climate, burning patterns, and fuel
types make a signiﬁcant difference to gaseous and particulate emissions
from vegetation ﬁres in Australia.

14.4. Smoke from vegetation ﬁres and effects on human health

Smoke from any source is known to have signiﬁcant deleterious effects on
human health, particularly in children and the elderly and people with
poor respiratory function (World Health Organisation, 1999). Much of
the current knowledge about the impact of smoke on human health is
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derived from studies of tobacco smoke from cigarettes, smoke from wood
ﬁres and ovens (‘‘indoor biomass smoke’’) and industrial smoke in
densely populated cities (Larson & Koenig, 1994; World Health
Organisation, 1999), rather than smoke from vegetation ﬁres. In these
studies, exposure to smoke is generally investigated at known concentrations and for a speciﬁed duration. In contrast, wildﬁres and prescribed
burning expose humans to high levels of smoke episodically and only for
short periods of time (Breysse, 1984; Pinto & Grant, 1999). In Australia,
it has been recognized that emissions from both woodsmoke and smoke
from bushﬁres or fuel-reduction burns are generally unknown and need
to be monitored and assessed (Lewis & Corbett, 2002; Manins et al.,
2001; Sim, 2002).
Smoke contains toxic compounds of both a gaseous and particulate
nature, and while the effects of gas phase toxicants are of concern,
most of the deleterious effects on human health are from the inhaled
particulate phase (Schollnberger et al., 2002; Spengler & Wilson, 1996).
Determining the effects of particulates is not straightforward, since it is
the gaseous compounds, particularly VOCs and PAHs adsorbed onto the
surfaces of PM that have the greatest effect on respiratory health (Dost,
1991). The composition of chemicals on the surface of PM will depend
on the conditions under which they are generated (Hueglin et al., 1997;
Malilay, 1999).
PM is generally classiﬁed by aerodynamic diameter, since this
parameter governs the transport and gravitational settling of particles
from the air and the deposition within the respiratory system. Smaller
particles are deposited further into the lungs; therefore, in health studies
a description of particle size is particularly important in determining
exposure and human dose. Most of the PM produced by biomass burning
has diameters less than 0.1 mm or between 0.1 and 2.5 mm (Phuleria et al.,
2005; Schollnberger et al., 2002); however, ambient air quality standards
were originally set to quantify PM with aerodynamic diameter equal
to or less than 10 mm (PM10; e.g., Pope et al., 1991). Annual average
exposure to PM10 in the United States is recommended to be less than
50 mm m3 with a maximum 24-hour standard period set at 150 mm m3
(United States Environment Protection Agency, 1999). It is only
relatively recently (July 1997) that guidelines determining exposure to
ﬁner PM (PM2.5) have been established (Brauer, 1999), with an annual
average limit of 15 mm m3 and a maximum 24-hour standard period set
at 65 mm m3.
In Australia, health guidelines have taken even longer to be
formulated, with air quality standards for PM10 only endorsed in June
1998. The Australian limits of exposure to PM10 are lower (50 mm m3
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within a 24-hour period) than that in the United States; however, there
is an allowance for exceeding this limit for up to 5 days per year to allow
for smoke emissions from bushﬁres (Australian National Environment
Protection Council, 1998). The national Australian guidelines for
exposure to PM2.5 have recently been amended (July 2003), with data
collection taking place until 2005 to facilitate a review of the Advisory
Reporting Standards (Australian National Environment Protection
Council, 2003). Maximum limits of exposure to PM2.5 have been set at
25 mm m3 within a 24-hour period and 8 mm m3 over the course of
a year.
Gaseous components of vegetation smoke such as SO2, CO, NOX, O3,
formaldehyde, acrolein (C3H4O), and benzene also cause health problems
in humans. For example, SO2 is a colorless gas that is readily soluble in
water vapor forming sulfuric acid. Long-term exposure of animals to SO2
produces damage to airways similar to chronic bronchitis in humans
and the effects may be enhanced by simultaneous exposure to ultra-ﬁne
particles (World Health Organisation, 2000). Prolonged exposure results
in a reduction in lung volume and capacity for gaseous diffusion. Another
example is formic acid, which is one of the most abundant VOCs emitted
from burning biomass and is produced when formaldehyde is oxidized
in a moist environment or when low concentrations of oxygen are
coupled with high concentrations of formaldehyde (Ciccioli et al., 2001).
Formaldehyde is normally present in the atmosphere at concentrations
of between 4 and 20 mg m3 depending on location of sampling and
proximity to urban sources. Dost (1991) has reviewed the formation and
toxicology of formic acid in detail. It can cause irritation to the nose,
eyes and throat at concentrations of 100–3000 mg m3, with damage to
cells occurring through exposure at this concentration for longer periods
of time or at greater concentrations (10,000–20,000 mg m3). The threshold
concentration of formic acid for irritation is unknown but is thought to
be higher than for formaldehyde. Acrolein is a more potent irritant than
formaldehyde and can effect respiratory function at concentrations as low
as 100 mg m3 (Ward, 1999) but is released in woodsmoke in much smaller
quantities (Dost, 1991).
Worldwide, wildﬁres are becoming more prevalent and prescribed
burning is being used more frequently as a means of reducing fuel loads.
In addition, air quality regulations are becoming stricter, more people are
living in the interface between urban and rural areas, and the general
public is becoming less tolerant of air contamination (Sandberg et al.,
2002). Despite this, the effects of smoke from biomass burning on human
health at regional or global scales are unknown (Ward, 1999). There is
a relatively large pool of information regarding the effect of smoke on
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ﬁreﬁghter health and safety (e.g., Brandt-Rauf et al., 1988; Mustajbegovic
et al., 2001; Reinhardt & Ottmar, 1997; Slaughter et al., 2004), but little
long-term health effects studies have been done in regard to ﬁreﬁghter
exposure (Booze et al., 2004). There is a distinct lack of studies
concerning the production of smoke at the ‘‘ground level’’ and the
impact this smoke may have on localized human populations. Brauer
(1999) highlights this inadequacy by recommending further studies on
health impacts of large-scale ﬁre-related episodes of air pollution by using
standardized study protocols and over a range of locations.
The association between respiratory impairment and exposure of the
general public to smoke from wildﬁres or prescribed burning has been
noted in a number of epidemiological studies, but a causal link is yet to be
established. For example, smoke from the 1997–1998 ﬁres in Indonesia
affected air quality (Aditama, 2000) and resulted in a signiﬁcant increase
in the number of people requiring clinic visits or hospital admission for
smoke-related illnesses, and this has been reported as such in some studies
(Phonboon et al., 1999), but not in others (Emmanuel, 2000). In the
United States, smoke from large forest ﬁres resulted in increased hospital
visits in at least two studies (Duclos et al., 1990; Mott et al., 2002).
Similarly, increased levels of particulates (PM10) in smoke from biomass
burning in northern Australia caused an increase in hospital visits or use
of medication for asthma (Chen et al., 2006; Johnston et al., 2002) but not
after a large wildﬁre event in New South Wales (Smith et al., 1996).
A fourth Australian study did not ﬁnd any reduction in lung function in
symptomatic children during the same ﬁres (Jalaludin et al., 2000).
In comparison, exposure to high levels of particulates in anthropogenic
air pollution is more strongly linked to respiratory illness and reduced
lung function (Vedal et al., 1998), and exposure to smoke in indoor
air generated from cooking and heating has been linked to respiratory
disease and poor lung function (Brauer, 1999; Eisner et al., 2002;
Larson & Koenig, 1994). These studies relate to exposure to particulates
at very high levels (1000–2000 mg m3) for long periods of time (20 years
or more) so comparisons with exposure to smoke from wildﬁres or
prescribed burns are neither straightforward nor particularly valid.

14.5. Effects of smoke on Australian ecosystems

There is a small body of literature relating smoke from biomass burning
to plant functioning and even less dealing with fauna (see Whelan, 1995).
The literature concerning fauna reports of survival of mice in burrows
with adequate ventilation or death of animals due to suffocation from
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smoke. There are no studies on the toxicology of smoke from biomass
burning on any form of native fauna. The bulk of Australian publications
are concerned with the effect of smoke on germination of seed, with little
information available on the direct effects of smoke from biomass
burning on plant or animal physiology or biochemistry. In contrast, the
effect of air pollution (as opposed to vegetation smoke) on whole
ecosystems, particularly vegetation, has long been noted and is a major
topic of research worldwide. Thus, there are many books and review
articles dealing with the effects of air pollution, and this topic is the
subject of regular international symposia. Because many of the reactive
chemicals found in air pollution are also common in smoke from
vegetation ﬁres, the literature dealing with air pollution is a potential
source of information. However, several failings can be levelled at the
majority of these pollution studies when considered in the context of
the effects of smoke. These inadequacies are discussed below.
The ﬁrst, a more general criticism, is that plant responses to air pollution are generally measured using seedlings and saplings of target species,
with only a few extrapolations to mature ﬁeld-grown trees (Bytnerowicz,
1996). Another general criticism is that many of the pollution studies are
done in the laboratory under carefully controlled conditions, whereas
pollutants in the free atmosphere (including those in smoke) are dynamic
and can vary in concentration over a great range of time scales (Cape &
Unsworth, 1988). A third failing is that many of the pollution studies
have been from mesophytic or tropical environments and are therefore
generally inappropriate for predicting the response of sclerophyllous
vegetation from xerophytic communities (Wilson, 1995). A useful exception is the body of air pollution literature relating to Pinus ponderosa,
P. radiata, and P. halepensis, species which are typically associated with
ﬁre-prone mediterranean climates (e.g., Momen et al., 2002; Takemoto
et al., 2001).
A ﬁnal inadequacy we might note is that air pollution studies are
mostly concerned with long-term exposure to air pollution (months)
whereas exposure to smoke from biomass burning is episodic and
transitory (hours to days, occasionally weeks). In addition, the effects
of the gaseous and particulate components of air pollution on plant
growth and development are investigated at concentrations two to three
times ambient, whereas this is generally not a realistic situation for
vegetation ﬁres. Despite these problems, the synthesis presented here
draws heavily on studies of air pollution, as these often provide the only
guide to what might be expected from exposure of ﬂora and fauna to
smoke from biomass burning. Similarly, the chemico-physical inﬂuences
of smoke, such as high temperatures, low light and high vapor pressure
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deﬁcit, are poorly studied, and information must be obtained from
related ﬁelds.
The inﬂuence of air pollution on plants is a complex subject and
dependent on the interactions of concentrations and types of pollutants
involved and on biochemical and physiological properties of the vegetation (Fig. 14.1; Bytnerowicz, 1996). By extrapolation, the effect of smoke
from biomass burning on vegetation must be equally complex.
Unfortunately, much of the biochemistry involved in the interaction of
plant tissues with pollution is not yet fully elucidated (Bytnerowicz, 2002;
Polle, 1998), and little, if anything, is known about the biochemical
reactions of smoke emissions in plant tissues. Effects of air pollution (and
therefore smoke) on vegetation can be at cellular, whole plant, species,
and ecosystem levels and can have both positive and negative effects on
cells (Fig. 14.1; Bytnerowicz, 1996; Heck, 1973; Kozlowski, 1980).
As with general air pollution, smoke may impinge on plant organs
(leaves, stems, trunks) and on soil surfaces. There is equal opportunity for
smoke to promote cell growth as there is for it to be detrimental by
causing cell injury or death (Fig. 14.1). Growth of plants would certainly
be promoted if nutrients such as ammonium and nitrate were deposited
or washed from a smoky atmosphere to soil surfaces in the course of a
wildﬁre. However, reduced light conditions and lower vapor pressure
deﬁcit may temporarily alter the capacity for photosynthesis (environmental level effects, Fig. 14.1). However, unlike air pollution, separation
of the effects of heat from ﬁre from the effects of the smoke produced is a
difﬁcult task. As suggested earlier, air pollution is relatively long-lasting,
whereas smoke from biomass burning is fairly transitory, and the effects
of smoke from vegetation ﬁres are likely to be short. Biotic factors such
as mycorrhizas, pathogens, insects, competition, N2-ﬁxation, and genetic
variability, and abiotic factors such as humidity, temperature, radiation
(light and UV-B), wind, CO2, water and nutrient availability, and soil
type and condition can also interact with vegetation to modify physiological responses (Bytnerowicz, 1996; Krupa & Manning, 1988). The
interaction of smoke from vegetation ﬁres with this list of factors remains
unclear.

14.6. Types of deposition

Air pollutants, including those from biomass burning, can reach plant
and soil surfaces as PM and can enter through cuticular surfaces or
stomata as gases (both often referred to as dry deposition) or dissolved in
rain, snow, hail or fog (wet deposition; Bytnerowicz & Grulke, 1992;
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Figure 14.1. Deposition of air pollutants and the effects on plants at the ecosystem,
individual, and cellular organizational levels. The range of biochemical reactions includes
effects on enzymes, changes to metabolic pathways and cellular constituents, and alterations
in the genetic code by transcription and translation. (Redrawn from Bytnerowicz, 1996;
Heck, 1973; Kozlowski, 1980.)
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Crutzen & Andreae, 1990; Grantz et al., 2003). These pathways are
indicated in Fig. 14.1. Occult deposition is intermediate between wet and
dry deposition and refers to deposition of small water droplets in fog or
interception of cloud water at high altitudes (Cape & Unsworth, 1988).
Logically, dry deposition of pollutants on vegetation and soil surfaces
dominates in low rainfall regions, particularly during dry periods, and
wet deposition dominates in more humid and mountainous regions
(Cape & Unsworth, 1988; Crutzen & Andreae, 1990).
The type and location of deposition of pollutants on plants will cause
different types and extent of interactions (Bytnerowicz & Grulke, 1992).
For example, stomata might be expected to be the main point of entry for
gaseous pollutants (Fig. 14.1), so regulation of the opening and closing of
stomata will play a key role in determining plant sensitivity (Darrall,
1989). The molecular weight and permeability of a gas will determine
how well it penetrates into plant tissue (Lendzian & Kerstiens, 1991).
At the leaf surface there is generally little active uptake or exclusion of
substances, including pollutants, but passive movement of solutes will
be dependent on the physical and chemical nature of the leaf surface
(Cape & Unsworth, 1988). Once water droplets are in contact with the
leaf surface, organic and inorganic ions may diffuse from solution into
þ
the leaf (e.g., NO
3 and NH4 ) or are leached from within cells (e.g.,
2
SO4 ). The presence of epicuticular wax, trichomes, and hairs provide a
barrier for water adhesion and wet deposition and consequently for solute
transfer. Consequently, the morphological and anatomical adaptations
of ﬁre-prone, sclerophyllous vegetation are likely to confer different
protection to airborne pollutants than that of mesophytic vegetation.
Plants generally respond differently to air pollution at different stages
of their life cycle (Reiling & Davison, 1994). Young expanding leaves are
likely to be more sensitive than older leaves, and seedlings may be more
sensitive than established plants (Kozlowski, 1980). However, it is still a
matter of dispute if seedlings are more susceptible than adult plants to
pollution and most of the differences between seedlings and older plants,
as well as between young and old foliage, can be attributed to differences
in rates of uptake. Since much of the prescribed burning in Australia
takes place during periods of active growth and ﬂowering, there may
be greater implication for response to components of combustion than
at other times of the year. As Robinson et al. (1998) point out, a small
disturbance in stomatal control during periods of stress may have
considerable consequences for plant survival. Given that wildﬁres in
Australia are most common in the hot dry months (i.e., periods of waterstress), vegetation may well be vulnerable to additional stress induced
by the effects of smoke, albeit for a relatively short period of time.
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The position of leaves within plant canopies largely determines the
extent of their exposure to wet and dry deposition (Grantz et al., 2003).
Modelling of large-scale deposition suggests that most aerosols are
deposited on upper and outer surfaces of forests with exponentially lower
transfer downwards into the canopy (Shaw et al., 1994). The canopy thus
acts as a ﬁlter for tree seedlings and understory vegetation. Several studies
have sampled leaves from outer edges and well within the canopy and
herbaceous layer to try to quantify exposure to air pollution (Kozlowski,
1980; Steubing et al., 1989). This line of evidence suggests that understory
vegetation in Australia in open woodlands with less crown cover is more
likely to be exposed to smoke from prescribed burns and wildﬁres than
the understorey in closed canopy forests.
Leaves of vegetation in unburnt areas surrounding a ﬁre are likely to be
coated in a layer of PM. Smoke from wildﬁres contains particulates that
may range in size from 0.5 to 43 mm (Ward & Hardy, 1991), the smallest
of which may have long residence times in the atmosphere and can be
carried hundreds of kilometers in drifting smoke plumes (Crutzen &
Andreae, 1990). Hirano et al. (1995) found that dust applied to leaves of
cucumber and kidney bean decreased stomatal conductance under well-lit
conditions, decreased photosynthetic rate by shading the leaf surface, and
increased leaf temperature by greater absorption of incident radiation.
Such physiological changes are likely to be similar for plants coated with
ﬁne ash from biomass burning. In addition, it seems likely that prevailing
warm and dry conditions, that produce water and heat stress in plants
and that are associated with the lack of rainfall for washing leaf surfaces,
could well exacerbate the leaf-coating effects of ﬁre-produced ash and
particulates. Given that the variety of effects of PM on vegetation, soils,
and whole ecosystems has been thoroughly reviewed by Grantz et al.
(2003), investigation into the load and effect of PM on surrounding
unburnt vegetation after prescribed burning and wildﬁres is clearly
warranted.
It is obvious that plant responses to long-term exposure to gaseous
pollutants are not always indicative of responses to short-term exposure.
For example, in one of the few publications dealing directly with the
effect of smoke on plants, Gilbert and Ripley (2002) found exposure to
smoke for only 1 minute was enough to reduce stomatal conductance and
intercellular levels and rates of assimilation of CO2 of Chrysanthemoides
monilifera for up to 5 h. Normal stomatal functioning was re-established
after 24 h. Following a similar pattern, all populations of Plantago major
showed reduced stomatal conductance within hours of coming in contact
with high levels of O3, but more sensitive populations showed different
stomatal responses to that of less sensitive populations over the following
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4 days of exposure (Reiling & Davison, 1995). Stomata of Vicia faba
responded within 15 min of exposure to SO2 regardless of the concentration of the pollutant, and the effect remained for several days after
exposure (Black & Unsworth, 1980). Stomatal response to low concentrations of gaseous pollutants (particularly ozone) often includes loss
of stomatal control so that stomata remain open under dry conditions,
rendering plants more susceptible to drought and presumably, the effect
of pollutants. This may be a more realistic scenario for short-term
exposure to vegetation smoke during summer wildﬁres and should be
investigated further.

14.7. Effects of smoke on soil, roots, and microorganisms

Along with the obvious effects of airborne pollutants on aboveground
vegetation there may be indirect effect via the soil (Fig. 14.1). Several
authors have concluded that induced changes in soil chemistry will have a
greater impact than will direct action of pollution on foliage (Cape &
Unsworth, 1988; Grantz et al., 2003). As an example, elevated CO2 has
also been shown to alter soil properties by promoting greater accumulation of carbon and nutrients in vegetation and soil horizons (Johnson
et al., 2003). The impact of smoke from biomass burning on soil has yet
to be considered.
Root growth can be used as an indirect yet sensitive indicator of the
physiology of plant shoots, and changes in shoot–root ratios are often
used as an indicator of changes in nutritional status of plants and reduced
translocation of photosynthate (Ormrod, 1982). Using the milieu of
pollution studies, root biomass of mature trees in natural stands of Pinus
ponderosa was up to 16 times greater in unpolluted sites than polluted
sites (Grulke et al., 1998). At a different scale, root initiation in mung
bean (Vigna radiata) and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) can be
promoted by application of aqueous extracts of smoke (Taylor & van
Staden, 1996, 1998), but this research has yet to be extended to woody
plants or natural environments. The interaction of coal-smoke and rootknot nematode infection on okra and eggplant suggests greater
susceptibility for infection and reduced productivity in areas of high air
pollution (Khan & Khan, 1994a, 1994b). This type of response is from
plants with relatively long-term exposure to coal-smoke (3 months) and
may or may not be translatable to the effect of smoke from vegetation
ﬁres. Changes in the availability of nutrients to vegetation and soil
microorganisms may cause disruptions in ecosystem functioning,
particularly in Australian ecosystems where balanced nutrient cycling is
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commonplace. Losses and additions of nutrients in soil during burning
have been well-studied for Australian ecosystems (see Raison, 1979), but
nutrient alterations via smoke from vegetation ﬁres is yet to be fully
elucidated.
Smoke has been shown to have variable impacts on microorganisms.
In early studies, traditional preservative applications of smoke to fungal
species produced a range of responses, with critical exposure time of
spores and mycelium ranging from seconds to minutes (Parmeter &
Uhrenholdt, 1975a, b; Zagory & Parmeter, 1984). At the other extreme,
liquid condensates of smoke from beech wood killed spores of several
common mold fungi (Wolkowskaja & Lapszin, 1962). Despite the wellknown use of smoke as a sterilizing agent, there has been little research
into smoke effects on soil microbes in natural ecosystems.
In a broader context, functional groups of fungi have been used as
bioindicators of environmental pollution (e.g., Arnolds, 1991; Fellner,
1993; Lagana et al., 1999; Wallenda & Kottke, 1998). Similarly, lichens
have been used as indicators of air quality (e.g., Conti & Cecchetti, 2001;
Seaward, 2004). Decreases in the ratio of mycorrhizal to saprophytic
fungi have been used to indicate forest decline due to anthropogenic
contamination (Fellner, 1993; Rühling & Tyler, 1991), while nitrogen
deposition appears to affect formation of fruiting bodies more readily
than belowground structures (Wallenda & Kottke, 1998). Steubing et al.
(1989) found the ratio of soil bacteria to fungi was depressed when
exposed to SO2, NO2, and O3 applied separately and in combination.
Infection by mycorrhizal fungi is generally reduced with increased
additions of nitrogen (Caporn et al., 1995), and simulation of long-term
atmospheric deposition of nitrogen by Lee and Caporn (1998) demonstrated its potential to radically change above- and belowground
processes. Microbial and fungal activities are essential to the efﬁcient
and healthy functioning of all ecosystems, and knowledge of how smoke
affects their ecological processes would be productive.

14.8. Effects of smoke on seed germination and other processes

By far the most intensively studied effect of smoke on plants is the
ability of combustion compounds from burnt vegetation to stimulate
germination of seed. This research has been reviewed extensively by
Brown (1993), Brown and van Staden (1997), and Vigilante et al. (1998)
and will not be elaborated here. However, since the publication of
these three major reviews, research has focussed on extending the range
and type of species tested (e.g., Tang et al., 2003; Wills & Read, 2002).
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Other recent research has concentrated on the interaction of smokepromoted germination with other germination cues such as temperature,
irradiance, hormones, mechanical and chemical scariﬁcation, seed burial
and nitrogenous compounds. Smoke not only enhances seed germination but has also been found to stimulate ﬂowering (Keeley, 1993;
LeMaitre & Brown, 1992) and release of bulbs from dormancy
(Tompsett, 1985).

14.9. Effects of volatile organic compounds on ecosystems

VOCs are a diverse group of compounds and include isoprene, terpenes,
alkanes, alkenes, alcohols, esters, carbonyls, and acids (Ciccioli et al.,
2001; Kesselmeier & Staudt, 1999; Owen et al., 2001). Acetic and formic
acids are the most abundant VOCs emitted from burning biomass
(Ciccioli et al., 2001), whereas isoprene and monoterpene constitute more
than 50% of VOCs in natural plant emissions (Kesselmeier & Staudt,
1999). Detailed identiﬁcation and chemical analysis of functional groups
of particulates such as VOCs have the potential to be used as markers
compounds, which could then be used to distinguish smoke from biomass
burning from other sources (Brauer, 1999). This information would aid in
tracing smoke plumes in both time and space and could be used to
distinguish biomass smoke from other sources of pollution, thus
improving emission quantiﬁcations (Sandberg et al., 2002).
There are limited studies on the effects of VOCs as primary pollutants
on plants (Cape, 2003; Cape et al., 2003a). Several of these studies
have suggested that plants may absorb and metabolize VOCs under
different circumstances, but the effects on the plant, toxic or otherwise,
is largely unknown (e.g., Binnie et al., 2002; Collins et al., 2000;
Cornejo et al., 1999). The research that is available is generally concerned
with the effects of ethylene as a plant hormone (Cape et al., 2003b) or
the effect of VOCs as components of air pollution, such as in vehicle
exhaust gases (e.g., Viskari et al., 2000). Responses to VOCs are variable;
for example, exposure of herbaceous plants to a mixture of six VOCs
caused changes (both reductions and increases) in seed production, leaf
water content and photosynthetic efﬁciency in some species (Cape et al.,
2003a). These and other relevant studies involve relatively shortterm exposure (hours and days rather than months or years, see Cape,
2003), which, unlike most air pollution studies, can provide realistic
comparisons for exposure of plants to VOCs in smoke from vegetation
ﬁres.
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14.10. Biogenic production of volatile organic compounds

More often than not, research has been initiated to determine VOC
emissions from plants rather than absorption from the atmosphere (see
reviews by Cape, 2003; Penuelas & Llusia, 2001). Along with isoprene and
monoterpene (Guenther et al., 1995), other VOCs emitted from plants
included aromatic hydrocarbons such as toluene, xylenes, ethyl-, methyland propyl-benzenes and naphthalene (e.g., Viskari et al., 2000). Actual
rates of VOC emission can equate to more than 10% of the carbon gained
through photosynthesis (Holzinger et al., 2000). Plants can be categorised
according to major VOC compounds produced and emitted (Harley
et al., 1999; Lerdau & Gray, 2003; Owen et al., 2001). For example, the
composition and concentration of terpenoids in plant tissue has been used
to taxonomically separate certain species (Adams, 1994; Benjamin et al.,
1996). Along similar lines, recent unpublished research by one of the
authors has focused on environmental conditions associated with production and emission of VOCs in eucalypts. Intercepted radiation has a
strong inﬂuence on emissions of isoprene but not monoterpenes or
carbonyl compounds. Temperature strongly inﬂuenced emissions of all
classes of terpenes but again had less inﬂuence over carbonyl compounds.
Instead, factors such as atmospheric concentration and concentrations of
the precursor compounds within tree sap appear to be better predictors
for these compounds.
Many studies have identiﬁed and quantiﬁed monoterpenoids in plants,
but only one study has made the link between this group of phytochemicals, seasonal conditions, and plant ﬂammability (Owens et al.,
1998; and see Bond & Midgley, 1995; Zedler, 1995). Most studies of plant
ﬂammability only concentrate on heat and ash content, temperature of
ignition, and physical properties such as surface area-to-volume ratio and
fuel particle density (e.g., Dimitrakopoulos, 2001; Mak, 1988; Papio &
Trabaud, 1990). The line of study involving phytochemistry and
ﬂammability of plants may be useful in conjunction with distribution
patterns of species and to predict the composition and production of
VOCs.
Plant roots and other microorganisms in the rhizosphere also produce
VOCs but in different patterns and responses from aboveground
vegetation (Steeghs et al., 2004). Such exudates can have a wide variety
of effects on the rhizosphere and soil microbial community, including
changing chemical and physical properties of the soil, chemical
communication, and inhibiting growth of competing organisms. For
example, the effect of VOCs produced by soil bacteria on fungal growth
and enzyme activity varied widely and depended on the species of fungi
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and bacteria involved and on the environment in which they interacted
(Mackie & Wheatley, 1999). How these metabolic emissions may be
affected by changes in simple parameters such as temperature and
moisture is unknown, and information about more complex interactions
such as the effect of smoke from biomass burning is yet to be acquired.
Further studies investigating aspects of physiological responses of
ecosystems to smoke including VOCs are needed in both practical (e.g.,
effect of smoke from prescribed ﬁres on grape and soft fruit quality)
and land management contexts (e.g., losses and gains of nutrients
in smoke).
Eucalypts grow widely in the Australian landscape and are cultivated in
large numbers in plantations here and around the world. In Australia,
there are over 160 million hectares of native forests dominated by species
of Eucalyptus and Acacia and 740,000 ha of plantations of Eucalyptus
globulus (National Forest Inventory, 2007). The production of VOCs by
such vegetation is estimated to be up to 60% of total VOC emissions
(National Environmental Protection Council, 1997). For example, the
characteristic blue haze in the Dandenong Ranges in Victoria and the
Blue Mountains in New South Wales is associated with emissions
of VOCs from eucalypts. Rates of emissions of monoterpene range from
0 to 5.4 mg g1 h1 and from 5.3 to 69.0 mg g1 h1 for isoprene (He et al.,
2000). In this study, E. globulus was the greatest emitter of both VOCs.
There is emerging evidence that emissions vary with changes in
temperature and water availability (Guenther, 2001; Guenther et al.,
1999) and may be exacerbated under extreme conditions of heat or
drought (Llusià et al., 2006). Biogenic emissions from eucalypts are
species-speciﬁc in both rates of production and composition (He et al.,
2000; Maleknia et al., 2006). The age of the leaf is also important, with
young eucalypt leaves often containing more oil than mature leaves
(Silvestre et al., 1997) and with higher emission rates (Street et al., 1997).
With eucalypts dominating the forested vegetation of Australia and
increasing establishment of eucalypt plantations worldwide, it is
important to understand the background emissions of VOCs from living
trees and the potential for increased emissions with changes in
environmental condition, particularly during ﬁre events.

14.11. Summary

Advancing our knowledge of the composition of smoke—including its
unique, hazardous, or reactive compounds—would have a number of
advantages. First, detailed identiﬁcation and chemical analysis of
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functional groups on particulates (e.g., VOCs) could be used to determine
markers compounds that could then be used to distinguish smoke from
biomass burning from other sources and aid in increasing the accuracy
of quantiﬁcation of worldwide emissions. Second, the quantiﬁcation of
hazardous compounds in smoke from biomass burning could be used
in risk analysis of health and safety of ﬁreﬁghters and the general
public during wildﬁre and prescribed burning activities and allow
decision-making processes to be better informed. Third, studies involving
phytochemistry and ﬂammability of ecosystems may provide the
potential to use distribution patterns of groups of species to predict the
composition and production of VOCs and other important components
in smoke. Knowledge of all aspects of smoke from biomass burning has
developed steadily over the past 25 years and will continue to progress as
governments, land management and health agencies, and researchers and
the general community become more aware of the potential impacts of
this source of air pollution on their surrounding environment.
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Chapter 15
Global Warming and Stress Complexes in Forests of Western
North America
Donald McKenzie, David L. Peterson and Jeremy J. Littell
Abstract
A warmer climate in western North America will likely affect forests
directly through soil moisture stress and indirectly through increased
extent and severity of disturbances. We propose that stress
complexes, combinations of biotic and abiotic stresses, compromise
the vigor and ultimate sustainability of forest ecosystems. Across
western North America, increased water deﬁcit will accelerate the
normal stress complex experienced in forests, which typically
involves some combination of multi-year drought, insects, and ﬁre.
Four examples suggest how stress complexes are region-speciﬁc.
Symptoms of prolonged drought and insects are currently manifested in extensive dieback of pine species in the pinyon-juniper
forest of the American Southwest, an area where only a few tree
species can survive. Air pollution and high stand densities from ﬁre
exclusion have compromised mixed-conifer forests of the Sierra
Nevada. Bark beetles are proliferating and killing millions of
hectares of dry forest in the northern interior of western North
America, setting up the prospect of large and intense ﬁres. Fire and
insect mortality have also exceeded previously recorded levels in both
interior and south-central Alaska, possibly precipitating extensive
ecosystem changes, while extensive permafrost degradation is
causing other changes. Increases in ﬁre disturbance superimposed
on forests with increased stress from drought and insects may have
signiﬁcant effects on growth, regeneration, long-term distribution
and abundance of forest species, and short- and long-term carbon
sequestration. The effects of stress complexes will be magniﬁed given
a warming climate.
Corresponding author: E-mail: dmck@u.washington.edu
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15.1. Introduction

Forests are rarely at dynamic equilibrium. Succession occurs even in
relatively constant climate, punctuated by disturbance episodes that may
or may not be associated with climatic variability. The principal
disturbance regimes of western North America, wildﬁre and insect
outbreaks, respond to short-term weather and annual decadal cycles in
climate. For example, synchronous ﬁre years are associated with the El
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle in the Southwest and southern
Rocky Mountains (Swetnam & Betancourt, 1998; Veblen et al., 2000),
though less so in Oregon and Washington (Hessl et al., 2004). In higherseverity ﬁre regimes, short-term weather anomalies associated with
atmospheric blocking ridges of high pressure are responsible for extreme
wildﬁre years (Gedalof et al., 2005; Johnson & Wowchuk, 1993; Skinner
et al., 1999). Outbreaks of insect defoliators are associated with years of
high vegetation productivity (Swetnam & Lynch, 1993; Weber &
Schweingruber, 1995), whereas cambium feeders such as bark beetles
are associated with drought years, in which tree defenses are compromised (Ferrell, 1996; Swetnam & Betancourt, 1998).
Steadily increasing global temperatures are expected to change the
frequency, severity, and extent of natural disturbances (Littell, 2006;
McKenzie et al., 2004; Westerling et al., 2006). Recently, hot dry
conditions have led to large wildﬁres such as the Biscuit Fire (2002) in
southwestern Oregon, the Hayman Fire (2002) on the Colorado Front
Range, the Cerro Grande Fire (2000) in northern New Mexico, the Cedar
Fire (2003) in southern California, and the complex of ﬁres in interior
Alaska (2004). Similarly, bark beetles, whose life cycles are accelerated by
increased temperatures, particularly winter minima, are causing extensive
mortality across the West (Logan et al., 2003; Swetnam & Betancourt,
1998; Veblen et al., 1991). Fire and insect disturbance clearly interact,
often synergistically, compounding rates of change in forest ecosystems
(Veblen et al., 1994). For example, ﬁre severity in subalpine forests,
though usually associated with weather anomalies, can be altered by a
combination of bark beetles and annual-scale drought (Bigler et al., 2005).
A third factor, air pollution, is not so much a function of increasing
temperatures as of anthropogenic emissions, principally from vehicle use
and industrial sources. However, in a warming climate, pollution acts as
an additional stressor interacting synergistically with insects and ﬁre.
In a warming climate, what will be the effects of increasing disturbance
on forest ecosystems? Will disturbances act synergistically, and in
conjunction with direct climatic stress (e.g., drought), air pollution, and
perhaps pathogens and invasive species, to cause rapid or irreversible
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changes, or both, in species composition and ecosystem function? In this
chapter we refer to these interacting stresses as stress complexes and
suggest how they may bring about rapid ecosystem changes in a warming
climate, using four examples that span a latitudinal gradient from the
American Southwest to interior Alaska. We conclude by identifying
challenges for land management and suggest potential adaptive strategies
that may be of value when changes in stress complexes are not too abrupt
or severe.
15.2. Models of stress complexes
15.2.1. The environmental niche space

Climate provides an overarching control on the distribution of tree
species (Woodward, 1987; Woodward & McKee, 1991), in that species do
not establish or persist outside a characteristic bioclimatic ‘‘envelope’’,
sometimes referred to as the fundamental niche (Pearson & Dawson,
2003). Within the fundamental niche, areas of bioclimatic suitability are
often identiﬁed probabilistically by either gradient modeling or machinelearning methods (Franklin, 1995; Cushman et al., 2007; Guisan &
Zimmermann, 2000; McKenzie et al., 2003). Gradient modeling with
carefully chosen predictor variables can identify speciﬁc limiting factors,
where in a species’ range they are most operative, and how they change
among species (Cushman et al., 2007). For example, in the Paciﬁc
Northwest, USA, mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) growth is
limited by winter snowpack at high elevations in the northern part of its
range but limited by summer moisture in the southern part (Peterson &
Peterson, 2001).
Climate-induced stress occurs in low-suitability areas within a species’
fundamental niche, and as a consequence, shifts in climatic regime lead to
compositional changes. In forests with long-lived dominant species,
compositional changes could be slow even in a rapidly warming climate,
because mature individuals can survive at the edges of their ranges.
Disturbance is therefore expected to be the principal agent of change,
operating at shorter time scales than the direct inﬂuences of climate
(Fig. 15.1; McKenzie et al., 2004).
15.2.2. Energy- and water-limited systems

Climatic limiting factors operate mechanistically through the interface
between organisms and their environment. Plant performance is
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Figure 15.1. Conceptual model of the relative time scales for disturbance versus climatic
change alone to alter ecosystems. Times are approximate. (Adapted from McKenzie et al.,
2004.)

compromised when one or more resources (e.g., light/energy, water,
nutrients) is limited. At broad scales, forests of western North America
can be partitioned into energy-limited versus water-limited domains
(Littell, 2006; Littell & Peterson, 2005; McKenzie et al., 2003; Milne et al.,
2002). Energy-limiting factors are chieﬂy light (e.g., productive forests
where competition reduces light to most individuals) and temperature
(e.g., high-latitude or high-elevation forests). Tree growth in energylimited ecosystems appears to be responding positively to warming
temperatures over the past 100 years (McKenzie et al., 2001).
In contrast, productivity in water-limited systems is expected to decline
with warming temperatures, as negative water balances constrain
photosynthesis across more of the West (Hicke et al., 2002), although
this may be partially offset if CO2 fertilization signiﬁcantly increases
water-use efﬁciency in plants (Neilson et al., 2005). For example, Littell
(2006) found that most montane Douglas-ﬁr (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
forests across the northwestern United States appear to be water-limited;
under current climate projections these limits will increase in both area
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affected and magnitude, because temperatures are expected to increase
while there is much uncertainty about precipitation and no indication of a
trend (IPCC, 2007).
Limiting factors can of course shift within a species range (Peterson &
Peterson, 2001), or between seasons, as water demands abate and energy
needs increase (Stephenson, 1990, 1998). For example, in high-elevation
or high-latitude arid forests (e.g., eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevada,
Rocky Mountain Front Range, interior boreal spruce), short growing
seasons limit energy inputs, but drought stress still occurs in summer.
15.3. Stress complexes and warmer climate

Temperature increases predispose forest ecosystems of western North
America to often lethal stresses, acting both directly through increasingly
negative water balances (Littell, 2006; Milne et al., 2002; Stephenson,
1998) and indirectly through increased frequency, severity, and extent
of disturbances, chieﬂy ﬁre and insect outbreaks (Logan et al., 2003;
McKenzie et al., 2004). Here, we brieﬂy present four examples of forest
ecosystems whose species composition and stability are currently
compromised by stress complexes precipitated by the recent period of
warm dry weather. Two cases involve the loss of a single dominant
species; the other two involve two or more dominant species.
15.3.1. Pinyon-juniper woodlands of the American Southwest

Pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) and various juniper species (Juniperus spp.) are
among the most drought-tolerant trees in western North America. As
such, pinyon-juniper ecosystems characterize lower treelines across much
of the West. Although pinyon-juniper woodlands appear to be expanding
in some areas, possibly due to ﬁre suppression or cessation of Native
American fuelwood harvesting (Samuels & Betancourt, 1982), they are
clearly water-limited systems. At ﬁne scales, pinyon-juniper ecotones are
sensitive to feedbacks both from environmental ﬂuctuations and existing
canopy structure that may buffer trees against drought to some degree
(Milne et al., 1996). Periodically, however, severe multi-year droughts
cause massive dieback of pinyon pines, overwhelming any local buffering.
Dieback of pine species—both ponderosa and pinyon pine—occurred
during and before the 20th century (Allen & Breshears, 1998; Breshears
et al., 2005), but the current dieback is massive (Fig. 15.2), and its
combination of low precipitation and high temperatures, indicative of
global warming, is unprecedented (Breshears et al., 2005). Ecosystem
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Figure 15.2. Massive dieback of pinyon pine in the Jemez Mountains, New Mexico. (Photo
courtesy of Craig Allen, U.S. Geological Survey.)

change, possibly irreversible, comes from large-scale severe ﬁres that lead
to colonization of invasive species that further compromises the ability of
pinyon pines to re-establish. This stress complex is illustrated in Fig. 15.3.

15.3.2. Mixed-conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada and southern California

These forests experience a Mediterranean climate. Summers are dry and
long, with signiﬁcant precipitation beginning around mid-October
through most of the Sierra Nevada and later in the San Bernardino and
San Gabriel Mountains of southern California. Increasing temperatures
since 1850 contrast with a relatively cool (and dry) period from 1650 to
1850 (Briffa et al., 1992; Graumlich, 1993; Stine, 1996). Fire frequency
and extent have not increased concomitantly with warmer temperatures
(McKelvey et al., 1996), rather they have decreased to their lowest levels
in the last 2000 years (Stine, 1996; Swetnam, 1993). Stine (1996) attributes
this to decreased fuel loads from sheep grazing and decreased ignition
from the demise of Native American cultures, leading to ﬁre exclusion.
Fire exclusion subsequently led to increased fuel loadings (McKelvey
et al., 1996) and competitive stresses on individual trees as stand densities
have increased (Ferrell, 1996; van Mantgem et al., 2004).
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Figure 15.3. Stress complex in pinyon-juniper woodlands of the American Southwest. The
effects of disturbance regimes (insects and ﬁre) are exacerbated by global warming. Standreplacing ﬁres and drought-induced mortality both contribute to species changes and exotic
invasions.

Elevated levels of ambient ozone (Fig. 15.4) have affected plant vigor
in the Sierra Nevada and the mountains of southern California
(Byternowicz & Grulke, 1992; Miller, 1992, 1996; Peterson & Arbaugh,
1988; Peterson et al., 1991). Ozone reduces net photosynthesis and growth
(Peterson et al., 1991; Reich & Amundson, 1985), and ozone from
vehicular and industrial sources in urban environments often concentrates at middle and upper elevations (Brace & Peterson, 1998) where
mixed-conifer forests occur.
Sierra Nevada forests support endemic levels of a diverse group of
insect defoliators and bark beetles, but bark beetles in particular have
reached outbreak levels in recent years facilitated by protracted droughts
(Ferrell, 1996). Ferrell (1996) refers to biotic complexes where bark beetles
interact with root diseases and mistletoes. Dense stands, ﬁre suppression,
and new pathogens such as white pine blister rust (Cronartium ribicola)
exacerbate both biotic interactions (van Mantgem et al., 2004) and
drought stress. Figure 15.5 shows the stress complex associated with
Sierra Nevada forest ecosystems, which is also likely applicable to the
mountain ranges east and north of the Los Angeles basin. High stand
densities and ozone generate more stress pathways than in the
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Figure 15.4. Photochemical haze over Sequoia National Park, California, in October 2003.
(Photo by Don McKenzie.)

southwestern pinyon-juniper complex, wherein drought, insects, and ﬁre
are the principal stressors.
15.3.3. Interior lodgepole pine forests

Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia) is widely distributed across
western North America. It is the dominant species over much of its range,
forming nearly monospeciﬁc stands that are maintained either because
poor soils preclude other species or through adapting to stand-replacing
ﬁres via cone serotiny (USDA, 1990). Lodgepole pine is the principal host
of the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae), and monospeciﬁc
stands are vulnerable to massive mortality during beetle outbreaks.
Recent beetle outbreaks have caused extensive mortality across
millions of hectares in western North America (Fig. 15.6; Logan &
Powell, 2001), with large mature cohorts (age 70–80 yr) contributing to
widespread vulnerability (Carroll, 2006). Warmer temperatures facilitate
insect outbreaks in two ways: (1) drought stress makes trees more
vulnerable to attack and (2) insect populations respond to increased
temperatures by speeding up their reproductive cycles (e.g., to 1-year life
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Figure 15.5. Stress complex in Sierra Nevada and southern Californian mixed-conifer
forests. The effects of disturbance regimes (insects and ﬁre) and ﬁre exclusion are
exacerbated by global warming. Stand-replacing ﬁres and drought-induced mortality both
contribute to species changes and exotic invasions.

cycles; Logan & Bentz, 1999; Logan & Powell, 2001; Werner & Holsten,
1985). Warming temperatures would be expected to exacerbate these
already devastating outbreaks northward and even eastward across the
continental divide (Logan et al., 2003, but see Hicke et al., 2006), but even
at current levels of recent mortality lodgepole pine ecosystems may be
poised for signiﬁcant changes.
Figure 15.7 shows the stress complex for interior lodgepole pine forests.
Warmer temperatures in combination with the greater ﬂammability of
dead biomass associated with beetle mortality sets up these ecosystems for
extensive species conversion following stand-replacing ﬁres plus a
favorable environment for the establishment of species adapted to warmer
temperatures, such as interior Douglas-ﬁr or even ponderosa pine.
15.3.4. Alaskan forests

The state of Alaska has experienced massive ﬁres in the last decade
(Fig. 15.8), including the ﬁve largest ﬁres in the United States (NIFC, 2006).
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Figure 15.6. Massive lodgepole pine mortality from mountain pine beetles in south-central
British Columbia, Canada. (Photo courtesy of Alan Carroll, Canadian Forest Service.)
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Figure 15.7. Stress complex in interior lodgepole pine forests (British Columbia and USA).
The effects of disturbance regimes (insects and ﬁre) are exacerbated by global warming.
Stand-replacing ﬁres, beetle mortality, and changes in environmental niche space contribute
to species changes.
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Over 2.5 million ha burned in the interior in 2004. Concurrently (1990s),
massive outbreaks of the spruce bark beetle (Dendroctonus ruﬁpennis)
occurred on and near the Kenai Peninsula in south-central Alaska (Figs.
15.8, 15.9; Berg et al., 2006). Although periodic outbreaks have occurred
throughout the historical record, both in south-central Alaska and the
southwestern Yukon, these most recent outbreaks may be unprecedented
in extent and percentage mortality (over 90% in many places; Berg et al.,
2006; Ross et al., 2001).
Both these phenomena are likely associated with warmer temperatures
in recent decades (Berg et al., 2006; Duffy et al., 2005; Werner et al., 2006).
Summer temperatures in the Arctic have risen 0.3–0.4 1C per decade since
1961 (Chapin et al., 2005). Although ﬁre-season length in interior Alaska
is associated with the timing of onset of the late-summer monsoon, the
principal driver of annual area burned is early summer temperature
(Duffy et al., 2005). As with lodgepole pine, warmer temperatures have the
same twofold effect on beetle outbreaks in spruce forests.
Disturbance regimes place unequal competitive stress on species most
vulnerable to the particular disturbance. In the interior, conifer species—
white spruce and black spruce (Picea mariana)—are more ﬂammable than
their sympatric deciduous species (chieﬂy paper birch (Betula papyrifera)).
Similarly, conifers are the target of bark beetles, so in south-central
Alaska they will be disadvantaged compared to deciduous species.
Permafrost degradation is widespread in central Alaska, shifting
ecosystems from birch forests to wetland types such as bogs and fens
(Jorgensen et al., 2001; T. Boucher, personal communication). The
expected gain in area of deciduous forests from ﬁre and insect mortality
may be offset by the loss from permafrost degradation. If broad-scale
water balances become increasingly negative, peatlands may begin to
support upland forest species (Klein et al., 2005). Fire could play a major
role in accelerating this ecosystem change by preparing seedbed for both
conifer and deciduous tree species.
Figure 15.10 shows the stress complex for Alaska forest ecosystems,
predicting a signiﬁcant transition to deciduous life forms via more
frequent and extensive disturbance associated with global warming, offset
by the expected loss of some deciduous forests from permafrost
degradation (Jorgensen et al., 2001), and subsequent or simultaneous
potential conversion of peatlands to forests. These transitions would be
unlikely without changes in disturbance regimes even under global
warming, because both empirical and modeling studies suggest that
warmer temperatures alone will not favor a life-form transition except in
the case of permafrost loss (Bachelet et al., 2005; Boucher & Mead, 2006;
Johnstone et al., 2004).
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Figure 15.8. Recent wildﬁre and insect activity in Alaska. (Data from the Alaska Fire
Service.)

15.4. Discussion

Rapid climatic change and qualitative changes in disturbance regimes
may send ecosystems across thresholds into dominance by different life
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Figure 15.9. Nearly complete stand mortality of white spruce (Picea glauca) from spruce
bark beetle on the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. (Photo courtesy of Diana Olson, USDA Forest
Service.)

forms and signiﬁcant changes in productivity and capacity for carbon
storage. For example, in the Southwest, stand-replacing ﬁres are becoming
common in what were historically low-severity ﬁre regimes (Allen et al.,
2002), and protracted drought is killing species (ponderosa pine) that are
adapted to low-severity ﬁre (Allen & Breshears, 1998). If these trends
continue, ponderosa pine may be lost from some of its current range in the
Southwest, and productivity of these systems will decline. In contrast,
if warming temperatures permit doubling of mountain pine beetle
reproductive cycles (Logan & Powell, 2001) such that outbreaks are
more frequent and more prolonged, lodgepole pine might be replaced by
a more productive species such as Douglas-ﬁr, at least on more mesic sites
where conditions for establishment are favorable.
We expect that more ecosystems will become water-limited (Littell,
2006; Milne et al., 2002), more sensitive to variability in temperature, and
prone to more frequent disturbance. Consequently, productivity may
decline across much of the West (Hicke et al., 2002), and long-term
carbon sequestration may be interrupted by an increasing area being
subject to high-severity ﬁre and insect-caused mortality. Species and
ecosystems will be affected in various ways, and not all undesirable
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Figure 15.10. Stress complex in the interior and coastal forests of Alaska. Rapid increases
in the severity of disturbance regimes (insects and ﬁre) are triggered by global warming.
Stand-replacing ﬁres, massive mortality from insects, and permafrost degradation contribute
to species changes and conversion to deciduous life forms.

changes will be preventable by management intervention (McKenzie
et al., 2004).
The following adaptive strategies, however, may help in maintaining
ecosystem resilience in some systems in which changes are not too abrupt
or severe, although we caution that they are only suggestions whose value
will have to be considered carefully for speciﬁc applications.
 Use nursery stock tolerant to low soil moisture and high temperature.
With most systems moving toward being more water-limited, resistant
individuals will be those from the drier and warmer provenances.
 Use a variety of genotypes in nursery stock. If we are unable to
accurately predict local climatic trends, then the variety of genotypes
will help maintain diversity when headed into an uncertain future that
may include rapid climatic change.
 Consider planting mixed-species stands. This gives forests more
ecological amplitude (i.e., the combined bioclimatic envelope is
broader) to respond to climatic change.
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 Retain large downed logs on sites to moderate temperature and provide
micro-refugia. As landscape conditions become drier and warmer,
interior habitat for mesic species will be lost and sensitive taxa will be
more compromised (Carey & Alexander, 2003).
There is no historical or current analogue to the combination of climate
conditions, disturbance regimes, and land-use changes expected for the
next century. For example, tempering the idea of ‘‘desired future
conditions’’ with ‘‘achievable future conditions’’ will facilitate more
adaptive management and more efﬁcient allocation of resources to
maintain forest resilience. We have taken a small step here toward
understanding potential disturbance interactions in forest ecosystems
affected by global warming. Robust models are needed that can be tested
with either simulation studies or ongoing natural ‘‘experiments’’
(Stephenson et al., 2006) to understand alternative future states in a
rapidly changing world.
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Chapter 16
A Probabilistic View of Chaparral and Forest Fire Regimes in
Southern California and Northern Baja California
Richard A. Minnich and Ernesto Franco-Vizcaı´no
Abstract
Fire suppression in industrialized countries encourages massive smoke
emissions from high-intensity ﬁres as a result of two inextricably
related processes under current suppression policies: the nonrandom
occurrence of vegetation ﬁres in extreme weather states and the
anomalous accumulation of spatially homogenous fuels. We propose
as an organizing idea that the natural long-term cumulative
distribution of ﬁres is focused by chance on modal weather states.
Thus, while individual ﬁres are each associated with unique
combinations of weather and fuel conditions, vegetation mosaics are
expressed in self-organized, stable distributions in the size, interval,
and frequency of ﬁres. Here we evaluate ﬁre regimes by using spatially
explicit data for chaparral and conifer forests and compare southern
California (SCA) ﬁre history under suppression with ﬁre history
produced by free-running ﬁre (little or no suppression) in neighboring
Baja California (BCA), Mexico. In SCA, suppression has reduced the
number of ﬁres, while increasing the size of old-growth patch elements
and thus the spatial extent of subsequent ﬁres. The selective dousing of
ﬁres starts nonrandomly limits extensive burning to rare periods of
extreme weather. Free-running ﬁres formerly spread in a broad
spectrum of mostly normal weather over spans of months during
summer and fall. This long forgotten property of ﬁre regimes in
California is still an ongoing property in BCA. Because plant response
to perturbations depends on the cumulative effects of plant
successions, those who study climatic relationships with ﬁre regimes
should consider the long-term dynamics of fuel accumulation as a
source of outbreaks in vegetation mosaics. The development of ﬁre
Corresponding author: E-mail: richard.minnich@ucr.edu
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management policies by the Mexican authorities should consider
continued maintenance of the current ﬁne-grained vegetation mosaic
that is resistant to extensive ﬁres.

16.1. Introduction

Wildland ﬁre and smoke emissions occur in most of the world’s vegetation
(Golddammer, this volume; Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Rapid Response System: http://rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.
gov). While studies currently focus on possible increases in global ambient
carbon from anthropogenic burning, ﬁre suppression in industrialized
countries also affects smoke emissions from vegetation ﬁres. The systematic
extinguishing of ﬁre-starts exacerbates ﬁre size and intensity. When ﬁre
cannot be contained, massive smoke emissions from high-intensity ﬁres
result from two inextricably related processes under current suppression
policies: the nonrandom occurrence of vegetation ﬁres in extreme weather
states and the anomalous accumulation of spatially homogenous fuels.
In the southern end of the Mediterranean-climate (winter precipitation
and summer drought) region of the North American Paciﬁc coast, ﬁre
suppression in southern California (SCA), USA, has been associated with
infrequent wind-driven ﬁres (shallow mixing) that create coarse-grained
burn mosaics. Dry, offshore Santa Ana winds advect smoke along surface
air layers over urbanized coastal plains and valleys (Fig. 16.1). In
neighboring Baja California (BCA), Mexico, which is rapidly urbanizing
but still retains much of its original vegetation, free-running ﬁre has been
associated with frequent small blazes. These are pushed by prevailing
onshore winds, resulting in ﬁne-grained patch mosaics, with thin smoke
layers that are often convected into the upper air layers (deep mixing).
These smoke layers frequently disperse eastwards, away from population
centers and toward the Sonoran Desert (Fig. 16.1; Minnich, 2006). In
BCA, chaparral and mountain conifer forests burn two to three times per
century (30- to 70-year intervals), but ﬁres are nonrandomly constrained
in self-organizing patch mosaics in which vegetation that has not burned
over long periods is preferentially burned, in contrast to surrounding
younger vegetation (Minnich, 1983; Minnich & Chou, 1997).
The self-organization of patch emplacement over long time scales can
be understood from a probabilistic perspective, while recognizing the
unpredictability of ﬁres at short time scales. Large differences in ﬁre
outcomes can arise from the timing of ﬁre-starts, becoming in effect a
natural Monte Carlo experiment. While chaparral and forests gradually
attain ﬂammability at time scales of decades to centuries, ﬁres are
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Figure 16.1. Smoke from chaparral ﬁres in (a) southern California, October 26, 2003, and
(b) Baja California, July 6, 2005. Areas in active burning are outlined in red. The U.S.–
Mexico boundary is shown by black line. (Source: MODIS: rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov)
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triggered by ‘‘instantaneous’’ ignitions under a wide range of weather
conditions, with divergent outcomes. This is the dilemma of ﬁre ecologists
seeking to discover the modal properties of ﬁre regimes. It is also the
dilemma of ﬁre suppression policy. The nonrandom snufﬁng out of small
ﬁres, a selective process, causes unintended adjustments in the severity and
size of subsequent ﬁres, as well as to the structure of vegetation mosaics.
We propose as an organizing idea, that the natural long-term
cumulative distribution of ﬁres is focused by chance on modal weather
states. Thus, while individual ﬁres are each associated with unique
combinations of weather and fuel conditions, vegetation mosaics are
expressed in self-organized, stable distributions in the size, interval, and
frequency of ﬁres. The parameters that contribute to ﬁre and patch
dynamics include vegetation growth and fuel accumulation rates, standage thresholds for combustion, fuel properties and combustion of plant
assemblages, ignition ﬂuxes and ﬁre establishment rates, ﬁre weather, and
self-organization of ﬁre sequences.
In California, a research goal in ﬁre ecology has been to develop
databases on these properties of ﬁre regimes prior to their alteration by
land use and management. Currently, information on presuppression ﬁre is
fragmentary, site-speciﬁc, and retrospective because suppression has moved
ecosystems away from presuppression states (see review in Minnich, 2007).
Here we evaluate ﬁre regimes by using spatially explicit data for chaparral
and conifer forests and by comparing SCA ﬁre history under suppression
with ﬁre history produced by free-running ﬁres (little or no suppression) in
BCA, Mexico. A divergence in ﬁre regimes has persisted between these two
otherwise similar regions since the early 20th century (Minnich & Chou,
1997). This ‘‘natural’’ experiment—caused by societal differences in land
use and management—allows us to examine the response of ﬁre and patch
dynamics, as ﬁre parameters have been changed by ﬁre suppression policy.

16.2. Characteristic vegetation, patch mosaic dynamics, threshold of combustion,
and ﬁre weather window

Vegetation is similar from the east–west Transverse ranges north of Los
Angeles and down the north–south Peninsular Range southward into
BCA. Assemblages adapted to moist habitats gradually become less
extensive and occur at higher elevations with decreasing latitude
(Minnich, 2007; Minnich & Franco-Vizcaı́no, 1998). Hillslopes from
below 1500 to 2000 m are covered with extensive carpets of chaparral
dominated by Adenostoma fasciculatum (chamise), Adenostoma sparsifolium, and members of Ceanothus, Arctostaphylos, and Quercus, with
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patches of serotinous conifer forests that include Pinus coulteri, Pinus
attenuata, Pinus muricata, Cupressus forbesii, and Cupressus arizonica, as
well as the nonserotinous pinyon Pinus quadrifolia. Basins and canyons
contain woodlands of Quercus agrifolia and Q. engelmannii, with galleries
of Populus fremontii, Platanus racemosa, Alnus rhombifolia, and Acer
macrophyllum along streamcourses. Mixed evergreen forests of Pseudotsuga macrocarpa and Q. chrysolepis grow in canyons and north-facing
slopes from near Santa Barbara to the mountains east of San Diego.
Q. chrysolepis continues southward in canyons and rocky sites in BCA
where it is joined by Q. peninsularis. Above 1500–2000 m chaparral gives
place to mixed-conifer forest dominated by Pinus jeffreyi, P. lambertiana,
Abies concolor, and Calocedrus decurrens. P. ponderosa is locally common
in SCA, but does not occur in BCA, and conversely Cupressus montana is
endemic to the Sierra San Pedro Mártir (SSPM) in BCA.
To explain differences in chaparral and forest ﬁre regimes between
SCA and BCA, a model that integrates ﬁre weather and fuel-driven patch
mosaics was proposed by Minnich (1983), Minnich and Chou (1997), and
Minnich (2001). Self-organized mosaics composed of vegetation of
different ages characterize the chaparral and mixed-conifer forest in
BCA. In BCA chaparral, frequent stand-replacement ﬁres produce ﬁnegrained mosaics and discrete local-scale heterogeneity of fuels, with sitespeciﬁc intervals of about two to three events per century. These mosaics
are an outcome of time-dependent fuel accumulation within selforganized mosaics of patches that have burned at different times
(Fig. 16.2). In SCA, suppression has reduced the number of ﬁres, while
increasing the size of old-growth patch elements and thus the spatial
extent of subsequent ﬁres. Fires nevertheless still spread in old stands, and
site-speciﬁc ﬁre intervals also average about two events per century (Wells
et al., 2004). Self-organized mosaics develop from intense surface ﬁres in
mixed-conifer forest of BCA (Minnich et al., 2000). In SCA, suppression
has excluded ﬁre from most mixed-conifer forest since the late 19th
century, resulting in massive increases in forest density and catastrophic
stand-replacement ﬁres (Goforth & Minnich, 2008; Minnich et al., 1995).
The threshold of ﬂammability is coupled to fuel accumulation,
increased leaf area, and greater transpiration in the later stages of plant
successions. Fires consistently consume old stands, but are constrained in
young stands because limited fuels narrow the ‘‘ﬁre weather window’’ to
the most extreme dry periods. The structure of shifting mosaics is locally
modiﬁed in response to the unique weather states of individual ﬁres
(Minnich, 2006).
Nonrandom patch emplacement is explained from ﬁrst principles of
thermodynamics. Fires occur when the potential heat energy of
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Figure 16.2. Chaparral patch mosaic in southern California and northern Baja California
in 1971 (from Minnich & Chou, 1997). The current situation on the ground has been greatly
altered by subsequent ﬁres (see Fig. 16.1).
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accumulated standing live and dead biomass exceeds the heat capacity of
plant water content, i.e., the calorie-to-water ratio is W1 (Rothermel,
1972; Scott & Burgan, 2005). Riggan et al. (1988) proposed that, in
chaparral, the expanding foliage area promotes seasonal drying, thus
hastening the date of onset of seasonal drought stress with advancing
stage of succession. This process increases the ratios of dead-to-live fuels
in phase with fuel accumulation (Barro & Conard, 1991; Rundel, 1983;
Sparks et al., 1993).
The ﬁre weather window at a site is the full range of weather conditions
capable of propagating ﬁres, from a moist threshold to the driest weather
of the climate (Fig. 16.3). Fire is unlikely in early successions because low
biomass (available calories) coincides with low canopy leaf area and
transpiration demand, thereby maximizing plant water. This results in a
deﬁcit in the ratio of carbohydrate calories to plant water calories as a
heat sink (o1). The weather window enlarges gradually with time-sinceﬁre due to cumulative fuel build-up, increasing dead fuel content, and
increasing canopy transpiration that reduces live fuel moisture. The

Figure 16.3. A conceptual model of carbohydrate (fuel) and plant-available water during
postﬁre succession. The y-axis shows the biomass carbohydrate energy as a heat source and
the energy of water as a heat sink. Carbohydrate increases linearly with cumulative growth
of vegetation canopy. Average plant-available water (dashed line) decreases due to
increasing leaf area and evapotranspiration demand but over a broad range (shaded belt)
in response to short-term weather, seasonal drought, and interannual precipitation
variability. Fires occur when carbohydrate as a heat source for combustion exceeds plantavailable water as a heat sink. The ﬁre weather window (hachured area) is limited to extreme
weather states in early succession (CT dry) and expands into normal weather in later
succession (CT wet). CT is the threshold of combustion.
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different weather windows that result for each stand-age class contribute
to the nonrandom turnover of patch mosaics. More extreme weather-risk
states are required to burn vegetation in early successions than in later
mature phases. Keeley et al. (1999) state that ﬁres burn chaparral at any
age, noting that ﬁres overlap previous boundaries as young as a few years.
However, local short-period overlap results from the momentum of ﬁres
crossing from old to young stands, and these incursions rarely extend far
into young stands in transitions from older to younger stands (Minnich &
Chou, 1997). In their work, edge effects are weighed instead of the whole
landscape.
Rates of patch emplacement vary along climatic gradients. In BCA,
chaparral on moist windward slopes of mountain ranges burns more
frequently (high burn density per time with intervals of two to three
events per century) than chaparral/pinyon woodlands on rain-shadowed
leeward slopes (low burn density per time with o1 event per century)
because productivity and fuel build-up rates are proportional to mean
annual precipitation. Nearly contiguous burns from the coastal range to
the crest of the interior range thin to scattered burns on the eastern
escarpment (Fig. 16.2). Similarly, SCA chaparral has burned one to three
times in the 20th century, while pinyon-juniper woodlands burned at rates
of less than one per century in the same period (Minnich & Chou, 1997;
Wangler & Minnich, 1996; Wells et al., 2004). The discontinuity in patch
structure from BCA to SCA cannot be explained by climatic gradients
because the ﬁre regime discontinuity shifts from north-to-south, while
gradients in temperature and precipitation run west-to-east in response to
elevation gradients (Minnich & Chou, 1997). Alternatively, the transnational discontinuity is related to differences in ﬁre establishment rates
with management systems, which is seminal to differences in the size and
number of ﬁres, as well as ﬁre weather.
The initial ﬁre start is an intensely selective process. Suppression would
have no effect (be random) on the weather of ﬁres only if the ﬁreﬁghting
system had a uniform capacity to inﬂuence the spread of ﬂame lines,
regardless of ﬁre size or state of weather risk. This premise is unrealistic
because the effectiveness of suppression energy produced to mitigate ﬁre
(clearing fuels, aerial placement of water drops or retardants) is
dependent on the energy output of ﬂame lines. Suppression inﬂuences
ﬁre primarily at the ignition phase (ﬁreﬁghting at the ‘‘initial attack’’
phase, i.e., surrounding ﬁre-starts) when the ﬁre is within the bounds of
management. All ﬁres begin at low rates of energy release, and then
increase exponentially with increasing length of ﬂame lines and rates of
spread. Suppression forces extinguish practically all ignitions at o1 ha,
but have little effect on escaped large ﬁres because their energy release
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rates exceed the capacity for suppression by orders of magnitude. With
free-running ﬁre in BCA, random temporal ﬁre occurrence in a modal
weather state is a plausible assumption because lightning occurs in
predictable atmospheric states. Deliberate burning does not produce
nonrandom effects because human ﬁre-starts take place at different times,
with different effectiveness. Even circumstances of malicious burns timed
to coincide with extreme weather would be mitigated by heterogeneous
fuels of a ﬁne-grained patch mosaic.
The probability that ignitions establish wildﬁres depends on the age
and size of patch elements. Ignitions in recently burned patches not only
have less chance of establishing ﬁres than in old burns, but ignition
success is also dependent on target size, as shown in the equation.
I p ¼ ðI ltg þ I anth ÞP F
where Ip is the patch ignition rate or number of ignitions in a patch per
ﬁre cycle (number of events km2 yr1), Iltg the lightning detection
rate (number of events km2 yr1), Ianth the anthropogenic ignition rate
(number of human ignitions km2 yr1), P patch size (km2), and F the
vegetation fuel threshold, or the time required for vegetation to become
ﬂammable (yr) (Minnich, 2006). The equation holds that the proportion
of ignitions that initiate ﬁres is proportional to patch size but inversely
related to ﬂammability thresholds. Few ignitions establish ﬁres of
signiﬁcant size in early successional states, even without ﬁre control, for
lack of fuel. If we consider only natural ignitions, at lightning detection
rates of 1.0 km2 year1 over a 50-year ﬁre cycle (Minnich, 2006), a
1000 ha patch—the modal size in BCA—is struck about 500 times. At this
rate, large patch targets in SCA (e.g., 10,000 ha) would experience 5000
strikes because of their size.
A universal property of ﬁre regimes is that most ignitions fail to grow
into ‘‘large ﬁres’’ because of insufﬁcient fuel. In BCA the number of large
ﬁres (W15 ha) is nearly an order of magnitude greater than in SCA, but
the ﬁne-grained mosaic in BCA represents relatively few ﬁres as a
proportion of the total ignition ﬂux, about 1% of the natural ignition
frequency. In the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains of SCA the
ratio of lightning ﬁres to lightning detection rates varies annually from
1–11%, with ratios inversely related to lightning detection rates (Minnich,
2006). Increases in ignition rates due to anthropogenic ignition sources or
temporal ﬂuctuations in thunderstorm activity may shorten ﬁre intervals
by reducing the time lag between the threshold of combustion and
ignition, but with diminishing returns created by the vegetation threshold
which is related to the time-since-burn and moisture content. Increasingly
ﬁne-grained mosaic fragmentation approaches a theoretical limit in which
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inﬁnitely numerous small ﬁres account for an inﬁnitely small burn area,
i.e., target size and ignition success approach zero.
The view that ignitions are a ‘‘cause’’ of ﬁres is a valid perspective only
at instantaneous time scales but represents an error in ﬁrst-cause logic
that biases human perception to short-term ﬁre processes, rather than the
long-term accumulation of fuel through photosynthesis. A broad view
requires consideration of the reverse: large ﬁres, by removing fuel,
inﬂuence the success of future ignitions. Studies that associate ﬁre
‘‘cause’’ with individual ﬁre areas, using records of ﬁre management
agencies (e.g., Stephens, 2005) are narrow and simplistic because this
approach does not account for vegetation status (long-term cumulative
fuel build-up) at the ignition site. Individual ﬁre-starts provide little
explanation of ﬁre regimes because most fail to establish large landscape
ﬁres. An analogy would be to evaluate snow avalanching by counting
snowﬂakes. While any one snow crystal may produce the weight that
initiates downslope movement, the energy release of the avalanche would
have been triggered by any given snowﬂake of the moment. Likewise, ﬁreestablishing ignitions are one of many that could have triggered large
ﬁres. The successful ignition, whether initiated by man or lightning, is
meaningless in the generic explanation of ﬁre regimes.
An important question in patch dynamics is the threshold of ﬁre size
necessary to achieve nonrandom turnover of patches. Clearly, inﬁnitely
small ignitions operate independently of one another, but the chance that
ﬁre patches constrain their spatial extent increases with ﬁre size. This limit
represents an important threshold in ﬁre size distributions. The threshold
of patch interaction is a function of the rate of ignitions, with increasing
ﬁre establishment rates lowering the size threshold. Below this threshold
ﬁres have trivial inﬂuence on ecosystems, no matter how numerous (cf.
Keeley et al., 1999).

16.3. Nonrandom weather of ﬁres

The selective dousing of ﬁre-starts affects the weather conditions that lead
to large ﬁres escaping the ignition phase of ﬁreﬁghting. Satellite imagery
and serial aerial photographs document burning in BCA under prevailing
sea breezes/onshore winds in summer, but during fall offshore Santa Ana
winds in SCA (Minnich, 1983; Minnich & Chou, 1997). The difference in
the weather conditions of ﬁres across the international boundary reﬂects
the nonrandom occurrence of large ﬁres during extreme weather states, as
a result of suppression (see Minnich, 2006, Fig. 2.1.2). Fire spread rates
increase as the weather becomes drier, but over long time scales these
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rates respond to ﬁre climate, which is described as the proportion of time
in weather states along a normal statistical distribution. In this
distribution, days associated with modest rates of burning in mature
vegetation are most frequent. Days with high spread rates in extreme
weather of the distribution are rare. Likewise days too moist for ﬁre are
also rare. In BCA modest spread rates are phased with a large portion of
time in the summer ﬁre season, i.e., ‘‘slow burning’’ that consumes large
areas of the landscape. This limits extensive burning in rare periods of
extreme weather. In SCA the nonrandom elimination of ﬁre-starts
reduces slow burning in normal weather states, and thereby selects for
increasing area burned during states of severe weather risk, e.g., Santa
Ana winds.
The differences in ﬁre weather in SCA and BCA, speciﬁcally the
frequency and intensity of Santa Ana winds, is not due to regional shifts
in synoptic global circulation structure, which operate at scales of
thousands of kilometers, compared to the 200-km length of this wildﬁre
analysis. At synoptic scales, lands on one side of the international
boundary will have virtually the same chance of being affected by any
mode of atmospheric circulation as the other. Santa Ana winds have been
documented in BCA from case studies (Castro et al., 2003; FigueroaGonzaléz et al., 2004; Westerling et al., 2004) and QuikSCAT measures of
ocean wind vectors (Hu & Liu, 2003). Smoke and dust frequently extend
far out to the Paciﬁc on both sides of the border (Fig. 16.1, see book
cover). Climatic evidence for the prominence of Santa Ana winds in BCA
is the accumulation of dune material from lacustrine deposits drifted to
the west side of Laguna Chapala of the Central Desert (lat. 291N 1151W)
by offshore winds after the desiccation of the lake at 7.45 ka (Davis,
2003).
Transborder differences in ﬁre weather have persisted through the 20th
century. MODIS satellite data and ﬁre report data for 2003–2006
(Table 16.1) show that the total burn area in SCA was six times greater
(764,000 ha) than in BCA (133,000 ha). The proportion of burned area
with offshore winds was 77% (576,000 ha) in SCA compared to 39%
(31,000 ha) in BCA, where most ﬁres took place with prevailing westerly
winds from June to August.
Long-duration ﬁres increase the probability of ﬁre spread in normal
weather because the integrated departure from average weather (climate)
decreases with increasing time scale. A forgotten element of presuppression regimes in the 19th century is that free-running ﬁres spread in a
broad spectrum of weather over spans of months until they were
extinguished by the ﬁrst rains of autumn (Minnich 1987, 1988). When
ﬂame line expansion was not occurring, local ﬁres were stored by glowing
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Table 16.1. Fire data for southern California (SCA) and northern Baja California (BCA), 2003–2006.
Year

Location/ Days with
area (mha)
ﬁres

Tot. ﬁredaysa

Max. ﬁreday/ﬁre

Max. ﬁre
duration

Burn area
(kha)b

Burn area/ Burn area offshore
Offshore wind burn
ﬁre day
winds (kha)
area/total burn area (%)

23
27
32
27
73
182

77
39
38
53
132
334

11
4
3
23
49
49

13
4
3
25
61,55
61

320
20
7
115
317
764
38.0

4.2
0.5
0.2
1.9
2.4
2.3

BCA
2003
1.2
2004
2005
2006
2007
Tot./Max.
Area wt.c
% burned

47
39
63
53
49
251
418

84
52
110
85
74
405
675

11
5
15
9
8
15
—

10
5
59,34
15
53,43
59
—

15
3
30
9
23
80
133.3
11.1

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.3
—

310
0
6
60
210
586

5
0.1
9
0.4
17
31
—

97
0
86
52
66
77

30
2
29
5
78
39
—

Source: MODIS Rapid Response System, http://rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
a
Two separate ﬁres in one day ¼ 2 ﬁre-days.
b
Southern California: Fire and Resource Assessment Program, http://frap.cdf.ca.gov/. Baja California: File data, CONAFOR, Comisión Nacional
Forestal, Gerencia Nacional I, Peninsula de Baja California, Ensenada, Baja California.
c
Days with ﬁre and ﬁre days normalized to differences in vegetation area in BCA and SCA.
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SCA
2003
2.0
2004
2005
2006
2007
Tot./Max.
% burned
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combustion (cf. Lobert & Warnatz, 1993) in large fuels (tree snags, logs,
root crowns) as virtual season-long ‘‘torches,’’ that established new ﬂame
lines when weather and fuel conditions permitted. Torch frequencies
multiplied in frequency and became more widely distributed with each
successive ﬂame line expansion, dissipating only when the region was
soaked by autumn rains.
Nineteenth century newspaper reports of smoke in SCA document that
at least one ﬁre persisted 1 month or longer most years, with several
burning 3–4 months (Table 16.2). Detailed accounts in the western San
Gabriel Mountains near Pasadena in the late 1890s reveal that three ﬁres
near Mt. Wilson consumed chaparral and local forests over periods of
days or weeks, and remained latent by storing in coarse fuels for weeks,
Table 16.2. Long duration ﬁres in southern California.
Year

Mountain range/region

Duration (Newspaper dates)

1869
1869
1872
1872
1878
1878
1881
1882
1883
1887
1888
1888
1889
1889
1891
1891
1894
1895
1896
1896

E. San Gabriel/Cucamonga Peaka
S. Bernardino/San Bernardino Peaka
W. San Gabriela
San Bernardino/Santa Ana Rivera
San Gabriel, Cucamonga Peakb
San Gabriel/Big Tujunga Canyonb
San Bernardino
San Bernardino/Lake Arrowheada
San Gabriel/Placerita-Soledad Canyon
Northern Santa Ana
San Gabriel, north of Pasadena
San Bernardino/San Gorgonio
Santa Barbara/Rincon-Carpenteria
Santa Monica
Santa Barbara-Ventura/Montecito, Rincon
Santa Monica
Santa Inez/Santa Barbara
Santa Monica
San Gabriel/west of Mt. Wilsona
E. San Gabriel/San Antonio
Mtn.–Cucamonga Pk.
San Gabriel/Mt. Wilsona
San Bernardino/Running Springs
San Gabriel/San Antonio
San Diego/Cuyamaca
San Diego/Palomar
San Gabriel/Santa Anita Can.–W. Fork
S. Gabriela
San Bernardino/Running Springs

July–October 2
July–October 2
June–September
July 4–September 14
July 20–September 21
July–fall rains
August–September
September 7–16 (several weeks), Dec 20
September 25–November 29
October 6–October 30
July 8–August 22
July 23 (two weeks)
July 28–September 22
July 23–September 28
October 3–November 25
August 19–September 26
August 26–November 15
September 23–November 15
July 11–October 20
June 14–October 14

1898
1898
1899
1899
1899
1900
1900

July 30–October 23
August 30–October 8
August 30–October 2, February 25, 1900
October 3 (several weeks)
September, 27, 29 (two weeks)
July 23–September 2
August 17–October 10

Source: Los Angeles Times unless otherwise indicated.
a
Minnich (1987, 1988). Newspapers were published weekly before 1878.
b
Los Angeles Evening-Express, Los Angeles Star.
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resulting in intermittent expansion throughout the dry season (Minnich,
1987).
In the 20th century, ﬁres in SCA lasted only for days, rarely a week,
before being encircled by ﬁreﬁghting forces, further aggravating areaweighted burning toward extreme weather states. Fires in BCA still burn
as long as 1–3 months (Minnich et al., 2000). MODIS imagery documents
a ﬁre in 2005 south of Ensenada from August 26 to September 10 that
burned only 1750 ha. Another ﬁre in the foothills of the Sierra San Pedro
Mártir (SSPM) in 2005 burned 5789 ha from July 6–15, and an additional
1150 ha from August 30 to September 2. In 2002, MODIS and 1-km
visible GOES imagery recorded a 10,000 ha forest ﬁre in the central
SSPM from August 29 to September 15 (ﬁle data, Comisión Nacional
Forestal, CONAFOR).
Fires in SCA continue to have short durations, larger sizes, and greater
rates of vegetation consumption compared to BCA. Normalizing for
vegetation area, the frequency of ﬁres in BCA is about 2.3 times greater
than in SCA, while the number of ﬁre-days is about twice that of SCA.
During the megaﬁres of October 2003 and 2007, most burning in SCA
occurred during a 1-week period (300,000 and 210,000 ha, respectively),
while the total annual range in burn areas in BCA varied from 3000 to
30,000 ha yr1. During the MODIS reference period, the average area
burned per ﬁre-day was 2300 ha in SCA compared to 300 ha per ﬁre-day
in BCA (Table 16.1). The higher rate in SCA reﬂects the larger size of ﬁres
(more perimeter length in expansion), as well as higher linear-spread
rates. This suggests that ﬁres under suppression in SCA are characterized
by higher ﬁre intensities and greater smoke production, as compared to
free-running ﬁres in BCA, because more fuel area is being burned per
time. In SCA the Zaca ﬁre burned from July 4 to September 5, 2007, an
unprecedented duration in the region since the initiation of ﬁre
suppression. However, this ﬁre burned 100,000 ha at daily rates
comparable to the mean for the MODIS reference period.
Lower ﬁre intensities in BCA are also suggested by landscape-scale
patterns in fuel consumption. Fires leave reticulate patchiness in which
separated ﬂame lines merge and depart with ﬂuctuations in terrain, fuels,
and weather. ‘‘Islands’’ of unburned vegetation may constitute a major
portion of the landscape. For this reason even single burns may
contribute to complex patchiness of mosaics (Minnich, 2006). In SCA
wind-driven ﬁres denude virtually all chaparral within the perimeter,
further homogenizing patch mosaics.
An example of a slow-moving, long-duration ﬁre in BCA is illustrated
by a blaze in 2006 in the western SSPM. The ﬁre established during
thunderstorms at the base of the range and spread upslope in 70-year-old
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chaparral with anabatic winds (2440 ha; Fig. 16.4, Table 16.3). Flame
lines expanded in the afternoons of June 3–4 and June 12–17. Mostly
passive smoke developed from smoldering during humid weather on June
5–11 and June 21. Daily burn areas ranged from 50 to 1000 ha. The
perimeter on its south ﬂank was constrained for a continuous length of
7 km by a large burn that occurred in 1974, and its northeast ﬂank was
limited by burns that occurred in 1975 and 1987. The GOES weather
satellite Fog Product (emissivity differences between 11 and 3.9 mm bands
used to estimate fog depth) detected smoke layers as late as July 4.

16.4. Phase-transition ﬁre regime

What happens when ﬁre control is launched on a free-running ﬁre regime?
The result is a new pattern of increasing ﬁre size and severity like that
now being experienced with the establishment of suppression in Spain
(Dı́az-Delgado et al., 2005) and the Mediterranean Basin since the 1980s
(Chuvieco, 1999). In SCA, newspaper accounts in the early 20th century
detail the onset of suppression in the San Gabriel Mountains, including
the construction of fuel breaks and the extirpation of small ﬁres
(Minnich, 1987). From 1905 to 1918 only 8000 ha burned in an area of
120,000 ha of chaparral, a rate consistent with a ﬁre rotation period of
225 years, four times longer than actual mean ﬁre intervals. Clearly, a net
aging of chaparral took place across the range. The hiatus ended
precipitously with a 50,000 ha ﬁre outbreak in 1919 and a 20,000 ha ﬁre in
1924, which together consumed nearly 60% of chaparral in that
mountain range.
The limited acreage burned in the San Gabriel Mountains before 1919
is remarkable given the period’s ‘‘low tech’’ suppression, but foresters had
inherited a ‘‘well-managed’’ mosaic like that in present-day BCA. Forest
reserve reports, U.S.–Mexican boundary surveys, and Forest Service
surveys between 1895 and 1905 describe intricate chaparral patchiness
and numerous small ﬁres across the southern California chaparral
landscape (Minnich, 1987, 1988). We propose that the onset of
suppression temporarily lengthens regional ﬁre intervals by about onethird of a ﬁre cycle in chaparral. This is approximately the time required
for ﬁne-grained mosaics to age to the levels that would permit the
differences in the size of ﬁres that are now seen across the international
boundary. During this ‘‘phase transition,’’ the suppression of otherwiserare viable ignitions postpones the establishment of mass ﬁres in the
oldest patches of an inherited ﬁne-grained patch mosaic, as well as in
younger stands that continue to resist ignitions. Eventually, the entire
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Figure 16.4. Fire perimeter and daily position of ﬂame lines of a ﬁre in 2006 ﬁre in La
Tasajera in the western Sierra San Pedro Mártir. Fire positions are mapped from daily true
color (250 m resolution) and bands 7-2-1 imagery of the MODIS Rapid Response System
(rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov), from smoke in time-lapse animations of GOES 11-west weather
satellite 1-km resolution visible channel, from ‘‘hot spot’’ animations in the GOES-west
weather satellite 4-km resolution fog product archive in the National Weather Service, San
Diego (animations by H.P. Wren, www.wrh.noaa.gov/sgx), and from ground photographs
taken June 24–July 1, 2006. The ﬁre perimeter is shown in relation to previous ﬁre history
mapped from aerial photographs in Minnich et al. (2000).
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Table 16.3. Satellite and ﬁeld data of the 2006 La Tasajera ﬁre, Sierra San Pedro Mártir,
northern Baja California, Mexico.
Date

June 2
June 3
June 4
June 5
June 6
June 7
June 8
June 9
June 10
June 11
June 12
June 13
June 14
June 15
June 16
June 17
June 18
June 19
June 20
June 21
June 22
June 23
June 24
June 25
June 26
June 27
June 28
June 29
June 30
July 1
July 2
July 3
July 4
July 5
July 6
a

Smoke
(GOES 1-km
visible)a

‘‘Hot spot’’
(GOES 4-km
fog product)b

Active ﬂame
lines
(MODIS)c

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Comments

Small thunderstorms
Small thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Smoke observed in ﬁeld
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms

http://archive.hpwren.ucsd.edu/SDW/VIS1/ANIMATIONS/.
http://archive.hpwren.ucsd.edu/SDW/FOGREFL/ANIMATIONS/.
c
MODIS Rapid Response System http://rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
b
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mosaic ages so that both old and young patches reach ﬂammable states,
thus forming new, ever-larger aggregates of combustible patches, as well
as ever-larger ignition targets. The large size of ﬂammable patches
eventually overwhelms initial attack capacity, leading to such anomalously large ﬁres as those of 1919 and 1924. The evolution of coarse
patch structure with suppression has since then predisposed the region to
repeated cycles of excessively large burns. Such a transformation was
recognized a century ago by William Mulholland, a perceptive engineer of
the Los Angeles Water Department, who refused to allow his personnel
to ﬁght ﬁre for the Forest Service in 1908 (Minnich, 1987).
Keeley et al. (1999, 2004, 2006) assert that ﬁres were always large in
SCA even into prehistory and at scales comparable to those recorded
under suppression. This conclusion is based on the observation that ﬁre
sizes before 1950, when advanced suppression technology was introduced
(airplanes, bulldozers, retardants), were as large as those thereafter. This
model disregards the exclusive effectiveness of the initial attack phase of
suppression, a process that triggered the onset of the phase transition in
the early 1900s, when suppression resources were limited. Their model
also disregards the fundamental observation that the energy release of
large ﬁres exceeds the energy produced by suppression technology,
primitive or advanced, by orders of magnitude (Minnich, 2001). Hence,
the 1950 time line is ad hoc. The model also suffers from the ‘‘shifting
baseline syndrome’’ (Jackson et al., 2001). Only ﬁre records under
suppression are consulted. There was no concern to take ofﬁcial records
until public policy and expenditures became committed to suppression
about 1900 (Goforth & Minnich, 2007; Minnich, 1987). The stepwise shift
in ﬁre pattern along the international boundary was already conspicuous
when the ﬁrst aerial photographs were taken in 1938 (Fig. 16.5).
The October 2003 and 2007 ﬁrestorms in SCA have no historical
precedent despite claims of ‘‘100-mile by 15-mile ﬁre’’ (200,000 ha) near
the town of Santa Ana in 1889 (Keeley, 2006; Keeley et al., 2004). Critical
analysis of the 1889 ﬁre using property tax records, voter registration
rolls, claimed insurance, and place names (Goforth & Minnich, 2007)
shows that the 1889 ﬁre burned about 6500 ha of chaparral, or 40 times
smaller than the 100-mile ﬁre estimate. Goforth and Minnich (2007) also
conclude that quantitative historical evidence is inadequate for reconstructing a statistical distribution of presuppression ﬁre sizes.
From varved charcoal in the Santa Barbara Channel, Mensing et al.
(1999) assert that the chaparral ﬁres over the past 560 years were
dominated by Santa Ana winds. The relationship between charcoal
deposition, ﬁre history, and discrete weather events is not constrained
spatially or temporally. Ash deposits may arise from singular or multiple
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Figure 16.5. Aerial photographs of the ﬁre mosaic at Canada Verde on the international
boundary east of Tecate, Baja California, in 1938. Black line delimits the international
boundary. In BCA (below the boundary) is a ﬁne-grained patch mosaic of recent burns (light
areas of exposed granitic soil) and dark mature chaparral. Nearly all the area on the U.S.
side is mature chaparral. The shift in patchiness along the international boundary at the time
of these aerial photographs shows that differences in the chaparral ﬁre regime between the
U.S. and Mexico have prevailed since the early 20th century.
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ﬁre events. The transport of charcoal from watersheds, by wind or runoff
long after ﬁres, precludes speciﬁc correlation with discrete weather events
operating at short time scales. For example, heavy ash deposition
occurred in the Santa Barbara Channel with northerly Santa Ana winds
on October 20, 2007 from the Zaca burn (Fig. 16.6), which occurred in
July and August, with prevailing onshore winds, and at a season when
Santa Ana winds are not part of the climate. The calibration data for
varved charcoal are 20th century ﬁre records that cannot account for the
effects of ﬁre suppression.

16.5. Fire and long-term climate change

Large ﬁre outbreaks often coincide with short-term climatic perturbations
such as extreme drought, moist periods with higher-than-normal fuel
production, and sudden accumulations of dead fuel from dieback and
pathogens. On the other hand, climatic relationships with ﬁre regimes
must also take stock of long-term dynamics of fuel accumulation in forest
and brushland mosaics as a source of outbreaks, because plant response
to perturbations depends on the cumulative effects of plant succession.
We suggest that climatic variability as a forcing factor on burning in
brushlands and forests is constrained by inertial forces of cumulative fuel
build-up. This view can be addressed by a simple thought experiment.
Does climate variability, especially precipitation, have the same effect on
a 10-year old stand as on a nearby 100-year stand? If ﬁres preferentially
consume old-growth vegetation, then fuel build-up and transpiration
demand linked to vegetation age may have more explanatory power in
terms of ﬁre outcomes than does climate variability. In addition,
ﬂuctuations in precipitation and plant-available water are also attenuated
in areas where mean annual precipitation exceeds soil ﬁeld capacities
(Franco-Vizcaı́no et al., 2002). Excess water tends to run off and does not
affect the landscape evapotranspiration (ET).
In a hypothetical landscape with steady-state turnover of patches,
regional calorie-to-water ratios and ﬁre hazard would deviate mostly
around a ﬂat, long-term trend. This is due to negative feedbacks between
ﬁre hazard and vegetation (water) status. The response of the mosaic
would depend on the time scale in relation to the mean ﬁre interval of that
vegetation type. In the short term, the lowering of ﬁre thresholds during
drought encourages the burning of ever-younger stands, increasing
regional burn area. Moist years constrain ﬁres to old stands, decreasing
ﬁre area. In the long term, large ﬁre outbreaks from extreme drought lead
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Figure 16.6. Ash plume pushed by Santa Ana winds over the Santa Barbara Channel from
the Zaca burn on October 20, 2007. The ﬁre burned in July and August with onshore winds.
(Source: MODIS Rapid Response System, rapidﬁre.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov)
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to reduction in age and fuel hazard of the landscape mosaic. Moist
periods postpone burning, thus increasing regional fuel build-up.
Fire-scar dendrochronology (FSD) studies on changes in ﬁre regime
with climate variability rely on the assumption of covariance between the
rates of tree scarring and landscape burning (Minnich, 2007). Spatial
estimates of ﬁre intervals using site-based FSD methods are equivocal
and tend to underestimate, because mass burns that are responsible for
most regional burning are accompanied by abundant microburns
(ignition failures) symptomatic of long-tailed ﬁre size frequency distributions (see also Baker & Ehle, 2001). It follows that transient ﬂuctuations
in the scarring record may also arise from site-speciﬁc microburns rather
than rates of burning at the landscape scale.
For example, variable scarring rates due to the El Niño cycle (Swetnam
& Betancourt, 1990) could also be reasonably explained by changing fuel
moisture of the litter layer and microburn frequency, rather than changes
in landscape-scale burning. The Paciﬁc Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Chao
et al. 2000; Minobe, 1997) is associated with the running precipitation
means ﬂuctuating 10% from the long-term mean in the western United
States. However, such modest ﬂuctuating means are attenuated by largeprecipitation/ﬁeld-capacity ratios. Landscape water demand may be more
inﬂuenced by patterns of mosaic emplacement than by precipitation
variability.
Westerling et al. (2006) posit that global warming has contributed to a
substantial increase in large wildﬁres in the western U.S. beginning in the
mid-1980s, with longer wildﬁre durations and wildﬁre seasons due to
increasing spring/summer temperatures and earlier spring snow melt. The
question remains as to what extent these trends affect plant-available water
and ﬁre hazard, especially if increases in plant transpiration and long-term
changes in plant-available water are attenuated by precipitation/soil ﬁeldcapacity ratios. The trend for longer duration ﬁres must account for
artiﬁcial effects of suppression that prevent secondary episodes of ﬁre
spread (Minnich 1987)—the selective effects for large ﬁres coinciding with
extreme weather states caused by the suppression of millions of ﬁre-starts
and aging mosaics of conifer forests from 1900 to 1985.
In the chaparral, long-term burning rates in SCA and BCA have not
been in phase with climate perturbations. The total area burned at annual
and subdecadal scales has been random, only with more ampliﬁed
variability in SCA due to suppression (Minnich, 1983; Minnich & Chou,
1997). Short-term increases in ﬂammability, due to unusually rapid buildup of dead fuel from pathogens or drought (e.g., Brooks & Ferrin, 1994;
Davis et al., 2002; Riggan et al., 1994), have not been correlated with
speciﬁc ﬁre outbreaks. The question can be asked whether the recent
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764,000 ha (38%) of chaparral burned in SCA since 2003 (MODIS) is a
response to climatic forcing. However, MODIS also shows that burning
rates in BCA remained within the range of burning rates during the
previous 80 years (Table 16.1; cf. Minnich, 1983; Minnich & Chou, 1997).
The frequent occurrence of landscape ﬁres in BCA leads to modest
interannual and interdecadal variability in burning. In SCA, transient
ﬂuctuations are dominated by rare enormous ﬁre outbreaks (W50,000 ha,
e.g., in 1970, 2003, 2007), even at decadal time scales (Minnich & Chou,
1997). The 2003 and 2007 ﬁre sieges in SCA were an artifact of ﬁre control
policy, rather than an outcome of global climate change. A valid test of the
global warming/ﬁre hypothesis would be an examination of regions with
free-running ﬁre such as Mexico, northern Canada, or Russia (Webster,
2007), rather than ecosystems already contaminated by suppression.

16.6. Baja California is California’s past

Fire regimes in forests and brushlands respond to vegetation dynamics
over long time scales. To investigate modalities of ﬁre regime properties,
studies of landscapes need to adopt a probabilistic view of vegetation and
ﬁre using spatially explicit, historical approaches based on time-series
data from aerial and space platforms, as well as ground-based sampling.
The U.S.–Mexican border region provides a fortuitous opportunity to
study paired landscapes with differing land management and ﬁre regimes
for the development of policies that reintroduce ﬁre in California
ecosystems. The recent free-running ﬁre history of BCA documents a
mediated, self-organized ﬁre regime that develops by chance. It also
demonstrates that the potential for a ‘‘no management option’’ in
California wildlands—no initial attack, no attempts to surround ﬂame
lines—would spontaneously produce more desirable ﬁre outcomes than
20th century ﬁre history under suppression in SCA with respect to ﬁre
size, intensity, ecological processes, and smoke dispersal. This fundamental ﬁnding gives support to new management options in which ﬁre is
allowed to burn at will in California wildlands, and ﬁreﬁghting is
restricted to the wildland urban interface. Such policy change is rational
only if it is assumed that continuation of suppression has trivial capacity
to inﬂuence large ﬁres. Baja California should continue to serve as a
model of California’s past, as well as a model for future ﬁre management
of the entire North American Mediterranean region.
The development of ﬁre management policies by the Mexican
authorities should consider continued maintenance of the current ﬁnegrained vegetation mosaic that is resistant to extensive ﬁre. Political will is
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required to resist public pressure to automatically ‘‘combat’’ all wildﬁres.
Such momentary public pressure can only be dealt with by having clearly
enunciated policy beforehand. The public’s perception that ﬁre results in
the irretrievable loss of valuable forest resources should be addressed
through education campaigns that point out the mountain forest’s
unaided survival through the millennia and their sudden vulnerability by
the belated adoption of ﬁre suppression policies that are already being
abandoned in the developed world. The Comisión Nacional Forestal is
currently developing wildﬁre management plans tailored to each state, and
the draft plan for Baja California properly recognizes the region’s unique
characteristics that are very different from the rest of tropical Mexico.
Another concern relates to objections by astronomers to the degradation in atmospheric quality because of infrequent summer smoke over the
National Astronomical Observatory (OAN) in the Sierra San Pedro
Mártir. Minor reductions in observation time should be considered
similar to disturbances due to weather and weighed against the
inevitability of future ﬁrestorms like the 2003 and 2007 events just north
of the border. The loss of Australia’s Mount Stromlo Observatory during
January 2003, in similar Mediterranean-type vegetation, should serve as a
cautionary example. Detailed recommendations for the removal of fuels
from areas adjacent to the OAN buildings have been provided by the
authors and should be implemented. Fires—just like hurricanes, earthquakes, and other earth surface processes—should be seen as natural
phenomena over which humans have little control in the long term.
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Chapter 17
Air Pollution Increases Forest Susceptibility to Wildﬁres:
A Case Study in the San Bernardino Mountains in Southern
California
Nancy E. Grulke, Richard A. Minnich, Timothy D. Paine, Steve
J. Seybold, Deborah J. Chavez, Mark E. Fenn, Philip J. Riggan and
Alexander Dunn
Abstract
Many factors increase susceptibility of forests to wildﬁre. Among
them are increases in human population, changes in land use, ﬁre
suppression, and frequent droughts. These and other factors have
been exacerbating forest susceptibility to wildﬁres over the past
century in southern California. We report on the signiﬁcant role that
air pollution has had on increasing forest susceptibility to wildﬁres,
based on a 1999–2003 case study in the San Bernardino Mountains.
Air pollution, speciﬁcally ozone (O3) and wet and dry deposition of
nitrogenous (N) compounds as a by-product of fossil fuel combustion, has signiﬁcantly increased since urbanization and industrialization of the region after 1945. Ozone and elevated N deposition cause
speciﬁc changes in forest tree carbon (C), N, and water balance that
enhance individual tree susceptibility to drought, bark beetle attack,
and disease, and when combined, contribute to whole ecosystem
susceptibility to wildﬁre. For example, elevated O3 and N deposition
increase leaf turnover rates, leaf and branch litter, and decrease
decomposability of litter, creating excessively deep litter layers in
mixed-conifer forests affected by air pollutants. Elevated O3 and N
deposition decrease the proportion of whole tree biomass in foliage
and roots, thereby increasing tree susceptibility to drought and beetle
attack. Because both foliar and root mass are compromised,
carbohydrates are stored in the bole over winter. Elevated O3
increases drought stress by signiﬁcantly reducing plant control of
Corresponding author: E-mail: ngrulke@fs.fed.us
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water loss. The resulting increase in canopy transpiration, combined
with O3 and N deposition-induced decreases in root mass, signiﬁcantly increases tree susceptibility to drought stress, likely contributing to successful host colonization and population increases of bark
beetles. Phenomenological and experimental evidence is presented to
support the role of these factors contributing to an increase in the
susceptibility of forests to wildﬁre in southern California.

17.1. Introduction

Historically, the forests of southern California were created, adapted to,
and maintained by regular episodes of wildﬁre. This agent of ecosystem
disturbance paradoxically functioned to maintain forests in a resilient
state by better preparing them to withstand severe episodes of wildﬁre,
drought, and bark beetle colonization. However, periodic extreme
drought stress (affecting an individual tree within a dense stand) and
bark beetle outbreaks can also increase forest susceptibility to wildﬁre.
Under particular current forest conditions, there are many compounding
factors, some of which were set in motion decades ago, that increase the
susceptibility of southern California forests to severe wildﬁre and often
result in stand-replacing ﬁres. These factors include a rapid increase in
human population and resulting resource use, a shift in management
goals during the early part of the 20th century from timber utilization to
recreational use, and successful ﬁre suppression with subsequent forest
densiﬁcation.
Despite the level of attention given to the causative factors for
increased wildﬁre activity (Westerling et al., 2006), a largely ignored
contributing factor is air pollution. Chronic nitrogen (N) deposition
contributes to increased forest densiﬁcation by stimulating aboveground
biomass production and enhances litter accumulation through increased
needle production, turnover rates, and depressed long-term decomposition rates (Fog, 1988). Elevated ozone (O3) exposure increases tree
susceptibility to drought stress through direct effects on loss of stomatal
control with subsequent increased canopy transpiration, and increased
successful bark beetle colonization through both increased tree drought
stress and pollutant-induced redistribution of carbohydrates to the bole.
The effects of these air pollutants, combined with the human and
ecological changes in the ﬁre-adapted ecosystem, have increased forest
stand susceptibility to wildﬁre in southern California (Fig. 17.1). This
chapter presents a case study for the San Bernardino Mountains in the
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Figure 17.1. Diagram of multiple factors contributing to forest susceptibility to wildﬁre.

eastern Transverse Range, east of Los Angeles (LA), California that
focuses on pollutant effects on ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws)—
an ecologically, socially, and economically important species throughout
the western U.S.—that result in forest susceptibility to wildﬁre.

17.2. Historical effects of land development

The San Bernardino National Forest (SBNF) was established in 1908 and
covers about 331,838 ha within San Bernardino and Riverside Counties in
California. It includes the eastern end of the Transverse Range and the
northern part of the Peninsular Range (San Jacinto Mountain and
adjacent areas). Of this area, about 65,558 ha are in private, county, state,
or other type of federal ownership.
During the late 19th century, settlers fundamentally altered the
mountain landscape in southern California. Gold and other valuable
minerals were discovered, and the population rapidly increased in
surrounding low elevation areas as well as in the mountains (Minnich,
1988). The forest was logged to provide construction materials for
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buildings, mine shaft timbers, and for fuel. In 1899, a severe drought
occurred (Fig. 17.2), water was rationed in the communities, and a
premium was placed on reservoir development (Lake Gregory, Lake
Arrowhead, and Big Bear Lake). As the reservoirs were established, they
became the focus for recreational use in the 1920s. With the shift from
resource utilization to recreation, forest thinning was suppressed,
incursions of ﬁre from the chaparral into the forest were repressed, and
forest density increased on the mountaintop. In the 1950s, an attempt was
made to thin the forests, but the mountain community councils were
strongly opposed to both branch trimming and stand thinning for
aesthetic reasons: these were now resort destinations for the rapidly
increasing population in post-1945 LA. As a consequence, forest density
continued to increase, and with in-growth and lateral canopy expansion,
more trees were in physical contact with each other as well as structures,
increasing ﬁre hazard. An example of increasing canopy cover of
individual trees through time can be observed in the sequence of aerial
photos taken from 1938 through 1994 from the western San Bernardino
Mountains (Fig. 17.3).
In 1980, the SBNF adopted a new set of forest plans, which addressed in
part how to manage for ﬁre on the National Forests surrounding and
adjacent to the mountain communities. Due to the high percentage of
private land ownership, National Forest personnel participated in
community councils and solicited their support for ﬁre-safe activities that
would beneﬁt both the private landowner and the National Forest. In
response, mountain community councils, in conjunction with the SBNF,
drew up their own plans, which included raking leaves, branch trimming,
and thinning of trees within 30 m of valued structures (Asher & Forrest,
1982). The community’s ﬁre-safe plans were not implemented effectively,
nor were they enforced. As a result of these human-induced changes over
the past century, the region was, and is, highly susceptible to ﬁre.

17.3. Mountain community behaviors related to ﬁre-safe activities

The consensus of opinion is that either mountain community residents
started to follow through on those practices and then stopped, or did not
start at all, or did not implement these practices in a coordinated fashion
so as to reduce the ﬁre hazard on private property. There are a number of
reasons why residents might not have implemented changes for their own
(ﬁre) safety. Some of the reasons have to do with demographic changes.
Examination of California state census data (www.dof.ca.gov/html/
demograp/calhist2a.xls) from 1980 to 2000 indicates population shifts in
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Figure 17.2. Long-term record of regional precipitation at Big Bear Dam, San Bernardino County, California. Total annual precipitation (y-axis in
centimeters) from October 1 to September 30 was accumulated over each year and plotted. The overall average is denoted by a solid line (96 cm), with
the 80% of average (below which moderate drought stress is incurred using physiological deﬁnitions) and the 60% of average (below which extreme
drought stress is incurred) denoted by dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
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Figure 17.3. Repeat aerial photographs of mixed conifer forest dominated by Pinus
ponderosa demonstrating forest densiﬁcation (near site 1, western San Bernardino
Mountains; see Fig. 17.5) in (A) 1938, (B) 1965, (C) 1994, and (D) 2003. Photograph
sources are San Bernardino County Flood Control (A), San Bernardino National Forest
(B,C), and the U.S. Geological Survey, SCAMP program, Department of Earth Sciences,
University of California, Riverside (D).

several San Bernardino Mountain communities (Table 17.1). In mountain
communities with population increases, some portion of the residents
must have moved into the area and were never a part of the mid-1980s
community council discussions on ﬁre-safe actions for their property.
New residents may have brought a different set of social values, such
as the expectation of less, not more regulation, even if the activity
improved their own survival or protection of property. New mountain
residents arriving from urban areas often bring with them an expectation that ﬁre is an emergency, not a way of life. The perception
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Table 17.1. Population statistics for permanent residents in San Bernardino Mountain
communities from 1980 to 2000
Place/Town/City
Big Bear City
Big Bear Lake
Idyllwild-Pine Cove
Lake Arrowhead
Wrightwood

1980

2000

Change (%)

11,151
4896
2959
6272
2511

5779
5438
3504
8934
3837

52
þ11
þ18
þ42
þ53

that emergencies are handled by the ﬁre department, not themselves,
could have had an effect on their sense of control over the ﬁre hazard.
New residents may also have had a different level of trust in or experience
with adjacent landowners (e.g., federal, state, or private) in carrying out
ﬁre-safe activities.
On the other hand, the population of Big Bear City was halved over the
last two decades. If some of the reduction in residential population was
due to seasonal use of homes, the level of property care by owners may
have also declined, and some residents who originally agreed to
participate may no longer reside in the area and are not on site to
conduct or adequately maintain ﬁre-safe activities. Interestingly, a single
study (Vogt, 2003) suggests a moderate level of ﬁre-safe activities among
seasonal (n ¼ 176) and permanent homeowners (n ¼ 119) in the northeastern U.S. In their study, permanent homeowners had a greater level of
compliance of defensible space ordinances (68%) relative to seasonal
homeowners (52%). If the age of the property owner has increased, this
could also play a role in the reduced level of property care observed.
There are no data available to quantify what proportion of the
residents participated in the 1980 mountain community forest plan
discussions. The current residents in the San Bernardino Mountains may
not have been involved in community decision making or agreements that
were in place before their arrival. In the study in the northeastern U.S.,
only about one-third (30%) of the permanent and fewer (6%) seasonal
homeowners attended a public meeting about wildland ﬁre (Vogt, 2003).
In another report on the same data set, Vogt and Cindrity (2003) found
that the majority of respondents had purchased their property with the
help of a realtor or sales ofﬁce (75% of permanent and 70% of seasonal
homeowners). Less than 2% of the permanent residents and 7% of the
seasonal homeowners acquired their property through their family.
Property transfer outside of the family could reduce the exchange of
information on ﬁre-safe activities that could occur from generation to
generation, and this emphasizes the importance of the community in
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ﬁre-safety education. Currently, efforts to educate new residents to
mountain communities about ﬁre-safe activities focus on delivering
messages through communication tools that reach both permanent and
seasonal, as well as long- and short-term residents.
There are other sociological and experiential reasons for not
maintaining ﬁre-safety practices. For example, some of the original
participants may have initially agreed to implement ﬁre-safe practices, but
had a dispute with other participants, or the activities requested were
perceived as ineffective, or ineffective relative to the magnitude of the
risk. For example, if mountain residents observed a lack of ﬁre-safe
activities on adjacent properties, they may see no value in maintaining
ﬁre-safe activities on their own property. Perhaps the importance of peer
pressure has declined in the past two decades. It is also possible that there
are too many changes and burdens imposed on the residents. There could
be other regulations that have been imposed that made ﬁre-safe activities
an overburden.
It is possible that homeowners may not have direct experience with
wildﬁres. In one study from the northeastern U.S., 82% of permanent
residents experienced smoke from a wildﬁre, compared to 45% of
seasonal homeowners (Vogt, 2003). The homeowners were also questioned about their involvement in ﬁre-education activities. Three-quarters
of the permanent homeowners had read information on home protection
from wildland ﬁres, as had 70% of the seasonal homeowners. Residents
who may have been motivated to implement ﬁre-safe actions by the
experience of living through a ﬁre in recent history may be less likely to
remain a resident of the community because of the experience
itself. Fire is a motivating factor only for those who choose to stay in a
ﬁre-prone community. New residents may or may not have experienced a
ﬁre and thus have no context that would inﬂuence a decision to take
action.
It is difﬁcult or impossible to pinpoint the multiple causes for a lack of
compliance with ﬁre-safe actions on private land. Generally, mountain
community residents and seasonal owners, historically and currently,
inﬂuence the susceptibility of their properties to wildﬁre through
knowledge, attitudes, observations and sense of risk, physical presence
in the community, and level of action on community ﬁre-safe activities.
Regardless of causation, and whether intentional or not, private property
owners in the San Bernardino Mountains have signiﬁcantly contributed
to the current state of high ﬁre hazard that exists today. They have an
equally signiﬁcant opportunity to inﬂuence the future susceptibility of
their properties and the forest as a whole to future wildﬁres through
implementing ﬁre-safe practices on their property.
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17.4. Air pollution deposition

Pollutants generated by urban residents in the greater LA metropolitan
area are transported 60–100 km downwind and affect mid-elevation
forests in the San Bernardino Mountains (Bytnerowicz, et al., in press).
The primary source of air pollution is fossil fuel combustion, whether it is
from vehicular exhaust, residential production, or industry. Approximately half of the air pollution in the LA Air Basin is generated from
mobile sources including trucks, trains, cars, ships, and buses (South
Coast Air Quality Management District, 1997). On the western end of the
San Bernardino Mountains, nearly half of the nitrogen deposition is in
reduced forms (Fenn & Poth, 2004), most of which is believed to originate
from dairy farms in the Chino/Norco area. Agricultural sources of
ammonia are expected to decrease in coming years as farmland is
converted to residential uses.
Fossil fuel combustion emits nitrogen oxide, which is converted to other
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and O3 in the presence of high-energy ultraviolet
(UV) light. Both NOx and O3 are strong oxidizing agents and damage living
cells. These pollutants also react with biogenic volatile organic compounds
like terpenes in the airspace of forested ecosystems facilitating the formation
of organic aerosols (Atkinson & Arey, 2003; Cahill et al., 2006). Although
O3 is highly reactive and disintegrates through time, sufﬁcient concentrations are generated in urban and agricultural areas (from NOx emissions
from fertilized soils) and transported long distances. For example, from
west (nearer the pollutant source) to east (farther from the source) in the
San Bernardino Mountains, O3 concentrations were high at Camp Paivika
(80 ppb h1, averaged over 24 h, from April 15 through October 15, from
1993 through 1995; Grulke et al., 1998), moderately high (72–74 ppb h1)
5 km further east near Rim Forest, and moderate (62–64 ppb h1) 45 km
east of Camp Paivika at Barton Flats (Figs. 17.4, 17.5).
Because O3 is a product of photolysis of nitrogen oxides, if O3 is
present at moderate concentrations, there is also concurrent N deposition. Deposition occurs from a wide variety of nitrogen species in
gaseous, wet, and dry forms to vegetation and soil surfaces (nitric oxide
[NO], nitrous oxide [NO2], nitric acid vapor [HNO3], nitrous acid vapor
þ
[HNO2], particulate nitrate [NO
3 ]). Ammonium (NH4 ) can also be
transported moderate distances from feedlots for cattle and poultry
(Bytnerowicz et al., 2002). Along the same west to east gradient in the San
Bernardino Mountains (Fig. 17.5), N deposition averages 71 kg ha1yr1
at Camp Paivika and declines to 9 kg ha1yr1 at Barton Flats (Breiner
et al., 2007). Because air pollution has been high since 1945 in the LA Air
Basin (Lee et al., 2003), N deposition is in excess of plant and microbial
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Figure 17.4. Relationship between O3 exposure (averaged across the summers of 1993–
1995; Grulke, 1999) and incorporation of long term, excess nitrogen deposition within the
upper 5 cm of B1 mineral soil (Grulke et al., 1998). Site numbers correspond to those given in
Fig. 17.4. The atmospherically ‘‘clean’’ site is 1 mile west of the Guernsey Creek
Campground (Hwy 38), Lassen National Forest, in northern California.

demand (Fenn et al., 1996). The cardinal symptom of excess N is the
export of high nitrate levels in streamwater, which is well demonstrated
for areas with N deposition above 15 kg ha1yr1 in the San Bernardino
and San Gabriel Mountains (Breiner et al., 2007; Fenn & Poth, 1999;
Michalski et al., 2004; Riggan et al., 1985).
In the mid 1990s, soil N in the mineral horizon was 0.2% at Camp
Paivika, 0.1% near Rim Forest, and 0.04% in the Barton Flats area
(Fig. 17.4; Grulke et al., 1998). This represents a considerable increase
over background levels expected from weathered granitic bedrock
substrates and when compared to atmospherically ‘‘clean’’ sites (e.g.,
0.02% N, Lassen National Forest). The effects of O3 and excess N
deposition are evaluated here as contributing factors to forest susceptibility to wildﬁres. Although O3 concentrations have declined in the last
decade due to increased regulation (Lee et al., 2003), soil N is still in
excess and continues to inﬂuence plant response (Tingey et al., 2004).
17.5. O3 exposure and excess nitrogen deposition effects on forest health
17.5.1. Tissue, cellular, and subcellular levels

Ozone is primarily deposited and decomposes on surfaces in the forest
such as leaves, branches, bark, soil, and litter. In a ponderosa pine
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Figure 17.5. San Bernardino Mountains pollution gradient from west to east based on
historic data (intermittent databases from 1977 to 1995). Recent data (2001; Grulke et al.,
2004) suggest a more consistent, high O3 concentration across these sites, with higher
nighttime O3 concentrations experienced in the area around sites 4 and 5 during the growing
season. Since nitrogenous deposition is not transported as far (i.e., the west side of the San
Bernardino Mountains has higher N deposition than the east side), and because it has
accumulated in these ecosystems since post-1945, an N gradient in the soil still persists from
west to east (see Fig. 17.3). Nitrogen deposition has contributed to signiﬁcant densiﬁcation
of forest stands in the western San Bernardino Mountains.

plantation, approximately one-third of the O3 was absorbed into the leaf
via stomata (Bauer et al., 2000). When plants take up carbon dioxide
(CO2) during photosynthesis (the carbon capturing mechanism), they also
inadvertently take up O3 (from the air into the leaf, down a concentration
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gradient). Once O3 enters the leaf, it reacts with a thin ﬁlm of water
(apoplastic water) that surrounds cells, where it may be decomposed by
ascorbate to oxidative derivatives, which in turn initiate signaling of
oxidative stress through receptors in the plasmalemma. The decomposition of O3 in the apoplastic water requires energy, and the regeneration of
oxidized ascorbate with glutathione in the cytosol (De Kok & Tausz,
2001). Once oxidative derivatives are formed, membrane pH and
permeability is altered such that ions that should be retained by the cell
leak out and other ions inﬂux along a chemical as well as charge gradient
(Zhang et al., 2001). Other mechanisms of ion transport such as calcium
(Caþ2) channeling can also be blocked with O3 exposure (McAinsh et al.,
2002). Also, the oxidative derivatives may initiate signaling of stress (Pei
et al., 2000), which could stimulate a chain of metabolic steps that launch
an antioxidative defense, or cell death if redox regulation in the cell is
overwhelmed.
Drought stress that is sufﬁcient to reduce stomatal conductance,
while the leaf is experiencing moderately high light levels
(W1000 mmol m2 s1), may also induce oxidative stress. Under these
conditions, there is sufﬁcient light to drive photosynthesis, but CO2 may
be limited by lower stomatal aperture. Instead of passing light-excited
electrons to CO2, it may be passed to O2 (which is in abundance if
photosynthetic rate is high under nonlimiting light levels), forming a
highly reactive oxygen radical (dO), which then reacts with O2 to form O3
within the chloroplast. An antioxidant signature of this process was
presented for Jeffrey pine in xeric versus mesic microsites (Grulke et al.,
2003b). When strong oxides degrade photosynthetic pigments in the
chloroplast, the pigments must be reconstructed into functional arrays,
requiring additional nutrients and energy.
One of the ﬁrst measurable effects of O3 in plants is a decrease in the
efﬁciency of photosynthesis. Carbon–carbon bonds store energy in plants
for later use. Because O3 damages tissue, there is a metabolic cost in energy,
C, and nutrient resources to repair tissues (Matyssek & Sandermann,
2003). That metabolic cost is reﬂected in an increase in respiration and
decrease in the total C stored by the plant. Lower total C stored and
greater requirements for N (to rebuild photosynthetic pigments) results in
retranslocation of materials from older to younger needles.
In general, a reduction in leaf water loss (transpiration or stomatal
conductance to water) accompanies the reduction in photosynthesis in
low to moderate O3 exposures (for ponderosa pine seedlings; Weber et al.,
1993). Both moderate or lower O3 exposure, and a low level of drought
stress have been shown to reduce stand level O3 uptake (for ponderosa
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pine; Panek & Goldstein, 2001). Although drought is considered to
protect plants via a reduction in O3 uptake, under moderate O3 exposure
and greater levels of drought stress, the two stresses were synergistically
deleterious for C acquisition (for ponderosa pine in 1994 at Barton Flats;
Grulke et al., 2002).
17.5.2. Whole tree and stand levels

At the whole plant (tree) level, O3 exposure and excess N deposition
results in premature senescence and loss of needles (within whorl loss of
needles, fewer needle age classes) (Grulke, 2003; Grulke & Balduman,
1999). The greater the O3 exposure and N deposition, the more needles
are lost. One of the reasons this may occur is that with ample nitrogen
availability, older needles may not be needed as storage organs for
nitrogen. In a moderately polluted site such as Barton Flats, up to nine
needle age classes were retained in ponderosa pine. At a high pollution
site such as Camp Paivika, only four needle age classes were retained, but
there were few needles retained in the older needle age classes. When air
pollution was combined with moderate drought stress in the following
year, less than three needle age classes were retained at Camp Paivika,
whereas ﬁve were retained at Barton Flats (Grulke & Balduman, 1999).
In an atmospherically ‘‘clean’’ site on the Lassen National Forest, seven
needle age classes were retained even in a drought year. Because
premature needle senescence of older needles can be extreme in high
pollution sites (Camp Paivika), 95% of the total canopy biomass can be
found in current-year foliage (Grulke & Balduman, 1999). In contrast,
canopy foliar biomass was more or less evenly distributed across four to
ﬁve needle age classes in Lassen National Forest.
Self-pruning of older (lower) branches is accelerated in O3-exposed
trees (Miller et al., 1996). First, lower branches are more likely to be
shaded, and shaded branches have greater transpiration (water loss
through stomata from foliage) per unit C uptake but inadvertently also
take up more O3. Second, because lower branches are more shaded and
are more injured due to O3 uptake, the net C balance is lower.
Presumably when net C balance drops below zero, the branch is excised
(Sprugel et al., 1991; but see Reiter et al., 2005).
As a result of the combined effects of O3 exposure and chronic N
deposition, needle and branch production and loss are increased and may
contribute to greater litterfall (Fig. 17.6). In addition to pollutant
stressors, other factors could contribute to differences in litterfall, such as
stand density, composition, leaf area index, and differences in forest ﬂoor
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Figure 17.6. Difference in forest ﬂoor litter layer between a high and moderate pollution site
(Camp Paivika [upper photo] and Barton Flats [lower photo], respectively). Arrows depict the
decomposed O2 litter layer. Annual litter accumulation ranged from 50 to 125% greater in the
more polluted site. The large difference in litter build up at Camp Paivika was likely due
to both higher litter deposition (O3 exposure, N deposition, and drought) and lower
litter decomposability due to O3-induced high lignin content (Dizengremel, 2001) and the
effects of N enrichment on long-term deposition (Fog, 1988; data from tabular data presented
graphically from Fenn et al., 2005).
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microenvironment (lower temperatures may be associated with higher
stand density, and thus result in lower decomposition rate). Simulations
using the CENTURY model predicted greater long-term needle fall with
the combination of O3 and N deposition (Arbaugh et al., 1999).
Litter accumulation is further enhanced by the retarding effects of
these pollutants on litter decomposition. Higher lignin content is found
in needles produced in high O3 exposure environments (Dizengremel,
2001), and greater lignin content reduces decomposability (Kimmins,
1997). As a result of N deposition, litter N concentrations are signiﬁcantly
higher in the more polluted areas of the San Bernardino Mountains.
The higher N levels in litter result in higher litter decomposition rates in
the initial stages of decomposition (Fenn & Dunn, 1989; Persson et al.,
2000). However, many studies have demonstrated that long-term
decomposition rates are retarded by high N concentrations in litter
(Berg, 2000; Fog, 1988; Persson et al., 2000; Swanston et al., 2004),
particularly in high lignin content litters (Carreiro et al., 2000; Knorr
et al., 2005), and that litter accumulates to a greater degree in N-enriched
forests (Kuyper, 1994; Nilsson, 1995; Nohrstedt et al., 1989). In the
western San Bernardino Mountains experiencing high pollution, the O2
litter depth averaged 15 cm compared to 1 cm in the eastern San
Bernardino Mountains experiencing moderate pollution (Fig. 17.6). The
mass of litter in the forest ﬂoor is typically 50–125% greater in the more
polluted site. The large difference in litter accumulation between the high
and low pollution sites is a result of greater tree densities, high leaf
turnover rates, and inhibited long-term decomposition at the high
pollution site.
Perhaps because of the increased repair costs for aboveground tissues,
less biomass is retained in roots of ponderosa pine exposed to high
O3 concentrations, which is exacerbated by lower allocation to root
mass with N-enrichment (Haynes & Gower, 1995). From the western to
the central San Bernardino Mountains, both O3 and N deposition
contributed to signiﬁcantly lower ﬁne and medium root biomass at
depths of 10, 30, and 50 cm. Root biomass at these sites was
6–14 times lower than that at a moderate pollution site (Fig. 17.7; Grulke
et al., 1998). Lower root biomass alone signiﬁcantly increases the susceptibility of ponderosa pine to drought in this Mediterranean-type
climate.
In addition to lower leaf and root mass (Grulke et al., 1998), ponderosa
pine also had lower carbohydrate concentrations of both leaf and root
tissue (Grulke et al., 2001) at the high pollution sites relative to the
moderate pollution site. In general, carbohydrates for spring growth are
stored in the roots over winter. However, because of the lower leaf and
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Figure 17.7. Exposure to high O3 concentrations and excess N deposition alters biomass
allocation (y-axis, in %) within ponderosa pine (Grulke & Balduman, 1999). CO is Camp
Osceola, a site in eastern Barton Flats, in the eastern San Bernardino Mountains (less
polluted site); Strawberry Peak is a site between sites 4 and 5 (see Fig. 17.4); and CP is Camp
Paivika (highly polluted site).

root mass in ponderosa pine at highly polluted sites, overwintering
carbohydrate was stored in tree boles, and potentially in branches (as seen
in Fig. 17.7 at Camp Paivika). Hypothetically, increased carbohydrate
storage as found in the bole subcortex, which includes phloem, cambium,
and xylem, may enhance fecundity of bark beetles that feed and create
galleries for their eggs and larvae in this area of the tree (see later).
At the scale of the stand, N deposition, associated with high to
moderately high O3 concentrations, increased stand density, as has been
shown by Miller et al. (1989) for the period from 1973 to 1988, and
subsequently by Arbaugh et al. (1999). Stand densiﬁcation was especially
promoted on north-facing slopes and in microsites with more water
availability or lower evapotranspiration (topographic lows). When more
stringent regulatory controls were imposed limiting O3 concentrations in
the early 1990s (Lee et al., 2003), ponderosa pine diameter growth
increased in the western San Bernardino Mountains (Arbaugh et al.,
1999; Tingey et al., 2004). In these stands, historically high O3 exposure
was also associated with high N deposition, which was not regulated and
persists in the soil. Current N deposition ﬂuxes in throughfall in the
western San Bernardino Mountains are 30–470 kg N ha1 yr1 (Breiner
et al., 2007). Excess N promotes tree growth, especially with reduced
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oxidant exposure. Dense forest stands and rapid canopy growth further
increase susceptibility to drought because of the greater total demand for
water at the stand level.
17.6. Air pollution effects on the incidence of forest tree diseases

Ozone injury has been shown to predispose ponderosa pine to annosus
root disease (Heterobasidion annosum; James et al., 1980) and black stain
root disease (Leptographium wageneri; Fenn et al., 1990). The effects of
elevated soil N levels on disease has not been studied in the San
Bernardino Mountains, although N-enrichment has been shown to
increase fungal and bacterial diseases of foliage (Snoeijers et al., 2000).
Annosus root disease was most severe in Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.)
H. Karst.) in N-rich soils (Boyce, 1961). Nitrogen fertilization has also
been shown to increase root rot of eucalyptus (Marks et al., 1973) and
crown and root rot of apple trees (Utkhede & Smith, 1995), both caused
by Phytophthora species.
Ponderosa and Jeffrey pine stands are frequently infected with Western
dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium campylopodum Engelm.), but possible
relationships between air pollution and the severity of mistletoe
infestations in the San Bernardino Mountains have not been studied. It
has long been assumed that reduced tree vigor from dwarf mistletoe
infection, plus the debilitating effects of O3, is additive in the least, and
results in greater host mortality (Pronos et al., 1999). We hypothesize that
greater allocation of plant carbohydrates and biomass aboveground as a
result of O3 exposure and N deposition may enhance mistletoe parasitism
by providing a greater pool of available nutrients at infection points.
Severe infections with mistletoe increase tree mortality rates and
predispose trees to attack by insects (Hawksworth & Shaw, 1987),
suggesting that if O3 and N deposition do in fact predispose pine trees to
more severe mistletoe infestations, the additional factor of air pollution
stress will likely lead to enhanced tree mortality. Even though O3 injury
and possibly increased N fertility are known to increase tree diseases,
including the major diseases occurring in the San Bernardino Mountains,
it has not been shown that tree diseases are more common or severe in the
more polluted sites within this mountain range (Pronos et al., 1999).
17.7. Effects of periodic extreme drought on forest health

Ponderosa pine frequently experiences drought stress in the Mediterraneantype climate of California. Although there is an increase in
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evapotranspiration from west to east, weather that results in precipitation
in the San Bernardino Mountains is generally a regional phenomenon. The
longest record of precipitation for the range has been collected over the past
123 years at Big Bear Dam (San Bernardino County Water Resources
Division, www.sbcounty.gov/transprtn/psw/; Fig. 17.2) in the eastern
San Bernardino Mountains. The seasonal distribution of precipitation
begins with the onset of the hydrological year on October 1 (Fig. 17.8).
Regardless of the total annual precipitation (low, average, or high), 90% of
the annual precipitation accumulates by April 1. Summer precipitation
occurs when occasional monsoonal incursions from the Gulf of California
travel north into California, but these events are generally insufﬁcient to
relieve late summer drought stress in pine for more than a few days
(Franco-Vizcaino et al., 2002). An exception was a mid-July precipitation
event in 1992 that wetted soils to 15 cm and increased stomatal
conductance for 10 d (Temple & Miller, 1998). Such events in 1993 and
1994 had little inﬂuence on stomatal conductance. By relating the level of
physiological stress that develops in ponderosa pine to the total annual
precipitation received in that year, we have a means for estimating how
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Figure 17.8. Seasonal distribution of annual precipitation in extreme drought years
(o60%), drought (61–80%), average precipitation (81–120%), and above-average
precipitation (W120%) relative to the 123-year record from Big Bear Dam, San Bernardino
County, California (given in Fig. 17.2). Regardless of the total annual precipitation, 90% of
the annual precipitation accumulates by April 1. Sixteen percent of the years had extreme
drought, 26% had drought years, and 26% had above average precipitation (W120%).
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frequently ponderosa pine historically has experienced moderate or extreme
drought stress.
Moderate drought stress is deﬁned physiologically as reduced cell
turgor, which lowers stomatal conductance (reduced water loss from the
leaf), and lowers cellular water potential, which in turn allows the tissue
to hold more tenaciously to the water that is in the leaf (Levitt, 1980). In
1994, a year of 80% of the average precipitation (preceded by an above
average precipitation year), ponderosa pine experienced moderate
drought stress by mid-July, which was extended through the end of the
growing season until the onset of autumn precipitation (Fig. 17.9; Grulke,
1999).
Extreme drought stress is also accompanied by reduced cell turgor,
stomatal conductance, and cell water potential. However, extreme
drought stress also exhibits increased cell solute concentrations sufﬁcient
to disrupt enzymatic function. Cell turgor is reduced sufﬁciently and, for
a long enough duration, that elongation growth is limited. Needles
produced in years of extreme drought stress are much shorter (e.g., 2002;
Fig. 17.10). In 1996, a year of 60% of the average precipitation (preceded
by an above average precipitation year), ponderosa pine experienced
70
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Figure 17.9. Seasonal change in stomatal conductance in years with 200% (1993), 100%
(1995), 80% (1994), and 60% (1996) of the long-term precipitation record from Big Bear
Dam, San Bernardino County, California. This site, eastern Barton Flats, was 10 km southsoutheast of the dam.
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Figure 17.10. Illustration of reduced elongation growth in needles during extreme drought
(2002) for ponderosa pine near Silverwood Lake, San Bernardino Mountains, California.

extreme drought stress from the end of June through the end of the
growing season (Fig. 17.9), with reduced elongation growth.
Factors that strongly affect the level of physiological drought stress
experienced include how precipitation is delivered in each storm, the level
of antecedent moisture, and the depth of both the litter layer and mineral
soil, by horizon above the bedrock. The San Bernardino Mountains were
formed from a granitic dome, with the western half more weathered than
the eastern half. However, similar to the Sierra Nevada, the litter layer
and the soil depth (to bedrock) are highly variable. Mature pine can grow
successfully from cracks in the bedrock, with only thin seams of soil in the
cracks, because they have adequate access to moisture in the rock
interstices (Hubbert et al., 2001). For example, an intense, single, summer
precipitation event of 2 cm did not penetrate the deep litter layer at Camp
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Paivika (Franco-Vizcaino et al., 2002). The same storm intensity at
Barton Flats with little litter percolated 5 cm into the mineral horizon
(Temple & Miller, 1998). At Camp Paivika, that precipitation event
positively affected pine water status for a couple of hours, whereas at
Barton Flats, pine water status was improved for several days (via
reduced evapotranspiration; Temple & Miller, 1998). Until we understand how effective single precipitation events are in contributing to
replenishing groundwater reserves, the level of physiological drought
stress cannot be adequately modeled in these western ecosystems.
For the purposes of discussion, the following is a rough estimate of the
frequency and degree of severity of physiological drought stress in forests
of this region. Using the long-term precipitation record (Fig. 17.2), 15%
of the years had low enough total annual precipitation to cause extreme
drought stress in ponderosa pine, 30% of the years had low enough
precipitation to result in moderate drought stress, and 26% of the years
had above average precipitation (W 120%). Using this rough index of the
level of physiological stress, ponderosa pine experienced drought stress
45% of the years since 1883 when precipitation records were initiated
(Fig. 17.2). Multiple years of drought, of course, would intensify the level
of physiological stress experienced, but cannot be quantiﬁed in this
example.
Because O3 exposure and nitrogen deposition reduce root biomass,
pines in the San Bernardino Mountains are already predisposed to
drought stress independent of precipitation inputs. In general, low to
moderate O3 exposures (o60 ppb) reduce water loss from trees. O3
reduces photosynthetic rates, less CO2 is required, and stomatal apertures
are reduced to conserve water. However, under moderate, high, or above
concentrations, O3 exposure modiﬁes stomatal behavior in ways that
increase drought stress. For example, sugar maple was exposed to O3
concentrations of 70 ppb during daylight hours (Tjoelker et al., 1995). By
mid-season of chronic exposure, there was a signiﬁcant decrease in wateruse efﬁciency: at the same level of carbon gain, seedlings growing in
chronic O3 exposure had twice the level of water use as control seedlings
grown in charcoal-ﬁltered air. In a ﬁeld study of O3-sensitive and
-tolerant genotypes, sensitive Jeffrey pine had lower water loss under
moist, favorable conditions and higher water loss under dry, unfavorable
conditions (Patterson & Rundel, 1989). Under favorable conditions,
sensitive Jeffrey pine had less water loss, but because the stomatal
apertures were smaller, there was also less photosynthetic carbon gain for
reparation activities. Under unfavorable conditions (most of the day in
the Sierra Nevada), sensitive Jeffrey pine had higher water loss, which
results in greater desiccation.
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Although physiologists generally report plant response under ‘‘steady
state’’ (stable) conditions, the light environment in the forest is dynamic.
Understanding stomatal responses under rapidly changing environmental
conditions with concurrent O3 exposure may help explain why trees
exposed to moderately high and higher concentrations of O3 lose more
water. In typical forest environments, foliage on a primary branch, on the
southern aspect of an open-grown tree experiences ‘‘ﬂecky’’ light two
thirds of the time (Grulke, 2000). In experimental simulations of
‘‘sunﬂecks,’’ stomatal closure in response to abruptly reduced light level
was slower in plants without nitrogen amendment: nitrogen amendment
partially mitigated the desiccating effects of high O3 exposure (in
California black oak, Quercus kelloggii, at Camp Paivika; Grulke et al.,
2005).
Moderate to high O3 exposure can also maintain partially open
stomata at night. In experimental O3 exposures, this was ﬁrst observed in
Norway spruce (Picea abies; Weiser & Havranek, 1993) and in birch
(Betula pendula; Matyssek et al., 1995). They reported nighttime water
losses of 25% of that of full daytime rates of water loss. This was
corroborated in ponderosa pine across the San Bernardino Mountain
pollution gradient, with higher O3, NO2, and HNO
3 exposure. In the
latter case, nighttime water losses were 10% of that of full daytime rates
of water loss (Grulke et al., 2004).
Because these studies were largely phenomenological, a new gas
exchange system was designed and built to directly test the effects of
known levels of O3 concentrations on single leaves. Chronic, moderate O3
exposure (70 ppb O3 for 8 h day1 for 1 month) signiﬁcantly increased
nighttime foliar water loss in California black oak and blue oak, Quercus
douglasii (Grulke et al., 2006). Nighttime water losses were attributable
directly to O3 exposure and were 30% and 20%, respectively, that of
daytime rates of foliar water loss in these species. Moderately high (or
higher) O3 exposure increases foliar water loss, and increases tree
susceptibility to drought stress. This has been observed at the watershed
level in the western Appalachians: on days of high O3 exposure, less water
ﬂow was observed at the watershed level, presumably due to increased
canopy transpiration (McLaughlin et al., 2007).
The mechanisms responsible for modiﬁed stomatal response (‘‘sluggish’’ resulting in increased foliar water loss) during O3 exposure are not
wholly understood. Ozone exposure mediates increases in apoplastic
hydrogen peroxide H2O2, which alters membrane permeability, speciﬁcally to cation inﬂux (Castillo & Heath, 1990; McAinsh et al., 2002; Pei
et al., 2000; Torsethaugen et al., 1999). Increased guard cell cation
concentration is associated with increased pH, decreased potassium (Kþ)
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and chloride (Cl), decreased guard cell turgor, and thus decreased
stomatal aperture (e.g., reduced gs or stomatal closure; Zhang et al.,
2001). Also, if poor stomatal control in a moderately high O3 environment resulted in a net increase in transpiration, abscissic acid (ABA)
would further modify the H2O2-mediated, membrane hyperpolarization
and cation inﬂux (Pei et al., 2000). Guard cell zeaxanthin modulates CO2dependent changes in stomatal aperture (Zhu et al., 1998): its oxidation
state and activity are directly modiﬁed by O3 exposure. In Norway
spruce, sluggish stomatal response to O3 exposure was attributable to
reduced cell wall ligniﬁcation. Reduced cell wall ligniﬁcation resulted in
greater gs, but also in slower stomatal movement because cellulose has a
higher afﬁnity for water than lignin (Maier-Maercker & Koch, 1992).
These responses describe primary effects of O3 exposure on the guard or
subsidiary cells, or on the surrounding epidermal cells from physical
collapse.
We believe that the mechanism of increased loss of water from the
leaves in high O3 environments occurs regularly at the stand level in the
western San Bernardino Mountains. The historic (1938–2004) changes in
stand cover and tree mortality rates are given for a subset of the plots
(Fig. 17.11). The highest mortality rates were observed at the high
pollution site, Camp Paivika, at 160 trees ha1 detected after the 1999–
2002 drought. Two sites with moderate air pollution (plot 9, Barton Flats,
and plot 10, Snow Valley; Fig. 17.11) that had been thinned (9 in the
mid-1960s) or succumbed to a wildﬁre (10, in 1970) had low tree cover,
and low mortality. An additional site with moderately high pollution
exposure, but lower tree cover due to logging in the mid-1960s (8, Camp
Angelus), also had lower mortality rates. This is substantiated by higher
mortality rates reported at three of the four sites with the highest
pollution (Camp Paivika, Dogwood Campground (near Rim of the
World-Switzer), and Camp Angelus; in Arbaugh et al., 1999) prior to the
1999–2002 drought. Combined, high predrought tree density was
correlated (adjusted r2 ¼ 0.56) with postdrought tree mortality
(Fig. 17.12). Because of high tree density, the light environment for most
of the canopy is likely to be dynamic, not stable. Poor plant water control
due to direct effects of O3 exposure on guard cell control may have
exacerbated drought stress and mortality at high O3 exposure sites.

17.8. Susceptibility to successful bark beetle attack

Ultimately, plant health is determined by plant access to, and
accumulation of, C, water, and nutrient resources. Environmental factors
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Figure 17.11. Development of tree canopy cover and associated tree mortality rate
estimated from four to eight 1-ha plots at each of the ﬁve sites. Location of sites is given in
Fig. 17.4. Across a pollution gradient in the San Bernardino Mountains (1: Camp Paivika is
the most polluted site; 9: Barton Flats is the least polluted site in this sequence; 10: Snow
Valley is an example of a site with moderate air pollution and wildﬁre in 1970).

such as drought that reduce stomatal aperture consequently reduce both
C acquisition in the short term (daily, cumulative) and nutrient ﬂow in the
transpirational stream to the foliage over the long term (months). Nearly
all species of bark beetles are opportunists that attack trees in a weakened
state. Host colonization, and more speciﬁcally, host selection behavior in
bark beetles is a complex process involving both long-range and proximal
behavioral components (Fig. 17.13). With only a few exceptions, either
the host tree is killed by the colonizing bark beetles, or the host resistance
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Figure 17.12. In the San Bernardino Mountains in southern California, predrought canopy
cover (x-axis) in ponderosa pine-dominated mixed-conifer stands appears to inﬂuence the
level of postdrought tree mortality (y-axis), largely due to successful bark beetle attack in
these stands. Numbers correspond to plot numbers in Fig. 17.5. The upper four points are
unmanaged stands. The lowest two points represent stands with prescribed burns (marked
with a sun). Managed stands with thinning are indicated with arrows.

of the tree kills or otherwise repels the attacking adults. To kill a tree,
large numbers of beetles must successfully colonize in a relatively short
period of time (Paine et al., 1984, 1997). However, fewer beetles may be
sufﬁcient to kill a compromised tree (Paine et al., 1984). In a recent study
in the San Bernardino Mountains, bark beetle activity and mortality of
ponderosa and Jeffrey pine were positively related to O3 injury and N
deposition or experimentally amended N level (Eatough-Jones et al.,
2004). Earlier studies also demonstrated that bark beetle damage was
more severe, and host resistance decreased, in O3-injured pines in the San
Bernardino Mountains (Stark et al., 1968).
The primary bark beetles responsible for ponderosa pine mortality in
the western San Bernardino Mountains are the western pine beetle,
Dendroctonus brevicomis LeConte, and the mountain pine beetle,
D. ponderosae Hopkins. Western pine beetle can produce up to four
generations in a year in southern California due to the mild climate.
As observed in the San Bernardino Mountains in 2003 through 2005
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Figure 17.13. Host colonization by bark beetles is subdivided into four phases (dispersal,
host selection, concentration (aggregation), and establishment) according to Wood (1982).
Two major hypotheses to describe host selection are based on (A) undirected ﬂight or
(B) directed ﬂight based on long-range olfactory signals (Borden, 1997; Byers, 2004;
Campbell & Borden, 2006; Pureswaran & Borden, 2005; Wood, 1982). Both of these
alternatives may also integrate vision with olfaction, as some species respond well in ﬂight to
dark, cylindrical silhouettes (Strom et al., 1999, 2001). Both hypotheses may also include
short-range olfaction and gustatory (tasting) behavior (McNee et al., 2000, 2003) after
landing on the stem of a host or nonhost. Prior to (long range) or after landing, a bark beetle
may undergo a series of binary decisions to evaluate the suitability or susceptibility of a host
(Borden, 1997). Host selection decision nodes likely to be affected by air pollution, drought,
and wildﬁre are indicated by (). (This ﬁgure was developed with the assistance of A.D.
Graves, University of Minnesota, Department of Entomology.)

(Fig. 17.14), beetle populations increase rapidly, and the spatial extent of
groups of dead trees expands annually when there is an abundance of
susceptible trees.
Bark beetles aggregate and feed on the phloem, cambium, and outer
xylem (subcortical tissue) in the tree bole. Eggs are laid in the phloem,
and the larvae excavate galleries in this tissue. For most species, the larvae
and pupae occur only in the phloem. Western pine beetle is unusual in
that larvae of the second of the four instars (stages) migrate to the outer
bark to complete their development (Miller & Keen, 1960). Thus,
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Figure 17.14. Remote imagery of Camp Paivika, San Bernardino National Forest,
California. This forest stand is most affected by ozone and N deposition in North America.
The sequence of remote imagery above was constructed from red, near-infrared, and thermal
wavelengths at 5 km above the forest canopy. The yellow dot denotes the same location in
each image. The forest stand is a mix of ponderosa pine, California black oak, white ﬁr,
incense cedar, and sugar pine. A dirt road and bare soil or dead herbaceous vegetation is
indicated in fuchsia. On July, 20, 2001, the third year of a chronic drought, the ﬁrst sign of
bark beetle attack occurred on the site near the yellow dot (copper-colored trees). On May
27, 2003, after three years of chronic drought and an acute drought (2002), additional points
of bark beetle infection were observed, including some possible drought-induced mortality
(more scattered, individual dead ponderosa pine near the bottom of the image). On
September 18, 2003, after the drought years plus the wet year (2003), tree mortality
continued to accelerate, primarily ponderosa pine, white ﬁr, and some sugar pine. On July 7,
2004, tree mortality was further increased (purple and fushia-colored areas) after the Old
Fire swept through the area on October 12, 2003. At the stand level, the tree mortality for
the ﬁrst three dates, respectively, was 0%, 5%, and 42%. Observed mortality (estimated
from proportion of pixels) declined to 32% in the July 7, 2004 image due to needle loss on
standing dead trees.

pupation occurs either in the inner bark or in the outer bark, depending
on the species of beetle. Adults emerge from the larval host tree and
disperse to select new susceptible hosts (Fig. 17.13).
When attacked, healthy pines respond by exuding resin that either
‘‘pitches out’’ the adults, or blocks their progress. Resin production
provides both a physical and chemical impedance to bark beetle attack.
This response by pines is both constitutive and inducible after attempted
colonization by the beetles (Franceschi et al., 2005; Langenheim, 2003;
Nebeker et al., 1993). However, pines rely heavily on the preformed
(i.e., constitutive) resin-based defense relative to other conifers (Nebeker
et al., 1993). Oleoresin pressure, related to the turgor potential of cells
lining the resin ducts, forces preformed resin to the site of injury or
invasion. The cell turgor is derived from the transpirational stream; thus,
if the tree is under drought stress, the cells lose turgor, the resin pressure is
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reduced, and the effectiveness of the preformed resistance is compromised
(Vité, 1961).
In weak trees with reduced resin pressure, adult beetles are able to
successfully colonize and produce speciﬁc pheromones that attract other
colonizing adults (concentration phase, Fig. 17.13). In 2000 (an average
precipitation year based on a 68-yr record), Jeffrey pine was under
sufﬁcient drought stress so that the outer 1–2 cm of xylem tissue
waso50% water content in August and September versus 95% earlier
in the growing season, and the transpirational stream was nearly 0 in
xeric microsites (in Sequoia National Park; Grulke et al., 2003a). Of 32
Jeffrey pine in xeric microsites, 4 had succumbed to bark beetle by 2006
versus 2 out of 32 Jeffrey pine in mesic microsites (Grulke, unpublished
data; mortality due to bark beetle, John Wenz, pers. comm.).
Extreme drought and other stresses reduce the photosynthetic capacity
of trees and the levels of carbohydrates used for growth, defense, and
tissue repair. This can have signiﬁcant impact on the ability of the tree to
induce an effective response to invasion (Mattson & Haack, 1987;
Paine & Stephen, 1987a,b), as plants have only a limited amount of
resources to partition between growth and defense (Herms & Mattson,
1992). Environmental factors such as drought stress also alter withinplant allocation of carbohydrates (Kozlowski & Pallardy, 2002). As
mentioned previously, the high pollution site (Camp Paivika) had
elevated carbohydrate content in just the bole (stem) due to changes in
within-plant allocation relative to sites with lower stress levels (Grulke
et al., 2001). Such a change in subcortical tissue concentration of
carbohydrates may be a ‘‘tipping point’’ for increases in bark beetle
populations. Trees with elevated bole carbohydrate levels at Camp
Paivika sustained the highest rates of tree mortality due to both drought
and bark beetle in the San Bernardino Mountains (see Fig. 17.12, site 1).
In the 1960s, a multidisciplinary team of scientists concluded that
ponderosa pines in this area that had been exposed to atmospheric
pollutants were predisposed to bark beetle infestation (Stark et al., 1968).
Highly drought-stressed plants are also known to exhibit increased levels
of free amino acids (such as proline; Ain-Lhout et al., 2001; Lei et al.,
2006), which are thought to increase cellular solute concentration, and
thus lower osmotic potential and increase the ability of the cell to retain
water under drought stress (but see discussion in Hare et al., 1998).
However, an increase in free amino acids in subcortical tissue may also
improve nutritional value for bark beetles, but is as yet untested. Once
mature bark beetles emerge from the galleries by tunneling through the
outer bark, they begin searching for a host. Although they appear to be
able to discriminate host from nonhost, while in ﬂight it is unclear
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whether they can determine from a distance whether a host is susceptible
or not (Fig. 17.13; Borden, 1997). Interestingly, conifers under moderate
drought stress produce jasmonate, a plant hormone that stimulates resin
production (for Norway spruce; Zeneli et al., 2006). There is no evidence
that jasmonate itself elicits electrophysiological or behavioral responses
from bark beetles. However, dense stands of pine, overgrown from excess
N deposition and historic land management practices, may produce
ample signal (terpene production), which could alter nonolfactory aspects
of short-range host selection behavior (Fig. 17.13). During the extreme
drought experienced in 2002, trees likely had insufﬁcient turgor pressure
in subcortical cells to exude resin. Thus, these trees may have been
chemically competent, but physically incapable of exuding the resin as
defense. Pollutant-exposed trees, already compromised and susceptible to
drought stress, may be primed for successful bark beetle colonization.

17.9. Stand demographics across the San Bernardino Mountains

The type, timing, and magnitude of multiple stressors across the San
Bernardino Mountains are presented in Table 17.2, which qualify the
environmental conditions that led to bark beetle infestations. There were
nine periods in the past 123 years that may have had sufﬁcient tree
drought stress to precipitate beetle epidemics. We can ﬁnd evidence for
ﬁve such events in the California Pest Reports that were ﬁrst published
annually in 1949. Prior to that, letters of the Forest Entomologist to
the Regional Forester were used (written annually) to ascertain level
of bark beetle infestation. Bark beetle was not considered signiﬁcant
(designated with a ‘‘þ’’ in Table 17.2) unless more than four areas
of 2000 ha or more were reported. Because the same areas were not
inspected aerially and/or reported on each year, we report infestation
qualitatively.
Since the forest in the San Bernardino Mountains had been thinned
early in the late 19th century by commercial logging, we would not expect
to observe an epidemic beetle infestation early in the 20th century, despite
the drought stress experienced (Minnich et al., 1995) because tree density
was low (Fig. 17.11). Human population in the Los Angeles Basin
signiﬁcantly increased after 1945, but air pollution levels were not
quantiﬁed (or reconstructable) until 1963. From 1963 through 1980, peak
1-h O3 concentrations averaged 250–425 ppb (Lee et al., 2003). From
1980 on, peak 1-h O3 concentrations were still high (W250 ppb), but
cumulative O3 exposures over the growing season began to decline.
Through strong regulatory controls, O3 concentrations declined further
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Table 17.2. List of drought years experienced regionally, bark beetle outbreaks, pollution levels, and stand density in the western San Bernardino
Mountains. The years of moderate or extreme drought, the average percent of total average annual precipitation (based on the 120-yr record),
the percent of total average annual precipitation in the year following drought, and whether a bark beetle epidemic occurred after the sequence
of drought years is also presented
1st year
of drought

% of 123-yr recorda

Dates of
aerial photos
1

2

3

54
68
51

35
60
65

60
70
84

78
71

88
73

84
46

55
61
47

66
63
37

55
79
48

39

56

59

3–4 year average

Bark Beetleb

Pollution SUM06c

4

1860
1897
1922
1927

(Logged)

79

50
66
70

1938
1947
1958

7675
64

79
63

þþ

42
48

59
61
45

þþþ
þþ
þþ

25

45

þþþþ

1965
1969
1973
1986
1994
1999
a

100
170
140
160
150
110

8373

9571
3475

San Bernardino County Water Management District database, site 6032 Big Bear Dam, from 1983 to present.
California Pest Reports, Annual, USDA Forest Service, San Francisco, California; 1949 to present for the San Bernardino Mountains area in
general.
c
Air pollution reconstructed for the Camp Paivika area, as an example from Lee et al. (2003).
d
Changes in stand cover from Camp Paivika estimated from eight 1-ha plots drawn on aerial imagery (this chapter).
b
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2004

Tree cover %d
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to tens of occurrences to only isolated occurrences of hourly concentrations exceeding 95 ppb from the mid-1990s to present. However, N
continued to accumulate in these ecosystems, and drought stress was
exacerbated by chronic O3 exposure.
The effect of multiple stressors (pollutant deposition, stand densiﬁcation, drought stress, effects of bark beetle infestations) on stand
demography were evaluated across the San Bernardino Mountains at
11 sites (Fig. 17.5) using historic aerial photographs from 1938, 1965,
1994, and 2004 (archived at the SBNF Supervisor’s Ofﬁce, San
Bernardino, California). These years were chosen with regard to prior
multiple-year droughts and photographic quality. Stand demography
(tree cover and density, recruitment, and mortality) was measured from
four to eight 1-ha plots sampled sequentially from the aerial photographs
taken in (Fig. 17.3). In the western San Bernardino Mountains
(plot 1) and at other high pollutant exposure sites (plot 5, 6, 8) along
the southern and western front of the range, tree density was especially
high (as high as 160 trees ha1). Tree density increased the most from the
mid-1960s to 1994 (Fig. 17.11). The highest mortality rates were observed
between 1994 and 2004 at the sites with the highest initial density or tree
cover (sites 1, 2, and 5, Fig. 17.12). At sites with the lowest canopy cover
or tree density resulting from wildﬁre (1970 in Snow Valley, site 7,
Figs. 17.5, 17.11, 17.12) or prescribed ﬁre (1987 in Big Pine Flat, site 11,
Fig. 17.5), mortality was o10 trees ha1 (Fig. 17.12). Despite the high
predrought tree density at Seeley Flats (site 2), we believe that mortality
was lower than expected due to more consistent groundwater availability
relative to other sites in the western San Bernardino Mountains. We
cannot explain the high tree density development at Barton Flats (site 9),
a moderate pollution site, but this is also reported by Miller et al. (1989)
and Arbaugh et al. (1999) for plots located in the same area.
Although aerial photography illustrated decadal or multiple decadal
changes in forest density and mortality rates, we were able to capture the
speciﬁc effects of chronic drought (1999–2001), the acute drought (2002),
the development of epidemic bark beetle infestation (2003–2004), and the
incursion of the October 2003 Old Fire from the chaparral into the mixedconifer forest (Fig. 17.14) at one of the sites (site 1, Camp Paivika, the
high pollution site). A sequence of images was taken at 5 km above the
forest canopy and constructed from the intensities of red, near-infrared,
and thermal wavelengths.
After 3 years of chronic drought at this polluted site, clusters of tree
mortality due to bark beetle attack were apparent in the July 20, 2001,
imagery (red trees, Fig. 17.14). Based on imagery analysis, the mean stand
tree mortality rate was 0% based on subsamples of four, 0.25 ha plots
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(Fig. 17.14). After both chronic and acute drought, tree mortality due to
both bark beetles and drought was 5% at the stand level (mostly
ponderosa pine) based on the same imagery analysis (May 27, 2003). A
ﬁeld measure of mortality at this site yielded 9.5% mortality, also
assessed in spring 2003 (based on a total of 62 yellow pine trees
(ponderosa and Jeffrey pine combined); Eatough-Jones et al., 2004). In
the spring following the wet winter, bark beetle populations reached
epidemic proportions, and 42% of the trees had died (ponderosa pine,
white ﬁr, and sugar pine) by September 18, 2003 (proportion of imagery
with ‘‘dead tree’’ signature of red, near-infrared, and thermal, Fig. 17.14).
Estimates of mortality from true-color aerial photographs (42.7%) were
very similar. Field assessments in the previous spring estimated that a
total of 55.6% of the ponderosa pine had been affected by bark beetle
activity (Eatough-Jones et al., 2004), suggesting that most of the tree
mortality at the site was attributable to successful bark beetle colonization of ponderosa pine (assuming all ponderosa pine colonized in spring
2003 were destined to die by fall 2003). Discrepancies between ﬁeld counts
and imagery analysis are likely due to inability to count dead trees under
large canopies (ﬁeld count predicted higher mortality), the patchy
distribution of beetle colonization (see Fig. 17.14), total sample size
(aerial photos: 2920 trees in eight 1-ha plots; ﬁeld count: 60 trees in three
plots), and time lag between bark beetle colonization and tree death.
The stand was at high risk for an intense ﬁre with high litter layers, high
numbers of standing dead trees, and susceptible live trees exacerbated by
drought stress. In autumn of that year, the Old Fire swept through the
stand (imagery taken the following summer, July 10, 2004 Fig. 17.14).
Interestingly, not all of the ‘‘red trees’’ (standing dead with needles
retained) were consumed in a crown ﬁre because the highly dense
understory was not in contact with the lower branches of the B100-yr old
trees. The effects of O3 exposure, excess nitrogen deposition, and drought
had promoted lower branch abscission so that the lowest branches were
attached at 20 m or higher. Trees continue to be colonized by bark beetles
and die at this site, but the rate of change is below statistical detection.
We assume that the timing of most of the mortality observed between
1994 and 2004 follows that presented for site 1—that mortality occurred
primarily between 2003 and 2004.

17.10. Conclusions

The role of air pollutants in increasing tree susceptibility to drought,
successful bark beetle attack, disease, tree mortality, and thus to wildﬁre
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has been largely ignored by land managers. Elevated levels of
photochemical oxidants and N deposition as described for the San
Bernardino Mountains also occur over the western and southern regions
of the Sierra Nevada. Ozone injury to pines and elevated nitrate export in
streams have also been reported from these areas, suggesting that air
pollution in these regions may be sufﬁcient to predispose the most
polluted forest stands in the Sierra Nevada to greater mortality and
wildﬁre risk. In the San Bernardino Mountains air pollutants, speciﬁcally
strong oxidants and nitrogen deposition, contribute to increased litter
accumulation and increased tree susceptibility to drought stress. It is well
known that drought-stressed trees are more susceptible to successful
colonization by bark beetles. The combined chronic drought in 1999–
2001 and acute drought in 2002 resulted in a bark beetle epidemic in the
western San Bernardino Mountains. The evidence from our research
shows that the severity of tree mortality in the western San Bernardino
Mountains was signiﬁcantly exacerbated by the higher air pollutant
deposition in this region.
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Chapter 18
Fire Effects on Carbon and Nitrogen Cycling in Forests
of The Sierra Nevada
Dale. W. Johnson, Mark. E. Fenn, Watkins W. Miller and
Carolyn F. Hunsaker
Abstract
Fire removes substantial quantities of nitrogen (N) by volatilization,
and prescribed ﬁre, over time, can remove as much as or more N
than wildﬁre. This lost N can be quickly made up if ﬁre is followed
by N2-ﬁxing vegetation. Wildﬁre often has short-term deleterious
effects on water quality because of N mobilization, but long-term ﬁre
suppression allows buildups of N-rich litter, a source of labile N to
runoff waters. Prescribed ﬁre usually has less impact on water quality
than wildﬁre. Prescribed ﬁre has been proposed as a management
tool to mitigate N saturation (a result of chronic, excessive N
deposition). However, a major limitation of this strategy is that while
ﬁre removes substantial quantities of N from the forest ﬂoor, it
removes only a small fraction of the large N reservoir in the mineral
soil and at the same time causes increases in soil ammonium over the
short term. Periodic prescribed ﬁre, reduced atmospheric N
deposition and strategies to enhance plant and microbial N demand
may all be required to reduce N-saturation symptoms in catchments
exposed to long-term atmospheric N inputs.

18.1. Introduction

Fire is known to have major impacts on the carbon (C) and nitrogen (N)
cycles of semi-arid forests, including those in the Sierra Nevada (Belillas
& Feller, 1998; Carriera et al., 1996; DeBano & Conrad, 1978; Grier,
1975; Johnson et al., 1998, 2005; Neary et al., 1999; Newland & DeLuca,
Corresponding author: E-mail: dwj@cabnr.unr.edu
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2000; Raison et al., 1985; Trabaud, 1994). Fire has obvious and
immediate effects on the carbon cycles of forest ecosystems: the
process of burning itself involves converting organic C to carbon dioxide
(CO2), thereby causing a marked loss of ecosystem C capital. Because ﬁre
results in the emission of CO2 and other greenhouse gases (Crutzen &
Andreae, 1990), the recent trend toward more frequent and severe
ﬁres may contribute to a positive feedback in global warming. The
contributions of ﬁre to global CO2 emissions are uncertain and highly
variable, but may rival those of fossil fuel emissions (Mouillot & Field,
2005).
Because of its low volatilization temperature, most N is also volatilized
from the materials that burn, in contrast to elements such as calcium (Ca)
that are left behind in ash. Thus, ﬁre always causes an immediate, shortterm loss of ecosystem C and N capital. Fire effects on C and N cycles
over the intermediate (1–3 year) and long-term (decadal to century)
perspectives are far more complex than the simple removal of C and N by
volatilization, however. Fire has signiﬁcant and well-documented shortterm effects on soil N availability and therefore water quality through soil
heating effects and mid-term effects on N availability by causing changes
in decomposition rates (Certini, 2005; Neary et al., 1999). Fire can have
very substantial long-term effects on ecosystem C and N by causing
changes in vegetation, often through the facilitation of occupancy of the
burned site by N-ﬁxing vegetation, which in turn can indirectly cause
long-term increases in ecosystem C capital in N-limited ecosystems—as
long as sufﬁcient time elapses prior to the next ﬁre (Choromanska &
DeLuca, 2002; Gessel et al., 1973; Johnson & Curtis, 2001; Johnson et al.,
2004, 2005).
The incidence of catastrophic wildﬁre in Sierra Nevada ecosystems has
increased dramatically during the last few decades as a result of past ﬁre
suppression and consequent fuel buildups (Neary et al., 1999; Newland &
DeLuca, 2000). Furthermore, recent analyses suggest that climate change
may be causing increases in wildﬁre incidence and extent. Westerling et al.
(2006) found that wildﬁre activity in the United States has increased
markedly since the mid-1980s with greater frequency, longer wildﬁre
seasons, and longer wildﬁre durations. These changes are associated with
increased spring and summer temperatures and have taken place even in
areas of the U.S. that have not strongly been affected by fuel buildups. In
this chapter, we review the current state of knowledge about the effects of
ﬁre on C and N cycling in forests of the Sierra Nevada, including effects
of ﬁre on N volatilization, ammoniﬁcation, nitriﬁcation, leaching, and
how these compare with atmospheric N deposition in affecting long-term
N budgets.
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18.2. Fire effects on soil C and N and water quality

Even though there is usually a net loss of ecosystem C and N by
volatilization during ﬁre, soil C and N levels are often unaffected in all
but the most severe wildﬁres (Certini, 2005; Neary et al., 1999). This is
because soil temperatures often do not reach levels that would cause the
combustion of soil organic matter aside from the very surface layers.
Although in soil total C and N are usually not reduced by ﬁre, soil NHþ
4
levels often increase following ﬁre because of heat-induced decomposition
of organic N in soil and possibly by inorganic N inputs from ash (Certini,
2005; Covington 1992; Covington & Sackett, 1984; Giardina et al., 2000;
Grogan et al., 2000; Khanna & Raison, 1986; Monleon et al., 1997; Neary
et al., 1999). At the same time, the reduction in biomass and leaf area
(especially in wildﬁre), can cause increased water availability, providing
good growing conditions for vegetation that is able to reoccupy the site
(including undesirable invasive species). Because NHþ
4 is strongly
leaching
may
not
be substantial
absorbed to cation exchange sites, NHþ
4
after ﬁre, but the availability of substrate and good temperature and
moisture conditions after ﬁre can cause increases in nitriﬁcation and NO
3
leaching. There are also indications that nitriﬁcation is favored by the
presence of charcoal, perhaps because of the absorption of chemicals that
inhibit nitriﬁcation (DeLuca et al., 2006).
The effects of ﬁre on water quality are especially important in the Lake
Tahoe Basin on the California–Nevada border (Murphy et al., 2006a;
Stephens et al., 2005). Lake Tahoe is an ultra-oligotrophic freshwater lake
renowned for its pristine conditions and extreme clarity. The 500-km2
lake is surrounded by a forested watershed of approximately 800 km2
(Boardman, 1959). The relatively small watershed to surface water area
ratio has produced pristine water conditions resulting from historically
low levels of nutrient input (Goldman, 1988). Since 1968 lake clarity
(secchi depth) has diminished by an estimate of 0.37 m yr1 from
increased primary productivity due to accelerated N and phosphorus
(P) inputs (Goldman, 1988). It is now believed that the N to P ratio of
inputs into Lake Tahoe has shifted and currently reﬂects a P rather than
N-limited system (Jassby et al., 1994). A substantial portion of the Lake
Tahoe Basin has been recently categorized as a high-risk environment for
catastrophic wildﬁre (Smith & Adams, 1991).
Stephens et al. (2005) found that prescribed ﬁre in the Lake Tahoe
Basin had no effect on soluble reactive phosphate and minimal effects on
nitrate in streamwaters. Similarly, Murphy et al. (2006a) found no
signiﬁcant increases in soil solution concentrations or leaching of mineral
N or P in a prescribed ﬁre on andesitic soils near the Tahoe Basin. In
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contrast, we found substantial (approximately tenfold) increases in
mineral N leaching for the ﬁrst 2 years following a wildﬁre in the Tahoe
Basin (Johnson et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2006b). Soil solution

1
concentrations of NHþ
4 increased fromo3–180 mmol L , and NO3
1
increased from o3 to W350 mmol L during the ﬁrst year after the ﬁre
(Murphy et al., 2006b). By year three after the ﬁre, however, N leaching
levels were back down to near control levels, and the total amount of
additional N leaching (20 kg ha1) constituted only 4% of that lost to
volatilization (500 kg ha1) in this ﬁre. Ortho-P concentrations
and leaching were slightly elevated following this ﬁre, but by far the
greatest increases were in soil solution SO2
4 concentrations: from o20 to
W8000 mmol L1 (Murphy et al., 2006b). Other researchers have also
found large increases in SO2
4 concentrations in both soil solution and
streamwater following ﬁre in the Sierra Nevada (Chorover et al., 1994;
concentration is
Williams & Melack, 1997). This increase in SO2
4
generally thought to be due to oxidation of organic S from soil organic
matter, but may also be enhanced by increases in soil pH resulting in
desorption SO2
4 from soil anion exchange sites (Murphy et al., 2006b).
Postﬁre erosion can also cause substantial short-term decreases in
water quality following wildﬁre, but much less information is available on
that subject. Fire effects on soil hydrophobicity are well-documented, and
this has a major effect on postﬁre erosion (Certini, 2005). Heating of the
soil above 2001C causes the volatilization of some hydrophobic
substances in soils, and they can then migrate downward in the soil
proﬁle, usually to depths of less than 10 cm (Certini, 2005). We found that
a wildﬁre in the Lake Tahoe Basin caused the destruction of the
hydrophobic layer that is normally present in surface soils of this region,
causing a new layer of hydrophobicity to form at the 8–10 cm depth. A
thunderstorm after the ﬁre caused substantial erosion of the surface soil
above the new hydrophobic layer (Carroll et al., 2007). We estimated that
this caused o100 kg ha1 of N loss via erosion, a value lower than that
estimated to have been lost by volatilization (500 kg ha1). Baird et al.
(1999) made estimates of postﬁre erosional N losses from a ﬁre in eastern
Washington that ranged from 14 to 22 kg ha1.
One hypothesis regarding wildﬁre and water quality that is not
intuitively obvious was recently proposed by Miller et al. (2005) for
forests of the Lake Tahoe Basin and vicinity. They found that subsurface
runoff water that percolated through litter layers but did not enter
mineral soils (due to either hydrophobicity or frozen soil) had very high
þ
concentrations of NO
3 , NH4 , and ortho-P. The source of these nutrients
was clearly the litter layer, which because of past ﬁre suppression, had
built up to well above normal levels. They speculated that in this way, ﬁre
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suppression had actually indirectly contributed to the decline in water
quality in Lake Tahoe. Thus, whereas ﬁre is known to cause short-term
þ
pulses of increased NO
3 , NH4 , and ortho-P in some cases, the results of
Miller et al. (2005) suggest that ﬁre exclusion rather than ﬁre itself may
cause long-term increases in these ions and contribute to declines in water
quality over the long term. Further research is needed on an aerial,
quantitative basis to determine the effects of this water.

18.3. Long-term effects of wildﬁre and postﬁre vegetation

Wildﬁre burns components of the ecosystem that have low C:N ratios
(forest ﬂoor and foliage), leaving large woody tissues unburned in most
cases (Auclair, 1985; Johnson et al., 1998). Thus, it would seem that
wildﬁre causes disproportionately large losses of N compared to C. Lost
N is often replaced and even exceeded by inputs from N ﬁxers after ﬁre,
and the replenishment of lost N is key to the long-term replenishment of
C in these N-limited ecosystems. There is likely to be a substantial delay
in the replenishment of C pools compared to N, however, until high C:N
ratio woody tissues (i.e., mature trees) reaccumulate.
The invasion of N-ﬁxing vegetation on burned sites is a double-edged
sword: while the beneﬁts of replenishing N volatilized during ﬁre are well
known (Binkley et al., 1982; Johnson, 1995; Youngberg & Wollum, 1976;
Zavitovski & Newton, 1968), the presence of this vegetation often
presents a signiﬁcant problem for tree reestablishment. Snowbush
(Ceanothus velutinus Dougl.) is a pioneer species that invades after site
disturbances such as ﬁre in eastern Sierran forests. Snowbush is especially
adapted to ﬁre; heat treatment followed by cold stratiﬁcation is required
for seed germination (Zavitovski & Newton, 1968; Youngberg &
Wollum, 1976). Snowbush seeds lying dormant in forest litter for many
years are activated by ﬁre and winter weather, resulting in proliﬁc
germination in wildﬁre, clearcut, and slash burned sites. Snowbush is
shade intolerant and therefore disappears after overstory canopy closure.
Snowbush presents serious competition for tree regeneration after ﬁre;
when it is not controlled by either herbicide or mechanical means, it may
persist for many decades.
For a site in the eastern Sierra Nevada, we estimated the impacts of
wildﬁre and postﬁre salvage logging on carbon (C) nutrient over a 16–20year period (Johnson et al., 2005). We reconstructed preﬁre biomass and
nutrient contents and compared them with values from the postﬁre
ecosystem, which was dominated by snowbush (C. velutinus Dougl.) and
manzanita (Arcostaphylos patula Greene). We estimated that the wildﬁre
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caused losses of at least 300 kg ha1 of N and 15,500 kg ha1 of C,
assuming all foliage and O-horizon (litter layer) material was combusted
(Fig. 18.1). Soil losses could not be reconstructed, but would cause this
estimate to increase. Postﬁre salvage logging is estimated to have resulted
in losses of an additional 130 kg ha1 of N and 53,000 kg ha1 of C.
Comparisons of the preﬁre and current N budgets suggested that the lost
N was rapidly replenished in O horizons and mineral soils due to N
ﬁxation by snowbush (C. velutinus Dougl.), the dominant shrub on the
former ﬁre site. Two decades after the ﬁre, there were no signiﬁcant
differences in ecosystem P, potassium (K), or sulfur (S) contents and no
consistent, signiﬁcant differences in soil extractable P or S between the
shrub and forested plots (Table 18.1). Exchangeable K, Ca, and
magnesium (Mg) were consistently and signiﬁcantly greater in shrubdominated than in adjacent forested soils, however, and the differences
were much larger than could be accounted for by estimated ash inputs
(Fig. 18.1). In the case of Ca, even the combustion of all aboveground
organic matter could not account for more than a fraction of the
difference in exchangeable pools. We speculate that the apparent large
increase in soil and ecosystem Ca content resulted from either the release
of Ca from nonexchangeable forms in the soil or the rapid uptake and
recycling of Ca by postﬁre vegetation. Carbon losses, most of which were
due to salvage logging, will not be restored until a mature forest occupies
the site again.

18.4. Nitrogen losses from prescribed ﬁre in Sierran forests

Although wildﬁre typically causes a greater amount of N volatilization
than prescribed ﬁre in a given year, the cumulative effects of repeated
prescribed ﬁre can be very substantial and exceed wildﬁre losses in the
long run. In a previous chapter, we used a simple spreadsheet model to
illustrate this (Johnson et al., 1998). In the model, litterfall mass and N
content are kept constant over a 100-year period, and litter is allowed to
decay at a constant rate (k-value) taken from litterbag studies in the ﬁeld
(Stark, 1973). Figure 18.2 gives an example of calculated N losses with
prescribed ﬁre at 10- and 20-year intervals, assuming that half of
the forest ﬂoor is consumed in each burn (top panel) and with a constant
10-year burn interval assuming 25%, 50%, and 75% consumption of the
forest ﬂoor (bottom panel). Cumulative N losses are plotted in these burn
scenarios range from 738 to 1434 kg ha1 over a 100-year period, values
which exceed those calculated if the cumulative forest ﬂoor mass was left
unburned until complete combustion in a wildﬁre at 100 years
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Figure 18.1. Estimated losses of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus (showing bicarbonate- and
Bray-extractable phosphorus in soils), potassium, calcium, magnesium, and sulfur by
volatilization (Volat.) and conversion to ash during ﬁre (assuming combustion of foliage and
O horizons), removal by postﬁre salvage logging, and postﬁre increases in soils, O horizons,
and vegetation (Veg) for the Little Valley ﬁre site. Reprinted from Forest Ecology and
Management, Johnson et al. (2005), with permission from Elsevier.
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Table 18.1. Carbon and nutrient contents of shrub (burned by wildﬁre in 1981) and nearby forest ecosystems at Little Valley, Nevada (standard
errors are shown; from Johnson et al., 2005)
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Figure 18.2. Simulated forest ﬂoor N content and cumulative N losses from the forest ﬂoor
combustion using a spreadsheet model (Johnson et al., 1998). The top panel assumes that a
100-year wildﬁre consumes the entire forest ﬂoor, 50% of the forest ﬂoor is consumed at 10year intervals with prescribed ﬁre, and 75% of the forest ﬂoor is consumed at 10-year
intervals with prescribed ﬁre. The bottom panel assumes that a 100-year wildﬁre consumes
the entire forest ﬂoor, prescribed ﬁre at a 10-year interval consumes 50% of the forest ﬂoor,
prescribed ﬁre at a 10-year interval consumes 50% of the forest ﬂoor, and prescribed ﬁre at a
10-year interval consumes 75% of the forest ﬂoor. Litterfall is assumed to be constant at
2000 kg ha1 yr1 containing 1% N (giving an N return of 20 kg ha1 yr1), and
decomposition constant (k) is set at 0.04 yr1 (Stark 1973).
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(492 kg ha1). Furthermore, prescribed ﬁre at intervals of 10 years or less
will prevent the reestablishment of N-ﬁxing vegetation for sufﬁciently
long intervals to allow for N ﬁxation to commence in signiﬁcant amounts.
McNabb and Cromack (1983) indicate that ﬁxation does not go ‘‘into the
black’’ (i.e., ﬁx more N than is taken up from the soil) until at least age 10
(primarily C. velutinus in the area that these ﬁres burn in). Thus, the longterm effects of prescribed ﬁre at short intervals can, in theory, cause very
substantial amounts of N loss from the ecosystem and may actually result
in growth declines, as has been observed in some studies in eastern
Oregon (Monleon et al., 1997).

18.5. Fire effects on water quality in N-saturated catchments

Because ﬁre causes considerable loss of N by volatilization (Neary et al.,
1999), prescribed ﬁre might be an appropriate tool for reducing the
symptoms of N saturation in chaparral and forested watersheds in
southern California where streamwater nitrate concentrations are the
highest reported in North America for wildland watersheds. This strategy
presumes that by reducing ecosystem N capital with the combustion of N
stored in fuel, N-saturated watersheds could be returned to a state of
conservative N cycling. Unfortunately, a study in chaparral catchments in
the San Dimas Experimental Forest (SDEF) in the San Gabriel
Mountains near Los Angeles, where N deposition inputs are approximately 35 kg ha1 yr1, demonstrated that prescribed ﬁre was not
effective in improving water quality (Meixner et al., 2006).
Prescribed ﬁre and simulated wildﬁre treatments, applied to Nsaturated chaparral catchments in the SDEF in October 1984, provided
an opportunity to test the effects of ﬁre on streamwater nitrate export
patterns. Paired catchments were either left untreated as controls,
prescribe burned, or the Ceanothus chaparral was cut and later burned
to simulate a wildﬁre burn. Dominant vegetation in these watersheds was
a mix of C. crassifolius and Adenostoma fasciculatum chaparral. Over the
subsequent winter and spring wet season, nitrate concentrations followed
the predicted pattern of highest concentrations in the simulated wildﬁre
treatment and lowest concentrations in the unburned control catchments.
Volume-weighted nitrate concentrations in the wildﬁre burn were at or
above the drinking water standard in a few instances (as high as
1120 m eq L1) and were 1.7 times higher than in the prescribed burn.
Annual nitrate ﬂux from the wildﬁre catchments was 7 times higher than
the prescribed ﬁre treatment and 40 times higher than the control (Riggan
et al., 1994).
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Long-term trends in nitrate runoff are the real test of whether
prescribed ﬁre is an effective treatment for mitigating N-saturation
symptoms. Streamﬂow and nitrate concentrations were measured until
2002 (when the entire SDEF burned) in a subset of the catchments. For
the ﬁrst 7–10 years nitrate concentrations and annual ﬂux were higher in
the prescribe-burned catchments than in the unburned control, after
which the order was reversed. However, nitrate concentrations remained
high in both treatments for the duration of the study (varying from 40 to
200 m eq L1 in the burned catchments; Meixner et al., 2006). Considering
the long lag time until nitrate concentrations were lower in the burned
catchments and the persistently high nitrate concentrations in both
treatments, it was concluded that prescribed ﬁre is not an effective
treatment for reversing N-saturation conditions. Only approximately
20% of the N in chaparral ecosystems is stored in the aboveground
biomass plus litter (Gray & Schlesinger, 1981), with the remaining 80%
found in soil storage pools, of which little is lost during or after ﬁre (Wan
et al., 2001). Presumably, the ﬁre treatment was ineffective in improving
water quality because the soil (Riggan et al., 1994) and continuing
atmospheric N deposition supplied a continual source of excess nitrate.
The results from the N-saturated chaparral catchments in the SDEF
beg the question of whether prescribed ﬁre might be more effective in
reversing N-saturation symptoms in forested areas of California, where N
deposition inputs are elevated. To date, studies on the effects of ﬁre on
streamwater nitrate export from forests in California have only been done
in areas of relatively low N deposition (Chorover et al., 1994; Murphy
et al. 2006a, 2006b; Stephens et al., 2005; Williams & Melack, 1997).
In these instances, burns had the effects observed in more mesic forests,
with elevated nitrate concentrations for 2–3 years maximum after which
concentrations returned to preﬁre levels. Forest N budgets also indicate
that prescribed ﬁre is not likely to remove enough N from N-saturated
forested ecosystems, because typically 65–80% of the site N capital is
stored belowground in California forests (Arbaugh et al., 1999; Busse &
Riegel, 2005; Johnson et al., 2004).
In N-saturated forests in California, ozone is also a major stress factor,
with particularly severe effects on ponderosa pine trees (Fenn et al.,
2003b). In contrast to forests, ozone does not have major effects on
chaparral ecosystems notwithstanding the high ozone exposures occurring in chaparral watersheds located downwind of urban centers (Stolte,
1982). Ponderosa pine is a major overstory species occurring throughout
the mixed-conifer forests of California and in many forests of the western
United States. Ponderosa pine is replaced by Jeffrey pine in more
droughty or higher elevation sites. Ozone concentrations are often lower
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in Jeffrey pine sites; however, both species are sensitive to ozone injury. In
polluted California forests, ozone and nitrogenous pollutants co-occur,
and these pollutants have interacting effects on plant physiology and
ecosystem C and N ﬂuxes and pools (Fenn et al., 2003b). Nitrogen
deposition increases aboveground growth of ponderosa pine. Ozone and
increased N fertility both reduce C allocation belowground and ﬁne root
biomass (Grulke et al., 1998). Ozone causes premature foliar senescence
and abscission. The results of the combined effects of ozone and elevated
N deposition are increased C storage in the bole and woody aboveground
biomass and accelerated foliar turnover and litter production (Arbaugh
et al., 1999). This also results in increased accumulation of C and N in the
forest ﬂoor. In these ozone-impacted and N-saturated mixed-conifer
stands, aboveground N pools are much higher than in unimpacted stands
(Arbaugh et al., 1999; Fenn et al., 2005). For example, at an N-saturated
site in the San Bernardino Mountains about 30% of ecosystem N is
stored in the thick forest ﬂoor, compared to about 11% at an N-limited
site (Arbaugh et al., 1999; Fenn et al., 2005). The question remains
whether periodic burning of this aboveground N pool would eventually
reduce nitrate runoff from these catchments or if N stores in the mineral
soil are a large enough source of N to sustain elevated nitrate runoff. In
N-saturated Scots pine stands established on nutrient-poor sandy soils in
southern Germany, 7 years of litter raking and harvesting reduced foliar
N concentration (7–11%) and nitrate leaching (9%, 19%, and 71%) in
the three study sites (Prietzel & Kaiser, 2005). Although nitrate leaching
was high in these German forests (9.9, 16.2, and 43.0 kg ha1 yr1 in the
three unraked control study sites), throughfall N deposition was low to
moderate compared to most N-saturated forests, ranging from 16–
18 kg ha1 yr1. A number of researchers have noted that reducing N
deposition is a key factor in reducing nitrate leaching (Gundersen et al.,
2006; Rothe & Mellert, 2004). It seems likely that for N-saturated
California forests where N deposition is elevated (25–70 kg ha1 yr1) and
where large pools of N have accumulated in soil, removal of N stores in
the forest ﬂoor from periodic burns would likely need to be accompanied
by decreases in N deposition in order to eventually reverse N-saturation
symptoms.
Recent isotopic tracer data from the San Gabriel and San Bernardino
Mountains in the Los Angeles Basin suggest that chaparral and forested
systems in southern California are both highly prone to export nitrate
from the watershed, and that a signiﬁcant fraction of the leached nitrate is
atmospheric nitrate without any prior biological assimilation (Michalski
et al., 2004). During peak ﬂow following storm events, approximately
40% of the exported N was direct throughput of atmospheric nitrate.
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In the study by Michalski et al. (2004) all edaphic and aqueous samples
had positive D17O values, unambiguously showing that every sample of
soil and water collected in the Transverse Ranges in southern California
had some degree of unassimilated atmospheric nitrate. One of the factors
thought to predispose these systems to nitrate loss under conditions of
chronic N deposition is the temporal asynchrony between the period of
peak N demand (spring and early summer) and peak runoff (mid-winter).
Chronic nitrate export from these watersheds is also believed to be a
function of actively nitrifying soils (Fenn et al., 1998). N inputs from
atmospheric deposition provide a steady source of leachable nitrate
and indirectly enrich organic N pools that function as substrate for
mineralization and nitriﬁcation (Fenn et al., 2005). Gundersen et al.
(2006) reported a threshold of N ﬂux to the soil (50–60 kg N ha1 yr1)
from atmospheric deposition and litterfall above which nitrate
leaching occurs in undisturbed mesic forests. Considering these factors,
it seems that for prescribed ﬁre to effectively reduce nitrate runoff,
atmospheric N deposition ﬂuxes would also have to be reduced, probably
by as much as 60–80% in the most polluted areas. The threshold N
deposition rate at which nitrate export begins to increase above the
normal background levels in California montane systems is approximately 17 kg ha1 yr1 (Fenn et al., 2008), based on regression analysis of
throughfall N deposition versus streamwater nitrate. This level of N
deposition has been measured in much of the Transverse Ranges in
southern California and in the southwestern Sierra Nevada (Fenn et al.,
2003a, 2003b).
Having said all this, however, it remains true that ﬁre causes large
losses of N from ecosystems, and simple budget calculations would
suggest that periodic ﬁre (Busse & Riegel, 2005) should reduce excess N in
the ecosystem and perhaps even lead to N deﬁciency unless N ﬁxers or air
pollution offset these losses. These net losses of N from ﬁre may not
sufﬁce to offset the symptoms of N saturation, however, if postﬁre N
inputs are substantial and sustained. Success in reducing nitrate
concentration in runoff from chaparral and forested catchments in
southern California will likely require the removal of N in ﬁre and
reduced N deposition. NOx emissions from the South Coast Air Basin,
which includes four counties near Los Angeles, have decreased by 44%
from 1975 to 2005 (Cox et al., 2006), but trends in N deposition in the San
Bernardino Mountains do not reﬂect these decreasing NOx emissions
trends (Andrzej Bytnerowicz, pers. comm.). This may be primarily
because of large increases in population and vehicle trafﬁc in the more
easterly inland areas closer to the San Bernardino Mountains. Another
factor seems to be increases in ammonia emissions within the Basin.
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Ammonia emissions from motor vehicles are now known to be more
signiﬁcant than previously thought (Huai et al., 2005).
In summary, removal of N-containing biomass or necromass from Nsaturated ecosystems is one strategy considered for reversing Nsaturation symptoms in forests (Fenn et al., 1998; Gundersen et al.,
2006; Prietzel & Kaiser, 2005), although a necessary and ultimate solution
is to reduce N emissions to the atmosphere. Accumulation of organic N
pools is particularly enhanced in mixed-conifer forests in southern
California because of the co-occurrence of severe ozone effects, chronic N
deposition, and long-term ﬁre suppression. All of these factors enhance C
and N accumulation aboveground. The accumulated litter layer also
provides a mulch layer that likely reduces the establishment (Allen et al.,
2007) and N uptake of understory vegetation and provides soil conditions
that enhance nitriﬁcation. High nitriﬁcation rates, reduced N demand by
understory vegetation, and reduced ﬁne root production by trees as a
result of ozone stress and high N fertility, are all factors that contribute to
elevated nitrate leaching and gaseous nitrogen losses from the system
(Fenn et al., 2003b). Because of the multiple effects of ozone, N
deposition, and ﬁre suppression in enhancing N saturation and N
accumulation aboveground in some California forests, periodic prescribed ﬁres may have a greater impact in reducing nitrate leaching in
these catchments than in forests in other regions. However, the
practicality of applying prescribed burns to the impacted areas in
southern California is restrained by public concerns with the risks of
using ﬁre in the wildland-urban interface and because of air-quality issues
associated with ﬁre emissions in an already polluted environment.

18.6. Potential effects of ﬁre on mesic forests

Although arid and semi-arid ecosystems burn more frequently and often
more intensely, most forests of the world experience ﬁres at one time or
another. Temperate coniferous forests experience ﬁre on a 50- to 200-year
interval, temperate deciduous forests burn on intervals ranging from
decades to centuries, and montane and boreal coniferous forests burn at
intervals of centuries (Fisher & Binkley, 2000). Johnson et al. (2004)
calculated the potential N losses with ﬁre in a variety of mesic ecosystems
given varying assumptions about ﬁre return interval and degree of forest
ﬂoor and vegetation combustion. They found that the potential C and N
losses from a ﬁre consuming the forest ﬂoor in these sites varied by an
order of magnitude: from 6.8 to 70.8 Mg C ha1 and from 240 to
2600 kg N ha1, or from 6% to 30% of ecosystem C capital and from 4%
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to 29% of ecosystem N capital. When expressed on an annualized basis,
the potential loss of N with ﬁre was calculated to be far greater than that
due to leaching in all but two N-saturated ecosystems (red alder in
Washington, USA, and Smokies red spruce site in North Carolina, USA).
The number of years of atmospheric deposition that would be required to
restore the N loss from such a hypothetical ﬁre ranged from 30 to 1100
years with a mean of 193 and a median of 87. In most cases, the calculated
N replenishment times were greater than stand age at the time of
measurement. The number of years of leaching that would equal N losses
in a hypothetical ﬁre range from 47 in an N-ﬁxing red alder stand with
very high rates of leaching to 11,567 in the Sierra Nevada. If half the
forest ﬂoor is assumed to be consumed in a ﬁre, such as might occur with
a typical prescribed ﬁre (Caldwell et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2006a),
values would range from 27 to over 4738 years (mean ¼ 1475,
median ¼ 646) to equal leaching. If only 10% of the forest ﬂoor burns,
the values would range from 5 to 1157 years (mean ¼ 148, median ¼ 65).
Given the normally very low rate of leaching in most temperate forests, it
is quite clear that even a moderate ground ﬁre every century or so will
cause as much or more N loss on an annual basis than will leaching in all
but N-saturated forests.
These budget calculations are very crude, but serve to illustrate the
potential role of ﬁre in C and N balances in more humid forest
ecosystems, which burn infrequently. They show that potential N losses
by ﬁre, when expressed on an annual basis (estimated by dividing the N
contents of ecosystem components presumed to burn by stand age), could
be substantially greater than N leaching rates in many if not most cases.
The calculations also show that atmospheric N deposition rates in all but
the most polluted sites fall below these annualized estimates of ﬁre N loss.
In theory, infrequent ﬁre could substantially deplete the N reserves of
many of these systems and allow them to reﬁll from atmospheric
deposition and/or N ﬁxation over time. In eastern Sierran ecosystems,
with their typically low N deposition rates, it seems clear that even
infrequent ﬁre would deplete ecosystem N reserves without postﬁre N
ﬁxation.
Prescribed ﬁre typically causes much less N loss than wildﬁre in that the
forest ﬂoor and understory is usually only partly consumed and overstory
vegetation is not much affected. However, burn intervals of 20 years or
less can result in substantial N losses over time, with cumulative losses
even exceeding N losses with wildﬁre over time periods of a century
(Johnson et al., 1997).
Fire and other disturbances that remove N in large amounts over short
periods may be one reason that most forest ecosystems show a net annual
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N accumulation. Atmospheric deposition at even very low, pristine rates
for thousands of years should have caused most ecosystems to come into
steady state with respect to N in the absence of such disturbances.
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Chapter 19
Management Options for Mitigating Nitrogen (N) Losses from
N-Saturated Mixed-Conifer Forests in California
Benjamin S. Gimeno, Fengming Yuan, Mark E. Fenn and Thomas Meixner
Abstract
Mixed-conifer forests of southern California are exposed to nitrogen
(N) deposition levels that impair carbon (C) and N cycling, enhance
forest ﬂammability, increase the risk of ﬁre occurrence and air
pollution emissions in ﬁre, and increase nitrate runoff and soil N
emissions both pre- and postﬁre. N-deposition abatement policies
and prescribed ﬁre treatments have been proposed to mitigate the
interactive effects of ﬁre suppression, N deposition, and wildﬁre
occurrence. To test the most effective management options for
N-enriched forests, a simulation study was done using a parameterization of the DAYCENT model for a mixed-conifer forest
site currently experiencing 70 kg N ha1 yr1. Five N deposition
scenarios were deﬁned, ranging from 5 to 70 kg N ha1 yr1. Five
abatement strategies ranging from 0% to 100% reductions in N
deposition were considered for each N-deposition scenario. The
inﬂuence of prescribed ﬁre was tested for the selected N deposition
and abatement scenarios, considering 15-, 30-, and 60-year intervals
(PF15, PF30, and PF60, respectively), or no prescribed ﬁres. When
the most extreme N-deposition scenario was compared to the lowest,
fuel loads were increased by 121%, resulting in 70% increases in
wildﬁre emissions of particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), methane
(CH4), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), and sulfur
dioxide (SO2). The estimated increase in wildﬁre nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions ranged from 56% to 210%. The larger values were
derived when variations in fuel N content were taken into account.
The combination of reduced N deposition and prescribed ﬁre was
most effective in reducing long-term N losses to the atmosphere and
Corresponding author: E-mail: benjamin.gimeno@ciemat.es
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in runoff. The PF15 treatment combined with 50–75% reduced N
deposition were the best options for reducing N losses before and
after ﬁre. However, even prescribed ﬁre at longer intervals and in
combination with 25–50% reduced N deposition still resulted in
large reductions in ecosystem losses of N. Implementation of such
treatments would be considered a major achievement towards
mitigating the symptoms of N saturation, even though in sites
chronically exposed to 70 kg N ha1 yr1 a 100% reduction in N
deposition may require many years to return N losses to baseline
levels.

19.1. Introduction

Mixed-conifer forests in California are a multilayered community with a
variable species composition extending across a range of moisture
regimes. The dominant overstory species are ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa) or Jeffrey pine (P. jeffreyi Grev. and Balf.), and commonly
associated species include California black oak (Quercus kelloggi Newb.),
white ﬁr (Abies concolor Gord. & Glend.), and incense cedar (Calocedrus
decurrens [Torr.] Florin). Air pollution impacts on this ecosystem type are
well documented, with tropospheric ozone and nitrogen (N) deposition as
the most hazardous pollutants, impairing tree performance and
ecosystem nutrient cycling (Fenn et al., 2003c; Miller & McBride, 1999).
The effects of N deposition on mixed-conifer forest sites in California
have been studied across air pollution gradients consisting of twentyseven sites ranging from 1000 to 2500 m a.s.l. and located in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, San Gabriel Mountains northeast of Los Angeles,
and the San Bernardino Mountains east of Los Angeles (Fenn et al.,
2008). Most of the sites are on weathered or decomposed granitic rock.
The soils are generally sandy loam in texture, and percent base saturation
ranges from 70% to 100%. Nitrogen deposition across the different sites
ranges from 1.5 kg N ha1 yr1 to 71.5 kg N ha1 yr1 (Breiner et al.,
2007), with sites receiving N loads that are among the highest in the world
and showing symptoms of N saturation (Fenn et al., 2003a). Speciﬁc
reviews on the effects of N deposition in this type of forest ecosystem have
been provided for the sites located in the San Bernardino and San Gabriel
Mountains (Fenn & Poth, 1999) as well as for Sierra Nevada sites (Fenn
et al., 2003c). Increasing N loads have resulted in a series of welldocumented effects, such as increased foliar N concentrations, increased
tree growth rates of ponderosa pine, increased tree mortality as a result of
stand densiﬁcation, increased depth and N content of the forest ﬂoor,
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decreased C:N (carbon:nitrogen) ratios in litter and mineral soil,
increased nitriﬁcation rates, increased emissions of soil gaseous compounds (nitric oxide [NO] and nitrous oxide [N2O]), depletion of soil
cation pools, increased soil acidiﬁcation, and increased leaching of nitrate

(NO
3 ) in soil solution and NO3 export in stream water. Nitriﬁcation is
the key process driving these N-saturation responses. Soil conditions of
high base cation saturation, moderate pH values, and the aerobic
condition of these coarse-textured soils appear to be among the factors
favoring active nitriﬁcation in the soils of California mixed-conifer
forests. As a result, the N cycle is strongly nitrate dominated and higher
in sites with elevated N deposition. Nitrogen cycling dominated by nitrate
is typical of N-saturated sites (Fenn et al., 1998). Based on these ﬁndings
Breiner et al. (2007) and Fenn et al. (2008) have recently established
empirical dose-response relationships for N deposition inputs and
N cycling processes with a high predictive power.
Recurrent ﬁre is an integral component of mixed-conifer forests because
the Mediterranean climate of winter rain and dry summers results in
inefﬁcient decomposition, rapid fuel buildup, and high ﬁre hazard. Great
changes in ﬁre frequency have been documented when comparing
presettlement conditions with current ﬁre occurrence. Fire exclusion
began in the late 1800s and early to mid-1900s in most parts of the Paciﬁc
regions (Houghton et al., 2000). Active ﬁre suppression starting in the ﬁrst
quarter of the last century has altered ﬁre regimes as well as ecosystem
structure, resulting in increased ﬁre intervals and fuel buildup and changes
in species composition. For instance, Minnich et al. (1995) estimated that
current conditions would lead to an estimated ﬁre rotation period of 360
years, and reported that 60 years of suppression caused stem density
increases of 100–200 stems/ha (dbhW10 cm), with increases proportional
to mean annual precipitation. Stand-thickening has been accompanied by
an increasing density of standing dead trees. High mortality was due to an
overabundance of trees competing for moisture and nutrients, with the
shift in species dominance further heightened by differential responses to
drought, bark beetle infestation, and air pollution. As a result, more
intense and more extensive ﬁres may occur than under a normal ﬁre
regime, converting the ﬁre regime from a patchy mosaic continuum to a
sustained cyclic stand-replacement ﬁre regime (Minnich, 1999).
These wildﬁre events have large inﬂuences on the release of N. As
Johnson et al. (2004) have pointed out, the potential loss of N with ﬁre is
far greater than due to leaching in most ecosystems, except for
catchments experiencing high N-ﬁxation rates or in N-saturated
ecosystems. However, considering the whole C and N budget in the
ecosystem, the effects of ﬁre on soil C and N are very dependent on ﬁre
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intensity and time since ﬁre (Johnson & Curtis, 2001; Wan et al., 2001).
Fire also inﬂuences water quality as postﬁre increases in mineral leaching
rates have been observed that show ammonium (NHþ
4 ) loss predominant
export
beginning
immediately
after
ﬁre
and
up to one year
over NO
3
postﬁre, while NO
export
prevailed
afterwards.
Three
years
after ﬁre,
3
mineral N leaching was greatly reduced (Johnson et al., 2007). However,
in N-saturated chaparral catchments near Los Angeles, California, NO
3
dominated runoff in unburned catchments and postﬁre runoff NO
3 was
far greater than NHþ
4 in burned catchments (Riggan et al., 1994).
In addition to increased mineral leaching rates and subsequent impacts
on stream water quality, increased C and N losses may also occur as a
result of precipitation events occurring soon after the ﬁre event by
inducing runoff and erosion that would contribute to nutrient export
from the forest ﬂoor and possibly also from the surface soil horizon
(Johnson et al., 2008). Finally, ﬁre-induced emissions of air pollutants
may have a large impact on regional air quality (Cheng et al., 1998; Liu,
2004), enhancing regional haze (McMeeking et al., 2006), and adversely
impacting human health, especially near densely populated areas (Clinton
et al., 2006; Massie et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2006).
Atmospheric N deposition may enhance the direct and indirect impacts
of ﬁre (Fenn et al., 2003c). At the ecosystem level, N deposition has been
found to change the chemical composition of different forest components,
such as foliage, forest ﬂoor, and upper soil layers, resulting in an
alteration of C and N cycles. N deposition also increases stand density
and tree volume growth and increases foliar N content. These processes
affect the chemical properties of fuel and increase fuel loading in the
ecosystem, thus enhancing forest ﬂammability and increasing the risk of
ﬁre occurrence with associated impacts on ﬁre severity and intensity.
Moreover, N deposition may also worsen the adverse consequences of
ﬁre, such as air pollution emissions (Yokelson et al., 2007) and nitrate
runoff to stream water (Johnson et al., 2008; Riggan et al., 1994).
Prescribed ﬁre is a forest management technique that lessens the
damage from wildﬁre by removing a portion of the accumulating dead
fuels and reducing the stature of the developing understory when burning
conditions are not severe (Liu, 2004). Current U.S. policies for federal
lands emphasize the use of prescribed ﬁre, either alone or in combination
with other techniques, to meet fuel reduction objectives (HFRA, 2003).
Prescribed ﬁre has been considered as a tool for alleviating the condition
of N enrichment in forest and chaparral ecosystems (Fenn et al., 1998;
Meixner et al., 2006).
Air pollution control would be the ultimate solution for alleviating the
symptoms of N excess that occur under chronic N-deposition exposures.
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The effectiveness of these measures would depend on the magnitude of
N deposition and the number of years the forests have been exposed
to elevated N-deposition rates, and thus the cumulative N-deposition
loading. For instance, Fenn et al. (2008) indicated that a ﬁvefold
N-deposition reduction might be needed to prevent N losses at the San
Bernardino Mountain site experiencing the highest deposition rate. It
would be difﬁcult to achieve this goal, at least in the short term, and
therefore it is very likely that this site will continue to experience elevated
N losses for the foreseeable future. Neither is prescribed ﬁre alone
expected to reverse N saturation symptoms (Johnson et al., 2008;
Meixner et al., 2006). We propose that an appropriate combination of
reduced N-deposition inputs, removal of a signiﬁcant fraction of the
accumulated N stores and reduced stand densiﬁcation by prescribed ﬁre,
and stimulated postﬁre regrowth could be effective in mitigating the
symptoms of N saturation.
19.2. Objectives

This chapter discusses different forest management and N-deposition
scenarios that would result in long-term and short-term effects in
ecosystem N cycling. A simulation study was carried out to test the
following hypotheses:
 In the long-term, elevated N deposition leads to greater fuel loads and
affects the N content of fuels. As a result, wildﬁre air pollution
emissions will increase in forests experiencing high N-deposition rates.
 In the long-term, elevated N deposition enhances N losses from the
ecosystem through increased gaseous emissions from soil and increased
N runoff.
 In the short term, elevated N deposition enhances N losses to the
atmosphere and stream water after prescribed ﬁre events.
 These adverse effects could be mitigated through air pollution control
policies and prescribed ﬁre practices.

19.3. Materials and methods
19.3.1. Experimental design

In order to test these hypotheses, a simulation study was performed based
on a California mixed-conifer forest site (Camp Paivika, CP) experiencing
a high N deposition rate (71 kg N ha1 yr1). The following N treatments
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were selected: N5, N15, N25, N40, and N70 corresponding to 5, 15, 25,
40, and 70 kg N ha1 yr1, respectively. To estimate the beneﬁts of
different air pollution control policies, 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%
reductions in N deposition were considered for all the N deposition
scenarios starting from 2006 and ending in the year 2210. Also, the
inﬂuence of varying prescribed ﬁre intervals on N cycling were tested for
the selected N deposition scenarios, consisting of 15-, 30-, and 60-year
intervals (PF15, PF30, and PF60, respectively), or no prescribed ﬁres
from 2006 to 2210. Wildﬁre occurred twice throughout the simulation, in
the years 2100 and 2200.
The parameters chosen to evaluate the effect of the different treatments
on N cycling were (1) fuel loads, N content in fuel loads, and air pollution
emissions from wildﬁre; (2) nitrate export in stream water; and
(3) nitrogenous trace gas emissions from soil. Long- and short-term
ecosystem responses to N deposition and ﬁre were assessed.
19.3.2. N Biogeochemical cycling simulation

DAYCENT version 4.5 was used in this study. The DAYCENT
biogeochemistry model (Del Grosso et al., 2000; Parton et al., 1998;
Parton et al., 2001) is the daily time step version of the CENTURY model
(Parton et al., 1993). It simulates the biogeochemical processes of carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur associated with soil organic matter
(SOM) in multiple ecosystem types. One feature of DAYCENT
important to this study is the improvement of N cycling algorithms,
including the simulation of N2O, NO, and N2 emissions resulting from
nitriﬁcation and denitriﬁcation, and detailed soil N mineralizationimmobilization processes associated with various organic matter pools
(including microbial), which are distinguished by their decomposition
rates. Required inputs to the model include daily maximum/minimum
temperature and precipitation, site-speciﬁc soil properties and hydraulic
characteristics, and current and historical land use.
Model runs were initialized and stabilized by repeatedly using sitespeciﬁc weather data for 900 years (i.e., initially started from 1000 AD),
background N deposition (1.0 kg N ha1 yr1), and ﬁre occurrence every
100 years. The model provides approximations of historical tree growth,
litter C, SOM, and C:N ratios in the study area (Allen et al., 2007; Fenn
et al., 2005; Grulke et al., 2001; Grulke & Balduman, 1999). Some
parameters were modiﬁed in order to achieve reasonably well-ﬁtted
outputs with observations.
For model runs, N deposition was maintained at a background level of
1.0 kg N ha1 yr1 from 1900 to 1930 and gradually increased linearly to
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the targeted values from 1931–1940. N deposition remained at the targeted
values from 1941 to 2005 allowing annual random 10% variations in those
values. The rationale and criteria followed to calibrate the model can be
found elsewhere (Fenn et al., 2008). The various N deposition and
prescribed ﬁre scenarios were applied from 2006 to 2210, the year
simulations ceased. Wildﬁre events occurred in the years 2100 and 2200.
To estimate the beneﬁts of applying different air pollution control
policies and forest management protocols in forests where the
N-deposition levels have exceeded the empirical critical load for ‘‘N as
a nutrient’’ effects (17 kg N ha1 yr1; Fenn et al., 2008), only the N25
and N70 scenarios were considered. The parameters simulated for these
evaluations were NO
3 leaching and N emissions from soil.
19.3.3. Estimation of wildﬁre emissions

The First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM 5.0; Reinhardt, 2003) was
selected to estimate air pollution emissions from wildﬁre events. The fuel
loads corresponding to the different N deposition scenarios in the year 2099,
1 year before the ﬁrst wildﬁre event occurred in the simulation, were
estimated by DayCent and used as inputs for the FOFEM model. The
selected inputs for FOFEM were Paciﬁc West Region, SAF 243 Sierra
Nevada Mixed-Conifer Forest cover type, and natural fuel type. The
wildﬁre occurred in fall under very dry conditions. Duff was set at the
default light value for this ecosystem type (20 t acre1), with a depth of
2.5 in. and 20% humidity. A centered log distribution was selected for
woody fuels greater than 3 in. Relative humidity for woody fuel W3 in. in
diameter, and 0.25–1 in. was 10% and 6%, respectively, as calculated by the
model under the selected very dry conditions. These harsh conditions were
chosen to simulate a likely scenario of wildﬁre occurrence in the area.
Simulations were carried out considering three different wildﬁre severities:
100% crown burnt, 75% crown burnt, and 50% crown burnt. The other
input variables remained constant for the three wildﬁre severity simulations.
The total fuel load and the percentage of fuel consumed for each fuel
class were calculated by the model. The air pollution emissions from the
different wildﬁre severities and two N-deposition scenarios (N25, N70)
were also calculated by the model providing estimations of particulate
matter (PM10 and PM2.5), methane (CH4), carbon monoxide (CO),
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (SO2)
emissions in lbs acre1. Since the FOFEM model does not allow for
evaluations of the inﬂuence of N concentrations of the fuel material, the
NOx emission factors (EF) were recalculated using two procedures
(Dennis et al., 2002; Lacaux et al., 1996) based on N concentrations in the
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different fuel materials. The two methods differ based on the algorithms
for the calculation of NOx EF as can be found in Eq. (19.1) (Dennis et al.,
2002) and Eq. (19.2) (Lacaux et al., 1996).
EF NOx ðlb ton1 Þ ¼ 3 þ 7:8 ð0:7  %fuel NÞ

(19.1)

EF NOx ðg kg1 Þ ¼ 9:5  Nð%Þ  0:49

(19.2)

The default EF value of 1.14 g kg1 was applied following Dennis et al.
(2002) for those fuel types for which N concentration was not provided by
the DayCent model (shrubs and herbaceous components) or for woody
materials, because negative values were obtained when applying Eqs (19.1
or 19.2). This default EF value is close to the 1.17 value provided by
Urbanski et al. (2008) as an average EF for temperate forests. The ﬁnal
value of NOx emissions was obtained by multiplying the estimated EFs by
the amount of fuel burned calculated from FOFEM.
19.4. Results

Long- and short-term interactive effects of N deposition, forest management practices, and reduced air pollution were found.
19.4.1. Long-term responses to N deposition and ﬁre management
19.4.1.1. Fuel Loads and N Content in Fuel Load

Increasing N-deposition rates increased forest fuel loads. The largest
difference in fuel loading in the year preceding wildﬁre occurrence (2099)
was found between the N5 and N70 deposition levels, resulting in a 121%
increase (Fig. 19.1). The long-term effects of N-deposition rates over 5 kg
N ha1 yr1 were irreversible as N reduction was ineffective in reducing
fuel loads to the N5 levels. This was the case even when 100% reductions
in N deposition were considered (Fig. 19.1a). However, prescribed ﬁre
was very effective in reducing fuel loads to N5 levels, even under the N70
deposition scenario. PF15 and PF30 were more successful in this regard
than PF60 (Fig. 19.1b).
Similarly, N content in fuel load also increased with increasing N
deposition. The highest N concentration increases were found in litter
(data not shown), which were slightly higher than for foliage. The critical
value of 12 g kg1 foliar N was reached for N-deposition rates X25 kg
N ha1 yr1 (Fig. 19.2a), in agreement with the empirical critical load
value for this parameter proposed by Breiner et al. (2007), which was
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Figure 19.1. Fuel loads in the years right before wildﬁre occurrence under two simulation scenarios: (a) 0%, 25%, 75%, and 100% of N deposition
abatement beginning in 2006, and (b) prescribed ﬁre (PF) performed at 15-, 30-, and 60-year intervals. N5, N15, N 25, N40, and N70 correspond to
N-deposition rates of 5, 15, 25, 40, and 70 kg N ha1 yr1, respectively.
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Figure 19.2. Foliage N concentration in the years right before wildﬁre occurrence under two simulation scenarios: (a) 0%, 25%, 75%, and 100% of
N-deposition abatement beginning in 2006, and (b) prescribed ﬁre (PF) performed at 15-, 30-, and 60-year intervals. N5, N15, N25, N40, and N70
correspond to N-deposition rates of 5, 15, 25, 40, and 70 kg N ha1 yr1, respectively.
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26 kg N ha1 yr1. The percent of N-deposition reduction needed to
return the system to foliage N concentrations below the critical value
depended on the N-deposition scenario: 50% and 75% reductions for the
N25 and N40 scenarios. Interestingly, the foliar N concentration did not
return to levels below the critical value under the N70 scenario, even
when 100% reductions in N-deposition rates were considered. Prescribed
ﬁre treatments were not effective in reducing foliar N when N-deposition
rates were over 25 kg ha1 yr1 (Fig. 19.2b).
19.4.1.2. Wildﬁre Air Pollution Emissions

Fire severity inﬂuenced wildﬁre emissions of some pollutants (data not
shown). For a given N-deposition scenario, ﬁre severity, considered as
percentage of crown burned, had no effect on the emissions of PM10,
PM2.5, CH4 or CO. However, when comparing 50% and 100% of the
crown burned, emissions differed by 7–9% for CO2, and 5–7% for SO2.
When the same comparison was performed to evaluate the effect of ﬁre
severity on NOx emissions, large differences were found depending on the
method used, ranging from 72–93% for FOFEM, 5% for Dennis et al.
(2002) and 7–13% for the Lacaux et al. (1996) method.
As a result of the inﬂuence of N deposition on fuel loads, wildﬁre air
pollution emissions also increased with N deposition. To evaluate the
effect of N deposition on wildﬁre emissions, a wildﬁre that burned 75% of
the canopy was simulated in the year 2100. No prior ﬁre occurred after
1900 (to simulate ﬁre exclusion policies), and N deposition was set at
5 and 70 kg ha1 yr1. Emissions of PM10, PM2.5, CH4, CO, CO2, and
SO2 following the 2100 wildﬁre were about 70% higher in the N70 than
the N5 treatment (Figs. 19.3a and b). Estimates of the increase in wildﬁre
NOx emissions between the N25 and N70 treatments when 75% of the
crown was burned varied from 56% to 210% (Fig. 19.4) according to
the three methods used. The increased NOx emissions estimated by the
FOFEM model were attributed to increased fuel build up in the N70
scenario. NOx emissions increased by 56% in the N70 treatment
compared to the N5 scenario according to FOFEM. However, these
differences increased considerably (ranging from 166% to 210%) when
comparing the N70 and N5 scenarios by the two methods that consider
the inﬂuence of N-deposition rates on fuel N content (Fig. 19.4).
19.4.1.3. N Export in Stream Water

N deposition had a large effect on N export in stream water. N export
was double the background levels by around 1980, 40 years after
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Figure 19.3. Estimation of CO, CO2, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and CH4 emissions from a wildﬁre
(75% of the crown burned) occurring in the year 2100 and under N-deposition rates of 5
(white bars) and 70 (black bars) kg ha1 yr1. The previous wildﬁre occurred prior to 1900.
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Figure 19.4. Percentage of increased NOx emissions from a wildﬁre (75% of the crown
burned) under N70 relative to N25 N-deposition scenarios as calculated by three different
methods (Dennis et al., 2002; Lacaux et al., 1996, and FOFEM). The wildﬁre occurred in the
year 2100, and the previous wildﬁre occurred prior to 1900.

N deposition increased to 25 kg ha1 yr1 in the N25 scenario. Maximum
N export reached up to ﬁve times background levels after 169 years of N
deposition in 2109. The fastest return to background levels of NO
3
(8 years) was achieved by reducing N deposition by 100% (Fig. 19.5a).
Deposition reductions of 25 to 75% were proportionately less effective
than the 100% reduction scenario (Fig. 19.5a). However, NO
3
concentrations in the 75% reduction treatment were only slightly elevated
over the 100% reduction.
Prescribed ﬁre treatments alone did not reduce N runoff to basal levels.
However, the combination of prescribed ﬁre and N-deposition abatement
was very effective in reaching stable N-export values in the background level
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Figure 19.5. N leaching losses under the N-deposition scenario of 25 kg N ha1 yr1, averaged every 15 years, impacted by different N-deposition
reductions and three prescribed ﬁre treatments (PF): (a) no prescribed ﬁre, (b) 15-year interval prescribed ﬁres, (c) 30-year interval prescribed ﬁres,
and (d) 60-year interval prescribed ﬁres. Black line, no N-deposition reduction; red line, 25% N-deposition reduction; blue line, 50% N-deposition
reduction; solid green line, 70% N-deposition reduction; and dark green dotted line, 100% N-deposition reduction. WF1 and WF2, occurrence of
wildﬁre events.
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range even after wildﬁre occurrence, particularly with a 75% N-deposition
reduction and any prescribed ﬁre interval treatment (Figs. 19.5b–d).
Similarly, the combination of PF15 and 50% reductions ended in runoff
values only slightly higher than background levels (Fig. 19.5b).
Because returning N losses to background levels may not be a realistic
goal in the short term for heavily affected sites, an acceptable level of
0.5 kg N ha1 yr1 in stream water NO
3 export was set based on previous
research (Fenn et al., 2008). Under the N25 scenario, this threshold could
be reached by using different strategies such as (1) 75% reduction in N
deposition with or without prescribed ﬁre, (2) 50% reduced N deposition
and prescribed ﬁre of any interval, and (3) 25% reduction in N deposition
and prescribed ﬁre, although with this level of deposition reduction there
were three periods of N runoff slightly above the threshold (Fig 19.5).
Under the N25 scenario, prescribed ﬁre alone resulted in many periods
1
yr1 NO
when stream water NO
3 export was below the 0.5 kg N ha
3
runoff threshold, although N-deposition reductions X50% were needed
to maintain N-runoff levels below the threshold (Fig. 19.5). In the
absence of prescribed ﬁre, N runoff exceeded the threshold intermittently
in the 50% N-reduction treatment (Fig. 19.5).
Under the N70 scenario, N export was 7 times higher than
background levels by 1980, 40 years after N deposition increased to
70 kg ha1 yr1. Nitrogen export reached as much as 73 times higher
than background levels after 169 years of N deposition in the N70
treatment (Fig. 19.6). Air pollution control polices or prescribed ﬁre
treatments alone were ineffective in reducing NO
3 in runoff to
background levels. Under the N70 scenario, the only way to completely
return the system to basal levels, admittedly an unrealistic near-term
goal, was to combine prescribed ﬁre and reduced N deposition. A 100%
N-deposition reduction and PF15 were needed to achieve this goal
within 52 years. The PF30 treatment combined with 100% N-deposition
reductions resulted in runoff levels slightly higher than background
values.
The previously established acceptable N-export level (0.5 kg ha1 yr1)
was eventually approximated in the N70 scenario with 100% reductions
in N deposition. When N deposition was reduced by 75–100% in
combination with any prescribed ﬁre treatment, N export also decreased
to acceptable levels (Fig. 19.6). It should be appreciated that even a 50%
reduction in N-deposition inputs, particularly when combined with any
prescribed ﬁre interval, also resulted in dramatic decreases in NO
3 export
both before and after wildﬁre (Fig. 19.6). If N deposition was decreased
by at least 50% then a prescribed ﬁre interval of 30 years was nearly as
effective as the PF15 treatment (Fig. 19.6).
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Figure 19.6. N leaching losses under the N-deposition scenario of 70 kg N ha1 yr1, averaged every 15 years, impacted by different N-deposition
reductions and three prescribed ﬁre treatments (PF): (a) no prescribed ﬁre, (b) 15-year interval prescribed ﬁres, (c) 30-year interval prescribed ﬁres,
and (d) 60-year interval prescribed ﬁres. Black line, no N-deposition reduction; red line, 25% N-deposition reduction; blue line, 50% N deposition
reduction; solid green line, 70% N deposition reduction; and dark green dotted line, 100% N-deposition reduction. WF1 and WF2, occurrence of
wildﬁre events.
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19.4.1.4. Soil N Emissions

Increased N deposition enhanced soil N emissions, with N losses due to
this process higher than N losses in stream water for a given N-deposition
input. Prior to the year 2100 soil N emissions under the N25 and N70
scenarios reached values that were 27 and 144 times higher, respectively,
than basal levels (Figs. 19.7–19.8). Soil emissions could be most efﬁciently
reduced by combining air pollution abatement policies and prescribed ﬁre
treatments. Under the N25 scenario, background levels could only be
achieved by combining 100% N-deposition reductions and PF15 for 82
years (Fig. 19.7). In the case of the N70 scenario, air pollution control
and/or prescribed ﬁre did not result in baseline soil emissions. An
N-deposition reduction of 100% and a 15-year prescribed ﬁre interval
when maintained for 82 years resulted in soil N-emission levels four times
greater than basal levels (Fig. 19.8).
Prescribed ﬁre alone with a 15-year return interval reduced maximum
gaseous N emissions by approximately 50% in both the N25 and N70
treatments (Figs. 19.7–19.8). In the N70 scenario, even with a 75% reduction
in deposition after 22 years of N deposition control, annual N emissions
from soil were 7–10 kg1 ha1, and when PF15 was combined with the
75% reduced deposition, soil emissions were still elevated, ranging from
3–7 kg ha1 yr1. By comparison, when the same period was considered in
the N25 scenario, a 75% reduction in deposition combined with the PF15
treatment resulted in soil trace gas emissions ranging from values slightly
over 2 kg ha1 yr1 to less than 1 kg ha1 yr1 (Figs. 19.7–19.8).
19.4.2. Short-term ecosystem responses to N deposition and ﬁre management

Prescribed ﬁre occurrence resulted in consistent patterns of N losses
regardless of N deposition scenarios. Soil N emissions peaked 1 month
after prescribed ﬁre took place, while N export to stream water peaked
11, 23, and 35 months after prescribed ﬁre (Figs. 19.9–19.12). However,
the magnitude of these effects was inﬂuenced by N deposition. For
instance, maximum nitrate leaching was 10 times higher for N70 than for
N25 scenarios. Similarly, peak soil N emissions under the N70 scenario
were double those of the N25 treatment following ﬁre (Figs. 19.9–19.12),
and also exhibited unusually high peak emissions during the second year
postﬁre (Fig. 19.10). The PF15 treatment was very effective in reducing N
export to stream water after prescribed ﬁre, comparable to a 75%
reduction in N deposition under the N25 scenario, and was more effective
in the ﬁrst year than a 100% reduction in N deposition under the N70
scenario (Figs. 19.10–19.11). In the N25 scenario the PF15 treatment or a
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Figure 19.7. Soil N trace gas emissions under the N-deposition scenario of 25 kg N ha1 yr1, averaged every 15 years, impacted by different
N-deposition reductions and three prescribed ﬁre treatments (PF): (a) no prescribed ﬁre, (b) 15-year interval prescribed ﬁres, (c) 30-year interval
prescribed ﬁres, and (d) 60-year interval prescribed ﬁres. Black line, no N-deposition reduction; red line, 25% N-deposition reduction; blue line, 50%
N-deposition reduction; solid green line, 70% N-deposition reduction; and dark green dotted line, 100% N-deposition reduction. WF1 and WF2,
occurrence of wildﬁre events.
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Figure 19.8. Soil N trace gas emissions under the N-deposition scenario of 70 kg N ha1 yr1, averaged every 15 years, impacted by different
N-deposition reductions and three prescribed ﬁre treatments (PF): (a) no prescribed ﬁre, (b) 15-year interval prescribed ﬁres, (c) 30-year interval
prescribed ﬁres, and (d) 60-year interval prescribed ﬁres. Black line, no N-deposition reduction; red line, 25% N-deposition reduction; blue line, 50%
N-deposition reduction; solid green line, 70% N-deposition reduction; and dark green dotted line, 100% N-deposition reduction. WF1 and WF2,
occurrence of wildﬁre events.
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Figure 19.9. N in stream ﬂow (a) and soil trace gas emissions (b) after prescribed ﬁres (PF) under the N deposition scenario of 25 kg N ha1 yr1,
averaged for three PF treatments, impacted by different percentages of N-deposition reduction. Black line, no reduction; red line, 25% reduction;
blue line, 50% reduction; light green line, 75% reduction; dark green line, 100% reduction.
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Figure 19.10. N in stream ﬂow (a) and soil trace gas emissions (b) after prescribed ﬁres (PF) under the N deposition scenario of 70 kg N ha1 yr1,
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Figure 19.11. N in stream ﬂow (a) and soil trace gas emissions (b) after prescribed ﬁres (PF) under a deposition scenario of 25 kg N ha1 yr1 and
considering three different PF intervals: 15 years (blue line), 30 years (green line), and 60 years (red line).
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75% reduction in N deposition were the most effective treatments for
mitigating short-term soil N losses following prescribed ﬁre. In the N70
scenario only a 100% reduction in N deposition reduced peak soil
emissions below 1 kg ha1 mo1, but the PF15 or 75% N deposition
reduction treatments reduced peak soil emissions to approximately
1.5–2.0 kg ha1 mo1, compared to emissions of 4–6 kg ha1 mo1 in the
N70 treatment (Figs. 19.9–19.12).

19.5. Discussion
19.5.1. Simulation of ecosystem N losses

The simulations demonstrated that increased N deposition enhanced fuelload buildup, soil nitrogen emissions, and N runoff to stream water, in
agreement with previously reported ﬁeld observations from California
mixed-conifer forests (Fenn & Poth, 1999, 2001; Fenn et al., 2003c;
Meixner & Fenn, 2004) and other ecosystems of the western United States
(Fenn et al., 2003a). Simulated N emissions from soil were greater than N
runoff regardless of the N deposition scenario. This result should be
interpreted cautiously, considering that current parameterization of the
DayCent model for CP appears to overestimate soil N emissions and
underestimate stream water NO
3 concentrations (Fenn et al., 2008;
Fenn & Poth, 2001). Li et al. (2006) also reported that DayCent
underestimated stream NO
3 export in January in a small chaparral
catchment in Sequoia National Park in central California. It should also
be noted that DayCent does not simulate stream water NO
3 concentra.
However,
the
tions per se; values are actually of soil seepage water NO
3
soil emission patterns forecasted by the simulation properly matched
previous ﬁeld observations. Uncertainties apply to other aspects of the
models used in this study as well. For instance, the co-exposure of this
type of forest to N deposition and the elevated ozone concentrations
occurring in southern California was not addressed in our simulations
except to the extent that the model was parameterized with site-speciﬁc
data from the San Bernardino Mountains, which would inherently
include to some degree the effects of ozone in the ﬁeld data used as input
to DayCent. For example, the combined effects of ozone and N
deposition are known to have major effects on C cycling and organic
matter accumulation at CP (Fenn et al., 2003c).
These uncertainties in simulated N-cycling processes also feed into
uncertainty in estimates of N-induced changes in fuel loads and therefore
will inﬂuence the estimation of air pollutant emissions following wildﬁre.
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A standardized protocol to estimate the inﬂuence of N concentrations in
fuel on ﬁre emissions would be very useful, as large differences in NOx
emissions were found when applying different methods (see below). Also,
the inﬂuence of some global change components, such as increased
atmospheric CO2 concentrations and changes in temperature and
precipitation regimes in the region, was not considered. Nevertheless,
the rates of N deposition considered in our study ranging from 5 to 70 kg
N ha1 yr1 properly covers the range of deposition inputs measured in
southern California (Breiner et al., 2007; Fenn et al., 2008) and other
areas of the western United States affected by N emissions (Fenn et al.,
2003b).
19.5.2. Fire emissions and N deposition

The output of our simulation exercises highlight the existence of
important N deposition and ﬁre interactions, as increasing atmospheric
N inputs resulted in larger air pollution wildﬁre emissions, including
greater N emissions from soil 1 month after prescribed ﬁre, and increased
N runoff levels 11, 23, and 35 months after prescribed ﬁre. These results
also demonstrate the importance of including the effects of N deposition
on fuel load and fuel chemistry in the models currently available for
estimating ﬁre impacts on ecosystems. Estimated NOx emissions from
wildﬁre events increased from 166% to 210% when comparing the lowest
(N5) and highest (N70) N-deposition levels based on two methods that
considered both fuel loads and fuel N concentration. These increases are
three to four times higher than would be predicted by using models such
as FOFEM, which only consider fuel loads and not N concentrations in
fuels. The differences between these two types of models were largely due
to the N content in the most ﬂammable materials, such as foliage and
litter. This ﬁnding is in agreement with the measurements recently carried
out by Yokelson et al. (2007) in forest ﬁres occurring in the surroundings
of Mexico City, an area experiencing high N-deposition rates (Fenn et al.,
1999; Fenn et al., 2002). Emissions of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and NOx
in the forests near Mexico City were three to four times greater than the
average values from U.S. pine forests (Yokelson et al., 2007). These
authors associated the high N-emission levels with N enrichment of fuels
components.
Our simulations suggest that the combined effect of increased fuel
loads and increased N fuel content caused the increases in the emission of
N compounds following wildﬁres. Approximately 70% increases in the
emission of PM10, PM2.5, CH4, CO, CO2, and SO2 emissions were found
when comparing N70 and N5 treatments, with subsequent implications
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for air quality and also for human health. Our results also show that N
deposition increases the risk of ﬁre occurrence, not only as a result of an
increased fuel amount but also because litter represents a major portion
of this increase and litter accumulation enhances forest ﬂammability,
leading also to increased wildﬁre severity, and according to the results of
our simulation, to increases in NOx, CO2, and SO2 emissions. These N
deposition-wildﬁre interactions are of particular concern as the area
burned by wildﬁres in ponderosa pine forests of the southwestern US has
been increasing over the past three decades (Grady & Hart, 2006). In
October 2003 alone 235,267 ha were burned by wildﬁre in southern
California (Clinton et al., 2006). Much of the burned area is exposed to
high levels of N deposition, which undoubtedly affected the level of
emissions from the 2003 ﬁres and from more recent burns in the area,
including at CP and the surrounding areas.

19.5.3. Management options

Air pollution abatement and forest management strategies could be used
to reduce the long-term effects of increased N deposition on ecosystem N
cycling; however, their effectiveness will vary as inﬂuenced by the
magnitude of N deposition and the ecosystem process or parameter
considered. To reduce the costs and the time frame of air pollution
control policies needed to reach background or at least acceptable levels
of N losses from forests, the N deposition reduction targets required to
reverse chronic undesirable effects in ecosystem functioning should be
deﬁned.
Air pollution control policies alone showed a limited ability to recover
ecosystem functioning when impaired by elevated N deposition. For
instance, with N deposition rates X15 kg N ha1 yr1, air pollution
control proved to be ineffective in returning fuel loads to the N5 levels,
regardless of the time frame and the percentage of N deposition reduction
that was applied. Nitrogen deposition reductions of 100%, a very unlikely
and costly scenario, would be needed to reach background N runoff levels
when forests are chronically exposed to 25 kg N ha1 yr1, although 75%
N reduction resulted in acceptable levels of NO
3 runoff. A 100%
reduction of N deposition would be required to achieve marginally
acceptable levels of NO
3 runoff in forests that experience N deposition
rates over 70 kg N ha1 yr1. A 100% reduction in N deposition caused a
dramatic reduction in soil N emissions, but when combined with
prescribed ﬁre, emissions decreased further, eventually to levels observed
with background N deposition.
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Similarly, when the prescribed ﬁre treatments were implemented
singly, they were not effective in completely reversing the inﬂuence of
N deposition in N ecosystem cycling, except for the reductions in fuel
loads. The combination of prescribed ﬁre and air pollution control
proved to be a successful way to mitigate N-deposition effects on
ecosystem N cycling and provided more options for reaching acceptable
N runoff levels, although this became more difﬁcult with extremely high
N-deposition rates (e.g., 70 kg ha1 yr1). Under the N25 scenario this
goal could be achieved by combining PF15 and 50% reduction in
N deposition or with a 75% reduction in N deposition even without
prescribed ﬁre. A more intense deposition reduction resulted in a shorter
time period to reach to an acceptable N-runoff level. As this simulation
study and ﬁeld manipulation experiments (Gundersen et al., 1998)
have demonstrated, in high deposition areas even large reductions in
N deposition do not readily lead to signiﬁcant reductions in the
N content of key fuel components, such as litter and foliage. This is
probably the result of a chronic excess of N availability, resulting in the
luxurious consumption of this normally-limiting nutrient. Thus, it may
be that only forest thinning, prescribed ﬁre, and reduced N deposition
can return these mixed-conifer forests to a less ﬁre-prone and N-rich
condition.
However, the use of prescribed ﬁre to reduce fuel loads has been shown
to have adverse impacts on key forest components and processes, such as
soil properties (Moghaddas & Stephens, 2007), N runoff (Wan et al.,
2001), increased mortality of older pine trees (Kolb et al., 2007), and
wildlife (Tiedemann et al., 2000). In addition, the adverse effects of
prescribed ﬁre on air quality is a major public health issue, although this
can be mitigated by conducting this forest management practice under the
most favorable smoke dispersal conditions (Knapp et al., 2005).
However, the release of CO2 and other greenhouse gases is unavoidable
(Carter & Foster, 2004). Moreover, there is experimental evidence
showing that signiﬁcant N losses from ecosystems occur as a result of
prescribed ﬁre treatments in areas experiencing high N-deposition loads
(Johnson et al., 2008; Meixner et al., 2006; Riggan et al., 1994). Our study
showed that this would be the case under the present N-deposition
scenario at CP, especially when 30- or 60-year prescribed ﬁre intervals are
involved. However, soil N emissions or N runoff were almost four times
lower and three times lower, respectively, when 15-year intervals were
compared with the PF60 treatment. Therefore our results suggest that
PF15 could be the best option to be combined with air pollution
abatement policies to mitigate N-deposition impacts, although such
frequent use of prescribed ﬁre will be difﬁcult to implement in these highly
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populated forests. Further research should be carried out to evaluate the
potential use of alternative forest management techniques, such as
thinning, possibly in tandem with less frequent prescribed ﬁre, to be used
singly or in combination with reduced N deposition to mitigate the longand short-term adverse impacts of N deposition and ﬁre events.
Under the N70 scenario unrealistic, costly and long-lasting 100%
reductions would be needed to return ecosystem N losses to background
levels. However, the 75% reduction in N deposition combined with
prescribed ﬁre may be the best scenario for reducing N losses, but even
this is not realized in the short term. A 50% reduction in N deposition
combined with prescribed ﬁre does lead to large reductions in N export
and would be considered as major progress towards mitigating the
symptoms of N saturation. In forests, exposed to 20–30 kg N ha1 yr1, a
more common scenario in southern California than the extreme (70 kg
N ha1 yr1), we conclude that a 50% reduction in N deposition in
combination with prescribed ﬁre will be effective in returning the
ecosystem to a more conservative state of N cycling.

19.6. Conclusions

The results of this simulation exercise highlight important interactions
between N deposition and ﬁre management practices. Forest ﬁre
suppression and increased N deposition in southern California contribute
to increasing fuel loads and to an increase in fuel N content. Model
simulations suggest that this will affect wildﬁre severity and result in
increases in air pollution emissions from ﬁres, increases in peak N
emissions from soil right after ﬁre, and increases in peak N export to
stream water during the ﬁrst three years postﬁre.
Both forest management and air pollution control policies could be
used to mitigate these effects. Prescribed ﬁre was effective in reducing fuel
loads and mitigating short-term N export after ﬁre events, while the
combination of N-deposition reduction and prescribed ﬁre was most
effective in reducing long-term N losses to the atmosphere and in runoff.
Implementation of 15-year prescribed ﬁre intervals in these combinations
would be the best option to avoid high N-ecosystem losses following ﬁre,
although in highly populated forests, such as in the San Bernardino
Mountains, such short ﬁre intervals are unlikely to be implemented. In
any case, it would be extremely difﬁcult to return N losses to near baseline
levels when forests experience N deposition of 70 kg N ha1 yr1, as even
100% reductions in N deposition for more than 80 years would not
completely achieve this goal for some key N ecosystem cycling processes.
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Therefore, early applications of air pollution control measures in
combination with fuels reduction options such as prescribed ﬁre
treatments are recommended.
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Chapter 20
Interactive Effects of Climate and Wildland Fires on
Forests and other Ecosystems—Section III Synthesis
Nancy E. Grulke

The chapters in Section III of this book provide an overview of how
components of climate change, including air pollution, are likely to
interact with ﬁre in modifying key ecosystem processes, whether those
processes were demographic, successional, or elemental cycling. These
chapters primarily discuss increased temperature, reduced available soil
moisture, and pollutant deposition or exposure as the key climate change
attributes. Most of the chapters suggest that changes in frequency and
intensity of disturbance regimes, such as wildﬁre and insect infestation,
will likely be the instigators of ecosystem change.
McKenzie et al. (this volume) provide a broader biogeographic context
for the subsequent chapters, which all focus on response of the mixedconifer forest or chaparral in the Sierra Nevada, the Transverse Range in
southern California, or the Peninsular Range of southern California and
northern Baja California. Minnich and Franco-Vizcaı́no (this volume)
contrast how management policies in California and Mexico have altered
ﬁre size, interval, frequency, and its intensity in the landscape, thus
causing vegetation susceptibility to ﬁre in California or resilience to ﬁre in
Mexico. In a case study for the mixed-conifer zone in the Transverse
Range of southern California, Grulke et al. (this volume) describe the role
of air pollution—ozone (O3) and nitrogen (N) deposition—as a causative
stressor in increasing forest susceptibility to wildﬁre. Johnson, Fenn,
Miller, and Hunsaker (this volume) describe partitioned losses of carbon
(C) and N as atmospheric emissions and catchment runoff and net
accretion of calcium after ﬁre in the mixed-conifer forest. They describe
the facilitation by N-ﬁxing ﬁre successional species in incorporating N
back into an N-limited ecosystem. In the last chapter, Gimeno et al. (this
Corresponding author: E-mail: ngrulke@fs.fed.us
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volume) simulate the effect of different frequencies of prescribed ﬁre
management in combination with reduced N deposition on mitigating
long-term effects of excess N deposition in this ecosystem. All chapters
present conceptual models or use simulation models to illustrate likely
interactions between components of climate change and ﬁre on forest
structure and function.
McKenzie et al. (this volume) propose conceptual models for
ecosystem response to climate change and wildﬁre in four regions:
southwestern pinyon pine-juniper woodlands, Sierra Nevada mixedconifer forests, Rocky Mountain lodgepole pine, and the interior boreal
forests of Alaska. By all climatic projections, these four regions are very
likely to have a more negative water balance than under current
conditions. Warmer climate, soil moisture stress, plant drought stress,
bark beetle epidemics, and wildﬁre comprise a disturbance complex that
is predicted to have region-speciﬁc effects and different trajectories for the
affected ecosystems. The authors suggest that the synergy amongst
disturbances will invoke new ﬁre regimes, new species complexes, and
broad-scale changes.
Except for interior Alaskan forests underlain by permafrost, all other
forest types discussed in this chapter had similar sequences of
disturbances; namely, global warming is likely to increase drought- and
insect-induced tree mortality, result in excessive fuel accumulation, and
will in turn increase forest susceptibility to extensive, intense ﬁres. The
authors present four models in which the ﬁrst for pinyon pine-juniper
woodlands could be considered the base model of climate-mediated
ecosystem response. For interior continental lodgepole pine forests, the
base model is modiﬁed by an initial stand-replacing ﬁre regime, which is
typical of this species’ ecology. For Sierra Nevada mixed-conifer forests,
tropospheric O3 exposure is an additional synergistic stressor with
drought, bark beetles, and defoliators contributing to tree mortality. The
authors suggest that severe extended droughts could directly induce
intense ﬁres in the mixed-conifer forests, without the precursor of bark
beetle, as presented in the base model. In all three lower latitude forest
types, the change in ﬁre frequency and severity will likely precipitate
changes in species composition, including exotics. Although higher
temperatures and drought alone could alter species composition in the
mixed-conifer and interior lodgepole pine forests, these climatic factors
did not directly alter species composition in pinyon pine-juniper
woodlands: the ecosystem is relatively simple ﬂoristically, and already
highly water-limited.
The sequence of disturbance vectors in Alaskan interior forests on
permafrost-free soils was similar to that of continental coniferous forests.
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However, the increased temperature directly affected beetle fecundity in
Alaska, rather than a drought-mediated increase in tree susceptibility to
beetle infestation, as predicted for lower latitude forests. For interior
forests underlain by permafrost soils, global warming mediated permafrost degradation. In low topographic areas, permafrost degradation
would likely lead to a type conversion from deciduous forests to wetlands,
fens, and bogs. In upland interior forests underlain by permafrost, the
loss of permafrost would likely increase drought stress and forest
susceptibility to wildﬁres, and increase deciduousness in the resulting
forest. Overall, the authors suggest that the interaction between climate,
vegetation, and resulting ﬁre creates a ‘‘disturbance synergy’’ that drives
ecosystem change via new ﬁre regimes on a decadal basis and habitat
change over a multi-century time period.
Minnich and Franco-Vizcaı́no (this volume) contrast the resulting
vegetation patterns in forest and chaparral under highly suppressed
(southern California) and largely unmanaged (Mexico) ﬁres. Based on
historical accounts (W100 years ago), wildﬁre was known to burn at low
levels over months in the chaparral surrounding Los Angeles. Under
current conditions in Mexico, such ﬁres are common and of low intensity.
Because of their frequency, fuel accumulation is generally not excessive,
and burning may be discontinuous within a stand, resulting in patchiness
in the resulting age structure and remaining fuels. In southern California,
ﬁre suppression began in the early 20th century, and fuels have inexorably
accumulated since. Since then, when ﬁre occurred (and occurs), ﬁres are
intense and extensive, and burn out only when insufﬁcient fuels support
them (e.g., previously burned areas), or they are extinguished. Fires
occurring in early summer or small ﬁres (o0.4 ha) are relatively easily
suppressed. Fires occurring in late summer under Santa Ana conditions
(dry, hot, offshore winds) burn through areas of high fuel accumulation,
cannot be suppressed, burn intensely, and are carried through or across
previously burned areas that under different conditions would not likely
burn. These conditions result in much larger areas that are intensely
burned.
The authors detail the role of differences in ﬁre weather conditions
between southern California and northern Baja California. On the one
hand, offshore, hot, dry Santa Ana winds propagate ﬁre across large
areas in southern California. In northern Baja California, onshore moist
winds in early summer and more moist monsoonal storms in late summer
are less effective in promoting large ﬁres. Despite these climatic
differences, one could argue that a ﬁner vegetation mosaic might have
been in place or could develop in southern California if fuel loading were
lower (e.g., under current conditions could be mechanically removed or
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via a low-intensity prescribed ﬁre), and less intense early summer ﬁres
were allowed to burn (the very ones we can successfully control)—if not
freely, then more extensively. However, reducing ﬁre suppression within
the context of current land use is untenable due to the large number of
mountain communities and private landowners adjacent or within at-risk
forests and chaparral in southern California without a ﬁre-defensible
space. Perhaps the best way to defend communities is with consolidated
land use, and a well-deﬁned, reduced fuels, defensible zone bordering the
wildlands.
Minnich and Franco-Vizcaı́no (this volume) present a conceptual
model to help explain ﬁre-generated and maintained mosaics of multi-age
stands. Their model shows that as carbohydrate (or carbon, energy, or
biomass) builds up on a site, plant available water declines as more leaf
area is translated to higher transpirational losses. When there is little
vegetative regrowth immediately after the ﬁre, and the ratio of available
water to plant biomass on the site is high, the probability of ﬁre is low.
Similarly, as the carrying capacity for biomass on the land base increases,
the plant available water declines. With ignition, ﬁres are carried when
the energy of accumulated biomass exceeds the heat capacity of plant
water content (Rothermel, 1972). This best explains the ﬁre patterns in
old stands of chaparral as they are generally completely consumed in
ﬁres. Old-growth forests may persist if the ﬁres were early enough in the
growing season, sufﬁcient site water was available, and thus ratio of water
available to stand biomass were high.
The same conceptual model can be applied to forest susceptibility to
ﬂammability within a given growing season or across different slope
aspects in the landscape. In the case of aging chaparral with maximized
biomass, less water is available per unit biomass, which hastens the onset
and duration of drought stress, and consequently, susceptibility to
ﬂammability within a growing season. Interestingly, this difference in the
‘‘window of susceptibility to ﬂammability’’ for different aged and types of
vegetation is the mechanism by which a multi-aged mosaic is established
and perpetuated. With sufﬁcient ﬁre suppression, even multi-aged
mosaics develop sufﬁcient biomass for extensive ﬁres when it does
occur, leading to intense ﬁres, which disrupt the very vegetation structure
that provides some measure of resistance to such ﬁres. The initial point
of ignition is stochastic, but ﬂammability is a function of the rate of
ignition from all sources, patch size, and vegetation fuel threshold (a
function of biomass accumulation since the last ﬁre). That ‘‘self-organized
patch emplacement’’ develops across the landscape is not surprising,
considering the underlying relationship between biomass accumulation
and plant available water, which are very much inﬂuenced by elevation,
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topographic position, aspect, and both short- and long-term changes in
climate.
Grulke et al. (this volume) present a conceptual model of a single
location of pine-dominated mixed-conifer forest in the western San
Bernardino Mountains (eastern Transverse Range) experiencing the
highest pollution deposition in North America. They show that the
combination of historical changes (human settlement, timber utilization
to recreation, human attitudes towards ﬁre safety), increase in stand
density, pollution deposition (high O3 exposure and N deposition),
episodic drought stress, bark beetle epidemics, tree mortality, and
anomalously high litter accretion results in forest susceptibility to
wildﬁre. The authors show that although we have inherited a ‘‘tinderbox’’
from historical ﬁre suppression policies (see Minnich and FrancoVizcaı́no, this volume), the main thesis of the chapter is that air pollution
is more than an additional stressor; it is causative to increased forest
susceptibility to wildﬁre. The primary evidence includes the following:
(1) air pollution (both O3 exposure and N deposition) increases older
needle and lower branch loss, increasing litter accumulation; (2) air
pollution decreases long-term litter decomposition of litter by altering
litter chemistry, further promoting litter accumulation; (3) air pollution
decreases root mass, increasing individual tree susceptibility to drought;
(4) high O3 exposure increases, not decreases, canopy transpiration,
further increasing individual tree susceptibility to drought; (5) pollutioninduced changes in within-tree allocation of resources are such that bole
carbohydrate is increased, and bole protein may be increased due to
drought stress, increasing tissue quality for bark beetles; (6) drought is
common in Mediterranean climates, and ponderosa pine experiences
moderate or severe drought about half of the time based on a 125-year
regional precipitation record; (7) bark beetle epidemics are known to
occur after multi-year droughts (increased tree susceptibility to successful
bark beetle attack), followed by a year of above average precipitation
(increased numbers of generations of beetles); and (8) tree mortality
under both drought and bark beetle attack is high. Air pollution modiﬁes
many ecosystem components in ways that increase susceptibility to
wildﬁre.
The case study was illustrated using a temporal sequence of aerial
imagery beginning with the point of bark beetle infection after three years
of chronic drought, followed by the expansion of bark beetles with
chronic and one year of acute drought, and then full beetle outbreak in a
wet year (promoting survival), following the chronic and acute drought.
It is no surprise that wildﬁre is then easily transmitted through a forest
with high standing dead biomass (40% mortality). Air pollution increases
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standing live and dead biomass and reduces plant available water within a
stand. Both phenomenological and experimental evidence is presented to
support air pollution as cause, rather than a contributing stressor. Using
aerial photographs from the pre-drought to post-drought periods for
sites across the San Bernardino Mountains with a range of pollutant
deposition and stand densities, a relationship between pre-drought
canopy cover or tree density and post-drought tree mortality was
demonstrated. Stands in the eastern San Bernardino Mountains, despite
less water availability, had lower initial stand density and lower mortality
rates. In the central and western San Bernardino Mountains, stands had
higher initial stand density and much greater mortality rates. The
relationship offers a quantitative risk assessment: stand covero45%
yielded the lowest mortality rates (o20%) with the concurrent stressors
of air pollution, drought stress, and bark beetle infestation.
Similar to the ﬁrst two chapters of Section III (McKenzie et al., this
volume; Minnich and Franco-Vizcaı́no, this volume), Johnson et al. (this
volume) present a series of studies on the effect of ﬁre on different
vegetation types (forest and chaparral, mesic and xeric forests). They
describe nutrient losses during ﬁre due to emissions, mineralization, and
leaching, as well as post-ﬁre nutrient accretions of ecosystem carbon, N,
and calcium over immediate, medium, and long-term time periods.
A simple, effective accounting model was used to illustrate net ecosystem
changes in these partitions with wildﬁre versus prescribed ﬁre at two
return rates in mixed-conifer forest. In mixed-conifer forests, soil carbon
pools may not recover until the vegetation returns to the original pre-ﬁre
state. In contrast, ecosystem N losses by ﬁre can be recouped within two
decades by N-ﬁxing, successional species. A watershed-scale experiment
was presented that elucidated how different initial ecosystem partitioning
in chaparral alters carbon and N loss after prescribed ﬁre and wildﬁre. In
chaparral catchments, prescribed burning could not mitigate excess
atmospheric N loading and did not signiﬁcantly modify high nitrate
leaching from the ecosystem. In mesic forests, N losses from ﬁre far
exceed N leaching and result in a net loss of ecosystem N except for the
few forests that are known to be N-saturated.
Johnson et al. (this volume) compare an unburned site and a site that
had been burned 20 years prior to the study in the eastern Sierra Nevada
mixed-conifer forest. Immediately after ﬁre, there was an increase in
mineral N leaching, which declined to near control levels within three
years. The total loss of nitrate due to leaching was a fraction of that lost
to volatilization during the ﬁre. Soil solution concentrations of NHþ
4 and
NO
3 increased 100-fold during the ﬁrst year after ﬁre, but declined
signiﬁcantly after the second year. Although aboveground carbon and N
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is largely lost in wildﬁres, belowground carbon pools are often unaffected
by the ﬁre itself, but have low-level, long-term losses from decomposition
of roots and residual soil organic material. Carbon pools were not
expected to recover until the vegetation itself returned to pre-ﬁre
conditions. In this ecosystem, the short-term pulse of ﬁre-mediated
release and mobilization of plant available N is followed by prolonged N
accretion over decades by secondary successional, N-ﬁxing plants after
ﬁre that largely recoup N lost to volatilization (during combustion) and
short-term leaching (several years). Results of a simple accounting model
demonstrated greater total N losses from prescribed ﬁres at 10- and 20year intervals over 100 years than for all-consumptive wildﬁres occurring
once in 100 years. Of interest is the shift of the hydrophobic layer after
severe ﬁres, from near-surface to 8–10 cm in the mineral soil horizon. This
had signiﬁcant limitations on percolation of nitrate-rich leachate to
deeper soil horizons, and increased the volume of soil susceptible to
erosion. The depth to the hydrophobic layer may also have an effect on
seedling survival after ﬁre, because conifers that were able to penetrate
this layer were more likely to survive to 15 years (Grulke, unpublished
data).
The authors describe no net differences in ecosystem phosphorus,
potassium, or sulfur between burned and unburned areas, but potassium
and calcium were signiﬁcantly greater in burned areas. Exchangeable
potassium, calcium, and magnesium were greater in shrub-dominated
(burned) than the forest site. Calcium levels were unaccounted for by preﬁre stand content. The authors posit that either post-ﬁre vegetation
readily takes up and redeposits these elements or they were released from
extreme heating of soil minerals in situ. An increase in plant available
calcium would increase soil pH and base saturation, mitigating
acidiﬁcation of N-saturated conifer forests, but may have little affect in
chaparral or forests with low N deposition. The largest ion increases in
soil solution was SO2–
4 , probably resulting from oxidation of soil organic
material, but also possibly from soil pH increases previously mentioned.
The clarity of Lake Tahoe has declined since the late 1960s, due in large
part to stream water N inputs such that phosphorus is considered
limiting. Interestingly, accumulated N deposition in litter layers,
unburned from ﬁre suppression policies and not percolating through
mineral horizons due to shallow hydrophobic soil layers, may have
contributed to increased N pulses into Lake Tahoe. Thus, wildﬁres and
ﬁre suppression in the Lake Tahoe Basin, are expected to continue to
threaten water quality.
In southern California, pollution has been transported into the
foothills and mountains over the past 50 years, resulting in excessive N
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content of litter and soils. In the reviewed study by Johnson et al., soil
and stream water chemistry were monitored in chaparral-dominated
watersheds with experimental manipulations conducted to test whether
prescribed ﬁre could mitigate N accumulation in chaparral soils. Because
80% of the chaparral ecosystem N is stored belowground, prescribed ﬁre
did not mitigate high soil N nor stream water nitrate efﬂuxes over time.
The authors suggested that prescribed ﬁre alone could not reduce excess
N in the chaparral unless atmospheric inputs were also decreased. They
hypothesized that prescribed ﬁre in N-saturated mixed-conifer forests
may be more effective because more of ecosystem N is aboveground and
combusted during ﬁres. This hypothesis was tested independently in the
chapter by Gimeno et al. using a simulation model.
Gimeno et al. (this volume) performed simulations to test the
effectiveness of prescribed burns in mixed-conifer forests on reducing
stream water nitrate and soil N emissions within the context of low to
high N loading using a biogeochemical model (DAYCENT; Parton et al.,
1998). Different N loads (5–70 kg ha1 yr1) were applied to drive
different ecosystem allocation of carbon and N, especially to fuel loading
and its N content, and allowed to equilibrate over 100 years. Then
0–100% reductions in atmospheric N deposition were imposed for the
following 200 years of simulations, with or without concurrent prescribed
ﬁres at three intervals (15, 30, and 60 years), assuming that two 100-year
wildﬁres would occur regardless of prescribed ﬁre. The simulation
produced N losses in stream water and as trace gas emissions from soil,
total fuel load, N content in fuel load, and air pollution emissions (linking
the biogeochemical model to the First Order Fire Effects Model
[FOFEM]), which simulates pollution emissions from wildﬁre events.
Stream water nitrate is an excellent indicator of ecosystem N saturation
(Fenn et al., 2003), with critical loads already identiﬁed for this
ecosystem. Simulations were validated using ﬁeld data of stream water
nitrate in catchments of different N loading.
The simulated N deposition increased fuel mass by 120% between the
lowest (5 kg ha1 yr1) and the highest (70 ha1 yr1) deposition rate. The
effect of the highest N deposition was mitigated to the lowest N
deposition level by applying prescribed ﬁre at either 15- or 30-year
intervals. Nitrogen content in litter increased with simulated N
deposition, but allocation of N to foliage did not increase past the N
deposition rate of 25 kg ha1 yr1, nor were prescribed ﬁre treatments
effective in reducing foliar N levels at N deposition rates of the same
value.
In Gimeno et al. (this volume) simulations, wildﬁre emissions increased
with N deposition, because of its effect on total litter produced.
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Atmospheric emissions from wildﬁres were 470% greater for the highest
versus the lowest N deposition loading scenario, although NOx emissions
were as much as 210% higher at the highest N deposition level. Simulated
N deposition had a signiﬁcant effect on stream water nitrate export when
N deposition was 25 kg ha1 yr1 or greater. If N deposition were reduced
by 100%, nitrate export returned to background levels in eight years,
after approximately 50 years with 50% reduced N deposition and
prescribed ﬁre. Prescribed ﬁre alone did not reduce stream water nitrate
to background levels, possibly because prescribed ﬁre itself increases total
ecosystem nitrate losses, especially in the short term, and because ﬁre does
not remove the large organic N stores in soil that provide a large pool of
N to be mineralized and nitriﬁed (see Johnson et al., this volume).
However, the combined application of prescribed ﬁre (at 15-year return
rates), and a 75% reduction in N deposition, permitted ecosystem nitrate
exposure to reach near background levels. Reducing N deposition by
50% in combination with prescribed ﬁre also caused major decreases in
stream water N export, although not to background levels. Prescribed ﬁre
and stricter air quality regulations also reduced nitrate export after
sporadic wildﬁre.
Using the biogeochemical model, soil N emissions increased with
increased N deposition, which was greater than that N lost to stream
water. Because Johnson et al. (this volume) estimations ‘‘set’’ soil
emissions and tracked soil nitrate outputs, the results are not comparable.
In Gimeno et al. simulations, soil N emissions were high at equilibrium,
and could not be controlled with prescribed ﬁre (15-year return) in the
25 kg N ha1 yr1 atmospheric N deposition scenario unless deposition
were eliminated. Under these conditions, background levels of soil N
emissions were reached in about 80 years.
In their simulations, signiﬁcant reductions (50–100%) in anthropogenic
N deposition were required in combination with short rotation prescribed
ﬁre (15–30 years) to return nitrate leaching or soil N emissions to near
baseline levels, or at least to levels below those associated with critical N
loading. Although complete reductions in N deposition are unlikely to
occur in order to improve water quality and restore forest health, the
simulations presented in Gimeno et al. highlight the potential for
prescribed ﬁre in mitigating ecosystem N losses after wildﬁre. Their
simulations elucidate the important interrelationships among N
deposition, fuel loading and litter N content, nitrate losses to stream
water, and soil N emissions. Even a 25–50% reduction in N deposition
in combination with prescribed ﬁre of any interval resulted in
major progress towards reducing chronic N losses from mixed-conifer
forests.
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Prescribed ﬁre has rarely been permitted in inhabited wildlands, due to
the narrow band of time annually when such ﬁres can be set safely and air
pollution effects on human health. However, because it is clear that much
of the N loading is found in forest ﬂoor litter, mechanical removal of litter
could mitigate both total nitrate losses and soil N emissions when a
wildﬁre does occur. Mechanical removal combined with a reduction in
understory biomass, implemented in a noncontiguous mosaic, may help
slow and redirect wildﬁre in forests. In chaparral ecosystems, reestablishment of mosaics of different aged stands as ﬁre breaks, whether by
mechanical or prescribed burns, would do much to mitigate ﬁre risk to
the many homes and structures in close proximity to wildlands, although
this is unlikely to mitigate N saturation unless N deposition is also greatly
reduced.
The chapters in Section III of this book provide insight into potential
interactive perturbation of climate change (drought, air pollution) and
ﬁre in western North American forest ecosystems. There are several
reasons why these perturbations are important. A recent increase in ﬁre
frequency and intensity is of academic interest because of the effects such
emissions may have as a direct, positive feedback to global warming. At
the regional scale, a change in climate and ﬁre regimes will disrupt
ecosystem structure and processes and reduce the capacity of current
ecosystems to resist other, lesser perturbations (invasive species, insect
epidemics), but different forest structure and processes will emerge.
Anticipating that ecosystems are likely to change, as well as the
magnitude and location of change, will help us plan for it. Conceptual
models of how ecosystems might change are the ﬁrst step towards
planning for change.
Perturbations to forest health reduce the quantity and quality of
ecosystem processes. That ﬁre suppression reduces forest health through
increased stand density is not a new phenomenon, but that ﬁre
suppression disrupts maintenance of a mosaic of stand age classes in
the landscape, the characteristic that could reduce the risk of extensive
and intensive wildﬁre spread, adjusts our perception of the ‘‘cost’’ of ﬁre
suppression. Likewise, that air pollution could impair forest health is not
a new idea, but that high air pollution instigates increased canopy
transpiration, exacerbates tree drought stress, and increases tree
susceptibility to insect attack and success adjusts our perception of the
‘‘cost’’ of air quality regulation. In addition, we know that ﬁre causes
short-term reductions in air and water quality, but that frequent
prescribed ﬁre, at return rates known to improve attributes of forest
health, increases the total nitrate lost from the ecosystem relative to a
single, large wildﬁre every 100 years questions our perceptions of the
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beneﬁts of prescription. Last, because the current high levels of
atmospheric N inputs into the landscapes surrounding large urban areas
cannot be mitigated by prescribed ﬁre alone, better air quality regulations
must be implemented along with societal changes in energy use. However,
not all mitigation strategies have been investigated. Implied in these
assessments is that mechanical removal and disposal (or green use) of
excess biomass, especially the N-enriched litter in forests affected by high
air pollution, is untenable at the landscape level. Other mitigative
strategies need to be incorporated into biogeochemical models to assess
their relative effects on air and water quality, and on subsequent risk for
the occurrence of catastrophic wildﬁre. Although biogeochemical and
economic models have been linked to understand global responses to
climate change, there is a pressing need to link these models to help solve
regional dilemmas as well.
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Chapter 21
Fire Danger and Fire Behavior Modeling Systems in Australia,
Europe, and North America
Francis M. Fujioka, A. Malcolm Gill, Domingos X. Viegas and
B. Mike Wotton
Abstract
Wildland ﬁre occurrence and behavior are complex phenomena
involving essentially fuel (vegetation), topography, and weather. Fire
managers around the world use a variety of systems to track and
predict ﬁre danger and ﬁre behavior, at spatial scales that span from
local to global extents, and temporal scales ranging from minutes to
seasons. The ﬁre management application determines the makeup of
the planning tool, which usually incorporates one or more computer
models. Advanced computing technology has spawned a new
generation of ﬁre planning tools to predict ﬁre occurrence and ﬁre
behavior. We reviewed ﬁre danger and ﬁre behavior modeling
systems from Australia, Europe, and North America, including
operational tools that have been in use for decades, and newer
models that profoundly enhance the spatial and temporal resolution
of the resultant predictions. Linkages between these models and air
quality models could very likely improve the mapping and prediction
of air pollution due to wildland ﬁres.

21.1. Introduction

Wildland ﬁre challenges management, wherever it occurs. The dimensions
of the ﬁre problem largely reﬂect the characteristics of the ﬁre
environment: the vegetation (fuel), topography, and weather/climate for
any given place and time period. Signiﬁcant differences in any of these
factors may occur when comparing the ﬁre environment from one place
Corresponding author: E-mail: ffujioka@fs.fed.us
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to another. The complexities of wildland ﬁre management spawned a
specialized ﬁre science that has produced a variety of systems globally to
assess ﬁre danger even before a ﬁre starts and to predict ﬁre behavior once
it occurs. This chapter describes the products of ﬁre danger and ﬁre
behavior research in Australia, Europe, and North America.
21.1.1. History of ﬁre research: A U.S. perspective

From its inception in 1905, the USDA Forest Service acquired the
responsibility of protecting the nation’s forests and the public from the
damaging effects of wildﬁre. By ﬁre historian Stephen Pyne’s account, ﬁre
research was nonexistent at the beginning of the 20th century. Thus,
Forest Service professionals schooled in forestry science generated and
applied the knowledge needed to meet the agency’s ﬁre protection
mandate (Pyne, 1982). In the early years of ﬁre research, the dominant
theme was the economics of ﬁre protection, which would provide the
basis for a ﬁre management policy. Show and Kotok (1929) described
the need for a ﬁre danger index in 1929 as a means of determining the
difference in ﬁre control required in major vegetation cover types. They
had earlier underscored the importance of weather on ﬁre activity by
statistically relating relative humidity and wind to ﬁre size and number of
ﬁres (Show & Kotok, 1925). But it was Gisborne who set the stage for a
methodical diagnosis of the weather impact on ﬁre danger.
Gisborne (1928) identiﬁed three factors that constitute ﬁre danger:
1. The present number of ﬁres burning, or the probability that ﬁres will
be started.
2. The present rate of spread (ROS) of ﬁre, or the probability that ﬁres
will spread.
3. The loss occurring from existing ﬁres, or the probability that ﬁres will
result in loss.
Through the research and leadership that Gisborne provided from
Priest River, Idaho, the ﬁre danger meter emerged in 1930, a precursor of
the modern ﬁre danger rating system. The meter assigned a ﬁre danger
level on the basis of ignition factors, visibility (visibility reductions
increase ﬁre danger because they visually obscure new ﬁres from
detection), fuel moisture, and wind speed (Hardy & Hardy, 2007). Pyne
(1982) described the ﬁre danger meter as ‘‘a philosopher’s stone for forest
administrators y a quantitative measurement by which to compare ﬁre
seasons and to contrast ﬁre problems among different regions.’’ Much of
ﬁre research subsequently would focus on reﬁnements to the ﬁre danger
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meter and the development of similar meters for the nation’s other
forests.
Despite the administrative successes that its ﬁre research program
achieved for the Forest Service, a subdued minority in the agency
lamented the lack of fundamental knowledge of ﬁre behavior, which
could only be gained by approaching it as a research problem in physics,
chemistry, meteorology, and biology. Wallace Fons, a mechanical
engineer with the California Experiment Station, along with John Curry,
paved the way for fundamental ﬁre physics research starting in the late
1930s. In 1946, Fons published a mathematical model to predict rate of
ﬁre spread (Fons, 1946), which would inspire the development of the
Rothermel (1972) ﬁre spread model more than two decades later and
provide the basis for the modern U.S. National Fire Danger Rating
System and the Fire Area Simulator (FARSITE) ﬁre behavior prediction
system.
Inasmuch as wildland ﬁre is not uniquely a U.S. problem, research and
development activities in ﬁre danger rating and ﬁre behavior prediction
are not limited to the United States. The next section is a description of
ﬁre danger rating and ﬁre behavior prediction systems from Australia,
North America, and Europe. While rating ﬁre danger and predicting ﬁre
behavior are very similar functions, they occupy different domains on a
spatial/temporal scale. Fire danger rating assessments cover large areas,
typically on the order of 103 ha (104 acres), over a period of days. They
quantify the potential ﬁre activity under a given scenario of fuels,
weather, and topography. On the other hand, the coverage of ﬁre
behavior forecasts is typically an order of magnitude or more smaller in
area, and for present purposes, not more than 48 h.

21.2. Operational ﬁre occurrence and behavior systems in Australia

In Australia, there is an unbroken tradition of studying ﬁre behavior in
the ﬁeld in order to develop empirical models for predicting the behavior
of unplanned (wild) or prescribed ﬁres. Fire behavior models are
designed, in the ﬁrst instance, to predict the ROS of ﬁres burning with
the wind.
Using the ﬁre weather component of ﬁre models, ﬁre danger—deﬁned
as the ‘‘chance[s] of a ﬁre starting, its ROS, intensity and difﬁculty of
suppression’’ (McArthur, 1967)—can be determined and public warnings
issued. When used in this way, models are applied to regional areas on a
daily basis throughout the ﬁre season whether there is a ﬁre or not.
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For ﬁres prescribed for various purposes, burning safely and effectively
is the motivation for the development of ﬁre behavior guidelines. In
Australia, prescribed burning is the deliberate application of ﬁre to
a deﬁned area in order to obtain an explicit result under safe working
conditions. Prescribed ﬁres may be ignited during a relatively narrow
window of weather conditions to reduce fuels and thereby potential
ﬁre intensity, to increase the chance of ﬁre control to enable
better protection of life and property, or to achieve desired ecological
outcomes.
21.2.1. A geographical sketch

Australia is approximately 7.7 million km2 in area divided into states and
territories. It straddles the Tropic of Capricorn, where much of it lies
within the tropics. Eucalypt forests and woodlands spread across the
north in a wide belt that continues down the east coast; across the south
are further discontinuous occurrences including those in the island state
of Tasmania. A vast arid zone, vegetated with hummock grasslands and
Acacia shrublands, occupies a large part of the center and central west of
the continent. A modest mountain range, by world standards, parallels
the east coast. Climates include wet tropical in the northeast, wet-dry
monsoonal across the north, arid tropical and arid temperate in the arid
zone, moist-temperate in the southeast, Mediterranean in the southwest
and part of the south, and subalpine-alpine embedded in moist-temperate
parts of the southeast.
Major cities are found in the temperate zone in coastal locations.
Pastoralism is common in the north and center, while cropping and
farming are common in the southeast and southwest. Conservation lands
occupy about 10% of the continent (B. Cummings, personal communication).
The vast majority of the country is ﬁre-prone. Most of the area burnt
each year is in the northern tropical savanna (Russell-Smith et al., 2002).
21.2.2. Fire danger rating

Fire danger rating across the country is determined largely or entirely on
the basis of McArthur’s models for grasslands (McArthur, 1966) and
eucalypt forests (McArthur, 1967). Ratings consist of categories of the
Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI), a 100-point scale consisting of the
following inputs: screen air temperature (T), screen relative humidity
(RH), and wind speed in the open at 10 m height (V), plus a Drought
Index—a measure of moisture in a hypothetical soil proﬁle holding a
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maximum 200 mm water (initially based on the work of Keetch & Byram,
1968 in the United States)—and a Drought Factor—a variable with
values from 1 to 10 determined by the amount of recent rainfall and days
since the last rainfall event. For the Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI)
inputs are grassland curing (proportion of dead grass), relative humidity,
air temperature, fuel weight (in later versions), and wind speed as for the
FFDI. The equations for these systems are to be found in Noble et al.
(1980).
On the basis of the forecast ﬁre danger, ﬁre warnings are issued to the
public by the Bureau of Meteorology, a federal government organization.
On the basis of ﬁre weather warnings, land management agencies, usually
state- or territory-based, may then issue Total Fire Bans—no lighting of
ﬁres in the open. Local land managers, public and private, are expected to
heed the warnings and assess their local fuels and terrain in order to
decide what their response should be in terms of preparedness for ﬁre
occurrence and ﬁreﬁghting.

21.2.3. Fire behavior models and guides

Fire behavior research in Australia arose from the need to predict the
behavior of unplanned ﬁres during ﬁreﬁghting operations or to
preemptively modify fuels using prescribed ﬁres. Observations of
unplanned ﬁres were made and experiments conducted so that
quantitative guidelines could be created to assist ﬁre practitioners
(McCaw et al., 2003). Fire behavior models and ﬁeld guides predicted
the ROS of the perimeter where it is most directly affected by the wind—
the ‘‘head’’ of the ﬁre. Results were often reported in ways related to their
practical use rather than as rigorous scientiﬁc models in scientiﬁc
journals. Beck (1995), in presenting a set of equations for the ﬁre behavior
guidelines known as the Forest Fire Behavior Tables for Western Australia
(Sneeuwjagt & Peet, 1985) remarked that, ‘‘Despite its operational
success, the incompleteness of published data behind the WA [Western
Australian] ﬁre behavior prediction system detracts from its scientiﬁc
credibility.’’
Fire behavior guides from the Commonwealth Scientiﬁc Industrial and
Research Organization. (CSIRO) (1997), include inﬂuential variables
such as slope and grazing history (related to height of treated pasture),
not used in the original research (Cheney et al., 1993), to allow them to be
more generally applicable. McArthur’s (1966) GFDI was linked directly
with the predicted ROS of the head ﬁre, but for forests (McArthur, 1967),
ROS of the head ﬁre was considered to be proportional to FFDI
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multiplied by the fuel load of litter less than 6 mm in diameter found on
the forest ﬂoor (Noble et al., 1980).
McArthur’s forest ﬁre work in eastern Australia was expanded
geographically to south-western Australia in a collaboration with Peet,
who developed a set of tables suited to local conditions (McCaw et al.,
2003). Various modiﬁcations to these pioneering efforts in Australia have
taken place for various reasons, including conversion to metric units, and
can be seen in the ﬁve versions of the Forest Fire Danger Meter (Noble
et al., 1980) and a series of revised editions of the Forest Fire Behavior
Tables for Western Australia (McCaw et al., 2003; Sneeuwjagt & Peet,
1985).
Predicting spot ﬁre development close to or distant from a ﬁre front
remains a problem. McArthur’s (1967) model for distance of spotting was
based on ROS and fuel load (Noble et al., 1980) and includes the effects
of different bark type on different species of eucalypt trees. The
comprehensive experiments of forest ﬁre behavior in south-western
Australia over the last decade (Project Vesta; McCaw et al., 2003) are
expected to soon provide better understanding of the effects of fuel in
different parts of the fuel array, not just the litter layer, on rates of spread
and spotting behavior (Gould et al., 2004).
As with forest ﬁre-behavior models there have been ﬁve versions of the
McArthur Grassland Meter (Noble et al., 1980), mostly manifested as
circular slide rules. While McArthur’s (1966) model was for annual and
perennial pastures of unspeciﬁed composition, Condon (1979) saw the
need to identify the behaviors of ﬁres burning in stands of particular grass
species in more-open semi-arid western New South Wales (NSW)
grasslands; modiﬁcations were made on the basis of experiences of
bushﬁre-brigade captains in the widespread ﬁres in western NSW in
1974–1975. In the revised model, grass height was added as well as the
effects of the main fuel species. The Western Australian Bush Fires Board
also modiﬁed the meter using grass height, density, and texture in an
undated meter.
While the McArthur (1966) model and its successors were for
grasslands with continuous cover, the vast arid lands of Australia contain
grasslands formed by discrete clumps of hummock grasses. A spread
model for the latter type was ﬁrst developed by Grifﬁn and Allan (1984),
while the latest hummock grassland model has been developed by
Burrows et al. (2006); this breaks new ground for Australian models in
ﬁrst predicting the likelihood of spread, then predicting the ROS,
assuming spread is possible.
A consensus shrub-ﬁre model using data from Australia and New
Zealand uses wind speed and vegetation height as its only variables
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(Catchpole et al., 1999). While the predictions of ROS were ‘‘rather more
variable than is desirable for an operational tool,’’ the model ﬁtted
available data ‘‘reasonably well’’ (Catchpole et al., 1999).

21.3. Operational ﬁre danger/behavior systems in Canada

The Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS; Stocks
et al., 1989) is used across Canada each day of the ﬁre season for a range
of ﬁre management decisions from prevention planning to ﬁre occurrence
prediction and evaluating ﬁre behavior potential. The system has also
been adopted by or adapted to a number of countries around the world
(e.g., New Zealand, Mexico, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Portugal). The
CFFDRS contains two major subsystems: the Canadian Forest Fire
Weather Index (FWI) System and the Canadian Forest Fire Behavior
Prediction (FBP) System. The FWI System (Van Wagner, 1987) provides
a means of evaluating the severity of ﬁre weather conditions in a common
standardized forest type, including numerical ratings of fuel moisture in
important fuel layers and several relative indices of ﬁre behavior. The
FBP System (Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group, 1992) relies on
outputs from the FWI System and other site-speciﬁc information (such as
topography and time of year) and provides quantitative assessments of
ﬁre behavior in a number of major fuel types across Canada.
The CFFDRS also contains two other components that have not been
formally developed or implemented nationally; these are the Accessory
Fuel Moisture (AFM) System and the Fire Occurrence Prediction (FOP)
System. The AFM System contains additional fuel moisture models to add
temporal resolution to existing models or to model moisture in speciﬁc fuel
layers (e.g., Lawson et al., 1996a; Van Wagner, 1987; Wotton et al., 2005);
it also converts moisture code values to stand-speciﬁc moisture (e.g.,
Lawson & Dalrymple, 1996b; Wotton & Beverly, 2005). The FOP System
is an important component of the CFFDRS, as it represents the ﬁre risk
component of ﬁre danger rating assessment. However, it is not
implemented throughout Canada. Several regional ﬁre occurrence prediction models developed by numerous researchers are available in Canada,
but ﬁre managers typically rely on their experience in processing fuel
moisture codes (from the FWI System) and ignition risks from lightning or
potential human activity to determine expected ﬁre occurrence.
The models within the CFFDRS are based on a common approach or
philosophy. Basic physical reasoning and understanding of the physical
processes governing ﬁre spread or fuel moisture exchange are used to
develop models, which are then calibrated with ﬁeld-based observations
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(from both experimental and wildﬁre observations). This approach
ensures that the model outputs capture the true physical range of the
phenomena being modeled, which has to a large extent been responsible
for the successful adoption of the system across Canada and in other
countries. Implementation can be problematic when adapting the system
beyond its original design (Taylor & Alexander, 2006).
21.3.1. The FWI System

The current ﬁre danger system in Canada has its roots in an extensive
program of meteorological observations and ﬁeld sampling of moisture
and ignition sustainability research that began in the early part of the
20th century. From experimental sites across the country, ﬁre hazard and
ﬁre danger tables were developed for numerous regions in Canada. In the
late 1960s, the need for common indices led to the development of a
universal system, which was released nationally in 1970 (Muraro, 1968;
Van Wagner, 1974).
21.3.1.1. Inputs

The FWI System relates weather information to fuel moisture and ﬁre
danger indices for a standard forest type (mature jack pine, Pinus
banksiana Lamb.) or lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta). The system relies on
daily measurements (taken at 1200 local standard time (LST)) of air
temperature and relative humidity (measured at 1.4 m above the ground
in a radiation shielded screen), 10 m open wind speed, and 24-hour
accumulated precipitation, as well as the estimated fuel moistures in three
fuel layers from the previous day.
21.3.1.2. Outputs

The system has three codes to track moisture in different levels of the
forest ﬂoor and three ﬁre behavior indices that are relative ratings of ﬁre
behavior potential. All of the moisture codes in the FWI System are based
on an exponential model of moisture exchange. The moisture content
values are converted to a code value so that increasing dryness of the fuel
increases the value of the code itself. The user therefore readily associates
a high code value with high ﬁre danger.
Moisture in the surface litter layer of the standard pine stand is tracked
by the Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC). This surface litter layer is
considered a 1.2 cm thick layer of pine litter, sitting atop a thick, generally
wet, organic layer, with a fuel load of 0.25 kg m2. The response time of
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this layer varies with ambient weather but is about half a day when air
temperature is 25 1C, RH is 30%, and wind speed is 10 km h1. Moisture
in the upper portions of the organic layer—a layer approximately 7 cm
deep with a biomass load of 5 kg m2—is modeled by the Duff Moisture
Code (DMC). The response time of this layer varies with temperature and
RH, and is about 10 days in mid-summer, when temperature and RH
average 25 1C and 30%, respectively. Moisture in the deep organic layer is
modeled by the Drought Code (DC), which is similar to other drought
models such as the Keetch-Byram Drought Index (Keetch & Byram,
1968) and the Palmer Drought Index (Palmer, 1988). The DC accounts
for the long-term effect of drying on fuels and has a response time of
approximately 50 days in mid-summer.
Although these moisture codes nominally represent moisture content in
the standard jack/lodgepole pine stand, they can also track changes in
the moisture content of other stand types (Wotton & Beverly, 2005).
Figure 21.1 shows the relationship between the calculated FFMC and
actual litter moisture sampled in several stands of pine and several stands of
aspen as part of the Canadian Forest Service’s small-scale test ﬁre program
(Paul, 1969; Simard, 1970). While the absolute relationship between FFMC
and actual litter moisture is different for pine and aspen litter, changes in
moisture content in both stands can be tracked by changes in the FFMC.
Potential fuel consumption on the landscape is characterized by the
Build-up Index (BUI), which in its simplest form, is a harmonic mean of
the DMC and DC. Relative ROS is indicated by the Initial Spread Index
(ISI), a nonlinear function of FFMC and wind speed. BUI and ISI are
combined following Byram’s concept of ﬁreline intensity (Byram, 1959)
to form the FWI, which represents the relative intensity of a potential ﬁre
on the landscape. It is important to remember that these three ﬁre
behavior indices are relative indicators that have been scaled based on
observed ﬁre behavior to provide a meaningful range of output values.
The FBP System converts these relative indices to stand-speciﬁc,
physically recognizable, and interpretable predictions of ﬁre behavior.
21.3.2. FBP System

The FBP System produces predictions of ﬁre behavior in 16 major fuel
types in Canada (including both conifer and deciduous types) and
accounts for inﬂuences of factors such as topography and foliar moisture
content. In its secondary outputs the system employs a simple elliptical
model of ﬁre growth to estimate ﬂank and backﬁre rates of spread and
ﬁre shape. A model of acceleration predicts ﬁre spread from either a
single point or an ignition line. The models that makeup the FBP System
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Figure 21.1. Fuel moisture and ﬁne fuel moisture code (FFMC) relationship for (a) pine
stands and (b) aspen stands in Canada.
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are based on years of experimental burning under a range of weather
conditions and forest types. These experiments attempted to capture the
range of ﬁre danger conditions encountered operationally; however,
performing experiments under extreme conditions can be difﬁcult, though
not impossible (Stocks et al., 2004). Experimental ﬁre data are also
supplemented with well-documented wildﬁre observations.
21.3.2.1. Inputs

Predictions from the FBP System require information about the fuel type
in which the ﬁre is spreading (e.g., grass, slash, insect-killed mixedwood),
the location of the ﬁre (latitude and longitude), topographical information (slope and aspect), and time of year. The System also uses the codes
and indices from the FWI System (speciﬁcally the FFMC, ISI, BUI) as
well as wind speed and direction. When combined with slope and aspect,
the wind data account for the slope/wind interaction using vector
analysis. The FBP System does not currently allow the user to input fuel
load for a stand speciﬁcally; it speciﬁes a standard load for each of the
FBP fuel types (with the exception of the grass fuel type).
21.3.2.2. Outputs

The three primary outputs of the FBP System are analogous to the three
relative ﬁre behavior indices of the FWI System. The system predicts surface
fuel consumption (SFC) in a range of stand types using the BUI. SFC
includes consumption of forest ﬂoor organic material, litter, and down and
dead woody material. Crown fuel consumption (CFC) is estimated from a
standard crown loading for each fuel type and an estimate of the crown
fraction burned. Empirical relationships between head ﬁre ROS and the ISI
have been developed for each of the FBP fuel types. Figure 21.2 shows an
example of the relationships between SFC and BUI and ROS and ISI for
the mature jack/lodgepole pine model of the FBP System. Fireline intensity
is calculated in the FBP System from the total fuel consumed (SFC and
CFC) and ROS, using Byram’s classic equation (Byram, 1959).
21.3.2.3. Applications

The CFFDRS is used operationally across Canada throughout the ﬁre
season for a lengthy list of ﬁre management activities, such as prevention
planning, setting alert levels, ﬁre suppression planning, and evaluating
ﬁreline safety. Predicting ﬁre occurrence is another important application
in which ﬁre managers couple experience with an understanding of the
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Figure 21.2. Example of the ﬁre behavior prediction (FBP) System relationships for
(a) surface fuel consumption versus build-up index and (b) rate of spread versus initial
spread index for the mature jack pine fuel type (known in the FBP system as C-3) in Canada.
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FWI System fuel moisture codes, to predict daily expected ﬁre activity.
Human- and lightning-caused ﬁres are distinctly different and hence
separate predictions are made for these ignition types. The FFMC has
been found to be a good indicator of the receptivity of surface fuels to
ignition and is used to determine expected human-caused ﬁre occurrence.
Figure 21.3a shows the relationship between human-caused ﬁre occurrence and FFMC for two regions of the province of Ontario.
Of course, expected human activity in the forest must also be
considered in any prediction. Numerous models that characterize the
relationships between fuel moisture and human-caused ﬁre occurrence
have been developed for speciﬁc regions of Canada (e.g., Martell et al.,
1989; Poulin-Costello, 1993; Wotton et al., 2003). Moisture in the upper
organic layer is important for determining the probability of ignition
from lightning strikes; lightning discharges tend to run down tree boles
and ignite the surface fuels or organic material near the base of the tree.
The DMC has become the standard indicator in Canada of landscape
receptivity to ignition by lightning. Figure 21.3b shows the probability of
lightning ﬁre ignition as a function of DMC for historical ﬁres and
lightning from the forested area of Alberta. Detailed models of lightning
ﬁre occurrence have been developed for speciﬁc regions and include
dependencies on the DMC and other factors (Anderson, 2002; Kourtz &
Todd, 1992; Wotton & Martell, 2005).
It is important to remember that, while the FFMC and DMC seem to
be robust relative indicators of ﬁre occurrence, these relationships will
vary from region to region. To provide quantitative predictions the users
must understand the character of the relationship between these fuel
moisture codes and ﬁre occurrence in their ﬁre management district.
In Canada ﬁre growth across the landscape is modeled using the
Prometheus ﬁre growth model (Tymstra, 2002). Prometheus is very
similar to the FARSITE system (Finney, 1998), relying on the elliptical
wavelet ﬁre propagation formulation (Anderson et al., 1982; Richards,
1990, 1995). In Prometheus, however, the FBP System forms the core ﬁre
behavior engine that drives ﬁre growth. This model, which continues to
be enhanced, is beginning to be used for ﬁre growth scenario evaluation
on large project ﬁres in Canada.
21.4. Fire danger rating and ﬁre behavior prediction in the USA
21.4.1. Fire danger rating

The current version of the U.S. National Fire Danger Rating System
(Fig. 21.4; Schlobohm & Brain, 2002) expresses ﬁre danger through four
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Figure 21.3. Examples of ﬁre occurrence and moisture code relationships for (a) humancaused ﬁres (1976–2004) for two ecoregions in Ontario and (b) lightning-caused ﬁres in the
forested area of Alberta (1984–2004).
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Figure 21.4. Structural diagram of the U.S. National Fire Danger Rating System
(NFDRS).

indices, of which two—the ignition component (IC) and the spread
component (SC)—match Gisborne’s (1928) elements of ﬁre danger. The
IC is a number ranging from 0 to 100 that may be interpreted as the
probability that a ﬁrebrand will start a ﬁre with growth potential.
Schroeder used empirical studies of ignitions in slash pine litter by
Blackmarr (1972) to develop the original ignition probability algorithm of
the 1972 system (Bradshaw et al., 1984). The dependency of IC on SC
(Fig. 21.4) is a modiﬁcation of the 1972 NFDRS IC that the 1978
NFDRS introduced, to limit the ignition probability to ﬁres that achieve
a reportable size.
The SC is the ROS from the Rothermel model, expressed as feet per
minute (Rothermel, 1972). It is very sensitive to wind speed and the
surface area-to-volume ratio of a fuel particle. Because ﬁne fuels have
large surface area-to-volume ratios, they yield relatively high values of SC
compared to larger fuels. Topographic slope also inﬂuences SC. The slope
factor in Rothermel’s equation is a continuous variable, but is limited to
ﬁve classes in the 1978 NFDRS.
The energy release component (ERC) represents the energy ﬂux from
the ﬂaming front of the head ﬁre. It is directly proportional to the heat
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release rate per unit area of the ﬂaming front—the reaction intensity—
and inversely proportional to the surface area-to-volume ratio. Hence,
larger fuels have more inﬂuence on ERC than smaller fuels, in contrast to
the SC. The sensitivity of the ERC to fuel moisture content of both dead
and live fuels makes it the most useful of the four NFDRS indices in
Fig. 21.4 for monitoring short-term drought effects on vegetation. The
1988 revision to the NFDRS integrated the Keetch-Byram Drought
Index (KBDI; Keetch & Byram, 1968) as an intermediate variable that
controlled dead fuel loading due to drought. Other 1988 changes modiﬁed
the calculation of live fuel moisture and the 1-hour dead fuel moisture, as
shown in Fig. 21.4 by the ‘‘(88)’’ annotation (Burgan, 1988).
The SC and ERC combine to give the Burning Index (BI), a number
conceptually equal to 10 times the ﬂame length. It is based on a
relationship Byram (1959) derived between ﬂame length on the one hand
and spread rate and residence time of the ﬂaming front on the other. The
BI therefore has implications for the magnitude of the ﬁre-control
problem under the speciﬁed conditions, and of ﬁre effects on vegetation.
Note the similarity of the BI to the FWI in the CFFDRS.
The inputs to the NFDRS (Fig. 21.4) may be classiﬁed as weather and
nonweather data, the latter comprising fuel and topographic characteristics that are assumed to be ﬁxed over time. The weather variables, of
course, change dynamically over time, but note that the NFDRS uses two
types of weather data. One is an instantaneous description of weather
(1300 LST observation), while the other is composed of summary
statistics of weather over a 24-hour period: maxima and minima, and
totals. In fact, the NFDRS integrates the weather variables over a period
longer than 24 hours in the boxes represented by the Carryover Fuel
Moistures and the KBDI.
The SC, ERC, and ﬂame length describe ﬁre behavior characteristics,
but the NFDRS is not considered a ﬁre behavior prediction system. The
NFDRS provides a large area assessment of worst case conditions for a
quasi-steady-state surface ﬁre. On the other hand, FARSITE has been
designed by Finney (1998) as a ﬁre behavior prediction system.
21.4.2. Fire behavior prediction

Whereas the NFDRS output is a series of indices that characterize ﬁre
danger, FARSITE is a system capable of generating a sequence of ﬁre
perimeters representing the growth of a ﬁre under given fuel, weather, and
terrain conditions. Both systems employ the Rothermel ﬁre spread model,
which predicts the head ﬁre ROS. FARSITE simulates ﬁre growth in two
dimensions with spread algorithms that augment the one-dimensional
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Rothermel model. Finney implemented Richards’ (1990) algorithm
employing Huygens’ principle of wave propagation (Anderson et al.,
1982), which assumes that ﬁre spreads locally in the shape of an ellipse.
By computing the localized ﬁre growth at multiple points of the given ﬁre
perimeter, FARSITE generates the growth increment from the curve that
envelops the local ellipses tangentially. Fuels and terrain data at 30 m
intervals satisfy the need for local ﬁre environment, nonweather data.
FARSITE uses the same weather variables that the NFDRS requires, a
necessity imposed by the Rothermel model. Unlike the NFDRS,
however, FARSITE is not limited to describing the worst case ﬁre
scenario. It has to map the dynamic changes in ﬁre behavior, particularly
as the weather changes over the area of interest, temporally and spatially.
When he introduced FARSITE, Finney (1998) utilized algorithms that
calculated diurnal temperature and humidity variations from given
maxima and minima of those variables (Beck & Trevitt, 1989; Rothermel
et al., 1986), apparently to minimize the weather input requirements.
Subsequently, weather models provided signiﬁcantly higher spatial and
temporal resolution, not to mention a comprehensive physics-based
approach to generate the weather data that FARSITE needs. Finney
modiﬁed FARSITE to take advantage of gridded weather data, when
such data are available.
Fujioka (2002) evaluated the accuracy of FARSITE ﬁre growth
predictions with and without gridded weather inputs for a southern
California ﬁre that burned in 1996. Figure 21.5 is a FARSITE output
showing the fuels (colored polygons), terrain, afternoon wind vectors,
and predicted ﬁre perimeters from this case study. A high-resolution
weather model calculated hourly weather variables at a 2 km grid interval
over the area. The study, which focused on the early, essentially freeburning stage of the ﬁre, revealed complex simulation error patterns,
which included both overprediction and underprediction. It exempliﬁed
the severe test that ﬁre specialists face in predicting ﬁre behavior in
complex ﬁre environments. Although it would be highly desirable to have
weather data on the same 30 m grid interval as the fuels and terrain data,
the lack of a suitable weather model and operational capability make it an
unlikely prospect for the foreseeable future.

21.5. Operational ﬁre systems in Europe

Forest ﬁres in Europe as in many other parts of the world are the
result of a complex interaction between natural processes and humanrelated activities, such that it is difﬁcult to determine the relative
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Figure 21.5. FARSITE simulation of the bee ﬁre in the San Bernardino national forest,
California, summer 1996.

importance of each. Despite the fact that forest ﬁres are mainly
caused by human activity, it is generally recognized that natural
phenomena, namely meteorological conditions, play a very important
role in the entire process. It is therefore very understandable that
the analysis of meteorological factors and their inﬂuence on ﬁre
activity has always been a basic requirement in ﬁre science and
management.
In Western Europe forest ﬁres have a greater incidence in its southern
extent, namely in Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Greece, and the other
countries of the Mediterranean basin. Fires occur mainly during summer,
but in some regions there are also winter ﬁres. The countries of central
and northern Europe have ﬁre problems as well, but on a much smaller
scale. Russia and the other countries of the former Soviet Union, with
their vast territories, experience very large ﬁres. In Europe there were
several methods to assess ﬁre danger associated with meteorology. Some
of these methods were developed for a particular set of conditions, for
example a particular region or a ﬁre season, but others attempted a
broader scope.
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21.5.1. Historical overview

In Portugal a very simple method developed by Ångström in Sweden was
used between 1970 and 1986. This method is based on a very simple ratio
between air temperature and relative humidity. The daily value of the
Ångström index was evaluated at mid-day and threshold values were established to determine three ﬁre danger classes then in use. The index was noncumulative in the sense that it did not take into account the pronounced
effect of a sequence of days with high values of Ångström index and no
precipitation. In 1987 a method based on the Nesterov index was applied
(Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia e Geoﬁsica, 1988). This method had a
cumulative component and used daily values of precipitation and wind velocity in addition to temperature and relative humidity. The modiﬁed Nesterov
index performed quite well and was well accepted by operational institutions.
In Italy, Bovio et al., 1984, developed an original method, the IREPI,
that estimated evapo-transpiration and was applied mainly in the Alpine
Region of Italy to winter ﬁres (from January to April). In France there
were several methods applied by ﬁre experts, and it was common practice
to evaluate more than one index in each region and base operational
decisions on trends deemed signiﬁcant by the decision makers. The more
common methods were developed by Meteo France (Drouet and Sol,
1990). In Spain, a method based on the McArthur system of Australia,
described earlier in this chapter, was applied (Instituto Nacional para la
Conservacion de la Naturaleza, 1988). This was a noncumulative index
that used daily values of air temperature and relative humidity as well.
21.5.2. Comparative study

The variety of methods in use in southern Europe made overall
assessment of the ﬁre danger situation in each country or region very
difﬁcult. For this reason, the European Union (EU) sponsored a study
comparing ﬁre danger rating practices in 1992, which is brieﬂy
summarized here (for further details see Viegas et al., 1999).
The four methods that were used in Portugal, Spain, France, and Italy,
as well as the methods of the CFFDRS (Van Wagner, 1987) were selected
for the study. The U.S. National Fire Danger Rating System (Bradshaw
et al., 1984) was also considered, but it was not retained because it
included other factors besides meteorological ones that made implementation difﬁcult. The regions, time periods, and relevant ﬁre statistics of the
study are given in Table 21.1.
Different parameters were considered to statistically test the relative
efﬁciency of the various ﬁre danger rating methods. In practically all cases
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Table 21.1. Study areas and period of analysis considered in the comparative study of ﬁre
danger rating practices in southern Europe
Region of
study

Alps Haute Provence, France
Bouches du Rhone
Var, France
Eastern Pyrenées, France/Spain
Veneto, Italy
Savona, Italy
Central Portugal

Fire season Period of
study

Jan./Apr.
Jan./Apr.
Jul./Sep.
Jul./Sep.
Jan./Apr.
Jan./Apr.
Jun./Sep.
Jun./Sep.

Area
(km2)

Number of ﬁres

Burned area (ha)

Total Daily av.

Total

Daily av.

1920
3434
48,939
7098
5244
2329
2017
159,373

1.77
50.94
106.39
15.43
14.53
6.45
5.51
261.3

1981–1990 6925
191
1981–1990 5087
675
1986–1990 5973
954
1986–1990 4116
292
1988–1990 18,368
515
1987–1989 1544
284
1987–1989
282
1988–1992 17,216 29,080

0.18
1.47
2.07
0.63
1.43
0.79
0.77
23

it was found that the FWI performance was better than those of other
methods, even for winter ﬁres. As a consequence of this study a
recommendation was made to the European Commission in 1997 to
adopt the CFFDRS as a standard method to assess ﬁre danger in EU
countries. This proposal was immediately adopted by Portugal and
France. Subsequently, the Joint Research Center of the EU developed a
common Web-based service disseminating daily values of the CFFDRS
components computed on a grid of 10 km  10 km.
Similar studies have been carried out in other regions using other
methods, with the result that the FWI performed better than the other
methods almost always. As a consequence the CFFDRS has become a
common language not only among scientists but also between practitioners dealing with ﬁre danger assessment. Recent studies on the impact
of climate change on forest ﬁre activity also use the Canadian system as a
standard tool to quantify the relative changes on ﬁre activity predicted in
the various future climate scenarios.

21.5.3. Calibration of FWI in Portugal

The application of the CFFDRS in each region requires a calibration
because the measurements of each weather station do not represent the
meteorological conditions in absolute terms in the region. Viegas et al.
(2004) applied the Canadian system by performing a calibration of the
FWI to estimate the threshold values for ﬁve ﬁre danger classes in each of
the 18 districts of the Portuguese territory, and by using meteorological
and statistical data on ﬁre occurrence between 1988 and 1996 (Table 21.2).
A good correlation between burned area in Portugal and the average
value of the DC during the summer months was found after a nonlinear
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Table 21.2. Threshold values of FWI deﬁning ﬁre danger classes for six districts of
Portugal
District

V. do Castelo
Braganc- a
Guarda
Coimbra
Évora
Faro

Fire danger class
Low

Moderate

High

Very high

Extreme

o10
o23
o8
o15
o40
o30

15
30
15
22
50
40

30
45
25
30
65
60

45
55
50
45
75
75

W45
W55
W50
W45
W75
W75

transformation of the data (Fig. 21.6). Similarly, it was found that the live
fuel moisture content of shrub vegetation during the summer is well
correlated with a nonlinear transformation of the DC (Fig. 21.7).
The FFMC is a good estimator of the moisture content of dead leaves
of pine and eucalyptus trees that are a very important part of fuel litter in
Portugal (Fig. 21.8). The ISI is in principle correlated with the ROS of ﬁre
in a given fuel bed. Experimental results obtained in Central Portugal for
Erica type shrubs conﬁrm this assertion after applying a nonlinear
transformation (Fig. 21.9).
21.6. Summary

Fire science, now about a century old, has contributed substantially to
wildland ﬁre management. Nevertheless, many knowledge gaps remain.
Although there are many challenges in predicting unplanned ﬁres,
predicting the behavior of prescribed ﬁres creates new challenges because
the pattern of ignition becomes an added variable. Prescribed burning
takes place under relatively mild conditions, and the degree of precision
sought for this activity may be higher than in the case of unplanned ﬁres
(McArthur, 1962). The prescription is often designed to achieve a certain
fuel reduction, such as over a certain proportion of ground at an intensity
that allows ﬁre control with available resources (e.g., Marsden-Smedley,
1993). Prescribed ﬁre behavior guides have been developed for many
situations including different vegetation types, standing timber crops of
various types, and logging debris.
As wildland ﬁre management is a global problem, its solution suggests
the need for a global enterprise. Similarities between the operational
systems in Australia, Europe, and North America reﬂect the beneﬁt of
shared knowledge and experience. The Canadian FWI has become a
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Figure 21.6. Total burned area as a function of the average value of the drought code (DC)
in Portugal in the period 1987–2000.
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Figure 21.7. Live fuel moisture content of shrubs (Calluna vulgaris) as a function of
drought code (DC) in Portugal during summer.

standard tool to estimate ﬁre danger conditions correlated to meteorology in Europe. Provided that it is calibrated using local data, it can be
applied to a large range of conditions, and its components can be used to
assess various relevant properties of ﬁre danger, namely the fuel moisture
content and the overall severity of a ﬁre season. Currently, new methods
are being developed combining FWI with other sources of data, such as
those derived from satellite sensors.
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Figure 21.8. Dead fuel moisture content of tree leaves (Eucalyptus globulus) as a function of
ﬁne fuel moisture code (FFMC).
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Figure 21.9. Rate of spread of a ﬁre in shrub vegetation (Erica arborea) as a function of
initial spread index (ISI).

Mounting concerns about wildland ﬁre impacts on air quality and global
climate also require further research. In this area, the linkage between ﬁre
behavior modeling and air quality modeling is yet to be explored. This
research would result in a more dynamic and therefore more realistic
description of the temporal and spatial variability of ﬁre emissions and
their effects on ecosystems and people.
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Chapter 22
Regional Real-Time Smoke Prediction Systems
Susan M. O’Neill, Narasimhan (Sim) K. Larkin, Jeanne Hoadley,
Graham Mills, Joseph K. Vaughan, Roland R. Draxler, Glenn Rolph,
Mark Ruminski and Sue A. Ferguson
Abstract
Several real-time smoke prediction systems have been developed
worldwide to help land managers, farmers, and air quality regulators
balance land management needs against smoke impacts. Proﬁled
here are four systems that are currently operational for regional
domains for North America and Australia, providing forecasts to a
well-developed user community. The systems link ﬁre activity data,
fuels information, and consumption and emissions models, with
weather forecasts and dispersion models to produce a prediction of
smoke concentrations from prescribed ﬁres, wildﬁres, or agricultural
ﬁres across a region. The USDA Forest Service’s BlueSky system is
operational for regional domains across the United States and
obtains prescribed burn information and wildﬁre information from
databases compiled by various agencies along with satellite ﬁre
detections. The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) smoke prediction system is initialized with satellite
ﬁre detections and is operational across North America. Washington
State University’s ClearSky agricultural smoke prediction system is
operational in the states of Idaho and Washington, and burn
location information is input via a secure Web site by regulators in
those states. The Australian Bureau of Meteorology smoke
prediction system is operational for regional domains across
Australia for wildﬁres and prescribed burning. Operational uses of
these systems are emphasized as well as the approaches to evaluate
their performance given the uncertainties associated with each
system’s subcomponents. These real-time smoke prediction systems
Corresponding author: E-mail: susan.oneill@por.usda.gov
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are providing a point of interagency understanding between land
managers and air regulators from which to negotiate the conﬂicting
needs of ecological ﬁre use while minimizing air quality health impacts.

22.1. Introduction

Smoke from ﬁre is a local, regional, national, and often international
issue. Large wildﬁres cause air quality impacts that are detectable on
continental scales and beyond. Because ﬁre is a natural and often
integral part of many ecosystems, it is necessary for continued ecosystem
health and maintenance. In the United States, prescribed ﬁre use is
increasing in order to counteract a history of ﬁre suppression that has left
many forests susceptible to catastrophic wildﬁres. Meanwhile wheat
stubble burning and grass seed burning are typical practices in many
farming communities. Many of these burning activities occur at rural/
urban interfaces and can impact sensitive populations such as children,
asthmatics, and the elderly. In order to maximize the ability of land
managers and farmers to utilize planned burning activities for ecological
and crop productivity, while at the same time avoiding adverse air quality
impacts, tools for predicting the impacts of burning are necessary to
balance conﬂicting goals (Sandberg et al., 1999) and effectively manage
smoke.
In many parts of the world ﬁre is seasonally a large component of the
atmospheric chemistry and atmospheric burden of pollutants, contributing signiﬁcantly to ozone formation, PM2.5 emission and formation, and
emissions of other trace gases into the atmosphere. Therefore, global air
quality prediction systems have begun incorporating ﬁre emissions.
Examples include Goddard Earth Observing System global chemical
transport model (GEOS-Chem; Bey et al., 2001), Fire Locating and
Modeling of Burning Emissions (FLAMBE; Reid et al., 2001), and the
Navy Aerosol Analysis and Prediction System (NAAPS, http://
www.nrlmry.navy.mil/aerosol/), which are run in real-time or near realtime.
Unlike these global systems, most regional air quality prediction
systems do not yet routinely include ﬁre emission estimates in their
emission inventories and output products. However, four air quality
dispersion systems not only include ﬁre emission data but also provide
smoke predictions from ﬁre. These systems all have well-deﬁned user
bases and produce real-time predictions available via the Web, by
integrating with burn information systems (both land-based and
satellite-based). The USDA Forest Service’s (USFS) BlueSky system
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serves the smoke management community and operates regionally
across the United States, using both prescribed and wildﬁre burn
information. The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) smoke prediction system is designed to support the air
quality community needs and operates nationally using satellite ﬁre
detections. Washington State University’s ClearSky prediction system
focuses on agricultural burning in the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest and
contains user input burn information. The Australian Bureau of
Meteorology smoke prediction system is operational for regional
domains across Australia covering both wildﬁres and prescribed
burning.
Smoke forecasts link together, either explicitly or implicitly, a number
of steps including the amount of fuel available, the fuel consumed, the
speciated emissions and when they are released, how high the plume rises,
and the resulting smoke transport. Each of these steps can be modeled
explicitly or simpliﬁed with bulk formula calculations that combine steps.
Thus, smoke forecasts rely on a number of models and assumptions that
make smoke predictions inherently uncertain. Before these regional realtime smoke prediction systems existed, the burden was on the land
manager to gather the various inputs and run them with smoke prediction
programs installed on their personal computer (PC), as discussed in
Breyfogle and Ferguson (1996). Only single ﬁres or a set of ﬁres known by
the user could be processed with these PC-based systems. The
Department of Forestry in Florida, USA, developed the ﬁrst online tool
that integrates meteorological forecasts, GIS data, and smoke dispersion
models to give a smoke prediction based on user-entered burn
information (http://ﬂame.ﬂ-dof.com/wildﬁre/). With the advent of
regional real-time smoke prediction systems that integrate the necessary
data, despite the uncertainties associated with each smoke prediction, the
systems proﬁled here are providing a point of interagency understanding
between land managers and air regulators from which to negotiate the
conﬂicting needs of ecological ﬁre use while minimizing air quality health
impacts.
This chapter compares and contrasts the four systems, their
methodology, and user needs for each, in order to examine the common
components and differences inherent in each approach to smoke
forecasting. We ﬁrst examine the components that make up a smoke
prediction system in Section 22.2, before detailing the speciﬁcs of the four
systems in Section 22.3. System evaluation issues are discussed in Section
22.4 and operational uses, both current and potential, are discussed in
Section 22.5. Finally, we discuss the future of real-time smoke prediction
systems in Section 22.6.
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22.2. Components of a smoke prediction system

In order to model smoke from ﬁre, a smoke prediction system links
together a series of logical steps, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 22.1.
Dispersion models require knowledge of ﬁre emissions distributed over
time, which in turn rely on knowledge of the amount of fuel consumed.
This process begins with the primary inputs: ﬁre activity data such as ﬁre
size and location, and atmospheric model data describing the full threedimensional state of the atmosphere as it evolves over time. It ends with
smoke concentrations, typically in terms of particulate matter (PM) with
an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to 2.5 mm (PM2.5), estimates
of plume extents, and trajectories showing where a neutrally buoyant
parcel of air will travel over the course of the next several hours. Some
real-time smoke prediction systems also include information about other
trace gases and aerosols emitted from ﬁres, such as carbon dioxide (CO2),
carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of
nitrogen (NOX), ammonia (NH3), and particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 10 mm (PM10).
By linking together the latest information in ﬁre tracking, meteorological forecasts, fuels, consumption/emissions, dispersion, and trajectories,
smoke prediction systems integrate the current state of knowledge in all of
these areas. Each modeling step is discussed in detail below.

Figure 22.1. Modeling and data components of smoke prediction systems.
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22.2.1. Meteorological data inputs

The availability and quality of the meteorological predictions are a key
factor controlling the accuracy of the smoke predictions. Meteorological
inputs are supplied by real-time weather prediction models such as the
Pennsylvania State University/National Center for Atmospheric
Research 5th generation Mesoscale Meteorological (MM5) model (Grell
et al., 1994), the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
(Skamarock et al., 2005), the North America Model (NAM, Janjic, 2003,
formerly known as the Eta model, Mesinger et al., 1988), the Global
Forecast System (GFS, Kalnay et al., 1990), or the Australian Limited
Area Prediction System (LAPS; Puri et al., 1998). The accuracy of the
meteorological forecasts, particularly the wind speed and direction and
planetary boundary layer height, directly control the resulting accuracy of
the smoke prediction.
22.2.2. Fire activity data inputs

To create a smoke prediction, ﬁre information—minimally location and
some measure of area burned—is needed. This can be obtained from
ground-based reporting systems or remotely sensed from satellites. The
information available varies widely, particularly from ground-based
systems, which are usually driven by regulatory requirements. Some
systems only record a wide range of potential dates for a permitted burn
and not actual ignitions; some report only total ﬁre size even for multiday burns such as wildﬁres; some have signiﬁcant (multi-day) lags before
information becomes available. In each case care must be taken to
appropriately use the recorded information. Consistency in the reported
data (e.g., types of burns reported) is also problematic as databases
maintained by regulatory agencies vary from region to region.
Detecting ﬁres by satellite can provide a complete and relatively
homogenous picture of where ﬁres are currently occurring. A variety of
satellite products are available, with perhaps the most popular platforms
being the polar satellites (NASA’s MODerate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer-MODIS, and NOAA-15/17/18) due to their higher
spatial resolution (1 km). Depending on the product used, reports can be
obtained within 15 min to 3 h of detection, and coverage can be
continuous from geostationary satellites (e.g., the Geostational Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)), or daily swathes from polar
orbiting satellites (e.g., MODIS). Combined reports are also available. In
all cases, however, satellite detections suffer from coverage issues, as
clouds and thick smoke obscure ﬁre detection. Polar orbiting satellites
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also have issues of variable swath timing for a given location, thus
potentially missing (not detecting) short duration ﬁres such as prescribed
ﬁres, agricultural burns and other small ﬁres. However, the satellite
sensor can detect ﬁres as small as 0.5 ha under optimal conditions.
22.2.3. Fuel loadings

Quantiﬁcation of the fuels that are burning is necessary in order to
estimate emissions. Fuel-loading information can be provided as part of
the ﬁre activity data, obtained from regional maps of fuel load
estimations, or set at some best estimate for a region or burn type. In
the United States there are two national maps of fuel loadings, both on
1-km grids: the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS; Cohen &
Deeming, 1985) and the Fuel Characteristic Classiﬁcation System (FCCS;
McKenzie et al., 2007). In the future, mapped fuel loadings that extend
beyond national borders will be necessary to provide consistent fuelloading estimates for systems operating at an international and global
scale.
22.2.4. Fire growth

To create a smoke prediction, ﬁre growth must also be estimated over the
future period of interest. In the case of prescribed ﬁre and agricultural
burns, this growth is known and can be utilized. For wildﬁres, growth
must be calculated. Most real-time smoke prediction systems assume
simple growth equations such as persistence (ﬁre growth tomorrow ¼ ﬁre
growth today).
22.2.5. Consumption and emissions

After determining the ﬁre growth, fuel consumption and emissions can be
modeled. Fuel consumption and emissions are a function of the efﬁciency
of combustion, which is a function of the ﬁre lighting technique, fuel
moisture, and atmospheric conditions. Consumption models estimate the
quantity of fuel consumed by a ﬁre, utilizing meteorological and fuel
moisture conditions. Emissions models then apply emission factors to the
consumed material for various gases and aerosols, including CO, CO2,
CH4, HC, NOX, NH3, PM2.5, and PM10. Consumption and emissions
models are sometimes combined, such as in the commonly used
Emissions Production Model (EPM)/CONSUME model (Sandberg &
Peterson, 1984). Most consumption and emissions models (such as EPM/
CONSUME) rely on emission factors based on empirical data measured
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from burns conducted under a variety of atmospheric conditions and fuel
types (Andreae & Merlet, 2001; Battye & Battye, 2002). The Fire
Emissions Production System (FEPS; Anderson et al., 2004) uses
combustion efﬁciency to calculate fuel consumption and emissions, and
efforts are underway to incorporate FEPS into real-time smoke
prediction systems. For uniform fuels (such as wheat stubble and seed
crop residue) ﬁre emissions can be estimated from the ﬁre spread rate and
fuel loading.
22.2.6. Dispersion and trajectory models

Smoke transport can be simulated using either Lagrangian trajectory or
dispersion models, or Eulerian air quality modeling systems. Trajectory
models provide information on the location of the plume, while
dispersion models also provide plume concentration values. Typically
smoke prediction systems focus on Lagrangian particle or puff models,
while air quality modeling systems that extend beyond ﬁre smoke utilize
more complex Eulerian chemistry models. Two U.S. air quality
dispersion models currently used in real-time smoke predictions systems
are the Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model
(HYSPLIT; Draxler & Hess, 1997, 1998) and the CALifornia Lagrangian
PUFF (CALPUFF) model (Scire et al., 2000).
HYSPLIT was developed and is maintained by NOAA’s Air Resources
Laboratory (ARL) and is designed to support a wide range of simulations
related to the transport, dispersion, and deposition of pollutants,
including ash from volcanic eruptions, smoke from wildﬁres, and
emissions of anthropogenic pollutants. HYSPLIT can compute both
trajectories and particulate concentration ﬁelds from a pollutant source.
The HYSPLIT computation is composed of three components: particle
transport by the mean wind, a turbulent transport component, and the
computation of air concentration. Recent revisions to the model to
support the smoke forecasting include a plume rise component and links
with ﬁre emission models. At a minimum, HYSPLIT requires threedimensional ﬁelds of the vector wind components and temperature.
CALPUFF was developed by Sigma Research Corporation (now part
of Earth Tech, Inc.) and is a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) recommended guideline model for regulatory applications
estimating air quality impacts (40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
51 Appendix W). CALPUFF is a Gaussian puff dispersion model that
simulates nonsteady point, volume, line, and area source emissions, and
the resulting downwind concentrations by assuming that plume dispersion occurs in a Gaussian pattern. For buoyant area sources (such as
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ﬁres), CALPUFF estimates plume rise, accounting for differences
between the plume and ambient air temperatures and providing for
mixing between the two as the plume advects downwind. Puffs are
released at ﬂame height, which is calculated from Cetegen et al. (1982)
using the heat-released estimates from EPM. CALPUFF requires threedimensional ﬁelds of the vector wind components and temperature, and
two-dimensional ﬁelds describing atmospheric stability and mixing
height.
Table 22.1 summarizes the source of ﬁre activity, fuel-loading
information, and the consumption, emission, meteorological, and air
quality data/models used in each of the real-time smoke prediction
systems.

22.3. Real-time smoke prediction systems

Several real-time smoke prediction systems are currently operational
around the globe, providing predictions of smoke concentrations from
ﬁre to a clientele of land managers, farmers, and air quality regulators.
Proﬁled below are four systems currently operational for regions of
North America and Australia that provide forecasts to well-developed
user communities.
22.3.1. BlueSky: Predicting smoke from prescribed and wildland ﬁres regionally
across the United States

The concept of the BlueSky smoke modeling framework was developed in
the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest by a group of land managers, ﬁre researchers,
and air quality regulators seeking to link existing information about ﬁre,
fuels, meteorology, and air quality into a system that could aid in smoke
management. BlueSky’s original goal was to help burners understand
where the smoke from a burn will go before it is ignited; however,
BlueSky’s use has expanded to include wildﬁre incident command teams
and air quality regulators (O’Neill et al., 2005).
BlueSky is a modular framework of ﬁre activity, fuels information,
consumption, emissions, meteorological, and air quality modeling
systems that produces daily predictions of PM2.5 concentrations across
the region. The USFS Atmosphere and Fire Interaction Research and
Engineering (AirFIRE) Team (http://www.fs.fed.us/bluesky) leads the
development efforts of the system. By deﬁning standard interfaces,
BlueSky is able to implement a variety of model choices at each modeling
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Fire activity

BlueSky
ClearSky
NOAA
Australia
a

Ground-based, satellite
Ground-based
Satellite
Ground-based, satellite

Fuel loading

Consumption
model

Emissions model

FCCS
kg/haa
NFDRS
None

CONSUME
100%
CONSUME
None

EPM
g/kga
EPM
Single ﬁxed
emission rate

Meteorological
model

Dispersion model

MM5/WRF
MM5/WRF
NAM-WRF/GFS
Australian
meso-LAPS

CALPUFF, HYSPLIT
CALPUFF
HYSPLIT
HYSPLIT
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Table 22.1. Source of ﬁre activity, fuel loading, and the consumption, emission, meteorological and air quality data/models used in each of the
real-time smoke prediction systems

Estimates provided for wheat stubble and Kentucky bluegrass residue burning.
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step (the most common choices are listed in Table 22.1). Additionally,
since the framework can be started and stopped at any interface, BlueSky
can be used to process emissions for other smoke prediction efforts, such
as inputs to Eulerian air quality models or hind-casts of smoke impact
episodes.
Currently, daily BlueSky predictions of surface PM2.5 concentrations
are available across the U.S. through a collection of regional modeling
efforts run by the USFS Fire Consortia for the Advanced Modeling of
Meteorology and Smoke (FCAMMS; http://www.fs.fed.us/fcamms;
Fig. 22.2a). Additionally, BlueSky-processed wildﬁre emissions are used
in other smoke prediction systems including the ClearSky and NOAA
systems discussed below. In the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest, wildﬁre emissions
are processed through BlueSky into a format for input into the
Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ; Byun & Schere, 2006)
modeling system as described in Pouliot et al. (2005) and used in the
AIRPACT-3 (Vaughan et al., 2004, http://www.airpact-3.wsu.edu) air
quality forecast system operational for the northwestern United States.
This was the ﬁrst inclusion of daily ﬁre information in a real-time
Eulerian air quality modeling system to predict downwind chemical
concentrations from ﬁres.
BlueSky has been developed to be ﬂexible in how it obtains and
utilizes ﬁre activity data, partially because of the wide variety of
reporting systems implemented regionally in the U.S. At a minimum,
BlueSky requires ﬁre location and daily ﬁre growth, which can be
problematic for wildﬁres in which typically only ﬁre size and initial
ignition point are reported. If additional ﬁre activity data, such as fuel
loadings, fuel moisture, and ﬁre type, are included in the input,
this information is carried through the framework and used preferentially. If this information is not available, default values or models are
used.
For regional forecasts by the FCAMMS, BlueSky is connected to a
variety of ground-based ﬁre-reporting systems and automatically downloads data from these systems. BlueSky uses a variety of generic
download methods, including a Web form interface to allow outside
users to enter information on their ﬁre, as well as a simple Web or ftp
download. Nationally, BlueSky is connected to the U.S. national wildﬁre
and wildland ﬁre use reporting system, via the Incident Command System
(ICS)-209 reports. The daily ICS-209 reports contain information, such as
current area burned and ignition location for wildﬁres typically greater
than 100 acres in size. Regionally, for the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest,
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Figure 22.2. Location of regional BlueSky predictions across the U.S. implemented by the
USDA Forest Service Fire Consortia for the Advanced Modeling of Meteorology and
Smoke (FCAMMS; http://www.fs.fed.us/fcamms) (a). BlueSkyRAINS output for August
25, 2006, at 8 P.M. PM2.5 concentrations (colored contours in units of mg/m3) and trajectories
(initiated at red squares) predicted from wildﬁres across the northwestern U.S. and western
Canada are overlaid on gray-shaded topography. Trajectory dots are color-coded with
height (see map legend, b). Acronyms: Northwest Regional Modeling Consortium
(NWRMC), California and Nevada Smoke and Air Committee (CANSAC), Rocky
Mountain Consortium (RMC), Southern High Resolution Modeling Consortium
(SHRMC), Eastern Area Modeling Consortium (EAMC). Forest Service Lab-Remote
Sensing (FSLRS).
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BlueSky is connected to many ground-based prescribed ﬁre-reporting
systems including:
 The Fuel Analysis, Smoke Tracking, and Report Access Computer
System (FASTRACS; http://www.fs.fed.us/r6/ﬁre/fastracs), which
includes federal prescribed ﬁre data in the states of Oregon and
Washington.
 The Montana/Idaho airshed group prescribed burn reporting system,
which includes private, state, and federal prescribed ﬁre data in the
states of Montana and Idaho.
 The Washington State Department of Natural Resources system,
which includes private, state, and federal prescribed ﬁre data in
Washington State.
 The Oregon Department of Forestry burn reporting system, which
includes private and state prescribed ﬁre data in Oregon State.
 The British Columbia wildﬁre reporting system.
 The ClearSky agricultural burn prediction system, which includes
private and tribal agricultural ﬁre data in the states of Washington and
Idaho.
Also, BlueSky is now connected to a system that reconciles these
ground reports with satellite ﬁre detects from the NOAA Hazard
Mapping System. This system will become the default for FCAMMS
BlueSky predictions across the United States in summer 2008.
With all prescribed burning operations there is a difference between
what is planned for a particular day and what is actually accomplished.
BlueSky also obtains burn accomplishment reports from the above
systems where available to initialize each forecast with carry-over smoke
from the previous day’s burn.
Meteorological data, used to drive the emission estimates and
dispersion and trajectory models can be obtained from several sources,
including the MM5 and/or the WRF mesoscale meteorological models.
The meteorology deﬁnes the domain of the BlueSky simulation, another
feature that allows BlueSky’s quick and easy adaptation to domains
nationally and internationally. BlueSky is typically run on 4-km and
12-km grids; however 1-km and 36-km gridded domains have also been
applied over North Carolina and the western United States, respectively
(http://www.fs.fed.us/bluesky).
Many different models are available for each calculation step in
BlueSky; here we describe only the most common conﬁguration. If fuelloading information is not provided by the user or the burn reporting
system, then the U.S. 1-km FCCS mapping is used by default.
Consumption and emissions are calculated by the EPM model, which is
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integrated with the CONSUME model. For prescribed ﬁres, EPM
provides an emission proﬁle allocating emissions over time, while for
wildﬁres, the diurnal emissions proﬁle developed by the Western Regional
Air Partnership (WRAP; http://www.wrapair.org) is applied. PM2.5
concentrations are estimated using the buoyant area source input method
of CALPUFF. The HYSPLIT model is used to calculate trajectories from
each ﬁre. Currently, trajectories are released at a height of 10 m and travel
for 12 h so that a land manager can view not only where smoke from a
particular burn may travel through the day but where the smoke goes into
the evening when it can become trapped in mountain valleys. Efforts are
underway to incorporate plume rise estimates into the trajectory release
height.
Graphics of BlueSky output are produced in two forms: (1) static and
animated images and (2) the RAINS (Rapid Access Information System),
Geographical Information System (GIS)-based Web interface, developed
by the EPA in the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest. Figure 22.2b shows an example
of the BlueSkyRAINS (http://www.fcamms.org) display of PM2.5
concentrations and trajectories from wildﬁres across the northwestern
United States and western Canada. RAINS allows the user to customize
the display by zooming in and out—selecting various data layers, such as
smoke concentrations and trajectories, meteorological forecasts, sensitive
receptors, roads and terrain—and obtaining quantitative results from a
variety of database queries. Features of RAINS include the ability to
query the underlying data to obtain fuel-loading information and total
emissions of PM2.5, CO2, CO, CH4, NOX, HC, SO2, and PM10, and
access data from air quality monitoring networks.
22.3.2. ClearSky: Predicting smoke from agricultural ﬁres in the northwestern
United States

In the arid intermountain region of the northwestern United States,
which includes the eastern part of Washington State, parts of the Idaho
Panhandle, and parts of eastern Oregon, smoke from agricultural
burning, a typical practice in this region, has become a subject of
litigation, legislation, and governmental and scientiﬁc interest. In January
2001, the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality proposed creation of
a smoke modeling tool for decision support in the Idaho smoke
management program administered by Idaho’s Department of Agriculture. This led to the development of Washington State University’s
ClearSky smoke prediction system (http://www.clearsky.wsu.edu).
Agricultural burning in this area is primarily of two kinds: wheat
stubble and residue after harvest of Kentucky bluegrass (KBG), a
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Figure 22.3. ClearSky domain elevations. The red rectangle indicates the original
application for the Rathdrum Prairie and Coeur d’Alene tribal reservation. The black
rectangle indicates the expansion to Eastern Washington and the Nez Perce Tribal reservation
in Idaho. The pink rectangle indicated the application for boundary county, Idaho.

proﬁtable seed crop. ClearSky was initially formulated for treatment of
smoke for burning on the KBG ﬁelds of the Rathdrum Prairie near Coeur
d’Alene (CDA), Idaho, and also for burning on the nearby Coeur d’Alene
tribal reservation (Fig. 22.3, red rectangle). The ClearSky system became
operational in the summer of 2001 for the Rathdrum Prairie and CDA
areas, and was signiﬁcantly expanded in 2002 to include eastern
Washington and the Nez Perce Tribal (NPT) reservation (Fig. 22.3,
black rectangle).
Operationally, ClearSky uses the 4-km real-time MM5 numerical
meteorological domain prediction from the University of Washington
(Mass et al., 2003), and emission scenarios deﬁned by users, to drive a
CALPUFF simulation producing hourly surface level PM2.5 concentrations. Fundamental to the concept of ClearSky is the user generating a
hypothetical burn scenario for their jurisdiction and reviewing the
ClearSky results for that burn scenario before making decisions to ignite
a burn. Field burning scenarios are deﬁned via a Web-application the day
before, and the simulation runs overnight after the meteorological
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forecast becomes available. Typically, about 10 scenario forecasts are run
nightly, including a set of default scenarios. Comprehensive databases of
ﬁelds from which the users create scenarios have been created speciﬁc to
the Coeur d’Alene Tribe, Rathdrum Prairie, Nez Perce Tribe, and
Washington State Department of Ecology operational regions. Animations of gif images are produced for viewing the PM2.5 concentration
ﬁelds on the Web and are used by the local state and tribal agencies in
their burn decision-making process.
In converting acreage and crop type into emissions parameters,
information such as areal burn rates (ha/h), fuel loadings (kg/ha), and
emission factors (g/kg) must be speciﬁed. Areal burn rates and fuel loadings
are estimated based on agency expertise and are included in the database of
agricultural ﬁelds. Emissions factors are based on values from wheat
stubble and KBG from studies conducted by Air Sciences, Inc. (2003, 2004).
The initial ClearSky treatment of emissions assumed that the plume
from a ﬁeld of burning stubble should be handled through CALPUFF’s
buoyant area-emissions capability. Observation of ﬁeld burning suggested
that addition of a line source might better capture the intense buoyancy
associated with the ﬂaming front in a ﬁeld ﬁre. Particulate production is
most strongly associated with combustion stages that are not ﬂaming,
primarily post-ﬂaming smoldering (Ward, 2001). Field observations show
that the buoyancy from the ﬂame front generates horizontal ﬂows of
replacement air, which entrain much of the smoke produced by nearby
non-ﬂaming combustion that carries the smoke into the ﬂame front.
Therefore, a buoyant line source is used to simulate the ﬂaming front, in
addition to an area source.
Another research effort to improve the ClearSky predictions and provide
a measure of uncertainty explored using an ensemble of 17, 12-km MM5
meteorological simulations to generate an ensemble of CALPUFF PM2.5
predictions, thereby providing probabilistic guidance (Heitkamp, 2006).
ClearSky ensembles were analyzed for 2 days with heavy ﬁeld burning in
2004, using accomplished burn data (Jain et al., 2007). Ensemble average
hourly PM2.5 results were compared with hourly monitoring results to
calculate normalized mean error in PM2.5 for each day. The 12-km
ensemble system average results were encouraging, showing slightly better
error statistics than the original 4-km ClearSky system.
22.3.3. The NOAA-HYSPLIT smoke forecast system: Predicting smoke from
satellite sensed ﬁres across North America

NOAA’s interest in ﬁres and smoke started in the spring of 1998 during
the massive transport of smoke from ﬁres in Central America across
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Texas, the southeast United States and as far north as the Mid-Atlantic
States. In response, an operational ﬁre and smoke program at NOAA’s
National Environmental Satellite and Data Information Service (NESDIS) was developed primarily to support National Weather Service
(NWS) needs in that region. As part of that program the Hazard
Mapping System (HMS) was developed in 2001 (Ruminski et al., 2006) as
an interactive tool to identify ﬁres and smoke produced over North
America in an operational environment. The NOAA-HYSPLIT ‘‘Interim
Smoke Forecast Tool’’ was then implemented until the ﬁre emissions
could be implemented in the operational air quality modeling (Otte et al.,
2005).
The HMS ﬁre detection system uses two geostationary and ﬁve polar
orbiting environmental satellites with automated ﬁre detection algorithms
employed for each sensor. The polar satellites (NASA’s MODIS and
NOAA-15/17/18) are the preferred platforms for determining ﬁre size due
to their higher spatial resolution (1 km). Each algorithm utilizes multispectral imagery and applies a form of temperature threshold to evaluate
each hotspot. The HMS analysis domain includes all of North America
but is adjusted seasonally to include each speciﬁc region’s prime burning
activity season (i.e., Central America in spring, Alaska in summer).
Human analysts use visual satellite imagery and apply quality control
procedures for the automated ﬁre detections to eliminate hot spots that
are deemed to be false and to add hot spots that the algorithms have not
detected. The addition and deletion of ﬁre locations are based on analyst
experience in satellite image interpretation, consistency of a ﬁre signal
across image times and platforms, and conﬁrmation via the presence
of smoke emissions. (These data are available daily at: http://www.
ﬁredetect.noaa.gov.)
The NOAA real-time smoke prediction system (http://www.arl.noaa.
gov/smoke/forecast.html) uses the HYSPLIT dispersion model coupled
with the NAM-WRF meteorological data, which is run on a 12-km grid
at intervals of 1-hr over the continental United States; and the 3-h
1-degree grid-spacing GFS data ﬁelds for any ﬁre locations that may be
outside of the NAM domain. Therefore, the smoke prediction system can
include ﬁres in Alaska, Canada, and south through Central America,
approximately 7–75 degrees north latitude. Fires identiﬁed as producing
smoke in the satellite imagery by the HMS analysts are utilized. These
ﬁres are a subset of all ﬁre hot spots. The number of input points
representing a ﬁre is considered to be proportional to an approximation
of the areal extent of the ﬁre. Dispersion calculations are run once a day
using the 0600 UTC forecast cycle. Hourly average output maps of PM2.5
concentrations are produced using the HMS ﬁre locations for the
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previous day. Because of the concern over the effects of ﬁne particulates,
the model simulation is focused on PM2.5 concentrations, although any
species available in the emission inventory could be modeled. The
dispersion simulation consists of a 24-h analysis simulation run for the
previous day, and a 48-h forecast simulation, which assumes that
yesterday’s ﬁres will continue to burn today and tomorrow unless ﬁre
duration information is available for a particular ﬁre. The smoke particle
positions at the end of each analysis period are used to initialize the next
day’s analysis simulation.
PM2.5 emissions and heat released are estimated from the emissions
processing portion of the BlueSky system based on ﬁre size and location.
The system consists of the EPM model integrated with the CONSUME
model and the NFDRS fuel loadings. The ﬁre area is computed from the
sum of the number of ﬁre locations provided by the HMS analysis within
an emission aggregation grid currently set to a 20-km resolution. In the
smoke prediction computation, particles are released at the ﬁnal plume
rise height from the center of each emission grid cell that contains one or
more ﬁre locations. The heat release rate from EPM/CONSUME, in
conjunction with the forecast meteorology, is used to compute a ﬁnal
plume rise (Briggs, 1969).
Two PM2.5 concentration grids are deﬁned for each simulation, each
having a grid spacing of 15 km. One grid creates hourly averaged PM2.5
concentrations from the ground to 5 km (Fig. 22.4) for comparison with
satellite smoke plume observations. The second grid deﬁnes the layer in
the lowest 100 m as hourly average PM2.5 concentrations for air quality
applications.
The ofﬁcial NWS hourly graphical output for each forecast hour over
the continental United States is posted daily as part of the Air Quality
Forecast Guidance from the NWS National Digital Guidance Database
(http://www.weather.gov/aq). An archive of data for 30 days as well as
the current forecast maps for various geographic regions or the national
domain are available from NOAA’s Air Resources Laboratory’s web
page (http://www.arl.noaa.gov/smoke/forecast.html).
Although the NOAA-HYSPLIT smoke prediction system features the
incorporation of real-time satellite ﬁre detection data, these data are a
source of uncertainty. The number of ﬁres undetected by the automated
algorithms and added by analysts can represent over 50% the annual
total. Some of this is due to the navigational discrepancies between the
satellites and variation even from image to image for the same satellite
platform. Thus, a single ﬁre may be represented by multiple automated
hot spots clustered around the actual ﬁre location. Another major issue is
predicting which ﬁres will be continuous through the forecast period.
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Figure 22.4. One-hour average (6 am–7 am 9/9/2006) 0–5000 m column integrated PM2.5
concentration calculated by the NOAA-HYSPLIT smoke prediction system at the end of the
24-hour analysis period used for the initialization of the 48-hour forecast.

Some ﬁres, such as large wildﬁres, are both easily detected and likely to
continue to burn. However, this is not the case for most of the
agricultural and prescribed burns and many of the small wildﬁres.
The ﬁre area is currently determined by the number of detections in a grid
cell—this can also be problematic for the smaller ﬁres.
The HMS smoke plume analysis is used to evaluate the NOAAHYSPLIT smoke prediction. As part of the HMS, areas of smoke are
outlined by an analyst using animated visible channel imagery. Visible
band imagery is used to detect the HMS smoke plumes, but clouds can
hinder detection during the day, and detection is not possible at night. In
November 2006, a quantitative estimate of the smoke concentration
associated with the HMS plume analysis was implemented. The
estimation is based on output from the GOES Aerosol and Smoke
Product (GASP; Knapp, 2002) and visual inspection of the plume. While
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GASP utilizes reduced 4-km visible band imagery, the analyst views the
full 1-km resolution available from GOES. Three categories of smoke
concentration are speciﬁed by the analyst: 5 (light), 16 (medium), and 27
(thick) mg/m3. This single value is the midpoint of a range of values that
are being represented: 0.1–10.5 mg/m3 (light), 10.5–21.5 mg/m3 (medium),
and greater than 21.5 mg/m3 (thick).
22.3.4. Predicting smoke from wildﬁres in Australia

The Australian Smoke Management System (Wain & Mills, 2006) was
developed to assist land managers in planning prescribed burns while
mitigating impacts of smoke from these ﬁres. The climatological window
for prescribed burning in southern Australia occurs in the Australian spring
and autumn, avoiding summer drought and winter rains. Unfortunately,
optimum conditions for prescribed burning coincide with typically anticyclonic weather patterns, providing less then ideal dispersion conditions.
Dispersion forecasts are also issued based on hot spots identiﬁed from
MODIS satellite imagery to provide information on smoke from wildﬁres.
Components of the system are the meteorological ﬁelds from the
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems operated by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (the Bureau) and transport and dispersion
calculations from the HYSPLIT model. Speciﬁcally, the smoke prediction
system relies on several higher resolution domains (0.05 degree) over the
populated areas of the country as shown in Fig. 22.5. Concentration grids
are output at four vertical levels: 10, 150, 500, and 1500 m. For the initial
system implementation a source concentration of 1 arbitrary unit has
been speciﬁed, with the forecast concentrations being relative to this
value. This was done because of large uncertainties in the fuel-loading
information and lack of an emissions model. The outermost contour
interval for the concentration forecasts was selected to coincide with the
edges of the visible smoke plume based on ﬁeld studies where both
aircraft and ground observations of the smoke plumes from prescribed
burns were made. The plume rise was initially set arbitrarily at 1500 m,
the approximate height of the typical subsidence inversion during ideal
autumn prescribed burning conditions. It has been found that using the
depth of the mixed layer, as diagnosed by the NWP model and input to
the dispersion model, to specify the plume height greatly improves the
predictions (Wain, 2006). This assumes that the ﬁre is a low-intensity
burn as typiﬁed by many prescribed burns, rather than a high-intensity
burn where the plume may penetrate the inversion (as in large wildﬁres).
Product delivery has been designed in close collaboration with land
managers in order to complement their decision-making processes.
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Figure 22.5. The Australian mesoscale domain. Smoke predictions are issued for the higher
resolution 0.051 grid-spacing regions in red. State boundaries are in bold black, state names
in bold black capitals, and the locally used descriptors for the high-resolution model
domains are labeled in red.

The guidance is delivered via a password-protected Web site, with
individual pages for each state. Within each state the land management
agencies have nominated a number of locations representative of their
major forestry operations for the coming season, which forms a set of
ﬁxed source points used throughout each prescribed burning season. The
number of these ﬁxed source points per state ranges from 6 (Tasmania) to
16 (Northern Territory). Dispersion forecasts are prepared based on each
of these potential ﬁre locations, with ignition times each day spanning the
times during which ﬁres would normally be lit. These times have been
chosen by each state to suit their operational practices, with the earliest
ignition time being 1000 local time and the latest 1600 local time, and with
emission intervals of either 2 or 3 h.
Within each state, the dispersion prediction shows only three or four
source points on a single display panel, to reduce the possibility of
overlapping plumes making interpretation difﬁcult—the guidance is
intended to show where smoke from a single potential ﬁre may impact,
not the combined forecast concentrations from a number of actual ﬁres.
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A separate set of dispersion forecasts are issued for the country, based on
hot spots identiﬁed in MODIS satellite imagery by Geosciences Australia
using their Sentinel system (http://sentinel2.ga.gov.au/acres/sentinel/
index.shtml). These are used to assist community understanding of the
source of smoke from wildﬁres.
In Australia, the smoke prediction system is run twice a day based on
the 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC meteorology. The 0000 UTC run completes
early in the afternoon to provide guidance for broad decision making for
the next day’s burning program. Then, the 1200 UTC run executes
overnight, and results are available in the early morning for ﬁnalizing
whether to ignite a burn at sites provisionally selected the previous
afternoon. The system also allows the land management agency to
interactively change a standard burn location to one of particular interest
before the 1200 UTC dispersion predictions are initiated.
A typical page from the guidance products is shown for Victoria in
Fig. 22.6. The dispersion panel shows the average concentration between
the surface and 1500 m from 1700 to 1800 EST, following a noon ignition.
Roads, rivers, and townships are shown to assist planning. The
presentation can be animated or stepped manually (‘‘Manual Controls’’),
and the user can select an earlier or a later forecast base time (top left), an
ignition time (upper left), or other station groups (middle left). There is a
range of supplementary information that can be accessed through this
page to assist the decision maker. In the lower left (the gray buttons), the
user can select ‘‘Trajectories’’ (Fig. 22.6). Under this option a larger
number of forward trajectories, representing the mid-line of the dispersion
plumes, can be displayed, or alternatively, backward trajectories from
‘‘high impact’’ sites can be displayed. This latter form of guidance may
indicate areas where ﬁres should NOT be ignited if these sensitive
locations are not to be impacted by smoke. In the upper portion of the
panel there is provision for a forecaster to add interpretive comments to
the guidance, and this facility is usually invoked only if a wind shift is
mistimed by the model. This ensures consistency between these products
and other ﬁre weather meteorological forecasts. In the upper right of the
panel forecast vertical wind, temperature, and humidity proﬁles at each of
the source locations can be selected, and these include the predicted height
of the mixed layer and the ventilation index at 3-h intervals.

22.4. Evaluation of real-time smoke prediction systems

Evaluation of smoke prediction systems is a complex task, and
methodologies and techniques are continuing to evolve. Analysis of
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Figure 22.6. Predicted smoke concentrations (relative to a unit emission rate) averaged
between the surface and 1500 m for August 3, 2006, from 1700 to 1800 EST for the Victoria,
Australia, domain.

surface smoke concentrations are a primary concern because pollutants at
the surface impact human and ecosystem health. However, limited
ground-based measurements make it difﬁcult to thoroughly evaluate
model output, and model-to-point comparisons are complicated in
complex terrain and confounded by the presence of other pollution
sources. Satellite measures provide greater coverage, but are inherently
limited to integrated measures of the entire atmospheric column.
Additionally, apportioning the sources of error to the component models
(ﬁre activity, fuel loading, consumption, emissions, plume rise, dispersion,
and transport) requires multiple case studies. This section details some of
the techniques and results from a variety of evaluation efforts that have
been performed.
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Satellite imagery has proved very useful in monitoring smoke from the
larger prescribed burns and wildﬁres, as long as the atmosphere is clear
and the underlying surface and the smoke plume have different radiative
properties. The best results using satellites are frequently obtained when
the smoke plume is transported over the ocean, although there is still
considerable uncertainty between the minimum concentration that a
ground-based observer can discern and the smoke plume as seen in the
imagery. A number of case studies of smoke dispersion from prescribed
and wildﬁres are presented in Wain and Mills (2006).
Typically, two types of satellite data can be used in evaluation: Aerosol
Optical Depth (AOD) measurements that represent a quantitative
measure of integrated aerosol loading over the entire air column, and
smoke plume extents. Because they integrate the entire air column, AOD
observations require assumptions to allow allocation to speciﬁc heights in
the atmosphere or require a vertically integrated result from the smoke
prediction system for comparison, and this has limited its utility to date.
The NOAA-HYSPLIT real-time smoke prediction system uses the
HMS smoke plume extents for evaluation. Figure 22.7 shows NOAAHYSPLIT output alongside the HMS satellite smoke graphic and
illustrates the basic evaluation metric—the ‘‘Figure of Merit in Space’’
(FMS), a fraction representing the ratio of the intersection to the union of

Figure 22.7. The 24-hour prediction for April 13, 2006, by the NOAA-HYSPLIT smoke
prediction system available through the online archive, showing the model predictions
at various concentration levels (blue and cyan) overlayed with the HMS observed smoke
plume (red).
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the analyzed and calculated smoke plume areas (higher is better). Because
of uncertainties in ﬁre detections and the possibility that some of the
detected smoke is not due to the ﬁre locations represented in the model,
only smoke plumes with a non-zero overlap are included in the statistics.
Furthermore, the FMS is computed for several concentration values
(1, 5, 20, and 100 mg/m3) because of uncertainties in the emissions and the
threshold concentrations representing the visible edge of the HMSanalyzed smoke plume. Because it is not possible to assign a ﬁxed
threshold concentration to the HMS plume, the best veriﬁcation contour
may vary from day to day. Typical FMS values range from 10% to 20%
for the 1 and 5 mg/m3 contours. For instance, the FMS of the calculation
shown in Fig. 22.7 is 15% when averaging all plumes with equal weights
and 30% if the FMS is computed using an area weighting. A limitation of
the FMS approach is that the statistic tends to show poorer performance
than what might be suggested by a qualitative examination of the
graphical smoke plume products. This is due to the fact that all
nonoverlap plume regions result in an FMS of zero. Even for cases where
there is complete overlap, if the measured or calculated plume is much
larger than the other, the FMS will be reduced in magnitude. The NOAAHYSPLIT real-time smoke prediction system regularly calculates both
daily and 30-day running averages for real-time evaluation, allowing
forecasters to judge the applicability of the current forecast based upon
how well the ﬁre locations and model predicted smoke compared with the
actual smoke detection. Objective automated evaluation procedures are
under investigation that use predicted grid point concentrations
compared with satellite-derived aerosol optical depth values.
While satellite data can provide insight into overall performance,
ground-based observations are also needed for predictive skill evaluation.
In-situ monitoring networks of PM and trace gases can provide useful
long-term evaluation data and are being used in several evaluation studies
for the BlueSky, ClearSky, and Australian systems. Although such studies
provide insight into overall predictive skill, they have several issues. Air
Quality monitors are typically located at population centers, whereas
agricultural and prescribed burning may only occur when concerned
agency personnel judge that the approved burning will not signiﬁcantly
elevate PM2.5 in those population centers (i.e., at the monitors). Thus,
successful use of real-time smoke prediction systems should result in PM
monitors showing no signiﬁcant elevations in concentrations attributable
to burning. Additionally, because these monitors are typically spaced
hundreds of kilometers apart, many ﬁres do not impact a monitor, and
even when they do, the accuracy of the shape of the predicted plume
cannot be judged. Thus, dedicated ﬁeld campaigns are needed to obtain
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sufﬁcient data downwind of active ﬁres to characterize and evaluate
system performance. Hess et al. (2006) discuss the use of in-situ monitors
for evaluation of predictions from Australian wildﬁres.
Recent work (Liu et al., 2006) has shown that integration of basic ﬁre
behavior is necessary to simulate the larger wildﬁres. Many large wildﬁres
are not a single convective column, but rather are multiple ﬁre cores that
are grouped together into a wildﬁre complex. Emissions from single
convective column ﬁres (single core) are released higher in the atmosphere
relative to similar size ﬁres that exhibit multiple convective columns
(multiple core). Evaluation of the Rex Creek wildﬁre that occurred in
2001 in Washington State showed that simulating the wildﬁre as multiple
smaller cores dramatically improved the results when comparing BlueSky
model predictions with observations (Fig. 22.8). This ﬁre behavior had

Figure 22.8. PM2.5 concentrations near Twisp, Washington, for the Rex Creek ﬁre for the
period of August 19–26, 2001. Box-whisker plots show observed concentrations (OBS) and
BlueSky concentrations for the one-ﬁre, ﬁve-ﬁre, and ten-ﬁre cases. Values below 0.1 are set
to 0.1 for plotting purposes.
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greater impact on improving the prediction than various fuel models and
consumption/emission algorithms (Larkin et al., 2008) and can be
included in the forecasts without signiﬁcant operational performance
impact.
Evaluation of plume rise in ClearSky was undertaken in 2004, when
plume rise measurements were made for four wheat stubble burns in
Washington and ﬁve Kentucky bluegrass residue burns in Idaho
(Heitkamp, 2006). Final plume height was measured by aircraft altimeter.
ClearSky simulations were conducted for the nine ﬁeld burns using plume
rise parameterizations from Jain et al. (2007), based upon review of ﬁeld
burning studies conducted collaboratively by Air Sciences, Inc. (ASI), the
USFS Missoula Fire Sciences Laboratory and Washington State
University (Air Sciences, Inc., 2003, 2004). Figure 22.9 shows how for
seven of the nine experiments, the ClearSky plume height results
compared well to the observed plume heights.
22.5. Operational applications of a real-time smoke prediction system

Real-time smoke predictions have only become available in the last
several years. While these systems were developed to address speciﬁc
needs in forestry and agricultural burning, it is becoming clear that they
possess utility far beyond their original purposes.
22.5.1. Prescribed ﬁre and agricultural burning

Perhaps the clearest utility of real-time smoke predictions is in the
decision process surrounding whether to ignite prescribed and agricultural ﬁres. The goal is to provide the burner with information as to
whether smoke from their ﬁre, if ignited, will have impacts on sensitive
receptors downwind or yield excessive concentrations. Past history has
shown that these types of ﬁres can have signiﬁcant smoke impacts
resulting in negative effects on health, public relations, and the acceptance
of burning as a land management tool. The hope is that real-time smoke
predictions can reduce such impacts and mitigate their negative
consequences.
The Dutchler prescribed burn, which occurred approximately 20 miles
(32 km) northwest of Salmon, Idaho, in September 2004, is an example of
where a smoke prediction system could have been used to help mitigate
smoke impacts. The plan was to burn over a period of 2 days, with 1000
acres burned on day one, and another 1200 acres on day two. However,
smoke accumulated overnight in Salmon (population 3100), resulting in
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Top of Plume Heights for CALPUFF Buoyant Area and Buoyant Line Source with
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Figure 22.9. ClearSky plume rise results as calculated by CALPUFF, using updated plume rise parameters, and aircraft observed plume heights.
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health complaints and multiple calls to city and county ofﬁcials,
prompting the mayor and county commissioner to contact land managers
in charge of the burn. As a result, the second day’s burn was cancelled,
and considerable effort was necessary to repair relations with local
ofﬁcials and the public. Examination of BlueSky results, and in particular
the trajectories from the burn and the ventilation index, yielded insights
into what occurred. This is a region of very complex topography, and the
burn was located in another valley away from the population center.
The ventilation index was good for the afternoon period in the vicinity of
the burn, but was marginal over Salmon. Afternoon trajectories showed
smoke from the burn moving directly over the town. While mixing
heights during the afternoon were high enough to not cause smoke
problems, by 1700 local time the mixing height lowered and winds
became calm, setting up conditions to trap smoke in the valleys as the
burn continued to smolder into the evening. Analysis of BlueSky
indicates that limiting the size of the burn or postponing to a period
with more favorable ventilation conditions could have mitigated the
impacts on the town and allowed the second day burn to occur. This case
example illustrates that forecasting tools such as BlueSky that combine
trajectories, PM2.5 concentration ﬁelds, and meteorological data can be
used to reﬁne burn decisions, allowing land managers to accomplish their
fuels reduction and ecosystem management goals while mitigating the
impacts of smoke on sensitive receptors downwind.
The ClearSky agricultural smoke prediction was created in response to
litigation regarding ﬁeld burning in the northwestern U.S. Health and
environmental activists brought suit against government and land
owners, contending that smoke harms people both directly and indirectly.
The State of Washington took the approach of banning the burning of
the KBG stubble and operating a permit system for burning of wheat
stubble. Idaho made the legislative ﬁnding that burning of KBG stubble
is an economic necessity for KBG growers and thus administers a
program overseeing such burning. Similarly, the Nez Perce Tribe
administers its own smoke management program for ﬁeld burning.
ClearSky is consulted by these agencies as a key tool in their daily burn
decision process.
22.5.2. Wildﬁres

Wildﬁres and wildland ﬁre managed for resource beneﬁts are naturally
occurring or unplanned ﬁres. Although ﬁreﬁghters have limited options
for reducing smoke from wildﬁres, smoke prediction systems can be
useful in managing ﬁre operations, alerting the public to potential health
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risks and informing a public concerned about scenic vistas, recreation,
road closures, and air operation impacts. Additionally, in the United
States, the need to reintroduce ﬁre into ﬁre-adapted ecosystems after
years of ﬁre suppression along with limited ﬁre ﬁghting resources and
concerns for ﬁre ﬁghter safety, has led to the concept of appropriate
management response (AMR) when managing a wildﬁre. Under AMR,
wildﬁres are managed by a suite of response options from full suppression
to allowing it to burn for resource beneﬁts. Smoke impacts to
communities are an important consideration when managing a wildﬁre
project and are monitored throughout the life of the project. Smoke
prediction systems aid in this monitoring effort, as exempliﬁed by a
wildﬁre project in 2003 in the California Sierra Nevada. In this case,
smoke management specialists were concerned about smoke from the ﬁre
entering the Sacramento Valley. By using BlueSky, they were able to
ascertain that it was smoke from another ﬁre further north that was
impacting the valley, that smoke from their ﬁre was going east over an
unpopulated region of Nevada, and therefore mitigation strategies were
not needed that particular day on the wildﬁre project.
Tactical decisions can also be based on smoke predictions. Burnout
operations, which are deliberately ignited ﬁres designed to prevent
wildﬁre spread by reducing fuels and providing a ﬁre break at a
predetermined location, can be timed to have minimal smoke impacts.
This was the case with the Square Lake ﬁre near Leavenworth,
Washington, in 2003, where a large-scale burnout (thousands of acres)
was delayed because the prevailing winds would have carried the smoke
into this tourist town during a holiday. Other tactical decisions include
where to focus ﬁre suppression efforts, what degree of effort should be
employed, and timing of aircraft operations dependent on visibility.
22.5.3. Regulatory applications of smoke predictions

One application of smoke predictions is to track the source of smoke that
may have caused (or could potentially cause) a negative impact. Some
systems, such as the Australian system, allow calculation of backward
trajectories to show likely source areas for smoke. In Australia, these
backward trajectories are used to indicate which ﬁres should not be
ignited. Other systems require analysis and interpretation to determine
which burns or ﬁres may have contributed to a smoke event. In many
cases it is the regulatory agencies that make the decision to allow or
disallow burning on any given day. Of particular interest to regulatory
agencies is the ability of smoke prediction systems to provide information
about cumulative impacts caused by multiple burns. This provides an
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opportunity to open a dialogue among the various land management
agencies about sharing the airshed and minimizing smoke impacts to
communities.
22.5.4. Challenges

Development of these applications requires overcoming two important
challenges: the collection of input data and the ability to produce a
prediction that is timely enough to be useful. We discussed above the
challenges associated with ground-based and satellite-based ﬁre activity
inputs, such as interagency data consistency issues in the ground-based
systems and detection issues with the satellite-based systems. These
challenges are being overcome as the two types of ﬁre activity sources are
merging to complement each other for the purposes of smoke forecasting.
One important application of smoke prediction systems is to make a
go/no-go or tactical decision about a burn based on the potential for
smoke impacts to a community or sensitive receptor. Such decisions are
generally made early in the morning and require that all model processing
be complete and output available to the decision maker by 6–8 A.M. In
some cases decisions must be made the day before burning is scheduled,
requiring a lead time of 48 h for the real-time smoke prediction system to
gather the inputs and provide predictions suitable for decision support.
22.6. The future of real-time smoke prediction systems

The merging of existing ﬁre science and air quality research into these
real-time smoke prediction systems is proving useful to the agricultural,
land, ﬁre, smoke, and air quality management communities who regard
these systems as providing useful guidance based upon the latest available
science. Despite the wide application of these systems to prescribed ﬁres,
agricultural ﬁres, and wildland ﬁres, signiﬁcant opportunities for future
development remain. Two ways in which the usefulness of real-time
smoke predictions can be improved is through advances in how the
information is presented and by providing more accurate forecasts.
Users play an important role in how the results from the real-time
smoke prediction systems are presented because smoke predictions must
be tailored to a region. Some of these differences can be seen in the
approaches of the four systems proﬁled here. BlueSky offers surface
PM2.5 concentrations as simple animations, and a variety of other
meteorological, landuse, PM2.5, and trajectory output products are
available through the more complex RAINS GIS interface. The ClearSky
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and Australian systems were developed in close collaboration with a user
community who regarded scenario-based output products as providing
the best guidance. Therefore, these systems provide smoke concentration
data based on where burns are most likely to be ignited and are not
designed to capture exact PM2.5 concentrations from ﬁre across the
region. The NOAA-HYSPLIT and BlueSky systems demonstrate that
real-time smoke prediction systems can serve not only the ﬁre community
concerned with tactical decisions about ﬁre but also the air quality
community concerned about downwind impacts of smoke and all
pollutant sources. The NOAA-HYSPLIT smoke prediction system at its
inception was designed to be an interim tool until daily ﬁre emissions
could be made available to the NOAA national air quality prediction
system (Otte et al., 2005), and daily wildﬁre emissions from BlueSky are
being incorporated into the U.S. Paciﬁc Northwest’s AIRPACT-3 air
quality prediction system (http://www.airpact-3.wsu.edu). BlueSky predictions are also being incorporated into the U.S. EPA’s AirNow (http://
www.airnow.gov) air quality prediction and monitoring portal. These
output products and linkages are continually being updated to reﬂect the
growing and changing needs of the user communities.
The usefulness of smoke predictions can also be improved by
improving their accuracy, which involves improving the accuracy of the
individual components and integrated ﬁeld campaigns to obtain
evaluation data. Smoke prediction systems are collections of models
representing different pieces of information needed to generate the
prediction—weather models, ﬁre activity, fuel loading, consumption
models, emissions models, plume rise algorithms, and dispersion/
trajectory/transport models. Uncertainties are associated with each of
the component models, making resulting errors challenging to analyze
and diagnose. Yet determination of the uncertainties associated with a
given prediction and dissemination of that information to the user
community is necessary for these systems to be useful as decision-support
tools. Therefore, understanding these uncertainties and how they relate to
forecast skill needs to be a top priority of future development.
Evaluation of these systems has shown the importance of incorporating
knowledge about ﬁre behavior into the forecasts. Researchers at the
USFS Missoula Forest Fire Laboratory (http://www.ﬁrelab.org/rsl/
beowulf.htm) are working on incorporating the ﬁre area simulator
(FARSITE; Finney, 1998) model into a smoke prediction system utilizing
the WRF model coupled with chemistry (WRF-Chem; Grell et al., 2005).
Fire behavior also affects plume rise which determines the vertical
allocation of the ﬁre emissions in the atmosphere, thereby critically
affecting overall surface concentrations (Larkin et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
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2006). Further research and development of methods of incorporating ﬁre
behavior into these real-time smoke prediction systems is necessary.
Accurate meteorological forecasts are critical because they determine
direction and speed of the pollutant transport. Advances in meteorological forecasts—including ensembling techniques, improved planetary
boundary layer schemes and land-surface models, and greater resolution—will improve the quality of the smoke prediction. The ClearSky
results have shown that ensembling techniques can directly beneﬁt smoke
forecasts and allow for the calculation of the ensemble spread, a measure
of forecast uncertainty.
Large ﬁres can create their own ﬁre weather by changing local wind
patterns and temperature, and furthermore, emissions from ﬁres can alter
the radiative properties of the atmosphere. Clark et al. (2004) describe a
ﬁre-atmosphere model that couples ﬁre dynamics with meteorology, where
local winds are used to predict ﬁre spread, and then the heat and moisture
ﬂuxes from the ﬁre are fed back to the meteorology, allowing the ﬁre to
inﬂuence the local winds. Linn and Cunningham (2005) and Mell et al.
(2007) have developed computational ﬂuid dynamic models that explicitly
simulate fuel/ﬂame interactions and plume/atmosphere interactions. In
addition, researchers at the Missoula Forest Fire Laboratory (http://
www.ﬁrelab.org/rsl/beowulf.htm) are working with the WRF-Chem model
(Grell et al., 2005) to fully couple the chemical solver within the
meteorological model in order to account for atmospheric chemistry
effects on the radiation budget and aerosol interactions with cloud
formation. While implementation of many of these developments into realtime smoke predictions systems is further in the future, such work resolving
ﬁre/atmosphere feedback loops advances fundamental ﬁre science and will
eventually be beneﬁcial operationally as computing resources improve.
Additionally, improvements to both ground-based ﬁre tracking systems
and satellite ﬁre detection algorithms are necessary. Satellite detection of
ﬁre can provide a large-scale consistent data record; however, improvement is needed in the detection algorithms to more accurately detect small
ﬁres, remove confounding factors such as clouds, and accurately obtain
an area estimate of ﬁre size. Similarly, ground-based ﬁre-reporting
systems need improvement to augment and correlate with satellite data,
provide the necessary inputs to the smoke prediction systems, and
provide consistency across regions, systems, and agencies.
The quantity and type of emissions from ﬁre are a function of the fuel
combustion, which is largely driven by the method of ignition, the
vegetation type, weather conditions, and fuel moisture. Most emission
models, however, do not rely on combustion physics but rather empirical
emission factors derived from ﬁeld studies and therefore cannot represent
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all burn scenarios and conditions. Improving emissions models to take
into account combustion physics, such as being empirically estimated by
FEPS (Anderson et al., 2004) and explicitly modeled (Linn & Cunningham, 2005; Mell et al., 2007), is necessary.
Advances in smoke prediction systems will progress faster when more
observational data are available to evaluate the systems and component
models. Integrated ﬁeld campaigns that measure trace gases and aerosols
from the ﬁre both near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld, fuel loadings and consumption,
and ﬁre spread, are necessary. Furthermore, ground-based measurements
are not enough; a three-dimensional analysis of the plume as it advects
and undergoes chemical transformation is necessary. Satellite data can
also be used to evaluate smoke prediction models, as demonstrated by
work done with the NOAA-HYSPLIT system. Research into correlating
the column integrated aerosol optical depth satellite measurement with
results from the smoke prediction systems is also needed.
The beauty and beneﬁt of the systems proﬁled here is that each system
has taken a different approach to meeting the needs of their users.
Fundamentally, however, they all rely on similar ﬁre science and air
quality models. Thus, improvements to individual systems have beneﬁts
for all. Because of the interdisciplinary nature and scale of the challenges
in creating timely, accurate, and usable smoke forecasts, signiﬁcant
advances will be more easily achieved through continued close
collaboration regarding specialized ﬁeld work, understanding of component interdependencies and uncertainties, and creation of new modeling
and analysis schemes for plume rise and other critical issues. In this way
smoke prediction is becoming a community-modeling enterprise.
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Chapter 23
Managing Smoke from Wildﬁres and Prescribed Burning in
Southern Australia
Alan Wain, Graham Mills, Lachlan McCaw and Timothy Brown
Abstract
In Australia the responsibility for management of forests and other
public lands rests largely with state governments, and multiple
government agencies may be involved in ﬁre management. Whether
resulting from wildﬁre, fuel reduction, or silvicultural operations,
biomass burning often stimulates community concerns about
hazards from ﬁne particulates and chemical compounds contained
in smoke. Management practices and community perceptions of
smoke from biomass burning differ from region to region according
to social and environmental factors. Recognition of the need for a
response to concerns has led to the development of a smoke
management research program within the Bushﬁre Cooperative
Research Centre, in conjunction with ﬁre and land management
agencies and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (the Bureau).
This program aims to assist land management planning by predicting
where smoke from scheduled burns would be transported, thus
providing the opportunity to avoid burning in situations where there
is potential for adverse community impact. The primary tool
provided is a dispersion model forecast using input from the
Bureau’s operational mesoscale numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models. Decision tools are applied in a similar manner for
prescribed burning and wildﬁres and have been used by agencies to
provide community advice and to avoid smoke hazards during
aircraft operations. We investigated strategies used by land management agencies to minimize community impact of smoke from
prescribed burns, and studied the way in which the dispersion model
forecasts are integrated into their decision support systems. Included
Corresponding author: E-mail: A.Wain@bom.gov.au
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are details of HYbrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated
Trajectory’s (HYSPLIT) conﬁguration, several examples of its use
in prescribed and wildﬁre events, and the research direction being
pursued to improve both the quality of the dispersion forecasts and
to enhance the use of these forecasts in agency planning.

23.1. Introduction

We describe the development and implementation of smoke dispersion
forecasting in southern Australia representing areas of the continent
below latitude 301S including the southern third of Western Australia,
most of South Australia and New South Wales (NSW), and all of
Victoria and Tasmania (Fig. 23.1). We focus on this region because it
includes six of the nation’s capital cites, the majority of Australia’s
population, and much of the transport and industrial infrastructure on
which the nation depends. The socio-economic setting of southern
Australia, in combination with the generally ﬁre-prone nature of the
landscape, results in a situation where management of smoke from ﬁres in
native vegetation is an important and topical issue for land managers, the

Figure 23.1. Map of Australia showing state boundaries and capitals.
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community, and governments. Notwithstanding this, ﬁres in the vast
rangelands and tropical savannas of northern Australia contribute the
majority of Australia’s ﬁre-related emissions of greenhouse gases,
particulates, and volatile organic compounds (Australian Greenhouse
Ofﬁce, 2006; Meyer et al., 2004).
Large areas of southern Australia are managed for agricultural land
uses including dryland cereal cropping, grazing, and irrigated horticulture. Agricultural landscapes are typically ﬂat to gently undulating with
small remnants of the original woodland vegetation dispersed amongst
broadacre paddocks of introduced crops and annual grasses. Pastoralism
for sheep and cattle production is also widespread in semi-arid areas with
annual rainfall below 350 mm. Tall forests, comprised predominantly of
eucalypts, occur in association with the Great Dividing Range that rises
to elevations above 2000 m and extends northeast from Melbourne,
through the Australian Capital Territory and into northern New South
Wales, where it forms a distinct escarpment separating elevated
tablelands from coastal lowlands. Much of Tasmania is mountainous
and heavily forested, with eucalypt forests giving way to temperate
rainforest in high rainfall areas on the western half of the island. Eucalypt
forests also occur in the southwest corner of Western Australia extending
southwards from Perth to Albany in areas where annual rainfall exceeds
600 mm.
The climate of southern Australia is dominated by the subtropical band
of high pressure that migrates north and south across the southern half of
the continent with the change of seasons. During the winter months, cold
fronts embedded within moist westerly and southerly winds on the
southern side of the subtropical ridge bring rainfall to areas up to several
hundred kilometers inland. Annual rainfall declines and becomes more
variable with increasing distance from the coast, although occasional
heavy summer rainfall may result from decaying tropical cyclones.
Southerly areas experience a summer/autumn ﬁre season with ﬁre danger
highest from December to March, whereas much of eastern NSW
experiences peak ﬁre danger during spring (Luke & McArthur, 1978).
Fire regimes in forested landscapes of southern Australia have recently
been reviewed by Gill and Catling (2002).
State government agencies are responsible for managing a high
proportion of the forest and other remaining native vegetation in
southern Australia (National Forest Inventory, 2003). Multiple-use
forestry is practiced on state forests, with national parks and other
categories of land reserved for nature conservation and recreation. Land
management agencies operate within a framework of state legislation
governing ﬁre protection and emergency response in rural landscapes and
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are responsible for integrating ﬁre with land uses and for responding to
unplanned ﬁre events (wildﬁres).
Prescribed ﬁre is used for a range of purposes, including regenerating
forests after timber harvesting, managing wildlife habitat, and limiting
the accumulation of ﬂammable litter and understorey fuels in order to
reduce the intensity and suppression difﬁculty of unplanned ﬁres. Forest
regeneration burning is generally conﬁned to harvested areas and
adjacent buffer strips that may be on a scale of tens, and sometimes
hundreds, of hectares. Burning is often conducted under dry conditions at
the end of the summer in order to maximize consumption of large woody
debris and creation of ashbeds favorable for eucalypt seedling establishment. Ignition techniques and burning conditions conducive to strong
convective activity may be used to generate intense ﬁres (Tolhurst &
Cheney, 1999).
In contrast, prescribed ﬁres implemented to reduce fuel loads in forests
and other vegetation types are typically of low to moderate intensity
(o 3000 kW m1; Cheney, 1980) and are lit under stable atmospheric
conditions. The scale of prescribed ﬁres used to reduce fuel loads varies
from limited burning around high value built assets and urban interface
zones to landscape scale application of strategic burning programs.
Prescribed ﬁre can be applied to thousands of hectares in a single day
using aerial incendiaries under suitable conditions of weather, terrain, and
forest type. Aerial ignition was introduced in the late 1960s following a
period of intensive research and development into ﬁre behavior prediction
and aerial ignition technology (McCaw et al., 2003; Packham & Peet,
1967). The extent of prescribed burning conducted for fuel and habitat
management purposes varies considerably from year to year according to
seasonal conditions. Typically, 150,000–200,000 ha per annum are burnt
in southwest Western Australia, predominantly during the spring months
(October to December). In the southeastern states including Tasmania
prescribed burning tends to be undertaken during autumn (March to
May) with an aggregate area of 100,000–150,000 ha per annum across
Victoria, NSW, and Tasmania. Until recently, the use of prescribed
burning in land management has been very limited in South Australia.
Increasingly, burning prescriptions are seeking to create mosaics of burnt
and unburnt vegetation within a designated management area to better
accommodate biodiversity conservation objectives (Burrows, 2004). This
may require ignition to be conducted in a dispersed pattern over a large
area and staged over a period of days or weeks to optimize burning
conditions for fuel types that dry at different rates.
Australia’s population is concentrated in large coastal cities, and the
proportion of the population living in traditional rural communities
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continues to decline. At the same time, major cities are experiencing rapid
growth of peri-urban communities at the interface with agricultural lands
and native vegetation under public or private ownership (Cottrell, 2005).
This trend has important implications for ﬁre management, including an
increasing risk to peri-urban communities from wildﬁres and changing
community expectations in relation to environmental factors including air
quality and visibility. Rural communities dependent on agriculture or
forestry tend to be more tolerant of occasional inconvenience from smoke
than do peri-urban communities sustained by manufacturing and service
industries. Smoke haze events from prescribed burning that affect major
urban centers can also provide a catalyst for broader debate within the
community about the perceived impacts of prescribed ﬁre on the
environment and its effectiveness in reducing the scale and severity of
wildﬁres (Esplin et al., 2003). Away from the urban interface, other rural
land users including viticulturalists and tourism operators may have an
expectation that smoke from prescribed burning will not unduly impact
their activities at critical periods of the year. Currently, there is no attempt
to regulate or manage smoke dispersal from burning on agricultural lands
or private forests even though it may contribute substantially to the
volume of smoke in the atmosphere in some years, particularly during late
autumn when stubble is burnt prior to sowing of cereal crops.
The importance of managing smoke from prescribed burning was
realized at the outset of the aerial burning program in Australian forests,
with initial research seeking to characterize the composition of bushﬁre
smoke, its dispersal, and its ultimate fate in the environment (Vines et al.,
1971). Further studies quantiﬁed the amounts of nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
and sulfur dioxide (SO2) in smoke and the extent of ozone formation on
the top of the smoke plume (Evans et al., 1976), the latter being of
potential concern because of its role in photochemical smog (Evans et al.,
1974; Rye, 1995). Recognizing the need to avoid smoke accumulation
over airports and major population centers, some agencies developed
decision models based on basic weather factors (current and future wind
direction, inversion strength), scale of proposed burning, and distance
from the proposed burn to the impact area (Sneeuwjagt & Smith, 1995).
Preliminary research by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (the
Bureau) also demonstrated that useful forecasts of smoke transport could
be achieved by combining mesoscale numerical weather predictions
(NWPs) with a transport model (Mills et al., 1996). This led to an initial
agreement in 2000 between the Australasian Fire Authorities Council and
the Bureau for a project to develop a system to aid decision making for
smoke management from prescribed burning. This chapter describes the
subsequent research conducted by the Bushﬁre Cooperative Research
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Centre to integrate dispersion model forecasts into ﬁre management
support systems.
23.2. Forecasting smoke dispersion

The smoke dispersion forecasting system developed for southern
Australia consists of a 12-hour dispersion forecast based upon
meteorology from a mesoscale NWP model delivered via the World
Wide Web (WWW). Smoke forecasts began as a trial program in three
states during 2001 and were expanded to a national coverage in 2004.
23.2.1. Meteorology

The meteorological information required for the smoke dispersion
forecasts is obtained from NWP model ﬁelds. The Bureau operates a
hierarchical suite of limited area NWP systems over Australia, with
latitude/longitude grid resolutions ranging from 0.3751 to 0.051. These are
all variations of the Limited Area Prediction Scheme (LAPS) system
described by Puri et al. (1998). Until March 2006, smoke dispersion
forecasts for all Australian states utilized the 0.1251 grid version of mesoLAPS, this being the highest resolution conﬁguration covering the entire
continent. Having 29 levels, with some 10 levels below 1500 m above the
surface, 48-hour forecasts are calculated twice daily at 0000 and 1200
UTC. The full atmospheric state is output every 3 h of the model
integration. In March 2006 the staged implementation of the 0.051 grid
version began. This model version is available for limited areas of
Australia on independent grids generally co-incident with capital cities. Its
initial conditions are derived from the 0.3751 LAPS, and the operational
version currently has 29 vertical levels, with the horizontal grid spacing of
0.051 equating to a distance of approximately 5 km. Areas not covered by
the 0.051 meso-LAPS will continue to use data from the 0.1251 version.
23.2.2. Transport-dispersion model

The transport and dispersion model used is version 4 of the HYbrid Single
Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) modeling system
(Draxler & Hess, 1997). This model is a hybrid Lagrangian/Eulerian
transport and dispersion model, with the advection and diffusion
calculations performed in a Lagrangian framework, and the concentrations calculated on an Eulerian grid. Diffusion is modeled in a combined
particle/puff formulation to take advantage of the increased accuracy in
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the vertical diffusion calculation of the particle formulation, and of the
efﬁciency of the puff formulation in the horizontal diffusion.
The HYSPLIT model is highly conﬁgurable. For operational smoke
forecasts the concentration grid is speciﬁed with a horizontal spacing of
0.051 and four levels at 10, 150, 500, and 1500 m. While near-surface
concentrations are most important for determining possible adverse
community impact, it was found that the most useful product for
veriﬁcation, particularly when comparing forecasts with remote sensing
data, was given by the average concentration through the four vertical
levels of the concentration grid. To provide quantitative forecast
guidance it is necessary to specify a source plume for the prescribed
burn, both in terms of a source concentration and of an initial plume rise.
It quickly became apparent that the current degree of uncertainty in the
amount of fuel to be burnt and its moisture content made the calculation
of plume rise from any individual planned burn unrealistic. In addition,
emissions models for these burns were not available, meaning that source
particulate concentrations could not be speciﬁed. Accordingly, for the
ﬁrst version of the system, an arbitrary source concentration of one
dimensionless unit was speciﬁed. Forecast concentrations are relative to
that arbitrary value. Contour intervals for concentration plots were then
selected such that the outermost contour roughly coincided with the
‘‘edges’’ of the visible smoke plume based on some early ﬁeld
observations provided by participating agencies, and the forecast relative
concentration plots are interpreted in this way by the agencies. The
plumes are speciﬁed to be 1500 m in height, chosen because this
approximates the typical height of the subsidence inversion that is a
common feature during the ideal prescribed burning conditions of clearsky conditions with light winds. Case studies (Wain & Mills, 2006)
indicate some more problematic forecasts could be improved if the height
of the smoke plume is set to the depth of the diurnally varying mixed
layer from the meso-LAPS model. An amended version of HYSPLIT,
which contains this formulation, has been tested and implemented in
selected states. However, the latest revision of the software, HYSPLIT
4.8, contains provision for plume rise calculations that utilize the
buoyancy terms of Briggs’ equations and the total heat output of a ﬁre.
While testing of this new feature is in progress, the lack of fuel data noted
earlier may limit its usefulness to research applications.
23.2.3. Timing

Each state has determined a number of locations representative of forest
management areas where prescribed burns are planned. Dispersion
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forecasts are prepared based on each of these potential ﬁre locations, with
three ignition times each day spanning the times during which ﬁres would
normally be lit. These times have been chosen by each state to suit their
operational practices, with the earliest ignition time being 1000 local time
(0000 UTC), and the latest 1600 local time (0600 UTC) with either 2 or 3 h
between each time. Forecasts are grouped regionally, but with only two or
three source points on each display panel in order to minimize the
possibility of overlapping plumes reducing the clarity of the guidance. The
number of source points per state ranges from 8 to 12. In the early
afternoon, forecasts based on the 1000 local time NWP model run are
prepared for ignition times ‘‘tomorrow.’’ This guidance is intended for use
in broad decision making regarding the next day’s burning program. As the
forecast is already some 24 h in the future at the initiation of the modeled
smoke plume, and with the expectation of a later forecast generally being
more accurate than an earlier one, a later set of runs based on the 2200 local
time NWP model forecast, is prepared overnight. These are available at the
commencement of ﬁnal planning in the early morning, and are intended to
be used for ﬁnal ‘‘yes or no’’ decisions at particular sites. A feature of the
system is that an agency can interactively change the coordinates of a source
point to a particular location of interest before the 1200 UTC NWP
forecast is run. Thus, if a planned burn of particular interest lies between
two of the standard (‘‘ﬁxed’’) points and it is considered that these points
may not be representative of the desired point, then the source position can
be amended via the submission of a Web-based form.
23.2.4. Operational products

The smoke dispersion forecasts are provided as a set of graphical
products delivered via the WWW from a secure section of the Bureau’s
Web server to which only user agencies have access.
The basic forecast product (Fig. 23.2) shows multiple smoke plumes
that are contoured according to their relative concentration levels and
each contour is shaded to aid in discrimination. The contours overlay a
reasonably detailed map background containing the locations of major
roads, coastline, and built-up areas. The initial display is currently in the
form of an animated gif ﬁle. Manual controls are provided to allow users
to step through the forecast. Navigation buttons provide access to
alternate start times and locations, other information pages, and forecast
atmospheric proﬁles that are generated for each starting point.
The latter are aerological diagrams of the skewT-logP form (tephigrams) (Fig. 23.3). These are provided for each source location at 3-hour
intervals through the forecast period. Derived from the meso-LAPS
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Figure 23.2. Operational smoke forecasts for Northern Tasmania.

model, the forecast vertical proﬁles shown in these diagrams provide users
with forecasts of additional ﬁre weather information, such as stability,
inversion height, and vertical proﬁles of wind speed and direction and
temperature. A ventilation index is also calculated and printed in the top
right of the diagram. Derived from a similar U.S. index (Ferguson, 2001),
this provides users with an indication of the expected ability of the
atmosphere to disperse any smoke (or other pollutant) at the time of the
forecast.
Forward trajectories track the projected route followed by a
hypothetical parcel of air. Since the inception of the smoke forecasting
system, Victoria has utilized forward trajectory forecasts from 18
locations across the state. The path followed by a forward trajectory is
equivalent to the centerline of a plume dispersion forecast calculated from
the same point. Trajectories require much shorter computation times, an
attractive feature when considering many source points.
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Figure 23.3. Aerological diagram of smoke forecasts for Northern Tasmania derived from
model data.

While not part of the basic smoke dispersion forecasting system,
backward trajectories have been widely used in air pollution studies to
identify potential pollutant source regions, and as such are a very useful
aid to decision making. During the Melbourne Commonwealth Games
forecast back trajectories were calculated for several vertical levels at
3-hourly intervals from all major games locations (Fig. 23.4). This
assisted in planning for prescribed burns by identifying where the air
reaching the games venues was coming from over the forecast period.
Perhaps the most important aid to informed decision making is suitable
training. A recent survey of land managers highlighted the need for
general meteorological and smoke-speciﬁc training within their organizations. An html-based modular instruction guide has been designed to
provide users information on basic meteorology, stability, and the models
used to create the forecasts. In the ﬁnal section all this information is used
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Figure 23.4. Backward trajectories from Commonwealth Games venues in Victoria.

to demonstrate to the user how the various products should be used and
interpreted. The wider dissemination of this guide via the Web together
with more formal training sessions is planned.
Another forecast aid end-users have identiﬁed as invaluable is
the comment by operational weather forecasters regarding the validity
of the underlying meso-LAPS model data. Initially these were very
brief descriptions, such as ‘‘Meso-LAPS winds are 5–10 knots stronger
than expected.’’ However the inclusion of more detailed comments
including details of inversion heights and wind shifts has made them
a very useful aid to users in assessing the likely accuracy of smoke
forecasts.
23.2.5. Wildﬁres

Land managers can do little to control smoke from wildﬁres. Nonetheless, smoke dispersion forecasts can assist them with providing
information to the community about the likely presence of smoke in
their vicinity. This information can be important to vulnerable groups
within the community such as asthmatics, particularly in situations where
smoke plumes contain toxic compounds released by the combustion of
industrial or agricultural chemicals (Wain & Mills, 2006). Forewarning of
reduced visibility on major roads can also minimize disruption to
transport networks and commuters. Interruptions to transport networks
caused by smoke from wildﬁres are by no means restricted to the present
day; Foley (1947) reported a notable haze event in Western Australia in
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February 1924 when dense smoke from bushﬁres in coastal shrubland
around Perth disrupted shipping movements over several days and caused
a ship to run aground in Fremantle Harbor.
While improvements in dispersion forecasting have been impressive,
smoke from prescribed ﬁres may still accumulate over population centers
in situations where a burn has been commenced and must be completed
prior to the expected onset of severe ﬁre weather conditions. This is most
likely to occur with burns containing several vegetation types with
different rates of fuel drying, as is the case in the southern karri
(Eucalyptus diversicolor) forests of Western Australia and the foothill
forests of southeastern Australia where the meteorological aspects exert a
strong effect on fuel drying.
Knowing where the smoke is going to be is of great interest to the
general aviation industry and to ﬁre aviation controllers whose ﬁre
support aircraft operate under visual ﬂight rules and need good visibility
for take-off and landing. This was highlighted during the Alpine Fires in
Eastern Victoria during January to February 2003 when large areas were
blanketed by thick smoke for extended periods. Normal smoke forecast
points were relocated to correspond with the going ﬁres. Also, at this time
hotspot data from the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) instrument became readily available and daily smoke forecasts
were made from all hotspots.
Most recently an automated system was implemented for the
Commonwealth Games that queried the Department of Sustainability and Environment’s (DSE) database for active ﬁres at frequent
intervals and ran smoke forecasts from the ﬁre locations every 3 h (Fig.
23.5).

23.3. Future directions

Smoke management in southern Australia has progressed from its
beginnings of a basic forecast of the path traveled by a smoke plume to
the current system that includes





Model aerological diagrams
Forward and backward trajectories
Forecasts from MODIS hotspots
Ventilation Index

Impetus for further development is coming from increasing community
concerns for public health and ‘‘global warming,’’ two factors likely to
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Figure 23.5. Smoke forecasts from wildﬁres in Victoria.

impinge upon future prescribed burning operations. Already there is
increasing pressure from regulators to meet tougher emission standards
for respirable particles. Current Australian regulations lag behind the
U.S. standards. However, we foresee this changing in the near future,
thus increasing the requirement for more sophisticated smoke management tools.
To assist in the determination of future directions, a survey of users
was initiated in June 2006 (Wain et al., 2008). Sixteen staff in ﬁve agencies
were interviewed and questioned about their experiences with the current
smoke forecasts and their vision for future requirements. Areas of focus
included usefulness, requirements, standards, other needs, and barriers to
use. While generally satisﬁed with the usability of the current system,
respondents indicated a desire for:






More accurate quantitative forecasts
Better visualization including 3-dimensional views
Longer forecast outlook
Integration with other available meteorological data
Inclusion of pre-existing smoke.
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The survey also addressed the future use of probabilistic ensemble
forecasts, if and when they were available, which had received a positive
user response. The exact type of ensemble to be used is unclear. Draxler
(2003) utilized a perturbed source location to generate an ensemble of 27
dispersion members using a single meteorological dataset. Straume (2001)
used meteorological data from both individual ensemble members and
ensemble forecast cluster means as input for a dispersion model. In
addition to perturbations to the meteorological ﬁelds, there is considerable merit in using variations in plume rise (varying ﬁre intensities) or
varying emission factors in future systems to provide greater ensemble
spread in the concentration forecasts.
Improved meteorology and transport models should assist in achieving
the end-user’s desires for a more accurate forecast. The smoke forecasts in
several states are already using a ﬁner resolution NWP model than
previously available. Future needs will necessitate ﬁner scales to capture
topographic/local-scale inﬂuences. An experimental version of mesoLAPS with 51 vertical levels is currently being assessed. Most of the
additional levels are within the region of most interest to users of the
smoke dispersion forecasts: the atmospheric boundary layer. The Bureau
is also testing a rapid update version of meso-LAPS with new model runs
available at 6-hourly intervals rather than the current 12 h. The increased
temporal resolution should reduce errors later in the forecast period.
The current version of HYSPLIT is 9 years old with essentially only
minor revisions made to the source code since the last major rewrite in
1997. It is a transport and dispersion model not an air quality model and
as such does not perform sophisticated chemistry calculations required
for deterministic concentrations. One initial aim of the project was to
conduct a gradual move from HYSPLIT to a full atmospheric chemistry
model, the Australian Air Quality Forecasting System (AAQFS; Cope et
al., 2004). The current smoke dispersion forecast system does not provide
quantitative results, while AAQFS does not include emissions from
prescribed burns in its pollutant inventory. This is largely because of the
lack of a suitable emissions model to provide ‘‘realistic’’ estimates of the
pollutants produced during the combustion of Australian biomass. Such
a model will require up-to-date vegetation mapping and some form of
growth and litter accumulation model to calculate fuel loads. At present
signiﬁcant uncertainty exists in the available estimates for emissions such
that quantitative forecasts are not attempted. The development of such
vegetation mapping, growth, and emissions models will enable smoke
forecasting in Australia to progress to a level where useful quantitative
forecasts can be provided not only to the land managers but also to the
general public.
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Chapter 24
A Statistical Model for Forecasting Hourly Ozone Levels
During Fire Season
Haiganoush K. Preisler, Shiyuan (Sharon) Zhong, Annie Esperanza,
Leland Tarnay and Julide Kahyaoglu-Koracin
Abstract
Concerns about smoke from large high-intensity and managed lowintensity ﬁres have been increasing during the past decade. Because
smoke from large high-intensity ﬁres are known to contain and
generate secondary ﬁne particles (PM2.5) and ozone precursors, the
effect of ﬁres on air quality in the southern Sierra Nevada is a serious
management issue. Various process-based models have been developed for forecasting PM and ozone levels in the presence and absence
of ﬁres. Although these models provide deterministic predictions, few
of them give measures of uncertainties associated with these
predictions. Estimates of uncertainties are essential for model
evaluation and forecasting with known precision levels. In this
chapter we present a statistical procedure for forecasting next-day
ozone levels at given sites. The statistical model takes into account
some of the known sources of ozone ﬂuctuations, including changes
in temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction and, during ﬁre
season, effects of smoke from ﬁres. Other sources of variation not
directly accounted for in the model—e.g., variability in daily amount
of ozone produced by sources other than ﬁre—are included in the
uncertainty measure as random effect variables. The advantage of a
model that is capable of estimating mean effects and uncertainties
simultaneously is that evaluation of model performance is immediate
and predictions are available with speciﬁc precision levels. The ability
of the model in making accurate forecasting with speciﬁed precisions
is demonstrated by applying it to real data set of observed ambient
ozone and weather values at two sites in the Sierra Nevada for the
Corresponding author: E-mail: hpreisler@fs.fed.us
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period from 1 January to 31 July 2006. Forecasted PM2.5 values from
the BlueSky Smoke Dispersion Model are tested as a proxy for the
amount of pollution precursors reaching a given site from speciﬁc
ﬁres. The forecasts from the statistical model may be useful as a tool
for air quality managers to time-prescribed ﬁre treatment.

24.1. Introduction

Concerns about smoke from large high-intensity and managed lowintensity ﬁres have been increasing during the past decade. There is a
growing awareness that smoke from some ﬁres may cause exposure to
hazardous air pollutants. Studies using satellite images and long-range
atmospheric transport models have shown that smoke from large highintensity ﬁres can be transported across continents or even oceans,
producing air quality impacts that can be detected on a continental scale
or beyond. Managed low-intensity burns, although usually smaller and
less intense, nevertheless may also have an impact on local and regional air
quality.
Emissions from managed low-intensity and large high-intensity ﬁres
are of special concerns for landscape and air quality managers in the
Sierra Nevada. Fire is a natural part of the landscape of the Sierra
Nevada. Fire history studies show pre-European ﬁres were widespread
and both low-intensity and high-severity ﬁres were frequent (Caprio &
Lineback, 2000). Fire suppression beginning in the late 19th century has
dramatically changed the historical ﬁre regime, altering the ecological
structure and function of Sierra forests. Current fuel conditions show
substantial accumulation of live and dead fuels, and require that federal
land and air quality managers develop strategies to reduce ﬁre danger and
maintain ecosystem integrity. As such, one of the strategies is to use
managed low-intensity burns for air quality, safety and resource beneﬁts.
Smoke generated by managed low-intensity burns can have a
substantial impact on the air quality in the Sierra Nevada, especially on
local scales. Particulate matter contained in ﬁre smoke is one of the
greatest concerns due to its impacts on public health and visibility
(Billington et al., 2000). At larger scales, burning of forests can also
generate substantial concentrations of O3 downwind of the ﬁre through
reaction of nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds (VOC)
and sunlight (Finlayson-Pitts & Pitts, 1993; U.S. EPA, 2001), although
only very large ﬁres have been shown to contribute substantially to higher
ozone levels at regional scales.
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The Sierra Nevada is home for several National Parks and Wilderness
Areas that have been, under the Clean Air Act, designated as Class-I
airsheds and must maintain the highest standard for air quality. The
Sierra Nevada and its National Parks are susceptible to poor air quality
because of its close proximity to the San Joaquin Valley, CA that contains
four of the top six most polluted cities in the United States. Pollutants
emitted from sources in the San Joaquin Valley can be transported to the
National Parks in the Sierra Nevada by terrain-induced regional and
local circulations. In 2003 alone, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Park recorded 72 days when the observed ozone level exceeded the federal
8-h ozone standard (NPS, 2003). Smoke from wildland and prescribed
ﬁres in the Sierra Nevada may lead to the exceedances of ozone and
particulate air quality standards in the National Parks in the mountains,
but also contribute to the already serious air pollution problem in the San
Joaquin Valley through atmospheric transport. The Sierra Nevada
federal land managers are, therefore, constantly challenged by the
conﬂict between the use of managed low-intensity burns to reduce ﬁre
danger and maintain ecosystem integrity and the protection of air quality
in the Class-I airsheds in the Sierra Nevada where the background ozone
concentration is already high.
Land managers require a tool that may aid their decisions in planning
burn operations in ways that create more efﬁcient burn opportunities
while minimizing their air quality impact. It has been suggested that a
process-based atmospheric dispersion models may be a useful tool in this
regard. However, although these models may provide deterministic
predictions of amounts of pollutant being dispersed from particular
sources (including ﬁres) hardly any of them give measures of uncertainties
associated with these predictions. Without measures of uncertainties, it is
almost impossible to evaluate model performance. This chapter describes
how a statistical model may be developed, using historical ozone and
meteorological data from given sites together with output from an
atmospheric dispersal model, to obtain estimates of next-day hourly
ozone levels with estimates of uncertainties. The statistical methods are an
extension of those used in Preisler et al. (2005). As an example of the
procedures, the statistical model is used to produces next-day ozone
estimates at two sites in the Sierra Nevada. The model uses meteorological variables at each site together with predicted ﬁre-produced PM2.5
(particulate matter with diameter less than or equal to 2.5 mm ) values
from the BlueSky Smoke Dispersion Modeling System (Larkin et al.,
2008). The BlueSky PM2.5 values are used as a proxy for potential
contributions of smoke from ﬁres in the region. Since atmospheric
dispersion models such as BlueSky already utilize real-time
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meteorological variables to make predictions of PM concentrations, the
question may be raised as to why meteorological variables are used again
in the statistical model. One reason for including meteorological variables
is to assess the output of the dynamic dispersal model. If the dynamic
model is capturing the full effects of meteorological variables then these
variables would ideally drop out of the statistical model (i.e., found not
signiﬁcant). The latter is particularly relevant when we are forecasting
PM levels at a site using the PM values from a dynamic model as one of
the predictors. When the goal is to forecast ozone levels, however, the
weather variables at the site are likely to be the most important predictors
of background diurnal ozone values. Since weather stations are
commonly found at many sensitive locations in the Sierra Nevada and
BlueSky real-time forecasts are also available for the region, the statistical
model developed here for two sites in the region may be adapted and
applied to other sensitive locations in the Sierra Nevada. The models are
not limited to BlueSky. Forecasts from other dynamic transport models
may be used in a similar fashion in order to appraise their ability to
forecast next-day ozone or PM levels during ﬁre season.

24.2. Methods
24.2.1. Data

Meteorological data were obtained from two weather stations in Sequoia
National Park. The Lower Kaweah station is located at 1902 m above
mean sea level (MSL) and Ash Mountain station is at 535 m MSL. The
meteorological data included hourly values of temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, wind direction and solar radiation. Ozone
concentrations (ppb) were also recorded at these stations (Fig. 24.1).
Ozone concentrations were measured with a Thermo Environmental
Model 49 UV absorption instrument operated by the National Park
Service. The ozone monitor was calibrated at the beginning of the season
and checked against a calibrator on a weekly basis. Air temperature and
relative humidity were measured with a Vaisala temperature and
humidity sensor mounted at approximately 2 m in a self-ventilated,
louvered shelter. Wind speed and direction were monitored with a
MetOne anemometer mounted on a 10-m tower.
Forecasted PM2.5 values at the two locations were obtained from
BlueSky output for the same period. BlueSky is a smoke dispersion
modeling forecasting system that combines burn information with models
of consumption, emissions, meteorology, and dispersion to yield a
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Figure 24.1. Boxplots of hourly ozone values at two sites in Sequoia National Park for the
ﬁrst 31 weeks (1 January to 31 July) in 2006. The dashed curves at the bottom of each panel
are the weekly total PM2.5 values from BlueSky simulations for that site.

prediction of trajectories and surface concentrations of particulate matter
(both PM2.5 and PM10) from managed low-intensity ﬁres, wildﬁres, and
agricultural burn activities (Larkin et al., 2008). Currently BlueSky smoke
predictions from wildﬁres are available daily for many locations in the
United States. In California, BlueSky has been implemented by the
California and Nevada Smoke and Air Committee (CANSAC, http://
www.cefa.dri.edu/COFF/coffframe.php) (Brown et al., 2003) into its
operational weather forecast system. The system employs the Fifth
Generation Penn State University/National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) Mesoscale Model (MM5, http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/
mm5/) (Grell et al., 1994) in an operational mode. The initial and
boundary condition inputs for the MM5 model are prepared using
6-hourly 40-km ETA forecasts and observations obtained from the
NCAR’s Unidata data stream. The BlueSky PM2.5 forecasts for each day
include smoke emissions from all ﬁres reported by various agencies and
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individuals for the previous day. Simulations for each day start at 5 am
local time. All ﬁres from the previous day are assumed to have started at
the starting time of the simulations.
We used the predicted PM2.5 values from BlueSky forecast to
characterize the amount of PM produced by smoke from both large
high-intensity and managed low-intensity ﬁres in the region. Outputs
from other transport models, with the capability to produce spatially and
temporally explicit values in real time, may also be used.
24.2.2. Statistical model

A statistical model is developed that links the observed ozone
concentrations with the observed meteorological conditions and
BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 values at two sites in the Sequoia National
Park. The goal here is to forecast next-day ozone concentrations at a
given site. While meteorological conditions at the site are likely to be
good predictors of background ozone concentrations they will not pick
potential ﬂuctuations due to a particular source of pollution such as ﬁres.
For that we use predicted PM2.5 values from BlueSky output. Observed
PM values at the site may be better predictors; however many sites,
including the two in this study, do not have observed PM values. Even at
sites that have PM observations, it is very difﬁcult to separate the PM
concentration produced by ﬁre emissions from the contributions by other
PM sources. The BlueSky-predicted PM values at a given location and a
given time is a result of smoke plumes as they are transported and
dispersed from the locations of all ﬁres in a region.
Standard multiple regression models are not appropriate for the
analysis of ozone data for a variety of reasons. First, the distribution of
hourly ozone values is not well approximated by a Gaussian or other
symmetric distribution (Fig. 24.2a). Second, the assumption of independent observations is not valid because hourly ozone values are serially
correlated. Lastly, the relationships between ozone levels and the various
predictors are nonlinear. For example, the relationship between hourly
ozone and wind direction in the Sequoia National Park region is likely to
be cyclical with ozone values being higher when wind directions are from
the southwest potentially transport ozone precursors from the heavily
polluted San Joaquin Valley.
In our study we used a multiple regression model with cube root of
ozone as the dependent variable and with an autoregressive error term to
account for the serial correlation. The cube transform of ozone values
were more closely approximated by the Gaussian distribution
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Figure 24.2. Normal probability plots for hourly ozone values (top left panel) and for three
transformations. The cube root transformation of the observed ozone values (bottom left)
appeared to be more closely approximated by the Gaussian distribution when compared to
the square root (top right) or the logarithmic transformations (bottom right).

(Fig. 24.2c). The statement for the statistical model is
Y t ¼ mðXt24 Þ þ bY t24 þ t
where Yt is the cube root of the ozone value at tth hour of the day; m an
additive function of the columns in X; Xt24 is a matrix of bases spline
transforms of the predictor variable (e.g., weather and BlueSky variables)
for the previous day; Yt24 the cube root of the ozone value for the
previous day; b a coefﬁcient to be estimated and where t ¼ rt1 is the
autoregressive error term. In ordinary regression it is often customary to
use some parametric transformation of the predictors (e.g., polynomial or
logarithmic function of X) to describe non-linear relationships between
the predictors and the predictant. The regression equation described
above uses non-parametric transforms of the predictors (e.g., splines),
thus allowing the data to suggest the nonlinearities. The latter is achieved
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Figure 24.3. Estimated relationships (and 95% point-wise approximate conﬁdence
bounds) between predictors and hourly ozone levels. The effects are standardized to have
mean zero. If the horizontal line at zero is completely within the conﬁdence bounds then that
predictor does not have a signiﬁcant effect on diurnal ozone concentration. The BlueSky
variable is the 80th percentile of the previous day’s hourly PM2.5 values produced by
BlueSky. The hatch marks at the bottom of panel h are the distribution of the observed
BlueSky variable.

by ﬁtting polynomial regressions locally after dividing the range of the
predictor variables into subsets at speciﬁed knots (Hastie et al., 2001).
The plots in Fig. 24.3 are an example of ﬁtted non-parametric
relationships for the present data. Note that while in ordinary parametric
regression the slopes and intercepts of the linear relationships for each
predictor are estimated from the data, in non-parametric regression the
whole non-linear curves are estimated from the data for all predictors
simultaneously.
The above model allowed us to assess the ability of the previous day
predictor variables in predicting next-day ozone levels. One may use a
similar method to assess the skill of forecasted weather data on ozone
levels.
The predictor variables used in the model were temperature, relative
humidity, solar radiation, wind speed and wind direction as measured at
the two sites. Other two predictors used were hour-of-day in addition to a
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predictor based on the hourly BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 values for that
location and time. The PM2.5 predictor we used was the 80th percentile of
the simulated hourly PM2.5 values for the previous 24 h. It was
anticipated that the meteorological variables in the model will account
for most of the variability in ozone values due to local weather conditions
at the time and the BlueSky variable will account for weather conditions
at the regional scale that affect the transport of particulate matter and
other possible ozone precursors from ﬁres in the region in the previous
day. The hour-in-day variable was included as a surrogate for unobserved
factors (other than the measured local weather conditions and PM2.5
values) that may be affecting ozone levels and that have a 24-hour daily
cycle. All estimations were done with the R statistical package
(R Development Core Team, 2006).
One outcome of interest to land and air quality managers is whether
the ozone level at a particular sensitive site will exceed some critical value
(e.g., 90 ppb). We used the forecasted hourly ozone values and their
estimated standard errors to appraise the following decision rule:
^
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^
If maxðY þ2 seÞ  3 90 prescribed burn not recommended on this day,
24 h^
^
where Y and se are the forecasted cube root of ozone and its
corresponding estimated standard error. Using the above rule, prescribed
burns are not recommended on days where the chance of ozone levels
exceeding the critical 90 ppb value is greater than a small value (B2.5%).
We used data from 1 January to 30 July 2006 (the only time period that
we had archived BlueSky forecasts) to build the model. We used the
period 1 May to 30 July as a test period to calculate the error rate in our
decision rule. Ozone concentrations for each day in the test period were
forecasted from a model estimated using data from all the days except the
day being forecasted.
24.3. Results

On average ozone values at the Ash Mountain site were signiﬁcantly
lower than the corresponding values at the Lower Kaweah site
(Fig. 24.3a). All ﬁve local weather variables included in the model had
signiﬁcant effects on hourly ozone levels. The partial effect plots
(Fig. 24.3b–f) are the estimated non-parametric functions describing the
relationships between the predictors and the dependent variable (cube
root of ozone). The signiﬁcant relationship between ozone and hour-ofday (Fig. 24.3g) appears to indicate that there are other sources of
variation with a 24-hour cycle that were not accounted for by the ﬁve
meteorological variables in the model. The hour-of-day variable in the
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model may be viewed as a surrogate for these missing predictors. Finally,
there is some evidence of increases in ozone levels with increasing values
of the BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 values (Fig. 24.3h). The effect of the
BlueSky’s PM2.5 variable was signiﬁcant ( p-value ¼ 0.0418), however,
the standard errors around the estimated curve were large, due to the
small sample sizes. The BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 levels during the study
period were very low. It remains to be seen if the relationship
between the BlueSky predictor and ozone concentrations remains the
same when a longer period is studied with a wider range of BlueSky
values, namely, during a period with more ﬁre activities including some
intense ﬁres.
The statistical model appeared to have considerable skill in forecasting
ozone levels for the next 24 h using the local weather and ozone levels in
the previous day (Figs. 24.4 and 24.5). The decision rule used to forecast
whether ozone values will exceed a critical level seems to work well. The
forecast missed only one day where the actual/observed ozone level was in
excess of the critical level of 90 ppb while the forecasted maximum level
(þ2SE’s) was lower than that. (Fig. 24.6). However, there were many
days when the forecast was greater than 90 ppb while the actual observed
value was below 90 ppb. One can decrease the number of false positives
by making a decision rule based on a lower conﬁdence bound. However,
in doing so, the chance that the forecast will miss days with ozone in
excess of 90 ppb will increase.

24.4. Discussions

Process-based models for forecasting PM levels during ﬁre season may be
a useful tool for land managers if their performance was evaluated and
their accuracy of PM forecasts for a particular area or sensitive locations
are documented. In order to evaluate model performance it is necessary to
quantify the uncertainties of the model predictions. The statistical model
developed here is an attempt to demonstrate how uncertainties may be
quantiﬁed and precisions of forecasts estimated given observational data
at a speciﬁc site. In this chapter we ﬁrst demonstrated how one may
quantify uncertainties using observational data by applying the statistical
model to two meteorological stations in the Sierra Nevada. We then used
the estimated statistical model to forecast next-day ozone values during the
start of 2006 ﬁre season using BlueSky forecasted PM2.5 values as a
surrogate for the level of ﬁre activity on a given day. The model can be
used as an aid to land managers in making a ‘go’ or ‘no-go’ decision with
respect to managed low-intensity ﬁres in the Sierra Nevada. To make a
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Figure 24.4. Observed (dots) and forecasted (blue curves) hourly ozone values at the Ash
Mountain site for a period of 16 days (27 May to 11 June 2006). The gray regions indicate
the forecasted point-wise approximate 90% bounds. The green dashed line is at 90 ppb.

forecast for given locations in the Sierra Nevada using the statistical model
suggested in this study, the following steps need to be taken:
1. Install meteorological stations at sites near smoke sensitive areas in the
Sierra Nevada (i.e., schools and hospitals). These meteorological
stations need to have web-based accessibility to retrieve real-time
hourly weather information. Co-location of ozone and PM2.5 monitors
would make these sites ideal for forecasting efforts and would
complement efforts to accurately monitor air quality in this region.
2. Collect hourly weather and ozone data from these sites for at least one
year. If the site also has the capability to collect PM2.5 data, then the
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Figure 24.5. Observed (dots) and forecasted (blue curves) hourly ozone values at the Lower
Kaweah site for a period of 16 days (27 May to 11 June 2006). The gray regions indicate the
forecasted point-wise 90% bounds. The green dashed line is at 90 ppb.

data can be used directly in the statistical model to replace the
BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 values. Otherwise, BlueSky-predicted PM2.5
values will also be needed for the same time period. The observed
ozone and meteorological variables and the PM2.5 values will then be
used to evaluate the statistical model and determine the coefﬁcients
that best describe statistically the conditions for the speciﬁc location.
Historical data at existing monitoring sites may also be used to train
the statistical model.
3. During ﬁre seasons, download previous-day data from the meteorological sites by 5:00 am present day.
4. Obtain BlueSky-predicted PM2.5 values for that day, also by 5:00 am.
5. Produce forecasted hourly ozone values (and approximate conﬁdence
bounds) for the next 24 h starting at 5:00 am.
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Figure 24.6. Observed 24-hour maximum ozone values at Ash Mountain and Lower
Kaweah for the period 1 May to 30 July 2006. Red indicates days when the forecasted upper
95th percentile exceeded 90 ppb. Green indicates days when the forecasted upper 95th
percentile was less than 90 ppb.

6. Produce a map indicating all the sites in the study area with red or
green sites depending on whether the site is forecasted to exceed the
critical level (e.g., 90 ppb hourly average) or not. The latter based on
some criteria such as the one described above.
7. Repeat the process the next day.
The current statistical model may be improved by replacing the
observed previous day weather conditions with the forecasted values from
mesoscale weather forecast models for the current day. As mentioned
earlier, mesoscale weather forecasts using the MM5 model, together with
forecasts of PM concentrations due to large high-intensity and managed
low-intensity ﬁres using the BlueSky Smoke Dispersion Modeling System,
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are made available operationally by CANSAC for the State of California
and Nevada at 4-km horizontal grid spacing.
One potential problem, however, with these mesoscale model forecasts
is that for a given location in the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range that is
subject to strong inﬂuence of local topography, relative large errors may
occur in forecast of surface meteorology, especially wind speed and direction. At these locations, the statistical model based on actual on-site
observations from previous day, as described in this study, may do a
better job in predicting the likelihood of ozone exceedance for the next
day at the site.
During this past ﬁre season in 2006, more observational data have been
collected at other locations in Sequoia and Yosemite National Parks and
Sequoia National Forest in the Sierra Nevada. These data will be used to
test the robustness of the statistical model for making ozone forecasting
for different weather conditions and topographic settings.
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Chapter 25
Managing Air Pollution Impacted Forests of California
Michael J. Arbaugh, Trent Procter and Annie Esperanza
Abstract
Fuel treatments (prescribed ﬁre and mechanical removal) on public
lands in California are critical for reducing fuel accumulation and
wildﬁre frequency and severity and protecting private property
located in the wildland–urban interface. Treatments are especially
needed in forests impacted by air pollution and subject to climate
change. High ambient ozone (O3) concentration and elevated
nitrogen (N) deposition weakens and predisposes trees to bark
beetle attacks, increases foliar senescence and fuel build-up, and
increases water stress during drought periods. Climate variability is
expected to increase beyond historic ranges of variation, resulting in
more severe droughts. Combinations of future climate variability
and air pollution are likely to increase risk of episodic tree mortality,
long-term ecosystem changes, and frequency and severity of wildland
ﬁres. Fuel treatments, however, are difﬁcult to implement in these
forests. Smoke from prescribed ﬁres can adversely affect local and
regional air quality leading to conﬂicts with local and regional air
regulatory agencies. Over the past several years federal land air
quality and ﬁre managers have responded to these conﬂicting needs
by expanding beyond the boundaries of their historical job
responsibilities. For example, they are now actively forging
cooperative relationships with local, state, and federal air regulators.
The result has been fewer conﬂicts about smoke in populated or
protected areas, with managers achieving an adequate level of
prescribed ﬁre treatments. Smoke monitoring by air managers has
played a key role in this success. Social and regulatory acceptance of
ﬁre as a management tool in air polluted forests will depend on land
managers developing a better understanding of air pollution and
smoke interactions and interactions between air pollution, drought,
Corresponding author: E-mail: mjarbaugh@charter.net
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and insects. Acceptance of ﬁre as a management tool also requires
better large-scale monitoring efforts (ﬁeld collected and remotely
sensed), development of models for predicting spatial and temporal
distribution of air pollution and smoke resulting from forest ﬁres,
and incorporation of air pollution and climate effects into forest
mensuration models used to predict stand development.

25.1. Introduction

Managing the impacts of air pollution on public lands in California is
a complex ecological, political, and regulatory task. The federal Clean Air
Act (CAA, 1990) mandates that the National Park Service (NPS) and the
USDA Forest Service (FS) protect air quality-related values in Class I
Areas. Class I areas are deﬁned as National Parks over 6000 acres and
Wilderness Areas over 5000 acres that were in existence on August 7,
1977. All other clean air regions are designated Class II areas, which
allow moderate pollution increases. New wilderness areas added since
that time have not been designated as additional Class I areas, but
additions to existing mandatory areas added after 1977 are also Class I
Areas. Class I Areas are provided with special protection from new
and modiﬁed major stationary sources emissions. Historically, program
emphasis of both agencies has been to review and comment on
the applications and proposed permits related to the primary and
secondary emissions from stationary sources and their accumulated
impacts to Class I areas.
The CAA requires the permitting authority consult with federal land
managers (FLM) when considering applications from major stationary
sources near Class I areas. This requirement provided impetus to the NPS
and FS to establish management and then research programs that have
developed leadership roles in research, monitoring, and management
strategies to address the effects of air pollution on forest ecosystems in the
United States.
Original program emphasis of both agencies was to understand and
mitigate the effects of criteria pollutants (deﬁned by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as indicators of air quality that have established
maximum concentrations above which adverse effects on human health
may occur) on air quality-related values in parks and forests of the
United States. Over time additional threats have required FLM to expand
their roles and responsibilities. The roles of air resource managers in
California have expanded, as smoke from prescribed and wildland ﬁre
have become issues of increasing concern to air quality regulatory
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agencies seeking to regulate particulate, toxic, and ozone precursor
emissions. The complexity of air management is further increased by the
need to consider prescribed ﬁre effects on regional haze and California’s
Assembly Bill 32 that established regulations limiting greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. Changes in climate variability also present challenges
to management, especially in areas where changes in weather patterns
may result in abnormally high mortality of trees.

25.2. Regulatory complexity of federal land air resource management

The respective air quality management programs of the NPS and FS
developed as a response to the 1977 amendments to the CAA. The CAA
gives the NPS and FS an afﬁrmative responsibility to protect air qualityrelated values in designated Class I Areas. In addition to the CAA,
several other laws specify air, air quality, or the atmosphere as a resource
to protect and manage. They include:
 The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA, 1976) that
speciﬁes clean air as an important forest resource to be protected.
 The Organic Act (NPS 1916) that created the NPS to preserve and
protect natural and cultural resources and allow visitors to experience
National Parks now and in future.
 The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act
(FRRRPA, 1974) that directs the Secretary of Agriculture to protect
and, where appropriate, improve soil, water, and air resources.
 The Wilderness Act (1964) requires natural conditions to be sustained
in wilderness areas.
The air quality regulatory structure and agencies responsible for
compliance with these laws include the California EPA, Air Resources
Board (ARB), regional air quality regulatory agencies, and county-level
air pollution control districts (Fig. 25.1).
25.2.1. Environmental Protection Agency

Federal agencies implement regulations of national air quality standards,
oversee state and local actions and implement programs for toxic air
pollutants, heavy-duty trucks, locomotives, ships, aircraft, off-road diesel
equipment, and some types of industrial equipment. The role of federal,
state, and local governments builds on the CAA and amendments of 1977
and 1990. Some of the components, regulations, and policies related to
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Figure 25.1. Local air quality regulatory jurisdictions in California.

the CAA that may directly or indirectly affect land management in
California include the following:
 National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)—These are
standards for pollutants considered harmful to public health and the
environment. The EPA has set NAAQS for six principal pollutants,
which are called ‘‘criteria pollutants’’ (Table 25.1).
 Prevention of Signiﬁcant Deterioration and Class I Areas—Class I
Areas include National Parks, Wilderness Areas, and some U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Refuges that were in existence at the passage of the 1977
CAA amendments. They are provided special protection from new and
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Table 25.1. National and California Ambient Air Quality Standards set by the EPA for
seven principal pollutants
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
8-hour average
1-hour average
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Annual arithmetic mean
1-hour average
Ozone (O3)
1-hour average
8-hour average
Lead (Pb)
Quarterly average
30-day average
Particulate matter (PM10)
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hour average
Particulate matter (PM2.5)
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hour average
Sulfur dioxide (S02)
24-hour average
1-hour average

U.S. standard value

California standard value

9 ppm (10 mg m3)
35 ppm (40 mg m3)

9 ppm (10 mg m3)
20 ppm (25 mg m3)

0.053 ppm (100 mg m3)
None

0.030 ppm (57 mg m3)
0.018 ppm (34 mg m3)

0.12 ppm (235 mg m3)
0.08 ppm (157 mg m3)

0.09 ppm (176 mg m3)
0.07 ppm (137 mg m3)

1.5 mg m3
None

None
1.5 mg m3

None
150 mg m3

20 mg m3
50 mg m3

15 mg m3
35 mg m3

12 mg m3
Federal Standard Used

0.14 ppm
None

0.04 ppm
0.25 ppm

modiﬁed major stationary sources. The Prevention of Signiﬁcant
Deterioration is the permitting rule and concept for federal attainment
areas (areas that meet federal standards). Only a small increment of
additional pollution is allowed in these ‘‘clean air areas.’’ Federal land
managers are mandated an afﬁrmative responsibility to protect air
quality-related values that can be impacted by air pollution, including
visibility. Other values include ﬂora, fauna, soils, water, cultural
resources, and geologic features. Sensitive receptors such as species or
populations known to have documented sensitivity have been
established. Sensitive indicators are measurable elements of injury or
change. An example of this concept for ozone might include the
following elements: vegetation as an air quality-related value,
ponderosa pine as the sensitive receptor, and chlorotic mottle as the
sensitive indicator. Although this concept was originally developed to
fulﬁll the mandates of Class I protection, it is used frequently now
throughout Class II National Forests and Parks as well.
 Regional Haze Rule—These regulations require states to review how
pollution emissions from within the state affect visibility at ‘‘Class I’’
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areas across a broad region. The rule also requires states to make
‘‘reasonable progress’’ in improving visibility conditions in Class I
areas and to prevent future impairment of visibility. The states are
required by the rule to develop a plan which brings Class I areas from
current conditions to ‘‘natural background’’ conditions by 2064.
Natural background visibility exists when no human-caused pollution
is present. This program, while aimed at Class I areas, will improve
regional visibility and air quality throughout the country.
 Conformity Rule—This applies in federal nonattainment areas and
prohibits the federal government from taking actions that cause or
contribute to any new violation or delays the timely attainment of a
standard. A project or activity ‘‘conforms’’ if its air pollution emissions
are included in an approved State Implementation Plan (SIP).
 EPA Interim Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fire—This EPA
interim policy integrates two public policy goals: to allow ﬁre to
function, as nearly as possible, in its natural role of maintaining healthy
wildland ecosystems; and to protect public health and welfare by
employing best management practices to mitigate the impacts of air
pollutants on air quality and visibility.
 Exceptional Events Rule—Exceptional events are unusual or naturally
occurring events that can affect air quality and may impair an air
regulatory agency’s ability to attain the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. Qualifying events are not reasonably controllable with
regulatory techniques. This rule establishes the procedures and criteria
that will be used to identify and evaluate data to establish an
exceptional events determination.

25.2.2. California air resources board

State governments are responsible for developing SIPs that describe how
each state will achieve the requirements of the CAA. In California the SIP
is a collection of plans and regulations used to clean up polluted areas. The
EPA maintains oversight authority, must approve each SIP, and can take
over enforcement action if reasonable progress is not made. The California
ARB has set more stringent state air quality standards than many of those
established by the U.S. EPA, oversees state and local actions, and
implements local programs for toxic air pollutants, heavy-duty trucks,
locomotives, ships, aircraft, off-road diesel equipment, and some types of
industrial equipment. ARB supports over 200 air-monitoring stations and
maintains the statewide emissions inventory. ARB also oversees the
regulatory activity of 35 local and regional air districts.
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In addition, Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the California Global Warming
Solutions Act, was passed in September 2006. AB 32 requires that the
ARB adopt regulations for reporting and veriﬁcation of statewide GHG
emissions. AB 32 also requires that ARB adopt a statewide GHG
emissions limit equivalent to the statewide GHG limit set in 1990, which
should be achieved by the year 2020.
25.2.3. Regional and county air quality regulatory agencies

There are 35 local air quality regulatory agencies in California. The
agencies develop plans and implement control measures in their areas of
jurisdiction. These plans collectively contribute to California’s SIP. These
controls primarily affect stationary sources but do include sources of dust
and smoke. Air pollution control districts are classiﬁed as attainment
(meeting the standard) or nonattainment (not meeting the standard) for
each criteria pollutant including ozone.
25.3. Emerging regulatory issues

FLMs of forested ecosystems will always need to address the role of ﬁre.
General types of ﬁre include wildﬁres, wildland ﬁre use, and prescribed
ﬁre. Wildﬁres usually fall into a full suppression category, whereas
wildland ﬁre use and prescribed ﬁre warrant management attention at
different levels.
25.3.1. Prescribed and wildland ﬁre use

Prescribed ﬁres are ignited by management to achieve resource objectives,
most often a combination of ecosystem restoration or habitat maintenance objectives, and reduction of high hazard fuel loadings. These
objectives are not mutually exclusive and usually all prescribed ﬁre
operations contain a combination of them.
Wildﬁre use is the management of unplanned wildland ﬁres, such as
lightning-ignited ﬁres, to accomplish speciﬁc resource management
objectives. Lighting-caused wildland ﬁres will receive appropriate
management responses that give consideration to values, hazards, and
risks. They are a preferred means for achieving resource management
objectives in designated zones where restoration and ecological values
dominate considerations.
There is a perceived conﬂict between clean air goals and wildland ﬁre
use and/or prescribed ﬁre goals. The main concern is smoke and its
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related air quality and visibility impacts. For FLMs in the southern Sierra
Nevada, the problem is more complex. FS and NPS lands in the southern
Sierra Nevada are located within the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution
Control District. This air district is classiﬁed as serious and severe
nonattainment for particulate matter (PM) and ozone, respectively. Best
Available Control Measures (BACM) are implemented in the air basin by
requiring federal ﬁre programs within the basin to comply with a series of
emission control measures that are some of the most stringent in the
nation.
As wildland areas are treated and maintained with prescribed ﬁre, ﬁre
use projects, and mechanical treatments, the potential amount of smoke
emissions can be reduced. Smoke emissions released during unwanted
wildﬁres usually produce more serious air quality impacts, potential harm
to life and property, and an unnatural alternation to protected ecosystems
than do controlled management ﬁres.

25.3.2. Regional haze rule

The 1977 amendments to the CAA provided a national visibility goal of
‘‘the prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing,
impairment of visibility in mandatory Class I federal areas in which
impairment results from manmade air pollution.’’ The 1977 amendments
required the EPA to issue regulations that would ensure ‘‘reasonable
progress’’ towards meeting the national visibility goal. Congress placed
additional emphasis on regional haze in the 1990 amendments to the
CAA, requiring the EPA to establish the Grand Canyon Visibility
Transport Commission to address visibility in 16 Class I areas on the
Colorado Plateau. Regional haze is generally considered visibility
impairment from a multitude of sources and activities over a broad
geographic region. Haze usually consists of ﬁne particles and precursors
broadly categorized as sulfates, nitrates, organic carbon, elemental
carbon, and dust. The ﬁnal Regional Haze Rule was passed in July
1999. The regulations require states to develop coordinated strategies and
programs to make ‘‘reasonable progress’’ towards the national visibility
goal. Each state was required to submit a SIP by December 17, 2007.
Preparation of the SIP should have included consultation with FLMs.
However, most states have not met this deadline. The goal of the planning
effort is to reduce human-caused emissions nationwide to improve
visibility in 156 federal Class I wilderness areas and National Parks.
Twenty-nine Class I areas are in California. Natural conditions are to be
achieved by 2064 with an interim assessment in 2018. California will be
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required to submit coordinated SIPs for PM2.5 and ozone on the same
planning schedule as regional haze, providing an opportunity for FLMs
to collaborate on control strategies for those pollutants as well. Although
the Regional Haze Rule emphasizes control strategies on industrial and
mobile sources, it does require consideration of smoke management
techniques for agricultural and forestry management practices in the
development of a SIP. It also requires determination of natural
background for regional haze prior to setting reduction goals. Natural
background must take into consideration the ﬁre histories of the
respective ecosystems. Wildland ﬁre and agricultural smoke will be
important due to its signiﬁcance in organic carbon inventories but will be
a challenge to project into future inventories because timing and location
is uncertain.

25.3.3. Climate change effects on air and forest resources

Managing air resources surrounding forest lands will become more
difﬁcult in the future. Most climate change projections (California
Climate Action Team, 2006) indicate higher annual average daily
temperatures and increased numbers of days conducive to air pollution
formation. Future scenarios predict that California will have an increased
number of very hot days and fewer cold days. Climate change may
increase the number of days conducive to pollution formation by as much
as 75–85% in high ozone areas such as Los Angeles and the San Joaquin
Valley. Background ozone is projected to increase 4–25% by 2100
(Kleeman & Cayan, 2006). The increase in hot days is projected to
increase large wildﬁre risk by 35% and cost by 30% over the next 50 years
(Westerling & Bryant, 2006). Moderate to high ambient ozone reduces
net carbon uptake, and high ozone and N deposition alter carbon
sequestration, its distribution, and its residence time in the ecosystem
(Grulke et al., 2008). Air pollution and climate change are also reducing
winter precipitation and increasing the severity of summer drought stress.
Cumulative effects of changing climate is forecasted to exacerbate insect
and disease affects on forests by weakening tree defenses and expanding
historical ranges of pathogens. Tree mortality from insects and pathogens
or directly from physiological stress is expected to increase due to longer
and more intense drought periods. Changing climate is also expected to
impact natural ﬁre regimes. Recent projections indicate that large
wildﬁres may increase almost 35% by mid-century, 55% by the end of
the century under medium-high CO2 emissions scenarios (Climate Action
Report, 2006).
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25.4. Changing roles, strategies, and organizations

Management techniques can be categorized into direct and indirect
opportunities. Direct opportunities include utilizing the legislated
mandates and regulatory mechanisms to evaluate impacts and provide
recommendations on permit issuance and mitigations to air regulatory
agencies. These are actions that are coordinated with air regulatory
agencies to directly reduce emissions from contributing sources. Indirect
management opportunities include resource manipulation to slow or
reduce effects, such as thinning, prescribed ﬁre, soil treatment, water
treatment, and visitor health warnings. These indirect measures are
generally applied to monitoring and modeling studies that attempt to
understand the complex of stressors impacting forest ecosystems
and human health and require long-term commitment of resources
(Bytnerowicz et al., 1999).
25.4.1. Regulatory coordination

Two of the most signiﬁcant environmental and public safety issues in
California are air pollution and catastrophic wildﬁre as a result of
unnatural fuel loadings. Dedicated professionals and scientists often
champion strategies to prevent both issues, and early attempts at
coordination often strained working relationships of the public agencies
charged to manage these issues. Recently, communication and relationships have improved through a number of forums leading to a better
understanding of both issues. These forums have become institutionalized
and are leading to more informed solutions and balanced progress.
Improved communication has led to collaboration on policy shifts and
partnerships in the development of technical tools for improving smoke
management.
Three levels of working groups have evolved in California and have
become very effective in resolving issues related to wildland ﬁre:
 Interstate—The Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) is an
organization of western states, tribes, and federal agencies to
coordinate visibility improvement in all western Class I areas by
providing technical and policy tools.
 Statewide—The California Interagency Air and Smoke Council (IASC)
serves as a forum for sharing information and developing technical
tools and processes for improved smoke management. Scientists and
managers from EPA, ARB, local/regional air regulatory agencies,
and land management agencies attend this quarterly forum. The Air
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and Land Managers (ALM) group meets quarterly and consists of
executive level staff from ARB and the land management agencies.
This group typically addresses policy and unresolved issues raised by
IASC.
 Air Basin—Most local air regulatory agencies and land management
agency units in California have developed smoke management working
groups in common air basins. These groups coordinate the operational
procedures of permit issuance, ﬁre and dispersion meteorology, smoke
modeling, daily burn allocations, smoke monitoring, public safety, and
public health. During periods of prescribed ﬁre, ﬁre use, or wildﬁre
these elements are discussed and decisions made in daily conference
calls.

25.4.2. Monitoring

An important component of agency air resource management is to
conduct or coordinate a variety of monitoring activities in rural and
remote areas. Monitoring allows land management agencies to better
understand current conditions and trends. Trends in ambient air quality
and the relationship with biological and physical resource condition can
be valuable information for policy makers and regulators. Air pollution
monitoring is an important activity that supports national programs such
as the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments
(IMPROVE) and the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET)
and provides air quality data for remote areas lacking continuous air
monitors. One important tool for monitoring air pollution in remote
areas is the use of passive samplers for monitoring O3 and other gaseous
air pollutant concentrations (Koutrakis et al., 1993). Ozone sampling
utilizes cellulose ﬁlters coated with nitrite (NO
2 ) that is oxidized by

).
The
rate
of
NO
ambient ozone to nitrate (NO
3
3 formation (amount of
formed
on
a
ﬁlter
over
time
of
exposure)
serves
as a measure of O3
NO
3
concentration. Concentrations of O3 measured with passive samplers are
compared at selected sites with real-time O3 measurements with the UV
absorption Thermo Environmental Model 49 or portable UV absorption
2B Technologies monitors (Bognar & Birks, 1998). The empirically
derived coefﬁcients are used for calculating O3 concentrations from other
passive sampler sites. By using this approach, regional monitoring
networks that consist of 50–100 sites can be maintained for several
growing seasons. Passive samplers provide 2-week averages (or other
chosen periods of time) of O3 or other gaseous air pollutants. Information
on real-time concentrations of O3 can be obtained from existing O3
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monitors (CASTNET, National Acid Deposition Program (NADP), and
ARB networks, and portable 2B Technologies monitors). These
monitoring efforts allow O3 distribution surfaces to be estimated using
geostatistical estimation.
Various PM monitors are distributed at several National Forests and
Parks in California. These monitors consist of BAM 1020, EBAM and
E-Samplers (Met One Instruments, Inc.). The BAM 1020 and EBAM
instruments work on the principle of beta attenuation. The BAM 1020 is
a federal reference instrument that requires ambient temperature control.
The EBAM is not a federal reference instrument, but serves as a portable
air monitor without a requirement for ambient temperature control. The
BAM 1020 is equipped with wind speed/wind direction, air temperature,
relative humidity, barometric pressure, solar radiation, and precipitation.
The EBAM can be equipped with the same meteorological parameters
except for solar radiation and precipitation. The E-Sampler is a portable
instrument based on the principle of near-forward light scattering and
incorporates a gravimetric ﬁlter device that can be used to improve the
accuracy of the concentrations. E-Samplers compare reasonably well with
the Federal Reference Method (Procter et al., 2003).
PM monitors can be used at ﬁxed locations year around, such as the
BAM 1020 instruments located in Kernville, Springville, and Pinehurst
(Sequoia National Forest), but the majority of monitors are used just
during periods of wildland and prescribed ﬁres. Mobile monitors are
distributed over regions at National Forests and Parks that conduct
frequent prescribed ﬁres or are prone to severe wildland ﬁres. These
instruments are typically operated only during ﬁre seasons or as support
for regional monitoring or modeling studies. Networks of PM monitors
allow air regulatory agencies and land management agencies to
collaborate on burn decisions and improve smoke management strategies
that are more effective at protecting public health.
Monitoring forest health and injury have also been important
components of air resources management. Beginning in the early 1970s,
ozone injury monitoring sites were established in California National
Forests and Parks. Some sites were maintained jointly with FS and NPS
by research institutes, such as the San Bernardino Mountain sites and
some have been maintained by FS Paciﬁc Southwest Region’s Air Quality
Management unit or the NPS Air Management program. As funding
allowed, sites have been evaluated for ozone, insect, and drought damage
but few comprehensive evaluations have been conducted since the early
1990s. As a result there is little information on recent regional changes in
ozone injury severity or the regional relationships between ozone injury
and tree mortality.
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25.4.3. Modeling

Air quality models use mathematical techniques to simulate chemical
and physical processes that inﬂuence air pollution as it disperses and
chemically reacts in the atmosphere. Air quality models are a valuable
tool to land managers attempting to understand the signiﬁcance of a
proposed source, the effectiveness of proposed control strategies,
potential issues related to multiple sources, and the concentration or
loading of pollutants ultimately delivered to resources on federal land.
In addition, models that can estimate biological damage or impact to
physical features, such as visibility, help land managers provide more
informed input to regulatory permit decisions. Dispersion models, that
estimate the concentration of pollutants downwind, are often used in
the analysis of proposed major stationary sources to estimate the
concentration or deposition of pollutants transported to Class I areas.
This is often the most important data an FLM has to work with in
making a recommendation on the issuance of permits to construct
stationary sources. Dispersion models are also used in land management agency actions and decisions that may produce regulated
emissions. Smoke from wildland ﬁre may be the most common of
these activities, but other examples include recreation activities, oil and
gas development, and construction activities. These modeling activities
provide valuable information to FLMs regarding potential regulatory
violations that may directly affect a decision. Additional modeling
issues include:
 Increasing the understanding of ﬁre behavior and smoke dispersion.
 Expanding knowledge of the physics of ﬁre–atmosphere interactions on
all scales.
 Developing products and transferring new technologies related to
national and regional ﬁre-weather and air quality dynamics.
 Enhancing the ability to predict climate change effects on forests.
 Improving the accuracy of carbon accounting.
 Modeling to understand complex emissions trade-off scenarios between
wildﬁre and prescribed ﬁre.
25.4.4. Research partnerships

Air management is no longer just the province of the air resource
specialists and regulators. Information and expertise needs have
exponentially increased, often beyond either the knowledge of individuals
or groups of managers. Air managers increasingly depend on researchers
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for information, advice, and direction on complex multidisciplinary
issues. In the past cooperation has been conducted on a project level, but
new and complex issues will require much more routine partnership
between managers and researchers. Some research involvement will be
limited to overlapping areas of interest, but some will also require joint
work-plan development and joint positions.
A variety of research is needed to support air management activities.
Understanding the effects of single and multiple pollutants on forest
ecosystems is critical to understanding future forest composition changes.
Similarly, development and application of air-monitoring equipment and
computer models of plume dispersal and transport are also important.
The following air pollution research questions represent a partial but not
comprehensive list of research needs related to air pollution issues in
California:

 What are the mass transport patterns, spatial and temporal distributions, and deposition rates of ecologically signiﬁcant pollutants to
Californias mountains?
 What are the effects of ozone, long-term deposition, and the
interactions among nitrogen compounds, sulfur compounds, ozone,
drought, and pests on the composition, structure, and function of
mountain ecosystems?
 Are models used to examine emissions production and transport
adequately representing conditions in California forests?
 What are the transport processes that control air pollutant and smoke
concentrations and delivery in the Sierra Nevada?
 How will climate change affect future patterns of air pollution
and from downwind sources? Can we project, with effects from
climate change, whether these thresholds have meaning in the
future? For instance, have thresholds already changed measurably
from 1980?
 Are the current critical loads, thresholds, and sensitive receptors
sufﬁcient for the protection of wilderness and ecosystem values?
 What are the effects of atmospheric pollutants, smoke, and drought on
terrestrial wildlife, insect species, soil invertebrates, and soil microfauna?
 What is the role of global and trans-Paciﬁc transported pollutants in air
pollution impacts on U.S. forests?
 Would progress in California emissions reductions be compromised by
increased future global transport of air pollutants?
 Has existing research knowledge been effectively implemented in
management plans?
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25.5. Summary

Forest ecosystems are impacted by a complex of abiotic stressors,
including air pollution, smoke, and climate change effects. Moderate to
high ambient ozone reduces net carbon uptake, and high ozone and N
deposition alter carbon sequestration, its distribution, and its residence
time in the ecosystem. Air pollution and climate change are also reducing
winter precipitation and increasing the severity of summer drought stress,
leading to increased insect and pathogen outbreaks.
Present regulatory requirements for protection of Class I areas and
proposed regulations for regional haze and climate change goals for
Class I and Class II areas will increase the complexity and difﬁculty of
prescribed ﬁre application in these forests. Despite these challenges it is
important to maintain prescribed ﬁre as a management tool to reduce the
likelihood of large ﬁre smoke and air pollution events. To maintain
prescribed ﬁre as a tool requires increased air pollution monitoring and
computer modeling tools. Better understanding, measurement and
prediction of smoke plume dispersal and transport will be needed to
enable ﬁre managers to minimize the impacts of prescribed ﬁre, wildland
ﬁre use, and wildland ﬁre smoke on the heath and welfare of ﬁreﬁghters
and nearby communities.
The complexity of multiple forest stressors and increased number
and diversity of federal and state regulations are changing the roles
and responsibilities of air managers. In addition to understanding
the distribution and impacts of urban air pollution transported
into wilderness areas, managers are concerned about smoke, regional
haze, and climate change impacts. Coordination and facilitation
efforts between land managers, air regulators, and researchers will
become increasingly important aspects of federal land management.
Flexibility and enhanced working relationships within and across
agencies will be crucial to implementing a successful fuel management
program in air pollution impacted forest areas in the future. Strong
interagency partnerships between air regulators, ﬁre managers,
and researchers will be critical for successful continuation of prescribed
or wildland ﬁre use ﬁres as viable fuel treatment strategies in polluted
areas.
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Chapter 26
Integrating Research on Wildland Fires and Air Quality:
Needs and Recommendations
Andrzej Bytnerowicz, Michael J. Arbaugh, Christian Andersen and
Allen R. Riebau
Abstract
A summary is presented that integrates general information on the
causes and effects of wildland ﬁres and emissions with various
ecological impacts of forest ﬁres and air pollution in forests and
other ecosystems. We also synthesize information on the regional
effects of wildland ﬁres on ambient air quality in Europe, North
America, Australia, and Asia, and how this may impact visibility and
human health and security. In addition, advances in remote sensing
(RS), modeling, and management of wildland ﬁres and the resulting
air pollution are summarized. We also provide information for
researchers and managers on the most important needs and
recommendations about the interactions of wildland ﬁres and air
pollution that have been discussed in this book.

26.1. Introduction

This book has presented a wide range of chapters focusing on the effects
and interactions of wildland ﬁres and air pollution and the implications of
these factors for land and air resources managers. Information in the
book is particularly important given the current research on carbon
sequestration and carbon trading in terrestrial ecosystems in a changing
climate. Regulators and land managers are increasingly interested in the
effects of ﬁre on residence time of carbon in forests and future
management practices that could be used to improve long-term carbon
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storage on both public and private land. The use of prescribed ﬁre as a
management tool needs to be reevaluated on the basis of carbon budget,
its effectiveness to control fuel buildup, risks of starting catastrophic ﬁres,
or compromised air quality. Our book provides a comprehensive
reference for researchers and land and air resources managers dealing
with these complex issues of the interactions of wildland ﬁre and air
pollution.
Information presented in this book has been divided into four sections:
I, General information and emissions; II, Ambient air quality, visibility,
and human health—regional perspectives; III, Ecological impacts of
forest ﬁres and air pollution; and IV, Advances in remote sensing (RS),
modeling, and management. This chapter provides an integrative
synthesis of the book and presents the most important needs and
recommendations for researchers and managers.

26.2. Integration of processes: causes and effects of wildland ﬁres
26.2.1. Causes of wildland ﬁres

Wildland ﬁres are complex combustion processes involving various
types of fuels and ﬁre behaviors changing over time and space
(Goldammer et al., this volume). Availability of fuel and fuel properties
(Ottmar et al., this volume), as well as climatic and weather conditions,
have a profound inﬂuence on wildland ﬁre ignition potential, ﬁre
behavior, and ﬁre severity (Benson et al., this volume). Air pollution,
speciﬁcally elevated concentrations of ambient ozone (O3) and nitrogen
(N) deposition resulting from N pollutant emissions, predispose forests
to adverse effects from drought, attacks of bark beetles, or other pests
and diseases (Fig. 26.1). Indeed, impacts of air pollution may be
increased with adverse climate change, escalating forest threat. Airpollution-affected forests are characterized by increased presence of
weakened or dead trees and a thick litter layer (easily available and
highly combustible fuel) making them highly susceptible to catastrophic
ﬁres (Fenn et al., 1998; Grulke et al., this volume; Takemoto et al.,
2001). Forest management and ﬁre prevention management practices
(Arbaugh et al., this volume), especially long-term prevention of all
forest ﬁres (such as that practiced for almost a century in the United
States), have pronounced effects on probability of ﬁre occurrence and
ﬁre severity (Minnich & Franco-Vizcaino, this volume). All of these
complex processes can become more severe due to global warming
(McKenzie et al., this volume) and a high incidence of arson
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Figure 26.1. Integration of knowledge presented in Section I ‘‘General information and emissions’’ and Section III ‘‘Ecological impacts of forest
ﬁres and air pollution.’’
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(Goldammer et al., this volume). Finally, large uncontrollable ﬁres can
result from climate pulses over large regions that have resulted in ﬁre
danger beyond any previously recorded level (Chubarova et al., this
volume).

26.2.2. Effects of wildland ﬁres
26.2.2.1. Emissions

Understanding potential ﬁre emissions requires knowledge of ﬁre sources
that include size of the area burned, burn period, characteristics and
condition of the fuels, amount of fuel consumed, and emission factors
for speciﬁc pollutants (Ottmar et al., this volume). Smoke from ﬁre is
composed of hundreds of chemicals in gaseous, liquid, and solid forms
that undergo complex chemical reactions and transformations. As a
result, substantial concentrations of elemental carbon, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), O3, and particulate matter (PM) may be found
downwind of ﬁres, sometimes thousand miles from the source
(Goldammer et al., this volume; Urbanski et al., this volume). Some of
these compounds are classiﬁed as criteria pollutants (pollutants with
established air quality standards), and these include NOx, O3, and PM,
which affect human health, reduce visibility, and impact human security
(Fig. 26.1; Goldammer et al., this volume). Numerous ﬁeld studies and
modeling efforts indicate that changing climate is likely to increase the
extent and frequency of wildﬁres, highlighting the importance of
accurately quantifying the regional and global effects of wildﬁre on
carbon stocks and release of atmospheric carbon compounds (Conard &
Solomon, this volume).
Visibility impairment is caused mostly by aerosols (both solid and
liquid), and wildland ﬁre smoke is one of the major sources of those at the
global scale. Between 25% and 60% of the organic carbon (OC)
measured in ambient air is a result of smoke from wildﬁre. In relation to
estimated natural background values, this suggests that the vast majority
of the natural background of OC aerosol in the western United States
results from ﬁre, while in the eastern United States nearly 50% of it may
be due to ﬁre. A signiﬁcant portion of the remaining OC in the eastern
United States is likely attributable to secondary aerosol formation from
vegetation emissions of reactive hydrocarbons. Visibility in the United
States is also affected by ﬁne particles transported long distances from
Asia and Africa (Fox & Riebau, this volume).
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26.2.2.2. Changes in Nutrient Cycling

There is a distinctive difference between the effects of wildland and
prescribed ﬁres on N status of forests. Wildﬁre removes substantial
quantities of N by volatilization, and prescribed ﬁre, over time, can
remove as much or more N than wildﬁre. However, this lost N can be
quickly replaced if ﬁre is followed by N2-ﬁxing vegetation. Wildﬁre often
has short-term deleterious effects on water quality because of increased N
mobilization, and long-term ﬁre suppression allows buildup of N-rich
litter, a source of labile N to runoff waters (Fig. 26.1). Prescribed ﬁre
usually has less impact on water quality than wildﬁre (Johnson et al., this
volume).
In southern California, forest ﬁre suppression and increased N
deposition contribute to increasing fuel loads and to an alteration of N
fuel content. Model simulations suggest that this will affect wildﬁre
severity and result in increases in air pollution emissions from ﬁres,
increased soil N emissions right after ﬁre, and elevated N export to stream
water (Gimeno et al., this volume).
26.2.2.3. Changes in Ecosystems

Emissions from wildland ﬁres may result in elevated concentrations of
ambient O3 and N pollutants (Goldammer et al., this volume; Urbanski
et al., this volume). Grulke et al. (this volume) found that changes in
forests impacted by air pollution may be creating increased ﬁre hazards in
forests near urban areas, which have already been predisposed to
occurrences of high severity (catastrophic) ﬁres by effective ﬁre suppression used as the prevailing management strategy in the United States in
the 20th century (USDA Forest Service, 2001). Catastrophic forest ﬁres in
southern California in 2003 clearly demonstrated the consequences of such
changes due to air pollution (Keeley et al., 2004). These ﬁres can cause
long-term changes in species composition during various successional
stages, or can even lead to a complete replacement of forests by other
ecosystems, such as chaparral or steppe (Fig. 26.1; Minnich & FrancoVizcaino, this volume). Grulke (this volume) provides a comprehensive
synthesis of the effects of altered nutrient cycling and ecosystem processes
caused by wildﬁres, air pollution, and changing climate.
26.3. Regional issues related to ﬁres and emissions

Effects of forest ﬁre emissions on air pollution in Europe are described in
three complimentary chapters in this book that focus on the entire
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European Union (Barbosa et al., this volume), southern Europe
(Miranda et al., this volume), and central and eastern Europe (Szczygiel
et al., this volume). About two-thirds of the ﬁres occurred in southern
Europe (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain) where about half
million hectares of forest land burn every year, representing around 86%
of the total burned area in the European Union (Barbosa et al., this
volume). In southern Europe, forest ﬁres emit large quantities of
pollutants every summer that result in severe air pollution episodes.
These are caused mostly by emissions from forest ﬁres but also by
emissions from aircrafts used to ﬁght the ﬁres (Miranda et al., this
volume). In central and eastern Europe, diversiﬁed and relative young
forest stands and humid climate result in much lower (moderate) ﬁre risk
than in southern Europe. In that part of Europe between 1991 and 2001
about 387,680 ﬁres burned 757,000 ha, which is just slightly more than the
average area of forest burnt in southern Europe annually (Szczygiel et al.,
this volume).
Examples of the effects of wildland ﬁre emissions on human health and
safety are described in this book for two well-known recent events in
Russia and in Ukraine. In summer 2002, the prolonged period of high
temperatures and drought in central Russia resulted in large, long-lasting
ﬁres of peat bogs and forest that caused massive smoke emissions. Smoke
was transported into Moscow for a period of almost 2 months, severely
reducing visibility and exposing people to the unhealthy levels of air
pollutants. The ﬁre smoke cloud was characterized by high aerosol
optical thickness and high concentrations of the optically active gas
species such as elevated levels of O3 (Chubarova et al., this volume).
The Chernobyl nuclear power plant explosion in Ukraine in 1986 was
one of the worst environmental disasters of recent times. The fallout
and accumulation of radionuclides in the soil and vegetation have had
long-term impacts on the surrounding area. It is feared that radionuclides
released during potentially large, catastrophic vegetation ﬁres (especially
from the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone) could spread to continental Europe,
Scandinavia, and Russia. The potential for large ﬁre occurrence was
assessed based on composition of radionuclides in soil, vegetation, and in
PM emitted by ﬁres. The highest atmospheric radionuclide 137Cs levels
occurred in early spring and late fall, corresponding to the most intense
periods of burning in the Exclusion Zone. Satellite images showed that a
smoke plume from the Exclusion Zone in May 2003 dispersed several
hundred kilometers southeast, reaching the major metropolitan area of
Kiev (Hao et al., this volume).
These incidents, along with the late 1990s and early 2000s exposures of
southeast Asian and Indonesian populations to wildland and agricultural
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ﬁre emissions (Goldammer et al., this volume), are some of the best
known examples of the recent effects of wildland ﬁre smoke on human
populations. Similar events are expected to happen even more frequently,
given the effects of changing climate (higher temperatures and increased
drought) interacting with other stresses, such as the phytotoxic effects of
air pollution. The probability of the occurrence of these events is very
high in Asia, especially in rapidly developing China (Qu et al., this
volume). In Australia wildland ﬁres (bushﬁres) range from the annual
savanna ﬁres in the north to the sporadic but extensive forest ﬁres in the
south. In addition, prescribed burning is frequently being used as a means
of reducing fuel loads, for maintenance of plant and animal biodiversity,
and in forestry management practices. However, here little is known
about production or composition of smoke from biomass burning and
the effects of ﬁre emissions on the human population. It has been
recognized that emissions from bushﬁres or fuel-reduction burns need to
be monitored and assessed. A large proportion of the vegetation of
Australia is composed of forests dominated by native species of
Eucalyptus and Acacia, while large expanses of plantations are dominated
by single species of Eucalyptus, which are well-known emitters of VOCs.
Consequently, Australia’s environment is unique in terms of fuel type and
emissions produced from these fuels in the generally low background
levels of ambient air pollutants and very different ﬁre regimes and fuel
types in most of the country (Bell & Adams, this volume).

26.4. Remote sensing, modeling, and management issues
26.4.1. Remote sensing

Application of RS (both satellites and aircraft platforms) helps with
monitoring ﬁre occurrence, ﬁre physical characteristics, and emissions
(smoke) intensity and transport patterns (Goldammer et al., this volume).
Among various systems used, the FireMapper system (Riggan & Tissell,
this volume) provides new abilities to study wildlﬁre behavior and helps
to incorporate improved ﬁre intelligence in daily ﬁreﬁghting operations.
The remotely acquired ﬁre-behavior data sets form an important base
that can be used for validating and improving ﬁre-behavior simulation
models.
In recent years China has begun using RS as a tool for monitoring
regional ﬁre hazards, and to a lesser extent, air quality emissions. Satellite
instruments such as the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
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(MODIS) have been used in Chinese ﬁeld experiments and in routine
monitoring of wildﬁres and air quality. In addition, the Landsat
measurements have been used for land cover mapping to determine fuel
type and loading to estimate ﬁre emissions. All of these measurements can
be useful for forest management and air quality management in China,
given that forest ﬁres could signiﬁcantly increase under a warming global
climate (Qu et al., this volume).
Hao et al. (this volume) recommend that a satellite receiving station to
detect ﬁres in real-time in the Chernobyl area, Ukraine, be installed. In
addition, smoke dispersion and air quality forecasting model to predict
the radioactivity levels downwind from catastrophic ﬁres should be
developed to reduce the risk of catastrophic exposures of inhabitants of
the neighboring rural and metropolitan areas.
26.4.2. Models

Fire managers around the world use a variety of systems to track and
predict ﬁre danger and ﬁre behavior at spatial scales that span from the
local-to-global levels and at temporal scales ranging from minutes to
seasons. Fire management software applications that usually incorporate
one or more computer models can determine the types of planning tools
used. Advanced computing technology has spawned a new generation of
ﬁre planning tools to predict ﬁre occurrence and ﬁre behavior. Linkages
between different ﬁre danger and behavior modeling systems and air
quality models could greatly improve mapping and prediction of air
pollution due to wildland ﬁres (Fujioka et al., this volume).
Several real-time smoke prediction systems have been developed
worldwide to help land managers, farmers, and air quality regulators
balance land management needs against smoke impacts. Four systems
that are currently operational for regional domains in North America and
Australia link ﬁre activity data, fuels information, and consumption and
emissions models with weather forecasts and dispersion models to
produce a prediction of smoke concentrations from prescribed ﬁres,
wildﬁres, or agricultural ﬁres across a region. These real-time smoke
prediction systems are providing a point of interagency understanding
between land managers and air regulators from which negotiations of the
conﬂicting needs of ecological ﬁre use while minimizing air quality health
impacts can start (O’Neill et al., this volume; Wain et al., this volume).
Various process-based models have been developed for forecasting PM
and O3 levels in the presence and absence of ﬁres. Although these models
provide deterministic predictions, few of them give measures of
uncertainties associated with these predictions, which are essential for
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model evaluation and forecasting with known precision levels.
A statistical procedure for accurate forecasting of next-day ozone levels
by applying it to a real data set of the observed ambient ozone and
weather values has been developed. Forecasted PM2.5 values from the
BlueSky Smoke Dispersion Model were tested as a proxy for the amount
of O3 precursors reaching a given site from speciﬁc ﬁres. The forecasts
from the statistical model may be useful as a tool for air quality managers
to time-prescribed ﬁre treatments (Preisler et al., this volume).
26.4.3. Management

The interaction between smoke and air pollution creates a basic conﬂict
between public health and fuels treatments. Fuels treatments (prescribed
ﬁre and mechanical removal) proposed for forest and other wildlands are
intended to reduce fuel accumulations and wildﬁre frequency and
severity, as well as to protect property located in the wildland–urban
interface (USDA Forest Service, 2001). However, prescribed ﬁres
produce toxic gases and aerosols that have instantaneous and long-term
effects on air quality (Fang et al., 1999). If fuels treatments are not
conducted, however, then wildﬁres may become more severe and
frequent, resulting in elevated public health and safety effects. A better
understanding of air pollution and smoke interactions is needed in order
to protect the public health and allow for socially and ecologically
acceptable use of ﬁre as a management tool. This could be accomplished
by innovative wide-scale monitoring efforts (ﬁeld and remotely sensed)
and development of models predicting spatial and temporal distribution
of air pollution and smoke resulting from forest ﬁres and other sources.
These problems impact the general public, land managers, and policy
makers, especially if urban areas or wildland-urban interfaces are
affected. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in cooperation with federal land managers, states, and tribes issued the Interim Air
Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fire (EPA, 1998) to protect
public health and welfare by mitigating the impacts of air pollutant
emissions from wildland ﬁres on air quality.
In California, fuels treatments on public lands are critical for reducing
fuel accumulation and wildﬁre frequency and severity and for protecting
private property located in the wildland–urban interface. Treatments are
especially needed in forests impacted by air pollution and subject to
climate change. Combinations of future climate variability and air
pollution are likely to increase the risk of episodic tree mortality, longterm ecosystem changes, and increased frequency and severity of wildland
ﬁres. Fuel treatments, however, are difﬁcult to implement in these forests.
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Smoke from prescribed ﬁres can adversely affect local and regional air
quality, leading to conﬂicts with local and regional air-regulatory
agencies. Federal air quality and ﬁre managers have responded to these
conﬂicting needs, actively forging cooperative relationships between ﬁre
managers and local, state, and federal air regulators. The result has been
fewer conﬂicts about smoke in populated or protected areas while striving
to achieve an adequate level of prescribed ﬁre treatments. Social and
regulatory acceptance of ﬁre as a management tool in air-polluted forests
will depend on land managers developing a better understanding of air
pollution and smoke interactions and interactions between air pollution,
drought, and insects. Acceptance of ﬁre as a management tool also
requires better large-scale monitoring efforts and development of models
for predicting spatial and temporal distribution of air pollution and
smoke from forest ﬁres. Air pollution and climate effects have to be
incorporated into forest mensuration models used to better predict forest
stand development (Arbaugh et al., this volume).
Prescribed ﬁre has also been proposed as a management tool to
mitigate N saturation (a result of chronic, excessive N deposition).
However, a major limitation of this strategy is that while ﬁre removes
substantial quantities of N from the forest ﬂoor, it removes only a small
fraction of the large N reservoir in the mineral soil and at the same time
causes increases in soil ammonium over the short term. Periodic
prescribed ﬁre to reduce fuel loads and atmospheric N deposition
(through control of N air pollution) and strategies to enhance plant and
microbial N demand may all be required to reduce N saturation
symptoms in catchments exposed to long-term atmospheric N inputs
(Gimeno et al., this volume; Johnson et al., this volume). Past and future
vegetation and ﬁre management activities also play a role in ecosystem
potential to store carbon. The nature and magnitude of these impacts
vary greatly among regions and ecosystems (Conard & Solomon, this
volume).
To monitor and minimize the transboundary effects of air pollution
resulting from vegetation ﬁres, international policies based on science are
needed to avoid excessive ﬁre application and to establish effective ﬁre
and smoke management practices and protocols of cooperation at the
international level (Goldammer et al., this volume).

26.5. Research and management needs and recommendations

This book has provided a wide range of research studies, monitoring
tools, and management practices that focus on the interactions of ﬁre and
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air pollution. Based on this knowledge and information, we present the
following future research needs and recommendations.
26.5.1. Fuels

 More detailed characteristics of complex fuels are required for the
development of more precise ﬁre-behavior models. Speciﬁcally,
improved knowledge of moisture content and its effects on ignition
and combustion efﬁciency, spatial and qualitative complexity of fuels,
vertical and horizontal description of fuel beds, and combustion
characteristics of rotten fuel and organic layers are needed.
 Better methods for mapping real fuel characteristics at the broad scales
relevant for regional air quality modeling, and for understanding how
small-scale variation can be captured in broad-scale data are required.
26.5.2. Climate/weather

 Improved weather forecasting of changing climate/atmospheric circulations at the local-to-regional scales are recommended, as well as more
precise seasonal forecasts to better predict ﬁre behavior.
 Better understanding of atmosphere/biosphere interactions that may
result from the increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is
needed.
 Full physics-based models of ﬁre behavior that incorporate interactions
with the atmosphere need to be developed.
 To improve ﬁre danger and ﬁre-behavior modeling, very ﬁne scale (48to 96-hour) wind simulations in complex terrain at the scale of tens of
meters that are linked to mesoscale weather are needed.
 Because current resolution of regional climate models is too low
(B50 km), more accurate empirical and statistical downscaling tools
need to be developed for assessing the impact of climate change on ﬁre
behavior and ﬁre emissions.
26.5.3. Fire detection

 Continued improvement in ﬁre detection capabilities, especially in
regard to size estimates and actual fuel consumed, are necessary.
Speciﬁcally, high-resolution ﬁre imagery is needed in real-time to
monitor and map ﬁre activity and smoke dispersion.
 Remote Sensing of ﬁre occurrences should assess ﬁre dynamics and be
integrated with information on ﬁre intensity (which can be derived
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from the ﬁre-radiative energy). This approach would help in a better
assessment of ﬁre effects and smoke emissions.
 Mapping burn scars and ﬁre intensity using a variety of satellite data is
needed for inventory of the effects of ﬁres on forest and other
ecosystems.
26.5.4. Prediction of ﬁre behavior

 Better linkage of ﬁre behavior models with atmospheric dispersion and
air quality models is needed. Improved coupled ﬁre-atmosphere models
should help to predict the effects of ﬁre on atmospheric processes.
 Physics-based models of ﬁre behavior that function on small to large
scales and include more accurate dynamics of ﬁre behavior (such as
extreme ﬁre behaviors—both spot and crown ﬁres) are needed. These
models would provide levels of uncertainty that are essential for ﬁre
prediction in operational ﬁre management (see Section 26.5.2).
 In-situ observations at the ﬁre-atmosphere interface are recommended
to validate ﬁre behavior models.
 Improved forecasts for lightning events at the short and medium range
are necessary.
 More sophisticated models are needed to understand the coupling
between the atmosphere and vegetation under increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide scenarios.
26.5.5. Emissions chemistry and in-plume chemistry

 Improved characterization of emissions of air pollutants and greenhouse gases during ﬁre events is needed to increase accuracy of
international emissions estimates. Consequently, more and better ﬁeld
studies on fuel consumption and emissions in various natural fuel beds
should be conducted.
 Emissions from peat and bog ﬁres, which are extremely important for
greenhouse gas inventories and understanding extreme smoke events in
the northern hemisphere, must be better understood and characterized.
 Treatment of ﬁre emissions (including H2O) in the models simulating
atmospheric chemistry and formation of secondary aerosols should be
improved.
 Chemical synthesis of forest ﬁre smoke as the synergistic or the additive
result of different types of fuels burnt and materials contained in the
smoke haze must be investigated (especially when the forest ﬁre front
expands into the urban-rural interface).
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 Field studies designed to measure smoke concentrations in three
dimensions (not just at the surface) should be conducted. Use of an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with PM2.5 (and other trace gas
species) monitors or canister samples for chemical analysis should be
considered.
 Detailed identiﬁcation and chemical analysis of functional groups of
VOCs is needed to develop markers (gaseous or aerosol tracers) that
could be used to distinguish smoke from prescribed versus wildland
ﬁres.
 To improve air quality models, the treatment of smoke plumes as they
move and encounter pollutants from other sources need to be tested
and improved. This is crucial for understanding secondary aerosol
formation or ozone generation.
 Effects of chronic N deposition and N accumulation in ecosystem on
ﬁre emissions chemistry should be better understood.
 Measurements of plume heights, dynamics, movement, and aerosol
properties are needed in order to validate smoke dispersion models.
 The unique fuel types and emissions in Australian environments (low
levels of air pollution in much of the country in contrast to ﬁre regimes
and fuel types from north to south) could be used as a testing ground
for future emission studies.

26.5.6. Ambient air quality

 Real-time monitoring of ambient air quality during forest ﬁres, using
improved ﬁeld analytical methods is recommended to assess potential
impacts to public health.
 Regional air quality models need to include realistic wildland ﬁre
emissions. Therefore, ﬁre prediction models must be used in conjunction with smoke prediction models, especially to quantify the spatial
and temporal dynamics of ﬁre emissions.
 Fire behavior models should be coupled with meteorological and
chemical models for improved pollution transport models. Transport
patterns, spatial and temporal distributions of pollution plumes, and
complexity of mountain terrain and effects of changing climate should
be better characterized in such models, which could lead to improved
accuracy and precision of predictions.
 Air quality forecasting models predicting pollutant levels downwind
from large ﬁres and catastrophic mega-ﬁres should be developed. These
models should be veriﬁed during large-scale ﬁeld measurement
campaigns.
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 Long-range transport of pollutants (trans-Paciﬁc, trans-Atlantic, and
cross-continental) that may affect background levels of pollutants toxic
to humans and vegetation should be evaluated.
26.5.7. Carbon release and greenhouse effects

 Information on the extent and severity of ﬁre, the feedbacks between
ﬁre and climate, and the effects of changing ﬁre regimes on all aspects
of the carbon cycle is recommended before we can fully predict the
magnitude, or perhaps even the direction, of the effect of changing ﬁre
regimes on global carbon balance, greenhouse gas emission, and
atmospheric chemistry. To accomplish this, much better information
about the amount of burned biomass, especially during wildﬁres, is
needed, as well as a better understanding of industrial and urban
sources of carbon release.
 Valid, accurate, and precise emissions inventories have to be developed
and maintained by countries for all ﬁre types, especially in those
regions where ﬁre is signiﬁcant. This is especially true as the next
generation of carbon accounting is developed.
 The relationship between changing ﬁre and agricultural regimes should
be better understood and included in the greenhouse gas mitigation
strategies.
26.5.8. Ecological impacts on forests

 The effects of ozone and nitrogen atmospheric deposition must be
better understood, as well as the interactions among various pollutants,
drought, and pests on the composition, structure, and function of
forests and other ecosystems. This research should include the effects of
these pollutants on biodiversity, including changes in vegetation,
wildlife, insects, soil invertebrates, and soil microorganisms.
 Critical loads of atmospheric deposition, thresholds of toxic effects of
air pollutants, and sensitive receptors that can be easily identiﬁed must
be determined for the protection of wilderness and ecosystem values
from the effects of wildﬁre emissions and other types of air pollution
exposures.
 Long-term effects of ﬁre on nutrient budgets (especially carbon,
nitrogen, and phosphorus), in forest ecosystems should be determined.
 Models aimed at better understanding of the effects of air pollution and
climate change on forests at the landscape scale (that incorporate
topography, land use, etc.) are needed.
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26.5.9. Health effects of smoke

 The quantiﬁcation of hazardous compounds in smoke from biomass
burning should be used in risk analysis of health and safety of
ﬁreﬁghters and the general public during wildﬁre and prescribed
burning activities. This would allow for a better-informed decisionmaking process.
 Representative key indicators (target forest-ﬁre smoke compounds) for
monitoring of air quality during wildland ﬁreﬁghting operations should
be deﬁned.
 Effectiveness of personal protective equipment for ﬁreﬁghters and the
exposed population should be tested.
 Long-term effects of smoke exposure on the health of ﬁreﬁghters
should be understood. In order to accomplish this goal, some novel
approaches (e.g., chemical analysis of expired air) should be used.
 Exposure limits to hazardous compounds during forest ﬁre and
evacuation criteria for sensitive groups of population should be
determined.

26.5.10. Management issues

 Because smoke affects air quality and therefore must be measured so
that air quality can be improved, a better link between forest ﬁre and
air quality communities is needed.
 Data generated by meteorological and smoke prediction systems
should be meaningfully and usefully delivered to the user communities
(land managers, air quality regulators). Continued collaboration is
required between the tool developers and the users if beneﬁts of
scientiﬁc advancements are to be realized. Effective use of information
management concepts should be applied to improve usefulness of data
and to safeguard it.
 Effective collaboration between air resources and land managers is
needed to evaluate opportunities to increase the utility of prescribed ﬁre
to treat accumulated fuels in wildlands. Increased air monitoring efforts
and development of probabilistic dispersion models to better manage
smoke and minimize public health impacts are recommended. The
existing knowledge on the use of prescribed ﬁre and its effects on air
quality should be effectively implemented in future management plans.
 Effective technology development addressing new problems, challenges, and program elements is needed. It should include development
of new technologies for ﬁre and air quality monitoring, information
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management, and modeling. Strong linkages between specialists in
various ﬁelds (ﬁre sciences, climatology, atmospheric sciences, forestry,
ecology, and others) are recommended.
Successful air resource management based on close coordination with
other land managers, air resource specialists, researchers, air-regulatory
agencies, and public and private organizations with environmental
interests is strongly encouraged.
Tradeoffs between short-term smoke management and the potential for
greater future impacts from restricting prescribed ﬁres and by
suppressing ﬁres must be better understood.
Comparison of land management options used in the northern
hemisphere (e.g., Europe, United States, and Canada) with those used
in the southern hemisphere (e.g., Australia and New Zealand) is needed
given the wide variability of wildﬁres and the effects of air pollution in
these different environments and ecosystems.
Effects of large ﬁres and mega-ﬁres on air quality and the implications
for public health have to be better understood. Occurrence of such ﬁres
is increasing in both the northern and southern hemispheres, perhaps as
a result of record-breaking ﬁre weather extremes exacerbated by
increased climate variability. Profound advances in ﬁre and air quality
science are needed for characterizing these ﬁre classes and should be
considered imperative.
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